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Perfect Irrigation Ditches are
Austin Drainage Excavator Ditches
1[ An irrigation ditch must be perfect in grade and sectional profile. It is not dug to carry away waste water but to carry
water as a commodity from places where it is plentiful to places where it is scarce. Salvage, not waste, is the governing
motive, hence it is that irrigation ditches are dug so perfectly and often lined at great expense with stone or concrete.

The Austin Drainage Excavator
is a machine for digging perfect ditches, and it

is the only machine mat digs ditches with bottoms
true to grade and sides to perfect slope by a sin-

gle operation and in one process. The origi-
nal soil is not disturbed or loosened an inch below
the required profile. It is therefore left as imper-
vious to leakage as it ever was and in the best

possible condition to ser.ve as a foundation for lin-

ing if a lining is desired. The spoil banks are

deposited far enough to the sides to leave wide
berms. <J The Austin Drainage Excavator is

a dry-land machine, the only water it needs is

boiler water, hence it is an arid-region machine
and as much at home on the deserts of the West
as it is in the overflow lands of the East, where it

has dug hundreds of miles of drainage ditches.

It digs a ditch with sloping sides and smooth bot-

tom in one operation, moving along the work
under its own motive power no slopes to trim,
no berms to clean; no horses or mules to provide
with forage and water, no army of teamsters and

scraper holders and shovelers to pay and feed and

keep from striking. The illustration here shows
a drainage ditch. Did you ever see an irrigation

ditch du? more perfectly? Bear in mind that the ditch shown is just as the Austin Drainage Excavator dug it.

It is a completed ditch. Send for our Catalogue S and form letters; they show other pictures of perfect ditch work.

F. C. AUSTIN DRAINAGE EXCAVATOR CO.

I

i

NEW YORK OFFICE: 9O West Street Railway Exchange, CHICAGO, ILL.

Morris Machine Works
BALDWINSVILLE, N. Y.

Centrifugal Pumping Machinery, designed for

any irrigating proposition. Strict details or

specifications of what is wanted and we will

recommend a pumping outfit to supply the need

New York Ofilce, 39-41 Cortlandt Street

Houston Office, Cor. Wood { Willow Sts., Texas

Henion 4 Hubbell, Agents. 61 N. Jeifetson St.,

Chicago, 111."

Harron, Rickard McComb, Agents,
21 Fremont Street, Sin Francisco, Cal,
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-Don'tWait fof the Rain-
No reason why you should, if you have a Deming Ram working
for you. Once locate it properly, and your water supply is assured

;

a city system on your own property.

Pumping water by hand is hard work useless, too, when you can

get a Deming Ram to do it for you. Pumping engines and windmills

get out of order continually require attention. The Deming Ram
needs practically none.

Farm help is costly and hard to get. That makes it all the more an

object to you to cut down the work you have to hire, and do it with

machinery that looks after itself and that does not loaf when your back
is turned. The Deming Ram is always ready, always willing and does
not get tired.

Do you have a spring or a flowing well ? Write us the situation. We
will tell you whether you can use a Ram, how much water it would
deliver, and just what it would cost you to install it.

Let us submit an estimate; after that, the buying is "up to you."
We ask now only your inquiry may we have that?

Made in Seven Sizes

THE DEMING COMPANY, Salem, Ohio

HENION & HUBBELL, General Western Agents, CHICAGO
OTHER AGENCIES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

Machines With
A Pedigree

Have you seen our latest ?

Aspinwall
Planter No. 3
With Sack Hopper, plants 999&>

good. No bridging m hopper.

Planter No. 3

Great Improvement
. for 1907

The most perfect machines for the purpose in

the world. With our perfection Cutters, Planters,

Sprayers, Diggers and Sorters, potato culture may
may be made profitable. Send B

for our illustrated catalog.
Contains valuable spraying

information, tables, etc.

Booklet on
"Potato Culture" Free.

Aspinwall Manufacturing
Company

Jackson, Michigan
Sprayer
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BEFORE YOU BUY A LEVEL
Write for descriptive circulars of the

BOSTROM IMPROVED FARM
AND BUILDERS' LEVELS

Practical up-to-date instruments
that anyone can use. Recommend-
ed by professional men.of repute
and by the most progressive far-

mers of the country for irrigation,

drainage and building purposes.

Prices: $ I 2.6O nd S25.CO
including Telescope, Tripod

and Rod.

BOSTROM-BRADY MFC. CO.
55 W. Alabama St. - - ATLANTA, CA.

BUCKEYE
IRRIGATION
CYLINDhR
PORCELAIN LINED

For Spiral or Iron Pipe

These cylinders are of the
highest quality, are fitted

with our patented remov-
able poppet valves and

(

brass *eats. an<1 are built
t> meet everv n qniiement.
Diameter 4 to 2 Inches.

Mast, Foos & Co.
SPRINGFIELD, O.

Write for Catalog

i ii Minn

SAMSON TURBINE
When the PUMP cannot be direct connected to the tur-

bine shaft, the power is usually transmitted by gears,

shafting, etc. On account of the HIGH SPEED of the

SAMSON, for a given power, lighter and consequently
CHEAPER transmission machinery can be used.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.
Writ* Department K-2 for Catalog.

I II I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

OLDS ENGINES
"Our salvation here is the individual pumping plant." This

statement was made by L. L. Diesem, member of Kansas
Board of Agriculture to the Garden City, Kansas, Indus-

trial Club.

He wanted to emphasize the fact that every land owner, no
matter how well fixed his farm might be as to irrigation ditch

facilities, ought to take advantage of the wonderful ample under-

flow waters.

The way to have the best pumping facilities on your own farm is

to get an Olds Engine, which is the ideal engine for this purpose.

It is built in sizes from 8 to 50 H. P.

For 25 years it has been the standard.

It is up to date, designed by engineers and built by me-
chanics who have had years of experience in the busi-
ness. Every part inspected and tested. Every come

plete engine is run and tested three times by different men, so we
know they are perfect before they leave the shop.

Send for catalog and tell us your requirements.

OLDS
Gas Power Co.

957 Chestnut Street, LANSING, MICHIGAN

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Centennial Auger Machine
Mascot Auger Machine

Clay Working

BUILT RIGHT-
RUN RIGHT"

We build an entire line of

Clay Working; Machinery for the
manufacture of Clay products by
all processes, including Sand-Line
Brick. Our yard supplies are the

best. Kiln Irons, Cutting Wire
and all supplies. Send for infor-

mation or catalogue.

The American Clay
Mch. Co...Bucyrus, Ohio

Soft Mud Machines, Morse

and Steam Power

Horse Power Plunger Machine Products of our Auger Machines

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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104

UNION MACHINES
WITH PUG MILLS COMBINED

FIVE SIZES ALL CAPACITIES

Outfits for Drain Tile, Hollow Ware, Building

and Paving Brick and other Clay Products

If interested write us for particulars and estimates.

E. M. FREESE & CO.
QALION, OHIO

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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IRRIGATION
Makes Success

Along the NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILWAY

IRRIGATION
Helps the Sun and Soil

Produce Wonderful Crops of

Prosperity Reigns in the

YELLOWSTONE Valley

BITTER ROOT Valley

GALLATIN Valley

SPOKANE Valley
FRUIT, CEREALS

AND GRASSES LEWISTON Valley

YAKIMA Valley

These Strawberries are from the Irrigated District, 6 miles east of Spokane, Wash.

For Rates and Train Service write to

A. M. CLELAND
Gen. Pass'gr Afit., Nor. Pac. Ry.

ST. PAUL. MINN.

For Information and Printed Matter

Write to C. W. MOTT
Gen. Emigration Agt., Nor. Pac. Ry.

ST. PAUL, MINN.
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THE IRRIGATION AGE
With which is Merged

MODERN IRRIGATION THE DRAINAGE JOURNAL
THE IRRIGATION ERA MID-WEST

ARID AMERICA THE FARM HERALD

IRRIGATION AGE COMPANY,
PUBLISHERS.

112 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO
Entered at the Postoffice at Chicago, 111., as Second-Class Matter.

D. H. ANDERSON, Editor

W. A. ANDERSON .. G. L. SHUMWAV
Associate Editors

ANNOUNCEMENT.

"The Primer of Irrigation" is now ready for delivery. Price,

52.00. If ordered in connection with subscription, the price is 51 .50.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.

To United States Subscribers, Postage Paid 11.00

To Canada and Mexico 1.50

All Other Foreign Countries 1.50

In forwardine remittances please do not send checks on local banki.
Send either postomce or express money order or Chicago or New York
draft.

Official organ of the American Irrigation Federation.

Office of the Secretary, 309 Boyce Building, Chicago.

Interesting to Advertisers.
It may interest advertisers to know that The Irrigation Age is the

only publication in the world having an actual paid in advance
circulation among individual irrigators and large irrigation corpo-
rations. It is read regularly by all interested in this lubject and has

readers in all parts of the world. The Irrigation Age is 22 yean
old and is the pioneer publication of its class in the world.

Probably no state in the Union is more

Will Not immune from the fluctuations of Wall

Affect street stocks than is Colorado. This is

Colorado. largely due to her agricultural wealth and

a prosperous and successful season has

given the commonwealth a stability which it would be

difficult to undermine. It is true, as Secretary Garfield

pointed out in his interview with President Roosevelt

on the subject of the recent Wall street flurry, that

"Western bankers have gradually been divorcing them-

selves from Wall street influences until they are now

practically independent of them." When one looks

further into the matter it is easy to comprehend why
this divorce ha's been made possible. The west con-

cerns itself with wealth that is substantial with the

products of the soil and the raising of live stock. Cli-

matic conditions remaining normal, there is little that

can have a disturbing effect upon the accumulated

wealth of agriculture. When a corner on any of the

products of the soil is secured it is easily broken and

no panic results, for there can be no overcapitalization,

no watering of stocks. The West's prosperity is invul-

nerable, and while the eastern financial disturbance can-

not help but have a disheartening effect on western

enterprise, there is no fear of failure, no danger of

panic. Just an example or two of Colorado's wealth

will show how unassailable it is. Greeley, the heart of

the potato region, will receive $2,000,000 from its crop,

while at Monte Vista, the largest of San Luis valley

shipping points*, it is estimated that the potatoes sent

from there will net $750,000.

With this issue the IRRIGATION AGE be-

Our gins the twenty-third year of its success-

Twenty-third ful existence. Ever since its inception the

Year. paper has been the exponent of progressive

and modern ideas in irrigation, and we

feel that we can claim some of the credit for the success-

ful carrying out of many prospective plans. We have

been fearless in statements made and have always en-

deavored to conscientiously and thoroughly examine into

every project which we undertook to comment upon. We
have at times criticized severely, but have acted always

upon the dictates of our best judgment.

The AGE is now entering upon a new era in its

career. We appreciate, as stated in our October issue,

that we do not reach anywhere near the number of

people that we should and it is to be our aim the com-

ing year to get in better touch with the western agri-

culturist and by getting into closer relation with the

middle western and eastern people to enlarge the rap-

idly swelling ranks of these western agriculturists. To

the advertiser we are thus enlarging a field with which

he has connection through this paper alone.

Our policy in the future will continue to be what

it has been in the past. It is our intention to make the

AGE the best periodical that effort and resources can

produce and to this end are using our best endeavor.

Criticism' is invited. We appreciate that we are not

infallible and any suggestion or ideas which our readers

have to make will be most cheerfully welcomed. We
ask your cooperation in making the AGE the brightest,

cleanest and most progressive publication possible.
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We are reproducing iii this issue a letter

Tin Can from Mr. H. A. Green of Monterey, Cal.,

Clubs. which is published preliminary to a series

of articles, to be prepared by that gentle-

man on his "Tin Can Club." Mr. Green is desirous

of organizing "Tin Can Clubs" throughout the United

States, and his booklet, "Everybody Grow Trees," will

be mailed free to all those who make application for it.

In this work, Mr. Green says, "Our generation is leav-

ing a calamitous heritage for those who are to take our

places in the management of affairs, in shape of mil-

lions of dollars worth of bonds of various kinds to be

redeemed. We are also denuding the country of its

timber, and individually making no attempt to replace

it with another growth. There is a practical and in-

expensive way of squaring ourselves and lifting this

burden, and that being so, it is our duty to act without

delay." He says, "I assert and believe, that the tin

cans thrown away as useless can be made to earn more

than enough to pay off any state, county or municipal
bonds now issued, and besides make our beloved coun-

try more beautiful and prosperous." Mr. Green fur-

ther explains that by the planting of seeds in tin cans,

and the organization of Tin Can Clubs in all the cities

of the country a great interest may be developed and

the propagation of trees which will prove invaluable

to future generations. We hope, through the assist-

ance of Mr. Green, to be able to place .this matter so

clearly before our readers that Tin Can Clubs may be

organized in every town in the west, and that children

may be taught the value and the beauty and the benefit

to future generations of work of this character.

The action of Mayor R. W. Speer and

Municipal Aid the finance committee of the board of su-

to Irrigation, pervisors of Denver to recommend an ap-

propriation of $10,000 from the city treas-

ury in 1908 for the proposed improvement of the High
Line canal in the suburbs of that city, is truly a step

in the right direction. The men in charge of the pros-

pective improvement have organized and already a large

amount of money has been raised by private enterprise.

The plan is to purchase the old High Line canal and

then when the preliminary is finished to organize a

stock company and pay back the subscribers. The High
Line canal is now attempting with inadequate facilities

to irrigate some 20,000 acres of land north and south

of Denver and on the east side of the Platte river, from

which it gets its water supply. The city's appropriation
will undoubtedly be included in next year's budget, pro-

viding the citizens raise the remainder of the $25,000
needed for the enterprise, this being the only condition

imposed by the mayor and the finance board. An unique

parade was organized in Denver last month to boost

the plan and raise enthusiasm. Headed by a band and

a tallyho a score of men proceeded through the streets

carrying a banner bearing the words:

"See what the water wagon and A. B. McKinley
will do for Denver."

The inscriptions on some of the other banners

follow :

"Twenty-five thousand dollar irrigation parade.

Money for Denver's surburbs."

"Denver lost to Greeley the Antero reservoir, but

Denver will win the Platte watershed championship
series."

"Twenty-five thousand dollars necessary for success.

Don't be stingy. Subscribe $10. Irrigation means more

trees, good roads, valuable lands."

"Irrigation means for Denver happy homes, more

people, more business."

The province of British Columbia has

Carpenter practiced irrigation on a small scale for

in Canada. many years, but only recently has the de-

velopment been so much as to cause any

particular stir or reveal difficulties in the laws which

had not been applicable to the present situation. In the

last few years
'

the rapid extension, the great value of

irrigated land, valuable principally for fruit, have led

to much feeling and realization that the present laws

were not applicable to the situation which is developing.

The Lieutenant Governor and Executive Council has

appointed an Irrigation Commission to examine and re-

port into the whole matter in all its relations and have

appointed on that commission the Minister of Public

Works of British Columbia, T. J. Fulton, K. C., and

Prof. L. G. Carpenter, professor of engineering of the

Colorado Agricultural College and formerly state engi-

neer of Colorado and consulting engineer for the state

in the Kansas-Colorado case. The commission has been

examining the irrigation systems of British Columbia

and those under present consideration. It is expected

that from the recommendations there will be presented

to the next British Columbia legislature a comprehen-
sive revision of water laws as a government measure.

Hall's

Hints.

With this issue we are beginning the pub-

lication, of short, practical hints on irri-

gation by Mr. John G. Hall, a well known

irrigator of Greeley, Colo. The subject

treated in this issue is that of dividing water, and our

readers who wish further information along this line

are requested to write Mr. Hall, enclosing stamped en-

velope for reply. He will gladly answer all inquiries.

Address, John G. Hall, R. F. D. No, 2, Greeley, Colo.

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation Age
I year, and the Primer of Irrigation
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THE IRRIGATION AGE is in receipt of a

Scientific or letter dated .October 10th from Mr. John

Dry Farming. Donahue, president of the Colonial Secur-

ity and Trust Company of Denver, Colo.,

in which he states that he is enclosing an article concern-

ing the matter of "dry farming" in that state. But as

will be seen by a perusal of "dry farming by one of the

farmers," he quotes from an editorial which appeared
in our September number, and suggests that we lay our-

selves open to a charge of total ignorance of the facts.

This editorial was prepared for publication by a mem-
ber of our staff, during the absence of the writer, and

was perhaps siightly overdrawn. Mr. Donahue's letter,

however, brings to mind the fact that the subject of

"dry farming" is rather a big one and the title of this

particular line of industry is in a sense misleading. The

editor of this journal has been in close touch with Mr.

H. W. Campbell, who has done more to develop what is

known as scientific farming in the semi-arid region of

the west than any other man. Mr. Campbell and the

writer have gone over this subject many, many times,

and that gentleman has reiterated in our conversations

his belief that the term "dry farming" as used by land

sellers throughout Colorado and elsewhere is misleading,

and will eventually bring to distress and possibly want

settlers who have gone into that country under a mis-

apprehension. This same opinion is shared by the editor

of the IRRIGATION AGE, who has hesitated to express

his views, fearing that reputable land sellers would be

injured by the exposure of those who were inducing

eastern people to purchase land which they claim will

produce good crops by "dry farming." We do not ques-

tion the statement made by Mr. Donahue as to the suc-

cess on particular tracts of land, nor do we doubt his

statement that splendid results may be obtained in horti-

culture and general agriculture through a practice of

this system. It is only fair, however,, to state that Mr.

Donahue is evidently following the Campbell system of

scientific farming and has thoughtlessly permitted the

term "dry farming" to be used in connection with his

work. The gentleman is evidently an enthusiast along

these lines and is no doubt successful. He states that

he is president of a corporation that is conducting the

most extensive "dry farming" operation of any single

corporation on the eastern Colorado plains and that it is

his duty to travel over this vast area for the purpose of

observing what others are doing and how they are doing

it. It is evident that Mr. Donahue has given the sub-

ject very careful thought and is securing information

and data which will be very serviceable to him in his

experiments along these lines. We are rather inclined

to doubt, however, his ability to furnish many names

and addresses of men who have, as he says, some of the

finest orchards in all America, upon the arid plains of

eastern Colorado. But to return to the main point.

Many people who have the best interests of tbe west at

heart have felt for some time past that the literature

which is being sent out from land companies concerning
this so-called "dry farming" is partially misleading. The

writer expressed this view some time ago to Mr. Fisher

Harris, president of the Dry Farming Congress, and

stated to him that unless caution is used in attracting

settlers under the claims of "dry farming" enthusiasts

a condition will soon develop in eastern Colorado similar

to that which was encountered in western Kansas in

her early history. A man need not go very far back in

the history of Kansas to learn that misrepresentation

by unscrupulous land sellers caused almost irreparable

damage and injured that state so badly that only within

the last few years has she recovered from the stigma

brought upon her wholly by the avariciousness of un-

scrupulous, heartless land sellers. It may be well for

Mr. Donahue to know that we will assist in every way,

any method which will help develop Colorado and the

West generally. We have attempted during many years

past to explain that fact and the editor of this paper is

moreover a great admirer of Colorado, and his object

in entering into this matter so fully is to warn the

people of Colorado first, and secondly, prospective set-

tlers, that "dry farming" is not "boy's play" and should

not be attempted by the man brought up in the east,

who has no clear conception of what is necessary to

make a success under these conditions. Mr. Donahue

may depend upon the support of this journal at all times

in assisting to colonize the "scores of millions" of acres

mentioned by him
;
the colonization of this land must,

however, be worked out in a clear way and full informa-

tion must be placed before the prospective purchasers.

We will also be glad to publish any matter which Mr.

Donahue may see fit to furnish us. This is a broad sub-

ject and we will gladly exploit its features in the columns

of the IRRIGATION AGE.

We are calling attention to the advertise-

Bitter Root ment in this issue of The Bitter Root Dis-

Valley. trict Irrigation Company. This company
is placing its lands in the Bitter Root val-

ley on the market, and will no doubt find an easy sale,

as they are as fertile and productive lands as any of the

well known valleys of the fruit region, and when irri-

gated are capable of producing an astonishing revenue.

The Bitter Root valley is known among the high-class

fruit regions of the West. The superlative quality and

the unprecedented quantity of the fruit grown there

has long been known. This is especially true concern-

ing the Bitter Root Valley apples. There are instances

on record where a single acre planted to one variety of

apples has netted its owner over $500.

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation Age
1 year, and The Primer of Irrigation
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In a recent letter from Prof. L. G. Car-

Professor penter of Colorado, he informs us that the

Carpenter. reason he could not be present at the Irri-

gation Congress which convened at Sacra-

mento, Cal., was that he had been in some of the remote

parts of British Columbia, and in order to get back

to his work in Colorado, could not get around in time

for the congress.

Professor Carpenter was missed in the delibera-

tions of the congress and it is hoped that he may not

become so closely identified with Canadian interests as

to keep him over the line for any considerable period of

time. He states that distances -are great in British

Columbia, and that possibilities there in an agricultural

and irrigation way are remarkable.

the San Luis valley attain its greatest efficiency in hog

raising, and also take its place as the leading hog raising

district in the United States.

The San Luis valley is indeed "the hog

"The man's Klondike," as a circular recently

Hog Man's issued by the Denver & Rio Grand railway

Klondike." chooses to call it. Each season is wit-

nessing a large increase in the fattening

of hogs in the valley and there will continue to be an

increase for several years to come. The cause of this

is of course the ease, rapidity and fattening capacity of

barley and the field pea. Last season there were about

40,000 hogs fed .in the valley ;
this year there will be at

least 75,000, while an estimate of 100,000 would not be

far out of the way. The production of an acre of

barley costs just about one-half of what an acre of corn

does and will fatten one-third more hogs. The cost of

production of an acre of peas does not exceed $1.50, only

aboiit a fifth of what it costs to cultivate an acre of corn,

and a fourth more hogs can be fattened on the produce

from the same amount of ground. Pea-fed hogs are

becoming famous throughout the country for the ex-

cellent quality of the bacon. It was not more than two

months ago that representatives of one of the largest

packing houses in the United States looked over the

San Luis valley to see if it would pay them to under-

take to turn out pea-fed hams and bacon. It would re-

quire, they stated, an annual purchase of 100,000 hogs

to make it a paying investment distributed over a period

of nine months. At the present time the selling of hogs

does not cover more than five months and should it be-

come essential to carry them through nine months it

would require extra labor and extra expense in the

harvesting of the pea vines for hay as the fields do not

last more than the five months. Even at that, hog rais-

ing in the valley would be immensely profitable. But

it will never reach its full capacity until there are bet-

ter transportation facilities. Hogs cannot at the present

time be raised a great distance from the railroad as the

shrinkage in transporting them eats up all the profits

and the greater part of the valley is untouched by a

railroad at the present time. When the contemplated

railroad extensions are made then mav we look to see

The development boom in the far West

Seriously is giving the Reclamation Service a good

Handicapped, deal of concern at the present time.

With every part of the intermountain

country enjoying a remarkable building boom, the

government finds itself seriously handicapped by its

inability to secure reasonable bids for constructing its

big irrigation works. The large contractors are all

loaded up with railroad work which wifi occupy their

attention for many months to come, while smaller con-

tractors have all they can possibly do to take care of

the local demands of cities and towns.

Many of the contracts of the government have been

advertised several times without securing reasonable

bids. The government is confronted with the proposi-

tion of doing the work by force account or of postponing

it until there is an improvement in conditions. The

present time is most unpropitious for the government to

undertake doing the work itself. There is an unusual

scarcity of labor. Wages are from 40 to 60 per cent

higher than two years ago, while efficiency has been de-

creased rather than improved by the unlimited demand

for laborers. Owing to the remoteness of much of the

government work from cities and towns, labor is not

attracted thereto, and as a rule the government gets

only the leavings or the most undesirable class of labor-

ers. The steady and skillful workers are all busy.

The costs of all kinds of material has increased

enormously. Take cement, for instance, which enters

so large in the construction of dams and headworks,
and for which the government is asking for hundreds of

thousands of barrels, it has been compelled to accept
bids at prices nearly double those paid two years ago.

Even at the present high price only a few manufacturers

are competing, and today the cement required for

Idaho, Montana, Wyoming and the Dakotas is shipped
from Chicago.

Lumber has nearly doubled in price, and horses and

mules now cost fully twice what they did three years

ago.

As an illustration of the material increase in the

cost of construction the following examples are cited;

In 1904 and 1905 the average cost of earthwork exca-

vation was about 13 cents per yard, and the contractor

executed the contract and furnished the required bond.

When he came to secure the necessary machinery, ani-

mals and labor, he found the work would cost so much

more than his bid that he threw up his bid and forfeited

his bond. On readvertisement the contract was again

let at 24 cents per yard, and the contractor is said to be

losing money at this price. ^3
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The Scientific Fifteenth Irrigation Congress

By Edgar L. Larkin, Director of Lowe Observatory, California.

The great congress held in Sacramento was of a

strong scientific cast. To me it seemed like a regular

session of the American Association for the Advance-

ment of Science. Or like the World's Congress of Arts

and Sciences in the World's Fair at St. Louis. The

scientific papers presented were of an order so high

that they would be accepted and placed on the pro-

gramme of any great national society or academy of

exact science. And the facts placed before this repre-

sentative convention were startling indeed, and should

be heeded by every American citizen, and this without

delay. It has long been known to geologists that the

coal supply of the world is limited. That it must soon

fail and that other sources of heat energy will have to

be sought in the near future. Quite near within one

hundred years. The alarm bell is now ringing in the

anthracite regions of Pennsylvania. Deeper and deeper

sink the shafts and the layers and beds of the precious

coal grow thinner with descent. I saw in a paper re-

cently that the cost of mining had recently increased

from 40 to 50 per cent. Double the number of men
are now required to mine the same amount of coal ow-

ing to thin layers and great depth. From various lines

of arguments, by different speakers, it was shown that

one century more will wipe out the world's stock of

coal, at present rates of consumption. Geologists are

of the same opinion, unless new and unexpected discov-

eries of coal bearing strata are made soon. From all

estimates I have been able to find, the store of petrol-

'eum will also vanish in about a hundred years, at pres-

ent rates of use. Spouters are waning and pumps are

increasing. Natural gas is greatly reduced in pressure

and it is not probable that it will hold out during fifty

years. But oil and gas are being wasted at a frightful
rate. Human beings on a speck of a world 93,000,000

miles from the sun, are deliberately throwing away
their supply of carbon the life of the earth. At the

World's Fair in St. Louis, they had in the palace of

minerals, heaps of coal, iron and other materials re-

quired to build a warship. The piles contained the

one one-thousandth part of each. But this quantity
was startling to behold. Totally wasted, for fighting
is absolutely viseless and worse a high crime. But the

coal wasted in constructing these mighty engines of

malignant death is as nothing compared to that re-

quired to run the deadly navies of the world. Moun-
tains of coal are poured into their hateful furnaces.

Here is the statement of science to the fighters : Stop,
or freeze to death. Will they listen to reason in the

future ? History shows that they have not in the past.
And at the exposition a cry for the great fertilizer,

nitrogen, rose in clear notes above the din. It was

shown by the ablest electricians how to take this life for

plants out of the air. Why show these machines? Be-

cause it is well known to geologists that the world's sup-

ply of nitrates is rapidly running low. But to secure

nitrogen from the atmosphere by the aid of electricity
is costly. Listen to the wail for carbon ; hear it in the

distance now. With inconceivable sorrow, our children

of the second generation hence will look back upon us

and heap reproach upon our heads for wasting the

earth's store of life-giving carbon.

MAN HATH NO PERMANENT CITY.

It is known to scientific men that man cannot long
exist on this planet without vast supplies of heat. Face

this fact. All natural stores of carbon will soon be ex-

hausted. This is settled. Each year polar ice draws a

little nearer to the equator. In time it will encroach on *

the temperate zones, and crowd humanity along toward

the torrid zones. But there is not land enough in this

belt to supply food plants. Stay at home in the tem-

perate zones and millions will freeze; migrate to the

torrid and millions more will starve. These are facts

to face. Man must secure heat in some way or disap-

pear from his home the earth. Byron's concept of the

last man committing suicide on the equator is no fable.

There are three ways of securing heat when coal, oil

and gas come to an end. First, store heat directly from
the sun during days to use at night. Second, secure heat

from electricity; and third, cover all that part of the

earth's surface not required for food plants with for-

ests. Enough energy from the sun falls on the deck of

every steamship, when the sky is clear, to run the en-

gines. But the greatest electricians have not invented

a method of conserving this energy into the form of

heat. The problem may never be solved of running a

ship by day from solar energy or of storing it to run

the boat at night. If this cannot be done, then elec-

tricity and carbon in trees remain.

A STUPENDOUS WORLD PROBLEM.

The chief forester of the United States stated that

at the present criminal waste of forest they would be

destroyed within thirty years ! An incredible thing is .

going on. This great nation is asleep. Private soulless

corporations are seizing all the forests in the United

States and binding the whole country hand and foot in

slavery. One man owns enough rich forest lands to

make a state. He should not own an acre. The trees

belong to the people. Something has to be done. Let

the people awaken to this great danger. Lumber will

soon be of such enormous price that no poor man can

hope to own a house.

The trees of the world must be quadrupled and that

before many years, if man is to have carbon. Our de-

scendants will justly hold us in derision if we let all

forests get into the clutches of conscienceless corpora-
tions. This is not sensational, but a rigid fact. Steam-

ers can be run with wood for fuel and all buildings
heated with it likewise. But see the enormous quantity
needed. Every desert and semi-desert on earth must be

irrigated, and all irrigation schemes, ancient and mod-

ern, will be as child's play compared to these colossal

works.

To ye fighters, stop your murderous work, put your

energy and capital into irrigation, raise trees wherever

a tree can grow or die. It is known to every anthro-

pologist that Nature has set the decree of death on hu-

manity, if war will not end. And let the race die if it

is to fight forever. Good riddance.

ELECTRICITY FROM GRAVITY.

I listened for a week to hundreds of papers in the

World's Congress of Mechanical and Civil Engineers at
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the Fair. They told how this planet could be dressed

up, swamps drained, rough places made smooth, roads

built and canals dug, with rivers diverted to arid areas.

The next week was devoted to the World's Congress of

Electrical Engineers. A number of the civil engineers
were in the audience one day, and an electrician said,

with enthusiasm : "You gentlemen fix up this planet,
turn it over to us and we will wire it." Now there is a

vast amount of wisdom in this. The habitable earth

can be turned into an electrical machine. Everybody

may then have all the electricity needed at very low

cost. This, of course, under government control, after

every corporation has been annihilated.

To have this earth an electrical paradise of light,

life, health and happiness, two things must be done:

Plant trees on every waste acre on earth and store

the mountain waters. This is what mountains are for

to accumulate ice, snow and rain. Canyons were

made by good dame Nature for one purpose only to

be filled with water; Build great dams across every

canyon and "store the floods." As I look into the

depths of great canyons, now as I write, one 1,600 feet

deep and the other 670, on each side of the observa-

tory, I see Nature's plan. For if gigantic dams of

granite were erected at their mouths, billions of gal-

lons of water could be stored in the rainy season for use

in the dry. There ! I looked out of my south window.

Behold ! 900 square miles of an area cut out of paradise
lies below in ever living green. Thirty years ago the

same expanse was one of dreary sand and the cactus,

plant. Now Pasadena rises in beauty amid groves of

countless orange, lemon, peach, pear, plum, prune, al-

mond, walnut, eucalyptus, pepper, magnolia and cam-

phor trees all bathed in the light of the sun of Cali-

fornia. And heliotropes, carnations, roses, sweet violets,

the great flaming poinsettias and blooming hydrangeas

by literal millions. And beyond, the great Los Angeles.
Not one of these could exist without irrigation. For-

ests, stored water and irrigation are the watchwords of

humanity, now. But water flowing from mountains to

thirsty plains below can be used over and over again to

turn the armatures of giant dynamos. These pour out

floods of electricity for more than 4,000 different meth-
ods of use at present. You can do anything human
with electricity. It is now under better control than

steam. Touch a key here and light bursts into view;
and there, heat appears giving blessed warmth, health

and life. The very water that calls fruit, flowers and

grains into being develops electricity in its descent.

Look at this : Water in the mountains contains human
needs in every minute detail. Light; heat, work of

every kind whatever, and Life itself. Kunning water

works all night while the sun forsakes half of the earth

continually. Loud and long will be the wailing and
awful the gnashing of teeth when men suddenly awake
from their present inconceivable lethargy and discover

that carbon has disappeared. With feverish haste they
will plant forests all over the globe. Why not plant
trees now? Why not store every drop of water and set

it to work generating electricity and also food plants?

Again: Do this or die. Let every wheel on earth be

turned by means of electricity and all work, heating
and cooking likewise. It is doubtful if the earth's land

surface can supply wood and food enough. If the race

doubles or quadruples, then every inch of land and

every stream must be utilized. Here is an appalling

question: Will men, when polar winds and frigid

weather set in, and when the pinching and gnawing of

hunger begins, fight ? Will humanity die on the battle-

field? Will reason entirely vanish in the throes of

starvation and cold ? Will they clutch each other's

throats with the ferocity of tigers over the fragments
of food? The overwhelming carbon question must be

faced. Listen, and that within one hundred years.
Lowe Observatory, Echo Mountain, Gal., Septem-

ber 27, 1907.

DIVIDING WATER. PAST AND PRESENT
METHODS.

BY JOHN G. HALL,
GREELEY,

'

COLORADO.

In 1882, when the writer first landed in this irri-

gated co\mtry, the method of dividing water on the

main canal was done wholly by guess work. No con-

sideration was given to the velocity obtained by a

stream running in the lateral, and after a few years
this careless method was found very unsatisfactory, and
a new one was introduced. The new way, known as

the Clark system, where each water right in the lateral

was given a foxir-inch space on the measuring wier;
to illustrate, if a lateral was drawing only one right,
all space on the wier would be closed up by perpendicu-
lar boards except a space four inches wide; two rights

eight inches wide ; three rights twelve inches wide
;
and

so on.

The variation of amount per right was regulated

by the depth of the stream. For a 40-inch right the

issue woiild be ten inches deep. The right of forty-

eight inches, twelve inches deep, and so on
; always

multiplying the depth by the number of inches in

width. This system existed for many years. Finally,
like the first, it became old and out of date, and the

meter system was introduced, and is in use at the

present time. This system is a rating of each par-
ticular lateral, this rating being taken by an engineer,
who secures the velocity of the water at different

heights on the wier, the wier remaining the same in

width at all times. The table of the rating of each

particular lateral is carried by the ditch rider and a

given height in inches on the wier will deliver to the

users the given amount in inches. This appears to be

wholly satisfactory to the risers and does away with

many disputes, quarrels and lawsuits, and this .particu-
lar invention has come into almost general use during
the past twenty-five years in the territory around

Greeley, Colorado.

In case I have not made this matter clear to the

readers of the IRRIGATION AGE. I will be glad to cor-

respond with them and to explain the different methods
and the improvements in detail. I will attempt to

take up some other features of practical irrigation in

the December issue of the AGE.
NOTE. Our readers who are desirous of securing

information from Mr. Hall will kindly enclose stamped
envelope for reply. We have made an arrangement so

that he will answer all questions pertaining to different

systems of irrigation free of charge for readers of the

IRRIGATION AGE.

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation Age
' year, and the Primer of Irrigation
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THE SUNNY SAN LUIS VALLEY.
A Descriptive Outline of a Valley That Is at the Same Time One of the Most Beautiful and Fertile

Regions in the United States The Towns, Streams and Mountain Ranges
which Make Up Its Grandeur By W. A. Anderson.

Situated in the southern part of the Common-
wealth of Colorado, about the middle of the state from

east to west, and extending south into the state of New
Mexico is the "Sunny San Luis Valley," which has

become famous during the past three or four years as a

stock raising center. Entrance is had to the valley by
the Denver & Kio Grande railway from Pueblo and the

east and bv the same line from New Mexico and the

forming its boundaries on the other three sides. The
character of the soil bears out the theory, varying
from a heavy adobe (which is only in a limited area)

through a dark heavy alluvium to a lighter sandy or

gravelly loam. This soil varies from a depth of eigh-
teen inches to three feet throughout the valley and
under all is a heavy adobe. The soil is undoubtedly

'

the sediment and silt deposited by the numerous

Sheep Passing Through Monte Vista, Colorado, on Way to Pea Fields for Winter Fattening.

south. This is the only railroad which touches any

portion of this fertile section. In coming from Pueblo

the route leads through La Veta pass, one of the grand-
est and greatest passes in the Eocky Mountains. There
is no doubt but that the valley is one of the most

picturesque as well as one of the most fertile in the

United States. To the north, east and west are moun-
tain ranges, tributary to the Rocky Mountain system.
The region was at one time Mexican land and towns,

ranges and streams still bear the names given them by
these nature-loving people. The land became the prop-

erty of the United States by the cession following the

War of 1812, but descendants of many of the firs't

settlers who wrested the land from the Indians are

still residing in the valley. There are many of them
who are prosperous, thrifty farmers, but the majority

glaciers, rivers and creeks which fed the old lake.

The mountain range to the north is the Cochatopa,
to the west is the San Juan, which forms the Conti-

nental divide, and to the east is the Sangre de Christo.

The latter is Spanish or Mexican for "Blood of Christ."

When the peaks of the range are snow covered the

sun setting behind the Continental divide across the

valley paints them a dark red blood red. It is truly
an awe-inspiring sight and it is easy to comprehend why
a reverent, God-fearing people came to christen the

range "Sangre de Christo." In the Continental divide

to the west the Rio Grande del Norte (the great river

of the north) has its source. It is difficult to believe

that this is the stream which the geography of our

school days taught us is the largest river in North
America next to the Mississippi river, and which ulti-

. An Irrigation Ditch Near

seem to inherit the indolent traits of their Indian and

Spanish forbears. They are a clannish people as a

rule, either because of ostracism by their white neigh-
bors or by preference. Their homes are of adobe and
are grouped together, generally on the outskirts of the
towns.

The geological theory of the formation of the

valley is that it was at one time a great lake which
gained freedom for itself by washing out its southern

bank, thus leaving its bed with the mountain ranges

Monte Vista, Colorado.

mately becomes the dividing line between the United
States and old Mexico. At this time of the year it is

an easy-going stream with no great depth at any one

point, but in the spring of the year, when the snow
is melting on the mountains it becomes a raging tor-

rent which makes it necessary for settlers along its

banks to keep careful watch that stock and buildings
are not swept away. Three other streams, the Conejos,
Alamosa and La Jara rivers, were strong enough to

force their way across the lake bed and finally join
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the Rio Grande river near the southern end of the

valley. There are numerous other streams, such as

Rock, La Garita, Carnero, Saguache, Cottonwood,
Medano and Sand creeks, which flow into the valley

from the surrounding mountains, but the waters either

sink or spread out over the surface, soon after enter-

ing the valley from the foothills, thus forming great'
natural hay fields.

The altitude of the valley varies from 7,600 to

8,000 feet, about the same height as is the City of

The valley is about 100 miles long that is, from
north to south and varies in width from thirty to

forty miles, and slopes gently toward the center. The
Rio Grande river enters the valley on the northwest
side and flows southeast for about forty-five miles,

turning almost due south twelve miles southeast of

Alamosa. Portions of four counties are included in

its scope. They are Saguache (pronounced Siwatch),
Rio Grande, Costilla and Conejos. Saguache is the

most northerly and the largest. The northern, eastern

Mexico. The altitude naturally is a great inducement

to health seekers, and together with the purity of the

water supply, derived for the greater part from artesian

wells, is bound to make the Sim Luis valley one of the

most popular health resorts in the world. Monte

Vista, the largest town in the region, makes the proud
boast that never in the twenty-four years of its history

has a case of typhoid fever had its inception in the

village.

A word about the history of the valley is not out

of place. Zebulon Pike, after whom Pike's Peak is

named, was the first United States citizen to penetrate

the valley. His visit was in 1806, when the section

was then a part of the Spanish domain. On his re-

turn to Washington he reported that this section of

the state was "an earthly paradise," but notwithstand-

ing hi enthusiastic praise of the region there is no

record of attempted settlement until 1846. when cer-

tain thrifty Mexicans came and settled along the Rio

Grande river, using their home ranches as the base

camps for the great grazing herds of cattle and sheep

on the plains and the foothill slopes. These first

settlers were driven off by Indian depredations and it

was not until 1855, when -the United States govern-
ment established garrisons at Fort Garland, that t hex-

had the temerity to return. Then white cattle men,

learning of the richness of the pasture land, came in.

Gradually they began to dig irrigating ditches and

cultivate and were surprised to find that the region

which they had first considered too high and cold for

the successful pursuit of agriculture, gave promise of

being one of the most fertile they had ever seen. The
real development of the valley, however, covers a period
of less than thirty years. It was then that the con-

struction of irrigation canals was begun, taking water

from the Rio Grande and the other rivers.

and western borders of il arc in the mountains and
are devoted to summer feeding of sheep. Lower down,

just beloxv the foothills, are large cattle ranches. In

the eastern portion is the Luis Maria Baca grant, No. 4,

one of the concessions make by the Mexican government
to certain of its citizens before the region was ceded

to the United States. To the southeast is Costilla

county, whose south boundary is the Xew Mexico

boundary line. The southeast portion of Costilla is

taken up by the Sangre de Christo grant, xvhich is

probably five times as large as the Baca grant. Rio
Grande county is south of Saguache and west of Cos-

tilla counties and is of smaller area than any of the

other three. Conejos county is in the southwest por-
tion of the valley and extends to the New Mexico
border.

General View of Del Nortc. Colorado.
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Of the towns in the valley Monte Vista, in Eio

Grande county, is the largest and most prosperous. It

has a population of 2,250, which at the present rate

of development will doubtless be doubled within the

next five years. The town was formerly called Henry,
in honor of T. C. Henry, the man who conceived the

idea of irrigating the valley by taking water from the

Eio Grande river. The company he organized origi-

nally had its headquarters at Del Norte, but when
the people of Del Norte refused to grant concessions

in the way of lands a town was established fifteen

miles southeast and the company moved its offices

there. This was in 1884. Shortly afterward the name
was changed to Monte Vista, the Spanish for Moun-
tain View, and those who have visited the town agree
that it was well named. Del Norte, the county seat of

Rio Grande county, is the oldest town in the valley.

It was for many years the terminal of a branch of the

Denver & Eio Grande railroad, which now extends

some forty miles beyond into the mountains to Crede,
a mining camp. The town has a population of 1,200.

Just in the center of the town is a magnetic spring,

Denver, to Monte Vista, Del Norte and Creede, to

Salida, to Durango and to Santa Fe. The population
of the town is over 1,700, made up largely of the em-

ployes of the railroad shops located there.

Other towns in Conejos county are Borneo, Conejos
and Antonito. The latter is a junction point of the

railroad, one branch going south to Santa Fe, N. M..
and the other west to Durango and the San Juan

mining region. Near Borneo the land is being given
over to sheep raising.

Straight north of Alamosa, on the narrow gauge-
line to Salida, are the settlements of Mosca and

Hooper. This section of the valley enjoyed a great
boom about twelve years ago, but careless methods of

farming brought alkali to the surface and caused the

abandonment of many farms. In the last few years
more careful farming methods have been practiced" and
fields which have lain idle for years are again being
made productive. Center, near the southern 'boundary
of Saguache county, is the "Center" of a great grain
raising belt. Its chief drawback is its distance from a

railroad. It was laid out in 1897 bv the Grain Belt

Street Scene. La Jara, Colorado

whose health-giving properties are wonderful, being

especially good for persons affected with stomach
troubles. Agriculture in the valley has reached its

highest point around Del Norte, it being within little

less than
.
a mile of the center of the town that the

record-breaking yield of potatoes, 847 bushels to a

measured acre, was established.

La Jara (The Willow), in Conejos county, is the

center of a fertile region. The name was originally

given to a postoffice located on a ranch six miles west

of the present town, which was then known as "The
Tank." In 1883 the railroad established a station at

the tank and the postoffice was moved, taking the name.
The town suffered under the none too scrupulous adver-

tising of certain promoters and in 1900 the boom
fell flat. Since that time it has been "picking up,"
however, and as it is in the center of a very fertile

region it has a future before it. Its present population
is about COO, but it does annually now about $1,000,000
worth of business.

Alamosa. also in Conejos county, is the geograph-
ical center of the valley. It is the headquarters of the

Fourth division of the Denver & Eio Grande railroad

from which five radiating lines go out -to Pueblo and

Railway Company, which projected and surveyed a line

west from Hooper to Center (then called Conterview).
a distance of twelve miles. The proposed railroad went

the way of many others and never materialized, b\it

the town has prospered and should a railroad ever be

put through there is little doubt but that it would

become one of the largest in the valley. Center is

fourteen miles northeast of Monte Vista. Saguache.
the county seat of the county of that name, is the

northernmost town in the valley. Like Center, how-

ever, it is handicapped by lack of proper railroad facili-

ties and can never reach its full capacity until it gets
railroad connection with other towns.

I have attempted in this article to give in a general

way a descriptive outline of the valley and its prin-

cipal centers. There is much more that might be

said of the scenic beauties, the business possibilities

and opportunities and the healthful advantages of the

region. But it is not my purpose to do this, and I

have prepared this outline in order to familiarize the

readers of the IRRIGATION AGE with the valley as a

whole. In the December number I will write of the

agricultural advantages which have made the valley

famous.
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DRY FARMING BY ONE OF THE FARMERS.

J. L. DONAHUE,
PRESIDENT THE COLONIAL SECURITIES & TRUST CO., DENVER, COLO.

Your editorial on "Dry Farming" in your Sep-
tember issue sets out to discuss the subject in an appar-

ently fair-minded manner. But before the writer was

well into his theme he proceeded to make some state-

ments that on a basis of fact pure and simple are not

only open to criticism- but are not true. When you
declare "In the first place there can be no such com-

Peach Orchard on tne Dry Farm of E. R. Parsons, at Parker, Colorado,

Twenty-miles from Denver. This Orchard Has Never Been Irri-

gated. Note How Clean the Ground Is.

forts as can be obtained by irrigated agriculture, such

as fruit trees and vegetables, and there is no assur-

ance that even a drouth-resisting crop will mature,"

you lay yourself open to the charge of total ignorance
of the facts.

The writer is the president of a corporation that

is conducting the most extensive dry farming opera-
tions of any single corporation or individual on the

Eastern Colorado plains. His duties require that he

travel over the vast area, still largely undeveloped, for

the purpose of observing what others are doing and
how they are doing it. He can and will supply you
the names and addresses of men who have today some
of the finest orchards in all America upon the semi-

arid plains of Eastern Colorado. There is Mr. E. E.

Parsons, t>f Parker, who grows the finest of cherries,

peaches and apples every year*. A view of one of his

orchards accompanies this article. Mr. George Lam-

bert, of Sedalia, Douglas county, Colorado, is another.

The Stark Brothers' orchard at Littleton, in Arapahoe
county, is another. Mr. Cope's orchard and beautiful

extensive grove of deciduous trees out on the plains at

Cope, twenty miles from a railroad, is another. Mr.
J. B. Robertson's orchard at Cheyenne Wells, where
the limbs hang laden to the ground with apples of the

most choice varieties at this very hour, is still an-

other. "And if you want to give me the space I will fur-

nish the names and addresses of one hundred more who
have fine producing orchards that never had a drop of

water applied by artificial irrigation. Every one of

these men and scores of dozens of others produce all

varieties of garden truck grown anywhere in the north

temperate zone. Mr. P. B. Goodale, of Peoria (a

way station on the Kansas Pacific fifty miles from

Denver) ,
is producing the finest cauliflowers ever grown

on earth without irrigation, and is shipping them to

Kansas Citv and .Omaha markets bv the carload at

two dollars per dozen f. o. b. Peoria. This man
raised cauliflower for the past fifteen vears on the

fertile garden lands of Long Island, and after very

searching investigation and study of conditions, chose

the semi-arid plains of Colorado as the ideal place to

produce high class cauliflower, and that without irri-

gation.
The local fairs just over at Hugo, Limon, Castle

Rock, Bennett, Elbert and Akron would convince the

most skeptical whether or no fruits and vegetables not

only /aw be but are grown abundantly without irriga-
tion all over the plains of Eastern Colorado.

You are quite correct when you assert that "Dry
farming means one endless round of work for the agri-
culturalist." The only type of farmer that we of

the West advise to leave their farms in the humid

regions of the East or the Middle West to take up dry

farming on the great plains of the West, are such

men as those who are willing to earn their bread by
the sweat of their brow; who have been trained in the

school of skillful farming and who long ago learned

the lesson that good crops and certain harvests are

always the result of "endless work" and tireless vigi-

lance. Let no man leave his home in the Middle
West to enter upon the pleasant but serious task of

dry farming in the West unless he has already learned

the art of agriculture and has means sufficient to pur-
chase the equipment essential for successful farming
anywhere in America.

One word on drouth-resisting crops and seasons

of drouth. The writer regrets that lack of space in

your valued paper which can only be at his disposal
with your courteous consent, will not permit exhaustive

discussion of so vital a question as Dry Farming. How-
ever, our word will have to be accepted in this instance

for the fact that proso, emmer, Kherson oats, bald

barley, peas, Kaffir corn, millets of several varieties,

durum (macaroni) wheat, dwarf milo, maize, brome

grass and native blue stem can be depended upon to

produce high average yields in the driest years that

J>-
'

:
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Apple Orchard Developed Under "Dry-Farming." This Is Also On
the Parsons Ranch. This Orchard Is On High Ground and Lacks
the Advantage of "Run Off" Water from Higher Levels.

have ever been recorded in the West since the estab-

lishment of the government climatological service.

The season just closed has been one of the driest

in Eastern Colorado in nearly a quarter of a century.
Almost every month since January first at every sta-

tion, where government gauges are located on the

Eastern Colorado prairies the record is considerably
below the normal (normal is only about an average
of fifteen inches). The government report in this

morning's press in Denver (October 8th) for the Den-
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ver district reads as follows: "The total since January
1st is 10.93 inches, or 1.37 below the normal." This

has been about the condition every day since January
1st. Only about a dozen times during the year was the

precipitation up to normal even, and then not during
the vital part of the growing season. No one ap-

preciates more keenly than the writer the great value

of artificial irrigation in the reclaiming of the lands of

the semi-arid West, He believes that the Reclamation

Act was one of the most important statutes ever en-

acted by Congress, and that it is the most glowing
star in the crown of Mr. Roosevelt's well earned re-

nown. But let it never be forgotten that there are

scores of millions of acres of the richest soil in all

our land of superlative wealth that can never be re-

claimed by artificial irrigation for many very obvious

reasons.

It is because of this fact that we who live in the

West and who believe in her promising future have

set resolutely to work to reclaim these vast stretches

of barren acres by the methods now commonly known
as "Dry Farming." It would be a real delight for us

who are doing' the work, attempting to solve the prob-
lems at close range, to tell you our views of what "Dry
Farming" is doing, what its limitations are, and what

it is absolutely certain to bring to pass as the years

pass into history.

ALCOHOL VS. GASOLINE.

"The Comparative Values of Alcohol and Gasoline

for Light and Power," is the name of Bulletin No. 93,

which is just being issued by the Agricultural Engineer-

ing section of the Experiment Station at Ames.
In the spring of 1906 the National Congress passed

an act which became a law January 1, 1907, permitting
the withdrawal from bond, tax free, domestic alcohol

when it was denatured or rendered unfit for human

consumption by the addition of certain materials re-

pugnant to the taste and smell. The passage of this

law has aroused much speculation into the possibilities
of this new fuel. The Experiment Station compared
gasoline and alcohol with four objects in view, > viz:

(1) the heat value of the fuels; (2) their economy in

the production of light; (3) their economy in the pro-
duction of power; and (4) the relative safety of gaso-
line and alcohol for general .use. The conclusions

reached in these experiments will prove interesting to

every reader.

This bulletin may be obtained by asking for Bul-

letin No. 93. Apply to Director Chas. F. Curtiss, Iowa

Experiment Station, Ames, Iowa.

DIVISION OF THE WORK OF IRRIGATION AND
DRAINAGE INVESTIGATIONS.

In view of the fact that Dr. Elwood Mead has been
called to Australia to assume direction under Govern-
ment auspices of irrigation work in that country, the

Secretary of Agriculture has divided the work of Irri-

gation and Drainage Investigations of the Office of

Experiment Stations, which Dr. Mead has managed
with such marked ability since its establishment in

1898, into two sections. Dr. Samuel Fortier, irriga-
tion engineer in charge of the Pacific district of the

Irrigation and Drainage Investigations, and stationed

at the University of California, Berkeley, Cal., has

been made Chief of Irrigation Investigations. Mr.

C. G. Elliott, for several years past engineer in charge
of the drainage investigations of the office, has been

made Chief of Drainage Investigations. Both of these

officers will report directly to Dr. A. C. True, Director

of the Office of Experiment Stations.

Samuel Fortier, B. S. A., M. E., D. Sc., is a gradu-
ate of McGill University. His practical training began
with employment on a survey of the route of the Den-

ver & Rio Grande railroad, and has included experience
as assistant engineer of the Denver Water Company,
chief engineer of the Ogden Water Works, chief engi-

neer and superintendent of the Bear River Canal sys-

tem, in planning of irrigation dams and reservoirs in

Utah and Montana, and the Modesto and Turlock

irrigation system in California, the measurement of

stream flow, and the Irrigation and Drainage Investi-

gations of the office of Experiment Stations, with

which he has been connected in one capacity or an-

other almost from their organization. As director of

the Montana Experiment Station he demonstrated ad-

ministrative capacity in a somewhat different field and
was brought into close relations with the farming in-

terests. Here as in earlier experience at the Utah

Experiment Station and later at the California Experi-
ment Station he gained an intimate knowledge of the

strictly agricultural side of irrigation and the problems
which are pressing for solution in this field. His,

therefore, has been a well-rounded experience in practi-
cal engineering and construction work, investigation in

irrigated agriculture, and- administrative duties. TKe
results of Professor Fortier's work in the different lines

named have been embodied in numeous papers in engi-

neering journals, in reports and bulletins of the Utah,

Montana, and California experiment stations, and in

the publications on irrigation and drainage of the Office

of Experiment Stations.

C. G. Elliott, C. E., who has been placed in charge
of the drainage work, received his training in civil

engineering -at the University of Illinois, and has been

in active engineering work since 1878. He was for

many years editor of the Drainage Journal, published
at Indianapolis, Ind., the leading journal of its class in

the United States. He is also the author of numerous

reports and technical papers on drainage, and of two

books, "Practical Farm Drainage" (1882 and 1903),
and "Engineering for Land Drainage" (1903), which
are generally recognized as authorities on the subject
of drainage. Mr. Elliott has been in charge of the

drainage investigations of the Office of Experiment Sta-

tions since 1902, and the results of his work in this

capacity have appeared in the form of numerous tech-

nical and popular bulletins on farm drainage, recla-

mation of swamp and overflowed lands, and related

subjects, published by the Office of Experiment Sta-

tions.

In the irrigation division the three main lines of

work will be, as heretofore, (1) dissemination of prac-
tical information, (2) scientific and technical investi-

gations, and (3) reporting on irrigation conditions in

certain districts.

r
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Send $2.50 for The Irrigation Age
1 year, and the Primer of Irrigation
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The Home

BULBS AS HOUSE PLANTS.

Queries occasionally come to the Colorado Agricultural

College concerning the proper handling of bulbs for home
decoration during the winter. Such information should be

of some general interest, as nothing adds more to the cheer-

fulness in the home than plants, and a few bulbs afford a

pleasing and all too uncommon variety. No class of plants

are of easier growth if a few fundamental principles are

adhered to.

The first is, perhaps, a choice of kinds. The beginner
will do well, no doubt, to experiment first with a few kinds,

as a few well-grown specimens are much more satisfactory

than many which give indifferent results. In this class may
be placed the narcissi of various kinds, hyacinths and free-

zias.

Narcissi come in many forms, as the polyanthus, jon-

quils and daffodils. The two common forms of hyacinths
are Dutch and Roman, while freezias are of but one kind.

Soil for bulbs should be made light with sand and loam,

but aside from texture there is little else required. Any soil

in which the common house plants thrive will answer.

Four or five-inch pots do nicely for bulbs, but the shal-

lower pans look neater. One hyacinth bulb is all that should

be grown in the smaller sizes, while from three to five nar-

.cissi, according to size, may be used. Some drainage ma-

terial, as a few pebbles or bits of broken pots, should be

placed in the bottom, then the pot is filled two-thirds full of

soil, which should be pressed down firm, but not packed ;

then the bulbs are placed so that they may have half an

inch of soil over them, and the surface of the soil should

be at least half an inch below the top. A thorough watering
is now given and the pots are put in a damp, moist place,

where the temperature will remain at not far from 50 de-

grees. This may be in a cellar, or even in a room, though
suitable protection must be afforded to prevent drying out.

A common practice is to bury the pots out of doors where

sufficient protection is given to maintain the required tem-

perature. This treatment is necessary in order to secure a

good development of roots before the top begins to grow.
This will, usually, take about four weeks, but their condi-

tion may be ascertained by an examination at any time. Pick

up one of the pots, invert it and tap the rim gently on a

table's edge and the contents will usually fall out readily

without disturbing either roots or soil. When the soil is

fairly well filled with roots it is time to place the pots in the

window.
Freezias are, perhaps, the most satisfactory for several

reasons. They are very easy to grow, the bulbs are cheap
and but few flowers surpass them in fragrance or in beauty.

They are planted the same as the others, but as the bulbs

are small, a larger number should be planted in a pot, per-

haps six will be about right for a four-inch pot, a row
around the outside with one or two in the center.

Unlike the other bulbs, freezias should be placed in the

window at once. Keep in the sunshine as much as possible
and water carefully. The plants are apt to take a spindling

growth any way, so a little care will be well repaid. As the

flower stalks begin to form they may need staking, but a

small stake may be used which will not be too conspicuous.
After the flowers are exhausted, the plants should be

well ripened by gradually withholding water, then the pots

may be placed in the cellar until the next fall. The larger
bulbs may be used for forcing a second time. This is not

true, however, of the other kinds mentioned, as they are

worthless for forcing a second time.

W. PADDOCK.

Pure Food.

and how we eat, often make us tired, yet when it comes to

food to eat it becomes a serious matter and concerns all of
us. It seems that almost everything we buy prepared for

food has been tampered with and adulterated, and some of
the most deadly poisons are often used in such cases as

preservatives. Everywhere people are demanding a halt. Too
much credit cannot be given to the Fort Collins, Colo., Cham-
ber of Commerce, for acting upon the suggestions of Dr.

George H. Glover, dean of the veterinary department of the

State Agricultural College, and his co-workers, and recom-

mending to the city council the enactment of a pure food
ordinance. While it has only been a few months since this

ordinance was put into effect, yet today Fort Collins can
boast of pure food laws that are enforced as in no other

city in the state and very. few in America. This pure food
law is practically self-supporting, although Dr. Glover, to

whom credit is more especially due for this good work, is

receiving nothing for his services. He has had two and three

assistants busy for two months inspecting milch cows and
the dairies. These assistants have not only profited by the

experience, but practically all the money that has been re-

ceived for inspection has gone to them. Of the $75 a month
which is paid to the inspector, $65 is paid to three assist-

ants two that are doing all the inspection of slaughter
houses, and Dr. Kingman, for the milk and cream analysis.

Everything with respect to pure food legislation is grad-
ually working out satisfactorily. One reform after another
is being brought about without a jar or friction. The only
complaint that has amounted to anything has been from the

owners of cows in the city, who have objected to the $2
license fee. It is not presumed that everything will work
smoothly at the beginning. Mistakes will necessarily be made.
Dr. Glover will ask the city council to amend the ordinance
with respect to the license fee paid by the owners of one cow
where they simply supply milk to one or two neighbors. This
will be changed to a registration fee of fifty cents.

L. M. T.

Pure food legislation seems to be a popular theme nowa-

days, and while it is true that many articles running in the

magazines with reference to the way we eat, where we eat,

Life on the Isthmus Isn't So Bad.

Some aspects of life on the Isthmus were portrayed in

an entertaining manner by Mr. M. J. Stickel, the popular sec-

retary of the Young Men's Christian Association, at Cristo-

bal, in a letter to the home organization soon after his ar-

rival at Panama. He wrote :

"I have been here five days, and I think I am prepared
to write a book on 'Panama : Past, Present and Future."

"I have been the entire length of the canal zone twice,
and have viewed every phase of making dirt as well as mud
fly. At Culebra the air is vibrant with the noise of steam-

shovels, dirt trains and machine shops. This is varied by
the shock of frequent blasts of dynamite as great masses of

rock and clay are blown off the side of the hill to satisfy the

rapacious shovels.

"I must say this, however : Never in all my life have I

been so disappointed in a place pleasantly so, however. The
climate thus far is most delightful. It is hot in the sun at

midday, but most pleasant in the shade. I have slept under
a blanket every night.

"The one constant source of surprise is that things are
not foreign, nor scarcely tropical. One has to conjure with
his senses to realize that he is not in Galveston or Atlanta, or
even St. Louis. Everything is American.

"This is a land of contradictions and perversions. Wagons
turn out to the left side of the road ; waiters serve you on
the left side of your plate ; the sun rises in the Pacific, and
has his going down in the Atlantic ; the Pacific end of the
canal is east of the Atlantic end ; breakfast is called 'coffee,'

luncheon is called 'breakfast,' although dinner, strange to

say, is actually called 'dinner.' You can't buy anything, ex-

cept stamps, with money save from Chinamen or natives ;

if you purchase ten cents' worth of stamps and hand in a $2
bill you will be given $3.80 in change. The gold employees
are all white, and the silver ones are all yellow or black;
and so on.

"It is a fine place for women and children. The average
health among them is very much above that in the states, and
the man who has his family here is very fortunate in every
way, except, perhaps, in regard to children who are ready to

go to high school." From "The Lighter Side of Life at Pan-
ama," by Gertrude Beeks, in The Circle for October.
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RURAL WATER SYSTEMS.

"Rural Water Systems," devoted to the subject of the

Deming Hydraulic Ram, is the title of a neat little booklet
issued by The Deming Company, makers of pumping ma-

chinery, Salem, Ohio.
This booklet is so attractively gotten up that we con-

sider it worthy of illustration here. Its twelve pages illus-

trate the usefulness of the Hydraulic Ram in the country
home, and, although the main points are covered, it may
easily be read through in ten minutes.

It is explained that conditions of installation differ, and
that it is therefore desirable to consider each by itself, and
to offer suggestions bearing on that particular case. This

method is bound to result more satisfactorily to the pros-

pective purchaser than would a general set of rules applied
to every case, regardless of conditions.

FRUIT VARIETIES.

THE KING DAVID APPLE.
HISTORY FURNISHED BY THE PROPAGATORS.

In this department this month it seems proper that we
should give a brief history of the King David Apple, since
we are offering the young trees to readers of the IRRIGATION
AGE. The illustration shown on this page is a photograph
of one year old trees. They are, however, larger than the
trees which will be sent to our readers in our subscription
offer. The trees which will be sent you will go by mail, and,

The Deming Company's Booklet.

We would advise any of our readers who are interested
in this to write The Deming Company for information,
which they will doubtless be glad to furnish on request.

An Inverted Saying.
If we could only see others as we see ourselves what

splendid men and women would inhabit the world. The
Circle.

A Dream.

Wishing to learn what his nephew would say, Uncle
Charles asked little Fred, "What would you do if you stood
at the root of a tree with your foot on the head of a live

rattlesnake, a tiger was crouching on a branch above ready
to spring, and you saw a wild Indian running at you with

uplifted tomahawk?"
"I should wake right up," was the unexpected reply.

The Circle.

consequently, will have to be trimmed down to a length of
two feet or so. The trees in this picture are from five to
seven feet in heighth.

One year trees, particularly apples, are rapidly growing
in popularity. The set-back caused by transplating is less,

they live better and grow more rapidly. On an average there
is no difference in the time when a pne year tree comes into

bearing and the time a two-year old tree comes into bearing.
Peach trees, older than one year, are never sold by reputable
nurseries. They are practically worthless.

As stated in this department last month, it is our desire
to give a short history of some popular variety of fruit each
month. Any readers or nurserymen who will favor us with
short histories of any variety of fruit will do us a great
favor.

In 1893 a promising looking seedling was found in a
fence row in Washington County, Ark., Fall 1894, as a zy2

(Continued on page 23.)
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CORRESPONDENCE

FROM BOSTON.

The following letter from a gentleman in Boston, sup-

ports the argument of Mr. Wright in his article "Americans
for America," which was published in our October issue,

namely that there are plenty of good Americans in the central

and eastern states still ready to follow Horace Greely's ad-

vise and "go west," when definite information on any particu-
lar locality is furnished them.

413 Massachusetts Ave.,

Boston, Mass., October -29, 1907.

Dear Sirs :

During the past year or so I have become very much in-

terested in irrigation as it pertains to the reclamation of arid

lands which would otherwise be non-productive, and I have
read considerable regarding this subject. I have had my eye
on the far west for a number of years, and as an ambitious,

energetic, progressive spirited young man (allow me to say

so) I expect some day to cast my lot in some part of the far

western country. Fruit growing' is what now seems to be

the specialty I desire to engage in.

The above will be sufficient; as an introduction to you,
and now I want to say that I re'ad'' your article in the IRRIGA-

TION AGE, current issue, and 'cphctir; with you from my view-

point that some means should be devised whereby desirable

people from the eastern and middle states could secure homes
on some of the fine lands that; are now being brought under
the great irrigation enterprises. One point you 'mention

strikes an identical chord, in my own estimation of what
American citizens who have the ability and desire, but. per-

haps not the capital, shoitUl dp before the chance rolls b
that is, strive to obtain a/t-rwrt. of this irrigable land, which

they may subsequently Ipo1k*"upon as their own home an
'

3KHIOR

SUPERIOR DRILLS are Died and Appreciated by Good

Farmers the World Over

SEND FOR CATALOGUE NOW
GENERAL AGENTS FOR WESTERN TERRmDRY:
Dean & Co., ... Minneapolis, Minn
Kingman&Co., - - Peorla, III

Kingman St. Louis Implement Co., bt. Louis, Mo
Kingman-Moore Imp. Co., - Kansas City. Mo
Kingman-Moore Imp. Co., -

Kingman Implement Co.,
Parlin & Orendorff Imp. Co..
Colorado Moline Plow Co.,
The T. C. Powers Cn., ....-, ._.
Consolidated Wag. & Mach. Co , Salt Lake City
Newell Matthews Co., - Los Angeles, Cal

The H. C. Shaw Co., - - Stockton, Cal

Eastern Farmers please write direct to the Manufacturers

SUPERIOR DRILL CO., Springfield. Ohio
Division of the American Seeding Mach. Co.. Inc.

GRAIN DRILLS

Oklahoma, Okla.
Omaha. Neb.
Portland, Ore
Denver, Colo
Helena, Mont

actual home, not a flat, as in the city, or a rented place as
in the country. A home for all time, for they and theirs.

I have dwelled upon this .very feature in many conversa-
tions with men I happen to meet here and speak to regarding
country life, western development, the trammeled life of the

great cities, etc. Here we are, we American citizens, sticking
to the cities and large towns, "hangers-on" on the property
which is the natural outcome of the prosperity of the agri-
cultural communities throughout the land, and here we are

looking at thousands of immigrants from the other side who
come in, take up the lands waiting to be developed, and on
which they soon become self-supporting and more, while the

"self-important" American "hangs on" to a rented flat or
some other form of abode in the city and never owns a home
of his own.

There are several other features I desired to touch upon
in conjunction with your article, but they have slipped from
my mind for the time being. There is another feature which
is important in getting people upon the thousands of acres
of new lands which are awaiting settlers, and this is easier
terms and conditions;' to the new settler during the earlier

years of development.' I believe this is referred to by a gen-
tleman who wrote

"|an
excellent article that was also pub-

lished in the same issue I speak of. I forget his name, but
he was at the Sacramento Irrigation Congress. He, too, has
struck a vital issue and an excellent point, for if the require-
ments, all in all, were made the easiest to the new settler

during the first few years, and gradually increased as he be-
came better entrenched, this leniency would tide over many
strong, willing and energetic man and family, who could not

possibly succeed under other circumstances, where their finan-
cial means was very small. While this may seem a little too
charitable to many, I don't consider it would be so, for in

the end it would mean more people, more new wealth brought
forth from the soil, and all thab'natural increase in values to

the communities and the individuals interested that is so es-

sential to the large, broad,- permanent growth of a new
country.

I cannot at this writing go further into this subject as I

feel and should like to, but I trust in the foregoing words you
will grasp some of my views regarding the subject so ably
and timely discussed in your communication referred to.

Yours very truly,

C. L. LEAVITT.

f.We. desire to draw attention especially to that part of
this letter which says, "American citizens .... sticking to the
cities and large towns . . .'. looking at thousands of immi-
grants from the other "side who come in, take up the lands

waiting to be developed, and .... soon become self-support-
ing and more."

'

Why should Americans stand back ? No
matter why, they do simply because their knowledge of op-
portunities, in the west is too general, they are not attracted
nor helped to any given point. Much, greater pains are taken
by the government, and, perhaps, 'westerners themselves to at-

tract to and locate on homesteads, foreign immigrants. It is

taken for granted that Americans know where and when and
how to go west. They don't. Is a man, with a family, work-
ing for a comfortable salary going to pick up and take a leap
in the dark by going w'est without knowing to what point "he

should go, nor just what he will do when he arrives? Cer-

tainly not. He wants some information first.

For the benefit of this correspondent, we will say that in

many new localities, in the west the newcomer can secure

plenty of employment, for his support, until his lands are

bringing sufficient income. This is not universally true, nor
would it be as nearly so as it now is should as many new
settlers come west as we would like to have. But a great
deal will have been accomplished when exact information and
estimates are furnished the prospective colonists from the
eastern states as to just what they can do with a given capi-
tal, and what part of the west is best suited to their respec-
tive desires. The Editor.]

Send $2,50 for The Irrigation

Age one year and

The Primer of Irrigation
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TIN CAN CLUBS.

We reproduce herewith a letter from Mr. H. A. Greene,

Monterey, Cal., which will explain itself. We hope to in-

duce our readers to form Tin Can Clubs.

Monterey, Cal., October 7, 1907.

D. H. Anderson, Esq.,

Chicago, 111.

My Dear Sir:
I am pleased to report to you that the movement to pop-

ularize tree growing on the lines spoken of to you at Sacra-

mento has been a great success.

You mentioned to me that you would publish an article

in your paper about it, so I am sending you a lot of pictures

to illustrate it, and will give a few ideas not spoken of in the

booklet.

The use of the tin can is. valuable for kitchen gardening,

especially in mild climates, for by its use tomatoes, cucumbers

and melons, for instance, can be had two months in advance

of their appearance in market.

Throw cans into fire to melt solder. Replace bottoms

and bind together with string or wire.

In some sunny place locate a large box and fill with fresh

manure. Bury the cans with seed planted in them down .into

the manure. When safe from frosts plant out, removing the

tin without disturbing roots.

Change manure when it gets cold and, of course, keep .

soil moist. Cover 'forcing box' with cotton cloth or sacking.

I am urging everybody, whether liring in one room or

otherwise, to plant a nut or tree seed of some kind in a can

and keep it watered. The chances are that the plant will

interest the person and a fondness for it be cultivated ; with

the probability that a permanent resting place will be found

for the trees.

One of the largest nurseries in California is now plant-

ing their tree seeds in tin cans.

Should you desire I will send some tan oak acorns to

you for distribution. The tan oak is most suitable for street

and road planting.
I am going to get out a better booklet on the tin can

'hunch.' I have a lot of trees to send to clubs for prizes, such

as redwoods, palms, etc., all in cans.

For the moment I do not think of further information,

but you will doubtless get up a good paper on the subject.

It really looks as though many thousands of trees will

be planted through this movement and it will surely create an

interest in the subject of forestry among the people.

I am invited to speak on this subject in many places, but

will have to decline, except in high schools.

I have just forced Abyssinian banana seeds (my own

growing) to sprout in twenty-one days by covering them with

new manure. This is a good hunch for getting palm seed to

'come' quickly.
If 1 could induce the State Foresters to send out tree

growing club organizers it would result in thousands of such

clubs being formed. I claim that cans may be used by gov-
ernment foresters advantageously.

In home gardening I consider the can better than an

earthen pot. I plant all my rose cuttings in cans, generally

with solder melted out of them, which in tree cuttings is not

necessary, since when ready to be planted finally the cans are

crumbling from rust.

Let me know if you will give this subject space in your

magazine, if not kindly return the photographs.
I think you can do a great good by pushing this scheme

of mine along. Respectfully yours,
H. A. GREENE.

FROM OUR EXCHANGES

Denver Field and Farm The people of the Riverside

irrigation district down in Weld and Morgan counties last

week voted an issue of $717,500 bonds with which to pur-
chase a controlling interest in the Riverside reservoir and
extend the Riverside ditch to the Wildcat country. The
reservoir when completed will contain over 3,000,000,000
cubic feet of water. This election means the beginning of
work on the ditch within thirty days and insures water for
the strip of territory above the old ditches on the north
side of the Platte river from Masters to a point ten miles
below Fort Morgan. About sixty miles of ditch will be
constructed and over 40,000 acres of new land will be

brought under irrigation.

El 'Paso Evening News -Between irrigation and dry
farming, the agricultural problem in what has long been
known as the arid west seem about to be solved.

Throughout many sections of the region it has been
found that an abundance of water exists under the ground
for irrigation purposes ; and by its use lands are being
watered and splendid crops are raised. Then the dry
farming method produces numerous crops on lands which
had hitherto been considered worthless for anything ex-

cept grazing purposes.
Both of these systems are well adapted to the coun-

try surrounding El Paso, and with the construction of
the Engle dam for irrigation purposes and the inaugura-
tion of dry farming the desert should soon be transformed,
into green fields and blossoming orchards.

It is highly probable that work on the dam will be
commenced before the end of the present year, and this

will mean the watering of the great area of valley lands

which, with sufficient moisture, will produce immense
yields of all kinds of crops; while in sections where irri-

gation is not practcable the dry farming method will make
fertile lands of what is now barren plains.

Irrigon (Ore.) Irrigator The great irrigation system
which B. F. Yoakum of New York and associates are put-
ting in below Hildalalgo, Texas, will be completed in time
for this season's crop. It will be one of the largest ir-

rigation systems in the world when finished and will have
cost more than $2.000,000. More than $1,000,000 has been
expended upon the enterprise. The land to be reclaimed
lies in the valley of the Rio Grande and was purchased for

something like $5 an acre less than five years ago. Not
an acre could be bought now for less than $50 and when
water is placed upon it the value will be increased to

$200. The irrigating system will cover about 100,000
acres.

An Orthodox Explanation.

A mother was giving her little girl a bath, when she said,

"I wonder where this dust on the water came from?"

Small Girl : Perhaps I leak somewhere, mama. You
know, I'm made of dust. The Circle.

Write to-day Motsinger Auto Sparker
starts and runs

Gas Engines without Batteries.
No other machine can do it successfully lor lack

of original patents owned by us. No twist mo-
tion in our drive. No belt or switch necessary.
No batteries whatever, for make and break or

jump-spark. Water and dust-proof. Fully
guaranteed

MOTSINGER DEVICE M'F'G. CO.,
Ill Main Street, Pendleton, Ind., U. S. A.

Wyoming Tribune (Cheyenne) In compliance with
a request from Senator Warren the general land office at

Washington has issued to the Wyoming Storage and
Water Supply Company of Sheridan, Wyo., a reservoir

site which includes within its area Lake De Smet in

Johnson county. The company proposes to use the waters
of the lake to irrigate lands in the Piney Creek and Clear
Creek valleys, making it possible to secure a sufficient area
of irrigable lands to warrant the construction of a sugar
beet plant near Sheridan. The grading and construction
work will be commenced at once under the direction of

Hon. Edward Gillette, state treasurer of Wyoming, and
an experienced engineer. Lake De Smet is the key to a

great tract of fine farming lands and the attention of the

reclamation service has been several times called to the

proposition, but for various reasons such as the fact that

Wyoming already has two big government systems no ac-

tion has been taken. The permit issued by the gen-
eral land office can be considered conclusive

,
evidence

that the reclamation service has definitely given over this

project in order that it may be more speedily developed
by private parties. The association with Mr. Gillette with
the enterprise is considered a strong recommendation for

its success, as he has been active in the development of
Sheridan county lands for a number of years and has for

several years been devoting much of his efforts to getting
capital into the county to establish a beet sugar factoryl
The taking up of the De Smet proposition is regarded as

another step and a long one to this end.
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IRRIGATION
SUPPLIES

MERCHANDISE FROM SHERIFFS'

AND RECEIVERS' SALES!
THE CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING COMPANY
saves yon 30 to SO per cent on staple merchandise
from Sheriff*' and Receivers' Sales. Wrecking-
prices have come to he known as bargain prices.
Here you have the most wonderful bargain offering
ever advertised. Such an opportunity seldom oc-
curs. The very best manufactured articles offered
at less than original cost of production. That's
our merchandising method. We do not buy our
goods In the regular way, but take advantage of
various sales to secure bargains. Onr mammoth
plant is the largest in the world devoted to the sale
of general stocks. Increasing business has necessi-
tated an addition to our already enormous insti-
tution. Over thirty-five acres literally covered with
merchandise.

We built our enormous business

by always giving our Customers
Absolute Satisfaction.

PIPE BARGAINS.
STANDARD BLACK WROUGHT IRON PIPE

Overhauled, with screwed ends and threaded

couplings, sutiable for water, gas, oil, etc.

1 inch. Per foot, 4c zy2 inch. Per foot, 14c
1 54 inch. Per foot, 5c 6 inch. Per foot, 42c

l^inch. Perfect, 6%c S inch. Per foot, 75c
2 inch. Per foot, 9c

WROUGHT IRON LAP-
WELDED CASING.

This Casing is the highest quality pipe manufac-
tured. It only differs from standard pipe In that it

Is lighter in weight but, being made especially
good, it will stand just as high pressure. It Is all

carefully overhauled and Inspected before shipment.
Threaded at ends with casing threads, fourteen to

trie Inch. Covered with a preparation of asphaltum
and graphite, thus insuring its wearing qualities.
Suitable for Irrigation purposes, because of Its light
weight. Freight will be much less than on standard
pipe. It is about %-inch thickness and is fitted
with brand-new casing couplings.
The sizes mentioned below are outside diameter:

\Ya, inch. Per foot, 6j4c 354 inch. Per foot,

234 inch. Per foot, 12c 414 inch. Per foot, 20c

3% inch. Per foot, 14c 5^ inch. Per foot, 34c

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.
1 No. 4 Centrifugal Pump, direct connected to

Westinghouse Engine.
1 No. 6 Centrifugal Pump (belted).
1 No. 5 Belted Centrifugal Pump.
1 16x20x36 Marsh Vacuum Pump.

OUR NEW 500-PAGE CATALOGUE
No. 803 FREE.

THIS WONDERFUL BARGAIN BOOK is

just out and ready to be sent to you at once.
It is a book such as every shrewd buyer must have.
500 pages with thousands of items of the very best
merchandise and supplies bought by us at Sheriffs'
and Receivers' Sales. It will pay you to keep it

handy. Its pages contain a full record of what
we still have on hand from the wonderful St. Louis
World's Fair. Merchandise, machinery and supplies.
articles for everyone. You will find It useful In
the home, In the field, In the workshop or in the
office. Write us today. Send us vour name and ad-
dress correctly, tell us where you have seen this
"Ad," also tell us just what you are in the market
for. Address

Chicago House Wrecking: Co.
35th and Iron Streets, CHICAGO

STATE OF CALIFORNIA SECOND PAPER.

Water Supply for Irrigation and Power San Joachin

Valley Tulare Lake Climate.

This magazine made a general reference last month
to the importance of the San Joaquin valley. It was
shown that in time its very fertile irrigable lands may
sustain a population of 5,000,000 or more.

It was not stated that fine rivers flow down from
the heights of the Sierra Nevada mountains capable of

supplying, when fully husbanded, an abundance of

water, not only to reclaim all the lands, but a stupen-
dous aggregate of power for manufacturing and farm
use. These rivers come from the regions of eternal

snow, are constant, and the total fall or head possible
in the distance of say ten miles is in some instances

6,000 feet, about thirty-nine times that of Niagara
Falls !

The San Joaquin and Kings rivers alone may bi 1

made to supply over 400,000 horse power ! The moun-
tain streams of the state probably represent this is an
estimate a million horse power when fully appropri-

ated, as it may be. This water can be used for me-
chanical purposes before it reaches the level of the

farm lands. Hence, it would not interfere with agri-
cultural interests, but would, in fact, benefit them im-

mensely. For water powers would require storage works,

thus conserving the supply for the later season where
limited. Again, an abundance of power would enable

farmers to raise water to levels difficult to reach by or-

dinary flowage. This would increase the tillable area

and the productive power. Then, to have factories in

the midst of the farming sections, placing the industrial

consumer beside agricultural producer, is clearly a most
fortunate advantage. Besides, this power can be used

for a complete system of electric transportation, thus

almost perfecting the conditions of convenience and

prosperity.
After the San Joaquin river leaves the mountains

it bends northward to near the center of the valley
and becomes the middle drainage channel of the lower

end. The Sacramento river is the central flowage chan-

nel of the upper valley. The surface of the land de-

clines gradually from, the foothills toward these rivers-.

THE GREAT YOSEMITE VALLEY.

The world-famous Yosemite valley has been under

the control of the state of California until the past

year, when it passed to the jurisdiction of the United

States and became one of the national parks. Under
the direction of the military authorities new roads arc

being constructed; the game, which was being extermi-

nated by hunters, will be restored and protected, and

this picture of scenic magnificence maintained in a man-
ner worthy of its greatness. With, electric railway con-

nection established between the railroads and the park

entrance, the time and trouble heretofore required to

visit Yosemite will be a matter of the past.

Near the south end of the San Joaquin valley, in

Kings county, is a phenomenon found in few place's in

the world. Years ago Tulare lake existed there, a shal-

low basin of water about fifteen miles in diameter. A
small steamer plied upon its surface. A little stream

from the mountain prevented it from drying up. But

this inflow later on was diverted for irrigation uses, and

gradually the lake's waters evaporated. Enterprising
land men have been engaged in selling off its bed for
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farming purposes. Thousands of bushels of wheat

have been harvested from the floor of that lake.

The promoters knew that the lake might at any
time receive some flowage, but not much was expected.

So they diked around some of the smaller farms, in-

closed them in high banks of earth, to keep the water

out. But last season was one of those which spoil all

ordinary calculations. The rainfall had not been

equaled for many years it broke the records. The little

stream had a big surplus of water, and the Kings river

rose high and helped out with backwater. Tulare be-

came a lake again. The farms had to go. The loss

was serious, to the promoters mainly. But there is not

a doubt but that lake will again dry up, the inflow will

be prevented by canals and dikes, and its bed will bloom

with wheat fields, orchards, gardens, even towns!

CALIFORNIA CLIMATE AND HEALTH.
In all ordinary seasons the summers in San Joaquin

valley are dry and very warm. The mercury gets up to

110 and 120 at midday. But it is not a sultry heat,

rather a semi-mountain, dry atmosphere. Just this sort

of weather is needed to perfect the great crops of fruit

realized there.

It is not a wilting heat. Prostrations are scarcely
known. The nights are nearly always cool, and tired

people can rest well. This valley used to be called

malarial. So were the prairies of Illinois and Kansas.

But the conditions have changed, and this region is

healthful summer and winter.

The winters are not cold, about like October in

Iowa. Rains are common in winter, but no snow of

consequence falls. Oranges and lemons ripen on the

trees during December and January. The mercury sel-

dom falls to 30 the freezing point. To an eastern man
the winters seem mild. In December fogs visit parts
of the valley.

All along the coast there is some fog in winter and

spring, and the air is frequently moist and raw, blow-

ing in almost constantly from the sea. This damp
climate is not favorable to catarrh, tonsilitis and bron-

chial affections, nor to consumption. Persons so af-

flictedsay with catarrh should seek the dry, inland

towns, with high altitudes of 2,500 to 3,500 feet.

Many other ailments one may say most other com-

plaints are benefited by California climate. Those who
suffer from cold in rainy, freezing regions will find com-
fort and relief in the sunshine of the Golden State. For
old people with thin blood it is a refuge. Children and
flowers bloom all the time in California !

_ Hundreds of thousands visit thia favored region

every year, and the number increases constantly. Many
go for a visit, throngs spend the winter, large numbers
make it their permanent home. By the census of 1900
the state's population was 1,485,053. At the end of

1905 the governor estimated the population at 1,750,000,
an increase in five years of 264,947, or at the rate of

almost 53,000 a year. That is growing some. The
census of 1910 will doubtless report 2,000,000 or more.

San Francisco is being rapidly rebuilt. It is re-

ported that the expenditures for new structures and res-

torations for 1906, following the fire, were not less than

$40,000,000. The bank -clearings have in the same

period exceeded all previous records for the city. The
schools report 75 per cent of the attendance of 1905-6.

just before the catastrophe. There are close to 600,000

people in the cities and towns around the bay now, and
the number will be close to 1,000,000 when the sun goes
down on 1910.

KING DAVID

APPLE
F-R-E-E

Aie you a lover of fiuit ? Are you a fruit

grower ? Do you not take great pleasure in

testing out new varieties ? If so you will be
interested in our FREE GIFT of a one

year old tree of the splendid KING DAVID
apple. We have secured a limited supply
of these trees from a great nursery and since
we publish a paper devoted partly to fruit

culture we think it a most appropriate pres-
ent to give to readers of our Journal.

How To Secure a Tree
If you plant one of these trees you would
not part with it when it comes into bearing
for $25, no, not for more than that. Even to

home owners who are not fruit growers, a

bearing King David apple tree will be a
source of pleasure, a supply oi fine, beautiful

eating apples, and of profit for a lifetime.

We will mail a one year tree to you and

guarantee good healthy trees for the price of

one year's subscription to the IRRIGATION AGE.

The Offer

Irrigation Age one year with one d*
|
AA

King David Apple tree 4>I"U

Special
You may make the above offer to your neigh-
bors, same piices, including tree, and we will

send you one additional tree for each neigh-
bor's subscription you secure and send in.

This offer will enable you to secure several
trees.

The King David apple originated in Arkan-
sas 13 years ago. In quality it is absolutely
BEST. Color, beautiful as can be imagined,
a deep, dark, solid red. A large apple, late

variety, excellent keeper; tree, a vigorous,

spreading grower. All in all, King David
promises as near perfection as it is reason-
able to expect. Is there any reason why you
should not have this splendid apple tree

growing on your place ? Is it not a rare

gift ? Write us today, and secure a tree.

Fill out coupon plainly, enclose in envelope
with money order or crisp dollar bill and mail
at once. Make a separate list for neighbors.

THE IRRIGATION AOK,
112 Uearborn street

Enclosed find $

Send your paper____.

Chicago, Ili._ ^1907

_with which please credit me.

years and as per your. offer send

_ .King David Apple trees this (Fall) (Spring).

K. F. D._
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THE WASTE IN IRRIGATION.

The quantity of water which plants -use forms but

a small part of that which is diverted from streams for

irrigation purposes. Large volumes are lost Dy aosorp-

"tion and seepage in the earthen channels of canal sys-

tems. Similar losses occur in the laterals which supply
our farms and a large part of the remainder is wasted

in irrigating crops. An irrigator is chiefly concerned

in lessening the waste of water in his supply ditch and

on his farm. In localities where water is scarce, the

supply ditch should be made water-tight. This may be

done by lining the channel with cement concrete, cement

plaster, asphalt, heavy crude oil or clay puddle. Flumes

or pipes may also be used as a substitute for an earthen

ditch.

One of the most common'sources of loss of water is

noor preparation of the surface. When the soil is irri-

gated by flooding from field laterals an uneven surface

causes needless waste of water, extra labor in spreading
it over the surface and smaller yields. The water flows

into the low nlaces, which receive too much and may
become water-logged while the high places are left with-

out water and the crop thereon is dwarfed. The sur-

face between field laterals should be so evenly graded
that water will flow in a thin sheet over the entire sur-

face, the excess being caught up by the lower lateral.

Another common cause of waste is the lack of at-

tendance. Water is often turned on a part of a field

are permitted to run without attention for'- hours and

even davs. On some, farms the irrigators look after the

water for ten hours and turn it loose fo'r the remainder

of the day. Under thia practice the low places receive

too much, the high places little or none, and a large part
flows off the field to the injury of the roads and adjoin-

ing farms.

Too shallow and too frequent irrigation is another

source of waste. Wetting the surface and neglecting to

cultivate it afterwards may result in the loss by evapora-
tion of three-fourths of the water applied in this way.
For most plants, and for all deep-rooted plants in partic-

ular, the ground should be so prepared that water will

readily percolate to a considerable depth beneath the

surface and enough water should be applied to moisten
the subsoil. As we have said again and again in farm-

ing by irrigation, thorough and frequent cultivation is of

first importance. It not only prevents the escape of

large quantities of soil moisture into the air in the form
of vapor but it greatly improves the condition of the
soil. Denver Field and Farm.

A Bargain.
He: Miss Hunt, I love you, but now I dare not dream

of calling you mine. Yesterday I was worth ten thousand
dollars, but today, by a turn of Fortune's wheel, I have but
a few paltry hundreds te call my own. I would not ask you
to accept me in my reduced state. Farewell forever.

She (eagerly) : Good gracious ! Reduced from $10,000 to

$100! What a bargain! Of course. I'll take you. You
might have known I couldn't resist. The Circle.

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation Age
1 year, and the Primer of Irrigation

"RUMELY"
Threshing
Machinery

Single and Double Cylinder Coal

and Straw-Burner Traction

Engines.

Rumely "Ideal" Separators, Wind
and Attached Stackers.

Ruth Self Feeders.

Grain-Handling Attachments.

CLOVER AND ALFALFA
HULLBRS

PLOWING ENGINES

M. RUMELY CO.
Manufacturers

LA PORTE : INDIANA
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(Concluded from page 17.)

foot switch, was transplated in a two-year orchard of Gano,

Ingram, Ben Davis, etc. In 1898 the seedling bore its first

fruit, about a peck of Very fine apples; it bore full each suc-

ceeding year up to 1901, when it produced V/i barrels, in

1902, V/2. barrels. We then secured the sole right of introduc-

tion and cut the tree almost to, pieces for propagating wood,
as we have every year since, but in spite of this it has con-

tinued to bear annually, although all other sorts in the same
orchard have missed several crops since 1898.

When we first saw King David on September 20th, all

Jonathan, in that neighborhood had fallen; King David were
not picked until October 25th and were then still hanging

firmily on one of the finest trees we have ever seen, much

larger, thriftier than the surrounding trees planted two years
earlier.

In King David we have found an apple that promises as

near perfection as it is reasonable to expect quality abso-

lutely best, surpassing Jonathan, Grimes or Spitzenburg;
color beautiful as can be imagined a dark, deep, solid red, a

blending of the shades of Jonathan and Ark. Black of which
is probably a cross. We cannot see how either tree or fruit

could be improved; a strong, vigorous spreading grower,

larger, heavy, dark green foliage, a remarkably young and

heavy bearer; hangs a month later than Jonathan, a far bet-

ter keeper; this alone, if there were no other points of super-

iority, would entitle it to first place. Awarded the blue rib-

bon by the Illinois Horticultural Society. Everyone who has

seen the fruit has expressed the greatest admiration for its

beautiful color, its high quality ; we firmly believe it will prove
the most popular and profitable apple ever introduced. In

Stark Experimental Orchards, Phelps County, Mo., has more
than fulfilled expectations as a splendid grower, young bearer ;

one year trees planted spring 1904, bore some beautiful speci-

ments in 1906.

The following are a few opinions expressed by well

known authorities, on the King David apple :

"I think you have found a valuable acquisition to our

already long list of valuable varieties." Hon. G. B. Brackett,

U. S. Pomologist, W. D. C.

"Will make its mark in due time. As good as Grimes,

which means the very best. Am having specimens modeled

at Department of Agriculture. They were all delighted with
it there." H. E. Van Deman, Ex-U. S.. Pomologist, W. D. C.

Later 95. "I have tested the fruit 'to my entire satisfaction.

It is one of the most beautiful red apples I ever saw, fully

equaling Jonathan in this respect, and surpassing it in quality.
I never ate a better apple." Later "One of the best winter

apples offered to the public. Will probably succeed over a

A Field of King David Apple Trees in the Nursery.

large part of the apple growing region. Medium size,- bril-

liant red, very attractive, extra fine flavor." H. E. Van De-

man, in Rural New Yorker.
"A year last spring you sent me ten one year trees of

King David, which are now bearing some of the largest,
finest apples I ever saw ; I want more." Jno. Bennett, San
Diego County, California.

Fence for
Ranchmen

r,t;

20 inches

You will not long content yourself with barbed wire fence after we prove to you that a hog-tight woven wire fence costs nothing that is, it

more than pays for itself the first year and is clear profitevery year thereafter.

Our catalog will show you where you lose money hard cash every season you nrglect to fence your field hog-tight.
Let us make you a proposition on a hog-light woven wirefenceforyour ranch. If you will give us the number of rods required we will make you

a proposition on the whole business, delivered, freight paid at your nearest railroad station.

Our Square Deal Fence is the highest type of fence on the market today. The one-piece stay feature alone puts it into a separate class from
cut stay fences.

OUR LOCK is PRACTICALLY IMMOVABLE and indestructible. Our wavey line strand wire furnishes, a flexibility which enables Square Deal
Fence to withstand and recover completely from excessive strains which would cause peimanent irjuiy to a less elastic fence.

Get our catalog with full description and prices.

Keystone Steel & Wire Co., 600 Rush St..Peoria.lll.
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THE ADAPTATION OF VARIE-
TIES TO SOILS.

Cows' Relief is a specific Remedy1

for all troubles of bag and teats. It
enables dairymen, farmers and other
cow owners to keep their cows in a

|

healthy and profitable condition.
Cows' Relief is one of the most per- I

fectly penetrating: and disinfecting:
compounds in existence. It goes
directly to the seat of the trouble,
relieves the congestion and breaks
up the bunches that prevent a nat-
ural flow of milk,

Twelve to twenty-four hours' time
is all that is required to relieve any
case of Caked Bag, if applied freely
at the beginning of the trouble.

FOR HEIFERS
WITH FIRST CALF

Cows' Relief works in a most pleas-
ing. prompt and successful manner.
It relieves the soreness and swelling
in *he bag and is worth its weight
in gold to every dairyman. It keeps
the teats soft and flexible, and renders
the animal quiet and docile.

H. C. Rice, Farmington, Conn., says:
"Please send me two boxes of

ows* Belief. Enclosed find checkC
fo
ows ee. ncose n cec
or same. Please send at once. I
ouldn't be without it in my stable."

L. P. Cnthbert, Hammond, N.Yv says:
"I have nsed yonrCows' Relief and

find it a very valuable remedy for
Caked Bag."

We have scores of testimonials
like the above. Ask your dealer for
Cows' Relief and insist on having
the genuine. If he cannot supply you
write direct to us, enclosing $1 for
large package prepaid, (enough for
four or five ordinary cases). Your
money back if you are not satisfied.
Positive guarantee on every package.
Or send your name andone neighbor's
who keeps cows, stating how many
you each have, and we will send
our book concerning "Cow Troubles."
also Goldine Cow Watch Charm
FREE while they last.

OUB HUSBANDS MFG. CO..
710Chapel8t.. Lyndon. Vt.

You can increase

the value of

your property

and at the same time save money by dig-

ging your irrigating ditches with a Vul-

can Steam Shovl. It's a mighty small

piece of work where a Vulcan Shovel will

not save the price of itself. We don't ask

you to take our word for it, but we do ask

you to let us send you the proof.

Vulcan Steam Shovel* are built in 10

standard sizes from 22 to 110 tons in

weight, and $i to 5 cubic yard dipper.

When writing, give full description of

your work.

Vulcan Iron Works Co.

130 Vulcan Place

Toledo, Ohio

The Yellow Newtown Pippin apple,
which is well-known to most apple

growers, well illustrates the adaptation
of varieties to soils. This variety or-

iginated on Long Island and was grown
in a few restricted localities in the vi-

cinity of New York, and in a small way
at Albemarl in Virginia. In the first

year -of Queen Victoria's reign, Her
Majesty was presented with a few bar-

rels of this variety, which were grown
at Albemarl. So pleased was she with
the apples that she had the tax removed
from this one variety. As might be ex-

pected, this notice by the queen brought
the variety into prominence, and since

that time it has been much in demand
for the export trade. This demand led

to increased plantings, when it was soon
found that this variety succeeded in only
a few restricted localities. Recently it

has been determined that this varietal

peculiarity is entirely due to soil.

Wherever soil is found which corre-

sponds in its physical make-up with
those where the variety has succeeded,
and the climatic conditions are favor-

able, the Yellow Newtown will succeed.

It is simply an extreme case of the

adaptation of a variety to a particular
soil. NO doubt some other factors,

which are not now understood, enter

into the adaptation, but the general
principle holds good.
The intending planter of fruit of any

description will do well to study very
thoroughly the plantations in his neigh-
borhood which are located on similar

sites and soils. W. PADDOCK.

THE ADVERTISING COLUMNS.

I wonder if the average reader of the

IRRIGATION AGE thinks the advertising
columns of the paper are interesting? I

wonder if he looks them over carefully
each month and gets anyways near the

information out of them that he does
from the reading matter proper? I

wonder if he considers the advertising
a part of the paper, speaking of it in the

light of something for which he has

paid $1.00 to receive it each month for

one year; or does he consider it some-

thing separate from that part of the pa-
per which he thinks he is paying for.

There are two ways of bringing the

manufacturer and the consumer to-

gether of presenting you, the consum-
er, with information and prices regard-
ing goods which you may be in need of.

One way is to advertise in the columns
of the papers which you read. Another

way is to write you a personal letter.

Did you ever hear any one say that if

you buy an article that is widely adver-
tised you will pay more for it, because

somebody has got to pay for that ad-

vertising? There is no truth in that

statement. Here is the proof. Count-

ing four persons to a family, the circula-

tion of the IRRIGATION AGE being 33,000

copies each month, it is read by 132,000

people, we will say. Now then, it costs

$50 to put a page advertisement in one
issue of this paper. Therefore, by ad-

vertising it costs $50 to reach these

132,000 readers. Suppose now, that in-

stead of advertising, the manufapturer
should write each one of these readers

a personal letter. The postage for these

letters would cost him $1,320. Does this

CLASSIFIED

DEPARTMENT
Classified rate 5c per word, seven aver-

age wurds to a line, including address.

PECOS VALLEY OF TEXAS.
Thousand acres under best irrigation

system in Pecos Valley, cut in any size

tracts, 845.00 per acre with water-rights.
Write Barton-Duggan, Denton, Texas,
for particulars.

WANTED At once, a competent
civil engineer, with practical experience
in irrigation work. Write, stating quali-
fications and salary. Steady employ-
ment. Central Okanagan Land and
Orchard Co., Ltd., Kelowna, B. C.

demonstrate to you conclusively wheth-
er it is cheaper to advertise an article

in the paper you read or to write you a

personal letter?

Advertising brings things you need

within your reach. It reduces the cost

of distributing these articles all over

the country. It, therefore, directly ben-

efits you. Advertising is a part of the

paper. It is one of the most profitable

parts to you. Whether you have or

whether you have not appreciated the

advertising columns, you certainly

should, in our estimation. You'll keep
finding new things, new machinery, bet-

ter and cheaper than what you are get-

ting along with now. You are entitled

to a diversified line of advertising in

this paper for the information you can

get out of it. The advertising depart-
ment should be your buying guide. It

is furnished you as part of the value you
are to get for the price of the subscrip-
tion. I would not take a paper that had
no advertisments, and furthermore I

would keep carefully informed on things
I used in my work or in my home or

what my family used, by reading and

answering and buying through adver-

tisements which I read in my papers.
Advertisers are always glad to an-

swer your inquiries and to send you
complete information and prices with
reference to the goods or whatever it

may be that they have for sale. Why
not be well informed? Why not learn

all there is to know from the adver-

tising columns of the paper you are

paying for? The advertisements are

merely an index. You are entitled to

the catalogues and information that

the advertiser will send you immediate-

ly upon receipt of your inquiry.
In this issue of our paper are shown

advertisements of land companies from
various parts of the west. Anyone who
is interested at all in new sections of

the country should read these land com-
panies' advertisements and get their

booklets and maps. Anyone who is in-

terested in irrigation or agricultural

machinery, or in household goods, or
in spray machinery, or gasoline engines
are doing themselves a favor and are

getting the most benefit out of this pa-

per for which they are paying $1.00

per year, only when they read these ad-
vertisements and investigate what they
have to say or sell.
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Available for 1908
With 24 years' experience as a
farmer by irrigation methods,
1 offer my services to some
company who has need of a

practical man for opening up
and developing new farms in

irrigated districts. Full knowl-

edge of how to layout the land
for irrigation, division of water,
how and when to apply it.

References. Address JNO. 0. HALL,
R. R. 2, box 48, Greeley, Colo.

A LIBERAL
OFFER
Send $100 for Irrigation

Age one year and a King
David Apple Tree; or send

$2 50 for hrigation Age, the

book, Primer of Irrigation,

and the Apple Tree.

A PARTY OF

THREE CIVIL ENGINEERS
Experienced in Surveying

Mapping lands, laying out
of railroads and construction work,
is open for engagement on a per
diem basis or contract work. Have
complete equipment in instru-

ments and tools, automobile and
camping outfit for themselves and
helpers.

Particulars on inqui ry add ressed to

ENGINEERS
Room 414, Fl.liron Bu.!di(. low York City

Farmers
Stockmen

Merchants

South Dakota, North Dakota and Montana offer excellent

opportunities for diversified farming, stock raising, mer-
cantile and professional work.

The rainfall and climate and long growing seasons are

favorable to raising all grains grown in the middle western
states.

Wheat, corn, oats, barley, rye, flax, alfalfa, speltz and

potatoes are the principal crops of South Dakota and
North Dakota. Montana raises the same crops except
corn.

Cattle, sheep, hogs and horses are profitably raised in all

three states.

There are good opportunities also for stores of all kinds
for trades and professions in the towns on the new

lines of the

Chicago

Milwaukee 4 St. Paul

Railway

Land in South Dakota and North Dakota along these

new lines may be bought, at $10 to 225 per acre. In

Montana bench land may be bought at $5 to $10 per
acre. Irrigated land in Montana sells at $50 to $150 per
acre.

The Pacific Coast extension of this Railway has been

completed for a distance of over one hundred miles west
of the Missouri River and regular train service has been
established.

Send for new publication, free on request, descriptive of

the country adjacent to the new trans-continental line.

F. A. MILLER
General Passenger Agent

Chicago

GEO. B. HAYNES
Immigration Agent

95 Adams St., Chicago

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Oxford Hotel
DENVER, COLORADO

At the OXFORD HOTEL, Denver,

Colorado, you will find all the lead-

ing men interested in irrigation and all

of its branches.

Denver is the logical irrigation center

of the United States. You will find

nearly everyone engaged in or inter-

ested in irrigation projects stopping at

the OXFORD
Located half a block from the Union

Depot: FIRE PROOF. MOD-
ERN, EUROPEAN PLAN and
POPULAR PRICES.

THE
HAMILTON-BROOKS CO.

PROPRIETORS

A Life Income
If you only knew how to create for yourself a permanent in-

come for life, would you not set aside a lew dollars eacn year for
the next five or six years?

Then maybe you would like to know how?
Take the culture of nut trees, for instance, and start with a

very small investment say only $30 or $40 a year. This amount
will purchase and set out an acre of the paper-shell variety of

pecan trees twenty to the acre. The care and cultivation of
these trees will cost very little and the trees will not interfere
with other faru.ing operations on the same land. In from six to
ten years from the setting out, each tree should yield at least

twenty pounds of nuts, that is four hundred pounds to the acre,
and at only fifteen cents per pound (the best varieties are now
selling at fifty and seventy five cents), this means a net income
for life of $60 on each acre.

Doesn't This Interest You ?
But, perhaps you will ask, can the pecan be grown success-

fully in my locality? We can tell you if you will state where
you live. There are some sections of this country in which the

pecan does not thrive; but there is hardly any portion of the
United States where some one of the many varieties of nut
trees cannot be grown successfully.

If you care to know more about nut growing for profit, let us
send you FREE a three month's subscription to the

American Fruit and Nut Journal,
which is authority on the culture of all varieties of fruits and nuts.

Or, send us fifty cents for a year's subscription to the Jour-
nal and we will give you (ABSOLUTELY FREE) a years's
subscription to your choice of any fifty cent publication in
America.

Think It Over
But don't delay too lonp, for both of the offers are limited

and there may not be enough free subscriptions to go around
among the late comers.

ROPER* HINTON CO., Inc , Publishers

PETERSBURG, VIRGINIA

Mention this Journal.

Eastern
Colorado
Lands

Are steadily advancing in price. Nowhere
can lands be found so near a city the size of

Denver, providing a ready market for all

produce, at the price these farm lands are

now offered to the

Homeseeker
and Investor

Abundant crops can be raised in this terri-

tory by "Dry Farming," many farmers re-

alizing enough from the first year's crop to

offset all expenses, including the full price
of their farms. This is the

Opportunity
of a Lifetime

for very soon Eastern Colorado will be thick-

ly settled and land held at a price too high
for those in search of a home in the West.

Go out and see this country for yourself.
See the opportunity that awaits you. Take
advantage of the

Low Homeseekers*
Rates

in many cases less than one fare for the
round trip

VIA

Union Pacific
Tickets on sale first and third Tuesdays of

October, November and December, 1907

For full information inquire of

E.L.LOMAX, G.P.A.
OMAHA, NEB.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Dry Cement Buildings

ABSOLUTELY MOISTURE AND FROST PROOF

This is what you get when you build your buildings
from blocks made on THE SIMPLEX MACHINE.
It makes a two piece or hollow wall, any thickness
desired for cottage, church or factory building.

All blocks made with face down, and length to 24 inches.
Will also make hollow blocks if so desired. THE
SIMPLEX can be operated by one man or more.

It la light, strong and the most
rapid machine on the market.
THE PRICE IS RIGHT. Send
for Catalogue D.

SIMPLEX MANUFACTURING CO.
124 W. Cortland Street, JACKSON MICH.

GeJvaLi\ized Steel

Irrigation. Flumes
AND WATER. TROUGHS

Galvanized steel is rapidly taking the place
of wood for fluming purposes and with The
Maginnis Patent splice fluming is made easy Any
boy can put the Maginnis Steel Flume together or

take it apart. Steel flumes and troughs "Ship
Knock down" Third Class freight. Let me figure
on your flume. All flumes guaranteed.

Write for Testimonials and Particulars to

P. Maginnis, Mfr.
Kimball. Nebraska

TheA.&T.Matchless Clover Huller
Is Unrivalled in Alfalfa and Clover

w

Illustrated Catalogues Free on Application.

Pacific Coast Branch- J 50- J 56 Union Avenue, Portland, Oregon

The Aultman & Taylor

Machinery Co.
in Street

', OHIO, U. S. A.

Leads by a foil length, gives full

value for investment. Is profit-

able for owners.

New Century Separators.

Portable Engines.

Traction Engines, burning
wood, coal, straw or oil. .

Double and Single.

Portable Saw Mills.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Irrigated Fruit Lands
in the

Bitter Root Valley of Montana
References as to the Financial Standing and Integrity of the Owners of This Land

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
FIRST NATIONAL BANK

NATIONAL BANK OP THE REPUBLIC
METROPOLITAN TRUST AND SAVINGS BANK

CONTINENTAL NATIONAL BANK
ROYAL TRUST COMPANY

BENJ. NEWHALL. of I. Newhatl & Sons
IRA M. COBB. Pres. Calumet Electric R. R.

JOHN W. McKINNON, Pres. Knickerbocker Ice Co., of Baltimore

HAMILTON, MONTANA
RAVALLI COUNTY BANK

CITIZEN'S STATE BANK

STEVENSVILLE, MONTANA
BITTER ROOT VALLEY BANK

MISSOULA, MONTANA.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK WEST. MONT. NATIONAL BANK

MISSOULA TRUST AND SECURITY BANK

THE
BITTER ROOT DISTRICT IRRI-

GATION CO. lands are practically

the last of the distinctly high-class fruit

lands purchasable at a price which will

permit a man in moderate circumstances

to secure a fruit farm, as the most valu-

able lands for fruit culture are fast disap-

pearing from the market. Fruit lands are

readily selling at $300 and upward per

acre for undeveloped irrigated lands, and

as Eastern orchards are rapidly deterio-

rating, owing principally to intemperate

seasons, $500 to $700 and upwards per

.acre are prices at which well developed

.irrigated orchards find ready sale today.

Crop records of the Bitter Root Valley

how as high a yield, net, per acre, as any

land in the U. S.

READ
WHAT THE U. S. GOVERN.

MENT says about the Bitter Root

Valley. -Report from the Department of

Agriculture. Bulletin No. 172.

"Throughout the valley diversified farm'

ing is practiced. All kinds of cereals do

well. Red clover and timothy seem to be

preferred in places to alfalfa, . The soil is

peculiarly well adapted to vegetables, and

both soil and climate are admirably suited

to fruit raising. The apple, plum, cherry,

and in fact all the hardier varieties of decid-

uous fruit trees, appear to have found in the

Bitter Root Valley ideal conditions for their

growth. Sheltered from the west winds by
the Bitter Root Mountains and from the

east winds by the main range of the Rockies,

the valley possesses a much more moderate

climate than many fruit producing regions

which lie far to the south of Montana."

CONVINCING BOOKLET
PROFUSELY ILLUSTRA-
TED SENT ON REQUEST

THE APPLE WITHOUT A
WORM. YOU CAN EAT IT
FEARLESSLY IN THE DARK

Land Values

IT
is difficult for those not

informed to understand

why lands in some of the
Pacific slope valleys are so
'much more valuable than, for

example, Illinois farm lands'.

The reason is that the valley
lands grow a much higher
priced product than corn,

wheat, or oats. The yield
from an acre of high grade
Western fruit land will bring
in money from ten to twenty
times more than an acre of

grain. This is the secret of
the higher values. Apples
grown in the Bitter Root
Valley are never sold in bar-

rels, but are packed in boxes
and sold as fancy fruit. The
area of lands capable of pro-
ducing fruit of the quality
grown' in ; the Bitter Root
Valley is limited to a few val-

leys inthe Northwest. Hence
the high price that such land
commands.

OUR
LANDS ARE NOW OFFERED

AT $100 PER ACRE, one-quarter

down and the balance in equal annual

installments. Building supplies are cheap
and you are entitled, as a land holder, to

cut free of expense a yearly total of 10.000

feet of lumber from the National Forest

Reserve, which immediately adjoins our

lands. Ten acres of this land, properly

cultivated, will more than amply provide

for the everyday needs of a family from the

very start, and ap the fruit trees come into

bearing large profits are assured.

We GUARANTEE to refund within 90

days of purchase the entire amount paid for

lands which, after investigation, do not

entirely please the buyer.

THE MONTANA AGRICULTURAL STATION
BOZEHAN, MONTANA

DEPARTMENT OF HORTICULTURE
. W. FISHSR. HORTICULTURIST

BOZEMAN, MOHT. SC*t. 17. 1907.

BlTTXft ROOT DISTRICT IRRIGATION COMPANY.
100 Washington St., Chicago.

GBKTLKMEN:
Ihave Just this morning returned from the Bitter Root Valley.

The fruit this fall is an eye opener, even to people who are

acquainted with conditions in the valley. I have seen some of the
best apples the past week that 1 have ever seen anywhere, not

excepting the Hood River.

In regard to the ten-acre tracts of land which are sold for $1,000.

I have fiitured out what I think is a liberal estimate for the

expenditures during the first year on this land. Expenditures are

as follows:

First payment $250.00, house $250.00. taxes $5 .00, Interest on
first deferred payment 145 00, trees $125.00, water maintenance
$12.50, fence $50.00. horse $100.00. cow $30 00, seeds $40.00, plow and
cultivator $35.00, strawberry plants $3500, single wagon $75.00,

making a total of $1.052 50, which would be accessary to spend to

set ten acres on a paying basis.

The income following for the first year could be made by one
who has some knowledge of growing vegetables or by one who it

willing and capable of taking advice or profiting by experience
of others:

Two acres of potatoes $200.00, two acres cabbages $400.00, one
acre miscellaneous vegetables $200.00, one acre onions $150.00, mak-
ing a total income for the first year of $950.00. la addition to this,

in the fall of 1909 he could get a profit from one acre of strawberries

which would be in the neighborhood of $300.00.

Starting with $1.000.00 an energetic man will not make a (allure

on ten acre* of land in the Bitter Root Valley. Even if he had less

than this amount a person could make a living and get a place
started by doing work for neighbors or in the lumber camps. I

'

could point out a number of farmers in the Bitter Root Valley who
have gone in there during the past four or five years without

any capital whatever and have made not only a living but have
been putting money in the bank. Of course, a great deal depends
upon the man, but I believe any one will be perfectly safe in start-

ing in with a tea acre tract, even though his capital is limited to

$1.000.00.
Very truly yours,

(Signed) R. W. FlSHB*.

Bitter Root District Irrigation Company
Chicago Title and Trust. Building Room 5O2, 1OO Washington Street, Chicago, 111.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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HOME OFFICE OF THE MAYWOOD COLONY

Fortunes in
at

Maywood Colony
TEN-ACRE lot of the finest fig land of the colony can be had for a reason-

able price. There are good incomes to be had also in almond and grape
culture and ten-acre farms will pay big interest on your investment.

Maywood Colony is located in the upper end of the beautiful Sacramento Valley,
in Tehama County. Corning, the depot and postoffice for the colony, is 110

miles north of Sacramento.

For literature relating to land in this settlement, write to

W. N. WOODSON
Proprietor ol Maywood Colony CORNING, CALIFORNIA

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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MYERS POWER PUMPS
WITHOUT AN EQUAL ON THE GLOBE

OPERATING

WITH

CAS ENGINE

MYERS
BULLDOZER.
POWER.
PUMP

5" Cylinder

FIC. 800

FIG. 952

HORIZONTAL BULLDOZERS, 3" TO 6" CYLINDERS

MYERS

BACK GEARED

WORKING

HEAD

TAPPED FOR

3" PIPE

5, 7', AND 10"

STROKE

FOR BELT,

WIND OR HAND

POWER

FIC. 1079

BULLDOZER

WORKING

HEAD

BULLDOZER PUMP
6" BRASS LINED

CYLINDER

|'."BRMS

Write for descriptive Circulars and Prices.
We want you to acknowledge this Ad. so
that we can acquaint you in detail with the

superior features of Myers Power
Pumps. This is the proper season.
The right time to write is right now.

MYERS BULLDOZER

WORKING HEADS

NO. 359

5".7#". 10" STROKE

DISCHARGE 2'.
"
OR 3"

SUCTION 2" TO 4"

NO. 364

12". 16". 20" STROKE

REGULARLY FITTED 4"

DISCHARGE

SUCTION 8" OR LESS

F. E. MYERS & BRO
PROPRIETORS OF

JEI >

.,

T O O JL, O

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Norm.indin Concrete Block

Machine-unexcelled

31

A PROFITABLE BUSINESS

The Modern Method of Construction for Residences and Public Buildings is with Concrete Blocks and Brick

We have'the largest line of Concrete Machinery in the world. Ask for

information regarding our DRAIN TILE MOLDS, our SOLID CONCRETE
PRODUCT MOLD for retaining walls,

our CONCRETE BLOCK AND BRICK
MACHINES, ALSO CEMENT POST
MACHINES.

Wolverine Cement Drain Tile Molds

Practical Sill. Cap, Block and Step Mold

Normandin Concrete Block Machine

Our SYSTEMATIC MIXER has
no equal. Our machines adopted
twice by the United States Govern-
ment. 3 Gold Medals St. Louis and
Portland. Write for Catalog R.

Systematic

Concrete

Mixer

BIG PROFITS OUR MACHINES DO IT ALL INVESTIGATE

DON'T DODGE PROSPERITY
CHALLENGE

COMPETITION

Write for Catalogue and Prices

Turn Up the Earth With

Stockton Improved Scrapers
DITCH THE EARTH

SCRAPE THE EARTH
AND
LEVEL THE EARTH

If you have IRRIGATION work to

do, our SCRAPERS are just the

thing you require, and if you give
them a trial and use them once,

they will always find first place

among your Farming Implements.

Write us for catalogue and prices of STOCKTON IMPROVED SCRAPERS

15he HOLT MANUFACTURING COMPANY
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Rife Hydraulic Ram
(Pumps Water by Water Power.)

Town Water Works
Railroad Tanks. Irrigation,

Country Homes, Greenhouses
No attenti"D No Expense

Runs Continuously

Operates under 18 inches to SO feet fall.

Elevates water 30 feet each foot of Ml.
6,000 in successful operation. Sold on 30

days trial. Catalogue and estimate free.
%

Rife Hydraulic Ram Company
2166 Trinity Bldg., New York

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation Age
1 year, and the Primer of Irrigation

CBJJVUBJJV'JT JPI.FM3J TOOLS

'

Do you want to make money? Here is your chance. Get a set or two of our
pipe tools, make up a stock of pipe and do contracting of installing irrigating
systems. Your neighbors are wanting something to save water and labor.
Here it is. Writ* lor further information and prices. Mention the Irriga-
on Aee. KELLAR <& THUMASON. Covina. California.

Bates & Edmonds
Motor Co.

Engines For All Purposes
From i ^ to 25 H. P.

Operate on
Gasoline, Gas,
Distillate or
Alcohol.

Nearly 10,000
in use.

That's the
Proof.

State your power
needs and send for

catalogue

Bates & Edmonds Motor Co.

ARE "OTTO" ENGINES
DEPENDABLE?

Gentlemen:-
As you will

doubtless rernembe 1

,

two years ago last fall

we installed one of
*our 21 HP. "Otto"
Gasoline engines, and
ran the same 103 days
and nights without
stopping.. One year
ago water was high
and the engine was
not run. Last fall wat-
er was again too low to enter our intake, and the engine and
pump were started on November 2, 1906. and have run con-
tinuously for 3523 hours.

Is not this a good record ?

Yours truly,
Bristol, N. H., 4-1-07 Bristol Aqueduct Co.

Otto Gas Engine Works, Phila., Pa.

HOTEL VICTORIA
Broadway, 5th Ave., 27th St., NEW YORK

In the center of the shopping district. Absolutely
fireproof.

A modern, first-class hotel; complete in all its ap-
pointments, furnishings and decorations, entirely new
throughout. Accommodation for 500 guests. 150 suites

with baths.

Hot and cold water and telephone in every room,
cuisine unexcelled.

Rates, $1.50 and up; with bath, $2.50 and up

QEO. W. SWEENEY, Proprietor



BEFORE PUMPING Is Started

NOT AFTER
YOU should investigate

THE EMERSON STEAM PUMP
which will handle water containing 50 per cent of SAND or

GRIT without the least damage to itself.

There is a Reason for this!

The Emerson Pump is constructed simply, all expensive,
troublesome and breakable parts being eliminated. It has no

stuffing boxes, packing glands, pistons, plungers or bearings,
and the moving parts never come in contact with the water

being pumped. It requires no shafting, belts, foundations or

ENGINE, and only needs to be suspended in position, connected with the boiler by a

small pipe, and it is ready for continuous runs of long duration.

No exhaust pipe is used, the steam being twice utilized, FIRST to force the water

out, and THEN condensed to form a vacuum.

The Emerson will not "run dry" when taking large quantities of air with the water
A NOTABLE FEATURE.

By considering these EMERSON STRONG POINTS, it is evident that the usual

troubles that Engineers experience with pumps constructed along other lines, are

absolutely eliminated.

To secure a pump which will pump a WELL without any liability of breaking down
or wearing out is what every

Farmer or Planter
demands for the protection of his crops.

And this is obtained by using

The Emerson Steam Pump
of which the cost for maintenance and installation is very low, on account of its

simplicity of construction and operation.

We wish you to be satisfied that our claims are accurate. They are substantiated by
our numerous installations in all parts of the country, and by our catalogue, which
describes and illustrates everything you wish to know about a RELIABLE Pump.
Our QUICK-CLEANING STRAINERS and FOOT VALVES will interest you.
Ask about them.

The Emerson Steam Pump Co.
Offices and Works: 13 Prince Street, Alexandria, Va., U. S. A.



15he RELIABLE LINE
"Dempster";- That's The Name

High Class

Gasoline

Engines

2 to 12

Horse Power

For Gasoline

Kerosene a.nd

Alcohol

Four Cycle

Economical

Powerful

Will Run

Anything

Anywhere

Irrigating and Water Works Pumping Plants our Specialty

OUR LINE:
WIND MILLS ALL KINDS OF PUMPS WOOD AND STEEL TANKS

WELL MACHINERY GASOLINE ENGINES CULTIVATORS FEED MILLS
GRAIN DRILLS IRON PIPE AND CASING COCKS AND VALVES

WELL POINTS AND STRAINERS FARM AND RANCH WATER. SUPPLIES

BEST TO BUY BEST TO WORK

Look

Carefully

at the Best

Windmill

Head

Ever Made

See that

Extra

Bearing
on the

Wheel Shaft
and the

Center Lift

Crank

Roller Rim
Gears

and other good
things

DEMPSTER 'MILL MANUFACTURING CO.

Branch Houses :

FACTORY: BEATRICE. NEBRASKA
Omaha, Neb. Kansas City, Mo. Sio\ix Falls. S. D.

Mention Department "A" when you write
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Perfect Irrigation Ditches are
Austin Drainage Excavator Ditches
U An irrigation ditch must be perfect in grade and sectional profile. It is not dug to carry away waste water but to carry
water as a commodity from places where it is plentiful to places where it is sfcatce. Salvage, not waste, is the governing
motive, hence it is that irrigation ditches are dug so perfectly and often lined at great expense with stone or concrete.

The Austin Drainage Excavator
is a machine for digging perfect ditches, and it

is the only machine that digs ditches with bottoms
true totgrade and sides to perfect slope by a sin-

gle operation and in one process. The origi-
nal soil is not disturbed or loosened an inch below
the required profile. It is therefore left as imper-
vious to leakage as it ever was and in the best

possible condition to serve as a foundation for lin-

ing if alining is desired. The spoil banks are

deposited far enough to the sides to leave wide
berms. <5 The Austin Drainage Excavator
specializes as a dry-land machine, although it can
be operated with equal facility as a floating dredge.
As a dry land machine, the only water it needs is

boiler water, hence it is an arid-region machine
and as much at home on the deserts of the West
as it is in the overflow lands of the East, where it

has dug hundreds of miles of drainage ditches.
It digs a ditch with sloping sides and smooth bot-

tom in one operation, moving along the work
under its own motive power no slopes to trim,
no berms to clean; no horses or mules to provide
with forage and water, no army of teamsters and
scraper holders and shovelers to pay and feed and

keep from striking. The illustration here shows
a drainage ditch. Did you ever see an irrigation

ditch dug more perfectly? Bear in mind that the ditch shown is just 33 the Austin Drainage Excavator dug it.

It is a completed ditch. Send for our Catalogue S and form letters; they shuw other pictures of perfect ditch work.

F. C. AUSTIN DRAINAGE EXCAVATOR CO.
NEW YORK OFFICE: 9O West Street Railway Exchange, CHICAGO, ILL.

Morris Machine Works [

BALDWINSVILLE, N. Y.

Centrifugal Pumping Machinery, designed for

any irrigating proposition. Send details or

specifications of what is wanted and we will

recommend a pumping outfit to supply the need

New York Office, 39-41 Corllandt Street

Houston Office, Cor. Wood Willow Sis., Texts

Henion 4 Hubbell, Agents, 61 N. Jefferson St.,

Chicago, 111.

Harron, Rickard { McComb, Agents,
21 Fremont Street, Sin Francisco, Cal.



Don't Wait for the Rain-
No reason why you should, if you have a Deming Ram working
for you. Once locate it properly, and your water supply is assured ;

a city system on your own property.

Pumping water by hand is hard work useless, too, when you can

get a Deming Ram to do it for you. Pumping engines and windmills

get out of order continually require attention. The Deming Ram
needs practically none.

Farm help is costly and hard to get. That makes it all the more an

object to you to cut down the work you have to hire, and do it with

machinery that looks after itself and that does not loaf when your back
is turned. The Deming Ram is always ready, always willing and does
not get tired.

Do you have a spring or a flowing well ? Write us the situation. We
will tell you whether you can use a Ram, how much water it would
deliver, and just what it would cost you to install it.

Let us submit an estimate; after that, the buying is "up to you."
We ask now only your inquiry may we have that?

Made in Seven Sizes

THE DEMING COMPANY, Salem, Ohio

HENION & HUBBELL, General Western Agents, CHICAGO
OTHER AGENCIES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

Machines With
A Pedigree

Have you seen our latest ?

Aspinwall
Planter No. 3
With Sack Hopper, plants 99%
good. No bridging in hopper.

w

Planter No. 3

Great Improvement
. for 1907

The most perfect machines for the purpose in

the world. With our perfection Cutters, Planters,

Sprayers, Diggers and Sorters, potato culture may
may bemade profitable. Send
for our illustrated catalog.
Contains valuable 'spraying

information, tables, etc.

Booklet on
"Potato Culture" Free.

Aspinwall Manufacturing
Company

Jackson, Michigan
Sprayer
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BEFORE YOU BUY A LEVEL
Write for descriptive circulars of the

BOSTROM IMPROVED FARM
AND BUILDERS' LEVELS

Practical up-to-date instruments
that anyone can use. Recommend-
ed by professional men of repute
and by the most progressive far-

mers of the country for irrigation,

drainage and building purposes.
Prices : $ I 2.BO and S25.0O

including Telescope, Tripod
and Rod.

BOSTROM-BRADY MFC. CO.
95 W. Alabama St. - - ATLANTA, CA.

BUCKEYE
IRRIGATION
CYLINDER
PORCELAIN LINED

For Spiral or Iron Pipe

These cylinders are of the
highest quality, are fitted
with our patented remov-
able poppet valves and
brass seats, and are built
to meet every requirement.
Diameter 4 to 12 Inches.

Mast, Foos & Co.
SPRINGFIELD, O.

Write for Catalog

iiini 1 1 ii 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 M 1 1 iiinni 1 1 1 MIIIII nut

SAMSON TURBINE
When the PUMP cannot be direct connected to the tur-

bine shaft, the power is usually transmitted by gears,

shafting, etc. On account of the HIGH SPEED of the

SAMSON, for a given power, lighter and consequently
CHEAPER transmission machinery can be used.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.
Write Department K-2 for Catalog.
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OLDS ENGINES
"Our salvation here is the individual pumping plant." This

statement was made by L. L. Diesem, member of Kansas
Board of Agriculture to the Garden City, Kansas, Indus-

trial Club.

He wanted to emphasize the fact that every land owner, no
matter how well fixed his farm might be as to irrigation ditch

facilities, ought to take advantage of the wonderful ample under-

flow waters.

The way to have the best pumping facilities on your own farm is

to get an Olds Engine, which is the ideal engine for this purpose.

It is built in sizes from 8 to 50 H. P.

For 25 years it has b;en the standard.

It is up to date, designed by engineers and built by me-
chanics who have had years of experience in the busi-
ness. Every part inspected and tested. Every come

plete engine is run and tested three times by different men, so we
know they are perfect before they leave the shop.

Send for catalog and tell us your requirements.

OLDS
Gas Power Co.

957 Chestnut Street, LANSING, MICHIGAN

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Clay Working

"BUILT RIGHT-
RUN RIGHT"

We build an entire line of

Clay Working Machinery for the
manufacture of Clay products by
all processes, including Sand-Line
Brick. Our yard supplies are the

best. Kiln Irons, Cutting Wire
and all supplies. Send for infor-

mation or catalogue.

The American Clay
Mch. Co...Bucyrus, Ohio

Soft Mud Machines, Horse

and Steam Power

Horse Power Plunger Machine Products of our Auger Machines

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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UNION MACHINES
WITH PUG MILLS COMBINED

FIVE SIZES ALL CAPACITIES

Outfits for Drain Tile, Hollow Ware, Building

and Paving Brick and other Clay Products

If interested write us for particulars and estimates.

E. M. FREESE & CO.
QALION, OHIO

X Ml t9999999999999999999999999999999999999999999*9*9
When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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DoYou Like Apples?
= =DO YOU WANT TO RAISE

BIG. RED APPLES
Peaches, Prunes, Melons, or Make

Hay when the Sun Shines?

BUY LAND IN THE PAYETTE VALLEY
IDAHO

A good investment to be growing along with the boys and turned over
to them later.

The best way to place the savings of railroad men, professionals and
teachers, especially ladies.

If your savings are small get up a little syndicate and buy 40 acres
and divide it into 5 and 10 acre tracts, sending your own man along to care
for it. Very cheap way if you get the right man.

We have capable men already here, but we charge for taking respon-
sibility.

Unimproved is worth 840.00 per acre with good water right.

Any amount of facts and figures to give if you are interested.

Drop us a card and send us the names of your friends. It is good
enough to pass along.

Now, if you don't believe all this, write to any one living in the Payette
Valley. They will all tell you the same thing, or best of all, come and see
for yourself.

Special Rates on Railways 5 For Further Information

Address

New Plymouth Land
Colonization Co. Limited

C. E. BRAINARD. President

PAYETTE - - - IDAHO
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ANNOUNCEMENT.
"The Primer of Irrigation" is now ready for delivery. Price,

$2.00. If ordered in connection with subscription, the price is S t .50.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
To United States Subscribers, Postage Paid 11.00
To Canada and Mexico, 1.50
All Other Foreign Countries 1.50

In forwarding remittances please do not send checks on local banks.
Send either postomce or express money order or Chicago or New York
draft.

Official organ Federation of Tree Growing Clubs of

America.

Official organ of the American Irrigation Federation.
Office of the Secretary, 309 Boyce Building, Chicago.

Interesting to Advertisers.
It may interest advertisers to know that The Irrigation Age is the

only publication in the world having an actual paid in advance
circulation among individual irrigators and large irrigation corpo-
rations. It is read regularly by all interested in this subject and has

readers in all parts of the world. The Irrigation Age is 22 years
old and is the pioneer publication of its class in the world.

THE IRRIGATION AGE will publish for the

Court first time in this issue, a compilation of

Decisions. Superior Court decisions on Irrigation

Litigation, and this department will be

continued regularly in this journal from now on. Work
of this character entails considerable research and this

department has been contemplated for some time past;

it is our impression that the information furnished will

be of great value to our readers.

New

Invention.

W. H. Dougherty, of Pocatello, Idaho, is

the inventor of a water wheel for irriga-

tion, and has recently received papers is-

suing to him a patent on same.

The wheel is designed for the lifting of water and

consists of a frame carrying two fan wheels on each

side, geared to an endless belt of buckets operating on a

square shaft. The paddles of the fan wheels are con-

cave, affording the greatest possible resistance to the

stream. On the model recently shown by Mr. Dough-

erty, there are twenty buckets. Two are always sub-

merged at the same time, and two are in a position of

discharging water, so that really the wheel has but

seven loaded buckets to raise at one time.

Mr. Dougherty estimates that he can construct a

larger wheel at a 'cost of about $300, with a capacity

in a two-mile current of 1,000 gallons of water per

minute. The device is compact and very simple, and

will, no doubt, come into general use where wheels of

that character mav be used.

Mead in

Australia.

In a recent letter from one of the lead-

ing firms in an agricultural line at Mel-

bourne, Australia, that of Langwill Broth-

ers & Davies, they call attention to the

fact that the people of that country are all pleased that

they have secured the services of Mr. Elwood Mead, who

recently left this country to look after the irrigation

affairs of Australia. They also state that he has a big

job in front of him, but feel that they have secured a

good man, to our National loss, and advise that when a

government has the services of a good man they should

retain him.

It will be interesting to watch the development of

irrigation in Australia under the guidance of Mr. Mead,

and we hope some time soon to receive information from

him concerning his work in that country.

We are publishing elsewhere in this

Van Dyke of issue an article by Mr. T. S. Van Dyke, of

California. Daggett, California, a well-known writer

on irrigation. Mr. Van Dyke takes up the

subject discussed by Professor Fortier in our October

issue on the matter of colonizing our fast developing ir-

rigation areas in the west. The article by Mr. Van

Dyke will prove highly interesting to those interested

in the subject of colonization, and his description of

farming on his home place in California may give valua-

ble information to those who are similarly situated.

Mr. Van Dyke is generally recognized as one of the

best posted men along irrigation lines in the United
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States and we hope to have other articles from him for

publication in future issues of this journal.

Our November issue contains a letter by
Tree Growing Mt H A Greenej of Monterey, Cali-

fornia. An editorial mention was also

made of his plan for growing trees from

the seed, whereby the school children of this country

may be educated along lines which will teach them the

value of this character of work, and it is the intention

of the promoters of this movement to carry on the

work in such a manner that the study of this subject

will be a pleasure rather than a burden to those who

take it up.

It was the intention of Mr. Greene to designate

the organization "The Tin Can Club of America," but

in a recent letter received from the gentleman he in-

forms us that after consulting some of the prominent

men of the west it has been decided to change the name

to "Federation of Tree-Growing Cluta of America."

The idea being to form clubs in all sections of the coun-

try and wherever possible furnish free seed to the mem-

bers of said clubs.

Mr. Greene informs us that he recently received a

letter from the school children of Milpitas, Santa Clara

County, California, which was very gratifying. He
states that he had sent out to some of the schools, cir-

culars bearing upon the tree-growing movement. These

children have, he says, become enthusiastic "Tin Can-

nisters" as a body, and that it leads the promoters to

believe that when such results are obtained through a

simple suggestion it illustrates how, with proper en-

couragement, all of our school children may become in-

terested in this great movement.

A gentleman in Los Angeles last week was

right, when in introducing Mr. Greene, he said: "In

my judgment Mr. Greene has given out a suggestion

that will result in more good to the country than all

the millions of Carnegie will ever do."

Mr. Greene speaks of a shrub, one variety of blue-

berry, which makes a very quick-growing and beautiful

hedge. The seeds or sprouts from this plant will be

furnished different clubs as they are organized. It is

the intention of the movers along this line to furnish

the clubs with as much material as is possible free of

cost. The different clubs throughout the country as

they are organized will be asked to send information

concerning plants and trees in their vicinity, with a

description of the soil and climatic conditions under

which specific varieties develop most rapidly. This will

teach members of other clubs who are living where

conditions are similar, what varieties may be best propa-

gated in their territory, and stimulate enthusiasm along

this line of study, which will be of inestimable value in

an educational way to all who participate.

THE IRRIGATION AGE has been made the official

organ of Federation of Tree-Growing Clubs of Amer-

ica and will publish regularly articles which will attract

not only the children but serious-minded people as well.

It will aim to encourage the support of all newspapers

throughout the United States in this undertaking and

print such matter as will be of benefit to the members

of the newly organized clubs throughout the United

States. A list of the clubs, with the membership of

each, will be published in the columns of THE IRRIGA-

TION AGE. We would suggest to publishers who receive

this journal that the organization of a club in their

town would be of great value to every citizen, and the

result would be manifest in a year or two in greatly

beautifying their streets, lawns and gardens.

Each club as it is organized should apply for mem-

bership to H. A. Greene, president of Federation of

Tree-Growing Clubs of America, Monterey, California.

Its officials should also communicate with THE IRRIGA-

TION AGE and send a list of its members. First, how-

ever, they should communicate with Mr. Greene at

Monterey and secure literature and suggestions about

forming the organization. The Board of Control of the

Monterey Tree-Growing Club will manage affairs, and
much valuable information may be secured by ad-

dressing that club or Mr. Greene personally. It is

hoped that the day is not. far distant when there will

be a headquarters of the Federation in Chicago or some
other central city, officered by able men of distinction.

One hundred thousand clubs should be in operation
in five years, and possibly many times that number.

Mr. Greene will furnish articles which will appear in

the columns of THE IRRIGATION AGE regularly, so that

those who are interested in the subject may keep well

posted concerning the movement. We hope to induce

readers and club members to furnish us a lot of other

matter for publication. Copies of THE IRRIGATION

AGE containing matter of this character will be sent to

leading men who are in position to aid the cause.

As an illustration of the interest which some of

the counties in California are taking Solano County has

offered $1.00 for.each black walnut tree planted on pub-
lic highways. If counties would pay only ten cents to

children to plant walnuts, oak or other good trees, the

children could, by the "can method," make many a dol-

lar. In fact, it is the impression of the writer that

children would gladly plant seeds and after the tree

had reached sufficient size for transplanting they would

willingly transplant them for 5 cents apiece, and this

sum could be readily paid by a fund raised among the

citizens of each hamlet or town for that purpose. We
also believe that in time counties and cities will make

appropriations to meet a demand of this character, and

if this work goes on as its promoters hope it may, ten
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years will see a great interest developed in Tree Grow-

ing throughout the United States.

We are publishing elsewhere in this issue a photo-

graph of Hon. A. H. Greene, President of the Federa-

tion of Tree-Growing Clubs of America.

Among the many letters received dur-

ing the past two months concerning the

Irrigation Congress held at Sacramento,

California, early in September of this

year, we find numerous complaints con-

cerning the manner in which the program for that

congress was framed up. One man who is prominent

politically in a western state, writes as follows : "The

meager press reports received during the congress in-

dicate that it was in a manner a sort of a "Government

Bureau Love Feast," and that he is still searching

through the proceedings of the congress for any con-

siderable amount of live discussion on Important and

vital questions concerning the irrigationist. He states

further that he has no doubt but that the papers pre-

sented by the gentlemen connected with the Reclama-

tion and Forestry service were excellent, but that if the

Irrigation Congress is to be representative of western

sentiment, and is to be helpful with discussion and sug-

gestions in regard to those matters which vitally in-

terest the home seeker and irrigationist there will have

to be a radical change in the program and in the

lines of discussion in the future, as it seems that a

considerable amount of the discussion was on subjects

but distantly related to irrigation.

The gentleman who expressed these views was not

in attendance at the congress and is only able to discuss

it on information secured from press reports, and it

may be readily understood that if a man observes this

sort of a condition from meager reports which were

sent out, he could have had much greater reason to

complain, perhaps, had he been in attendance. It is

a fact that one who was not in attendance at the con-

gress, should not be critical, and it is our impression

that it is not the disposition of this gentleman to be so

understood.

It is the opinion of the editor of IRRIGATION AGE
that leading thinkers have become somewhat disgusted

with the methods of conducting the irrigation con-

gresses, and the fact that Reclamation Service officials

and representatives of other bureaus take entirely too

prominent a part in the deliberations of that body.

This is particularly true of the Reclamation Service,

which has seen fit to bring men from remote points

who are connected directly or indirectly with that

bureau, place them upon prominent committees and

through their manceuvering dictate the policy of the

congress. It may be readily understood that the Reclama-

tion Service is looked upon by the western newspapers

as the means of salvation for the west and the work

performed by this service will no doubt stand forever

as a monument to the good judgment of many of the

able men connected with the service and many men
outside of the service who were active in developing
sentiment leading to the passage of the reclamation law.

It was not the intention, however, of the men who
saved the Irrigation Congress when an attempt was

made to combine it with the Trans-Mississippi Congress,

that this body should be conducted by the heads of

bureaus or individuals with "axes to grind." The idea

of the gentleman who made a fight for the life of the

congress at Colorado Springs was that it would be a

good meeting place for those who cared to consider

methods of irrigation, a place for the discussion of

work being carried on by the government and if neces-

sary a rostrum from which criticisms of the Reclamation

Service or other co-related departments could be ex-

pressed and answered by government representatives in

attendance. It certainly was not expected, if the writer

understands the situation correctly, that the congress

should be taken over and managed entirely according
to plans laid down by representatives of the different

bureaus in Washington, D. C.

Perhaps one of the most alarming features in con-

nection with government dictation in the conduct of

this congress is the fact that the newspapers in the

city and state in which the congress is to be held are

naturally inclined to look upon the Reclamation and

Forestry Service, as expressed in foregoing lines, "Sav-

iors of the West." They are prone to accept state-

ments from the different representatives of the Bureau

as facts, without further investigation. A fairly good
illustration of how the newspapers may change the

policy of deliberations of this sort is ihat of the men
from Southern California, who arrived in Sacramento

a little too zealous, perhaps, with the intention of ques-

tioning what they believed to be injustice shown their

section of the country by representatives of the Reclama-

tion Service. These gentlemen were, no doubt, some-

what hasty in explaining their plan and were designated

by the reclamation people and others as "kickeys," and

were so emphatically belittled by the press of California,

particularly the northern part, that when the time came

for exploiting their grievance, they were given scant rec-

ognition. Perhaps, also, these gentlemen were not well

equipped with data to support their claims. It is pos-

sible that in this case they went off "half-cockecl," and

should have arrived better supplied with specific data

to support their contentions. That, however, does not

do away with the gravity of a situation which will

permit government officials to belittle their claims in

the public press prior to the time of their delivery be-

fore that body, which, as stated above, was meant to

be conducted along the line of a critical body, if neces-

sary, whereby the private citizen has as good a right to
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express his views as well as the well-paid government
official.

It may be well to state for the benefit of the gentle-

men connected with the Reclamation Service that a

movement is on foot to investigate some of the methods

under which they controlled the Sacramento Cngress,

and sooner or later these gentlemen will be made to

know that the National Irrigation Congress is a body

supported and made possible by the delegates who are

not officials of the government, and that these gentle-

men who represent the Reclamation Service and other

bureaus will not be permitted to exploit the congress

according to their own desires.

The* congress which is to be held at Albuquerque
next year may possibly be organized along different

lines. At any rate that is the opinion of THE IRRI-

GATION AGE.

Another feature in connection with the Irrigation

Congress which is worthy of notice is the fact that the

railway companies worked in harmony with the govern-

ment officials to shape the policy of that body. Several

officials of western railways were in attendance and

used their efforts to retard progress along certain lines.

T4is is a strange attitude on the part of the railways

when it is considered that the heads of the companies

maintain that the Reclamation Service is working at

cross purposes with them. Those who are acquainted

with inside facts know this to be untrue, and yet it is

difficult to understand why the representative of the

Great Northern Railway should attempt to frame the

policy of a national irrigation congress. It is also diffi-

cult for the average delegate to understand how the

reclamation officials get together and shape policies

when the administration under which these officials

secured their positions is evidently opposed to certain

plans of the railways.

This subject will be taken up later in discussing

the congress to be held at Albuquerque and letters will

be published from delegates expressing their individual

views concerning the conduct of the Sacramento meet-

ing. :

HOW WATER IS DIVIDED ON A PRO RATA BASIS
AMONG USERS.

BY JOHN G. HALL.

For the benefit of those.interested in irrigation and
unfamiliar with the methods used, I will endeavor to

explain briefly how water is measured by ditch riders

for irrigation purposes. A man must be kept at the

head-gates of all canals of any size, and more especially
on streams that are liable to fluctuate; to regulate
amount of water going into canal, to prevent breakage
of canal banks, also to be in touch with river commis-

sioner, who is dividing the water in the stream among
various ditches taking water from same.

Now that we hpve defined the duties of the head

gate keeper, we will next discuss the duties of the ditch

riders. It is almost impossible to handle a canal with-

out a telephone line from the head gate of the canal
to the lower end. The ditch rider-in-chief should ride

the lower division, having his assistants on divisons

above. When riders are stationed on their respective

divisions, the rider-in-chief ascertains from the head

gate keeper by telephone the amount of water coming
in at head. Given heights over weir at head of canal
will give stipulated amounts per water right after a

certain percentage is deducted for seepage and evapora-
tion. This is done in the morning before riders start

on their divisions. To illustrate : If the rider-in-chief

finds that he has water sufficient to give fifty inches

per right for the day each division rider is so instructed

by telephone. Tomorrow it may be increased or di-

minished as the supply warrants. Each large lateral

has a lateral superintendent, who informs canal rider

on his division of the needs of those under his lateral.

For instance, if ten water rights are called for by lateral

superintendent under a certain lateral for the day and

the canal is giving fifty inches per right this would

\U\\\ v&x

\

a Three rights flowing over weir in dividing
box.
b Weir where dividing boards apportion water

to three users, each receiving one-third of space
on weir.

c Earth banks.
d Private laterals.

make five hundred inches for that lateral for that twen-

ty-four hours, and so on the whole length of the canal.

After the lateral superintendent has his issue for the

day at the head of his lateral he proceeds down his

lateral, sub-dividing the water according to the rights

of each user by giving him his percentage of the width

of the weir where his water is taken out, which should

always be in a dividing box constructed for that purpose.
There should be a dividing board in said dividing box

that can be shifted to cut out any percentage of the

water at that point. Generally there are several of these

dividing boxes in a laferal of any size. All divisions

having been made, the water is now in the hands of the

irrigator.
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PLANTING OF TREES.

H. A. GREENE TKLLS ABOUT HIS PLAN OF ORGANIZING

THE FEDERATION OF TREE-GROWING CLUBS.

We have been made aware of the certain extermina-
tion of our stovewood and lumber supply in the near

future, and in order to save the situation the people'

generally must become tree-growers.
Whether stove-wood is to be $5 or $20 a cord in

ten years will depend upon the people themselves.

The knowledge derived from an experience in grow-

ing trees may prove useful to any one, and is sure to be

of much value to a child.

It has taken a few men many years to deplete our

wood supply, now it will require many people a few

years to restore it.

Organized efforts alone 'will succeed, and at the

same time afford pleasant pastime, cause a distribution

of valuable varieties of trees and benefit all participants

both socially and financially.

HON. H. A. GREENE, MONTEREY, CAL.,
President Federation of Tree Growing Clubs of America.

CLUBS.

Tree-growing clubs should take the place of lit-

erary, musical, dancing and similar clubs, yet the mem-
bers may indulge in such pleasures under the name of

an association having "useful effort" as a motto, with

the same freedom.

A movement on the line suggested above, and to be

further explained, has already taken root in many parts

of the United States, and doubtless every state will

ultimately hold conventions with delegates from each

authorized club.

Later, it is probable that a national tree-growing

organization will be formed.

OUR CHILDREN.

One object of the club will be to enlist the services

of school children in every district, since they are almost

necessary to bring about quick results.

AN OFFICIAL ORGAN.

It is the intention of the promoters of this great
plan (to replant the country with trees) to support an
official magazine in each state.

Such a publication would contain the name and
address of every club in the state and advertise the an-
nouncements desired to be made public by them.

[Since this was written THE IRRIGATION AGE, Chicago,
111., has been made official organ. Ed.]

EXAMPLE TREE-GROWING CLUB.

For the purpose of giving a clearer ide"a to the

public as to the duties and probable workings of a tree-

growing club, a report of an imaginary meeting of one
will be given here. For obvious reasons the date is two

years hence :

Recently an enthusiastic meeting of the San Jose

Tree-Growing Club was held at its club house.

The secretary reported the receipts of a number
of valuable trees from many sections, which were ex-

changed for our native trees, distributed by request.
The Committee on Reforestation reported that the

school teachers had handed in the names and addresses

of the pupils having trees on hand ready for replanting
in permanent places on Arbor Day, to the number of

about nine thousand, and it was -found that members
of the club had several thousand more of such trees.

It had been arranged with Mr. Jones to plant on
Desolation Hill 10,000 trees suitable for lumber, and
with Mr. Smith, of Poverty Flat, to plant on his 'land

10,000 oaks and other specified kinds of trees. The

price of the trees named planted and guaranteed to

grow, was ten cents each.

The Amusement Committee reported having ar-

ranged for a special train to take the members, friends

and all school children to the grounds where the trees

are to be planted on Arbor Day.
The Committee reported that a brass band has been

engaged for the day. The Finance Committee reported

the collection of $532 from taxpayers who had failed to

start tree-growing during the year.

The Treasurer reported a balance on hand of over

$1,000, largely from donations received from public-

spirited citizens.

A letter was read from the County Board of Super-
visors asking the club to plant trees on Windy Road at

the regular price of ten cents each.

The time for planting these trees will be deter-

mined at the next meeting. A number of letters were

read from citizens and improvement clubs asking the

club to plant trees along certain streets. It was decided

to notify these people that the club would furnish suit-

able trees for "five cents each for such a purpose.

After appointing a committee to arrange for a ball

and banquet and hearing addresses by our State For-

ester and other distinguished guests, the meeting ad-

journed.
HOW TO RAISE TREES.

Procure tin cans, preferably the size of a tomato

can. It will be found that many of them have been
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opened, leaving the top bent back, in which, case bend

to form a bottom and take out the other end with a can-

opener.
Cans with tops removed require holes punched in

bottoms, say with a hatchet. Fill the cans with sandy
loam and place them in a protected place near a water

supply and bury them to the top.

Now plant your seedlings, cuttings or seeds. In

every case, when planting or replanting, flood with

water, since it is necessary to expel the air beneath and

settle the soil about the plant.

Keep continuously damp, for a drying-out may
end your crop irretrievably. Many kinds of trees may
be set out in permanent resting places after one year,

while others should be kept in the "nursery" a year

longer.
Before transplanting trees examine to find if your

cans are sufficiently rusted to permit the roots to have

freedom. If rusted holes appear in places, nothing is

necessary to be done, but if intact place a little salt

around them, outside of the can, and it will eat into

the metal in a few days. Do not use too much salt.

SEEDLINGS.

In planting seedlings (meaning the baby trees

which you have taken up), remove the little branches,

only leaving the main stem. Put a little soil in a can

and hold the plant in the can while pouring in earth.

When the can is full, gently pull the plant upwards
until the upper roots are in sight, then pour water into

the can. It will be found that the soil has settled con-

siderably, so again fill the can. The roots should be

just below the surface, barely covered.

NUTS.

With acorns, nuts, etc., fill up the can
and_

settle

the soil with water, then press your seed into it lightly.

Put in more soil to the top of the can, then water again.

The nut should just be covered out of sight.

Directions for smaller seed is very much the same

as with the nut sorts let them be under a quarter of an

inch.

CUTTINGS.

Take your cuttings in dead of winter when the sap

is down. Make a clean cut with a sharp knife below

the "joint" or bud, and at the upper or smaller end,

above the bud, then place it in a can, buried two inches.

Try to have all your cans filled to about a quarter of an

inch of the top when earth is settled.

FORCING.

Considerable time may be gained in cold weather

by what is called "forcing." To make hard seed sprout

quickly, before planting in cans, press the seed into a

layer of wet earth in a large box, then cover over with a

layer of a foot or more of fresh horse manure and re-

new it every few days.
With palm seed, after sprouted and planted in can,

keep buried in warm manure to the top of the can in-

stead of out in the ground for a time.

PLANTING TIME.

Only plant out your trees in permanent place in

the wet season, unless they are to be watered when the

dry weather comes. When watering them then wet

thoroughly below the roots or not at all.

OAKS.

Everyone should plant acorns, if nothing else, and

by the can process they grow much quicker than is gen-

erally supposed, and will not die in transplanting.

TREES FOR DISTRIBUTION.

The Monterey Tree-Growing Club has on hand

many hundreds of Monterey pine and redwood trees

growing in cans, which will be prime for transplanting
next winter (1908). These trees are offered in ex-

change for other desirable kinds of trees to other Tree-

Growing Clubs. The Monterey Club will receive orders

now for Monterey pines, to be delivered next winter, in

any quantity, for $5 per hundred, the money to go to

the school children who are growing them.

THE MONTEREY PINE.

This tree will thrive on shallow ground and stand

drought.
TAN-BARK OAK.

Possibly the best native California tree for street

and road planting is the chestnut oak, our best tan-bark

tree (quercus densiflora).
The Monterey Club will have quantities of these

trees to offer, also madronas.

THE PARENT CLUB.

-The Monterey Tree-Growing Club contemplate

building a log club house on their beautiful tract of

land, within the city limits of Monterey.
For the time being the Monterey Tree-Growing

Club will represent the National Tree-Growers' Associa-

tion, giving charters to clubs and generally supervise
the movement.

ORGANIZE.

If there is not already a Tree-Growing Club or-

ganized in your town, get busy, for you cannot afford to

be classed as an unprogressive community, selfish and

unwilling to do service for your heirs.

IRRIGATED FARMS IN THE LITTLE EMPIRE OF
THE WESTERN SLOPE.

Profitable farm lands are scattered all along the

line of the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, "Scenic

Line of the World."
In the valleys of the Grand, Gunnison, North Fork

and Roaring Fork Rivers, and in the San Luis and Un-

compahgre Valleys of Colorado, and the Farmington
District of New Mexico farming, stock raising and
fruit growing are carried on in a way that is a revela-

tion to the farmer in the East.

For those who desire to make new homes, there is

no other region that offers more and better advantages
than western Colorado, a land of blue skies and sun-

shine, with a temperate and even climate, where the

erstwhile desert needs but to be tilled and watered in

order to verily "Blossom as a Rose." Several illustrated

publications, giving valuable information in regard to

the agricultural, horticultnral and live stock interests

of this great western section, have been prepared by the

Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, and can be obtained

by addressing S. K. Hooper, G. P. & T. A., Denver,
Colo.
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FORTIER'S WARNING.

BY T. S. VAN DYKE, DAGGETT, CAL.

I have seen nothing from the Irrigation Congress
for years as important as the note of warning Mr.

Fortier sounded at the last meeting in Sacramento

concerning the possible failure of some of the national

irrigation enterprises, and lately printed in THE IRRI-

GATION AGE. Since Imperial came into being it has

been fashionable in some quarters to discredit govern-
ment experts. But no one can deny their frank hon-

esty about telling the truth as they see it. While we
all deprecate anything that can "hurt the .town" and

despise "the knocker," we should also welcome the

truth. There is no knocker worse than the man who is

proclaiming eternally from the housetop that all that

is, is great, good and glorious and leaving to implication
the assumption that there is not a shadow on the rain-

bow.

Every one who knows the history of irrigation en-

terprises knows that the greater part have at first been

financial failures, and that in many cases the builders

were not the only sufferers. On the contrary, the build-

ers have often suffered because the settlers made the

failure or a partial failure. There is no reason why
the same causes may not operate so as to leave settlers

unable to meet their payments to the government on the

water right. In such case we may expect a merry howl

from all that part of the Union that knows nothing of

irrigation. And it will not take many failures to have

the whole thing slow down to a serious dullness if not a

temporary stoppage. Mr. Fortier told the exact truth

in that address. It was lately published in THE IRRI-

GATION AGE, but should be in everything devoted to the

subject and well heeded at Washington.
I wrote something on this subject in THE IRRIGA-

TION AGE some fifteen years ago, but could not go into

it fully, and cannot now, for it is a long subject. The

plain fact is that the lands in which nothing of value

can be raised without irrigation are no place for the

poor pioneer with little or no capital but a pair of

horses, a wagon and a lot of small children, with a sick

wife, perhaps. Thousands of such made a success on

the prairies of Illinois and Minnesota, because there is

pasture and wild hay at hand
ajt

the start and the up-
turned sod will raise corn, beans, potatoes and enough
other things to give a living in a very few weeks for one

who is contented with a cheap living while waiting for

the sod to decay. With that kind of farming it is not

possible to make many bad mstakes which cannot be

quickly rectified. No question arises about the proper

laying out of the land unless it is a question of drainage
on swampy land

; of alkali he need have no fear, and of

the effect of extremely dry air on certain crops he need

know nothing.
-Under certain conditions of rare intelligence, in-

dustry and economy such persons have mastered the

desert. But it has generally been only after a long and

painful struggle, while the number of those with a

respectable "wad" who have dropped it in the sands

of the desert and wondered where it went is amazing
when compared with the success that is attainable by
following the proper course. All desert land is not

wonderfiilly rich, as is so often implied by those who
do not state it directly. On the contrary, some of it is

so deficient in humus or vegetable mold that it is won-

derfully poor. I can show plenty of it on my ranch
that will not raise corn two feet high, and most of it

won't be over a foot. But it raises marvelous alfalfa

after the alkali is taken out. It is a remarkable proof
of the theory that alfalfa takes its nitrogen direct from
the air; for that same soil raises exactly the same alfalfa

as land that will grow corn eight or ten feet high. The
reader will appreciate better what I have to say about
this if he will bear in mind that I have nothing to sell,

nothing to recommend and no time to answer letters

even with cash enclosed.

No matter how much you think you know about
soil making you know nothing until you meet soil very
deficient in humus. I actually have to take a screw-

driver to harvest a radish ;
the third day after irrigation

and carrots require a pick, or even a crowbar. This
is no joke either. It took me four years to find out
how to raise them as well as many other things that

is, in large quantity, cheap. I can do it now in im-
mense quantities, but if I had depended on raising my
living, or even half of it out of the soil the first three

years I should have had to quit.
With plenty of water any fool can raise a cucum-

ber. I am considerable of a fool, but I cannot do it.

This is the sixth year I have experimented with differ-

ent varieties and can eat the whole crop at one meal

every year and hanker for more. I think the total

yield of string beans for the same period would just
about equal the weight of the seed, while it is much
the same with tomatoes and about all the good varieties

of sweet corn, as well as field corn. Hubbard squashes,

pumpkins and common squashes, except summer
squashes, are about the same. This is the effect of dry
air checking pollination, as can be plainly seen in corn,
where the tassel will rub into powder, although it looks

all right. The cornstalk will grow all right and the
silk come out on the ear, but the cob will run out from
ten to twenty kernels on an average. I have seen fully

developed cobs with silk fully grown with never a
kernel to show. This is something the poor settler

rarely hears about until he comes in contact with parts
of the desert.

Such a settler may be dumfounded to find he can-

not raise a potato on which he confidently relied for

part of his living. I cannot do it yet. The seed will

not start quickly enough in spring to make the tubers

before the extreme heat comes to stop the growth of

the plant, and in the fall it is too slow to make before

frost comes. It wants seed a year old, and it is very
hard to keep seed potatoes that long. My latest con-

clusion is that the way to do is to plant late enough
in spring to keep from making any tubers at all. With

very little water the small plants then lie dormant all

summer and go off with a rush when cool weather

comes in September. But it has taken six years to

learn this, and it might not work at all in many places.
All these troubles make it necessary for the settler

to have some money, yet they are nothing to some
others. The first great difficulty is generally in bad

laying out of the land. You may be led into this in

many ways, but the most common is anxiety to have

something green as soon as possible. Even where one
has money enough to buy hay he wants to see something
growing and his desire for a garden and fruit trees is

still greater. Is there anything worse than to see a
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piece of land earning only fifty dollars an acre when it

could just as well be earning a hundred ? Indeed, there

is my friend, and that is to see it earning the hundred,
but taking two or three times the water and work it

ought to take. In the first case you can often plow up
and work over a piece without losing too much. But
in the second case you find it paying too well to destroy.
I have about thirty acres in just this fix which have

already ruined my chances for saintship and make me
me mad every time I irrigate them. Another tract laid

out properly shows that the first is taking more than

double the work and double the water to the acre that

the other is. As I irrigate both myself, I can not be
'

mistaken about it. The ground had been laid out by
others and by a competent engineer, it was said, and I

was in such a hurry to get in a crop that I did not

take time ta run a level over it myself. It was all

wrong, from start to finish ; ditches in wrong places for

good irrigation, and ground just uneven enough to cause

alfalfa leaves to dam it in spots, leaving islands half

dry unless an immense head of water is forced over

them. The other tract I laid out myself, and any child

that can hold a watch can irrigate it with either a big
head of water or a small one.

But bad laying out may do much worse than this

and the neglect of proper drainage ditches or other dis-

posal of waste water may keep the settler bankrupt for

some time. And this is only one of your troubles. The
fact that some people go on dry land and make money
at once, and that nearly all eventually do far better than

they would in any rainy country does not at all alter the

fact that you are liable to meet a hard row of stumps
and should be prepared for them. I have room to

mention only one more, and that is alkali.

Perhaps you think you know all about it, or that

an analysis will settle the question. A positive analysis
or one showing what is considered a dangerous amount
of alkali is all right, and unless the drainage is perfect,
or can be made so, you had better let it alone. But a

negative analysis, showing no dangerous amount of

alkali, is very unreliable for many reasons, too long to

state now.

It was reserved for me at the age of sixty and
after twenty-five years of experience and observation in

southern California, and after seeing all its alkali lands,
as well as much of those in other states and Mexico, to

collide with the genuine article in its most fascinating
form. Nearly fifteen years ago a ditch was built at

Daggett, on the Mojave River, controlling thousands of

acres of elegant looking mesa land, which were true

desert and subject to entry as such. Some fifty entries

were made under the law and nine parties, supplied
with teams, seed and provisions by the company, went
to work. In two years all was abandoned, the school

house burned for fire wood by hobos, and the half fin-

ished hotel dragged away piecemeal at night by more en-

terprising citizens. Three years later the SalvationArmy
tried it and sent out an Englishman, born and raised

in the bes.t irrigating section of India. Six months
amused him sufficiently and again the whole was aban-

doned. None of them could raise enough to feed a pair
of horses and the general verdict was that the land was
"no good."

T had seen enough in other places to feel certain

that the fertility of the soil was but a trifling factor in

raising alfalfa, if indeed it were a factor at all after the

first few months, and that any soil fine enough to start

the seed would raise it provided the drainage was perfect
and there was water enough to irrigate it heavily when

big. The drainage was perfect all open soil for ninety
feet with no cut-off from hard pan or fine layers. A
series of severe -dry years proved the permanency of

the water supply and though it was nothing near what
had been calculated for underflow, it was still large

enough for a fine proposition. The owners being weary
I gathered in the fragments of the wreck and I came
out to start things right. Two different parties had
failed on the piece I opened up on, but as it was the

nearest to town and had the ditches in the best order I

began on that. I was warned by everyone far and near

that I would fail and if it had not been for having my
reputation at stake I guess I would have done so. But
I was sure perfect drainage would raise good alfalfa

and that was all any one need want. Pride did the rest.

For over two years the sympathy of half the town
was worse than the jeers and "I told you so" of the other

half. Arriving in cold weather I first tried barley for

hay and got in five acres in fine shape as the soil took

water wonderfully and held moisture splendidly with no
excess. The crop in April just about kept the splinters
of the wagon bed out of my anatomy as I rode home on

it. Then it was time to plant alfalfa and thirty pounds
of seed to the acre went in on a tract wet twenty feet

deep deeply plowed, harrowed, combed and groomed in

the most approved style. Result about one plant to a

square rod. It was plain that the dry air dried out the

top soil before the seed could start and that the soil was
so coarse that this could not be remedied by rolling.

I got the best chain drill on the market, drilled the

seed into dry, unplowed ground so as to get a perfect

covering with the dry dirt falling back on it instead of

wet clods, and then irrigated heavily so as to seal it

over. Result in four days a stand like hair on the pro-
verbial dog.

The second pair of leaves came on quickly and

everything looked lovely when all of a sudden it looked

less lovely. Some of it began to look sick, some turn-

ing yellow, some bluish, some quietly doing nothing.
On one tract of nine acres it was all yellow and stood

still at about an inch high for over a year. I staked out

numbers of plants and watched them daily. Some

gave up the ghost after six or eight months but most
of them kept alive. On another large tract most of

the plants died. Where they lived they did not turn

yellow at all but turned bluish in sheets, revived at

once with water, to turn bluish again in three or four

days. But it was fourteen months before any of it

was large enough to turn a horse on with a clear con-

science.

Some of the town folks said "How the devil do you
expect anything to grow in that ground? There's no
substance in it." One man who had been done up in

farming on another part of the same desert thought
that if I would "plant buckwheat first to suck the pizen-

out of it" that it might grow something. But no one

mentioned alkali and out of a dozen experts who had
examined the land years before not one had mentioned
alkali. None showed on the surface with any amount
of water and the plants that died lacked the rusty hue
of alkali killing. In a few spots of low, tight soil a

trifle of alkali showed, but no more than in the best

parts of California and Arizona. A cubic foot of soil'

selected in such places over an area of fifty feet square-
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and a foot deep did not leach out enough boiled down
to make a spot on a black stove griddle. That same

ground afterward killed everything planted in it. It

was just like being fooled in getting samples out of a

gold mine.

Just about one year after the plants came up some
of them began gradually to turn green in the yellow

patch. In the other patch none had turned yellow and

few of them had stood absolutely still like the nine

acres of yellow ones had. But the growth had amounted
to nothing of value. All tracts had been diligently
watered in all sorts of ways, some with flooding by

standing water, some by flooding with thin sheets of

running water in lands as they are called and some

by small furrows. All sorts of quantities and varia-

tions in the periods of irrigating were tried with no
difference in the results. On the nine acres of yellow
stuff not a sign of alkali could be brought to the surface

by any amount of water or any method of applying it.

On ten other acres a trifle showed in a very few spots
but none at all where the plants turned bluish and
wilted a few days after having plenty of water. On
about ten acres of swale having a tight, fine soil the

ground turned nearly black in many places, killed seed

in the ground and killed the plants after coming up.
But it took nearly a year of heavy irrigation to make it

show, while it would kill quickly enough without

showing.
It was plain enough that it was alkali everywhere

and that most of the soil was so coarse in texture that

capillary attraction could not bring it clear to the

surface against the constant heat of the sun and the

extreme dryness of the air. The vapor became so fine

that it dropped the salts an inch or two below the sur-

fact. This has since been plain enough on ground
where alkali can readily be made to show in winter

when the sun is lowest and the air cold, especially if

the air is made damp by a storm. On the same ground
it is impossible to make any show in summer.

This alkali comes from the rainfall being so light
that it has never been able to wash out the potash, soda,

and salt formed by the decomposition of the rocks

forming the soil. During a wet spell one winter a

railroad cut showed plenty of it nearly ten feet below

surface.

The under drainage being perfect, leaching was an

easy matter, but owing to bad laying out I could not

get the water on deep enough. So some of it took a

year and some two years; while some spots a trifle too

high are not leached yet. I found putting it under

a pressure of ten inches for four days and nights would

discharge it completely. I have five acres of melon and

garden land leached that way with deep basins four

years ago and not a sign of the return of alkali has yet

appeared. I am putting out all new ground in basins

of one-third of an acre each, and perfect levels on the

bottom. It amounts to terracing three inches in a

hundred feet. The levees are about twelve feet on the

bottom and fifteen to eighteen inches high so that all

machinery can run right over them, yet the alfalfa

grow all over them. This is expensive but I now leach

the whole piece while the seed is sprouting, and from

now on it will take half the water and half the work

the other land takes and give a much more uniform

stand.

Now if the reader will remember what I said about

having nothing to sell I will tell something that sounds

pretty large. From the leached portions of that ground
I have for two years taken twelve tons of hay a year

per acre, worth thirteen dollars in carload lots and

costing for all labor about three dollars including the

baling which we do ourselves direct from the field.

I get winter pasture equal to two tons more with con-

siderable waste at cutting which could be cleaned up
by stock with no injury to the ground because it is

so hard. I have taken four solid tons from six forty-
ninths of an acre at one cutting. And if I had three

weeks more of the extreme heat, as they have on the

Colorado Desert, I could cut sixteen tons of hay and
have the pasture besides.

I have not yet told all, but enough to show what

might betide a man direct from the east with only a

little money. Mr. Fortier is exactly right. The first

settlers in a new region should be under some sort of

guardianship. They should be almost compelled to put
their money first into proper laying out of the land,

including proper drainage ditches and let fine houses,

flowers, fruit trees and all fancy or slow stuff go until

later. They should form clubs and buy the best ma-

chinery for land grading and ditching, and especially

for throwing levees over which mowers and hay rakes

can run with ease. Every one should lay aside prejudice

against "book farming" and read every book there is

on irrigation. The occupants of every hundred acres

or so should own a level in common, a good one too,

and have some of their number learn to use it. Any
boy or girl that can add and subtract can soon learn

to run it. And any old stiff with eyes good enough
to see the light thrpugh a telescope when the leveler is

not behind it can soon learn to place the rod within a

few inches of the right spot. Not a ditch of any kind

should be run without it no matter what the eye says.

And not a foot of land should be planted until graded
with it to the proper slope or level no matter how fine

an eye you have. A skilled irrigator should be over-

seer from the start, and the company instead of being
liberal with water because there are few to use it should

be very stingy, for experience has shown on many a

tract that the settler thinks he is getting something for

nothing and uses too much water. Thousands of acres

have been damaged that way in the great San Joaquin

Valley of California. These are but a few samples of

principles that should be applied to insure quick and

high success. At places like the land under the Roose-

velt dam in Salt River Valley the settler will be in the

midst of good examples. Biit time has shown that the

average settler will not travel far to learn anything but

will insist on working out his own experience just as if

no one had ever tried the problem. It won't take many
of that class under an isolated project to leave Uncle

Sam wondering when he is going to get back that money
that every one said was so sure after the water once

reached the ground.

$1.00THE IRRIGATION AGE, 1 year....
THE PRIMER OF IRRIGATION, a finely illustrated

300-page book 2.00

II both are ordered send .... 2.50

Address, IRRIGATION AGE.
112 Dearborn Street, Chlon.io.
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Pea Fed Lambs and Hogs Profitable Industry In San
Luis Valley, Colorado.

W. A. ANDERSON.

The "re-discovery" of the San Luis valley in an

agricultural way is directly attributable to the field-pea.

The discovery of the value of the field pea as a stock

food was rather an accident than an experiment and

can be credited to Mr. James A. Kelly, one of the

pioneer agriculturists of the valley, and Mr. F. Syl-

vester.

It is not a new crop, having been raised rather

extensively in parts of Europe and is today cultivated

in the northern portion of the United States and in

Canada. It is rich in humus and nitrogen and these

ingredients have worked against its successful culture

in more humid and warmer portions of the country.
If damp the vines decay easily and in warmer climes

are subject to many mold diseases. The vines being

long' and of tough fibre are rather difficult to harvest

and it does not pay to stack it for purposes of feed

where other hay can be so much more easily obtained.

All three of these objections are overcome in the Sau

Luis valley. The weather is cool because of the altitude

and being an arid country the defects from dampness
do not bother. And the method of feeding turning

sheep and hogs into ripened, unharvested fields does

away with the labor of harvesting.

But I began to tell of the original application of

the field pea. A few years ago it was discovered that

the constant raising of grain year in and year out was

diminishing the fertility of the soil and the farmers

cast about for some crop which would replenish the

nitrogen and humus taken from the ground by the

grain. It was necessary that the crop be leguminous or

nitrogen gathering. Field peas were found to best sup-

ply the deficiencies and a year or two demonstrated that

they not only restored the productiveness of the soil

but increased it. The problem of how to dispose of the

new crop then arose, as there was no market for it, even

though it made as fine a hay as alfalfa when it was cut

in the blossom, or even when it was allowed to mature.

This was because of the difficulty of harvesting it.

About eleven years ago Messrs Kelly and Sylvester

attempted to solve the market problem by feeding the

pea hay to lambs in corrals, using wheat, oats or barley
as a grain feed. As far as fattening lambs was con-

cerned the experiment was a success, but notwithstand-

ing the increase of the fertility of the soil the direct

financial returns were not great because of the high
cost of the grain feed. Then by accident really Mr.

Sylvester discovered that lambs he had turned into an

unharvested pea field after the grain had matured gave
better returns than those he wag feeding in the corrals,

the matured crop supplying both the grain and the hay.
Further experinent along the same line confirmed

the success of it until today, seven years after the

discovery of the fattening qualities of the field pea, the

lamb industry has become the largest and one of the

most profitable in the valley. All at once, apparently,
were found the conditions for successful rotation of

crops, the problem of disposing of the crop used in the

rotation, an,d the successful elements-of a new industry.

Following close upon the feeding of pea grain and

hay to lambs came the hog industry. It was discovered

that the field pea made an excellent fattener for hogs
as well as for lambs, and it was not more than three or

four years ago that the feeding of hogs became general.

Hogs bring better prices than do lambs and are more

easily cared for, but there are not so many of them
raised because of the inability to obtain them as easily.

Either the farmer must breed them himself or else have

them shipped in from some distant point. The question
of summer feeding is the one that now stands in the

way of the rapid development of the industry, and it is

the general belief that before many years this will be

successfully solved. When it is and the farmer of the

San Luis valley has facilities for the cheap breeding of

hogs the industry will doubtless surpass in quantity
the feeding of lambs. Hogs have the advantage over

sheep in many ways: they do not require so much at-

tention; they clean up the ground better, often being

A Field of Peas in Bloom.

turned into a pea field after the sheep have gotten all

they can from it; and fatten more readily, for the

reason that they are content to lie down after feeding
and do not run about as do sheep, thereby saving some
loss from shrinkage. Therefore, because of the differ-

ence in the dispositions of the animals, the pork value

of an acre of field peas is about 75 per cent greater than

the lamb value. And it is the hog that is giving the

valley most of the publicity it is receiving throughout
the country. Pea-fed bacon has become so prominent
that just recently one of the largest packing firms in

the world sent representatives through the valley to

estimate the paying probabilities of a brand of pea-fed
bacon and hams. About the only difficulty in the way
was the fact that the company must necessarily have the

supply of 100,000 hogs distributed over a period of

nine months, while at the present time it does not
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cover more than five or six. To fulfill the demands of

the packing firm it would be necessary to harvest the

pea hay, thereby entailing more labor and expense to

the farmer and breeder. Pea-fed bacon has a streak

of firm, red lean where the corn-fed becon is all fat

and is more tender and better flavored. You may think

that this statement is one of a valley booster or enthu-

siast, as I did, until I learned that in the fall of 1906

a butcher in Albuquerque, N. M., finding he had a sur-

plus of San Luis Valley hogs, slaughtered a carload

and sent the pork to Los Angeles, where it was dis-

played and sora as "Colorado Pea-Fed Pork." It was so

immeasurably superior in quality, flavor and texture to

any pork ever obtained on the coast that the demand for

more was immediate. Within a month several large
livestock dealers on the Pacific coast had men in the

San Luis Valley buying pork. Trainload after train-

load were shipped alive the whole distance of more than

a thousand miles. It was found that the valley hog,
with his strong constitution, due to the high altitude,

pure air and healthful food, was far better able to

stand the journey than his corn-fed cousin. In less

than the whole season the Los Angeles market alone

took 110 cars of live hogs from the valley.

Prof. H. M. Cottrell, head of the department of

animal husbandry in the State Agricultural College of

Colorado, made a trip through the valley in the fall of

1906. On the completion of his tour he had the fol-

lowing to say:
"With conditions so favorable, there should be

raised and marketed every year in the valley a million

hogs and this could be done and large numbers of calves

and lambs be also fed.

"If the actual results that can be obtained in the

valley in making gains cheaply with highest quality of

meat were generally known to stock feeders in the corn

belt, it would be but a short time until the valley would
be settled to its full capacity with experienced stock-

men. .

"I secured estimates from a number of conserva-

tive men who are feeding and as near as they could

judge from the weights of their stock when put on feed

and when marketed, they are securing from 90 to 160

pounds of gain on lambs from an acre of feed and about
100 pounds of pork per acre of feed from the hogs
that clean up after the lambs. Where hogs are fed

alone the estimates are 400 to 500 pounds of pork per
acre of feed.

"Most of the peas are raised in the valley for not
to exceed $1.50 per acre for all expenses up to the time
the stock fs turned in and the only expense incurred in

feeding is to water, salt and herd the animals they

gather the crop.
"The San Luis valley has about the same tillable

area as Denmark. Denmark sells annually to England
alone bacon worth $18,000,000 and besides keeps two
million head of cattle. The field peas and barley of the

San Luis valley produce the choicest quality of bacon
and the valley has the advantage over Denmark of being
under irrigation."

Professor Cottrell has groat faith in the fattening

capacity of peas for calves and is urging the adoption
of such measures. Of this he says:

"I believe that baby beef can be produced very

profitably in the valley, putting calves on full feed at

weaning time and marketing them fat in May and June
of the following season. I would recommend that

several cars be put on feed this season and accurate

accounts of the feeding operations be kept."
At Romeo, on the line of the Denver & Rio Grande

railway, the state agricultural college is establishing
a model hog farm and it can be conservatively predicted
that within a few years the San Luis valley pea-fed hog
will have almost a world-wide reputation. I believe that

"Mortgage Raisers."

before long hog raising will be the prevailing industry
in the valley. There are several reasons for this. One
is the cheapness of the raising and the consequent low

cost of labor. Another is that no hog cholera can be

prevalent in this altitude and that with proper care

there will be no plague of any kind. There has been

f*^
'
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Lambs in Pea Field.

some trouble among a few farmers, but it has been

mostly attributable to filth and lack of proper care. It

is related of one of the wealthy farmers that his hogs
were dying, the epidemic, whatever it was, seeming to

be especially fatal to young pigs. He called upon an

old friend, an inmate of the Soldiers' and Sailors' Home
near Monte Vista, and asked him to suggest some means
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of stopping the trouble. The ex-soldier remarked that

he could end the epidemic at once if given a free hand,
and the farmer told him to go ahead. Late one after-

noon when the owner was returning from town he no-

ticed a huge bonfire where his pig pens had stood. On
his arrival he found that the old soldier had built new

pens and shelters in a different portion of the field and
that all the old shelters, feed troughs and pens were

rapidly going up in smoke. Needless to say, the epi-
demic that had so devastated the herd was immediately

stopped. Pea-fed hogs bring a better price than corn-

fed swine, the price for live stock last season bring-

ing an average of thirty cents more per cwt. at Monte
Vista than did the corn-fed article at Chicago.

Last year 350,000 lambs were fattened in the San
Luis valley, while some 40,000 hogs were shipped, prac-

tically the whole output going to the Pacific coast. This

may seem to be a great distance to ship live stock and
the loss from shrinkage would appear to a reader who
deals in live stock to be great. But it is a remarkable

fact that the shrinkage in pea-fed stock is less than half

what it is on other stock. Sheep, of course, are easier

to transport to the railroad than are hogs, which must
be hauled by wagon, and so the hog industry must be

limited to within a radius of a few miles from shipping

points. Sheep can be driven a reasonable distance with-

out much shrinkage. This season (1907-1908) there

will be about 300,000 lambs fattened in the valley and
a conservative estimate places the number of hogs at

between 80,000 and 100,000. These figures do not sig-

nify that the farmers generally are turning from lambs
to hogs. The chief reasons for the decrease in the num-
ber of lambs are the high prices asked by the breeders

who summer pasture the animals and the fact that the

farmers were unable to obtain loans from banks to pur-
chase because of the stringency of the money market.

Most of the hogs were bred in the valley, so that the

recent flurry does not affect the holders of this kind of

stock.

You may ask what this field pea is. It is a small,

round pea, very similar to the common garden pea. The
vines grow long, often measuring seven feet, and when
in the prime of their growth standing higher than a

person's head. The ease of producing them is really

remarkable and rather tends to make the farmer indo-

lent and shiftless. They are drilled thinly into the

ground in the -spring of the year and then kept moist

by irrigation until blossoming time, after which they re-

quire no other attention. The total cost of production
of an acre that is, seeding and irrigating never ex-

ceeds $3.00, and I believe $1.50 is a fair average. Gen-

erally, the farmer drills in with his peas some kind of

grain, perferably oats or barley. This is done for the

purpose of keeping the vines off the ground when they
are young and giving them an opportunity of reaching
their full growth. I have heard enthusiastic real estate

dealers tell prospective land buyers that the wild sun-

flower, which is the most common noxious weeds in the

valley, was planted for this same purpose of keeping

pea vines from the ground and that it made as excellent

a food as did the pea itself. I do not vouch for the

veracity of the statement, but I have seen sheep eating
the sunflowers in preference to the pea vines.

Often a farmer will be found who does not take the

trouble of plowing up his grain field, but simply drills

his peas into it. Apparently this method raises as

food a crop as a plowed field.

THE PAYETTE VALLEY IN IDAHO,

With Data Concerning Its Development, the Causes and
Future Prospects.

[SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE.]

The achievements of the people of the Payette Val-

ley during the past seven or eight years are now historic

facts, many of which exemplify the adage that "truth is

stranger than fiction."

The purchase of the largest irrigation canal in the

valley in 1900 by a handful of farmers, without capital,
and dependent upon their crops for a living, and the

subsequent building of a larger canal by their own
labor, marked the beginning of a transition from fron-

tier hardships and disadvantages so often found in a

newly settled district, to the most favored condition
as it appears today in the state of Idaho.

The old Payette Valley Irrigation and Water Com-
pany's canal which cost the original owners more than

$400,000 was purchased from the New York bond

holders, then in control, and under the leadership of

C. E. Brainard, of Payette, who is now, by the way,
the largest land owner in the valley, was reorganized
into a Farmers Co-operative Irrigation Company, under
which title it is still to be operated by the Farmers of

the valley. The fact, that these same farmers have,

during the past seven years, spent more than $75,000
for improvements and enlargement of this canal, aside

from the regular operating expenses of about an equal
amount, and that they now own this valuable property
with a bonded indebtedness of less than $100,000, rivals

the story of the seven prosperous years in Egypt in

the time of Joseph.
The other principal canal on the south side of

the Payette river, known as the Noble Ditch, was

completed about seven years' ago, under the leader-

ship
of B. F. Bartch and other prominent farmers,

assisted in a financial ivay by W. A. Goughanour. the

present mayor of Payette, and others thus adding an-

other $100,000 asset to the farms in the vicinity of

New Plymouth with an indebtedness at the present
time of less than $10,000.

These canals on the south side of the Payette, with
the lower Payette Ditch on the north side, including its

two extensions reaching nearly to Weiser, are the veins

through wh'ich the life of the valley pulsates.
The marvelous development in so short a time

of the sagebrush deserts between Payette and New
Plymouth, and the even higher state of cultivation at-

tained in the older settled district north of Payette,

along the Snake river, is the wonder and admiration of

all beholders. The business men of Portland, who

recently spent an hour in making a short side trip on
the Payette Valley railroad to the new townsite of

Fruitland, six miles out from Payette, expressed them-
selves as having witnessed a revelation and the financial

standing of every merchant in the valley was at once

greatly enhanced by presenting evidences of the present
and future resources of the valley before so strong a

body of men. It would indeed be a difficult task for the

most celebrated landscape painter to portray on canvas
a picture that would, in any sense, compare with that

now being sketched by the farmers and fruit growers
of the Payette Valley. One of the journalists of Port-

land, in addressing the Commercial Club of Payette,
after returning from the excursion up the valley, re-
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marked that as compared with one of the valleys in his

own state where "God had done much and man mighty
little" here "man had done great things even if God had
done little," but when we consider that the children of

Israel were kept in the desert forty years before reaching
the promised land, we are impressed with the idea that

God did much for the Payette Valley in so arranging
an abundant and never failing water supply with so

fertile a valley and a healthful and mild climate, that

man has been able to change the desert into a veritable

"promised land" in so short a time.

Some of the sagebrush lands, which sold five years

ago at from $35.00 to $45.00 per acre, are today selling
at from $150.00 to $200.00 per acre, and just beyond
these settlements and within three miles of New Ply-

mouth, the present terminus of the Payette Valley rail-

In addition to this nearly 600 cars of sugar beets

were produced in the valley, worth about $100,000.
This year the acreage in sugar beets has been more
than doubled and the average tonnage over the entire

valley will probably exceed fifteen tons per acre. These
beets are contracted in advance and sold to the Western
Idaho Sugar Company at the nearest beet dump, for

$4.50 per ton, and some of the growers last year cleared

from $60.00 to $75.00 per acre above all expenses, when
the land was specially prepared for this crop.

These fruits never fail to obtain first place where-
ever exhibited. At Ogden, Utah, at the National Irriga-
tion Congress, it was the Payette Valley fruit which
won the $500 silver cup for Idaho and at the last con-

gress, held at Boise last year, where there were magni-
ficent exhibits from Colorado, Utah and Oregon, as well

Frnitland Fruit Pickers and Orchard 8 years old.

Payette Valley, Idaho.

road, there are several thousand acres of similar land

still untouched, at from $40,00 to $50.00 per acre, in-

cluding water rights, and these are being improved as

rapidly as men can be found to make contracts and

take care of the crops. The New Plymouth Land &
Colonization Company of Payette has this year im-

proved several hundred acres and has planted 150 acres

with sugar beets and 30 acres with peas for the Idaho

Canning Company of Payette, the principal cannery of

the state, the balance of the land being mostly in grain
and alfalfa.

Last year 328 cars of fruit and melons were

shipped from Payette; 150 cars of apples; 120 cars of

prunes ; 6 cars of pears ; two cars of peaches and 50

cars of melons, representing a cash revenue of nearly

$200,000.00.

Corn Field Near Tayette.
Alfalfa Hay, Payette Valley 9-tons per acre.

as from all other parts of Idaho, the Payette Valley

growers were awarded the four silver cups for first prize

on apples, pears, peaches and prunes.

Only the surfafce has, however, thus far been

touched and the development of. the next five years
will without doubt surpass all records of the past.

OIL AND GAS.

Arrangements are now being made for the putting
down of several wells for oil and gas in the vicinity of

Payette and the strong surface indications and general
character of the surrounding country are sufficiently

convincing to experts to warrant them in expending a

large amount of money in making the test.
' Work will be pushed as rapidly as possible, leases

are now being secured and in order to comply with
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the terms of these leases actual development must be

started very soon and continued to a depth of 2,500
feet if necessary.

PAYETTE.

The growth and prosperity of Payette since the

last census in 1900 is phenomenal. At that time its

tomatoes and peas. The creamery, which is largely
owned by the farmers, is operated under lease and is

making an excellent record.

Co-operative fruit packing houses have been estab-

lished during the past two years and now furnish equal

shipping facilities to the small as well as the larger

shipper.

A Handsome Payette Valley Home.
Fishing Grounds near Payette, Idaho.

population was only 650 while today it would fall little,

if any, short of 3,000. The city now owns and is

rapidly extending a water works system. Electric

A Comfortable Home near Fruitland.
Farm Adjoining, near New Plymouth, Idaho.

The Oregon Short Line has just completed at

Payette one of the finest depots in the state, a modern
and commodious structure built of cement, stone and

A Typical Farm Scene in Payette Valley, Idaho.

light is furnished by a local company. Extensive lum-
ber mills are in operation. Two large flour mills are

operated by water power from the Payette river. The

largest and best equipped ^cannery has been bnilt with

local capital and puts up a first class pack of fruits,

pressed brick. The company is just now laying out a

most elaborate and extensive park adjoining the depot

and tracks for a distance of three blocks.

The citizens of Payette and vicinity have recently

subscribed over $15,000*00 for a Y. M. C. A. building,
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which will be erected during the year. The farmers

of the surrounding country have taken an active inter-

est in support of this movement and an attractive

feature of the new building will be a rest room for

ladies as well as the public lobby for men, especially

adapted to the needs of the community.
The greatly increased acreage of sugar beets this

eastern cities. Many of the growers have received

from $200.00 to $300.00 per acre for their canteloupes
and the acreage is increasing yearly with the increased

demand as the quality of the Payette Valley canteloupes
are compared with those from other localities.

Fruits of all kinds are even more profitable, Jona-

than, Rome, Beauty, and Winesap apples and Italian

Another Group of Scenes in the Payette Valley, Idaho.

year in the Payette Valley practically insures the build-
prunes being the best commercial fruit so far produced

ing of a million dollar factory on the one hundred acre in the valley,

tract now owned by the Western Idaho Sugar Company,
near the city, so that the future growth and prosperity

of Pavette and the Payette Valley is already assured.

THE PAYETTE VALLEY AS SEEN BY A DRUMMEH.

"All aboard for New Plymouth!" The salesman

Scene near New Plymouth, Idaho.

PAYETTE CANTELOUPES.

. The Earl Fruit Company of Chicago has this

year contracted for a very large acreage of canteloupes,
in fancy packs, to be shipped from Payette to the larger

for a large hardware firm, who 'had just swung off from

the long 0. S. L. train as it pulled into Payette, Idaho,
turned in surprise and, after a word with the conductor,
climbed into the Payette Valley coach standing on the

sidetrack, from which he had heard the familiar -words.
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A few years before, this drummer, after a long, hot,

dusty trip for twelve miles through the sagebrush, past
a farm here and there, arrived at New Plymouth ana
found the two stores, which the place then boasted, had

cool breeze from the Payette river blew through the

open window, while the train rolled along up the valley.

As far as he could see, waved fields of green alfalfa,

dotted here and there with ten, twenty and forty-acre

Photo of C. E. Brainard and View of His Beautiful Payette Home.

been made by a competitive salesman a few days before

and in disgust crossed it off his list.

Contrasting in his mind with these unpleasant rem-

iniscences, he gratefully leaned back in the comfortable

coach and taking off his hat pleasantly smiled as the

tracts smooth as a floor and cultivated until they looked

like a Chinese garden. There are the beet fields from

which, the year before, an average of eighteen tons of

sugar beets, analyzing from 15 per cent to 20 per cent

sugar, netting the farmers from $30.00 to over $75.00

.Address...
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per acre, had been raised. Past orchards loaded with

blossoms, skirting the irrigating canals and then strik-

ing boldly across a field, through rows of trees, over

irrigating ditches and under telephone wires, glides the

New Plymouth train, making the round trip twice a

day. While in this reverie the train slowed down and

grasping his grip he found himself in New Plymouth
for the second time. Following along the hard sand

walk shaded by elm trees he left the station and saun-

tered into town, past a new brick bank building just

completed and by several stores to the hotel, where,

after partaking of a meal more appetizing than he had

tasted since he left home, and contented with himself

and the world, he unpacked his samples and stepped in

to interview the hardware manager. The store was full

of people and three clerks were busy supplying their

wants. Glancing around he was astonished, for here

was a stock of from fifteen to twenty thousand dollars

displayed in an engaging manner, which would be a

credit in a town of five thousand people. After booking
a generous order he wandered up the street to another

substantial brick building, occupied by a drug store,

past several grocery and dry goods stores, a handsome

two-story brick with offices upstairs, and around to the

postoffice, from which mail is distributed twice a day

by free delivery.
That evening as he sat in the hotel at Payette his

thoughts still lingered on his trip up the valley. Truth
is sometimes stranger than fiction. In a few years a

desolate waste of sagebrush changed to an immense

garden dotted with comfortable homes, all connected by

telephones, and in another year to be lighted by electri-

city from a million-dollar plant now being built a few
miles below the city on the Snake river. Efficient

schools and churches in the rural districts, with high
schools at both Payette and New Plymouth; abundant
water for irrigating; pure well water for domestic use;
no chance of a failure in crops ;

a good market guaran-
teed ; what state in the union offers more comforts and

opportunities than Idaho? and what valley more than

the Payette? The drummer sighed and was sorely

tempted to give up his roving life and be a farmer.

Supreme Court Decisions

Irrigation Cases

RIPARIAN RIGHTS.

In a suit to settle conflicting claims to the use of the
waters of a stream, the parties entered into an agreement
which fixed their water rights, and provided that nothing
therein should be taken to waive the right of a riparian owner
to a designated quantity of water. Held, that a lower riparian
proprietor could not urge that the agreement positively gave
to such riparian owner the right, and could not require the
court to enter a decree giving such right.

People's Ditch Co. v. Fresno Canal & Irrigation Co. Su-
preme Court of California, 92 Pacific 77.

MISTAKE IN AGREEMENT.
Where the agreement of the parties in a suit to settle

conflicting claims to the use of the waters of a stream entered
into to obtain a judgment settling their rights does not express
the intention of the parties, the remedy is by an action to cor-

rect the agreement, and not by praying for the entering of a

decree in the suit in accordance with such intention.

People's Ditch Co. v. Fresno Canal 6- Irrigation Co. Su-

preme Court of California, 92 Pacific 77.

'ERIOR

SUPERIOR DBILLS are Used and Appreciated by Good

Farmert Ihe World Over

SEND FOR CATALOGUE NOW
GENERAL AGENTS FOR WESTERN TERRITORY:
Dean & Co.. - - - Minneapolis, Minn

Kingman & Co., - - - Peorla,IH
Kingman St. Louis Implement Co., it. Louis, Mo
Kingman-Moore Imp. Co., - Kansas City. Mo
Kingman-Moore Imp. Co., - Oklahoma, Okla.

Kingman Implement Co., - - Omaha, Neb.
Pailin & Orendorff Imp. Co., Portland, Ore
Colorado Moline Plow Co., Denver, Colo
The T C Powers Cn.,

- Helena, Mont
Consolidated Wag. & Mach. Co , Salt Lake City
Newell Matthews Co..

- Los Angeles, Cal

The H. C. Shaw Co.,
- Stockton, Cal

Eastern Farmers please write direct to the Manufacturers

SUPERIOR DRILL CO.. Springfield, Ohio

Division of the American Seeding Mach. Co., Inc.

GRAIN DRILLS

End Gate
Seeders

to attach to wagons. Distributes
oats evenly 45 feet, wheat 65

feet. Accurate Grass Attach-
ments for all machines when
ordered.

HOOSIER DRILL COMPANY,
Division, The American Seeding Machine Co., Incorporated.

RICHMOND, IND., U. S. A.

Jumbo Wide Track Seeder, 11 Feet
Extra large hopper supplied also with Cultivators.

Narrow Track Seeder, 11 Feet and 14 Feet.
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IRRIGATION
SUPPLIES

MERCHANDISE FROM SHERIFFS'

AND RECEIVERS' SALES!
THE CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING COMPANY
laves you 30 to SO per cent on staple merchandise
from Sheriffs' and Receivers' Sales. Wrecking-
prices have come to 1>e known as bargain prices.
Here you have the most wonderful bargain offering
ever advertised. Such an opportunity seldom oc-
curs. The very best manufactured articles offered
at less than original cost of production. That's
our merchandising method. We do not buy our
goods in the regular way, but take advantage of
various sales to secure bargains. Onr mammoth
plant is the largest in the world devoted to the sale
of general stocks. Increasing business has necessi-
tated an addition to our already enormous insti-
tution. Over thirty-five acres literally covered with
merchandise.

We built our enormous business

by always giving our Customers
Absolute Satisfaction.

PIPE BARGAINS.
STANDARD BLACK WROUGHT IRON PIPE

Overhauled, with screwed ends and threaded

couplings, sutiable for water, gas, oil, etc.

1 inch. Per foot, 4c zy2 inch. Per foot, 14c

1J4 inch. Per foot, 5c 6 inch. Perfect, 42c

V/2 inch. Per foot, 6%c 8 inch. Per foot, 75c
2 inch. Per foot, 9c

WROUGHT IRON LAP-
WELDED CASING.

This Casing is the highest quality pipe manufac-
tured. It only differs from standard pipe in that it

is lighter in weight but, being made especially
good, it will stand just as high pressure. It is all

carefully overhauled and inspected before shipment.
Threaded at ends with casing threads, fourteen to
the Inch. Covered with a preparation of asphaltum
and graphite, thus insuring its wearing qualities.
Suitable for irrigation purposes, because of its light
weight. Freight will be much less than on standard
pipe. It is about H-inch thickness and is fitted

with brand-new casing couplings.
The sizes mentioned below are outside diameter:

V/t, inch. Per foot, 6%c 3% inch. Per foot, lB%c
2^4 inch. Per foot, 12c 4J4 inch. Per foot, 20c

3^4 inch. Per foot, 14c Scinch. Per foot, 34c

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.
1 No. 4 Centrifugal Pump, direct connected to

Westinghouse Engine.
1 No. 6 Centrifugal Pump (belted).
1 No. 5 Belted Centrifugal Pump.
1 16x20x36 Marsh Vacuum Pump.

OUR NEW 500 PAGE CATALOGUE

No. 803 FREE.
THIS WONDERFUL BARGAIN BOOK is

just out and ready to be sent to you at once.
It is a book such as every shrewd buyer must have.
500 pages with thousands of items of the very best
merchandise and supplies bought by us at Sheriffs'
and Receivers' Sales. It will pay you to keep it

handy. Its pages contain a full record of what
we still have on hand from the wonderful St. Louis
World's Fair. Merchandise, machinery and supplies,
articles for everyone. You will find it useful in
the home, in the field, in the workshop or in the
office. Write us today. Send us your name and ad-
dress correctly, tell us where yon have seen this

"Ad," also tell us just what you are in the market
for. Address

Chicago House Wrecking: Co.
35th and Iron Streets, CHICAGO

POLLUTION OF STREAM.
Where the pollution of a stream is not the necessary re-

sult of the operation by one of oil wells on his premises, but
is due to a wrongful act in conveying the waste oil and water
into the stream, a riparian owner injured thereby may main-
tain an action therefor.

Teel v. Rio Brava Oil Co. Court of Civil Appeals of

Texas, 104 Southwestern 420.

WATER RIGHTS PETITION.
Where a petition for the condemnation of water rights

disclosed that petitioner's purpose was to make a perpetual
use of the water sought to be appropriated, the petition was
not fatally defective for failure to allege in terms the extent
of the time that the water was intended to be used, as pro-
vided by Bellinger's Ann. Codes & St. 4143.

State ex rel. Liberty Lake Irr. Co. v. Superior Court for

Spokane County. Supreme Court of Washington, 91 Pacific

968.

CONFLICT WITH FEDERAL STATUTE.
Ballinger's Ann. Codes & St. 4156, providing that a por-

tion of the water of non-navigable streams and bodies of
water shall be reserved to that part of the public using or

needing the water on abutting property, was not inconsistent

with Act Cong. March 3, 1877, c. 107, 19 Stat. 377 (1 Rev. St
Supp. U. S. 137 [U. S. Comp. St. 1901, p. 1548]), reserving
such water to the appropriation and use of the public.

State ex rel. Liberty Lake Irr. Co. v. Superior Court for

Spokane County. Supreme Court of Washington, 91 Pacific

968.

NECESSITY OF CONDEMNATION.
Where an irrigation company sought to condemn a way

for a ditch and the riparian or littoral rights of relators to

the waters of a non-navigable arm of a lake, it was no de-

fense that the water company appropriated and was capable
of using a large supply of water through another source.

State ex rel. Liberty Lake Irr. Co. v. Superior Court of

Spokane County. Supreme Court of Washington, 91 Pacific

968.

DISTRIBUTION OF WATER.
Where there are conflicting claims for priority in the use

of water rights for irrigation purposes, the court, in an appli-
cation for injunction, may make equitable distribution of the

supply of water according to the priority of the claimants and
the quantity each has by his labor and diligence acquired the

right to divert.

Gates v. Settlers' Milling, Canal & Reservoir Co. Su-

preme Court of Oklahoma, 91 Pacific 856.

PRIORITY OF RIGHT TO DIVERT WATER.
Where the question of priority of right to divert water

from a running stream for the purposes of irrigation, and the

question as to whether either of the claimants had used rea-

sonable diligence in prosecuting his work and in making ap-

plication to beneficial uses of the water, are controverted ques-
tions of fact, dependent upon the weight of contradictory tes-

timony and the credibility of witnesses, this court will not dis-

turb the finding of the trial court, if there is competent evi-

dence reasonably tending to support the finding and judgment.
Gates v. Settlers' Milling, Canal & Reservoir Co. Su-

preme Court of Oklahoma, 91 Pacific 856.

IRRIGATION. PRIOR RIGHT.
The right to the use of water from a public stream for

irrigation purposes depends upon the construction of appro-

priate ditches, the conducting of water through such ditches

to the place of intended application, and the application of

such water to beneficial uses, all within a reasonable time;

and he has the best right who is first in time.

Gates v. Settlers' Milling, Canal & Reservoir Co. Su-

preme Court of Oklahoma, 91 Pacific 856.

RESTRICTING USE OF ARTESIAN WELLS.
A landowner has no right to extract subterranean water

in excess of a reasonable and beneficial use on the land from

which it is extracted; and so is not deprived of property

without due process by Act March 6, 1907 (St. 1907, p. 122,

c. 101), declaring an artesian well not provided with appli-

ances for preventing the flow of water therefrom to be a
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nuisance, and one who maintains it or permits water to un-

necessarily flow from such well, or to go to waste, to be guilty
of misdemeanor, defining an artesian well to be an artificial

opening in the ground through which water naturally flows
from subterranean sources to the surface of the ground, and
defining waste to be permitting the flow from an artesian well
to run into a bay, pond, or channel, unless used thereafter for

the beneficial purposes of irrigation or domestic use, or onto

land, unless it be used for irrigating it or for domestic use,
or the propagation of fish.

Ex parte Elam. Court of Appeal, 2d District California, 91
Pacific 811.

APPROPRIATION OF WATER.-
Where plaintiffs claimed that S. had appropriated the

water of a spring and had deeded the same to them and
sought an injunction perpetually enjoining defendant from in-

terfering therewith, plaintiffs' right to the water was limited
to the amount beneficially appropriated, so that the jury hav-

ing found that S. apropriated 20 gallons a day, plaintiffs were
only entitled to that amount and could not restrain defend-
ant's use of the excess.

Berry v. Equitable Gold Mining Co. Supreme Court of

Nevada, 91 Pacific 537.

PERCOLATIONS RIGHTS OF ADJOINING LAND-
OWNERS.
Percolating waters may be developed by a tunnel and

conducted away from land, as against owners of adjoining
lands, where the waters would otherwise in their natural flow
sink into the ground and be lost.

Cohen v. La Canada Land & Water Co. Supreme Court
of California, 91 Pacific 584.

DIVISION OF WATER.
Plaintiffs and defendant owned adjoining land. A creek

rose from a spring on defendant's land and flowed through
the same and through about three-fourths of the length of

plaintiffs' land when it was absorbed. Defendant had never
diverted more than one miners' inch of the water, and his

land contained only three acres and a fraction that was irriga-
ble and adapted to cultivation by means of such water, while

plaintiffs' land contained about 2,000 acres, fifty of which was
adapted to cultivation and susceptible of irrigation from the
creek. Held, that a decree vesting in defendant sufficient water
to supply his pipe and dividing the balance of the flow so that

defendant should have the entire flow for one day out of

every twenty-one days, and that plaintiffs should have the

balance, was a proper division.

Gutierrez v. Wege. Supreme Court of California, 91
Pacific Reporter 395.

OVERFLOW DAMAGES.
A complaint alleging that defendant owned and operated

a canal through which water was conducted for irrigation
purposes, and, in connection therewith, at a place near plain-
tiffs land, a headgate, that the water washed out the headgate
and portions of the bank and overflowed plaintiff's land, and
that the damage thus caused was due to defendant's gross and
willful negligence in failing to properly construct the canal
and headgate, and in failing to properly maintain the head-
gate and to control the water in the canal, was sufficiently

specific as to the manner in which defendant was guilty of
the negligence charged.

Dennis v. Crocker-Huffman Land & Water Co. Court of

Appeal, Third District, California, 91 Pacific Reporter 425.

IRRIGATION APPROPRIATION OF WATER.
Ballinger's Ann. Codes & St. Sec. 4156, declares that the

right given to condemn the use of water shall not extend
further than to the riparian rights of persons to the natural
flow of water through lands on or abutting on streams or
lakes as the same exists at common law, and is not intended
to allow the taking of water from any person that is used
by the person himself for irrigation or that is needed for that

purpose. Held, that the word "needed" as so used meant
water necessary to irrigate the land of a littoral or riparian
owner which he has under irrigation at the time his rights
are sought to be condemned, or which he intends to and will

place under irrigation within a reasonable time, and that, as
to such water, no condemnation could be had.

State ex rel. Liberty Lake Irr. Co. v. Superior Court for
Spokane County. Supreme Court of Washington, 91 Pacific
968.

Overland
Limited
CROSSES

Sierra

Great Salt Lake
BY DAYLIGHT

San Francisco in 3 Days

Electric Lighted Fast Fly-

ing Cross-Country Train-

Luxuriously Equipped.

Pullman Drawing Room,
Stateroom, Vestibuled

Sleeping Cars.

Careful and Attentive Din-

ing Service.

Parlor Observatoin Car
with Library and Cafe,
Ladies' Reading Room,
Gentlemen's Smoking
Room.

Daily News Bulletins, Lat-

est Papers and Magazines.

Southern
Pacific
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The Illinois Blackberry.
This variety was discovered growing wild near Alton,

111., more than twenty years ago, by Mr. E. A. Riehl, director
of the Alton (111.) Experiment Station. The history of the
fruit as given by Mr. Riehl to the present nursery people
who are selling the plants, is as follows:

He noticed a clump of blackberries growing in a fence
corner along a road, which were ripe at an earlier date than
those grown at the Experiment Station, and were larger and
much better. Mr. Riehl watched the behavior of this clump
of berries for several seasons and then took up two plants for
a trial under cultivation. They bore so well, were so large
and of such excellent quality that he replaced a patch of

Kittatinny, where the latter had died from rust. Later the

Kittatinny variety had nearly all perished from rust and as
fast as they died out they were replaced by the Illinois until

the whole patch was of this variety. The Illinois was found
to be so superior to all others that none excepting it were
grown further than to test new sorts as they were introduced,
and up to the present time Mr. Riehl has never found an
equal to the Illinois in all of its desirable points. It ripens
shortly after the variety known as Early Harvest, but ma-
tures its whole crop more quickly. Later in his experience
Mr. Riehl reports that it has never been winter injured.

The Worden Grape.
If you have failed to plant Worden Grape you will make

a mistake. It resembles the Concord in many respects and
when first introduced was claimed to be nothing more than
the Concord. It is, however, much earlier in ripening, and
larger in size of bearing. The fact that it ripens earlier is

a strong point over the Concord. Its one weakness is tfiat it

will not ship to good advantage, being tender in skin, but
for home use there is none of greater value. Worden is ripe
and gone before Concord comes in. The clusters are very
large and handsome.

Pineapple Strawberry.
A novelty in this fruit is the Pineapple Flavored Straw-

berry. It was* introduced by Charles A. Green. The fruit is

large and beautiful and its individuality in flavor should

please any lover of the strawberry.

The Home
X

When Honor Walks Abroad.
One evening at dusk, as Mayor Jones and I were going

home, a negro tramp, unkempt and sinister, asked him for
the price of a lodging. He had no change, but he handed
the tramp a five-dollar bill, telling him to get it changed
and he could have his alms. We waited ; the mayor talked
of other things; I, with far less faith than he, in some
dubious expectation. But after a while the tramp came
back, and into the mayor's hand poured out the change in
silver. The mayor, humanly complaining of the heavy silver
which the Treasury Department sends to us in the West
so that New York may have all the crisp dollar bills, dropped
the money in his pocket.

"Ain't you going to count it?" asked the tramp.
"Did you count it?" asked the mayor.
"Yes."
"Was it all right?"
"Yes."

"Well, then, there's no need for my counting it, is

there? Did you take out what you wanted?"
"No."
"Here then."

The mayor gave the tramp a coin and we went on.

There was no possible ostentation about this ; Mayor
Jones had no need, in the dark, to do anything to impress
me, his friend. I should not, indeed, stoop even to explain
so much. But how much good did such confidence do that

wandering outcast? How much good did it do me or others
with whom he might come in contact? By the same law.

possibly, my own lack of faith in the tramp would have led

him to treat me differently.

When one understands this higher law as Mayor Jones

99

RUMELY
Threshing
Machinery

Single and Double Cylinder Coal

and Straw-Burner Traction

Engines.

Rumely "Ideal' 'Separators, Wind
and Attached Stackers.

Ruth Self Feeders.

Grain-Handling Attachments.

CLOVER AND ALFALFA
HULLBRS

PLOWING ENGINES

M. RUMELY CO.
Man vi fa.o turers

LA PORTE :: :: :: INDIANA
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understood it, every act of one's life, no matter how trifling
or insignificant it may seem, becomes really of monumental
importance, and the hasty word, the unkind glance, the very
spirit, no matter how deeply hidden, in which a thing is

said or done, are seen to have an effect which may reach
further than imagination can go, an effect not only on one's
own life and character, but also on the lives and characters
of all those about one. From "The Golden Rule in Real
Life," by Brand Whitlock, in THE CIRCLE for December.

Christmas Cakes of Other Lands.
German Liebkuchen. Mix one quart of honey and two

pounds of granulated sugar, heat slowly, and boil for fifteen

minutes, then stir until cold. Spread twelve ounces of flour
on a shallow pan, place in a moderate oven, and stir fre-

quently until it is an even light-brown color. In anpther
pan place twelve ounces of blanched and dried almonds and
roast until golden brown; cool and chop fine. To the flour

add the nuts, two ounces each of finely chopped citron and
candied orange-peel, one teaspoonful of cinnamon, one-

quarter teaspoonful of cloves, ground cardamomseed,
and white pepper, and a half teaspoonful of salt.

Work in the honey and one-half of an ounce of potash
dissolved in rose-water. When thoroughly mixed, cover and
set the paste away for twenty-four hours. Roll out a scant
half-inch thick, cut in pieces three by four inches, lay on
waxed or greased pans, and let chill for three hours, then
bake in a medium oven. Glaze with water-icing, and sprinkle

quickly with finely chopped roasted almonds.

English Yule Dollies. Cream together a half cupful of
butter and one cupful of sugar. Add gradually two well-

beaten eggs, one tablespoonful of cream, one teaspoonful of

vanilla, a pinch of salt, and three cupfuls of flour with which
have been sifted two teaspoonfuls of baking-powder. Stand
for an hour in a very cold place. Have ready a tin cutter in

the shape of a doll about five inches long. Take a portion
of the dough on the board at a time, roll out half an inch

thick, and cut into dolls. Brush each over with milk, and

dredge lightly with powdered sugar. Use currants' for eyes,

and bake on greased pans in a moderate oven. When cold,

decorate the skirt of each doll with ruffles of frosting. Wrap
separately in sheets of waxed paper. In packing place the
doll in a long shallow box, pack firmly with tissue-paper, and
before closing add a tiny Christmas card and a spring of holly,
tying the box with scarlet ribbon. From the Cooking Circle
in THE CIRCLE for December.

" Twas the Night Before Christmas."

Then you went to sleep at last, to dream. First, Santy
got the bobs stuck in the chimney and your father had to go
up on the roof and poke them down with a clothes-pole. When
you finally pulled them out and wiped the soot off, they
turned ito a woolly cow, which began to eat the tidy on your
mother's rocking-chair, and then . It was sort of gray
and spooky when you woke up, and mighty cold. It was a
minute or so before you realized that it was Christmas at last.

"Ma," you called, "is it time to get up yet?" and your
mother just mumbled something that didn't sound like any-
thing at all. You waited pretty nearly an hour, it seemed,
and then you simply couldn't wait any longer. "Is it time yet?"

Finally your mother gave up. "All right, I s'pose you'll
die if I don't let you get up right away. Bring your clothes
in here and I'll button you up."

Clothes! Was there ever such another nuisance? Your arms
and legs simply wouldn't go into the right holes in spite of
all you did. You would have given anything if you had only
been a wild Indian and could just wrap a blanket around you
and skim down and see

"Oh, ma !" you run back to the stairs to scream ; "he did.

He brought "em!"

"Well, wasn't that nice in him," she said. "Now don't

go and break them the first thing." As if you could.
After a while your father came downstairs, rubbing his

eyes and yawning, and when he saw the bobs he had to grin.

"By jingo!" he said, "but they're dandies. S'pose they would
hold me?"

"O" course they would," you contended. "Look a' those

runners. That's pure steel. Say, I don't want any break-
fast

"

Fence for

Ranchmen

56 Inches

You will not long content yourself with barbed wire fence after we prove to you that a hog-tight woven wire fence costs nothing that is, it

more than fays for itself the first year and is clear profit every year thereafter.

Our catalog will show you where you lose money hard cash every season you neglect to fence your field hog-tight.
Let us make you a frafosilian on a hog-tight tuoTien vairefenceforyour ranch. If you will give us the number of rods required we will make you

a proposition on the whole business, delivered, freight paid at your neatest railroad station.

Our Square Deal Fence is the highest type of fence on the market today. The one-piece stay feature alone puts It into a separate class from
ut stay fences.

OUR LOCK is PRACTICALLY IMMOVABLE and indestructible. Our wavey line strand wire furnishes a flexibility which enables Square Deal
Fence to withstand and recover completely from excessive strains which would cause permanent injury to a less elastic fence.

Get our catalog with full description and prices.

Keystone Steel & Wire Co., 600 Rush St., Peoria, III.
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Order direct from our Stove Factory
in J save for yourself all Jobbers' and Dealers'

"The beat in the world. Are told on 3

days' free trlal.BWWe pay tbe freight.
Guaranteed for years, "backed by a
million dollars." tfe'Hoosler's are
"fuel savers and easy bakers "

Very
heavily mmls of highest grade selected ma-

terial, beautifully finished, with many new improy*-
meiiti and features. Onr large Stove and Bauge

Catalog shows the greatest bargains ever offered.

WWrllt for catalog and S~<ial Fret Trial Olltr.

UoosietStoveCo.,nrsttSt.,
Marion, Ind

HHI151ER DAK

To Introduce our famoo

Available for 1908
With 24 'years' experience as a
farmer by irrigation methods,
I offer my services to some
company who has need of a

practical man for opening up
and developing new farms in

irrigated districts. Full knowl-

edge of how to lay put the land
for irrigation, division of water,
how and when to apply it.

References. Address JNO. G. HALL,
R. R. 2, box 48, Greeley, Colo.

GIL SON
GASOLINE ENGINES
Strong enough to saw wood, grind feed, and run all kinds of

machinery. FROST PROOF. Starts readily In coldest

d
r . o-, weather. Write for catalogue all sizes. FREE TRIAL

v. 6ILSON MFG. CO., 74 Park St., Pt. Washington, Wis.

CLASSIFIED

DEPARTMENT
Classified rate 5c per word, seven aver-
age words to a Hoe, including address.

PECOS VALLEY OF TEXAS.
Thousand acres under best irrigation

system in Pecos Valley, cut in any size

tracts, 845.00 per acre with water-rights,
Write Barton-Duggan, Denton, Texas,
for particulars.

WANTED At once, a competent
civil engineer, with practical experience
in irrigation work. Write, stating quali-
fications and salary. Steady employ-
ment. Central Okanagan Land and
Orchard Co., Ltd., Kelowna, B. C.

GET A CHRISTMAS TREE:
Make the children happy. A beautiful

Oregon Fir for 88: smaller sizes 82, 81;
Order quickly. Send cash with order.

G. Dixon, Canby, Ore.

You can increase

the value of

your property

and at the same time save money by dig-

ging your irrigating ditches with a Vul-

can Steam Shovel. It's a mighty small

piece of work where a Vulcan Shovel will

not save the price of itself. We don't ask

you to take our word for it, but we do ask

you to let us send you the proof.
Vulcan Steam Shovels are built in 10

standard sizes from 22 to 110 tons In

weight, and H to "> cubic yard dipper.
When writing, give full description of

your work.

Vulcan Iron Works Co.

130 Vulcan Place

Toledo, Ohio

A LIBERAL
OFFER
Send SI. 00 for Irrigation

Age one year and a King
David Apple Tree; or send

$2.50 for hrigation Age, the

book, Primer of Irrigation,

and the Apple Tree.

Cows' Relief is a specific Remedy
for all troubles of bag and teats. It
enables dairymen, farmers and other
cow owners to keep their cows in ft

healthy and profitable condition.
Cows' Relief is one of the most per-
fectly penetrating and disinfecting
cpmpounds in existence. It goes
directly to the seat of the trouble,
relieves the congestion and breaks
up the bunches that prevent a nat-
ural flow of milk.

FOR CAKED BAG
Twelve to twenty-four hours' time

is all that is required to relieve any
case of Caked Bag, if applied freely
at the beginning of the trouble.

For heifers with first calf Cows' Re-
lief works in a most pleasing, prompt
and successful manner. It relieves
the soreness and swelling in the bag
and is worth its weight in gold to
every dairyman. It keeps the teats
soft and flexible, and renders the an-
imal quiet and docile.

H. O. Rice, Farminpton, Conn., says:
"Please Bend me two boxes of

Cows' Belief. Enclosed find checfc
for same. Please send at once. I
wouldn't be without It in my stable."
L. P. Cuthbert, Hammond, N. Y., says:

"I have nsed your Cows' Relief and
find it a very valuable remedy for
Caked Bag."

We have scores of testimonials
like the above. Ask your dealer for
Cows' Relief and insist on having
the genuine. If hecannotsupplyyou
write direct to us, enclosing $1 for
large package prepaid, (enough for
four or five ordinary cases). Your
money back if you are not satisfied.
Positive guarantee on eyery package.
Or sendyour name andone neighbor's
who keeps cows, stating how many
you each have, and we will send
our book concerning "Cow Troubles,"
also Goldine Cow Watch Charm
FREE while they last.

OUR HUSBANDS MFG. CO..
71O Chapel St.. Lyndon. Vt.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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a BilsonPump
A NEW INVENTION

Rapid Acting, Force Suction

Possesses Superior Mechanical

Movements
The illustrations presented herewith

show two views of our patented Quick
Return Pump Attachment and Pump, the

most successful device for pumping water
for farm purposes, stock raising, irrigat-

ing, etc. on the market. Superior to any
make of this style of pump for raising
and forcing large quantities of water to

great heights or distances with small power.

It has a double acting lever, operating a non frictional,

roller bearing lifting arm. The greatest advantage in this pump
is the quick return of the plunger which so vastly increases it's

efficiency. .It is easily operated by hand for household and do-

mestic farm purposes. It is especially adapted to attachment to

wind-mills where the largest possible pumping efficiency for a limi-

ted wind power is necessary. Gasoline, gas or steam power can

also be attached.

It is used for individual

irrigating plants, house water
works systems and ranch stock

watering. It is also adapted to

pumping quarries and mines
of ordinary depth.

Manufacturing rights or

territory is offered For Sale.

ADDRESS

D. B. BURDETT, Manager
3IO Boyce Bldg., Chicago
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Oxford Hotel
DENVER, COLORADO

At the OXFORD HOTEL, Denver,

Colorado, you will find all the lead-

ing men interested in irrigation and all

of its branches.

Denver is the logical irrigation center

of the United States. You will find

nearly everyone engaged in or inter-

ested in irrigation projects stopping at

the OXFORD
Located half a block from the Union

Depot: FIRE PROOF, MOD-
ERN, EUROPEAN PLAN and
POPULAR PRICES.

THE
HAMILTON-BROOKS CO.

PROPRIETORS

A Life Income
If you only knew how to create for yourself a permanent in-

come for life, would you not set aside a few dollars each year for
the next hve or six years?

Then maybe you would like to know how?
Take the culture of nut trees, for Instance, and start with a

very small investment say only $30 or 240 a year. This amount
will purchase and set out an acre of the paper-shell variety of

pecan trees twenty to the acre. The care and cultivation of
these trees will cost very little and the trees will not interfere
with other farming operations on the same land. In from six to
ten years from the setting out, each tree should yield at least

twenty pounds of nuts, that is four hundred pounds to the acre,
and at only fifteen cents per pound (the best varieties are now
selling at fifty and seventy-five cents), this means a net income
for life of 160 on each acie.

Doesn't This Interest You ?
But, perhaps you will ask, can the pecan be grown success-

hilly in my locality? We can tell you if you will state where
you live. There are some sections of this country in which the
pecan does not thrive; but there is hardly any portion of the
United States where some one of the many varieties of nut
trees cannot be grown successfully.

If you care to know more about nut growing for profit, let us
send you FREE a three month's subscription to the

American Fruit and Nut Journal,
which is authority on the culture of all varieties of fruits and nuts.

Or, send us fifty cents for a year's subscription to the Jour-
nal and we will give you (ABSOLUTELY FREE) a years's
subscription to your choice of any fifty cent publication in
America.

Think It Over
But don't delay too long, for both of the offers are limited

and there may not be enough free subscriptions to go around
among the late comers.

ROPER* HINTON CO., Inc., Publishers

PETERSBURG, VIRGINIA

Mention this Journal.

Eastern
Colorado
Lands

Are steadily advancing in price. Nowhere
can lands be found so near a city the size of

Denver, providing a ready market for all

produce, at the price these farm lands are

now offered to the

Homeseeker
and Investor

Abundant crops can be raised in this terri-

tory by "Dry Farming," many farmers re-

alizing enough from the first year's crop to

offset all expenses, including the full price
of their farms. This is the

Opportunity
of a Lifetime

for very soon Eastern Colorado will be thick-

ly settled and land held at a price too high
for those in search of a home in the West.

Go out and see this country for yourself.
See the opportunity that awaits you. Take
advantage of the

Lo\v Homeseekers9

Rates

in many cases less than one fare for the
round trip

VIA

Union Pacific
Tickets on sale first and third Tuesdays of

October, November and December, 1907

For full information inquire of

E.L.LOMAX, G.P.A.
OMAHA, NEB.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Dry Cement Buildings

ABSOLUTELY MOISTURE AND FROST PROOF

This is what you get when you build your buildings
from blocks made on THE SIMPLEX MACHINE.
It makes a two piece or hollow wall, any thickness
desired for cottage, church or factory building.

All blocks made with face down, and length to 24 inches.
Will also make hollow blocks if so desired. THE
SIMPLEX can be operated by one man or more.

It ia light, strong and the most
rapid machine on the market.
THE PRICE IS RIGHT. Send
for Catalogue D.

SIMPLEX MANUFACTURING CO.
J24 W. Cortiand Street, JACKSON MICH.

Steel

Irrigation Flumes
AND WATER. TROUGHS

Galvanized steel is rapidly taking the place
of wood for fluming purposes and with The
Maginnis Patent splice fluming is made easy Any
boy can put the Maginnis Steel Flume together or
take it apart. Steel flumes and troughs "Ship
Knock down" Third Class freight. Let me figure
on your flume. All flumes guaranteed.

Write for Testimorua.ls and Particulars to

P. Maginnis, Mfr.
Kimball, Nebraska

FAVORITE CEMENT BUCK
MACHINE

Normandin Concrete Block

Machine-unexcelled

The Modern Method of Construction for Residences and Public Buildings is with Concrete Blocks and Brick

A PROFITABLE BUSINESS

We have the largest line of Concrete Machinery in the world. Ask for

information regarding our DRAIN TILE MOLDS, our SOLID CONCRETE
PRODUCT MOLD for retaining walls,

our CONCRETE BLOCK AND BRICK
MACHINES, ALSO CEMENT POST
MACHINES.

Wolverine Cement Drain Tile Molda

Normandin Concrete Block Machine

Our SYSTEMATIC MIXES has
no equal. Our machines adopted
twice by the United States Govern-
ment. 3 Gold Medals St. Louis and

Systematic

Concrete

Mixer

Practical Sill, Cap. Block and Step Mold Portland. Write for Catalog R.

BIG PROFITS OUR MACHINES DO IT ALL INVESTIGATE

CHALLENGE
DON'T DODGE PROSPERITY COMPETITION

Write for Catalogue and Prices. CEMENT TILE MOULDS. ,

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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MYERS POWER PUMPS
WITHOUT AN EQUAL ON THE GLOBE

OPERATING

WITH

CAS ENGINE

MYERS
BULLDOZER.
POWER.
PUMP

5" Cylinder

FIG. 800

FIG. 952

HORIZONTAL BULLDOZERS, 3" TO 6" CYLINDERS

MYERS

BACK GEARED

WORKING

HEAD

TAPPED FOR

3" PIPE

5, 1% AND 10"

STROKE

FOR BELT,

WIND OR HAND

POWER

FIG. 1113

FIC. 1079

BULLDOZER

WORKING

HEAD

BULLDOZER PUMP
6" BRASS LINED

CYLINDER

PISTON
'

COUPLING NUT

U'BRASS

Write for descriptive Circulars and Prices.
We want you to acknowledge this Ad. so
that we can acquaint you in detail with the

superior features of Myers Power
Pumps. This ia the proper season.
The right time to write is right now.

F. E. MYERS

MYERS BULLDOZER

WORKING HEADS

NO, 359

5". 7K". 10" STROKE

DISCHARGE 2
; ," OR 3"

SUCTION 2" TO 4"

NO. 364

12". 16". 20" STROKE

REGULARLY FITTED 4"

DISCHARGE

SUCTION 8" OR LESS

BRO .,

ii

PROPRIETORS OF

Aivr> HAY Toor,

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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HOME OFFICE OF THE MAYWOOD COLONY

Fortunes in
at

May\vood Colony
TEN-ACRE lot of the finest fig land of the colony can be had for a reason-

able price. There are good incomes to be had also in almond and grape
culture and ten-acre farms will pay big interest on your investment.

Maywood Colony is Ideated in the upper end of the beautiful Sacramento Valley,
in Tehama County. Corning, the depot and postoffice for the colony, is HO
miles north of Sacramento.

For literature relating to land in this settlement, write to

W. N. WOODSON
Proprietor of Maywood Colony CORNING, CALIFORNIA

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Write to-day

THE IRRIGATION AGE.

Motsinger Auto Sparker
starts and runs

Gas Engines without Batteries.
No other machine can do it successfully for lack

of original patents owned by us. No twist mo-
tion in our drive. No belt or switch necessary.
No batteries whatever, for make and break or

jump-spark. Water and dust-proof. Fully
guaranteed

MOTSINGER DEVICE M'F'G. CO..
Ill Main Street, Fendleton, Ind., U. S. A.

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation

Age one year and

The Primer of Irrigation

TOOI,

Do you want to make money? Here is your chance. Get a set or two of our
pipe tools .make up a stock of pipe and do contracting of installing irrigating
systems. Your neighbors are wanting something to save water and labor.
Here it Is. Write for further information and prices. Mention the Irriga-
on Age. KELLAR & THOMASON, Covina, California.

Bates & Edmonds
Motor Co.

Engines For All Purposes
From i% to 25 H. P.

Operate on
Gasoline, Gas,
Distillate or

Alcohol.

Nearly 10,000
in use.

That's the
Proof.

State your power
needs and send for

catalogue

Bates & Edmonds Motor Co.

ARE "OTTO" ENGINES
DEPENDABLE?

Gentlemen:-
As you will

doubtless remember,
two years ago last fall

we installed one of
vour 21 HP. "Otto"
Gasoline engines, and
ran the same 103 days
and nights without
stopping . One year
ago water was high
and the engine was
not run. Last fall wat-
er was again too low to enter our intake, and the engine and
pump were started on November 2, 1906, and have run con-
tinuously for 3523 hours.

Is not this a good record ?

Yours truly,
Bristol, N. H., 4-1-07 Bristol Aqueduct Co.

Otto Gas Engine Works, Phila., Pa.

SSI

HOTEL VICTORIA
Broadway, Sth Ave., 27th St., NEW YORK

In the center of the shopping district. Absolutely
fireproof.

A modern, first-class hotel; complete in all its ap-
pointments, furnishings and decorations, entirely new
throughout. Accommodation for 500 guests. 150 suites

with baths.

Hot and cold water and telephone in every room,
cuisine unexcelled.

Rates, $1.50 and up; with Bath, $2.50 and up

GEO. W. SWEENEY, Proprietor



Mr.Edison Says:
"/ want to see a Phonograph in every American Home.

"

other wonderful Inventions, he regards the phonograph as hts greatest achievement.
Mr. Edison knows of the wonderful pleasure MH Instrument has provided and IB pro-
Tiding to thousands oC homes.

Latest Style Edison Standard Lots of F"Utt
PARLOR GRAND Equipment

The latest perfected product of the great Edison fac-

tory, also our own splendid Parlor Grand equipment
new features exclusive points of superiority 1

See It Hear It! Get this remarkable instrument in your
own home then you will see how far superior this is to the

ordinary talking machine far superior even to the fine

Edison Machines you have heard heretofore.

FREE TRIAL
While This Offer Lasts every responsible person can get
onfree trial a genuine Edison Phonograph Outfit, including
12 genuine Edison gold-moulded records, direct from us to your
home: positively not a cent in advance no deposit no
bother with C. O. D. no formality of any kind. We allow

forty-eight (48} hours'free trial at your home; and in rural

districts up to a week if necessary for convenience of patrons.

Wjj^f* Try the instrument in your home, play the

BjP*^r stirring waltzes, the two-steps, concert -pieces,

minstrel dialogs, old-fashioned hymns and other religious

music, beautiful vocal solos, operatic airs and other beautiful Edison gold-moulded records.

Play all these, and if then you do not care to keep this wonderful Edison outfit, send the

instrument back at our expense and tire to/7/ charge you nothingfor the trial.

With an Edison Phonograph
Thli wonderful Instrument has been termed,

*nd rightly, too, the "king of entertainers."
There is absolutely no one old or young who la

not amused and delighted by this greatest In-

vention Of the "WIZARD OF THE TWENTIETH
CENTI-RY." As Hr. Edison has well said, no Am-
erican home should be without a phonograph .

Every Father, every
Mother, every reader

of this paper who is

interested in home amuse-

ments should read this

grand offer. I know what

the Edison Phonograph
means in the home and

nobody CAN know
until after a trial in your

own home.

THE EDITOR.

Look at this happy home scene depleted
here. At this very moment there are thou-
sands of homes In the United States where
you might nnd just such scenes as this.

The baby, as you Bee, Is filled with delight
at the deep human sounds which come from
the big horn of the phonograph. Grandpa
Is as much pleased as the baby. Every mem-
ber of the family Is happy. Don't you want to
bring just such scenes Into your own homer

$2aMonth
Now Pays For a
Genuine Edison
Phonograph Outfit

Think of the many delightful programs you
could make up. Let us suppose you want to
have a dance. Place the phonograph tn one
end of the room, take up the carpets or rugB

Machine and one dozen genuine Edison gold-moulded records. Less than

$1 a week for the finest outfit with our Parlor Grand equipment added
and at surprising rock-bottom price without even interest on payments.

CflO P1OU III CHI I So many cash purchasers are takinglUn WHdn 111 rULLi advantage of this opportunity to
secure direct the finest Edison outfits that we are often asked what dis-

count we can allow for cash. We are obliged again to say that we can
give no cash discount, as we have allowed the lowest possible price to
those who buy on time and we must treat all Edison customers alike.

You should see and hear
the finest Edison Outfit whi
is recognized as the best phon
graph outfit in the world.
We illustrate here the regu-
lar outfit, but the special
circular we will send you
illustrates also our new
special standard outfit
with our special Parlor
Grand equipment and
the large hand deco-
rated Parlor Grand
Floral Horn. We will
send you this magni-
ficent circular free w"

"

our Edison catalog.

Better write

itl to
m<

tuiu 01 me room, lUKe up me carpets or rugs
and begin. You don't have to wait for any
fiddler and you don't have to pay him 13 for
his work either.

Here Is an Illustration of what you may do
when vour friends call: One likes a comic
song. Out comes a record filled by one of the
best known minstrels of the day. Everybody
applauds, and while the band clapping is

going on you slip in aSousa march and watch
the listeners straighten up. The applause be.
comes deafening and you are the hero or the
heroine of the whole neighborhood. Thus
can the concerts go on night after night.

And on Sunday yon may hare sacred music
of the very best quality.

And don't forget that you may secure
AVBkfVAfllBh faff m^- MB records of every member of the family.mSmgSmJm IT afBaYaTeY* AM******** These will keep for years and jears,VafVfafV M WmM mmfmmtiC and after the dear ones have departed *

their voices will be with you still. f
Let Grandpa talk into the horn *

and then listen to Ms exact
words as they come from the
phonograph a moment later.

This Easy-Payment Offer

places a genuine Edison Pbo-

nograph within reach of every one.

We charge only the lowest net cash prices

without interest on monthly payments.

plainly with pen-
cil or pen and ink

on this Free Coupon, clip or tear it out, place
it in an envelope and mail it to us. You will
receive free by return mail our beautiful
Edison catalog and circular describing in
full the wonderful Edison Phonographs.
You may take any outfit on a trial.

Write today. Don'tdelay. Remember
>you pay nothing for a Free Trial, and
if you do not want the instrument
after you have given it a fair trial in

your home you may return it at our
expense. You do not have to pay
Icdown, you do not have to make a
guarantee and we charge no C. O. D.

Sign and Mail
this coupon now

F. K. BABSON.
Edison Phonograph Distributer

Edison Building, f

/flt nfj Suit* 3229 *
C/JiuTTTUwu uuacn- Chicago, in. /

Let the baby talk Into
the horn and the same
miracle Is repeated.

Sign the coupon
and mall It now
today don't
fall to get
this free o"/*
effer. . vP ,9

5*



15he RELIABLE LINE
44Dempster" That's The Name

High Class

Gasoline

Engines

2 to 12

Horse Power

For Gasoline

Kerosene and
Alcohol

Four Cycle

Economical

Powerful

Will Run

Anything

Anywhere

Irrigating and Water Works Pumping Plants our Specialty

OUR LINE:
WIND MILLS ALL KINDS OF PUMPS WOOD AND STEEL TANKS

WELL MACHINERY GASOLINE ENGINES CULTIVATORS FEED MILLS
GRAIN DRILLS IRON PIPE AND CASING COCKS AND VALVES

WELL POINTS AND STRAINERS FARM AND RANCH WATER, SUPPLIES

BEST TO BUY BEST TO WORK

Look

Carefully

at the Best

Windmill

Head

Ever Made

See that

Extra

Bearing
on the

Wheel Shaft
and the

Center Lift

Crank

Roller Rim
Gears

and other good
things

DEMPSTER MILL MANUFACTURING CO.
^FACTORY: BEATRICE. NEBRASKA

BrancMHouses : Omaha, Neb. Kansas City. Mo. Sioux Falls. S. D.
Mention Department "A" when you write
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A DITCHING MACHINE BASED
ON A PRINCIPLE

The operation of the AUSTIN DRAINAGE
EXCAVATOR is based on the principle that a

perfect ditch is one whose bottom is smooth and
true to grade and whose sides are sloped to the

proper angle.

If you will look at the accompanying picture you
will notice a U-shaped frame reaching down into

the ditch, with its two arms extended over the

spoil banks. This is the guide frame along which
the two scraper buckets travel. They cannot de-

part an inch in their line of travel from this frame
and so must cut a ditch just the shape of the frame.
The contractor adjusts the frame to fit the en-

gineer's profile, that is he makes a template to the

engineer's drawing, and thereafter every foot of

ditch dug is dug to this template. This means
that the sides and bottom of the finished ditch are

left as firm as nature made them, that every foot of

dirt excavated is pay dirt; that no slope trimming
or cleaning of berms are required.

The AUSTIN DRAINAGE EXCAVATOR
will build levees and embankments as well as dig
ditches. Send for our form letters and catalogue
S, telling how.

F. C. Austin Drainage Excavator Co.
New York Office, 90 West Street Railway Exchange. Chicago. 111.

Morris Machine Works
BALDWINSVILLE. N. Y.

Centrifugal Pumping Machinery, designed for

any irrigating proposition. Stnd details or

specifications of what is wanted and we will

recommend a pumping outfit to supply the need

1
New York Office, 39-41 Cortlandt Street

Houston Office, Cor. Wood C, Willow Sts., Texas

Henion f, Hubbell, Agents, 61 N. Jefletson St.,

Chicago. 111.

Harron. Kickard & McComb, Agents,
21 Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.



Don'tWait for the Rain-
No reason why you should, if you have a Deming Ram working
for you. Once locate it properly, and your water supply is assured

;

a city system on your own property.

Pumping water by hand is hard work useless, too, when you can

get a Deming Ram to do it for you. Pumping engines and windmills

get out of order continually require attention. The Deming Ram
needs practically none.

Farm help is costly and hard to get. That makes it all the more an

object to you to cut down the work you have to hire, and do it with

machinery that looks after itself and that does not loaf when your back
is turned. The Deming Ram is always ready, always willing and does
not get tired.

Do you have' a spring or a flowing well ? Write us the situation. We
will tell you whether you can use a Ram, how much water it would
deliver, and just what it would cost you to install it.

Let us submit an estimate; after that, the buying is "up to you."
We ask now only your inquiry may we have that?

Made in Seven Sizes

THE DEMING COMPANY, Salem, Ohio

HENION & HUBBELL, General Western Jtgents, CHICAGO
OTHER AGENCIES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

Machines With
A Pedigree

Have you seen our latest ?

Aspinwall
Planter No. 3
With Sack Hopper, plants 99%
good. No bridging in hopper.

W

Planter No. 3

Great Improvement
. for 1908

The most perfect machines for the purpose in

the world. With our perfection Cutters, Planters,

Sprayers, Diggers and Sorters, potato culture may
may be made profitable. Send
for our illustrated catalog.
Contains valuable spraying
information, tables, etc.

Booklet on
"Potato Culture" Free.

Aspinwall Manufacturing
Company

Jackson, Michigan
Sprayer
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BEFORE YOU BUY A LEVEL
Write for descriptive circulars of the

BOSTROM IMPROVED FARM
AND BUILDERS' LEVELS

Practical up-to-date instruments
that anyone can use. Recommend-
ed by professional men of repute
and by the most progressive far-

mers of the country for irrigation,

drainage and building purposes.
Prices : 8 I 2.8O and $25.CO

including Teletcope, Tripod
and Rod.

BOSTROM-BRADY MFC. CO.
55 W. Alabama St. - - ATLANTA, CA.

BUCKEYE
IRRIGATION
CYLINDER
PORCELAIN LINED

For Spiral or Iron Pipe

These cylinders are of the
highest quality, are fitted
with our patented remov-
able poppet valves and
brass seats, and are built
to meet every requirement.
Diameter 4 to 1 2 Inches.

Mast, Foos & Co.
SPRINGFIELD, O.

Write for Catalog

SAMSON TURBINE
When the PUMP cannot be direct connected to the tur-

bine shaft, the power is usually transmitted by gears,

shafting, etc. On account of the HIGH SPEED of the

SAMSON, for a given power, lighter and consequently
CHEAPER transmission machinery can be used.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.
Write Department K-2 for Catalog.

Illllllllll II I I I I I I II

We have any kind of an engine you want. Our new catalogue tells about
them i ,1 detail. I especially want to call your attention to our Hopper JacketEn-

gine on skids or wheels, 3 to 12 h. p., which is ready to run when you get
it. Fill it with gasoline, throw on the switch, turn the wheel that's all. No piping
to connect, nothing to set up, always ready, can be moved anywhere. All Olds En-

gines run properly, are easy to start winter and summer. The U. S. Government
uses them. Don't fall to write for our new catalogue and the liberal pro-
positions at once. Address the home office or any representative.

Do not buy any other engine until you have got my liberal proposition. It is

something unusual. You certainly want to know about it.

OLDS GAS POWER CO.
Home office, 957 Seager Street, Lansing, Mich.

Boston, 69-75 Washington Street, N. Portland, Oregon
San Francisco, Corner Jessie and Ecker Sts. Elgin, II inois

Kansas City, 1226 W. Eleventh Street Kempton.Pa.
Omaha, 1018 Farnum Street Houston, Texas
Binghamton, N. Y. 23 Wa hington Street Norfolk, Virginia

Minneapolis, 313 S. Third Stree Miami, Florida

Philadelphia, 1816 Market Street

To insure prompt deliveries, we carry a full line of engines and parts with our

representatives.

OLDS ENGINES
I WANT YOU TO GET the most liberal proposition ever made on
* a gasoline engine. It will save you money. When a company like this,
the oldest and biggest exclusive gasoline engine manufacturers in the country*
make such a proposition, it means something. I have placed my proposi-
tion in the hands of our representatives. Write to them or to me, and you will receive
it by return mail. JAMES B. SEAGER, Gen. Mgr. Olds Gas Power Co.

The Olds Engine is the best and cheapest Engine you can buy. It is the simplest
in construction, most economical to run, will do your work at the smallest expense,
and does not get out of order.

This company has been making engines and nothing else-for thirty years.
We are engine specialists. It stands to reason that a big, successful concern like

this, that makes one thing, must make that one thing well. ; _;

Our new factory is the most complete and up-to-date engine factory in the United
States . Because of its complete equipment we can build engines of the highest effi-

ciency at the very lowest cost. That Is why we can give you a durable, simple,
strong, hifihest -tiriidc, perfect-working, long lived engine at a low price. I (

This liberal proposition is the crowning reason on top of a lot of good common
sense ones, why you should buy an Olds Engine and none other.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Clay Working

"BUILT RIGHT-
RUN RIGHT"

We build an entire line of

Clay Working Machinery for the

manufacture of Clay products by
all processes, including Sand-Line
Brick. Our yard supplies are the
best. Kiln Irons, Cutting Wire
and all supplies. Send for infor-

mation or catalogue.

The American Clay
Mch. Co...Bucyrus, Ohio

Soft Mud Machines, Horse
and Steam Power

Hone Power Plunger Machine Products of our Auger Machines

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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UNION MACHINES
WITH PUG MILLS COMBINED

FIVE SIZES ALL CAPACITIES

Outfits for Drain Tile, Hollow Ware, Building

and Paving Brick and other Clay Products

If interested write us for particulars and estimates.

E. M. FREESE & CO.
QALION, OHIO

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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DoYou Like Apples?
DO YOU WANT TO RAISE

BIG. RED APPLES
Peaches, Prunes, Melons, or Make

Hay when the Sun Shines?

BUY LAND IN THE PAYETTE VALLEY
IDAHO

A good investment to be growing along with the boys and turned over
to them later.

The best way to place the savings of railroad men, professionals and
teachers, especially ladies.

If your savings are small get up a little syndicate and buy 40 acres
and divide it into 5 and 10 acre tracts, sending your own man along to care
for it. Very cheap way if you get the right man.

We have capable men already here, but we charge for taking respon-
sibility.

Unimproved is worth 840.00 per acre with good water right.

Any amount of facts and figures to give if you are interested.

Drop us a card and send us the names of your friends. It is good
enough to pass along.

Now, if you don't believe all this, write to any one living in the Payette
Valley. They will all tell you the same thing, or best of all, come and see
for yourself.

Special Rates on Railways 9 For Further Information

Address

New Plymouth Land
Colonization Co. Limited

C. E. BRAINARD. President

PAYETTE - - - IDAHO
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With which is Merged
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D. H. ANDERSON, Editor

W. A. ANDERSON .. G. L. SHUMWAY
Associate Editors

ANNOUNCEMENT.
"The Primer of Irrigation" is now ready for delivery. Price,

$2.00. If ordered in connection with subscription, the price is $1 .50.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
To United States Subscribers, Postage Paid fl.OO
To Canada and Mexico, 1.50

All Other Foreign Countries 1.50

In forwarding remittances please do not send checks on local bankt.
Send either postomce or express money order or Chicago or New York
draft.

Official organ Federation of Tree Growing Clubs of

America.

Official organ of the American Irrigation Federation.

Office of the Secretary, 309 Boyce Building, Chicago.

Interesting to Advertisers.
It may interest advertisers to know that The Irrigation Age It the

only publication in the world having an actual paid in advance

circulation among individual irrigators and large irrigation corpo-
rations. It is read regularly by all interested in this subject and has

readers in all parts of the world. The Irrigation Age is 12 yean
old and is the pioneer publication of its class in the world.

Organize.

Organize a Tree Growers' Club in your
home town and write THE IRRIGATION

AGE for seeds and other information.

In another column will be found further

Tree Clubs, mention of the Federation of the Tree

Growing Clubs of America, which our

readers are requested to carefully scan, and a spe-

cial invitation is extended to those who contem-

plate organizing clubs in their home towns. They
are requested to communicate with the secretary of the

Federation, D. H. Anderson, at 112 Dearborn street,

Chicago, 111.

We are publishing in this issue an article

Tribute to by Mr. Chas. A. Green, a well known

a Man. nurseryman and editor of Green's Fruit

Grower, Eochester, N. Y., which pays a

very high tribute to a man who has done much to bene-

fit the present and future generations, and of whom Mr.

Green very gracefully speaks in connection with his

propagation of a new species of currant, known as the

Diploma Currant, which has attracted wide attention.

The gentleman referred to is Mr. Jacob Moore of Eoch-

ester. N\ Y.. and we would respectfully call the attention

of our readers to the article by Mr. Green, so that they

mnv understand what this man has accomplished.

Sixteenth

Congress

Proceedings.

We note with regret that the committee

in Sacramento who had the Sixteenth Na-

tional Irrigation Congress in charge has

not yet gotten out for delivery the report

of the proceedings of that body. This de-

lay is difficult to understand in view of the record estab-

lished by that committee in other lines. The Sacra-

mento people should wake up, as the publication of this

volume, if attractively prepared, will do much to adver-

tise that city and all California.

It may be interesting to our many read-

The American ers who are members of the American

Irrigation Irrigation Federation to know that this

Federation. organization has been growing rapidly

during the past six months. Very little

has been said about it in the columns of this journal,

but Mr. Shumway has been putting in some very effec-

tive work in the west during the past few months and

the report of new members is exceedingly gratifying. It

is the intention of the officials of the American Irriga-

tion Federation to work in conjunction with the Feder-

ation of Tree Growing Clubs of America, and each

member of the Irrigation Federation will be asked to

organize tree growing clubs in their home towns. All of

those wishing information concerning either of these

organizations may secure printed matter, fully descrip-

tive of same, by addressing D. H. Anderson, secretary

of the Federation of Tree Growing Clubs of America,

112 Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois.
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Mead.

Mr. Elwood Mead, who will practically

have control of the various Government

irrigation schemes throughout Australia,

as chairman of the Water Supply Commission, arrived

at Melbourne, Australia, early in November. Mr. Mead

has not yet taken up his duties, but great things are

expected of him as he has had large experience in irriga-

tion work in the Uifited States and Canada. As soon

as Mr. Mead's work in that country is well under way
we hope to be able to publish some information con-

cerning it.

An article in this issue of THE IRRIGA-

California TION AGE by a well known engineer, enti-

Reclamation tied "A Practical Solution of the Cali-

Solution. fornia Reclamation Problem," is well

worthy of perusal by those interested in

this important subject. This article treats of the de-

plorable conditions existing in the Sacramento and San

Joaquin valleys, where over one million five hundred
thousand acres of the richest agricultural land on the

face of the globe has been rendered almost or altogether

worthless from the fact that it is either under water all

or part of the year, or is in constant danger of periodic

overflow.

While THE IRRIGATION AGE is not, in any
Fairbanks. sense, in politics, it seems only proper to

say a kindly word about a gentleman who

may possibly be a candidate for the highest honor in

the gift of the American people, the Presidency of the

United States. The gentleman referred to is Mr. Chas.

Warren Fairbanks, of Indiana, a man with whom the

editor of this journal is acquainted, and with whom he

has come in contact at various conventions and meet-

ings throughout the western country.
Mr. Fairbanks, all criticisms in eastern papers to

the contrary, is a strong man in the West, and would
make an able President. He is in full touch with west-

ern conditions ; in fact, it is a question if any other man
who may be put up would have as good an insight to

the needs of the west as Mr. Fairbanks. He has shown
this knowledge in his various speeches before irrigation

congresses and other conventions throughout that coun-

try, and THE IRRIGATION AGE wishes to be understood

as saying these few kindly words concerning him to

counteract in a small way the effect of the many mis-

leading statements concerning him which have been pub-
lished from time to time during the past few years. It,

would be difficult to find a man more kindly disposed
towards the west than Mr. Fairbanks3

, and our weak
tribute to him i offered with the hone that some of the

effect of many unfair statements may be corrected.

A striking instance of the scarcity of tim-

ber suitable for railroad ties in the United
From Hawaii. , , .

States is seen in the recent purchase of

the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Hailway

Company of 2,800,000 ties of ohia wood from a lumber

company operating in the Hawaiian Islands. It has

been difficult for some time for the railroads of this

country to obtain wooden ties satisfactory both in quan-

tity and quality, and many of them have been looking

about for an opportunity to purchase tie timber in other

countries.

During a recent trip of this kind by a representa-

tive of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Com-

pany arrangements were made for the purchase of these

ties, not only in the Hawaiian Islands, but also in

Japan. It is stated that ties from Japan will be made

from a certain species of oak which compares in lasting

qualities very favorably with the white oak of this coun-

try, which has been considered the most satisfactory-

wood for tie purposes. About a year ago, before the

representative of the railroad had started on his trip,

the United States Forest Service made a few tests on the

ohia wood. The results indicated that, in point of

strength, ohia wood will rank with the oaks. It was

thought from these tests that the wood was worthy of

further investigation, and the large order placed by the

railroad indicates that their agent is confident that

Hawaiian wood will prove to be a satisfactory material

for railroad ties under the conditions existing in this

country.

Our readers will note, with pleasure, the

Shumway's return of Mr. Shumway by the appear-

Notes. ance of his editorial notes in this, the

January issue. Mr. Shumway has been

traveling extensively in the West during the past sev-

eral months, building up the organization known as the

American Irrigation Federation, of which he is the ex-

ecutive chairman, and he will have considerable to say

about his work along that line in future issues of this

publication.

In connection with the notes which are prepared by

Mr. Shumway, the editor of THE IRRIGATION AGE

wishes to announce a slight change in the policy of this

journal concerning the work of the Forestry Bureau of

the Department of Agriculture. We have seen fit dur-

ing the past several years to criticise severely the head

of the Forestry Bureau, Mr. Gifford Pinchot, and felt

justified in the expose of conditions concerning the con-

nection of that Bureau with other Bureaus in Washing-

ton, such as that of the Reclamation of Arid Lands.

Wo h-ivo ni-vor had anything: personal against Mr. Pin-
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chot, the main object in criticising him being what we

estimate as the arrogant position assumed by him in

carrying out the policies of the Bureau of which he is

the head. It was seen fit also to mention Mr. Pinchot

and make some criticisms concerning him on account

of his connection with George H. Maxwell. No one

who understands the situation has ever questioned the

integrity or sincerity of Mr. Pinchot. He, like all

other mortals, however, is liable to make mistakes, and

yet in justice to him we wish to say that a careful in-

vestigation made by the writer into his work during the

past seven or eight months, leads us to say that we have

not yet found a single individual who can place a charge

against Mr. Pinchot concerning his honesty or good

intent, and, while we shall feel at liberty to criticise him

in the future as in the past in case conditions arise

which would make it seem advisable, we will, hereafter,

require substantial evidence concerning any wrong doing

by Mr. Pinchot before any adverse criticism concerning

him is allowed to appear in the editorial coltimns of this

journal.

This does not apply however, to matter which will

reach us from time to time from such men as Mr.

^Shumway. We do not presume to outline, in advance,

the policy of articles written by contributors, but will at

all times be glad to publish any criticisms which may
be made by our readers or others, allowing, of course,

the same privilege to those whom our correspondents

see fit to criticise.

It is only reasonable to suppose that Mr. Shumway
and others similarly situated have a clearer insight to

local conditions than would be possible to the editor of

this journal, and we will always be glad to furnish space

in which their grievances may be properly aired.

THE IRRIGATION AGE will do all in its power to

promote the interests of Mr. Pinchot's bureau in the fu-

ture, and we trust that he will take advantage of our

offer to exploit his views or reply to adverse criticisms

which may, from time to time, appear in the columns

of this paper concerning his department.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

BY G. L. SHUMWAY.

International

Harvester

Company.

Everybody's Magazine has been publish-

ing a series of articles entitled "The

Eeaper Kings," which make very inter-

esting reading. The January number

will contain the first of a series on the formation of the

combination known as the International Harvester Com-

pany. This series of articles should be read by the

public generally, as they give the inside history of the

combination known as the International Harvester

Company.

It is with much regret we notice that Secretary

Garfield recommends such an unworthy measure as the

land leasing bill. We had hoped that the public land

convention, and further mingling and communion

with the master minds of the West, would have con-

vinced him of the impracticability of such a bill," as well

as the futility of trying to impose it upon people who

so utterly loathe its principles. I fear the dominant

spirit of the "Tennis Cabinet" has overruled the Gar-

field good judgment.

One of the features of the new measures makes it

absolutely impossible. The advisory board of a Grazing

District is to be composed of four men appointed by

the Governor from the District, and one man appointed

by the Secretary of Agriculture. If a difference of

opinion arises in which the local four oppose the Wash-

ington One, the Secretary of Agriculture shall decide.

Thus the four become mere figureheads and the Secre-

tary of Agriculture the autocrat.

Another provision is objectionable. The bill does

not provide the fundamental principle of a home. It

provides national landlordism and citizen tenantry. To

illustrate what this will do, one has but to look at the

condition prevailing on leased lands of any description

where the tenure is abbreviated even to twenty years.

The occupant never is inspired with the true home-

building instinct, and his improvements are always of a

temporary nature, with an eye single to getting as much

as possible out of the holdings during possession, even

though they are thereby impoverished and damaged for

years.

It would seem that the metropolitan press of the

country at least would cease publishing the ready made

editorials and "tainted news" sent out by the bureau-

crats* "Bub" Pinchot's new role is "The Savior of the

American Forests." We knew that his rating in his

own estimation was very high, but hardly thought it had

reached the altitude of The Savior.

The National Forestry Association has extended

me the courtesy of an invitation to become a member,

and urges me to help protect the forests. My natural

instincts inspire me to want to cut a tree if I need it to

build, or to burn. My forefathers built their cabins in

the primeval forests of New England, and I have my-
self hewn from the native woods the logs and lumber

used in the construction of my homestead habitation.

That is my idea of what trees are for.
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To fence the home building world away from the

forests is a crime. To forbid them the uses of national

forests, which are theirs by right, and compel them to

buy of the lumber trust is still a crime.

OPTIMISTIC CLUB OF AMERICA.

A Novel Organization for Purpose of Dispensing Cheer-
ful Philosophy.

The federal plan should be to plant trees for future

generations. State Forestry Bureaus are doing far

greater service along this line than the National Gov-

ernment. I note also that shrewd business men are add-

ing commercialism to the forestry spirit. One promi-

nent railroad has in the last year planted more trees

than the Government has in the entire incumbency of

the present Chief Forester, which is about ten years.
"

"Nature faking" is in many forms, but the one

most persistently insisted upon eminates from the "Ten-

nis Cabinet" the theory nay, the positive assertion

that forests on the mountains regulate the flow of water

and benefits irrigation. New England and the slopes

of the Appalachians bear witness that since brush and

young trees have grown upon abandoned farms, streams

that have run unceasingly for many decades have ceased.

Many of the brooks of Maine, once the home of the trout,

are entirely dry. The waters which might form such

streams now passes through millions of subterranean

channels, fibers of roots, into pulp and leaves. A single

large cottonwood tree will dry a well or spring.

Congressman Mondell, of Wyoming, proposes the

sale of public grazing lands and isolated sections in the

railroad grants. That would help solve some mooted

questions, as well as add materially to the fund available

for reclamation. I would, however, suggest that the

sale be made of a provisional nature for a specific pur-

pose, and that occupancy and individual use be the es-

sence of the title. That the land revert to the Govern-

ment before it can be transferred to or used by, another,

and that & limit be placed on the acreage owned by any
one person.

We of the West rather sympathize with the East in

your troublous panic, but admonish you who have grown
justly leary of "Industrials" that security and profit lie

in two classes of investment. Municipal bonds, which

include District Irrigation Bonds, and investment in

farms especially irrigated farms which command

high rental values. District Irrigation Bonds are a new
class of security, which, because drawing usually 6 per

cent, are first mortgages, with interest and principal

payable through taxation on groups of the richest and

most productive farms in the country ;
and the security

covers all villages, lots, or other lands within the pre-

scribed limits of the District. Dig your money out of

your old sock and buy an irrigated farm or an irrigation

bond.

President Roosevelt, Secretary Cortelyou and the Gov-
ernor of Every State in the Union Invited as

Honorary Members.

This novel organization was recently organized with

headquarters at Salt Lake City, Utah, with Charles A.

Quigley, the vice-president and general manager of the

Studebaker Bros. Co. of Utah, as its president, and the

desire of the organization is to create a local club in

every hamlet, village, town and city in the United

States.

Colonel Charles Arthur Carlisle of the Studebaker

Bros. Mfg. Company of South Bend, Indiana, has gotten
back of the Optimistic Club of America and is pushing
it forward to success in every direction.

The philosophy of the club, subject to modification

and additions, is as follows :

"God reigns ; the union still lives and the sun still shines,

even though the clouds obscure it."

"There are more people dying- each day for the lack of a

kind work, a pat on the back and a little encouragement, than

there are from disease."

"A smile is potential, magnetic, and dispels trouble."

"The man who never makes any mistakes never makes

anything else."

"Hard luck stories are like over-due notes."

"Go bury thy sorrows, the world hath its share. Just
smile."

"Before money was invented some people were happy."
"Shake hands as though you meant it, and smile."

"Nobody can compute the value of a smile; a frown has

cost a kingdom."
"Nobody can really harm you but yourself."
"You are under a real obligation to every man on earth."

"You can't put influence in a glass case."

"When in doubt, take Optimism."
"In darkness, in light, in sorrow, in blight, be an Opti-

mist ever, and things will come all right."

"Optimism is the first-born of hope, the mother of con-

fidence, the executioner of adversity and the undertaker of

pessimism."
"A frown is a renegade smile that is afraid to look itself

in the face."

"On the faces of the happy aged it is a well known fact

that wrinkles are only the foot-prints of smiles."

"On the vehicle of modern progress the creak of the

wheel is the pessimist protest; a little Optimistic lubricant

will silence both the creak and the croak."

"The Optimist wins."
"The greatest smiler is the greatest healer."

"Smile and the world delights with you; croak, and you
croak alone."

"A smile is God's own medicine."
"A grin is a counterfeited smile, and does not pass cur-

rent because the heart stamp of genuineness is not upon it.''

"Optimism and pessimism have fought many bloody bat-

tles; if Optimism had not been a victor up to date, hope
would have died years ago."

"In the realm of the birds, the lark is the Optimist, the

crow is the Pessimist. Why be a crow?"
"Clearing house certificates and tight financial conditions

have afforded more people, who never had a dollar, an ex-

cuse for their hard luck stories than anything that has hap-
pened since the Civil War."

"Let Optimism and the Optimist destroy the last hope
of the pessimist and perfect confidence will again prevail with

peace and plenty for all."

s "Fall into line and the sunshine of the home and the

glory of trade will reflect the delight of a gracious person*
ality."

Organize a club, improve upon the philosophy quoted
above if you can ; print and spread your work, and let the

motto of your club be:
"Not until every man and woman has been successfully

enlisted will we haul down the unconquerable flag of deter-

mination."
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Water Rights in the San Luis Valley

73

W. A. Anderson

The greater part of the cultivated area of the San
Luis valley constitutes what is known as Water Dis-

trict No. 20 of the state of Colorado. On May 13,

1889, a petition for the adjudication of the water rights
in the district was filed by Oscar Wilkins, H. C. Dorris,
E. B. Hayt and James T. Maddox. Judge A. W. Mc-
Intire was appointed as referee and for two years testi-

mony was taken to prove appropriators' rights to water.

The decree in the matter was handed down on Novem-
ber 17, 1891, by the district court of Costilla county.
Considerable dissatisfaction was found with the appor-

tionment, and petitions by the Farmers' Union Ditch

Company and the Prairie Ditch Company, filed on Octo-

ber 10 and 23, respectively, served to reopen the case.

Judge Mclntire, former referee, was again appointed to

serve, and upon the findings of fact in the testimony

upon which the previous decree was based, a new decree,

dated May 1, 1896, was entered setting aside the former

judgment and making new appropriations. From the

findings of this second decree the Eio Grande Land &
Canal Company and the Empire Land & Canal Com-

pany took appeal to the state supreme court, and on

April 4, 1900, the remittitur from the supreme court

valley. According to the priority numbers there are

nearly 6,500 cubic feet of water being taken from the

river every second. Of course these figures are the-

oretical, and there may be more and there may be less

flowing into the canals. There are several private
ditches also which have appropriation numbers which
have never diverted water. Up to 1900 there had been
filed one hundred and forty-six water rights to take
water from the Eio Grande river in Water District

No. 20. Of the total the following named amounts are

entitled to a flow of more than ten cubic feet per
second :

Sylva
Eio Grande Ditch No. 1

McDonald Ditch
Homer & Ydren
Centennial

Fish

Anderson

Empire 666.5

San Luis Valley 14.6

Independent No. 2 30.4
Eio Grande & Piedra Valley 75.7

26.2

12.8

16.4

11.6

82.4

18.6

17.2

The Rio Grande River, San Luis Valley, Colorado.

was filed and the district court of Costilla county en-

tered a decree setting aside and modifying the decree

of May 1, 1896, in so far as the Eio Grande and Empire
canals were concerned and allowing it to stand as it re-

lated to other ditches.

The law governing water rights in the state of

Colorado is that as a ditch on a certain 'date diverted a

certain amount of water it was given a priority right
to that amount. As each ditch of later construction

took water it was also given an appropriation priority

number, and the date and amount were recorded. Or
when a company enlarged the capacity of its ditch the

amount was registered and given a priority number. In

practice when water is plentiful there is no restriction

as to the amount of water a ditch may take from the

streams, but when the rivers are low it is the duty of

the water commissioner to restrain the owners of ditches

from taking more than the ditch is entitled to and shut-

ting off the water when ditches of later construction are

taking water to which the earlier built canals are en-

titled.

The Eio Grande river supplies the larger part of

the water used for irrigation purposes in the San Luis

Eio Grande & Lariat 54.4

Excelsior 75.1

Independent Ditch 11.2

Eio Grande Ditch 26.4

Eio Grande Canal
*

905.6

Eio Grande & San Luis Ditch 14.6

Monte Vista Canal 257.8

Hickory Jackson 20.6

San Lnis Valley Canal 92.9

Eio Grande Ditch No. 4 12.

Costilla Ditch 103.3

Prairie Ditch 105.1

Star Ditch Enlargement Co.'s 10.

Billings Ditch 25.6

Farmers' Union : 138.8

From these figures it will be seen that the Eio

Grande canal is the largest in the valley. A word
about the history of irrigation in the valley would not

be out of place here. In 1883 T. C. Henry conceived

the idea of building a large canal north of the Eio

Grande river and one or two south. Accordingly he re-

ceived a loan from the Travellers' Insurance Company
of Hartford, Conn., of about $700,000. Work was be-
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gun on the Rio Grande canal the same year and a little

later the Monte Vista canal was started. The com-

pany organized by Mr. Henry was also the owner of

the Empire canal, now the property of another corpora-

tion, watering land to the south of the Rio Grande river.

Considerable land was also taken up and by 1884 the

work had so far progressed on the Rio Grande canal

that a crop was planted on what is now the North Farm,
about four and a half miles northeast of where the

town of Monte Vista is located. In the fall of 1885

the Travellers' Insurance Company took over the rights

and property of Mr. Henry's company and since that

where it einpties into the stream about a mile south-

east of the town of Saguache. There are eighteen main
laterals leaving the main canal, all flowing east. Alto-'

gether there are over five hundred miles of laterals,

carrying water sufficient to irrigate 125,000 acres.

There are at the present time between 60,000 and 75,000
acres being supplied. The water appropriations, with

dates, numbers and amounts of the Rio Grande canal

are given below :

176 Aug. 31, 1879 (Hermanthal) .8

178 Nov. 30, 1879 (Scotch) 11.2

179 Dec. 30, 1879 (Schuch & Schmidt) ... 2.

Diverting Dam, Rio Grande Canal, Colorado.

time has been in active ownership. The organization 197
of the Rio Grande Land & Canal Company, the Monte 198

Vista Canal Company, and the Colorado Valley Land 220

Company was shortly after affected and it is through 235
these three organizations that the active management of 216A
the business is conducted. Judge P. C. Goudy of 276A
Denver is manager and Mr. John MacArthur has charge 288A
of the local office at Monte Vista as superintendent. 312A
The company maintains the Meadow Ranch of 16,000 317
acres some twenty-five miles northeast of Monte Vista, 338%
where about 1,400 cattle are annually raised, and the 344
North Farm, which contains about 2,000 acres. Both 358A

Dec 31, '1880 (Biedel) 20.

Jan 1, 1881 (Enterprise) 13.4

April 15, 1882 (Schuch & Schmidt) . . 1.6

July 1, 1882 (Dunning Mill) 6.

Sept. 2, 1881 318.4

June 10, 1885 22.8

June 10, 1886 22.7

June 10, 1887 26.

March 1, 1888 (Schuch & Schmidt) .8

June 10, 1888 : 33.6

March 30, 1889 24.4

June 10, 1889. 16.6

The Monte Vista Canal, San Luis Valley, Colorado.

these ranches are under the Rio Grande canal. The
South Farm of 1,000 acres, under the Monte Vista

canal, was a few years ago sold to the Getts brothers,
who are operating it at the present time. Mr. W. W.
Reilly is the engineer for both canals and it has been
under his direction that much of the construction work
has been done.

The Rio Grande canal has its rise on the north
side of the river about one mile above the village of
Del Norte. The headgate was constructed in 1901, and
consists of twelve four-foot openings and was built to

replace the old structure. The course of the canal is

northeasterly for thirty-eight miles to Saguache creek,

363A June 10, 1890 43.

363B July 24, 1890 52.

365 Nov. 17, 1891 293.7

Additional since 1900, about 60.

The Rio Grande canal is locally known as the

Travellers' ditch. Water rights in both the Rio Grande
and Monte Vista canals cost the farmers seven and a

half dollars for twenty-five inches ; nine dollars for fifty

inches; eleven and a* half dollars for seventy-five inches,
and thirteen and a half dollars for a hundred inches

a season.

The Monte Vista canal was formerly known as the

Citizens' ditch. It takes water from the Rio Grande
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river about half way between Del Norte and Monte
Vista. Its direction is southeasterly for twenty-two
miles to where it empties into the Alamosa river about

six and a half miles northwest of La Jara. The canal

formerly extended across the Alamosa river some twelve

or thirteen miles southeast to the Conejos river, but it

was discontinued a few years ago at the Alamosa river

as the district below was covered by Conejos rights and

the revenue derived from the sale of water was insuffi-

cient to maintain the ditch. The Monte Vista canal

gets its water by two appropriations, the first, No. 224,
dated May 31, 1882, being for 132.2 feet, and the other,

tain their unreasonable position. In the meantime all

the San Luis irrigation projects involving the use of

public lands for reservoirs or canal purposes are held

up in the land office.

The Travellers' Insurance Company had started

the construction of a large reservoir near the head-
waters of the Bio Grande river with a capacity of 42,-
000 acre-feet. Work on it was necessarily stopped
the fact that Secretary Garfield again put into effect

the order restricting the impounding of water, which
bad been suspended by Secretary Hitchcock. There are,

however, several other reservoirs now under construc-

Headgate of Monte Vista Canal, San Luis Valley, Colorado.

No. 358, dated May 24, 1889, being for 125.6 feet, a

total of 257.8 feet.

Eeservoir building in the valley has been hindered

and in some cases effectually stopped by the department
of the interior. The reason is that some years ago the

federal government concluded a treaty with the gov-
ernment of Mexico by which we guaranteed them a flow

of 63,000 acre-feet annually from the Rio Grande river

tion. The recent great increase in the value of irrigated
farm lands in the valley has led to the projection of sev-

eral reservoir plans, designed to save water from the

winter and spring flows of the rivers for use later in

the summer. The first two of these to approach com-

pletion are located west of La Jara on the Alamosa and
La Jara rivers. The Terrace reservoir on Alamosa river

will have, when completed, a capacity of nearly 30,000

Headgate of Rio Grande Canal, San Luis Valley, Colorado.

at the international boundary. Partly in order to secure

this delivery according to the treaty, and partly to pro-
mote irrigation in Texas and New Mexico in accord-

ance with the reclamation law, the service has under-

taken the construction of the big reservoirs in New
Mexico, and refuses to permit the development of fur-

ther storage and irrigation projects in the San Luis val-

ley, holding that Colorado development subordinate not

only to the international rights of Mexico, but also to

the rights of users of water from the new reclamation

projects, even though the San Luis appropriations were

prior to those for the Elephant Dam Engel project.
Thus far no final decision in the matter has been

reached, and in view of the recent decision in the Colo-

rado-Kansas case it seems hardly possible that the

officials of the interior department will be able to main-

acre-feet. The impounding dam of this reservoir will

be the highest dirt fill in the world, being 211 feet high
and 1,055 feet on the base. The La Jara reservoir,

with a concrete and masonry dam, has a capacity of

17,000 acre-feet. These two reservoirs will provide
for a township and a half of land. The distributing

ditches have already been constructed, and about 2,000
acres of ground was irrigated and in crop in the season

of 1907.

Other reservoirs which will probably be placed
under construction within the next year or two are the

Elk Creek and Magote, taking water out of the Conejos

river, and having a combined capacity of 43,000 acre-

feet.

(Concluded on page 84.)
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A Practical Solution of the California Reclamation

Problem

In the San Francisco Chronicle of Sunday, August
11, 1907, there appeared an article entitled "Reclaiming
California's Netherlands." "Planning to Add Over

1,500,000 Fertile Acres to Wealth of State." "When
Drained This Land Is Said To Be Worth from $300 to

$500 Per Acre."

This article treats particularly of the deplorable
condition existing today in the Sacramento and San

Joaquin valleys, where over one million five hundred
thousand acres of the richest agriculture land on the

face of the globe has been rendered almost or altogether

worthless, from the fact that it is either under water

all or part of the year, or is in constant danger of peri-

odic overflow.

Naturally the problem of successfully reclaiming
these lands and rendering them permanently immune
from flood damage has for years been regarded as the

most important question before the people of California

and its legislative bodies.

It is estimated that fully $20,000,000 have already
been expended in dredging, erecting levees and pumping
out diked areas; but it is admitted that this vast ex-

penditure has accomplished no lasting good, as the beds

of these rivers are continually filling up with debris

from the old hydraulic mining operations and the levee

of today has to be built higher and higher, with no

surety that next year's floods will not sweep it away
and devastate the land it is intended to protect.

The people of California have at last awakened to

a realization of the fact that spasmodic levee and dike

building by local reclamation districts is worse than

useless; that the only practical, permanently successful

way to reclaim this wonderfully fertile empire is to take

it all in under one comprehensive plan and place it once

for all beyond the possibility of flood damage.
How can this be done? Various plans have been

proposed by engineers, many of whom are of national

reputation. It is generally conceded that as an essen-

tial to successful reclamation the channels of the Sacra-

mento and San Joaquin Rivers and their main tribu-

taries must be restored to their original levels. As ttiis

can only be done by dredging, the cost of this class of

work by any of the proven devices heretofore in use has

alwasy acted as an insuperable bar. Then, again, suc-

cessful dredging would have to be on such a gigantic
scale that the disposal of the dirt dredged from the river

channels at once becomes a serious problem. There nas

always been a tendency to rely on the paternal aid of

the Federal Government, backed up by State appropria-
tions ; but the necessities of the situation involve the ex-

penditures of such immense sums that a proposition to

segregate such a large slice from the Rivers and Har-
bors Budget could not help exciting the antagonism of

the three hundred odd congressmen whose special baili-

wicks would be left out in the cold.

State help in amounts large enough to do any real

permanent good could hardly be expected for a similar

reason.

Therefore, it seems plain that the burden of the

cost of reclamation must be borne by those whose prop-

erty will be directly benefited thereby, viz., the owners of

the fifteen hundred thousand acres of land in the Sacra-

mento and San Joaquin valleys which such reclamation

would forever make safe against possible flood damage.
But as it would be an impossible task to get several

thousand owners to unanimously agree to the adoption
of any one plan irrespective of its real merits, it would
seem that the State itself must take the initiative and

by legislative enactment form one grand reclamation

district embracing the fifteen hundred thousand acres

which it is intended to benefit; authorizing the trustees

who will have charge of the reclamation work to issue

4 per cent bonds against the entire drainage district for

the cost of the work done as it progresses ; bonds to ma-
ture in 50 years, but to be subject to being retired at

end of any five-year period on due notice being given;
the State of California to guarantee payment of interest

on the bonds and to collect the taxes on the lands from
which the interest and the principal are to be paid.

Such act should provide for the temporary con-

demnation of a strip of land one thousand feet wide on
each side of the river to be dredged outside of incor-

porated towns and cities, to which the debris taken from
the bed of the stream shall be transferred, and where
such debris does not contain a sufficient quality of veg-
etable loam to insure fertility, a top dressing of tule

mud shall be laid on the new made ground, which will

then be turned back to the original owner in prime con-
dition to be put under cultivation.

Competent engineers estimate that to restore these

streams to their original levels, as they existed fifty

years ago, two hundred and fifty linear miles of channel
would have to be dredged and from each mile an average
of 3,000,000 cubic yards of debris must be elevated and

spread over the thousand foot strip on each side of the

channel. This will raise the banks of the river eight to

nine feet above present height and will cut down the
level of the stream itself twenty-four feet, a net gain
of about thirty-two or thirty-three feet, which will abun-

dantly take care of any future floods.

To be effective, the work of dredging the entire two
hundred and fifty miles of river channel must be done
within a comparatively short period, say five years, in

order to put the reclaimed land in shape to be cropped,
and so earn a sure income that will not only pay the tax

levy, but also produce an additional revenue to the own-
ers. During the five years of unproductiveness the

State should advance the interest on the bond issue.

The first question to be considered is the measure
of damages to which property owners would be entitled

for the temporary condemnation of the thousand foot

strip of land alongside the river. As they would only
be deprived of the use of this land for a short period
in no case exceeding five years and as it would be re-

. turned to them infinitely more valuable than when it

was given up, it would seem that in the great majority
of cases the obligation would be on the side of the prop-

erty owner and in any case would be limited to the

actual value of improvements destroyed.
But the most important question to be considered
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in fact, the vital point on which the feasibility of the

whole plan hinges is, how much of an annual tax couid

the land within this reclamation district stand without

its becoming a burden that the property owners would

be unwilling to incur? It certainly must be limited to

a small percentage of the income that the cultivation of

this land will produce after being reclaimed. This tax,

however, must produce a sum that will not only pay the

interest on the bond issue, but also lorm a sinking fund

which, properly invested and compounded, will pay off

the principal at the end of the fifty-year period.

While a great deal of this land will by reclamation

be made very valuable (in some cases even exceeding the

$300 to $500 per acre valuation claimed in the Chroni-

cle's artcle), and while the owners of such land could,

and in most cases would, most gladly stand a compara-

tively heavy tax on account of the benefits derived, the

tax itself should be kept down to a figure that could be

borne without hardship by the poorest grazing land in

the district.

Taking the entire fifteen hundred thousand acres

as one body, and it seems reasonable that the expendi-
ture of $20 per acre for dredging, draining and reclaim-

ing would increase the value of every acre in the entire

district at least $50, and if the payment of that $20
could be strung along in annual installments forty-five

years, the property owners could pay it out of the crops
without ever feeling it, particularly if it were provided
that any owner could pay the pro rata share of the bond
issue outstanding against his land at the end of any five-

year period, and by so doing stop interest for the bal-

ance of the fifty years that the bonds run.

To one who has given this matter study the most
natural question to ask is this : By what system of dredg-

ing can 250 miles of river channel be cleared of 750,-

000,000 cubic yards of debris at a cost so low that a tax

of $20 per acre on the 1,500,000 acres benefited will

pay the bill ? One year ago the question would have re-

mained unanswered
;
but in that year there has appeared

a dredging device which the best posted engineers in

California, after thorough and prolonged tests, state

unequivocally is destined to revolutionize sand, silt,

gravel and mud dredging and reclamation work and
that it is the one thing needed to make the reclamation

of the Sacramento and San Joaquin valleys a practical

certainty. It is known as the Bed Eock Pneumatic

Pipe Dredge, and is now in practical commercial opera-
tion in the city of Sacramento, where it has proven be-

3'ond question that it can succesfully lift the mining de-

bris from the bed of the Sacramento River and transport
it any reasonable distance at a cost of installation and

operation (considering capacity) far below that oi any
other method of dredging known today.

It now remains for the people of Central Califor-

nia, who are certainly awake to the seriousness of the

existing situation, to face a business problem in a busi-

nesslike way and to apply the remedy to their own
troubles without waiting for assistance from Washing-
ton. Their representatives in Congress will doubtless

see that the California Waterways receive their fair

share of Congressional appropriations, but if that share

should be sufficient to pay the interest on the cost of

practical reclamation of their low lands it is all that can

be reasonably expected.
The floods of last Winter alone are charged with

a damage of over $30,000,000. An intelligent expendi-
ture of as much more will make a recurrence of such

calamity forever impossible and will add over $100,000,-
000 to the tangible wealth of Central California. The

property owners who are directly affected should re-

member that

"Half way measures ain't no account
In this world or the next."

They must get after their State representatives and
Senators and impress on them the necessity for the

early passage of a bill that will be legal authority for
the carrying out of one vast comprehensive plan of per-
manent reclamation that will make every one of those
fifteen hundred thousand acres of waste land an income
earner for all time to come.

The severest blow ever dealt to the prosperity of
the State of California was the necessity that confronted
her legislature in the early '80s, of making choice be-
tween her two most important citizens, the farmer and
the miner. Hydraulic mining had made California

world-famous, but hydraulic mining in Central Califor-
nia was then destroying the fertility of her richest valley
lands. The struggle was long and fierce, but none shall

say at this late date that the legislature of California
did not choose the proper horn of the dilemma when it

issued the edict that practically destroyed an industry
in which over $100,000,000 capital was legitimately and
most profitably invested. A quarter of a century has
since elapsed and still no one has shown how the golden
crops of the Sierras can be reaped without endangering
the still more valuable crops of the valley lands.

But if it should be shown that the Pneumatic Pipe
Dredge can not only take the old hydraulic tailings out
of the beds of the rivers where they have lain so long
and where they are a continual, ever-recurring source of

trouble, to make of them a protecting bulwark defending
the valley lands against the rivers themselves; but can
also elevate and transport new tailings at a small frac-

tion more than the cost of elevating and transporting
water, is it not clear that the hydraulic miner would no

longer have to depend on the running streams to carry
away his tailings, but could transport them to dumping
grounds where they could do no possible harm to the

agricultural interest* of the valleys. This would mean
that the miner and the farmer of California will once
more march shoulder to shoulder in terms of perfect

amity, each ministering to the needs of the other, each
in his own way aiding largely in the prosperity and

general welfare of the entire country. It would mean
the return of the Golden Age of California, when every

gulch gave forth the echo-boom of hyraulic giants, forc-

ing the treasure-laden hills to give up their long hidden
stores of golden gravel.

THE IRRIGATION AGE, 1 year $1.00

THE PRIMER OF IRRIGATION, a finely illustrated

300-page book 2.00

II both are ordered send .... 2.50

Address, IRRIGATION AGE.
112 Dea.rborr\ Street, Chicago.
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FEDERATION OF TREE-GROWING CLUBS.

DETAILS CONCERNING THE MOVEMENT.

We are glad to inform our readers that the move-
ment to form tree growing clubs throughout the United

States is meeting with splendid success. Recent letters

from Mr. H. A. Green of California brings the good news
that clubs are being organized all over that state. Work
is already under way for the formation of a parent club

in Illinois, and it is hoped that within the next few
months a club will be organized in each county of this

state, and develop from that to similar organizations in

every school in each county. When it is considered that

there are one hundred and one counties in the state of

Illinois, and that by the organization of a club in each

county at some central point others may become inter-

ested and that in time there is likely to be from ten to

twenty or even fifty clubs in eacn county, it can readily
be understood what a tremendous movement this may
bcome, where all the members of the various clubs are

propagating trees from the seed and transplanting them
in the gardens, along the public highways, and on farms

ester of the date of organization, the names of its offi-

cers, also to make an annual report to him of what has
been accomplished during the year. Copies of the re-

ports must be forwarded to Hon. H. A. Greene, Monerey,
Cal., president, and D. H. Anderson, 112 Dearborn

street, Chicago, secretary of the Federation of Tree

Growing Clubs of America, who will cause a certificate

of membershit) to be issued showing that the club has
its official place among the immortals.

When the members of the club, or the club's nurs-

ery, have a surplus of any kinds of trees on hand, the

secretary is expected to forward its list to THE IRRIGA-
TION AGE, the official organ of the Federation, and by
such a course exchanges of trees will be made between
clubs.

SUGGESTIONS.

No more acceptable Christmas or birthday gift
could be thought of than a growing tree, especially
where propogated by the donor.

School teachers should particularly be induced to

become active club members.
Besides growing trees, members should strive to

Getting a New Start in Life on the Flathead Reservation, Great Northern Railway.

throughout their respective counties. To one who has

never given any thought to this subject a careful consid-

eration of it will, at first, appeal, but gradually settle

into a firm belief in the wonderful fhture of this organ-
ization.

The shibboleth of the Tree Growing Clubs of

America is, "One great, strong, unselfish soul in every

community would actually redeem the world," and the

motto of the clubs is "Useful Effort." It is the ambition
of the promoters of the Tree Growing movement to

have a club organized in every community in the Union.
The objects of such clubs are : First, to aid in con-

serving our natural resources; to make our world more

beautiful, and to plant useful trees to restore the timber

supply. Second, to interest the school children in rais-

ing trees, and give them an opportunity to earn money
by it through their individual effort. Third, to teach

by example and precept unselfishness by earnest effort

to accomplish extensive planting and redistribution of

valuable trees.

It shall be the duty of each club, as suggested by
the Hon. H. A. Greene, president of the Federation of

Tree Growing Clubs of America (whose headquarters
are at Monterey, California), to notify the State For-

have owners of land contract with the club to plant
trees thereon.

Trees grown by club members and the school chil-

dren would not be ready to plant out until they are two

or three years old.

For example : Mr. Brown desires to plant ten acres

of land in trees and will pay ten, fifteen or twenty-five
cents each, planted and growing. Should Mr. Brown
want them planted six feet apart it would take 15,000
trees. Now, the club must cause a sufficient number of

trees to be started of the kinds wanted, by members and
school children. When the trees have attained the age

agreed upon a picnic is arranged. The larger boys will

be divided into two squads, one wearing brown, and the

other blue, overalls. One squad will dig holes and the

other plant the trees. The girls and smaller boys will

distribute the trees from wagons alongside the holes.

Sould it be deemed advisable, a watering squad might
be formed to soak each tree. Teachers aided by men
and women would direct operations. The club would

naturally supply a good "feed" for the noon hour.

The County Supervisor would be induced to plant
the public highways with trees, which would be accom-

plished in the same manner as above described.
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If any or our readers who contemplate organizing
a club will kindly notify THE IRRIGATION AGE an effort

will be made to secure acorns of the California species

and some other rare seeds for experimental purposes in

this and other central states. Address D. H. Anderson,

secretary, 112 Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois, for

additional data.

It is well to offer a suggestion concerning the plant-

ing of tree seeds :

A box no larger than 18 by 20 inches and 4 inches

deep filled with sandy loam, should be used. Smooth

uniformly, leaving no hollows or holes. No more than

1,000 seeds, should be sown in each box. Sprinkle over

seed soil to depth of little more than diameter of seed.

Cover with fine sand if earth is not quite loose, unplas-
tic. Unless a fine sprinkler is handy cover the surface

with a piece of sacking and soak thoroughly. After-

wards keep moist. Naturally, you will place the box

in a warm place and protect from frost and interference.

When plants are about two inches high remove them
into tin cans and care for them until they are ready to

transplant, say three feet tall. It is suggested that all

trees should be thoroughly soaked with water after

transplanting. A layer of wood ashes between the

A GREAT IRRIGATION PROJECT IN THE SALI-

NAS VALLEY, CALIFORNIA, AWAITING
GOVERNMENT AID.

H. A. Greene, President Federation of Tree Growing
Clubs, Directing Planting of Tan-bark Oak Acorns
in Tin Cans at His Home in Monterey, Cal.

buried cans will tend to keep off worms. Use sulphur
en tops if attacked by insects, and pick off worms if

found. Futher specified information will be gladly fur-

nished by the Monterey Tree Growing Club of Monte-

rey, California.

The splendid movement is growing organizations of

these clubs throughout the country, and it is expected
that a strong club will be organized at Elgin, Illinois,,

within the next thirty days, which will be. the nucleus

of the Tree Growing Clubs of this state. The matter

will be presented at a meeting of the Teachers' Federa-

tion which is to be held at Elgin, about January 15,

and will be explained to them thoroughly so that they

may go to their homes and organize clubs and have the

work started the coming Spring.

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation Age
1 yea.r, o.nd the Primer of Irrigation

(Special Correspondence.)

In the Salinas valley of Monterey county, Califor-

nia, under the balmy sky of one of the fairest sections

of the new France beside the Pacific, lies one of the in-

viting fields offered the Government for irrigation enter-

prise.

The project comprises 150,000 acres lying between
a point a few miles southeast of San Ardo and sweeping
down into the broader valley lying below the city of

Salinas. Through this strip of beautiful country flows

the Salinas Eiver. It has a number of small tributa-

ries.

Nearly every foot of this land is rich and will pro-
duce all the crops that make the tiller's heart rejoice.
In the Salinas and its tributaries enough water flows in

the winter months to give the 150,000 acres a bountiful

supply.
All that is necessary is to impound water in the

flood season and canal it to the acres of the valley dur-

ing the dry spell where the land now lies idle, except at

such places where private enterprise may have devel-

oped an irrigation supply by steam pumping or wind-
mill.

The enterprising people of the Salinas valley have
had surveys made that show feasible reservoir sites,

where a sufficient supply of water can be stored at a

cost of about $15.00 an acre. The people have begun
the project. They await some action by the Reclama-
tion Service toward taking it up and completing it.

The climate of the Salinas valley is one of the most

perfect in California.

Dr. D. Brumwell of King City, in the valley of the

Salinas, in his report on the mortality of the state, says :

"The death rate of Salinas valley, per capita, is 33 1-3

per cent less than that of the rest of the state. Malaria
and kindred diseases are unknown in the valley. In fact,

the climatic conditions are ideal for both health and

industry."
The citizens of the valley, who at their own expense

have obtained an engineer's report, deserve praise for

their enterprise and it should bear iruit. The Govern-
ment can hardly delay long in taking up their project.

The rainfall in this rich valley ranges only from 8

to 12 inches, and sometimes it is less than 8 inches.

This is why irrigation is so vital. Fine grain crops
are raised by "dry" farming.

When the rainfall is good the land shows its capac-

ity. Where watered artificially the results are abundant.
Of alfalfa, of which there are five cuttings a year, seven

tons an acre are taken off. Barley does better than

twenty-five sacks, and wheat produces fifteen sacks.

Sugar beets produce from twelve to twenty tons.

There is a variety of soil in the valley ranging from

decomposed granite to heavy, rich adobe and including
both light and heavy sandy loams. All is irrigable with

the possible exception of a few small patches of clear

sand near the river.

Small fruits and orchards where planted are doing

finely. Salinas apples are famous.

At Salinas the valley is about ten miles wide, but
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narrows gradually toward Soledad to about five miles,

while at San Ardo it is about one mile wide.

From the mountain surrounding the valley flow the

Arroyo Seco, the San Lorenzo, San Antonio and Naci-

mento rivers. On the one first mentioned the engineer
found five available reservoir sites. One excellent one

was found on the San Lorenzo and one on the San An-
tonio. On the Nacimento are several, but owing to the

narrowness of the canyon their impounding capacity has

not been worked out.

There is a good dam site at Wunpost on the "Salinas

River, to raise the water for diversion into canals

through wich it could be taken to lands only a mile and
a half below. Prom this point to Salinas and beyond
there is abundance of fall to permit of carrying the

water alongside of the foothills and supplying all the

lands between them and the river, including the mesa
lands in the vicinity of King City. A forty-foot ditch

carrying water seven feet deep would carry 1,000 cubic

feet per second, which would supply all the land on the

east side of the Salinas River below the foothills.

There is a fine underflow for windmill and pumping
irrigation.

The cost of installing a Government project would
be greatly lessened by the fact that valuable material is

close at hand. Here are two analysis that have been

made : Analysis of clay found on the Arroyo Seco, made

by Smith Emery Company, San Francisco :

Silica (SiO) 55.07 per cent

Alumina (
A1 2 3 ) 17.54 per cent

Iron oxide (Fe2 3 )
6.06 per cent

Lime (CaO) 7.12 per cent

Magnesia (MgO) 2.77 per cent

Loss on ignition 9.84 per cent

Undetermined 1.60 per cent

100.00 per cent

This deposit is very near one of the dam site sur-

veys.

Analysis of lime rock found on the Arroyo Seco,
made by Prof. A. S. Eakle, Assistant State Mineralo-

gist, State University, California :

Silicon dioxide (SI02 ) 0.38

Alumina red oxide of iron 3 (AI 2 3 Fe2 3 ) .... 0.44

Calcium oxide (CaO) 54.76

Magnesium oxide (MgO) 0.62

Carbon dioxide (CO,) 43.70

JUDGE CYRUS HAPPY.

99.90

This only lacks about 2 per cent of being pure lime
carbonate.

Extensive markets are close. There are good rail-

road connections now and it is expected that the West-
ern Pacific, Gould's transcontinental road, will pass

through the valley within the next two years.

Renew your subscription for the

IRRIGATION AGE for 1908. Send us

Post Office or Express

order for $1.00.
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Writes About the Spokane Country.

Judge Cyrus Happy, of Spokane, honorary vice-

president of the National Irrigation Congress, and

recognized as the father of irrigation in the Spokane
country, has this to say of farming by irrigation :

"If any one had predicted ten years ago the mar-
ivelous results in the way of products and profits now

being realized in Washington from irrigated lands he

would have been considered crazy. Nowhere in the

United States are the lands yielding such returns to

the owners as they are in the Pacific northwest, from

irrigated orchards, where the growing of the apple, pear
and cherry crop is being reduced to a science. In the

Yakima and Wenatchee valleys, where sufficient time

has elapsed to grow orchards to the state of bearing

crops of fruit, the profits being realized from these

orchards, and the prices being paid for such lands, are

almost incredible.

"Spokane is favorably situated as respects irriga-

tion, and the growing of the best varieties of winter

apples, pears and cherries. In two or three years the

young orchards now growing on irrigated lands in

Spokane territory will begin profitable bearing.
- Then

the advantages of irrigation to accrue to Spokane will

become most apparent so far as dollars and cents go,

Scene Along Great Northern Railway.

but the best crop any country can produce is good
citizens. Anarchy never grows upon a farm, little or

big. The irrigated district combines the most scientific

cultivation of the soil, while eliminating all the most

objectionable features of the farm. The home is near

the school house, church, stores and neighbors, and in

the case of Spokane's irrigated districts, will be close to

good transportation facilities.

"Under such favorable conditions, and in view of

the fact that the public lands are so soon to become

exhausted, there can be no doubt that the City of Spo-
kane will be surrounded by a density of population

engaged in cultivating the soil, which will greatly add

"to the growth, wealth and attractiveness of Spokane.
"The question is sometimes asked whether there is

danger of oversupply of fruit which will be raised in the

near future on irrigated lands. Here is what W. N.

White, a prominent apple buyer of New York, recently
said on the subject after a stay of two months in east-

ern Washington :

" 'The Spokane country is certainly making a good
record as an apple producer. The winter apples from

this district are entitled to first place in the high grades
of the world's supply. The fruit is large and of beau-

tiful appearance. Such attractive fruit always finds

a ready market. In answer to the question as to

whether or not there is any danger of over-supply, let

me say that the demand is constantly increasing in-
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creasing in a greater measure, perhaps, than the supply.

Anybody who can put two and two together and find

that it makes four may easily figure out that there is

no occasion to begin to back up on the increase of

your acreage. Keep on improving the quality the size

and the attractive appearance of your apples, and you
will never lack for eager market demand for them.

Notwithstanding the vast territory you have in Wash-

ington that may be profitably devoted to apple produc-
tion, you haven't enough to create the danger of over-

supply.'
"As we look at it now, whatever development takes

place within 150 miles of Spokane in the way of irri-

gation and fruit growing, will inure greatly to the

advantage of Spokane ; but this city's greatest benefit

will accrue from the irrigation of those irrigable lands

like those in the Spokane valley and other outlying
districts within an hour's ride by trolley cars from the

city. These districts will not only be densely popu-
lated, but doubtless will become as beautiful and attract-

ive to the tourist and pleasure seeker as are the orange

groves in California and Florida. With the great abun-

dance of cheap water power which the Spokane river

A LONGING.

I'm weary of the city with its artificial ways,
The rows of mammoth buildings with their princely fall

displays.
I'm sad with sight of children prematurely world-wise,

grave,
And I'm hurt to see how people of all ages have to slave

To keep alive the spark of life that ever begs to live,

Because it might enjoy some day the treasures God did

give
In great profusion on the earth to brighten mankind's

eye
But here instead of reveling in His works they toil and

die!

I'm weary of the city, and I'll journey far away.
I'm weary of the city, and no longer will I stay

Amongst its heavy hearted, and its toil, and noise, and
strain

Yes, I'll leave the busy city and 111 seek a western plain,
Where the brown and dried-up grasses bend beneath the

autumn's breeze.

An Irrigated Farm in thi

will provide, it does not require any stretch of imagina-
tion to see these beautiful suburban orchard communi-
ties lighted up all night with arc lights, and abundantly

provided with electric railway service. It seems to me
that these favored communities will contain ideal homes
and conditions for the development of citizenship that

is healthy in body, mind and morals."

Arizona Blade Ed Crane, manager of the University

Experiment Station at Yuma, according to the Enterprise,
reports wonderful success in growing a test crop of

onions. They are of the White Bermuda variety. A strip

thirty feet wide across the field was recently harvested
and weighed. The test showed that the acre of onions
would produce 25,000 pounds, which wholesales in Yuma
at from 2*4 cents to 3^ cents a pound. This means an
income of from $625 to $500 per acre. It was on land

adjoining this tract that last June and July were produced
13,521 pounds of tomatoes on a half acre, the crop selling
for $624.60. On the same seven acre tract there was last

year a one acre patch of Rockyford cantaloupes, which
from July 5th to September 7th produced $144.60 worth
of fruit.

And the spirit of the prairie tingles through me when

my knees

Press against my skittish bronco as he cleaves the brac-

ing air

So I'll hark me to the prairies, life is fresh and joyous
there !

N. C. HARHIS.

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation Age, one year, and

the Primer of Irrigation, a 260-page finely illustrated

work for new beginners in irrigation.
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Reclamation Service

Weivs

The Secretary of the Interior has awarded contracts

for furnishing cement for use in connection with Government

irrigation projects as follows:

Kansas Portland Cement Company, Independence,

Kan., 5,000 barrels for use on the Payette-Boise project,

Idaho, at $1 per barrel f. o. b. cars at Independence;
The Marqtiette Cetflent Company, of La Salle, 111.,

12,000 barrels for South Dakota, Nebraska and Montana

projects, at 88 cents per barrel f. o. b. cars at La Salle.

The Secretary of the Interior, as a result of his recent

inspection of conditions on the ground in the Truckee-

Carson irrigation project, Nevada, has issued an order

largely in the interest of the settlers, tending to simplify

matters and save uncertainty and annoyance especially as

regards the way in which payments are to be made.

In future the payments of the charges, instead of be-

ing required to be made at the Land Office at Carson

City, Nev., can be made to the Special Fiscal Agent, of

the Reclamation Service located at Fallon. The local land'

office for this project is at Carson City, Nev., a distance

of nearly seventy-five miles by rail and involving a day's

time for the round trip from Fallon. Most of the irriga-

tors find it impossible to make the round trip from their

homes in one day. It is therefore a source of considerable

expense and inconvenience to the irrigator to require him
to make payment at the land office.

The Secretary has also decided to increase the charge
to $30 per acre, to take effect on and after January 1, 1908,

He has given the present settlers and those who settle

before this date the preference of a lower rate, but the

success of the project justifies an increased payment on
the part of those who longer delay.

On and after that date all applications for homestead

entry on the land open for settlement in this project must
be accompanied by an application for water right and by
the first payment on the charge of $3 per acre of irrigable
land. The charge for operation and maintenance of 40

cents per are of irrigable land is in addition to this. The
payment of this first installment of $3.40 per acre is made
a condition of acceptance of the entry. Applications for

water rights for land in private ownership filed on or after

January 1, 1908, must likewise be accompanied by the first

installment of $3.40 per acre of irrigable land.

For all land filed upon in any year on or before June
15, and for application for water rights for. land in private
ownership filed on or before the same date, the charges
will be collected for that irrigation season. When the

filing is made after June 15 in any year, the amount paid
on account of operation and maintenance will be a credit
on account of the installment for the next year.

In regard to raising the charge to $30 per acre the
estimate was made for the land first reclaimed and were
prepared at a time when materials and labor were much
cheaper than at present. Since that time the cost of con-
struction has become greater, with the result that the
greater part of the necessary cost for storage to protect
the water supply for the new lands must be in addition
to the first estimate. It has therefore been necessary to
have a new estimate of the cost of construction. This
goes into effect on all applications for water rights made
subsequent to the date announced.

The increase in the charge for construction is neces-
sary and wise, not only because of this new estimate of
the construction cost, but also because it is a just and
reasonable matter to require future settlers to. pay a

greater charge than those who have heretofore settled
upon the land. The early settlers found a barren and
nearly unoccupied country with few neighbors or roads.
They were more than twenty miles from a railroad and
there was only a small town with little market for their

products and meager accommodations for furnishing sup-

plies.
A railroad has now been extended onto the heart of

the project, the towns have greatly increased in popula-
tion and furnish much better opportunities for purcnasing
necessary supplies and for disposing of produce. Many
farms are now occupied and the means of travel are much
better than in the beginning. New settlers are finding
more favorable financial and social conditions than the

first settlers, the conditions of life are easier and profitable

occupations abound.
The requirement that all applications for homestead

entry on and after January 1, 1908, and for water rights

on private lands must be accompanied by the first pay-
ment of the charges, $3.40 per acre of irrigable land, has

been demonstrated by experience to be a necessity in order

to prevent speculative filings and to secure bona fide

settlers. The holders of private lands are likewise sub-

ject to the increased charge and the requirements of first

payment, in justice to those who have made prompt appli-

cation for a water right, and also to prevent the holding
of such lands unirrigated fpr an indefinite period for spec-
ulative purposes.

It has been shown that when a homesteader is re-

quired to make a payment in advance, his interest in the

land is sufficient to overcome the discouragements of the

first few years, and he is, far more likely to become a suc-

cessful farmer. For the best interests of the project in

securing the cultivation of the land and to prevent as far

as practicable the making of speculative entries, the re-

quirement of a first payment at the time of entry has been
found to be essential. This has been demonstrated by
the experience of all private enterprise and by successful

operations under the Carey Act.

The requirement that for all lands filed upon in any
year on or before June 15, and for water right applica-
tions for land in private ownership so filed, the charges
for operation and maintenance shall be payable for that

irrigating season, is in the interest of farmers, as the

farmer who enters land on or -before June 15 will have
sufficient time in which to prepare the land and raise at

least one crop during that season. For applications filed

later in the year there is no reduction in payment, but
there is a credit allowed on the charge for operation and
maintenance for the next year.

The Secretary of the Interior has canceled the award
of sale of timber around Lakes Clealum, Kacheese and
Kachelus, Washington, recently made to the Cascade
Lumber Company, of North Yakima, Wash., and the tim-
ber is to be readvertised either by lump sum bids for the
timber around each lake or by scaling, as may be decided

upon hereafter.

On April 7 bids were advertised for sale of timber
around these lakes, and also around Bumping lake, involv-

ing about 63,000,000 feet of timber, 2,000 telephone poles,
and 20,000 railroad ties. The bids were to be submitted

by schedule of which there were four, one for each lake.

The bids were received, but one of the companies inserted
a stipulation intended to further explain the intent of the

specifications, and various questions were raised.

In view of these questions the Secretary of the In-
terior has rejected all bids and will dispose of the timber
as above stated.

The Secretary of the Interior has executed contract
with Roebling's Sons & Co., of Trenton, N. J., for fur-

nishing approximately 685,000 pounds of copper wire re-

quired for the transmission line and other purposes in

connection with the Salt river irrigation project, Arizona.
The contract price is 15^4 cents per pound.

It is estimated that the recent drop in copper has
saved the Government approximately $100,000 on this one
transmission line.

The Interior officials are wrestling with a problem
brought up by a clever scheme on the part of settlers to
obtain large land damages from a new railroad being built
in southern Idaho.

The plan of operation is for the settlers who have
taken up 160-acre homestead claims to settle with the rail-
road right of way agent at the best terms obtainable.
Having done this the company has then proceeded to con-
struct the road. As construction proceeds, however, it is
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discovered that an entirely new set of men turn up and
demand damages. It appears that the original settlers

have gone to the local land office, relinquished to some
friend or relative a half or more of their homesteads, and
that the new entryman is then in position to demand from
the railroad new compensation for the right of way
across the entry.

The railroad company is seeking to find some way to

put a stop to this to them new and very profitable in-

dustry.
Mr. I. W. McConnell, engineer in charge of the con-

struction of Gunnison Tunnel, Colorado, has been in the

Washington office a few days on business connected with
his' work. While here Mr. McConnell received appoint-
ment as -supervising engineer in charge of reclamation
work in Colorado, Kansas, the North Platte project,

Nebraska-Wyoming, and the Belle Fourche project, South
Dakota. He will visit the Garden City project, Kansas,
on his way home and early in November will inspect the
northern projects under his supervision.

Speaking of his work on the Gunnison Tunnel, Mr.
McConnell said:

"For about a year past we have been running in

granite rock on the east end, which is fairly uniform in

the difficulty of driving tunnel. We have been inter-

rupted at intervals by the flow of water and within the

year have tapped practically all the springs of that ridge,
so that we have reason to believe now that the available

water supply on the north side of the ridge has been
drained into the east end of the tunnel. The entire flow

amounts to about 350,000 gallons in twenty-four hours.
On the west end last December we encountered a heavy
flow of water and carbonic acid gas. The flow of water
amounted to about 5,000,000 gallons per day of twenty-
four hours. The flow of gas was so heavy and accom-
panied with such high temperature that it was necessary
to drive a new ventilating shaft, which was 700 feet in

depth. This shaft was completed in April and progress
resumed in heading. Since that date the heading has

progressed about 2,000 feet through a region of geologic
faults, which contains disintegrated sandstone, badly
broken shells, and lime.

"About four and a half miles are now completed.
Within the last two weeks we have run into granites on
the west heading, so we anticipate now that we will com-
plete the tunnel in granite. There are practically 9,000
feet to be driven and we expect to finish that at the rate

of 500 feet a month. During the month of August we
ran through a bed of marble, not perfect enough for build-

ing purposes, but susceptible of high polish in small

pieces.
"We expect to furnish water for irrigation in 1909.

Of the 150,000 acres under this project, 35,000 were public
lands, and so eager are the farmers to obtain homes in

this valley that 25,000 acres have been filed upon already
and the settlers are living on their claims in compliance
with the homestead act and waiting patiently for the time
when water can be turned on. Irrigated land in this sec-
tion is easily worth $100 per acre. Fruit lands under
the project will be worth from $500 to $1,000 per acre.

Land without water rights is selling at from $10 to $60
per acre."

Mr. J. H. Quinton, consulting engineer in the United
States Reclamation Service in charge of work in Nevada,
Utah, and Colorado, with headquarters at Provo, Utah, has
resigned the supervisory work of his district on account
of ill health, but will continue in the service on a consult-

ing basis.

Mr. Quinton was born in Ireland and educated at

Queen's College, Belfast, and Queen's College, Galway.
He came to this country in the early seventies and has
been prominently identified with important railroad and
canal construction and general engineering work through-
out the West since that time, having built more than
seventy tunnels, some of large size.

It is probable that the several states which have been
under his supervision will be. added to adjoining districts.

The work of the Reclamation Service is being some-
what embarrassed and delayed by claims for damages
from conditions which arise in connection with construc-
tion work. Some of these damages undoubtedly have a

proper basis, and every reasonable effort is being made
to secure payment of a just compensation; but the proper
claims are to a certain extent delayed and embarrassed by
a great number of more or less fictitious or exaggerated
statements.

A very common mistake made by claimants is to

attempt to swell their claims by adding items which,
upon examination, prove to be absurd. The claimant fre-

quently overlooks the fact that the men who examine such
claims are chosen for their ability and familiarity with
such matters, and when they find misstatements of facts

or exaggerations they naturally assume that the claim, as
a whole, is weak. Very often a just and proper claim for
a small amount is so weighted down with fictitious items
that it is practically impossible to separate the wheat from
the chaff.

The very fact that a claim is against "a great and
generous Government" seems to encourage the claimants
to believe that they can expect payment of damages for
items which in ordinary business practice would not be
considered. Water temporarily diverted from a canal dur-
ing repairs is held by them to result in vast damages,
whereas, as a matter of fact, if the same repairs were
carried on by the people themselves, they would never
for a moment consider the matter other than as a slight
inconvenience, which must be endured in the same degree
as rain or snow storms.

For example, in Nevada one man put in claims for

damages which were based on the fact that he did not
receive water just when he wanted it. It was shown upon
evidence that if it had been offered he would not have
received water because of the fact that the rainfall in

that year was sufficient and that the works of the Govern-
ment had no influence whatever on the amount of water
which came to him. Also, at the particular part of the

year when he might have had the water, he neglected to

use it, thinking that fortunate rains might occur again.
The claimant also put in an item of loss on feeding

several hundred head of animals, and as a matter of fact,

merely hoped to be able to acquire them, and estimated
the profits which he might have had if the water had been
received in sufficient quantities to supply a certain number
of head of stock.

The point which is being emphasized wtih all of
these claimants is that the Government will endeavor to

treat them as fairly as would an individual; but that the
fact that the Government is owning and operating ditches
will not enable them to secure great profits from acci-

dental occurrences or misfortunes in which they have been
contributory participants. In other words, if as part own-
ers of a ditch they have been accustomed to suffer certain

disappointments and losses, the fact that the Government
for the time being is operating the ditch does not give
them a foundation for large claims for alleged damages
due to rains, frosts, or other weather conditions, or to the

ordinary accidents to which all such enterprises are sub-

ject.

That the stringency of the money market is not

affecting the farmers under the Truckee-Carson irrigation

project, Nevada, is evidenced by an official report for the
month of September received at the office of the Reclama-
tion Service in Washington.

During September the third crop of hay was cut in

the valley and the price of alfalfa is quoted at $12 per
ton in the stack, while baled hay is being sold at $18 per
ton. Eggs bring 60 cents per dozen, and other products
are correspondingly high. Potatoes sell at $35 a ton
wholesale in spite of the fact that the largest crop of

potatoes ever grown in the valley was harvested.
The farmers of the project have formed an organiza-

tion to be known as the Truckee-Carson Farmers' Club,
for mutual benefit in social and business matters.

The completion of the second unit of this project dur-

ing the season just passed has thrown open a large addi-
tional acreage to settlement, and the unusually fine facili-

ties offered to farmers in this section are attracting a

large number of desirable settlers.

The actual pumping of water from the Missouri river

into the canal system of the Williston irrigation project
in western North Dakota has begun, and until cold weather

prevents, tests of the apparatus and the gradual filling and
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priming of the main canals and pressure pipes will con-

tinue in order that the system may be in good condition

to deliver water for next season's crops.
A great deal of interest attaches to this project by

reason of the fact that it is the first to be undertaken in

North Dakota, and also because of the unique engineering
features in connection with it.

The Missouri river has a habit of constantly cutting
its banks and changing its channel, so that it was found
impossible to locate any structure for the diversion of
water by gravity without incurring enormous expense to

protect it from the scour of the stream, moreover its grade
was so flat that any gravity canal would be of prohibitive
length. Fortunately large beds of lignite were discovered
in the vicinity, affording cheap fuel, and the engineers con-
ceived the plan of building a power house at the coal
mines and conveying it electrically to the river. The
pumps are placed on floating barges, which will accommo-
date themselves to changes in the river channel and in the
water level. The water is delivered through pipes with
flexible joints into several basins located at sufficient dis-

tance from the shore to be safe from encroachment by the

shifting river. From these basins the water will be pumped
into canals to cover the irrigable lands. The basins also
serve for the purpose of settling silt, large quantities of
which are carried in solution by the Missouri river. Dur-
ing the winter the barges will be drawn out of the water
to points where they will be safe from ice gorges and
sudden freshets.

On September 25 the steam turbine generating ma-
chinery was started up for the first time, and on the fol-

lowing day the electric power at 22,000 volts was sent
over the transmission line to the intake pumping station.
On September 27 the two pumping units located on the

barge were started. During the present month the pump-
ing system has been operated at various times, raising the
water gradually in the settling basin so that the banks
could b.e puddled wherever there was any indication of
weakness.

A semi-gas producing furnace designed for burning
lignite coal is used. As the mine is carried farther into
the vein the quality of the coal improves, and the little

difficulties experienced in starting the plant to operating
satisfactorily are being overcome. It is expected that
5,000 acres will be irrigated during 1908.

The Williston power house will also supply power for
the Buford-Trenton project, transmitting it by wire
twenty-two miles. The installation of the electrical
apparatus and the four pumping units in the station which
receives the power from Williston has been completed at

Buford, and the pumping machinery will probably be
mounted on the barge this month. Some obstacles have
been encountered in securing right of way for the trans-
mission line, but the wires will be manufactured this
winter and it is hoped to have them placed on the poles
early in the spring so that power may be transmitted in
time for supplying water as anticipated. It is expected
that more than 3,500 acres can be supplied with water
under the Buford-Trenton project in 1908.

During Secretary Garfield's recent trip through the
West he visited the Yakima valley in Washington, where
the Reclamation Service is constructing one of its largest
irrigation projects. That the Secretary was greatly im-
pressed with the orchards and their enormous yields is
not to be wondered at, now that the harvest reports are in.

The superintendent of irrigation under the Sunnyside
canal, in a letter to the Washington office, gives some in-

teresting figures in this connection. He said in part:
"From 54 Beurre D'Anjou pear trees, occupying two-

thirds of an acre, the owner shipped 950 boxes to New York
City, realizing from them net on board cars here $3,100. One
acre of Concord grapes on a farm near Zillah yielded this

year over 3,500 baskets of choice grapes, representing a net
profit of $550 to the owner. An orchard of forty acres which
I showed Secretary Garfield when here, and in which he was
greatly interested, was purchased a year and a half ago
for $18,500. Last year the owner sold from this orchard,
which consists of pears, peaches, apples, prunes and cherries,
$16,250 worth of fruit, realizing over $12,000 net. This year
his yield was larger and prices better, and while he has not
yet disposed of his entire crop, he estimates his net profits
at over $25,000."

These orchards were all irrigated this season by the

government through the Sunnyside irrigation system. About
40,000 acres received water, and this area will probably be
increased by 4,000 in 1908.

Mr. H. N. Savage, supervising engineer of the United
States Reclamation Service, in charge of work in Mon-
tana, North Dakota and northern Wyoming, who is spending
a few days in the Washington office, said this morning:

"The United States has just completed the construction
of the distribution system for the entire Huntley irrigation
project, the work having been voluntarily turned over to the
United States by the contractors and sureties November 16,
1906. The cost of doing the work by the government has
proved to be somewhat less than was the cost to the con-
tractor during the time of his management.

"One hundred and forty entries have already' been made.
The average unit farm contains about fifty acres of irrigable
land. There are already more entries than there could have
been had each of the farms under the project been given an
area of 160 acres. About twenty-five houses have already
been built. The settlers are putting up substantial cottages,
with barns and corrals. Several of them have already irri-

gated their land and are plowing in anticipation of full crops
in 1908, which will be the first season during which water is

delivered.

"The pumping plant, which lifts water from the main
canal by power generated at a drop in the same canal to
cover about 3,000 acres of land located fifty-five feet higher
than the main canal, is erected, completed, and will be tested
as soon as water can be turned into the system in the spring.
All the canals under the project have been put into commis-
sion, water having been first turned by the Secretary of the
Interior on June 28th and continued until October-45th. No
breaks whatever have occurred in the canal banks, and all

the banks have been thoroughly soaked and puddled.
"The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railway Company

and the Northern Pacific Railroad Company have estab-
lished stations at five-mile intervals throughout the project,
and sidings have been constructed and local trains stop at

the new stations. The average distance of all the farms on
the project from a railroad station is less than two miles. A
good class of settlers are entering the lands and the outlook
for the early and general entry of all the lands is exceedingly
good."

Sun River Project :

"The first unit of the Sun River project will be adver-
tised for entry during the coming winter. The construction
of works will be completed in time to furnish water for irri-

gation during the season of 1908. About 16,000 acres of land
will be opened for entry located twenty-five miles west of
Great Falls and tributary to the Great Falls & Shelby branch
of the Great Northern Railway System.

"The contractors are getting on very well with their canal

contracts, and the Reclamation Service is building the struc-

tures by force account, no bids having been received in re-

sponse to advertisements. Plans are being prepared for con-

structing the works required for the next unit of the project,
and it is expected that advertisement will be made for bids
in the spring or early summer of 1908.

St. Mary Project:

"Construction work on the St. Mary Canal has been car-

ried on continuously throughout the working season, the work
being performed by the Reclamation Service. An eighty-ton
steam shovel and steam excavating plant have been employed
in excavating the heavy work involved in constructing the

main canal, also a large force of teams. Work has been

opened up at several points on the 26-mile canal. The canal
when completed will have a carrying capacity of 850 cubic

feet per second. On account of the climatic conditions work
is being discontinued through the winter.

Lower Yellowstone Project :

"On account of the scarcity of labor the Lower Yellow-
stone project contractors are having difficulty in completing
their work on schedule time. All the power actuated equip-
ment it is practical to use has been in service throughout the

working season. One of the contractors has three mammoth
orange peel dredges and one steam shovel at work and a large
force of teams. Other contractors have outfits of similar

magnitude. It is expected that all of the canals and struc-

tures will be completed in time to turn water into the canals

some time in the summer or fall of 1908.
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Supreme Court Decisions

Irrigation Cases

NEGLIGENT ALTERATION OF CHANNEL.

Where defendant negligently constructed and maintained a

river cut-off, so as to cast the waters with the excavated

material on contiguous lands in greater volume and with more
injurious consequences than the water naturally flowing, he
was answerable for the damages sustained, whether he con-

structed the cut-off as owner of the land or as a licensee.

f Neumeister v. Goddard. Supreme Court of Washington,
113 Northwestern 733.

BROKER NOT ENTITLED TO COMMISSION ON TRANSFER.

Where, to acquire means of irrigating for lands so as to

make them salable, they were transferred to a land and irri-

gation company, the owners taking stock and bonds therefor,

the transaction was a consolidation of interests, and not a

sale of the lands within a contract entitling plaintiff to com-
missions for services in effecting sales of the lands.

Close Bros. & Co. v. Browne. Supreme Court of Illinois,

82 Northeastern 629.

NOTICE OF WATER BEING REQUIRED.

Where an irrigating contract contains a stipulation to

the effect that the contracting company "shall be entitled to

a written notice of not less than 10 days before water will be

required on the premises," which shall be served on a par-
ticular officer "and shall state, as nearly as may be, the num-
ber of acres to be irrigated at that time," no damage can be

recovered for failure to furnish water, in the absence of

allegation and proof that the notice so required was given,
unless it be satisfactorily shown that the inability of the com-
pany to furnish water was admitted.

Mattiieu v. North American Land & Timber Co. Su-

preme Court of Louisiana, 44 Southern 721.

LIABILITY OF IRRIGATION COMPANY.
In the (rice irrigation) contract before the court, the

irrigating' company (defendant) is made the sole judge as to

when the water shall be furnished, and in what quantities,
and it is otherwise stipulated that it shall not be liable for

failure to furnish water, when such failure is caused by de-

ficiency of water at its source of supply, accidents to machin-

ery, injuries to canal, or other failures or accidents over

which it has no control. Held, that the control vested in the

defendant- is accompanied by a corresponding measure of

liability, and is exercised at its peril, arm that the allegation
that, having control of the water, it failed to furnish same,
on proper demand, under the contract, and that plaintiff

thereby lost his crop, would disclose a cause of action, and if

sustained by proof would entitle plaintiff to recover, unless

defendant could show that its failure to furnish the water
was attributable to one or more of the causes exempting it

from liability in such case.

Mathieu v. Nortkh Am. Land & Timber Co. Supreme
Court of Louisiana, 44 Southern 721.

MEASURE OF DAMAGES FOR OBSTRUCTION OF FLOW.

In a suit for the obstruction of the flow of water for

irrigation to which plaintiff claimed himself entitled, by rea-

son of which his crops were damaged, the measure of dam-

ages was the difference between the amount realized from
the crops and the amount that would have been realized had
water been furnished, less the cost of raising, harvesting,

marketing, etc.

Tubbs v. Roberts. Supreme Court of Colorado, 92 Pa-
cific 220.

APPROPRIATION OF WATER.

D., having excavated an irrigation ditch drawing water

from a natural stream, abandoned the land, of which de-

fendant subsequently took possession, after which defendant

made use of water flowing in the ditch by the construction

of certain laterals. Held, that defendant having made no

appropriation of water from the stream, and having ac-

quired no rights from D. by conveyance, appropriation, or

otherwise, his right to water was measured by the quantity
he diverted from the ditch through the laterals constructed

and applied to a beneficial use before plaintiff's appropriation
of water in the stream for the irrigation of his land.

Tubbs v. Roberts. Supreme Court of Colorado, 92 Pa-

cific 220.

WATER RIGHTS OF UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT.

The action of the Secretary of the Interior or other de-

partmental officer of the government in approving the maps
of location of irrigation canals or ditches over public lands

or reservations, as provided for by Act March 3, 1891, c. 561,

18, 19, 26 Stat. 1101, 1102 [U. S. Comp. St. 1901, pp. 1570,

1571], cannot give the companies constructing the same any
right to appropriate the waters of a stream, nor estop the

United States to assert a priority of right thereto, where it

exists, against either such companies or users who may be

supplied by them.
United States v. Conrad Inv. Co. Circuit Court, District

of Montana, 156 Federal 123.

WATER RIGHTS IN BLACKFEET RESERVATION OF MONTANA.
The Blackfeet Indian reservation was created by a con-

vention with the Indians, as shown by Act May 1, 1888,

c. 213, 25 Stat. 113-129, by which the land was assigned to

them for their exclusive use and occupancy that they might
be assured of permanent homes, and with the design that they
should ultimately take allotments in severally. The reserva-

tion is in part bounded by the center line of Birch creek, a

considerable stream, and while a considerable part of the

land is capable of being used for farming, it is arid, and

requires irrigation. Held, that the creation of the reservation

operated as a reservation of so much of the waters of the

creek as might at any time in the future be required and
could be utilized in carrying out the purposes of the treaty;

that, so long as the government was administering the affairs

of the Indians, it had the right to determine as an adminis-

trative question the quantity of water required and to take

the same when and where it deemed necessary, the rights
of any others to appropriate water being subject to such

paramount right.
United States v. Conrad Inv. Co. Circuit Court, District

of Montana, 156 Federal 123.

FIVE YEARS' USE OF WATER.

The burden is on one claiming the right to use water

by prescription to establish such right, but is discharged by
showing continuous occupancy and use of the water, as

though he were the owner, for more than five years, where-
uoon it devolves on the other party to show that the use

was permissive or without his knowledge.
Gurnsey v. Antelope Creek & Red Bluff Water Co. Court

of Appeal, Third District California, 92 Pacific 326.

PRESCRIPTIVE RIGHT TO WATER.

Where a right is granted to take water for certain pur-

poses, and grantee uses the water as thereby permitted, and
also in a manner or for a purpose which is an enlargement
of or an addition to the use granted, he may nevertheless

acquire the right to such other use by prescription, as if there

had been no express grant to take for any purpose.

Gurnsey v. Antelope Creek & Red Bluff Water Co. Court
of Appeal, Third District California, 92 Pacific 326.

WATER RIGHT Is REAL ESTATE.

A perpetual right reserved in a contract to have carried

by a ditch and furnished the owner of certain lands sufficient

water to irrigate them constitutes an easement in the ditch,

which is real estate.

Farmers High Line Canal & Reservoir Co. v. New
Hampshire Real Estate Co. Supreme Court of Colorado, 92

Pacific 290.

RECORDING OF IRRIGATION CONTRACT Is NOTICE TO ALL.

The recording of a contract creating an easement in

favor of certain real estate and binding upon the owners of

an irrigation ditch, and all leases, deeds or contracts of or re-

lating to the ditch or the land, they being contracts relating
to real estate, constitutes under the statute constructive no-
tice to all of the contents thereof and the rights of the parties
thereto.

Farmers High Line Canal & Reservoir Co. v. New
Hampshire Real Estate Co. Supreme Court of Colorado,
92 Pacific 290.
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SUIT AGAINST SUBSEQUENT PURCHASERS OF DITCH FOR FAILURE
TO SUPPLY WATER.

The perpetual right of a party and his heirs and assigns
to have the water for his land carried through a certain

ditch is an easement appurtenant to the land in whosoever
hands it might be, so that, where the easement and plain-
tiff's ownership of the land are established, there was the

requisite privity of estate to entitle plaintiff to sue subsequent
purchasers of the ditch for failure to supply water to his

land.

Farmers High Line Canal & Reservoir Co. v. New
Hampshire Real Estate Co. Supreme Court of Colorado,
92 Pacific 290.

SUIT BY OWNER AND TENANT AGAINST DITCH COMPANY.

Where an owner of land, which was entitled to a supply
of water for a ditch, leased the land, covenanting in the

lease to supply sufficient water to raise crops, a judgment
recovered by such owner against the ditch company for fail-

ure to supply sufficient water to raise the crops, whereby the

lessees were unable to pay the rent, will be a bar to any
action by the lessees for the same failure.

Farmers High Line Canal & Reservoir Co. v. Neiu

Hampshire Real Estate Co. Supreme Court of Colorado,
92 Pacific 290.

OWNER ONLY HAS RIGHT TO SUE DITCH COMPANY.

Where the owner of land, which was entitled to a supply
of water for an irrigation ditch, leased the land, covenanting
in the lease to supply sufficient water for irrigation, such

owner is the real party in interest, and entitled to sue for a

failure of the ditch company to supply water necessary for

the raising of crops on the land, whereby the lessees were
unable to pay the stipulated rent to the owner.

Fanners High Line Canal & Reservoir Co. v. New
Hampshire Real Estate Co. Supreme Court of Colorado,
92 Pacific 290.'

IRRTGATION CONTRACT CREATES EASEMENT.

In a contract the owners of an irrigation ditch and their

lessees covenanted jointly and severally, for themselves and
each of them, their successors, assigns, etc., to furnish water
for the lands of certain adjoining landowners, their heirs,

executors, administrators, assigns, etc., for a certain price.

The contract further provided that the covenants on the part
of the owners and the lessees of the ditch touching the fur-

nishing of the water should run with the right of way and
ditch and with the lands, forever, and be obligatory upon and
in favor of the owners and proprietors of the ditch and lands,

and that by virtue thereof the owners of the land should at

all times receive from the ditch all the necessary water for

the irrigation of the lands, any change in the ownership, con-
trol or management of the ditch notwithstanding. Held, that

the contract created an easement and covenants running with
the land, binding upon the owners of the ditch.

Farmers High Line Canal & Reservoir Co. v. Neiv
Hampshire Real Estate Co. Supreme Court of Colorado,
92 Pacific 290.

PERCOLATIONS TUNNELS.

Through defendants, for the purpose of collecting and
carrying percolating waters, constructing a tunnel commenc-
ing on plaintiff's land, without her permission, and then ex-

tending through defendant's land, plaintiff is not entitled to

have adjudged to her the waters which percolated into the
tunnel on defendant's land.

Cohen v. La Canada Land & Water Co. Supreme Court
of California, 91 Pacific 584.

DIVERSION OF WATER RIPARIAN OWNERS.
Where in a contest between riparian owners as to their

respective rights in a creek there was evidence that, notwith-

standing defendant's diversion of a miners' inch of the waters

through a pipe, there was always water flowing down onto

plaintiffs' land, the court properly found that defendant had
not acquired an adverse right to all the waters of the creek,
and had not diverted or acquired any right to such waters
other than to a quantity sufficient to supply the pipe.

Gutierrez v. Wege. Supreme Court of California, 91

Pacific Reporter 395.

THE INTERLAKEN SCHOOL.

An interesting departure in modern education is

the Interlaken school at Laporte, Indiana. This board-

ing school for boys is founded upon the plan of the

(ierman rural educational schools and is intended to

develop a boy normally, not merely to enable him to

memorize books but to use his head and eyes and hands.

The faculty live right with the boys and as the

school is limited in number, there is plenty of room
and time for all. Believing that outdoor activities are

better for all than special athletics for a few, the boys
are given plenty of outdoor work and play. Each boy-
has individual instruction and in this way can make
more rapid progress than one who studies in a large
class.

The Interlaken school has a branch in southern

Germany, where its pupils go for the finishing year of

the course and are taken on trips over the Alps into

Italy and other countries to study at the remarkably low

cost of $1.50 a day.

This school is one of a chain of schools established

throughout England, German, Poland, Sweden and
France and was founded by Dr. Rumely, who has lived

in these schools and studied their methods, finding them
better adapted to the needs of growing boys than many
of the one-sided systems we so frequently come in con-

tact with. It teaches a boy, not only the knowledge
necessary for his education, but the knowledge of how
to live.

(WATER RIGHTS, SAN LUIS VALLEY.)
Around Fort Garland, at the eastern end of the

valley, a co-operative plan is being developed, by which

it is planned to build a reservoir of large capacity and

bring an area of about 35,000 acres under cultivation.

Another source of water supply which may some

day prove of value for irrigation purposes is the artesian

wells, although there has as yet been no occasion for'

using this water fbr aid in cultivation. Throughout
nearly the whole extent of the valley a constant flow

of pure, cold, artesian water is obtained at depths vary-

ing from one hundred to three hundred feet. There

are many artesian water-bearing strata, one below the

other, the water of which varies somewhat in strength
of flow and temperature. Most of the wells sunk are

three inches in diameter and flow from one thousand to

five thousand barrels per day. The temperature of the

water varies (in wells from one hundred to three hun-

dred feet in depth) from 40 to 50 degrees. A six-inch

well at a depth of 900 feet, by actual measurement,
flows 720,000 gallons per day. The supply of this

artesian water is practically inexhaustible. The valley

being a basin surrounded on all sides by high mountain

ranges having thousands of square miles of water-sheds

pouring their waters into the strata beneath the valley,

this water can only fail when these mountain ranges
are no more. Nearly all the homes in the towns and

on some of the ranches have their own water works sys-

tem, an hydraulic ram being installed in the well,

which forces the water into a tank in the attic or upper

portion of the house.
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FRUIT VARIETIES.

THE DIPLOMA CURRANT AND ITS ORIGINATOR.

CHARLES A. GREEN, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Seventy years ago a son was born to a prominent

Rochester, N. Y., nurseryman. When this son was

still a young man his father died, leaving the son a large

inheritance. The son was industrious and frugal. He
was endowed by nature with a desire to improve our

various hardy fruits. Early in his life he began to

hybridize the apple, peach, pear, plum, cherry, grape,
currant and almost all of the fruits grown in this local-

ity. Se deeply interested was this son in his work im-

proving fruits that he neglected opportunities to marry,
and lias never had a home of his own.

Has this man increased his fortune by these labors

of a lifetime? No, instead of that he has seen his in-

heritance, that came to him from his father, fading

away year by year. He is now an old man, poor in

this world's goods, but joyous in the satisfaction of

knowing that he has done the world great service in

introducing many valuable new fruits that have been

created through his skillful manipulation.
This man's name is Jacob Moore. He originated

the Brighton Grape, the Diamond Grape, the Bart-Sec

Pear, the Eed Cross Currant and many other new fruits,

among these the Diploma Currant.

Jacob Moore's greatest work has been done in im-

proving currants. When I visited his grounds 10 years

ago I found there at least twenty new varieties of cur-

rants, of various colors and sizes, but all remarkable in

one peculiarity or another. These new currants attract-

ed wide attention. They were exhibited at the Pan
American exposition at Buffalo, where Mr. Moore re-

ceived a diploma for the largest and best exhibition of

currants ever exhibited in this country. One of these

varieties of currants being larger than all the others,

and having the longest stem, it was given the name

diploma currant.

Having known this new currant for ten or more

years and having great confidence in it, I have planted

many thousands of plants of this variety for fruit and
also many thousand plants for propagation. It is my
opinion that it will prove to be the largest currant in

cultivation. Since it is remarkably productive and a

strong grower, I see no reason why it should not become
a general favorite.

But how sad to consider the disappointment of an
old man like Jacob Moore, encumbered now with the

infirmities of age, realizing that his life work, which has

been of great value to the country at large, should be so

little appreciated I The man who produces by his skill

or discovery an improved variety of fruit, and makes
the discovery known over this wide country, benefits his

fellow man to the extent of many million dollars, but
there are few who realize this. Possibly after Jacob
Moore has died, and his fruits are grown on almost every
hillside of America, there may be a few who will sound
his praises, but great masses of our people will never
do him the honor he deserves.

ECONOMICAL RATIONS IN BEEF PRODUCTION.
Bulletin No. 100, entitled "Economical Rations in Beef Produc-

tion," just issued by the Department of Animal Husbandry of the Ne-
braska Experiment Station, contains forty pages of experimental data,
together with comments upon each of the problems investigated. The
results cover a period of four years and are briefly summarized at the
close of the report as follows:

Prairie hay when fed with corn alone to fattening cattle gives
small and unsatisfactory gains and very little or no profit.

Alfalfa *hay with corn alone gives large and profitable gains.
The use of a well-cured corn-stover with alfalfa and corn, while it

may not produce large gains, will make the gains less costly because of
its low market value, thereby increasing the profits over corn and alfalfa
alone.

In feeding only prairie hay as roughness to fattening cattle, much
larger and more profitable gains can be made if linseed-meal or possi-
bly some other protein concentrate is fed with corn in small quantity
rather than feeding corn alone.

The results of two experiments indicate that linseed-meal is a little

more valuable than cotton-seed meal and much more valuable than
wheat bran for supplementing 'corn when fed with prairie hay or corn-
stover.

When alfalfa is made at least half of the roughness with prairie
hay or corn-stover, good gains may be made and at less cost than
when no alfalfa is fed, the protein being supplied by the use of lin-

seed-meal. In other words, it is possible to grow protein on the farm
at a price much below what it will cost on the market in the form of
some commercial protein food.

Corn-stover cut immediately after the ears ripen and cured in
shocks possesses a value fully two-thirds as great as prairie hay. The
part usually consumed, viz., the leaves and upper portion of stalk, is

quite the equal of prairie hay pound for pound.
The results of a single experiment in which but little more than

half a full feed of corn was supplied two lots of fattening steers sug-

fest
the possibility of making a larger u'se of hay in finishing cattle

or market than is ordinarily made and at less cost, especially where
hav is relatively low and corn high in price.

From a commercial point of view the results of this entire series
of experiments g_o

to show that cattle feeding can be made profitable
when discretion is used in the selection of foods for the ration. On
the average farm in Nebraska where grain and hay command figures
below Lincoln prices and where cattle are undisturbed by frequent
weighings which experimental feeding necessitates, the profits can be
made much greater than those reported in this bulletin. Good feeding
will make our corn bring more as beef than when sold direct to the ele-

vator companies even though the selling price of finished cattle is not
far in advance of cost price as was true in many of these experiments.
The importance of manure and the growing of alfalfa and clover _as
agencies contributing to the maintenance and increase of land fertility

argue further for this mode of selling a larger part of pur annual corn

crop. The cattle industry deserves much greater attention in this state

than has been given it in the past.
This bulletin will be sent free to all residents of Nebraska who

requ'est it by writing to the Nebraska Experiment Station, Lincoln,
Nebraska. H. R. SMITH.

Corn Planters

Runners, Single Disks

Hfld Double

Adjustable 3 feet to 5 feet, 2, 3, 4. or 5

kernels to bill as desired.

Drills fertilizer in continuous rows or

checks in hills. Write for catalogs.

HOOSIER DRILL COMPANY,
Division, The American Seeding-Machinc Co. .Incorporated

RICHMOND. INDIANA, V. S. A.

Runner Planter with Fertilizer Attachment
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The Home
pastry flour mixed with one teaspoonful of baking-powder.
Beat steadily for fifteen minutes, then fold in quickly the

stiffly whipped whites of four eggs. Fill tiny greased molds,
bake in a slow oven, and ice with white fondant or boiled

icing, and decorate with chocolate drops. From the Cooking
Circle in "The Circle" for January.

CAKES ONE CAN MAKE AT HOME.

A few fancy cakes are always an addition, and any one

who understands how to make and use fondant (the French

cream icing described in the article on cake-making) can do

wonders with a comparatively plain cake recipe. The batter

may be baked in tiny molds or dropped on flat pans, baked

and put together in pairs with a jelly or cream filling before

being iced. Among some specially good cakes are the fol-

lowing :

JUMBLES. One pound each of butter and sugar, two

pounds of sifted pastry flour, three eggs, nine teaspoonfuls
of orange-juice, a scant teaspoonful of salt, three teaspoon-
fuls of baking-powder. Handle lightly, roll rather thin, and

sprinkle with granulated sugar before baking in a quick
oven.

SPICE FINGERS. Cream thoroughly three tablespoonfuls
of butter with a scant cupful of brown sugar, adding a tea-

spoonful of powdered cinnamon, a half teaspoonful each of

nutmeg and allspice, a quarter of a teaspoonful each of gin-

ger and salt. Stir one teaspoonful of sifted baking-soda into

one cupful of rich sour cream, and as it foams add it to the

spice mixture alternately with enough graham and white
flour (half and half) to make a soft dough. Turn on a
floured board and knead into it three tablespoonfuls of seeded

raisins, three of currants, and one each of chopped citron and
candied orange-peel. Roll out very thin, cut in strips with a

jagging-iron, then sprinkle with powdered sugar, and bake in

a moderate oven until brown and crisp.
CHOCOLATE SPONGE CAKES. In a saucepan put one cupful

of fine granulated sugar, two tablespoonfuls of grated choco-

late, and one teaspoonful of vanilla. Stand over hot water
on the fire until mixed and melted, then take off and beat
until very light, adding by degrees one cupful of sifted

MINIATURE CITIZENS OF OUR REPUBLIC.

There is a school city at the Thirteenth Avenue School
in Newark, N. J., where a sense of civic responsibility has
extended not only to the care of the school building and
immediate surroundings, but to the entire school district.

There is, for instance, a young truant officer and a street

inspector for each street in the district who report any vio-

lation of the school or city ordinances occurring on their

streets. Suppose, for example, an ignorant immigrant family
dump their ashes on to the sidewalk instead of into a barrel.

The child who is the school city inspector for that street re-

ports the matter to his chief, the commissioner of public
works, the commissioner to the mayor, and the mayor to the

principal. The principal then calls to hjs office the child of the

offending parents, explains the ash ordinance, and charges the

child to request the parents in future to observe the ordi-

nance. If the same complaint is again entered against the

same family, the principal adds to his request a threat to

notify the city police if they refuse to comply. Such a threat
has in every case been effective without the actual interven-
tion of the police. Some time ago Mr. Gill wanted to organ-
ize a school city in a certain large school near New York city.

Although completely in sympathy with the idea, the principal
withheld his consent because, as he explained, the worst boy
in his school was unfortunately the most popular, and would
hence undoubtedly be elected as the head of a school city.

Mr. Gill finally secured his permission, however, to a provi-
sional organization. Accordingly the elections were held,
and the "bad boy" was not only not elected to the chief office,

but was not even nominated for any office whatsoever. Sub-

stantially the best pupils in the school were elected, and the

provisional government became permanent through the con-
sent of the principal. The "bad boy," however, did not take

seriously the "sacred responsibilities" of citizenship, and began
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RUMELY
Threshing
Machinery

Single and Double Cylinder Coal

and Straw-Burner Traction

Engines.

Rumely "Ideal" Separators, Wind
and Attached Stackers.

Ruth Self Feeders.

drain-Handling Attachments.

CLOVER AND ALFALFA
HULLERS

PLOWING ENGINES

M. RUMELY CO.
Manufacturers

LA PORTE :: :: :: INDIANA
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'KRIQR

SUPERIOR DRILLS are Vied and Appreciated by Good
Farroera the World Over

SEND FOR CATALOGUE NOW
GENERAL AGENTS FOR WESTERN TERRITpRY:
Dean & Co., Minneapolis, Minn
Kingman & Co., - - - - Peoria, 111

Kingman St. Louis Implement C'o., St. Louis, Mo
Kingman-Moorelmp. Co., - Kansas City, Mo
Kingman-Moore Imp. Co., - Oklahoma, Okla.

Kingmnn Implement Co., Omaha. Neb.
Parlin & Orendorff Imp. Co., Portland, Ore
Colorado Moline Plow Co., Denver, C> lo

The T. C. Powers Co., Helena, Mont
Consolidated Wag. & Mach. Co , Salt Lake City
Newell Matthews Co.,

- Los Angeles, Cal
The H. C. Shaw Co.,

- - Stockton, Cal

Eastern Farmers please write direct to the Manufacturers

SUPERIOR DRILL CO., Springfield, Ohio
Division of the American Seeding Mach. Co., Inc.

GRAIN DRILLS

Irrigation

Engineer
Wanted

A thoroughly competent man to take

charge of our work in the Rio Grande

Valley of New Mexico. We want a

man who is not only practical in engi-

neering work, but who also understands

water service. Position permanent,

compensation will be made satisfactory.

Write stating references and experience.

Rio Grande Land, Water and
Power Co.

Houser Building, St. Louis, Mo.

IRRIGATION
SUPPLIES

MERCHANDISE FROM SHERIFFS'
AND RECEIVERS' SALES!

THE CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING COMPANY
saves you 30 to 50 per cent on staple merchandise
from Sheriffs' and Receivers' Sales. 'Wrecking-
prices have come to be known as bargain prices.
Here you have the most wonderful bargain offering
ever advertised. Such an opportunity seldom oc-
curs. The very best manufactured articles offered
at less than original cost of production. That's
our merchandising method. We do not buy our
goods in the regular way, but take advantage of
various sales to secure bargains. Our mammoth
plant is the largest in the world devoted to the sale
of general stocks. Increasing business has necessi-
tated an addition to our already enormous insti-
tution. Over thirty-five acres literally covered with
merchandise.

We built our enormous business
by always giving our Customers
Absolute Satisfaction.

PIPE BARGAINS.
STANDARD BLACK WROUGHT IRON PIPE

Overhauled, with screwed ends and threaded

couplings, sutiable for water, gas, oil, etc.

1 inch. Per foot, 4c zy2 inch. Per foot, 14c

1J4 inch. Per foot, 5c 6 inch. Per foot, 42c

iy2 inch. Per foot, 6?4c 8 inch. Per foot, 75c
2 inch. Per foot, 9c

WROUGHT IRON LAP-
WELDED CASINO.

This Casing is the highest quality pipe manufac-
tured. It only differs from standard pipe in that It
is lighter In weight but, being made especially
good, it will stand Just as high pressure. It is all
carefully overhauled and inspected before shipment.
Threaded at ends with casing threads, fourteen to
the inch. Covered with a preparation of asphaltum
and graphite, thus insuring its wearing qualities.
Suitable for irrigation purposes, because of its light
weight. Freight will be much less than on standard
pipe. It is about %-lnch thickness and is fitted
with brand-new casing couplings.
The sizes mentioned below are outside diameter:

V/i, inch. Per foot, 6^c 3$4 inch. Per foot,

2J4 inch. Per foot, 12c 4^ inch. Per foot, 20c

Scinch. Per foot, 14c 55^ inch. Per foot, 34c

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.
1 No. 4 Centrifugal Pump, direct connected to

Westinghouse Engine.
1 No. 6 Centrifugal Pump (belted).
1 No. 5 Belted Centrifugal Pump.
1 16x20x36 Marsh Vacuum Pump.

OUR NEW 500-PAGE CATALOGUE
No. 803 FREE.

THIS WONDERFUL BARGAIN BOOK is

just out and ready to be sent to you at once.
It is a book such as every shrewd buyer must have.
500 pages with thousands of items of the very best
merchandise and supplies bought by us at Sheriffs'
and Receivers' Sales. It will pay you to keep it

handy. Its pages contain a full record of what
we still have on hand from the wonderful St. Louis
World's Fair. Merchandise, machinery and supplies,
articles for everyone. You will find it useful in
the home, In the field, In the workshop or in the
office. Write us today. Send us your name and ad-
dress correctly, tell us where yon have seen this
"Ad," also tell us Just what you are In the market
for. Address

__

Chicago House Wrecking: Co.
35th and Iron Streets, CHICAGO
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Increase Vow fruit Pro)

GROWING

A OOLt

. It tells how the veteran editor
. of Green's Fruit Grower, who
' was first a banker, succeeded in

I FruitGrowing. It gives in detail.
I step by step, his thirty years suc-
I cess in growing strawberries, rasp- I

bemes, blackberries, grapes, ap-
ples, peaches, pears and cherries.

I He tells how to propagate fruit and
I shows beginners how to siart

i This "Boosts Free
<

\ also a copy of Green's Fruit ,'

k Magazine. Postal bringsthem. /

BOOK FOR
. CENT

Grain's Fruit GIDWM Co..
Bo 43.

Rocheittr, N.T.

Army Auction Bargains
I'enU . (1.90 up
titles - 1.9. 'Rifle*

A KMT SADDLES 3.00 '

" Bridto - 1.00'

Old Pistols - - $ .50 ur

Sabret " 1.60"
UNIFORMS 1.55 "

7 Shot Carbine ' . J.j.0

19T7 MILITARY ENCYCLOPEDIC CAT-
ALOGUE, 2C.O lar^ pngea, contn'ninp thousands of

benutiful 'llttfitrationa with whoWnle and ret-iil ii-ir.-

of 15 acrea QOVT. ATJCTION SALE GOODS.
mailed for 15 cents (itamna).

FRANCI3 BANNERMAK. 501 BroadwaT. 1TEW TOEK

NERVOUSNESS CURED
WITHOUT TAKING MEDICINE

Recent scientific research has developed the
fact that the most effectual way to relieve ner-
vousness Is by absorption or external applica-
tion. This ! logical, as hundreds of the nerves
lay just under the skin where they are readily
reached by a penetrating remedy like Phynotico.
The manufacturers of Phynotico are so sure

that it will help you that upon receipt of 10 cents
in itamps to cover postage and mailing a bottle
will be

SENT ON TRIAL
with the understanding that should benefit be
derived you send balance of price, 40 cents. If
It fails to benefit no further payment need be
made. Address

The P. L. Abbey Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

CLASSIFIED

DEPARTMENT
Classified rate 5c per word, seven aver-
age words to a line, including: address.

SITUATION WANTED.
An experienced irrigation Engineer is open

for engagement. He has spent two years in
the Western arid states, on heavy construc-
tion work. Familiar with the design and con-
struction of canals, dams, regulating gates,
water powers, water supply, reinforced con-
crete structures, etc.

Graduate; age 40; married; references if de-
sired.

Previously chief assistant engineer on con-
struction of Western railroad. Reply to Chief
Engineer, 6547 Woodlawn ave., Suite 1, Chi-
cago.

CANVASSERS
BOTH LADIES AND GENTLEMEN
Make from $800 td $12.00 per day handling our
Emergency Accident Cabinets and Toilet Spec-
ialties.

'

Write quick.
The Accident Cabinet Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

to furnish his schoolmates in office

some of the trouble with which he had

always so liberally provided his teachers.

After a month or two, however, the

mayor and a committee of the city
council requested the appointment of
this very boy as chief of police. From
"The School City and Its Work," by
Lymctn Beecher Stowe, in "The Circle"

for January.

UNCLE SAM S VAST RESOURCES.
'

Our vast ascendency not only in ac-

quired wealth, but in the resources

through which new wealth can be cre-

ated, enables us to command the world's

co-operation in every exigency. The
United States stands first in the produc-
tion of many staple commodities, and
beats all the rest of the world combined
in the yield of mineral oil, copper, cot-

ton, and corn.
In an age of electricity, copper is an

article of prime and constantly increas-

ing necessity, and the world will have to

come to us for most of its supply.
The copper, the cotton, the wheat, the

oil, the. corn, the meats, and the other

staples which we are exporting to Eu-
rope, Asia, and Afica in immense quan-
tities these days are creating for us the

credits abroad which have been bring-

Jng to us streams of gold beyond the
dreams of Midas. Those were magnifi-
cent tributes to the United States' com-
mand over the world's prizes of fortune
which the Imperial Bank of Germany
and the Bank of England paid us when
they advanced their rates of discount
two or three times recently, with the

kEALTHY TREES.
Honest in Quality
We Pay Freight

Apple 5c., Peach 5c., Cherry 15c., all bud-
ded and grafted. Concord Grapes $2.00 per
100. Forest tree sct'dinirs. Plant our Guar-
anteed Genuine Catalpa Speciosafor
profit. Orchard and Garden Hook
free. NEW SEEDS-LARGE PACKETS
. OALBRAIIH HURSERIES,
I Bo 65. Fairbury, Neb. _

Vulcan

Steam Shovels

For Digging Irrigation

Ditches, Canals, etc.
/

10 Standard Sizes

The Vulcan Iron Works Co.
130 Vulcan Place

TOLEDO. OHIO

vain hope of checking the current of

gold which was flowing to us.

We need a more elastic currency and

Congress is likely to give it to us.

Among the men who are in charge of

our great financial interests we need a

greater Vigilance, and a more scrupu-
lous regard for law. We need among
the people a balance and a sanity which
will save them from foolish stampedes
like that precipitated by the recent scare.

Basically our industrial and financial

system is stronger than that of any other

country on the globe. The croaker and
the calamity prophet have no legitimate
place in the scheme of things in the

United States today. From "Why We
Need Not Fear a Panic," by James W,
Van Cleave, in "The Circle" for Janu-
ary.

$6O

GILSON MFG. CO

GOES LIKE SIXTY
SELLS LIKE SIXTYj

Fonsixrr

GILSON
GASOLENE

ENGINE
'for Pumping, Cream

rators. Churns.Wash Ma-
'

ines, etc. FBEE IEIAL
Asltfor catalog-all sizes

Put St. Pact Washington, Wit

Cows' Relief is a specific Remedy
for all troubles of bag and teats. It
enables dairymen, farmers and other
cow owners to keep their cows in a
healthy and profitable condition.
Cows' Relief is one of the most per-
fectly penetrating and disinfecting
compounds in existence. It goes
directly to the seat of the trouble,
relieves the congestion and breaks
up the bunches that prevent a nat-
ural flow of milk.

Twelve to twenty-four hours' time
is all that is required to relieve any
case of Caked Bag. if applied freely
at the beginning of the trouble It is
excellent

FOR SORE TEATS
For heifers with first calf Cows' Re-
lief works in a most pleasing, prompt
and successful manner. It relieves
the soreness and swelling in the bagand is worth its weight in gold to
every dairyman. It keeps the teats
soft and flexible, and renders the
animal quiet and docile.

H. C. Rice, Farming-ton, Conn., says:
"Please send me two boxes of

Cows' Relief. Enclosed find checfc
for same. Please send at once. I
wouldn't be without it in my stable."
L. F. Cuthbert, Hammond, N. Y., says:

"I have used your Cows' Relief and
find it a very valuable remedy for
Caked Bag."

We have scores of testimonials
like the above. Ask your dealer for
Cows' Relief and insist on having
the genuine. If he cannot supply you
write direct to us, enclosing $1 for
large package prepaid, (enough for
four or five ordinary cases). Your
money back if you are not satisfied.
Positive guarantee on every package.
Or send your name andone neighbor's
who keeps cows, stating how many
you each have, and we will send
our book concerning "Cow Troubles,"
also Goldine Cow Watch Charm
FREE while they last.

I
Ol'K HUSHANUS MFG. CO..

710 Chapel St.. Lyndon. \t.
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as Bilson Pump
A NEW INVENTION

Rapid Acting, Force Suction

Possesses Superior Mechanical

Movements
The illustrations presented herewith

show two views of our patented Quick
Return Pump Attachment and Pump, the

most successful device for pumping water
for farm purposes, stock raising, irrigat-

ing, etc. on the market. Superior to any
make of this style of pump for raising
and forcing large quantities of water to

great heights or distances with small power.

It has a double acting lever, operating a non factional,
roller bearing lifting arm. The greatest advantage in this pump
is the quick return of the plunger which so vastly increases it's

efficiency. It is easily operated by hand for household and do-

mestic farm purposes. It is especially adapted to attachment to

wind-mills where the largest possible pumping efficiency for a limi-

ted wind power is necessary. Gasoline, gas or steam power can
also be attached.

It is used for individual

irrigating plants, house water
works systems and ranch stock

watering. It is also adapted to

pumping quarries and mines
of ordinary depth.

Manufacturing rights or

territory is offered For Sale.

ADDRESS

D. B. BURDETT, Manager
3IO Boyce Bldg., Chicago
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Oxford Hotel
DENVER, COLORADO

At the OXFORD HOTEL, Denver,

Colorado, you will find all the lead-

ing men interested in irrigation and all

of its branches.

Denver is the logical irrigation center

of the United States. You will find

nearly everyone engaged in or inter-

ested in irrigation projects stopping at

the OXFORD
Located half a block from the Union

Depot: FIRE PROOF. MOD-
ERN, EUROPEAN PLAN and
POPULAR PRICES.

THE
HAMILTON-BROOKS CO.

PROPRIETORS

A Life Income
If you only knew how to create for yourself a permanent in-

come for life, would you not set aside a few dollars each year for
the next rive or six years ?

Then maybe you would like to know how?
Take the culture of nut trees, for instance, and start with a

very small investment say only $30 or J40 a year. This amount
will purchase and set out an acre of the paper-shell variety of

pecan trees twenty to the acre. The care and cultivation of
these trees will cost very little and the trees will not Interfere
with other farming operations on the lame land. In from six to
ten years from the setting out, each tree should yield at least

twenty pounds of nuts, that is four hundred pounds to the acre,
and at only fifteen cents per pound (the best varieties are now
selling at fifty and seventy-five cents), this means a net income
for life of (60 on each acre.

Doesn't This Interest You ?
But, perhaps you will ask, can the p^can be grown success-

fully in my locality? We can tell you if you will state where
you live. There are some sections of this country in which the
pecan does not thrive; but there is hardly any portion of the
United States where some one of the many varieties of nut
trees cannot be grown successfully.

I f you care to know more about nut growing for profit, let us
send you FREE a three month's subscription to the

American Fruit and Nut Journal,
which is authority on the culture of all varieties of fruits and nuts.

Or, send us fifty cents for A year's subscription to the Jour-
nal and we will give you (ABSOLUTELY, FREE) a years's
subscription to your choice of any fifty cent publication in
America.

Think It Over
But don't delay too long, for both of the offers are limited

and there may not be enough free subscriptions to go around
among the late comers.

ROPER HINTON CO., Inc., Publishers

PETERSBURG, VIRGINIA

Mention this Journal.

Overland
Limited
CROSSES

High Sierra

Great Salt Lake
BY DAYLIGHT

San Francisco in 3 Days

Electric Lighted Fast Fly-

ing Cross-Country Train-

Luxuriously Equipped.

Pullman Drawing Room,
Stateroom, Vestibuled

Sleeping Cars.

Careful and Attentive Din-

ing Service.

Parlor Observatoin Car
with Library and Cafe,

Ladies' Reading Room,
Gentlemen's Smoking
Room.

Daily News Bulletins, Lat-

est Papers and Magazines.

Southern
Pacific

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Dry Cement Buildings

ABSOLUTELY MOISTURE AND FROST PROOF

This is what you get when you build your buildings
from blocks made on THE SIMPLEX MACHINE.
It makes a two piece or hollow wall, any thickness
desired for cottage, church or factory building.

All blocks made with face down, and length to 24 inches.
Will also make hollow blocks if so desired. THE
SIMPLEX can be operated by one man or more.

It is light, strong and the most
rapid machine on the market.
THE PRICE IS RIGHT. Send
for Catalogue D.

SIMPLEX MANUFACTURING CO.
124 W. Cortland Street, JACKSON MICH.

Galvanized Steel

Irrigation Flumes
AND WATER. TROUGHS

Galvanized steel is rapidly taking the place
of wood for fluming purposes and with The
Maginnis Patent splice fluming is made easy Any
boy can put the Maginnis Steel Flume together or
take it apart. Steel flumes and troughs "Ship
Knock down" Third Class freight. Let me figure
on your flume. All flumes guaranteed.

Write for Testimonials and Particulars to

P. Maginnis, Mfr.
Kimball, Nebraska

FAVORITE CEMENT BUCK
MACHINE

Normandio Concrete Block

, Machine-unexcelled A PROFITABLE BUSINESS
This is it.

w CONCRETE, MA.CH iN E-R.TT Very Strong

The Modern Method of Construction for Residences and Public Buildings is with Concrete Blocks and Brick

We have the largest line of Concrete Machinery in the world. Ask for

information regarding our DRAIN TILE MOLDS, our SOLID CONCRETE
PRODUCT MOLD for retaining walls,

our CONCRETE BLOCK AND BRICK
MACHINES, ALSO CEMENT POST
MACHINES.

Wolverine Cement Drain Tile Molds

Practical Sill, Cap, Block and Step Mold

Normandin Concrete Block Machine

Our SYSTEMATIC MIXER has
no equal. Our machines adopted
twice by the United States Govern-
ment. 3 Gold Medals St. Louis and
Portland. Write for Catalog R.

Systematic

Concrete

Mixer

BIG PROFITS OUR MACHINES DO IT ALL INVESTIGATE

DON'T DODGE PROSPERITY
CHALLENGE
COMPETITION

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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MYERS POWER PUMPS
WITHOUT AN EQUAL ON THE GLOBE

OPERATING

WITH

CAS ENGINE

MYERS
BULLDOZER.
POWER.
PUMP

5" Cylinder

FIC. 800

FIG. 952

HORIZONTAL BULLDOZERS, 3" TO 6" CYLINDERS

MYERS

BACK GEARED

WORKING

HEAD

TAPPED FOR

3" PIPE

5, 7'.- AND 10"

STROKE

FOR BELT,

WIND OR HAND

POWER

FIG. 1079

BULLDOZER

WORKING

HEAD

BULLDOZER PUMP
6" BRASS LINED

CYLINDER '5c"'"r"

PISTON
'

COUPLING NUT

In BRASS ROD

Write for descriptive Circulars and Prices.
We want you to acknowledge this Ad. so
that we can acquaint you in detail with the

superior features of Myers Power
Pumps. This is the proper season.
The right time to write is right now.

MYERS BULLDOZER

WORKING HEADS

NO, 359

5".7K". 10" STROKE

DISCHARGE 2 '," OR 3"

SUCTION 2" TO 4"

NO. 364

12". 16". 20" STROKE

REGULARLY FITTED 4"

DISCHARGE

SUCTION 8" OR LESS

F. E. MYERS & BRO.. 3,
H
o
L ^:

PROPRIETORS OF

1-1 JV A1VJ3 HAY T O O O

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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HOME OFFICE OF THE MAYWOOD COLONY

Fortunes in
=at

May\vood Colony
TEN-ACRE lot of the finest fig land of the colony can be had for a reason-

able price. There are good incomes to be had also in almond and grape
culture and ten-acre farms will pay big interest on your investment.

Maywood Colony is located in the upper end of the beautiful Sacramento Valley,
in Tehama County. Corning, the depot and postoffice for the colony, is JJO

miles north of Sacramento.

For literature relating to land in this settlement, write to

W. N. WOODSON
Proprietor of Maywood Colony CORNING, CALIFORNIA

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Write to-day

THE IRRIGATION AGE.

No

Motsinger Auto Sparker
starts and runs

Gas Engine* without Batteries.
other machine can do it successfully for lack
of original patents owned by us. No twist mo-
tion in our drive. No belt or switch necessary.
No batteries whatever, for make and break or

jump-spark. Water and dust-proof. Fully
guaranteed

MOTSINGER DEVICE M'F'G. CO.,
Ill Main Street, Pendleton, Ind., U. S. A.

Send $2,50 for The Irrigation

Age one year and

The Primer of Irrigation

I*IFBJ TOOLS

COLD MEDAL
AT JAMESTOWN

The U. S. Government
paid this Company a big
compliment when it select-

, ed the "OTTO" Engine for

|

use in making the fuel tests
at the Jamestown Exposi-
tion.

The Jury of Awards also

proved its fitness for its

task when it AWARDED the "OTTO" the Gold Medal.
The "OTTO" has won FIRST PRIZE at every large

Exposition held in this country since the Centennial in'76.

THE OTTO GAS ENGINE WORKS
Philadelphia, Pa.

Do you want to make money? Here is your chance. Get a set or two of our

pipe tools, make up a stock of pipe and do contracting of installing irrigating
systems. Your neighbors are wanting something to save water and labor.
Here it is. Write tor fuither information and prices. Mention the Irriga-
on Age. KELLAR <a THOMASON, Covlna, California.

Bates & Edmonds
Motor Co.

Engines For All Purposes
From i YI to 25 H. P.

Operate on
Gasoline, Gas,
Distillate or
Alcohol.

Nearly 10,000
in use.

That's the
Proof.

State your power
needs and send for

catalogue

Bates & Edmonds Motor Co.

HOTEL VICTORIA
Broadway, 5th Ave., 27th St., NEW YORK

In the center of the shopping district. Absolutely
fireproof.

A modern, first-class hotel; complete in all its ap-
pointments, furnishings and decorations, entirely new
throughout. Accommodation for 500 guests. 150 suites

with baths.

Hot and cold water and telephone in every room,
cuisine unexcelled.

Rates, $1.50 and up; with Bath, $2.50 and up

GEO. W. SWEENEY, Proprietor



Fence for
Ranchmen

Inches

You will not long content yourself with barbed wire fence after we prove to you that a hog-tight woven wire fence costs nothing that is, it

more than fay's for ///the first year and is clear profit every year thereafter.

Our catalog will show you where you lose money hard cash every season you nrglect to fence your field hog-tight.
Let us make you a freposition on a hog-tight "woven "wirefenceforyour ranch. If you will give us the number of rods required we will make you

a proposition on the whole business, delivered, freight paid at your neatest railroad station.

Our Square Deal Fence is the highest type of fence on the market today. The one-piece stay feature alone puts it into a separate class from
ut stay fences.

OUR LOCK is PRACTICALLY IMMOVABLE and indestructible. Our wavey line strand wire furnishes a flexibility which enables Square Deal
Fence to withstand and recover completely from excessive strains which would cause permanent irjjuty to a ICES elastic fence.

Get our catalog with full description and prices.

Keystone Steel & Wire Co., 600 Rush St..Peoria.lll.

PPORTUNITY knocks at your door today.
. The Publisher's failure compels us to convert these books into money at once. We
offer without reserve, at less than cost of manufacture, the remaining sets of the

Publisher's latest and most important publication "Library of Universal History," fifteen

sumptuous volumes, over 5,000 pages, 100 specially engraved maps, 700 beautiful illustrations,

copious marginal notes and chronological index. A new publication from cover to cover, prepared

by a staff of great historians. Cost to produce nearly $250,000. Each volume is 2 inches thick,

7 inches wide and 10 inches high.

Beginning with the dawn of recorded thought and tracing the progress of mankind, these Sixty Centuries

of Progress leads us through Ancient, Mediaeval and modern Times. We see the birth, growth and development,

the decay and death of races and nations a complete history of the whole world. More fascinating than fiction.

Young folks will use this work and read it with delight, charmed by its splendid pictures and vivid style.

free Coupon '

lublisher Tails Forced Sail

THIS*56?HISTORYFOR ONLY *24.
50 -

Please send to above address pre-

paid, one complete set Library
of Universal History,

15 vols., in Combination

Art Cloth, as per

terms stated in

Irrigation
Age for
December

five days
. free exam-

Ex-Presi-

dent Cleve-

land says:

"This Histo-

ry will fill an

important
place among
publications
intended to

give wider fa-

miliarity with

historical lit-

.erature."

Weight
Boxed"

'5 /45 .

THIS
HISTORY is endorsed by America's

greatest scholars and historians, among
whom we mention:

Geo. E. Fellows, Ph. D., Prof. European

Hist. Univ. of Ind.; A. P. Winston, late Prof.

Hist Univ. of II].: Wm. R. Perkins, Prof. Hist.

Univ. of la.; Richard H. Dabney. A. M.. Ph. D.,

Prof. Hist. Univ. of Vir.; Kemp P. Battle, A. M.,

LL. D.. Prof. Hist. Univ. of N. C; John H. T.

McPherson, Ph. D.. Prof. Hist. Univ. of Georgia;

E. Benjamin Andrews, LL. D., D. D.. late Pres.

Brown Univ., Rev. Geo. M. Grant, D. D.. Pres.

Queen's Univ., Kingston, OnL; Moses Coit Tyler,

A. M.. Ph. D., Late Prof. Amer. Hist. Cornell

Univ. and Wm. T. Harris. LL. D., Late U. S.

Com. of Education, Wash. D. C.

Ollirv/Ul
We send these 15 massive II

volumes, free, prepaid,
to you at once for five days examination. If found satisfactory,

send us 50 cents within five days and $2 monthly for 12 months

for this beautiful Combination Art Cloth binding. This is only

$24.50 while the publisher's price was $56.00. If the Library is

not perfectly satisfactory after five days examination in your own

home, notify us and we will have it returned at our expense. You
run no risk whatever, but act promptly as the sets are going fast.

Cut out and mail the coupon herewith, or a copy
of it, NOW, TODAY, AT ONCE, and address

American Underwriters Corporation,
Finance Agents. 240 Wabash Ave. Dept. 40 Chicago, DI.



15he RELIABLE LINE
"Dempster" That's The Name

High Class

Gasoline

Engines

2 to 12

Horse Power

For Gasoline

Kerosene and
Alcohol

Four Cycle

Economical

Powerful

Will Run

Anything

Anywhere

Irrigating and Water Works Pumping Plants our Specialty

OUR LINE:
WIND MILLS ALL KINDS OF PUMPS WOOD AND STEEL TANKS

WELL MACHINERY GASOLINE ENGINES CULTIVATORS FEED MILLS
GRAIN DRILLS IRON PIPE AND CASING COCKS AND VALVES

WELL POINTS AND STRAINERS FARM AND RANCH WATER. SUPPLIES

BEST TO BUY BEST TO WORK

Look

Carefully

at the Best

Windmill

Head

Ever Made

See that

Extra

Bearing

on the
Wheel Shaft
and the

Center Lift

Crank

Roller Rim
Gears

and other good
things

DEMPSTER MILL MANUFACTURING CO.

Branch Houses :

FACTORY: BEATRICE. NEBRASKA
Omaha. Neb. Kansas City. Mo. Sioux Falls. S. D.

Mention Department "A" when you write
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A Machine for Building Levees
The ordinary excavating machine is a failure as a levee builder, for several reasons, but we shall

mention only one reason here. It is this grab buckets and dippers take out the earth in large pieces; if

the earth is at all sticky, the pieces are almost bucket size when they are dumped onto the levee embank-
ment. The result is that a very loose em-
bankment is produced, which has to be
worked over by breaking up the large pieces
and compacted in any possible way to serve

as a levee at all satisfactory.

The AUSTIN
Levee Machine

does away with all this trouble. It excavates

the earth by means of scraper buckets, which
take off thin shavings. It makes no differ-

ence how sticky the earth may be, the shav-

ing action of the scraper puts it into the very
best possible shape for levee embankment.
In a word

The Austin Levee Machine Is a machine which

not only excavates the earth, but which also

prepares that earth for embankment construc-

tion, by reducing it to fine particles.

Our Catalogue No. S and form letters describe the operation of this machine in detail and will

be sent on request.

F. C. Austin. Drainage Excavator Company
New York Office. 90 West Street Railway Exchange, Chicago. 111.

Morris Machine Works
BALDWINSVILLE, N. Y.

Centrifugal Pumping Machinery, designed for

any irrigating proposition. Send details or

specifications of what is wanted and we will

recommend a pumping outfit to supply the need

New York (Mice, 39-41 Cortlandt Street

Houston Office, Cor. Wood 4 Willow Sts.. Texas

Henion 4 Hubbell, Agents, 61 N. Jeflerson St.,

Chicago, III.

Harron, Rickard McComb, Agent*,
21 Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.



Don'tWait for the Rain-
No reason why you should, if you have a Deming Ram working
for you. Once locate it properly, and your water supply is assured

;

a city system on your own property.

Pumping water by hand is hard work useless, too, when you can

get a Deming Ram to do it for you. Pumping engines and windmills

get out of order continually require attention. The Deming Ram
needs practically none.

Farm help is costly and hard to get. That makes it all the more an

object to you to cut down the work you have to hire, and do it with

machinery that looks after itself and that does not loaf when your back
is turned. The Deming Ram is always ready, always willing and does
not get tired.

Do you have a spring or a flowing well ? Write us the situation. We
will tell you whether you can use a Ram, how much water it would
deliver, and just what it would cost you to install it.

Let us submit an estimate; after that, the buying is "up to you."
We ask now only your inquiry may we have that?

Made in Seven Sizes

THE DEMING COMPANY, Salem, Ohio

HENION & HUBBELL, General Western Agents, CHICAGO
OTHER AGENCIES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

Machines With
A Pedigree

Have you seen our latest ?

Aspinwall
Planter No. 3
With Sack Hopper, plants 99%
good. No bridging in hopper.

W

Planter No. 3

Great Improvement
. . for 1908

The most perfect machines for the purpose in

the world. With our perfection Cutters, Planters,

Sprayers, Diggers and Sorters, potato culture may
maybemade profitable. Send t
for our illustrated catalog.
Contains valuable spraying
information, tables, etc.

Booklet on
"Potato Culture" Free.

Aspinwall Manufacturing
Company

Jackson, Michigan
Sprayer
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BEFORE YOU BUY A LEVEL
Write for descriptive circulars of the

BOSTROM IMPROVED FARM
AND BUILDERS' LEVELS

Practical up-to-date instruments
that anyone can use. Recommend-
ed by professional men of repute
and by the most progressive far-

mers of the country for irrigation,

drainage and building purposes.
Prices : $ I 2.BO and $25.CO

including Telescope, Tripod
and Rod.

BOSTROM-BRADY MFC. CO.
SB W. Alabama St. - - ATLANTA, CA.

BUCKEYE
IRRIGATION
CYLINDER
PORCELAIN LINED

For Spiral or Iron Pipe

These cylinders are of the
highest quality, are fitted
with our patented remov-
able poppet valves and
brass seats, and are built
to meet every requirement.
Diameter 4 to 12 Inches.

Mast, Foos & Co.
SPRINGFIELD, O.

Write for Catalog

II Illllll 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 mi 1 1 1 ii i iiiiiiinii 111

i

SAMSON TURBINE
When the PUMP cannot be direct connected to the tur-

.binc shaft, the power is usually transmitted by gears,

shafting, etc. On account of the. HIGH SPEED of.the

SAMSON, for a given power, lighter and consequently
CHEAPER transmission machinery can be used.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.
Write Department K-2 for Catalog.
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BEST BY TEST. I
country, make such a propositiou, it means something. I

Write to them or to me, and you will receive it by return mail,
The olds Engine is the best and cheapest Engine you can buy.

It is the simplest in construction, most economical to run, will do
your work at the smallest expense, and does not get out of order.

This company has been making engines and nothing else-
for thirty years. We are engine specialists.

It stands to reason that a big, successful concern like this, that
makes one thing, must make that one thing well. Our new factory
is the most complete and up-to-date engine factory in the United
States. Because of its complete equipment we can build engines of
the highest efficiency at the very lowest cost. That is why we can
give you a durable, simple, strong, highest-grade, perfect-work-
ing, long-Mved engine at a low price. This liberal proposition is the

crowning reason on top of a lot of good common sense ones, why
you should buy an Olds Engine and none other.

WE HAVE ANY KIND OF AN ENGINE YOU WANT
Our new catalogue tells about them in detail. I especially want

to call your at tent ion to our Hopper Jacket Engine on skids or wheels,
3 to 12 h. p., which is ready to run when you get it. Fill it with
gasoline, throw on the switch, turn the wheel that's all. No piping
to connect, nothing to set up, always ready, can be moved anywhere.

WANT YOU TO GET the most liberal proposition ever made on a
gasoline engine. It will save you money. When a company like this,
the oldest and biggest exclusive gasoline engine manufacturers in the
have placed my proposition in the hands of our representatives.

JAS. B SEAQER, Gen. Mgr. Olds Gas Power Co.

AH Olds Engines run properly, are easy to start winter and
summer. The U. S. Government uses them.
DON'T PAIL TO WRITE for our new catalogue and the liber-

al proposition at once. Address the home office or any represent-
ative. Do not buy any other engine until you have got my liberal

proposition. It Is something unusual. You certainly want to

know about it.

OLDS CAS POWER CO.
Home Office,Lansing, Mich., 951 Seaier Street

Boston, 69-75 Washington St. N. Portland. Ore.. 80 7th St.

San Francisco, Cor. Jessie and Ecker Sts. Elgin, 111..26-34 Klver St.

Kansas City. 1226 W. Eleventh St. Kempton, Pa.

Omaha, 1018 Farnum street Houston. Tex., 511 Travis St.

Hlnghamton, N. Y., 23 Washington St. Norfolk, Va.

Minneapolis, 313 S. Third St. Miami, Fla., C & 13th St.

Philadelphia. 1816 Market St.

To Insure prompt deliveries, we carry a full line of Engines and

parts with our representatives.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Clay Working

BUILT RIGHT-
RUN RIGHT"

We build an entire line of

Clay Working Machinery for the
manufacture of Clay products by
all processes, including Sand-Line
Brick. Our yard supplies are the
best. Kiln Irons, Cutting Wire
and all supplies. Send for infor-

mation or catalogue.

The American Clay
Mch. Co...Bucyrus, Ohio

Soft Mud Machines, Horse

and Steam Power >

Hone Power Plunger Machine Products of our Auger Machine

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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UNION MACHINES
WITH PUQ MILLS COMBINED

FIVE SIZES ALL CAPACITIES

Outfits for Drain Tile, Hollow Ware, Building

and Paving Brick and other Clay Products

If interested write us for particulars and estimates.

E. M. FREESE & CO
GALION, OHIO

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Put Your Money
In a New Country

Put your money in a new country invest it where it will prove worth
while along the Pacific Coast extension of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul Railway in the Dakotas, Montana, Idaho and Washington.
The building of this new line opens up a country full of money making

possibilities for the investor, the merchant, the workingman and the profes-
sional man, as well as for the farmer, the fruit grower and the stockman.

The investor will find excellent opportunities to secure rich farm lands
now selling at $10 per acre, and upwards, which are certain to increase in value
within the next few years.

The merchant, the workingman and the professional man should avail them-
selves of the splendid openings offered in the new towns along this latest trans-

continental railway.
In the Dakotas three new towns Lemmon, Butte County, South Dakota;

Hettinger, Adams County, North Dakota; and Bowman, Bowman County, North
Dakota have recently been established on the Pacific Coast extension of the

Chicago
Milwaukee &. St. Paul

Railway
A little over three months ago the sites of these towns were open prairie

lands. Today, at each place, a well built town, with a population of close to

500, is established; stores of all kinds are represented; also banks, hotels, restau-

rants, trades and professions. But there is plenty of room for more.
The farmer wijl find in this newly opened country the best agricultural open-

ings in America today.
In the Dakbtas, and in Montana, along the new line, the soil is a dark loam

with a clay subsoil; good water is plentiful; rainfall is ample to raise the crops;
the climate is healthful; the air is dry and invigorating; winters are mild; growing
seasons are long. The deeded, lands sell at $10 per acre, 'and upwards. Last
season many farmers made enough money from the first year's crops to pay for
their land.

The Judith Basin, in central Montana, offers exceptional opportunities in

farming, particularly in wheat and alfalfa raising, as does also the country along
the new line in Washington.

The fruit grower will find a particularly good field along the new line in

Washington. Apples, pears, plums, cherries, apricots and small fruits grow well
there. Last year hundreds of acres of bearing orchards produced crops which
brought as much as $500 to $600 per acre.

The stockman will have no difficulty in finding suitable grazing lands at low
prices in the Dakotas and Montana along the new line. Cattle graze almost all

the year round on the nutritious grasses, with little or no protection from the

weather, and fatten without being fed any grain whatever.
Pamphlets describing these openings are free for the asking.

F. A. MILLER GEO. B. HAYNES
General Passenger Agent Immigration Agent

CHICAGO 95 Adams St., CHICAGO
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THE IRRIGATION AGE
With which is Merged

MODERN IRRIGATION THE DRAINAGE JOURNAL
THE IRRIGATION ERA MID-WEST

ARID AMERICA THE FARM HERALD

IRRIGATION AGE COMPANY,
PUBLISHERS.

112 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO

Entered as second-class matter October 3, 1897, at the Postoffice at

Chicago, II!., under Act of March 3, 1879.

D. H. ANDERSON, Editor

ANNOUNCEMENT.
"The Primer of Irrigation" is now ready for delivery. Price,

$2.00. If ordered in connection with subscription, the price is $1.50.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
To United States Subscribers, Postage Paid. . . . . . f1.00
To Canada and Mexico, 1.50
AH Other Foreign Countries 1.50

In forwarding remittances please do not send checks on local banks.
Send either postomce or express money order or Chicago or New York
draft.

Official organ Federation of Tree Growing Clubs of

America.

Official organ of the American Irrigation Federation.
Office of the Secretary, 309 Boyce Building, Chicago.

Interesting to Advertisers.
It may interest advertisers to know that The Irrigation Age is the

only publication in the world having an actual paid in advance
circulation among individual irrigators and large irrigation corpo-
rations. It is read regularly by all interested in this subject and has

readers in all parts of the world. The Irrigation Age is 23 yean
old and is the pioneer publication of its class in the world.

Mr. Shumway has something further to

say in the editorial columns of this issue,

and among other matter sends in a com-

municated article on the question of

whether forests do or do not conserve

water. We would like very much to get an expression

from some of our western readers on this subject.

Do Forests

Conserve

Moisture?

Arrangements are under way whereby it

Articles by is hoped that we may be able to secure

Van Dyke. the right to publish in serial form the

most complete work on irrigation which

has ever been produced, by the eminent writer on this

subject, Mr. T. S. Van Dyke, of Daggett, California.

Mr. Van Dyke is, by all odds, the best writer on

irrigation topics in this country, if not in the entire

world, and we feel justly proud of having secured the

first right to publish this matter, which will appear

later in book form under the title "The Art of Irri-

gation." The author has been engaged in actual irri-

gation farming for many years; has met it in all of

its varying phases; has encountered success and failure

alike, and is fully competent to thoroughly exploit this

important subject. It is safe to say that when com-

pleted this will form the standard work on irrigation

in the world. The series will carry through each is-

sue of THE IRRIGATION AGE for from two to two and

one-half years and will be of invaluable assistance to

every one actually engaged in, or those who are making
a study of farming by irrigation.

George H. Maxwell is again furnishing

Maxwell. newspapers throughout the country with

photographs of himself and writing ar-

ticles as editor of The Talisman.

Maxwell gained notoriety through this sort of work

years ago and clearly overdid the matter, so much so

as to cause the rejection of his matter by a majority of

the leading papers. He always has "an ax to grind"

when he reaches out to secure notice in any publication

and it would be well for western papers to scrutinize

carefully all matter which he submits for publication.

Irrigation

Law.

Eeaders of THE IRRIGATION AGE mani-

fest considerable interest in its new de-

partment of Supreme Court Decisions.

We are pleased to announce that subscrib-

ers in any state of the Union will find in this depart-

ment the latest decisions of the Supreme Court of

their own state, including also those of the Federal

Circuit Courts and the Supreme Court of the United

States. Attorneys for' land and irrigation companies

desiring to be informed of current ses will find this

department a great saver of time, giving in a single

number of THE IRRIGATION AGE the syllabi of cases

scattered through thirty-five different periodicals.

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation Age
I year, and the Primer of Irrigation
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We would call the attention of our read-

Conservation ers to an article in this issue on the "Con-

of Water servation of Our Water Resources," by
Resources. Mr. David Megahy. This correspondence

came as a result of an editorial in our

January issue and is well worthy of perusal hy those

interested.

The circulation of THE IRRIGATION AGE

Irrigation Age is growing more rapidly at this time than

Growing Fast, ever before in its history. We have ar-

rangements made whereby personal solici-

tation among irrigation farmers in the

western states is now going on, and we are adding to

our list at the rate of from 100 to 400 new names each

week. This is very gratifying and shows appreciation

of this journal. Advertisers will do well to give con-

sideration to the fact that THE AGE is the only publi-

cation of its class in the world and is reaching thou-

sands of live buyers of all classes of farm machinery,

earth moving machinery, etc.

We are beginning in this issue an article

Lining of prepared from Bulletin No. 188, issued

Ditches and by the Experimental Station of the Col-

Reservoirs. lege of Agriculture, "University of Cali-

fornia, from "Lining of Ditches and

Reservoirs to Prevent Seepage." This bulletin was

prepared by Prof. B. A. Etcheverry and its contents

cover a long series of investigations and experiments

undertaken by the Experiment Station in 1906.

The water which sinks into soil from ditches and

reservoirs is one of the chief sources of waste in irri-

gation. In gravelly soils and where ditches cross gyp-

sum strata the loss sometimes amounts to more than

half the total volume. One feature which is of more

than ordinary importance is that the water -which es-

capes is often worse than wasted. It collects in the

lower lands; fills the soil; drowns the roots of trees

and plants; brings alkali to the surface and is a prolific

breeding place for mosquitoes. Muddy water soon silts

up muddy ditches, but where the water is clear seepage

losses are likely to be permanent and some sort of lining

to stop this becomes an important matter.

This subject will be gone over fully in a repro-

duction of Bulletin No. 188. Prof. Etcheverry has

handled the subject in a masterly way and our readers

will find much of value and interest in perusing this

article.

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation Age
1 year, a.nd the Primer of Irrigation

An editorial in our issue of January

Centralization stirred up a hornet's nest, and brings in to

of Power. u s many protests from people throughout

the west concerning the activity of the

head of the Forestry Bureau. As explained in the

January issue, THE IRRIGATION AGE is inclined to

the belief that Mr. Pinchot is innately honest. The

principal cause of criticism of the gentleman in the past

has been in the line of explaining how some of the

bureaus at Washington are taking over power not in-

tended by the framers of the law under which these

bureaus were established, and while these errors would,

no doubt, be corrected in time, it seemed only fair to

bring them to the attention of the public from time

to time so that the correction may be made more readily

than if it were accomplished by the protests of widely

separated individuals who realize that too great a cen-

tralization of power in any bureau head is liable to

work much injury to the individual who has no other

recourse than through the devious channels of protest to

his congressional representative in Washington.

One pleasing feature of the situation as it is seen

by us is that the western Congressmen are awakening to

a realization of the possible injury which may be

wrought and things seem to be moving in so far as

the campaign of centralizing all power in Washington
is concerned. The people of the west will, we believe,

begin to realize the danger of this kind of centraliza-

tion when they understand fully tlie object of Mr.

Pinchot.

A recent meeting of the American Live Stock As-

sociation at Denver was in favor of a leasing system.

This plank carried regardless of the fact that Colorado

itself is opposed to this theory. The element that car-

ried the convention came from Texas, where there are

no public lands. It is stated, and with perhaps a

good show of truth, that the Texans propose to get

leased land in Colorado, Wyoming and other western

states and bring their flocks and herds into that terri-

tory. The President sent a congratulatory telegram

to the officers of the association because it endorsed Mr.

Pinchot's theories. This is a fine condition for the

citizens of western states to face, where there is much

public land. What THE IRRIGATION AGE would like

to see is some reform in land laws which will give the

remaining settlers on public lands enough land to en-

able them to make a living and protect them absolutely

in their business. If a settler was entitled to 160 acres

in Iowa, he should get from four to six sections in

many places in the inter-mountain regions. Yet, Mr.

Garfield says the public domain is passing too rapidly

into the hands of settlers. This shows how superfi-

cial was his inspection last summer. It has been sug-

gested by some that he stayed too close to the Pullman

car and the conveniences of civilization during that trip
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to find out anything about range or land conditions

excepting for contact with individuals representing

vested interests who made it their business to meet him

here and there on his journey and bring their views

on the subject directly before him. It can be readily

seen that the representatives of vested interests would

be more likely to get in contact with Mr. Garfield than

would the settler whose interests are vital and at

stake. THE IRRIGATION AGE does not presume to rep-

resent any of the range interests but it proposes to take

the part of the man who is to make a home. The irri-

gation and dry farmer whom we represent, rather than

ihe owner of live stock, needs protection. This class

is not able to have organizations to represent them.

They are scattered throughout the country and cannot

come together. They are not men of wealth and as a

rule not men who study conditions or try to formulate

laws and regulations for their own relief. This ele-

ment must be depended upon for our ultimate perma-
nent growth. We do not deny but that the live stock

interests need protection and fully believe that they

have a cause which should receive the attention of our

law makers. They have produced what wealth is rep-

resented in some of the thinly peopled sections of the

west today and stand, as a rule, among the best class

of citizens. They see the day coming when the open

range business must give way to the farm and the small

live stock interests.' Our readers, generally, throughout

the west are requested to write us and give us their

views concerning the situation as they see it. If an

injustice is being done to the small farmer, let us get

together and explain the situation through the columns

of THE IRRIGATION" AGE. It is only through publicity

of this character that the small man may receive the

attention which is his due.

Much speculation has been rife during the

Controversy past few weeks, due to a clash between

Between plant investigators of the United States

Authorities. Department of Agriculture and those

whose time, efforts and money are being
devoted to the exploitation of the spineless cactus as a

means of rejuvenating the deserts of the Southwest.

In bulletin No. 116, entitled "The Tuna as Food for

Man," the United States Department of Agriculture

has placed itself on record as antagonistic to one of the

greatest plant industries of the age. This bulletin says

in part: "Enthusiastic magazine writers would revolu-

tionize conditions in arid regions by the establishment

of plantations of prickly pear wthout spines, thus con-

verting the most arid deserts into populous, prosperous

communities. Experience teaches, however, that the

spineless varieties of cultivation are not hardy under

natural desert conditions, that all of the valuable spine-

less species which produce either fruit or forage in eco-

nomic quantities require considerable precipitation at

some time during the year, and that the economic species

are not known which thrive under a minimum tempera-
ture of less than 10 F. One exception to this may be

noted, but the quantity of stock feed produced by this

species is comparatively small and its distribution lim-

ited."

This paragraph directly concerns Mr. Luther Bur-

bank and his colleagues, whose work in developing the

spineless cactus has passed the experimental stage.

Those of us who are privileged to know Mr. Burbank are

forcibly impressed with the modesty of the man whose

creations have had so great a bearing on the agricultural

and horticultural world, and yet about whom so little is

known. As commercialism and self-glorification play

no part in Mr. Burbank's work, one would naturally

give credence to any statement of fact made by him
when he relates what he has actually accomplished in the

new cacti produced, the perfection of which is the re-

sult of sixteen years of propagation. The progress of

his work in developing an economic Opuntia is to be

found in the records of the National Irrigation Con-

gress, held in Sacramento on September 5 last. The

following sentiments from Mr. Burbank's speech will

give our readers a fair idea of the present status of the

culture.

The term thornless cactus is quite indefinite, for it

is no more of a novelty than thornless watermelon;

however, among the cacti growing to immense size with

corresponding rapidity and co-relative latent possibili-

ties, there were none devoid of thorns until now.

The Opuntias present the greatest commercial pos-

sibilities of the cacti. Burbank's farms have produced

spineless Opuntias having three to four times as much

weight of food per acre as their thorny wild parents.

Also some of the improved Opuntias can stand five to

ten degrees more freezing than others which are wild.

The Opuntia is by all means the hardiest, most

rapidly growing, prolific and adaptable to conditions of

moisture, temperature and soil of all the great cactus

family.

At least one crop of very delicious fruit is borne

each year, to say nothing of the quantity of fodder

developed in a single season. The Opuntia is all food

or fodder.

While due consideration is given to the value of the

delicious fruits of the improved Opuntia, the prime issue

is that of supplying a dependable forage crop for arid

regions. It is found that all herbivorous animals relish

the cactus, and can, of course, eat the spineless Opuntia
without fear of the results brought about by the thorn.

They will support animal life without other food, and

when fed as part of a balanced ration will produce beef

and mutton.
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There is no danger of the Opuntia running wild

and again producing thorns when set out in the desert,

for the cactus was originally thornless.

Leaving its undisputed fodder value out of the

question, the tremendous value of the Opuntia to stock-

men may be gained from the fact that last year one-

year-old plants in California, on unsuitable cactus

ground, produced an average of over ninety tons of fod-

der to the acre. This means a crop of about two. hun-

dred tons per acre for older plants in cactus country.

The spineless cactus has passed the experimental

stage, and its commercial propagation has been under-

taken by a Los Angeles corporation known as The
Thornless Cactus Farming Company, to whom Mr.

Burbank has intrusted the varieties which he has per-

fected for distribution, and this concern is endeavoring
to very rapidly get the new fodder and fruit plants into

the localities where they will do the most good.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

BY G. L. SHUJIWAY.

Wyoming's Wool-Growers' Convention, and the

National Wool-Growers' Convention, at Helena, have

recently expressed themselves in no uncertain terms,

regarding the Grazing Bill proposed in Congress. One

by one the industrial congresses of the west announce
their opposition to policies of Federal Control. Here
are two of the resolutions adopted that gives the spirit
which seems to permeate the entire west :

"No. 3. Eesolved, That we are opposed to the

imposition of regulations by public land officials, where-

by the rulings of the department officers are inter-

preted as being above and superior to law.

"No. 4. Resolved, That we deplore the methods

adopted by Gifford Pinchot, chief of the Bureau of For-

estry, in disseminating wrong impressions of the exist-

ing range and forest conditions in Wyoming, through
eastern newspapers and magazines. False statements

are written as truths, and misrepresentations become

prolific with suspicions as to the honesty and integrity

of Wyoming stockmen. Such policies are detrimental

to the integrity of government officials, and retard the

development of our< state."

There is more of the same kind, but is it not a

pity that the conduct of our bureau heads is such,

and their theories so intense, that an industrial con-

gress must give the lie to their oft-reiterated accusa-

ions. It can be said without fear of contravention

that several of our recent industrial conventions were

not controlled by "lick-spittles of the federal bureaus"

as our friend Lute Wilcox so tersely put it. Only Sac-

ramento disgraced herself by going over body and

breeches, and not giving the delegates opportunity to

express themselves.

"Hands off" is the slogan of the entire west, and

it applies to bureaus in the ramifications of their usur-

pations, in official capacity as well as attempts to con-

trol industrial expression, and in the dissemination of

"tainted news."

Nothing has been so severely censured (and justly

so) of recent date, by the muck-rakers, and enthusiastic

reformers, as "the system's" policy of scattering

"tainted news," but the press bureau of our federal

government can put the system to the bad, in holding

up the shining virtues of its satellites, and lauding all

their undertakings.

Yet there are dozens and no doubt hundreds of

silent workers, without salaries, or other means of self-

exploitation at public expense, who are daily perform-

ing more actual public service than the most adver-

tised man in the entire Washington contingent. I re-

fer to such men as H. A. Green, who originated "Tree-

Growing Clubs of America" and Luther Burbank, and

men of that stamp. An individual finds it necessary

to originate an outside movement for the purpose of

promulgating the work, for which the Forestry service

was created, and from which it has been diverted. It

remained for an individual to create a spineless cactus,

while we have a bureau of plant industry supported by
the government. The trouble with our federal organ-

izations are that they are too much taken up with poli-

tics, self-congratulations, etc., to devote much time to

the actual work for which their being exists.

Following the sheep men's convention came the

meetings of two live stock associations. The executive

committee of one, which was dominated by Murdo

McKenzie, who runs some 40,000 head of cattle on

forest reserves, was naturally favorable to the govern-

ment policy. Mr. McKenzie comes about as near the

eastern conception of a "cattle baron" as there is in ex-

istence today, yet he is hand and glove with the ad-

ministration, which pretends to oppose all that he rep-

resents.

Just a word to the east regarding this bogie man
that press bureaus and eastern contemporaries have

builded, and called the "cattle baron." They tell us

that parents in the eastern section of the United States

tell their children to be good or they will be given to

the cattle barons. In the middle west he is a mon-

strous creature, and visions picture horns and hoofs

and armor as his rough exterior, and so vivid are

impressions we have obtained that here in the west,

where we have lived for more than two score years

and have never seen a cattle baron, we imagine he

must live just over the hill.
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Brothers, the cattle baron is a dream man, like the

night man and other intangible vagaries of the cruder

years of our civilization. Unfortunately, there are

many people, some of them fairly well up in official

and other circles, who still cling to the traditions and

superstitions of earlier years, and they prove easy marks

for those who have ulterior designs.

"Hands off" is the slogan of the west, and if

heeded, the west will eventually be a land of homes.

Occasional disputes will arise, may be a man will be

killed occasionally, but one small mine horror, or rail-

road wreck, will exterminate more human beings than

all the range disputes of a hundred years.

The Denver Stockmen's Convention represented

the small stock man, and is entitled to consideration, as

the voice of cattlemen of moderate means. Home-

makers want no herds of 40,000 cattle running over

and tramping out their meagre crops. They want no

wide boundaries established in their neighborhoods,

that condemns vast tracts to wilderness forever. Leave

the west to work out her own destinies, and she will do

it well, and show the same integrity and pure pur-

poses that has marked the history of pioneers before

meddlesome brain-storm patriots discovered that the

vanguard of civilization needed guardians.

There has just come to hand an article by one of

the most eminent men of the west, which is remark-

able in that it goes into scientific calculations to deter-

mine what if any fact exists to substantiate the catchy

phrases of the prolific advertiser of the forestry depart-

ment. The argument emphasizes our notes in January
IRRIGATION AGE, relative to trees and shrubbery drying

wells, springs and streams, which observation and con-

tact had brought to our minds.

The article quotes from Professor King of the Ag-
ricultural College of Wisconsin, whose ample field of

research extends through the primeval forests of Eau

Clare, Ehinelander and to the Peninsula. Listen:

"Every pound of dry matter contained in a tree con-

sumes 500 pounds of water." "Ten thousand square

miles of forest consumes 16,000,000 acre feet of water."

In other words, the trees represented in a single load

of lumber has consumed sufficient water to irrigate a

small farm, and still we will hear from the forestry

department the catchy remark, "Save the forest and

store the floods."

The article mentioned by Mr. Shumway is here-

with given in full :

The Bureau of Forestry at Washington is such a

prolific advertiser and its chief is such a capable poli-
tician that he has permitted tlleories to be published
both in his own press bureau, conducted at the expense
of the government, and in papers and periodicals he

can influence, which have absolutely no foundation in

fact or no relation to a scientific study of forestry.
Yet this chief is presumed to be a man of science. How
politics perverts the good will and intentions of those
who are supposed to represent truth and truth alone !

We must allude to the famous motto, "Save the
Forests and Store the Floods" devised by George H.
Maxwell, and adopted by his disciples of the Bureau
of Forestry and of the Hydrographic Division of the

Geological Survey, as formerly constituted. Save the
forests? Not by removing the tariff on foreign lum-

ber, because the Bureau of Forestry has fattened

through co-operation with the Lumber Trust. Should
the tariff on lumber be removed, the demand for timber
for commercial purposes at home would decrease so
much that the forestry problem would take care of
itself and the Bureau of Forestry would be of no more
use to the people than would a department charged with
the conservation of the moisture of the seas. When we
eliminate the forests on the mountains of the west
the people interested in irrigation will receive twice the
volume of water to store and to apply to a beneficial use.
The only scientific data referring to this subject bears
out this assertion. Prof. King of the Agricultural
College of Wisconsin found that for every pound of

dry matter produced in a tree the tree itself absorbed
and dissipated 500 pounds of water. :

-

What does this mean A tree under ordinary
conditions requires a space of at least twenty feet

square. In sixteen years it will grow so that, includ-

ing all the leaves it sheds each year, it will contain a
ton of dry matter. To produce this the tree must have
used 1,000,000 pounds or 16,129 cubic feet of water.
This means a yearly average demand of 1,000 cubic
feet of water. This volume would cover the square of

twenty feet to a depth of 30 inches each year. Every
state having large forest reserves has to provide more
water for the preservation of the forests than is counted
in all of its flowing streams. A state having 10,000

square miles of forests must furnish 16,000,000 acre
feet of water for them, or sufficient water to cover 16,-

000,000 acres of land one foot in depth.
In the face of such scientific evidence, how can

any bureau, no matter how anxious it may be to mis-
lead the public on its own behalf, advocate the theory
that trees conserve moisture? How long would a tree

have to grow to deposit enough vegetable matter around
its roots to hold 1,000 cubic feet of water, the average
demand of the tree for a single year? If a tree forty

years old will conserve a cubic foot of water in this

way and hold it until it can be used by the irrigator we
will be surprised. At that time the tree will have
wasted (except in so far as its own life is concerned)
more than 40,000 cubic feet of water. No vegetable

growth saves moisture. The dry farmer can tell you
this. He does not plant trees to save the moisture
that falls, but he cultivates the soil, thus preventing
evaporation, in a large measure, from the surface. Un-
til the Bureau of Forestry plants a tree and measures

accurately the water it requires and keeps a record of

the volume of water it retains by a deposit of leaves

and other vegetable matter or shows that beneficial

results come from shade furnished by it or winds
broken by it, we hope that its organs, both governmental
and political, will keep silent on this subject.
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Lining of 'Ditches and
Reservoirs to Prevent

Seepage Losses

By PROF. B. A. ETCHEVERRY
Berkeley, Cal.

Examination of Lined Ditches in Southern Cal-

ifornia. About 1880 all surface waters in southern

California were being diverted and used. The heavy

profits derived from irrigation and the rapidly increas-

ing price of orange land since then caused a great de-

mand for additional water. The development of the

country depended on water, which was, and is even

more so at present, the most important question for that

locality. All available water supply must be developed
and all waste prevented. This meant the rapid devel-

opment of underground waters by wells and tunnels and

the storage of flood waters, and explains the large num-
ber of wells yielding probably a good deal more water

than the flow of surface water in midsummer.

water to distribute is not large, and have to a great ex-
tent replaced the smaller open ditch.

While for these parts of southern California there
is no doubt but what the use of cement in some form
will always be the most generally used material for
canal lining, it is expensive and its use is only justi-
fiable where the value of water is very high, or where ex-
cessive seepage must be stopped.

For districts where water is plentiful the seepage
loss may not be of so much consideration, or at least not
so great but that a concrete lining would be prohibitive.
The canals or even the laterals of these districts carry
several times more water than the largest canals of
southern California. The lining, if concrete were used,
would have to be stronger and the cost large.

Other considerations besides seepage must, however,
be studied before one can decide whether it would be
beneficial to line the water channels, and other linings
should also be investigated.

A good lining should fulfill the following require-
ments: (1) It should stop seepage. (2) It should

prevent gophers and squirrels from burrowing through
the banks. (3) It should prevent vegetation. (4) It
should prevent scouring. (5) It should not be easily

damaged by the tramping of cattle and by the action of
the weather.

Fig. 1. New Bear River Valley Company's Canal; Lined with Cobbles Set in Lime Mortar and Painted with Cement.

It was here naturally that the loss of water due to

seepage was first felt. Every drop of water saved meant
increased prosperity. The value of water increased

rapidly after 1880. Water valued at $30 per miner's

inch in 1880 had a value of $300 in January, 1883, and

$720 in 1888. This naturally meant better use of water

and a higher duty of water. The duty of water in-

creased to one miner's inch for four or five acres, and
has still increased until at present this duty for some
of the best citrus lands is one miner's inch for ten acres.

Most of the improvements for economy of water

and for the decreased loss in transportation were started

after 1880.

Canals were first paved to prevent seepage and ero-

sion; and to permit the use of an economical section.

This paving was then improved upon by paving and ce-

menting. Plastering with cement mortar and the use

of concrete for lining came into use soon after.

At about the same time the use of steel or cement

pipes was introduced. They have since become much
in favor in southern California, when the volume of

No doubt concrete will answer for all these require-

ments, but cheaper linings in, many cases will be more
economical. It was mainly to inquire into this that

these investigations were undertaken, in May, June,

July, and August, 1906.

These investigations include first a journey around

some of the irrigation districts of California to learn

the different types and methods of lining canals in use,

their cost and detail of construction.

CANAL LININGS IN CALIFORNIA.

Naturally the best types of canal linings are in

southern California, very little having been done in

other parts of the state.

A study of the various types shows that they can

be classified as follows:

(a) River boulders set in lime mortar and pointed
with cement mortar.

(6) River boulders or cobbles placed behind a

wooden form and cemented together with cement mor-

tar rammed between the cobbles.

(c) Cement concrete from 3 to 6 inches thick.
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(d) Cement mortar plaster

(e) Heavy road-oil.

(/) Clay puddle.

to 1 inch thick.

RIVER BOULDEKS SET IN LIME MORTAR AND POINTED
WITH CEMENT MORTAR.

This method has been extensively used in the San
Bernardino Valley. Good examples of this type are

seen in Eedlands, Crafton, Highlands, and San Ber-

nardino. This type of lining was probably introduced

in 1882 to 1883, when the Ontario Colony Enterprise,

receiving its water from the San Antonio canon, paved
its canal, 5 feet wide at the bottom, 6 feet wide at the

top, and 2 !
/2 feet deep, with rocks laid in hydraulic lime

water and plastered over with cement mortar. This

lining was 8 inches thick and cost about 60 cents per
lineal foot, or about 6 cents per square foot, which is

very much cheaper than the average cost per square foot

of this type of work since then. This low cost is prob-

ably accounted for by the cheap Chinese labor used at

that time, the rate being $1.25 per day; also the small

cost of the lime, $1 a barrel, and the rock not having to

be handled at great distance.

The cement plaster was mixed in the proportion

The ditch is excavated to a definite cross-section,
this cross-section being of such size that after receiving
a lining of about 1 foot in thickness it will be the re-

quired finished cross-section. After the excavation,
mold frames with boards are used to guide the lining

work; between the mold boards and the sides is a space
of 1 foot which is the thickness of the lining. Into this

space a layer of cobbles about 1 foot in thickness is

built, with the interstices filled with small stones; a

grout formed of one part of lime to seven parts of clean,

sharp sand is then poured in and tamped in order to fill

all voids. The lining of the sides is built up in this

manner in consecutive layers 1 foot at a time. The bot-

tom is usually paved before the sides, the mold frame

resting on the bottom. The lining is generally allowed

a few days to harden, then the mold boards are removed
and the cement plaster put on. This plaster is a mix-
ture of one part cement to three parts of clean sand and
is applied about y2 inch thick, giving a smooth surface.

The size of the ditch thus lined was 2% feet to 3

feet wide at the bottom, about 4 feet deep, and side

slopes of about 1 on 4. (Fig. 1.) The approximate
cost was 15 cents a cubic foot. The price of labor and
materials was as follows : Cement, $3.75 a barrel

; lime,

Fig. 2. Hemet Land and Water Company's Canal; Lined with Cobbles Set in Cement Mortar.

of one part of cement to three parts of sand with lime

water. The bottom was finished with a thin coating of

cement and sand in equal quantities. The lime mortar

was one part of lime to five parts of said.

This type of lining, while largely used since then,

is now employed mainly where repairs are necessary.
Accurate data as to cost and details of construction are

difficult to obtain. A great deal of this work has been

replaced with pipes. The new Bear Valley Water Com-

pany and also the Crafton Water Company have good

examples of this construction. The ditch known as the

Highlands ditch, and the Old Eedlands ditch, known
as the South Fork ditch, both diverting water from the

Santa Ana river, are paved and cemented. While parts
of these ditches were first paved with cobbles or rocks

without the use of lime or cement mortar, or paved with

cobbles or rock faced with cement mortar without the

use of lime mortar, the more recent type of construction

consists mostly of cobbles laid in lime mortar and

pointed or faced with cement mortar. The method of

construction used by the Bear Valley Water Company is

as follows:

$1.30 a barrel; ordinary labor, $2 per nine-hour day;
masons, $3.50 to $4 per eight-hour day.

The method use by the Crafton Water Company
was very similar. The ditch was excavated with

scrapers and shovels. No form was used for lining; the

sides and bottom were put in by line, the cobbles being

placed to line and grade in lime mortar, the interstices

between cobbles being filled and chinked. The surface

was evened off by forcing in cement mortar with a

trowel, and a coating of this cement mortar about %
inch thick covered the sides and bottom. The rock lin-

ing was about 1 foot in thickness. This work was done
in 1893, thirteen years ago, and was limited to the in-

take canal (one mile long) of the Crafton Water Com-

pany. According to one of the former directors of the

company no repairs have been made during these thir-

teen years. The work is still in good condition. The

average cost of this class of lining would probably be

about 13 cents per square foot. While substantial and

satisfactory, a stronger and not much more costly is the

next class described.

(To be Continued in March Issue.)
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The Campaign Against the

National Land Laws

D. H. ANDERSON.

Never in the history of our country have wise
national laws been subject to more unjust and need-
less criticism than has been heaped upon the statutes

providing for the disposal of the public domain. The
opposition to these laws is based on selfish motives.

Those who have defended the laws have not been pro-
vided either with funds or with a means of advertising.
The public domain has been disposed of to settlers

under laws more liberal than those remaining on our

statute books today for the past 100 years. The Mis-

sissippi Valley was settled under conditions most fav-

orable to the pioneer. He could use the forests unre-

stricted and his herds and flocks were grazed on the

public land surrounding his home. He prospered and
his posterity have received all the benefits that have
come from a wise administration of liberal statutes,

providing for the growth and up-building of a new

country. The world cannot produce another valley
which in any way compares with this. Nebraska and
Kansas and many other states were settled under laws

even more liberal. Since a large proportion of the

lands in these more recently formed states have passed
into the hands of private parties, the tree claim law

and the preemption law have been repealed.
The lands remaining open for settlement at the

present time present greater difficulties to the settler.

He is required to surmount obstacles which were deemed
insurmountable only a few years ago yet with all of the

natural difficulties he is forced to contend with, he is

now regarded as a criminal by those in authority. A
man who follows the example of the pioneer of the

Mississippi Valley using the unoccupied public do-

main during the time when there is no demand for

such land by the homesteader, is an outlaw in the

minds of those who have the ear of the present admin-
istration. The bureau chiefs to whom I shall refer ex-

plicitly hereafter have no personal knowledge of the

difficulties which confront the settler under prevailing
conditions. He is often unable to maintain himself

upon his own homestead and is compelled to go else-

where during a part of the year to earn a living for

himself and his family. During this time the agents
of the department send detectives to photograph his

claim and the improvements he is required to make
under the Rules and Regulations made without

authority of law at Washington. His every move

is watched, and if he uses the public domain to pas-
ture his herds or flocks he is stealing from the gov-
ernment and robbing posterity. Those who have won

out, have built up homes that would be a credit to the

Mississippi Valley. They have undergone greater hard-

ships than have any people who have settled within the

limits of the United States. They have earned every-

thing that they have obtained from the public, yet a

man who has made a success, who has carved out a

home, and probably accumulated some wealth is re-

garded as a target for criticism and persecution by the

agents of the government. The use of the public do-
main does not restrict the operation of the existing
land laws. Wherever it is possible for another family
to exist, the field is clear. There are no serious range
conflicts and the range grasses will today support more
livestock per acre than when they were first used by the

pioneer, thirty years ago. In spite of these facts, the

press bureaus of the great administrative machines at

Washington have led many thinking people to believe
to the contrary.

The reader will naturally inquire as to the motives
for such attacks as have been made on the national
land laws. If it were not that some power in the
hands of a few engenders a desire for greater power, it,

is possible that the campaign against these wise statutes
would never have been initiated. No one who has
studied the rapid development and growth of a few
bureaus at Washington can say that this has been na-
tural. It has been the result of wide advertising and

co-operation with those who have money and position,
but whose motives are of the most selfish and dangerous
character.

The Bureau of Forestry and the United States

Geological Survey have from the beginning of their

careers been grea^, advertisers. They conduct press

agencies which are maintained at the expense of the

government. Seven or eight years ago certain railroad

interests controlled large areas within the forest re-

serves. These tracts, amounting in one case to 6,000,000
acres, were turned back to the Bureau of Forestry and
the railroad given in exchange land scrip which had at

the time a value of about $3.50 per acre.

During the winter of 1902 and 1903 THE IRRIGA-
TION AGE printed a review of the work of a certain

attorney who operated in conjunction with these bureau
chiefs. This review contained in part the following

paragraph :

"CO-OPERATION WITH GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS."

"Before the plan submitted to the railroads by
Mr. Maxwell was accepted he had the campaign fairly
well outlined in his mind. He saw that it would be

necessary for him to become intimate with government
officials who could bring him into contact with con-

gressmen, members of the cabinet, and even the Presi-

dent. He had already become acquainted with those

who had ambitions to direct the irrigation policy of

the country, and through them he met heads of bu-

reaus in Washington who hoped, through his co-opera-

tion, to broaden the sphere of their influence and work.

We do not wish to bring these men into disrepute and
do not say that their ambitions are either to be com-
mended or condemned. We do say that their methods
are open to criticism. That they have been working
with Mr. Maxwell for the past two or three years is

an established fact. The readers of "Forestry and

Irrigation" can easily inform themselves as to the bu-

reaus which are working wren Mr. Maxwell to main-
tain that publication. Those who were at the Irriga-
tion Congress held in Chicago in 1900 have no doubt

as to who the gentlemen are, and they fully appreciate
the support which the National Irrigation Association

has since received. The arrangement made with Mr.
Maxwell by these officers is not known, but since 1900

the National Irrigation Association has advertised these
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men and their work in return for substantial support
of another kind. Mr. Maxwell has, through one of

these men, been able to confer with the President upon
more than one occasion. Through the favors extended

by another, he has met Congressmen who have been par-

ticularly active in the movement for national aid, and
has thus been brought into contact with the Secretary
of the Interior. He has had their support in meetings
of the Irrigation Congress or wherever their services

has been needed. He has been introduced into clubs'

at Washington, and has appeared before engineering
and scientific societies. Only a short time since, both

Mr. Maxwell and one of his government assistants ap-

peared before an economic society in Washington to

promote their mutual policies. Through the publica-
tions controlled by Mr. Maxwell he has been able to

repay his debt to these gentlemen. Besides, he has

flooded the country with material sent to the daily

newspapers, advertising those who have been of ser-

vice to him. He has realized that should the govern-
ment embark on a plane whereby the west is to be

reclaimed, it would be to his advantage to have his

friends maintained in places where they would be val-

uable in carrying out the policies of the National Ir-

rigation Association. We have a bale of newspaper

clippings sent out by this bureau relating to the thor-

ough training and wise experience of the men with

whom Mr. Maxwell has found it advisable to work."

The chief of the Bureau of Forestry and the chief

of the Division of Hydrography of the United States

Geological Survey, being ambitious and understand-

ing fully the advantage of co-operation with any agency
which might advertise them, had already made ar-

rangements with this attorney with this end in view.

He was charged with the duty of starting and main-

taining a campaign against the United States land

laws, his aim being to curtail the operation of these

laws and to create an artificial demand for land scrip.

His work was successful. Within three years land

scrip advanced from $3.50 to $10.00 and $12.00

per acre. In this campaign he had the co-operation
of the bureau chiefs above referred to and the holders

of the scrip in a single instance, must have profited

by $20,000,000.00 or $30,000,000.00 by an expenditure
of from $200,000.00 to $300,000.00 per year. This

campaign required great press bureaus. These were

provided and while the attack on the land laws was
the principle theme, yet the bureau chiefs were not

forgotten. Their policies and their records were ad-

vertised from coast to coast. The campaign against the

land laws ended in so far as the attorney was con-

cerned when land scrip advanced to a figure which

seemed to be the maximum. In the meantime, the

bureau chiefs had so closely followed the campaign,

seemingly blind as to its purpose, that .they absorbed

all of the arguments presented and have since the close

of this remarkable and spectacular fight, led the oppo-
sition to statutes which have been proven by time

and experience to have been wise and necessary in the

development of a new country. This co-operation with

a great news agency not controlled by the government
was very advantageous to these bureau chiefs. The
Bureau of Forestry has grown beyond the wildest

dreams of the most enthusiastic lover of trees ;
and

the former chief of the Bureau of Hydrography of the

United States Geological Survey has become so strong
that he first caused the removal of the chief of the

survey, occupied that position for himself for a while

and then had a new bureau established for his per-
sonal benefit, and he is now the chief of the United
States Eeclamation Service. Both of these chiefs have
learned the value of advertising. They still maintain
their own press agencies at the expense of the govern-
ment, and they issue many bulletins and papers which

advertise them and their theories instead of publish-

ing facts and data for the use of the public at large.

This leads us to a better understanding of the

existing conditions. By close association with the at-

torney for the holders of land scrip these bureau chiefs

learned the art of self-promotion and obtained a false

impression of the operation of the land laws. They
found that by further curtailing the operation of these

laws it would be possible for them to take away from
the land office large tracts which they could manage.
They advertised through their mediums and through
the papers and periodicals they could reach that their

work was designed for the benefit of the home-builder

and posterity. Without any authority -from Congress*
and without any law covering the subject an empire
has already passed from the people into the hands of

the Bureau of Forestry.

The most serious condition arises from the fact

that the chief executive, he who has won a place in

the hearts of the people, because of his honesty and

fearlessness, depends wholly upon these men for advice

when questions relating to the management of the

public domain arise. The ideas and arguments used

by an attorney who conducted a campaign to enrich

a few by millions at the expense of the many, are now

accepted without question by the President and his

messages to Congress contain statements which might
have been clipped from the papers during the time

when the great opposition campaign was in progress.
What a condition the settler on the remaining public
lands must confront! A campaign which was begun
through selfish motives and which received the support
of government agents through selfish motives has ob-

tained such momentum that the needs of the newer

states and the necessities of the pioneer are forgotten
in the struggle for bureaucratic power. Without con-

sulting those directly interested, those whose liveli-

hood and welfare are dependent upon wise laws relat-

ing to the disposal of public lands, and a just admin-

istration of those laws, these bureau chiefs now recom-

mend a measure which will place the vacant public
domain in such condition that the newer states, which

are burdened with the responsibility of maintaining
law and order, will not be able to develop, except as

rules and regulations made in Washington may per-

mit.

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation Age, one year, and

the Primer of Irrigation, a 260-page finely illustrated

work for new beginners in irrigation.
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The Conservation of Our Water Resources

DAVID MEGAHY.

In considering a question of this nature, the first

care before accepting any proposed policy should be to

insure the protection of the settler and home-builder.

Legislation enacted by the state of Wyoming relating
to the control of water resources has been passed with

this fundamental object always in view. It is impos-
sible for those who have not experienced pioneer life

or who have never made a study of conditions under

which settlement takes place to understand the difficul-

ties which confront the settler or to formulate laws or

regulations relating to the control of our natural re-

sources which will assist him instead of being a detri-

ment to his progress and prosperity. A settler gen-

erally depends largely upon public officers for advice.

It is difficult if not impossible for him to present his

cause in such a way that he will be understood unless

he is given an opportunity to do so verbally. Rules

and regulations made at Washington are often not

understood even by the local officer who is charged
with their administration. The settler seldom sees the

local officer, and when he makes an inquiry, the rules

and regulations are generally sent him without inter-

pretation. Under these conditions any policy which

will lead to a centralization of control of all natural

resources at Washington will tend only to increase the

hardships of the settler and render his condition less

enviable.

In order that we may clearly understand the pres-

ent power and influence of some great bureaus at

Washington we must study their policies and their

methods of securing support. Those who scrutinize

the papers and magazines of the times cannot fail to

notice that articles identical in purport and language
are published on the same day in many widely sepa-

rated towns and cities. The reader who desires to

continue his studies will find that these large bureaus

it Washington control press agencies which are conducted

by men employed at the expense of the government.
These press bureaus are maintained for the sole pur-

pose of advertising the chiefs of the bureaus, creating

public sentiment in favor of their policies and criticiz-

ing and ridiculing all persons and policies which in

any way oppose these great administrative machines.

The heads of these press agencies may be designated

on the pay roll as statisticians or by some other title

which protects the bureau and serves to mislead the

public. By co-operation with staff reporters at Wash-

ington, dispatches indorsing the policies of the bureaus

are sent to the press of the country. These great

bureaus have other opportunities for exploiting the

chiefs and their policies. Certain periodicals, have been

established and have received government support for

their purpose. Two prominent bureau chiefs for sev-

eral years co-operated with a moulder of public senti-

ment employed by the railroads and hundreds of thou-

sands of dollars were spent each year in advertising

these favored men and at the same time criticizing and

condemning those who have unfortunately nothing but

ability and a creditable official record to recommend

them. Many publications issued by these bureaus are

designed to secure the indorsement of the people re-

gardless of the truth or of scientific fact.

It would be presumed that the. business of these

great bureaus would consume the time and energy of

any single man charged with such a responsibility and
that he would have little opportunity or occasion to

appeal to public sentiment to obtain support for his

department. Work well done is generally recognized
even under a republican form of government. Regard-
less, of this natural assumption, these bureau chiefs

spend much of their time attending conventions and

resorting to all kinds of political expedients to obtain

favorable indorsements from meetings called for the

purpose of obtaining an expression of sentiment from

the people. I shall refer to one striking example of

the past year. The last session of the National Irriga-
tion Congress met in Sacramento early in September.
Some weeks prior to the opening of the Congress two

bureau chiefs, pursuant to directions sent we know not

how, met the local secretary of the congress at Chi-

cago, where the program of the congress was outlined to

their satisfaction. Having been warned that discus-

sion might take place at this congress, which would

not be pleasant to the bureau chiefs or of a nature

indorsing their policies, steps were taken to avoid this

in so far as possible. The records of the Congress are

sufficient evidence of the success of the plans made in

Chicago.
While we of the west can easily satisfy ourselves

regarding the activity of these men in our local affairs,

yet we seldom appreciate the workings of the great

bureaus at the national capitol. The writer has ap-

peared before committee of congress where some of

these bureaus have been represented by their chiefs and

by an army of employees. He has been able to study
their system of lobbying and fully appreciates the

disadvantage resulting to any department of the gov-

ernment or state whose interests may conflict in any

way with one of these great machines as long as the

present practice is allowed to continue.

The history of civilization shows conclusively that

the best use of natural resources is made when the

control of such resources is intrusted to those locally

concerned either in development or in their conserva-

tion. Under all conditions the burden of public con-

trol and maintenance falls on the community where

the natural resource is found, and this has been recog-

nized by the great bureaus at Washington. In spite of

the fact that some of those bureaus receive millions of

dollars annually, they still advertise the fact that the

cost of their local administration in the field is already

self-supporting or will soon be in that condition. These

bureaus hold that while the government does not need

the fees obtained from such a source, yet the principle

should be. enforced which requires the party benefited

to pay for the benefits received. Under this theory

our seaport towns should defray the expense of con-

structing and maintaining the navy ; the Panama Canal

should be dug by those who are interested in the com-

merce of seas; the Great Inland Water Ways should be
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constructed at the expense of the territory directly

tributary to these works; the Department of Com-
merce and Labor should be maintained at the expense
of laboring classes and others directly concerned, while

the Department of Agriculture should be conducted

by levying tribute on the farmer.

In discussing this subject, manifestly one of great
interest and importance to the people of the west, it

is necessary that we allude briefly to some of the

theories which have had their origin in the bureaus.

In this connection I have the pleasure of referring to

an official publication of the Bureau of Forestry, en-

titled "The Use of the National Forests," which first

saw the light of day on June 14th of the past year. I

regret that time does not permit a detailed discussion

of the policies indorsed and the catching phraseology
in this little book of forty-two pages. On page 13 the

following paragraph occurs :

"What happens to the water? Nothing except
that the flow is steadier. The creation of a national

forest has no effect on the laws which govern the ap-

propriation of water. This is a matter governed en-

tirely by state and territorial laws."

On page 20 it is stated that one of the most vital

reasons for making and maintaining national forests

is to save every drop of water and make it do the most

effective work. This is followed by a paragraph which

is supposed to be an argument sustaining the theory

that forests do conserve water. On page 24 it is stated

that in accordance with the principle that when a private

party uses a thing which belongs to all the people he

should pay for it, so a reasonable charge is made for

the water conserved by the forests. The writer has

studied the question of the effect of forests on the

run-off of streams for more than twenty years. He has

made measurements for the purpose of demonstrating
whether or not the theory has any foundation in fact.

He has conversed with those who have made similar

investigations and particularly with people who have

been living within forested areas especially in Wyom-
ing. It was found several years ago that the Forestry

Bureau needed a recognition of the theory in order

that it might obtain support where late water is re-

quired for irrigation. Although the officials of the

bureau are scientific men, yet when it comes to an

appeal to public sentiment they do not hesitate to

indorse any theory which will gain support regardless

of the scarcity of scientific data which might establish

the value of the same. It is my opinion that the people

at large have heard this theory stated so often as a fact

that it is now seldom questioned. The writer has

made inquiries in every possible direction for some

scientific information which will bear out the theory.

The bureaus at Washington have been called upon and

to date not a single fact has been presented which in

any way sustains it. The so-called arguments set forth

in the publications I have just referred to are the stock-

in-trade phrases of those who need the theory and who

are willing and anxious to lead the people to support it

without giving reliable reasons for so doing. I do not

deny that forests have an influence on the flow of

streams in certain localities. We do know that it re-

quires a large volume of water to support a forest and

the water taken up by the trees is all dissipated in the

air. The water belongs to the people of Wyoming.

Why should the state not charge the government for

the water needed to support the forests? Any man
desiring to satisfy himself relative to actual conditions
should camp on our mountain ranges during a spring
and summer season. Those who have accepted the

theory of the Bureau of Forestry without question will

be surprised to find that the floods of a destructive na-

ture come from the snows which fall on the forested
areas. These floods carry drift which damages irriga-
tion works and all other structures along our streams.

The observer will be able to satisfy himself that no
snow remains in forested areas after the first of August
and that no water of sufficient volume to be measured,
comes from such areas after that date. They will

find further that practically all of the late waters
come from regions above timber-line. Trees break the

winds and the snow which falls lies in a blanket. It

evaporates from the branches of the trees with the re-

turn of warm weather and melts on the ground and
the water runs away in a single week or two, causing
our high and dangerous waters. Vegetation has but
little chance to grow where the rock is constantly dis-

integrating and where the water percolates rapidly into

the ground. On these slopes the wind has an unbroken

sweep and great drifts are deposited. These drifts melt

slowly and furnish much of the late water, whether

they be located above or below timber-line.

Not being satisfied with placing the burden of

administration of forest reserves on local people, it

is now proposed that a charge should be made for all

water that comes from the reserves. The money re-

ceived is tp go to the bureau which will enable it to

pay more men to police more forest reserves so that

more fees can be collected to administer other reserves

and so on without end. This policy is indorsed by
bureau chiefs regardless of the fact that their theory
of forest conservation of the water has not been sub-

stantiated by scientific data; and in face of the provi-
sion of the constitution of Wyoming, ratified by Con-

gress, which reserves ownership and control of the wa-
ter within boundaries to the state. Section 1, Article

VIII, of the constitution reads :

"The water of all natural streams, springs, lakes

or other collections of still water, within the bounda-

ries of the state, are hereby declared to be the property
of the state."

Section 31, Article I, of the constitution reads:

"Water being essential to industrial prosperity, of

limited amount and easy of diversion from its natural

channels, its control must be in the state, which, in

providing for its use, shall equally guard all the various

interests involved."

If water users can be charged for water which
runs from forest reserves, it is probable that settlers liv-

ing to leewarcl of such reserves will in a short time be

obliged to pay the Forest Service for the shelter they

may receive from the winds. This would be more logi-

cal, in the light of our present knowledge, than a charge
for water supposed to be conserved. The people of

the west love trees. However, they have a greater love

for mankind. A forest should be used to benefit the

race to the greatest possible extent. It can be repro-
duced in fifteen years, hence it should never be per-

mitted to restrict any business which has grown up
only through the exertion of the people for a generation.
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When we study conditions we find that waste of

those natural resources which belong to the people has

thus far taken place under national statutes. These

great bureaus advertise through their various mediums
that our natural resources have already been wasted

in a large degree. They estimate that the coal, the oil,

the lumber, and even the public domain have been

squandered and their mathematicians tell us in lan-

guage plain that one resource will fail us in twenty-
nine and one-half years, another seventeen and five-

. sixteenths years, and so on through the list. This

waste, this evidence of prodigality has taken place
under national laws, and under national supervision
and administration of these laws. The unjust steward

now comes to hi& master, the people, and argues that

matters will be corrected by a more centralized national

control. The states have done more to bring about

recognition of public interest in all resources under

their jurisdiction than has even been attempted by the

nation at large. Why is it now necessary to centralize

authority over all natural resources at the national

capital? There is no question regarding the attitude of

the great bureaus on this important problem. Recently
the Inland Water Ways Commission, of which two

great bureau chiefs are members, recommended that

the government should control all water power sites.

It is difficult enough to do what little business must
be transacted at present with federal authorities when-

ever any development is undertaken. We have to wait

months and years for a decision relating to a simple

right of way application unless we are fortunate enough
to have paid attorneys and lobbyists in Washington.

Wyoming has never received enough capital to date

to enable her to fully understand the extent of its water

power resources. She needs light, heat and electric

power. Her people invite capital to undertake hydro-
electric development. This kind of dvelopment would
be carried on under the same wise laws and regulations
as govern the use of water for irrigation and the na-

tional government has never suggested any rules or

regulations relating to the supervision or administra-

tion of any natural resources under its jurisdiction
which compares in any manner favorable with the laws

of Wyoming relating to the use of water. We do not

wish to apply the same principles in the management
of our streams that the government now indorses in

the control of forest reserves. They should not be kept

mainly for the benefit of some great bureau at Wash-

ington, posterity and wild animals. To date no misuse

has been made of the water power resources of Wyom-
ing. Her citizens know more about its rivers and about

possible power development than any bureau in Wash-

ington, although they lack press agencies for advertis-

ing their theories. When they have developed the

water power of the state to its full extent under state

laws and local supervision, they may rest satisfied that

the people most concerned will be using this great nat-

ural resource in such a way as to benefit themselves

in the largest measure. What they need is development.
These people have never obtained enough real growth
to enable them to distinguish between monopolies fos-

tered by the government and those which thrive inde-

pendently. That which the state has undertaken so far

relating to the management of natural resources has

been carried on in a manner eminently satisfactory to

the people at large. If possible they would like to avoid

monopoly. They cannot discourage investors generally
because of being afraid of monopoly. If the state finds

that evils of this kind will result even when develop-
ment is carried on under the wisest rules and regula-
tions it can frame, it will then be time for its citizens

to display the flag of distress and to call on the con-

servers of all things for relief. Her citizens have more
interest in natural resources and in the welfare of

posterity than those federal officers who now assume
to exercise so much concern for themselves and their

children, yet show it in a different manner. They wish

development to be carried on properly and under local

control in order that it may improve conditions for

those who follow. The responsibility of this work will

develop great men who will spend their lives in the

west and whose influence will be felt in succeeding gen-
erations. The pioneer of the Mississippi Valley burned

the forests in order that he might build himself a home.
He had many of the difficulties and hardships to con-

tend with that confront the settlers of Wyoming. The
timber he destroyed would doubtless be of considerable

value today, yet the civilization he created is of greater
value than the combined forest wealth of the world.

If western men do their part towards assisting the

builder of the west they may well believe that poster-

ity will thank them as they no doubt thank their an-

cestors for establishing homes in the wilds of the cen-

tral valleys, even though this were done through the

destruction of some natural resources.

IRRIGATION IN CHILE.

Increased Interest and Large Possibilities Are Manifest.

Consul Alfred A. Winslow, of Valparaiso, makes
the report that the agricultural interests in Chile are

giving irrigation much more attention than ever be-

fore. His statements continue:

The two or three dry years preceding the present
are largely responsible for this. Over quite a portion
of what had been considered fairly good farm lands

crops for those years were almost total failures. The
lack of moisture is the principal cause of the failure

to have a fair crop in this county, unless it be on land

that has been seeded with the same crop for several

years in succession. The soil of Chile is naturally

very productive and will grow almost amything if

water can be supplied.
There are a large number of small rivers running

down from the snow-capped Cordilleras that can be

made to turn their valleys into productive farms were

scientific irrigating methods adopted, where at least two

crops of corn, potatoes, garden vegetables, beans, etc.,

could be grown each year. The possibilities along this

line are great and with a good market for all in sight.
The Chilean government understands this and en-

couragement is given to those who seriously undertake

this work. The poor native, of course, can do prac-

tically nothing along this lin,e, for it requires capital
to develop the system. The government of Chile has

not as yet gone so far as to construct a public irrigation

system, but this may come soon. At present there are

several valleys partially under irrigation, with good
results.
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THE SIXTEENTH NATIONAL IRRIGATION CON-
GRESS.

THE SALINAS VALLEY, CALIFORNIA.

Matter received recently from the headquarters
of the Sixteenth National Irrigation Congress, Albu-

querque, New Mexico, indicate that preparations for

this meeting are progressing very satisfactorily. The
office of the Congress is located in the Commercial Club

building in Albuquerque, with Col. Williard S. Hope-
well, chairman of the Board of Control, and Col.

R. E. TwitcheL, secretary. These gentlemen are

aided by a corps of efficient clerks who are engaged day
and night sending out literature to the various execu-

tive committeemen and others prominently identified

with irrigation matters in the seventeen states and

territories in which work under the Reclamation Act

is carried on. A great deal of correspondence is also

being carried on with eastern manufacturing firms,

farm journals and commercial organizations.
The great railway companies whose lines traverse

this territory are manifesting great interest in the

successful outcome of the Congress and are aiding New
Mexico in every way to make this the greatest session

of the Congress yet held. We are assured that the

very best rates possible will be made by the Trans-

continental Passenger Association and the active co-

operation of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe System
in advertising the Congress and Exposition has been

assured by the executive officials of that company.
The lowest of rates will be announced in due time.

Special freight rates for exhibits will also be made,
and the Denver & Rio Grande system will transport
all exhibits over its lines in Colorado and New Mexico

free of charge. The several passenger departments of

the railway companies are taking the liveliest sort of

interest in preparation for proper and extensive adver-

tising of the Congress and all New Mexico commu-
nities which desire to take the fullest advantage of this

sort of advertising should get their literature to the

office of the board of control at the earliest possible

day.

Already reservations for twenty-five thousand feet

of space for exhibition purposes have been made for

New Mexico communities, notably the Pecos and Me-

silla Valley, Colfax county, Otero c unty, San Miguel
county and other places full reports as to which will

be announced later.

The city of Albuquerque will build a convention

hall for the accommodation of the Congress which

will cost upwards of twenty-five thousand dollars and

will be a permanent structure of magnificent dimen-

sions and having a seating capacity of five thousand.

There will be a steel truss roof without a pillar to

obstruct the view in the vast auditorium.

Look for Government Aid.

Bulletin No. 104.

Is just issued by the American Well Works,
Aurora, 111. It illustrates all the styles of centrifugal

pumps made for different purposes for such pumps
such as farm irrigation, drainage, brewery pumps, fire

pumps and many other similar purposes. This well

known firm also furnishes complete literature in re-

gard to machinery for well drilling, oil, gas, etc. Our
readers will do this publication a favor by stating where

they read this notice, in writing this firm.

(Special Correspondence.)

As the January number of the IRRIGATION AGE
contained an article on the Salinas valley, in Monterey
county, California, setting forth its charm of climate,

fertility of soil and the fact that its people have had

surveys made with a view to ascertaining the feasibility
of making it a project for government irrigation, per-
haps a few words as to further steps that have been
taken may be of general interest.

The surveys spoken of were not made altogether
at the expense of the people of the valley. The report
of the engineer who made it, at the request of the
Salinas Valley Irrigation Association, contained much
valuable data from Report No. 89, by Homer Hamlia
of the government geological survey, issued about six

years ago. This data all related to the reservoir sites

on the magnificent feeder streams of the Salinas the
San Antonio, San Lorenzo, Arroyo Seco and Reliz
rivers.

The balance of the report, made at the people's ex-

pense, gives the cost of a wier dam in the Salinas river
at Wunpost, the head of the valley. While there is no
reservoir site here, this dam could supply the 80-mile

long, 40-feet wide and 7-feet deep canal with abundant
water for winter and spring irrigation. Then, when the
winter floods had ceased (which in ordinary seasons
occurs about the first of June) the waters of the San
Antonio reservoir would come down the river bed into
the ditch at Wunpost; those of the San Lorenzo would
come in at King City, 30 miles further down, and those
from the Arroyo Seco at Greenfield in about the center
of the valley. Thus would there be water in super-
abundance for irrigation the year around.

While the report as to cost of the main canal is not

accurate, no lines having been run, it served its pur-
pose at Sacramento last September in demonstrating
to the Reclamation Service, California's governor, and
his representatives in Congress, that here is the best

project of its size ever started
; that approximately $3,-

000,000 will make from 150,000 to 200,000 acres of

$20 land worth $150 per acre up.
Chief of the Service Newell and Chief Hy-

drographer Leighton were much interested in the project
as set forth by the delegates from this valley to the

congress, and later had Engineer Clapp, head of the

geological department in California, look it over. His
visit has resulted in visits by several other of the gov-
ernment engineers, among them Mr. Marshall, under
whose supervision all the topographical work is being
done in the Sacramento valley.

These engineers confirm everything as to soil, cli-

mate, water supply, apparent quality of water, feasi-

bility and probable cost, that is claimed by the people
of the valley. They regret there are no funds available

now to begin the work, but have suggested that the

people organize and raise $25,000 for a topographical

survey which would include 250,000 acres, and when

completed, present a contour map of the project to the

reclamation people. By the time that was completed
there would surely be money available and the actual

work of construction would begin.
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Such a survey and map would cost the landowners

10 cents an acre not a very large sum. Unfortunately,
some of the largest owners are so obtuse they can not

see the great benefit to themselves, and this fact is re-

tarding progress.
The Rustier, published at King City (whose editor

is secretary of the Salinas Valley Irrigation Associa-

tion), set the movement going, and that paper is en-

gaged in a campaign of education along the line of the

benefits of irrigation.
The Reclamation 'Service will take up the project

as soon as the money in the revolving fund becomes

available, provided the people are "Johnny on the spot"
with a contour map, made, preferably, by government
engineers.

So the whole matter is up to the landowners to

"dig up," or to the people to influence their representa-
tives to secure an appropriation. As the big fellows

are "land poor" the latter way seems the only way out.

THE FEDERATION OF TREE-GROWING CLUBS
OF AMERICA.

To Heads of Families.

MY DEAR FRIENDS: In thus addressing you I

have in mind persons who are unselfish and have the

disposition to join a movement to better mankind, so-

cially, morally and financially.

I here appeal to such people to familiarize them-

selves with the methods and aims of the affiliated Tree

Growing Clubs of America.

The promoters of this movement have no other

thought but to do good. Their motto is: "Useful

Effort."

They aspire, with the aid of children, to restore

the timber supply of the country, and by so doing im-

prove conditions everywhere.
We think that too little attention is given to

building character in our children, and believe that,

through our system, more can actually be accomplished
in that direction than by any method heretofore sug-

gested.

Preaching, coaxing, threats, and various forms of

punishment fail to make our youths any better than

they are.

It is true that example has a beneficial influence

over the shaping of the character of a child, but some-

thing else is required to obtain general results.

There is a "back to the wild" tendency with us

all, which is more dominant in children.

An avenue to highest ideals is provided by na-

ture study.
I believe that home pets wield a good and lasting

influence, but in plant life there is a more far-reach-

ing latitude.

Under my personal observation are children being

led, unconsciously, into becoming noble characters

through growing trees.

Arbor Day never can be what its promoters in-

tended until our children themselves raise the trees to

be planted.
*

Children cannot be driven into taking an interest

in arboriculture; they must be led by example, guided,

encouraged and made to feel that they are factors in

a great movement.

As an acorn is developed into a tree by surround-

ing it with conditions fitting nature's laws, so shall

we environ our children, for each one of them pos-
sesses the germ for a useful character.

The delight and satisfaction coming to one as the

shoot first peeps from an acorn through the soil, is

pure happiness.
An affection, delicate and sweet, at once takes hold

of the one who has caused life to come from this in-

animate thing, and grows into real love as leaves un-
fold from the tender baby stem.

You watch it daily, for the change is rapid, and
should misfortune come to your loved plant, real

grief, gentle maybe, but pure, will be experienced.

"Joy has its grief and grief its smiles."

Right here commences noble sentiment ; and I claim
that a child mind must be made susceptible to ideals

before further development of character can progress.
When it is understood that a tree breathes through

its leaves and takes food and drink through its roots,
we know that intelligent care must be given it, else

the plant will not thrive.

A duty has now been provided for the grower of

the little oak tree, which will become a pleasant one.

Interest will keep pace with development, and only
suggestion will be required to have the new silvicul-

turist plant seeds of other kinds of trees.

When a tree is old enough to transplant in its

permanent resting place, it is probable- that its youth-
ful grower, who has nursed it to that age, will have a

desire to wish the tree to become an ornament, and a

monument to his or her industry. It will be found
that trees can be readily sold when in good condition.

Here is created the opportunity to earn money through
useful effort, and a business idea has been established.

I suggest that, as an incentive, clubs offer prizes
to be given to the children making the best showing,
in each class, in tree growing.

This will start them, but it is understood of course

that, previous to this prize offering, the club's perma-
nent school committee will have appeared before the

children and besides explaining the objects of the

club, viz., to plant trees along streets, roadways, cross

fences and unused lands, let the children know that

their co-operation is necessary to carry out the pur-
poses of the organization.

Bear in mind that, for the first time, a method of

growing trees of all sorts successfully, by young and
old alike, has only now been made known, through the

agency of the officers of the National Tree Growers'
Association.

Explanatory books upon the subject will be pro-
vided to clubs, as well as many other valuable works
on the subject of arboriculture, free of charge.

It is the intention to bring about another school

holiday in the Fall of the year, where tree growing
clubs exist, to be called Seed Gathering day.

After another year a system of exchange between
clubs will be established, to distribute varieties of trees

and seeds, one section with another, which will re-

sult in the introduction of useful kinds not before

grown in these localities.

Get together, you good people, and organize a

tree growing club now. You know the right people
in your community, invite them to your home.
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Select a president and secretary-treasurer and send

to D. H. Anderson, 112 Dearborn street, Chicago, 111.,

or to the Monterey Tree Growing Club, Monterey,

Cal., for a plan of by-laws.
At the present time it is quite impossible to ob-

tain seeds of but a few useful trees, but this will

shortly be remedied. The Monterey Club has been

distributing large quantities of seed and has some more
for the asking. Anyway, commence with acorns and

you will be amply rewarded, for remember that this

in this country everybody is using oak wood but no

one is growing oak trees.

The Monterey Tree Growing Club has thousands

of live chestnut, oaks, pines and other trees on hand

now, so get busy!
The official organ of the Federation of Tree

Growing Clubs of America is the IEBIGATION AGE, an

old and influential magazine, published in Chicago.

Very respectfully yours,
H. A. GREENE,

President Federation of Tree Growing Clubs of

America.

CIVIL AND IRRIGATION
ENGINEERING

PUMPING PLANTS.
BY L. G. CARPENTER.

[Professor of Civil and Irrigation Engineering, Colorado Agri-
cultural College, Fort Collins.]

Pumping will undoubtedly be used to a greater extent in

the future than in the past. There has been an increasing

tendency during the past few years for its use. The unfor-

tunate experience in pumping about fifteen or twenty years

ago and the disappointing experiences due to expecting too

much from pumping have prevented further attempts at using
it until recently.

Within proper limits, a great deal may be expected from
pumping. When the water is within a moderate distance of

the surface of the soil, in quantities large enough to supply a

good stream of water, and where the material in the soil and

.sand is coarse enough to furnish a sufficient stream, a great
deal may be expected of it. Many of the earlier failures were
due to lack of mechanical skill on the part of the people who
tried to pump, so that they were not able to keep their engines
in repair or to make small repairs. A number, however, have-

continued pumping for many years, and some with great suc-
'

cess.

The cost of a plant may be set against the cost of water

rights in a ditch. The cost of pumping will be considerably
more than the usual cost of assessments ; hence, unless the cost
of a plant is less than the cost of a water right, there is usu-

ally no economy. On the other hand, there is the advantage
that water may be had under favorable conditions, whenever
needed.

The scope of pumping is generally limited. It is best

adapted to small areas. It is easy to overestimate the amount
of water that a well will furnish. We very often hear of
inexhaustible wells. Some of these statements are laughable,
were it not that sometimes they may be misleading. I have
heard people say that a well was inexhaustible that it sup-
plied enough water for five head of horses.

When water is taken for irrigation, it should be remem-
bered that the amount required for a good many head of cattle

would not furnish much water for irrigation and that when a

steady draft is made on the well the water is lowered by a
noticeable amount, and unless the water is furnished as fast as
it is withdrawn the volume of water stored in the soil will be

materially reduced and the capacity of the well diminished.
No well has an inexhaustible supply. It should not be forgot-
ten that the water must come from somewhere and that it is

either the rainfall or the inflow from ditches around. Where
the water stands in the soil it is practically a small lake, and
hence, as the water is reduced in level, the supply may be per-
manently lowered, and it will be unless the inflow is equal to
the discharge and there is time between the periods of pumping
for the level to recover.

Fortunately there are many places in the river bottoms
where the gravel and sand is coarse and where the water can
flow with relative ease. Under these conditions the wells may
furnish one-fourth of a gallon of water per minute for each
foot that the water is lowered and for each square foot of area
of the whole surface. The rapidity of the inflow would
increase as the water is lowered, within certain limits, so that
for every ten feet of lowering of the water table every square
foot will be apt to furnish in the neighborhood of three gal-
lons a minute. This lowering of the water may be expected,
and especially under severe pumping. If it recovers rapidly
after the pumping has stopped, then there need be no particular
anxiety felt about the supply up to that extent.

The effect on the permanent supply may be examined by
sinking some small wells, or holes, which will go down to the
water surface and determine whether this pumping has any
effect on the permanent supply, and how much. Before one
makes a large investment it would be well to make some tests

and determine what this effect is. In many places pumping
plants of moderate capacity can be used with a great degree of

profit, while pumps of larger capacity may be failures and
prove very disappointing. Moderate lifts are thus to be con-
sidered when it is to be remembered that every additional
foot of lift means an additional cost in the way of fuel.

If the cost of the plant is properly estimated, the supply
to be expected is also known and the expense of maintenance
and production has not been underestimated, then a pumping
plant undertaken with these conditions understood should
prove very satisfactory in hundreds of places.

There have been a few cases where pumping has been for
the purpose of obtaining water surreptitiously by obtaining
water from a neighboring ditch or stream. Cases of this kind
have not been numerous enough to have made a body of legal
decisions, but in general it may be said that if the withdrawal
of water by this means damages the possessions of others it

can be prevented.

Supreme Court Decisions

Irrigation Cases

SEEPAGE FROM IRRIGATION DITCH.
The owner of an irrigation ditch, seepage of water from

which, not intentionally caused, injures the property of an-

other, is liable for the injury only in case of negligence.

Fleming v. Lock-mood. Supreme Court of Montana, 92
Pacific 962.

DUTY OF COMPANY MEASURED BY STATUTE, NOT BY ITS OWN
RULES.

The measure of the rights, duties and liabilities of a water

company and the consumers of the water is fixed by statute

and contract, and not by the rules of the company.
Downey v. Twin Lakes Land & Water Co. Supreme

Court of Colorado, 92 Pacific 946.

ADJUDICATION OF PRIORITIES.

The volume of the priority awarded an irrigation ditch in

adjudication proceedings is res judicata, and the decree cannot
be disturbed in subsequent litigation on the question of aban-
donment of the priority, but evidence of abandonment in such
a proceeding must be limited to acts of the owner subsequent
to the decree.

O'Brien v. King. Supreme Court of Colorado, 92 Pacific

945.

DIVERSION BURDEN OF PROOF OF ABANDONMENT.
In action to restrain the unlawful diversion of water to an

irrigating ditch, where plaintiff claimed that the defendant had
lost by abandonment the right to use all or some portion of his

decreed priorities, the burden is on plaintiff to clearly and defi-

nitely prove the amount of water actually and intentionally
abandoned.

O'Brien v. King. Supreme Court of Colorado, 92 Pacific

945.
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CONSUMER CAN COMPEL COMPANY TO CONSTRUCT HEADGATE.
Where it is practical for two or more consumers to draw

water from a canal for the irrigation of their lands through
one headgate, that may be done, but where a water consumer
cannot thus obtain water he is entitled, under Mills' Ann. St.,

Section 2288, to compel a water company to construct a neces-

sary headgate at the expense of the water consumer.

Downey v. Twin Lakes Land & Water Co. Supreme
Court of Colorado, 92 Pacific 946.

LAND ALREADY UNDER DITCH EXEMPT FROM OPERATION OF
STATUTE.

The provisions of sections 46-53, inclusive, art. 3, c. 93a,

Conip. St. 1903, are not applicable to a case where land is at

the time of the organization of the irrigation district under a

ditch already constructed of sufficient capacity to water the

same, such land being expressly exempted from the operation
of said law by the proviso in section 1 of said article 3.

State v. Several Parcels of Land. Supreme Court of Ne-
braska, 114 Northwestern 283.

IRRIGATION DITCHES.
The proviso in section 1, art. 3, c. 93a, Comp. St. 1903,

that "where ditches or canals have been constructed before the

passage of this act, of sufficient capacity to water .the land

thereunder, for which the water taken in such ditches is appro-

priated, such ditches and franchises and the land subject to be
watered thereby shall be exempt from the operation of this

law," is for the benefit and protection of the owner of such

land, as well as for the owners of such irrigation ditches.

State v. Several Parcels of Land. Supreme Court of Ne-
braska, 114 Northwestern 283.

POWERS OF COUNTY BOARD.
In the organization of an irrigation district the judgment

cf the county board as to those matters which are by the stat-

ute committed to its consideration, investigation and determina-
tion may not be collaterally attacked, but the question whether
land is under a ditch already constructed of sufficient capacity
to water the same is not by the statute left to the adjudication
of the county board. The proviso in section 1, art. 3, c. 93a,

Comp. St. 1903, expressly exempts such lands from the opera-
tion of the law.

State v. Several Parcels of Land. Supreme Court of Ne-

braska, 114 Northwestern 283.

FAILURE OF CONTRACTOR TO COMPLETE DITCH.

Where, by the terms of a contract for work to be done for

a reservoir company, the company, upon inability of the con-

tractor to perform, reserved the right to complete the work
and -deduct the cost thereby incurred from the total amount to

be paid the contractor, the company, upon being obliged to

complete the work, was entitled to the amount it cost to finish

the work, which was not necessarily the amount paid the per-
sons who completed it or the amount entered upon the com-

pany's books as the cost thereof.

Hottel v. Poudre Valley Reservoir Co. Supreme Court of

Colorado, 92 Pacific 918.

BEGINNING PAYMENT FOR WATER UNDER IRRIGATION CON-
TRACT.

While parties to an irrigation contract could agree that

payment should begin when the irrigation company had com-

plied with its contract and was ready to furnish water, it was

equally competent for them to agree that payments should

begin only when water was actually used. In a suit on a writ-

ten contract for furnishing water, in which contract the time

when the first payment was to fall due was left blank, defend-
ant could show by parol testimony that payment was not due
until he should require and use water in irrigating his lands.

Fresno Canal 6-Jrrigation Co. v. Hart. Supreme Court
of California, 92 Pacific 1010.

CONSUMER'S RIGHT TO A HEADGATE.
A water company conveyed water rights by deed, stipu-

lating that the grantee might relocate the rights, providing
location could be made on land lying nearer the headgate of

the main canal, and without detriment to, or any liability of,

the company. A third person acquired a half of an eighty-acre
water right. This land was lying nearer the headgate of the

main canal than any of the land which had theretofore been

irrigated, and the land could not be irrigated by water taken
from the main canal through any existing headgate. Held,
that he was entitled to a headgate as against the objection that

a multiplicity of headgates weakened the canal and increased

the expense of maintaining it, since the detriment or liability

mentioned in the contract meant detriment or liability out of
the ordinary; especially when considered in connection with
Mills' Ann. St., section 2288, requiring owners of any canal
used for irrigating purposes to construct the necessary outlets
for a proper delivery of the water to persons having right to
the use of the water, etc.

Downey v. Twin Lakes Land & Water Co. Supreme
Court of Colorado, 92 Pacific 946.

IRRIGATION COMPUTATION OF WATER RIGHTS.
A contract for a sale of land also provided for a convey-

ance of four shares of water to July 1 in each year, and two
shares after that date. Two of the shares which continued
after July 1 were first-class rights, and the two shares termi-

nating on July 1 were third-class rights. Thereafter, an equali-
zation of all the rights of the water corporation was had,
whereby the first-class rights were increased 5 per cent and
the third-class rights reduced 33 1-3 per cent, and the sum of
the shares, when so reduced and multiplied by 2, represented
the amount of water each owner was entitled to in the corpo-
ration. Held, that the shares to which the vendees were
entitled under such contract were 6.86 2-3, and not 6 2-3 shares,
as found by the trial court.

Brixen v. Jorgensen. Supreme Court of Utah, 92 Pacific
1004.

A KIND WORD.
We are in receipt of the following note from one of

our old-time subscribers, which speaks for itself:

1532 South Washington Avenue,
Denver, Colo., Jan. 24, 1908.

The IRRIGATION AGE, Chicago, 111.

Dear Sirs: Bill received. Please continue to send the
AGE, as I can't, it seems, do without it.

Yours truly,

JOHN J. LONG.
If the IRRIGATION AGE is good for Mr. Long, it

is good for you.

Twin Falls (Idaho) News State Engineer James
Stephenson has returned from Butte, where he inspected

the reservoir site and source of water supply for the proj-
ect which is about to be launched by the Cedar Creek
Reservoir & Irrigation Company in the southwestern
corner of Twin Falls county. This company will ask for

and will undoubtedly receive a Carey act segregation of

50,000 acres, of which fully two-thirds is within the bound-
aries of this county. The surveys have been completed
and the company is prepared to go ahead with construc-

tion work so soon as the necessary formalities have been

performed. This includes an application to the state land

board for the segregation, the state's application to the

government and the grant of the latter. Under favorable

conditions the formal operation should not take longer
than four months as the way is clear and there is nothing
to unravel but red tape. The tract to be covered by the

Cedar Creek project is to be watered by means of a huge
reservoir near Butte, which is between the Salmon river

bridge and Three Creek. Mr. Stephenson, who carefully

examined the reservoir site, pronounces it one of the best

he has seen. It lies in the form of a huge basin, the out-

let of which can easily be dammed

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation Age
1 year, and The Primer of Irrigation
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The Drainage Problem in the San Luis Valley.
Why it will be necessary for the state law to provide for the drainage of the region. The raising of

grain and potatoes in the valley and some of the enormous crops of each.
W. A. Anderson.

Some years ago careless methods of farming and irri-

gating brought into the eastern portion of the San Luis

valley a vast amount of alkali. As is always the case

where this bane of the irrigation farmer is found unless
an effort is made to get rid of it, the alkali conquered
the farmers and many finely situated ranches were aban-
doned. For several years thereafter no effort was, made
by property owners to raise crops on the land, and each

year the alkali became thicker and the land less valuable.

Much of this land is around Hooper and Mosca on the
narrow gauge line of the Denver & Eio Grande railroad

from Salida to Alamosa. Naturally the news of the

abandonment of San. Luis valley farms was not limited

to the comparatively few who were compelled to move
out and unfavorable reports which spread from this

movement did much to seriously interfere with the rapid
settlement of the district. Ill news travels much faster

and is much more widely published than news of a
favorable character and it was some years after the

emigration of the agriculturists from the eastern por-
tion before the valley "boosters" and real estate men
were able to overcome the prejudice against the valley
as a whole. Even today it is not unusual to hear people
remark that they would not take valley land as a gift,
when if they knew the true state of affairs and the real

value they would be only too glad to purchase a sec-

tion or a half-section if for nothing more than a purely
money making investment.

But even that section of the valley where the alkali

deposits drove settlers out will in time be exceedingly
valuable property again. Land there at one time sold

as high as $50 an acre. Today it can be bought for

$10 or $12, but unless all signs fail it will not be many
years before it again reaches its high water mark and
even goes above it. This is because of the "re-reclama-

tion" of this land by means of drainage ditches. About
three years ago some interested parties got the govern-
ment reclamation service interested in the alkali lands

of the San Luis valley, and in the summer and fall of

1906 government experts were sent out who showed the

farmers, by a series of lectures, how the land could be

reclaimed from its alkaU, for without this plague the

soil is as fertile as in any other section of the valley or

in any other section of the state. Following this, in the

summer of 1907, civil engineers were sent out by the

government service who surveyed the land and ran
levels for main and lateral drainage ditches.

What the valley really needs, however, more than

any other thing, and what must of necessity come within
a few years if it is not to be had now, is a district

drainage law.' This is the one thing at the present time
which stands in the way of the rapid and complete de-

velopment of the region. The geography and geology
of the valley must be recalled for an understanding of

the difficulties that confront the people of this region
and their need of the co-operation of the rest of the

state.

The irrigators of the San Luis valley require no
financial assistance nor propose any plan of public im-

provements to be undertaken by means of funds drawn

from the state treasury. Although such a use of the

public improvement fund might be justifiable under
the circumstances, all that the people of the valley are

asking is that the laws of the state be put in such shape
that they can undertake this work for themselves and

pay for it themselves.

The San Luis valley is a great saucer or basin, the

bed of an ancient lake, with the slope of the rock strata

following closely the surface contours. When sediment

bearing streams discharge into a body of water, the

coarser and heavier materials are deposited nearer the

shores, while the lighter and finer clays and sands are

carried farther toward the middle of the lake. The

sediments are also much thicker near tLd shore than they

are farther out. In the San Luis valley the gravels and

sands are coarsest and thickest along the northern and

eastern and western sides near the foot of the moun-

tains, while in the center the soil is composed of fine

silt, and the rocks beneath are made up of thin layers

of fine grained and closely compacted shales.

A writer in the Pueblo Chieftain of September 8,

1907, gives a comprehensive explanation of how the

lands are alkalied and the means of remedying the evil.

Here is what he says:
"On the rim of the valley where the rainfall is

heavy and the soil porous, the water from the natural

precipitation or from irrigatioon sinks into the soil and

is carried away by natural drainage! In the center of

the valley, on the contrary, where the rainfall is very

light, where the evaporation is very rapid and where

the natural drainage is obstructed by impervious lay-

ers of fine grained and closely compacted soil, the

course of the water is not downward, but upward by

evaporation into the air. And as water in evaporation

leaves behind it the mineral salts that ground waters

carry in solution, the surface of the ground soon be-

comes coated with a deposit of lime and magnesia salts

that have been leached out of the soil and deposited

upon the surface by the evaporated waters. And as a

surplus of these salts at the surface makes the ground
unsuitable for the growth of many valuable crops, there

are in the middle of the San Luis valley thonsands of

acres of land, much of which was at one time under

cultivation, but which has now been abandoned and has

reverted to the wilderness in worse than its original

condition.

"Now it is evident that in order to restore these

alkali lands to fertility, all that is necessary is to

change the course of the ground waters so that they
will carry these alkali salts downward and distribute

them through the soil instead of leaving them in a crust

upon the surface. That this can be done has already

been established by experiments in the region near

Mosca and Hooper.
"The even slope of the valley lends itself readily

to drainage works, and the water taken from the sub-

soil of one area may readily be used for the irrigation
of the next lower level, and so on successively until it

finally reaches the level of the central stream.
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"While short ditches can be undertaken by private

landowners, some method of co-operative effort is

needed for the drainage of a larger district, and for

this the landowners of the valley find the state law

defective. What is wanted is a drainage district law

which will enable the people to organize and co-oper-

ate in building the drainage canals. Such a law, care-

fully prepared and comprehensive in its scope, was

presented to the last general assembly, but it received

scant consideration and probably never come within the

knowledge of the average senator or representative.

"Such a bill will be presented to the next legis-

lature, and it is hoped a better knowledge of the con-

ditions in the San Luis and better
understanding^

of

the very reasonable request of the people of that region

will insure its approval.

"As an example of what may be done in the way of

reclaiming land from alkali, a farmer northeast of

Monte Vista told me five years ago eighty acres of his

land had yielded but 200 bushels of oats because of

the alkali in the soil. By careful work he has almost

entirelv rid his soil of the substance, so that in 1907

eighteen acres yielded close to 500 bushels.

"While it has been the field pea that has brought

the valley to the front during the past few years more

than any other one product, it is by no means the most

prolific nor the most widely raised crop in the valley.

It was grain that first brought the region before the

public as an exceptionally fine agricultural section,

and grain is still being extensively raised in fact,

might still be said to be the staple crop of the valley.

In a way the field pea has done much to increase the

quality of the grain and in many instances also the

quantity. I have before written of the way in which

the field pea supplies nitrogen and humus to the soil,

elements which grain takes from it. It has been the

case in almost every instance that grain planted on land

which the year before had been given over to
Afield

peas

has a more prolific yield than grain on virgin soil or

on other land. An estimate of the amount of different

kinds of grain raised in the San Luis valley during

the season of 1907 was made by Hon. R. G. Breckin-

ridge, manager of the Monte Vista Mining & Elevator

Company, and is as follows:

Oats 350,000 bushels

Barley 100,000 bushels

Wheat 350,000 bushels

"There are seven large flour mills in the valley

which take all the grain raised. The seven mills have

a combined capacity of 1,300 barrels a day. Phenom-
enal crops of grain have been recorded. Wheat has

gone as high as sixty-two bushels to the acre; oats to

one hundred and twenty bushels and barley to seventy-

five bushels. This last fall I stood for a time watch-

ing a threshing outfit on a farm some eight or ten

miles south of Monte Vista. The grain seemed to be

especially heavy in fact, heavier than I had ever seen

and on inquiry later I learned that the forty acres

of oats yielded an average of ninety bushels.

"Of course, these figures are above the valley aver-

age. A comparison between the average yield of crops
for non-irrigating farming through the United States

and the San Luis valley is interesting :

United States San LuU
at large. Valley.

Barley, bushels 20.4 35.3

Oats, bushels 29.6 36.4

Wheat, bushels 12.3 32.5

Potatoes, bushels 80.8 250.00

Hay, tons native 1.28 2.16

Alfalfa 4.00

''Another crop that has brought fame to the val-

ley is he potato. It was on the farm of Mr. R. A.

Chisholm, not far from Del Norte, that the largest

crop of "spuds" on a measured acre of ground was

raised. The record, I believe still stands unbeaten. It

will be some time before any farmer can again get 50,-

852 pounds, or 847% bushels, of tubers from one acre

of ground as did Mr. Chisholm. The harvesting was

done by disinterested parties, who made affidavit to

the truth of figures. The remarkable yield won a prize

offered by an agricultural paper. It is not unusual to

get potatoes weighing between four and five pounds.

During the season of 1907 some 500,000 bushels were

raised in the territory contiguous to Monte Vista alone.

Two-thirds of this enormous crop were shipped to east-

ern and southern markets. No trouble whatever has

been experienced in finding a market for San Luis

valley "spuds," and in many sections of the east and
south they command a premium over the world-re-

nowned Greeley potato. Five hundred thousand bush-

els is 300,000 hundred weight, and taking eighty cents

per hundred weight as an average price, it is readily
seen that the crop was worth $240,000.

"Potatoes must be considered a minor crop in view

of the small acreage, as only about 2,000 of the 100,-
000 acres of farmable land within twelve miles of Monte
Vista were planted in potatoes this year. As to profits

realized, it is seen from the above figures that the av-

erage gross income from an acre of potatoes is $120.
The average expense, assuming that a farmer does not

do any of the work himself, but hires it all done, has

been calculated to be $37 per acre; thus it is seen that

the average profit, clear of all expenses, to the San
Luis valley potato raiser for the year of 1907 is $83

per acre. The original cost of this land is from $30
to $60 per acre. A few representative crops are given
below :

"George Cole had the largest yield per acre re-

ported. From four acres he raised 2,296 bushels, or

574 bushels per acre, which, when sold, netted him a

profit of about $250 per acre.

"E. C. Wright had in seventy acres, which netted

him a profit of $125 an acre, clear of all expenses. And
this on land which he paid $50 an acre for about a

year ago.
"Zinser Brothers had in 130 acres, which yielded

36,000 bushels, or 280 bushels per acre, which netted

them a clear profit of nearly $100 per acre.

"J. S. Campbell sold $2,465 worth off of an eight-
een-acre field.

"Tom Johnson raised 1,600 bushels on a four-

and-a-half-acre patch. These, when sold, brought $716,
or $159 per acre gross."
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Send $2.50 for The Irrigation Age
I year, and The Primer of Irrigation

MI
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CORRESPONDENCE
THE BURKETT RANGE CONTROL BILL.

The following letter is in reply to one sent out by the

editor and is written by a gentleman who fully understands

the situation:

January 15, 1908.

Editor IRRIGATION AGE:

Dear Sir : I have yours with request for an expression of

views on the Burkett range control bill. I notice the bill is

being generally condemned by those who have heretofore

opposed such legislation, and also that even those who have

heretofore been inclined to a favorable leaning towards the

idea of federal range control largely, in my opinion, because

the administration is supposed to favor it find much to criti-

cise in this measure. I am not surprised at this development
of the situation, for the proposed legislation is so funda-

mentally wrong in its purposes that it is not possible that the

details of the same can be satisfactory to any one actuated

with an honest desire for the healthy, unimpaired development
of the West and alive to the importance of maintaining that

local control over local affairs which is the corner stone of our

institutions.

It should be remembered that the idea of federal range
control is not the natural growth or development of our land

system or of the needs and demands of western people, but

that it is purely an exotic, sprouted and incubated in the

bureaucratic hothouses of the forest service, sedulously culti-

vated by the officials of various government bureaus through
the lavish use of the fertilizing influences of vast patronage
and transplanted into the field of legislative experiment by a

gentleman who is conscious of the fact that it cannot be reared

in his own particular political vineyard, and who has therefore

probably taken little pains to learn of its character.

The federal range control idea is founded on the theory
that there are vast unbroken stretches of land in the West

wholly unfit for any other purpose than that of grazing the

natural grasses which grow thereon ; that over extensive areas

we have practically reached the limit of development ; and that

these lands should be permanently retained in the hands of the

national government, their use administered by its officials and
the returns therefrom passed into the national treasury. This

policy would overturn the theory of public lands heretofore

held by our people and recognized by the highest courts

to-wit : that the public lands are held as a trust by the gov-
ernment for the people, to be gradually passed into private

ownership and control in such manner and in such areas as

shall guarantee their highest and best use and establish a

home-owning, land-owning citizenship.

Until our people shall have definitely determined that we
shall depart from the system of private ownership of lands and

local control of local affairs, it is impossible that any federal

range control system can be satisfactory in its details to any
one except powerful individuals and corporations who are will-

ing to trust to official recognition for large and special favors,

for no system which vests in the hands of an official not

directly responsible to the people the right to say how many,
what kind, when, where and how live stock may be ranged

upon the public domain, and how much shall be paid for
_the

privilege, can in the nature of things be otherwise than galling,

oppressive and harmful to the average citizen to a degree

beyond the power of words to express. That such a system
would breed discontent, develop favoritism and be as fruitful

of injustice as a porcupine of quills is, it seems to me, too

patent to require extended proof.

If, disregarding the fundamental error embodied in the

Burkett bill, one peruses its pages with a view of examining
it in detail, the objections to it multiply indefinitely. In the

first place, it is open to the general criticism that its language
is neither clear nor explicit; that it is so drafted as to conceal

quite as much as it purports to make plain, and a careful

perusal of the measure arouses the suspicion that its ambiguity
and indirection is studied and for a purpose ; that the framers
of the bill had not the courage to write in plain language what

they really expected to accomplish under the legislation.

Section 2 of the bill purports to provide for local partici-

pation in range control, and yet the final decision in every
case is left with the Secretary of Agriculture, if the local com-
mittee does not agree with the federal official in charge.

While Section 3 of the bill purports to leave lands open to

settlement, yet under its provisions any large stock outfit, by
the expenditure of a hundred dollars in "corrals, reservoirs,
wells or other improvements" at intervals over their range,
could permanently control the same and prevent settlement

indefinitely.
Section 5 evidently contemplates that there will be very

little settlement or development after this system is esablished,
for it proposes certain government reserves for school houses,
churches, etc., as though assuming, that with this Russianizing
of the western country it will be necessary for a kindly, pater-
nal government to make special arrangements for the location
of our churches and school houses, and the climax of all of
this scheme of permanent federal landlordism is contained in

the provision giving us a measly ten per cent of the moneys
paid by our people for the privilege of continuing to live in

the States which they have builded and whose industries they
have developed.

I have referred but briefly to the details of the bill because,
as I stated in the earlier part of my letter, the theory of the
measure is so fundamentally wrong that in the very nature of

things the details must be obnoxious. But if one is disposed
to examine the bill carefully many other objectionable features
of detail will be found. For instance, although the brief of
the bill sent out by its sponsors contained in display type the
statement that "no change in water laws" was contemplated,
the fact remains that Section 5 contains a provision intended
to give the national government at least concurrent jurisdic-
tion with the States over all waters on the public lands. The
legislation, therefore, is not only intended to centralize land

control, but to further the long-cherished ambition of the
bureaus for control over our water resources.

I do not believe that the measure or any one like it can

possibly become a law. I think our people will insist that we
shall continue the policy of gradually passing the lands into

the hands of individuals and under which, in the meantime,
the public domain shall be left free to exploration, settlement
and development. That the conditions under this system are
not in all cases ideal or entirely satisfactory no one familiar
with them will pretend to claim, but infinitely worse than any
conditions that have ever existed or are likely to exist on the

public range would be the conditions which would be estab-
lished by federal range control.

Very truly yours,

EDITOR THE IRRIGATION AGE:
OAKLAND, CAL., January 23, 1908.

I was greatly interested in the article that appeared in

your January issue, entitled "A Practical Solution of the Cal-
ifornia Reclamation Problems." The plan you advised for

financing the reclamation of the Sacramento Valley was ad-

mirably worked out, and I believe it is practicable. The arti-

cle is worthy the attention of everyone interested in the d?-
velopment of the Pacific Coast, and the Coast newspaper*
should take up the plan and agitate its adoption as soon as

possible, for the reclamation of the million or more acres of
land now subject to inundation in the Sacramento Valley
would alone add untold millions of wealth to the State of
California.

I am familiar with most of the types of dredges in com-
mon use to-day, but the dredge mentioned in the article

the Bed Rock Pneumatic Pipe Dredge is entirely new to me,
and since you think it can be successfully used in dredging
the California rivers and building levees it must differ

greatly from any of the ordinary dredges, as each has its

limitations in the class of work that must be done in reclaim-

ing the Sacramento Valley.
Would you kindly tell me if any of these Bed Rock

Pneumatic Pipe Dredges are in operation, and if so, where
can they be seen? Where are they built and in what par-
ticular, if any, do they differ from the suction dredge?

E. C. McEndree.
The article you refer to is already creating considerable

comment and we believe the plan outlined is worthy of the
most serious consideration on the part of those interested in

the development of the State of California.

Many plans have been devised at different times for the
reclamation of a few thousand acres in the Sacramento Val-

ley, but any plan heretofore advanced that was comprehensive
enough to take in the whole Sacramento Valley for reclama-
tion was founded on the promise that the Federal Govern-
ment would supply most of the funds for carrying on the
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work. Experience has shown, however, that with so many
projects for irrigation and reclamation and river and harbor

improvements in almost every State in the Union it is next
to impossible to secure an appropriation from the Federal
Government for so gigantic an undertaking as the dredging
of the Sacramento river and the reclamation of over a million
acres of land in the Sacramento Valley. An appropriation of
a few hundreds of thousands of dollars annually from the
Federal Government would only be a drop in the bucket and
would not go any further or be more successful in attacking
the Valley problems than the many private enterprises that
have attempted reclamation on a large scale only to make a
failure of it as a rule.

Concerted action throughout the Valley is what is neces-

sary, and this can only be brought about by the judicious ex-

penditure of millions annually for a period of several years.
To raise the money at the rate required and to be independent
of Federal aid, the plan advocated in 'the article referred to

by our correspondent seems to fill the bill better than any-
thing else that has ever been advanced.

It is true that none of the types of dredges in general use

to-day could successfully cope with the many and varied

problems that have to be met in reclaiming the Sacramento
Valley, and the fact in itself is accountable for the failure of

the majority of reclamation projects that have been tried.

In fact, we are confident that even with a very large Federal

appropriation annually the work could not be successfully

accomplished with the ordinary dredges, but the advent of the

Pneumatic Bed Rock Pipe Dredge has solved the dredging
problems, for this device in itself is able to cope with every

dredging problem that might be encountered in reclaiming
the Valley and restoring the river to a navigable stream.

The Pneumatic Dredge is controlled by Chicago people,
and our attention was first drawn to it during the time the

Irrigation Congress was in session in Sacramento, Cal., last

October, where a dredge of this type was successfully oper-
ating in the South Side Park on a city contract, which was
accepted at a figure per cubic yard nearly 60 per cent lower
than the next lowest bidder and yet the dredge is clearing 40

per cent out of the money paid by the city ;
thus showing how

economical it is when compared with the older types of

dredges. We are told this dredge is still in operation in

the South Side Park in Sacramento, and believe this is the

first dredge of this type that has been installed anywhere,
and all the machinery in use was purchased or manufactured
in Sacramento. ,

The Pneumatic Pipe Dredge differs greatly from the

suction dredge. In fact, they have nothing in common. Its

construction is very simple, yet it is difficult to explain. The
machinery used consists of a boiler, air compressor and a

pump all standard and can be purchased almost anywhere.
However, the chief point of interest is the "head" with which
the dredging is done. This "head" is attachable to standard

Vulcan

Steam Shovels

For Digging Irrigation

Ditches, Canals, etc.

10 Standard Sizes

The Vulcan Iron Works Co.
130 Vulcan Place

TOLEDO. OHIO

piping and is the only thing about the dredge that is not
standard.

The pipe, with the "head" attached, "jets" its way to bed-

rock, and then, after the water "cutters" have been turned
on to stir up the sand, and compressed air is turned into the

discharge pipe, the pipe throws up sand, gravel, muck and
even clay until the discharge consists of almost solid ma-
terial.

The Pneumatic Dredge' can sink itself to almost any
depth and bring up sand or gravel from any point desired.

In fact, it was first invented to reach deep lying layers of

gold bearing sand without removing the usually worthless top
dressing, but when put into actual operation it was soon rec-

ognized as one of the greatest dredging devices in existence.

Although it is operating on a contract in developing the

South Side Park at Sacramento it has been discovered that
the sand it is dredging contains $1.40 in gold per cubic yard.
In fact, to-day the dredge has virtually developed a gold mine
in the heart of the City of Sacramento. What $1.40 in gold
per cubic yard means can best be judged from the fact that

scores of gold saving dredgers operating so successfully in

California are making their millions annually out of sand
that averages only 17 cents per cubic yard.

Briefly, the dredge can sink to any depth and bring up
material that is from 40 to 60 per cent solid matter, or it can
be used for river and harbor deepening and will dig a chan-
nel fifty or more feet in depth as easily as it can dig a chan-
nel fifteen or twenty feet deep.

"I he suction dredge depends on a vacuum to lift its sand,
*o that there can never be more than 15 pounds pressure to

the square inch in lifting, whereas the Pneumatic Pipe
Dredge, which is virtually a hydro-pneumatic ram, can use
a pressure of from 100 pounds up to 200 or 300 pounds to

the square inch to lift its material. That it is a great suc-

cess is being demonstrated daily, and prominent engineers are

visiting Sacramento to see its operations.
It is claimed for this dredge that it will dig deeper, lift

material higher and deliver it farther at much lower cost

than any other dredger, while the cost of building the dredge
is only a small fraction of the cost of other dredges of sim-
ilar capacity. [Editor.]

Corn Planters
...made with...

Runners, Single Disks

Plain Double Disk Planter afld Double

Adjustable 3 feet to 5 feet, 2, 3, 4. or 5

kernels to hill as desired.

Drills fertilizer in continuous rows or

checks in hills. Write for catalogs.

HOOSIER DRILL COMPANY,
Division, The American Seeding-Machine Co., Incorporated

RICHMOND. INDIANA, V. S. A.
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>KRIOR

SUPERIOR DRILLS are Used and Appreciated by Good

Farmers Ihe World Over

SEND FOR CATALOGUE NOW
GENERAL AGENTS FOR WESTERN TERRITORY:
Dean & Co., ... Minneapolis, Minn
Kingman & Co.,

.... Peoria, 111

KiagmanSt. Louis Implement Co., St. Louis, Mo
Kineman-Moorelmp. Co., - Kansas City. Mo
Kingman-Moore Imp. Co., - Oklahoma, Olcla.

Kingman Implement Co., Omaha, Neb.
Parlin & Orendorff Imp. Co., Portland, Ore
Colorado Moline Plow Co., . Denver, Colo
The T. C. Powers Co., - - Helena, Mont
Consolidated Wag. & Mach. Co , Salt Lake City
Newell Matthews Co., - Los Angeles, Cal
The H. C. Shaw Co., - - Stockton, Cal

Eastern Farmers please write direct to the Manufacturers

SUPERIOR DRILL CO., Springfield, Ohio
Division of the American Seeding Mach. Co., Inc.

GRAIN DRILLS

CENTRIFUGAL PUMP

IRRIGATING MACHINERY
BEST MADE

Send lor our booklet on Cost of Irrigation. Bulletin No. 104 illus-

trating Irrigation, Machinery and Power guarantee 25 per cent,
more water with Fame power or 25 per cent, smaller power plant for
same quantity asolder makes.

Manufacturers:

THE AMERICAN WELL WORKS
Chicago, 111. AUhORA, ILLINOIS, U. S. A. Joplin, Mo.
Morse Bros. Machinery & Supply Co., Denver, Colo.
Zimmerman-Wells Brown Company, Portland, Ore.
Cal. Hydraulic.Engineering & Supply Co., San Francisco, Calif.
Henshaw & Bulkley & Co., Los Angeles, Calif.

IRRIGATION
SUPPLIES

MERCHANDISE FROM SHERIFFS'
AND RECEIVERS' SALES!

THE CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING COMPANY
saves yon 30 to 50 per cent on staple merchandise
from Sheriffs' and Receivers' Sales. Wrecking-
prices have come to be known as bargain prices.
Here you have the most wonderful bargain offering
ever advertised. Such an opportunity seldom oc-
curs. The very best manufactured articles offered
at less than original cost of production. That's
our merchandising method. We do not buy our
goods in the regular way. but take advantage of
various sales to secure bargains. Our mammoth
plant Is the largest In the world devoted to the sale
of general stocks. Increasing business has necessi-
tated an addition to our already enormous Insti-
tution. Over thirty-five acres literally covered with
merchandise.

We built our enormous business
by always giving our Customers
Absolute Satisfaction.

PIPE BARGAINS.
STANDARD BLACK WROUGHT IRON PIPE

Overhauled, with screwed ends and threaded
couplings, sutiable for water, gas, oil, etc.

1 inch. Per foot, 4c Scinch. Per foot, 14c

1J4 inch. Per foot, Sc 6 inch. Perfect, 42c
l^inch. Per foot, 6%c 8 inch. Per foot, 75c
2 inch. Per foot, 9c

WROUGHT IRON LAP-
WELDED CASING.

This Casing Is the highest quality pipe manufac-
tured. It only differs from standard pipe in that It
Is lighter In weight but, being made especially
good, it will stand just as high pressure. It is all
carefully overhauled and inspected before shipment.
Threaded at ends with casing threads, fourteen to
the inch. Covered with a preparation of asphaltum
and graphite, thus Insuring Its wearing qualities.
Suitable for Irrigation purposes, because of Its light
weight. Freight will be much less than on standard
pipe. It is about %-inch thickness and is fitted
with brand-new casing couplings.
The sizes mentioned below are outside diameter:

\Y4 inch. Per foot, 6^c S^ inch. Per foot, 18^c
2J4 inch. Per foot, 12c 4J4 inch. Per foot, 20c

Scinch. Per foot, 14c 554 inch. Per foot, 34c

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.
1 No. 4 Centrifugal Pump, direct connected to

Westinghouse Engine.
1 No. 6 Centrifugal Pump (belted).
1 No. 5 Belted Centrifugal Pump.
1 16x20x36 Marsh Vacuum Pump.

OUR NEW 500-PAGE CATALOGUE

No. 803 FREE.
THIS WONDERFUL BARGAIN BOOK is

just out and ready to be sent to you at once.
It is a book such as every shrewd buyer must have.
500 pages with thousands of items of the very best
merchandise and supplies bought by us at Sheriffs'
and Receivers' Sales. It will pay you to keep It

handy. Its pages contain a full record of what
we still have on hand from the wonderful St. Louis
World's Fair. Merchandise, machinery and supplies,
articles for everyone. You will find it useful In
the home, In the field, In the workshop or In the
office. Write us today. Send us your name and ad-
dress correctly, tell us where yon have seen this

"Ad," also tell us Just what you are In the market
for. Address

Chicago House Wrecking Co.
35th and Iron Streets, CHICAGO
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It tells how the veteran editor
of Green's Fruit Grower, who i

. was first a banker, succeeded in
J Fruit Growing. It gives In detail,
I step by step, his thirty years sue- i

I cess in growing strawberries, rasp-
J berries, blackberries, grapes, ap-
I

pies, peaches, pears and cherries.
I He tells how to propagate fruit and

,
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GILSON MFG. CO
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GILSON
GASOLENE

ENGINE
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chines, etc. FBEE TEIAL

\skfor catalog-all sizes

74 F*r* St. Pott Washing-ten, Wia

NERVOUSNESS CURED
WITHOUT TAKING MEDICINE

Recent scientific research bus developed the
fact that the most effectual way to relieve ner-
vousness is by absorption or external applica-
tion. This it logical, as hundreds of the nerves
lay just under the skin where they are readily
reached by a penetrating remedy like Fhynotico.
The manufacturers of Phynotico are so sure

that it will help you that upon receipt of 10 cents
in itamps to cover postage and mailing a bottle
will be

SENT ON TRIAL
with the understanding that should benefit be
derived you send balance ef price, 40 cents. If

it fails to benefit no further payment need be
made. Address

The P. L. Abbey Co., Kalamazoo. Mich.

The Underflow

BY L. G. CARPENTER.

[Professor of Civil and Irrigation Engi-
neering, State Agricultural College,
Fort Collins, Colorado.]

A great deal has been said about the

"underflow," and the term is so subject
to misconception that I dislike to use it.

It is used to convey the idea of a great
and progressive movement of water, per-

haps from the mountains, extending
across a great extent of country. One
would suppose that there is an extensive

underground stream flowing at the pace
of a river. These conceptions are all

wrong. There may be a movement of

water, but it is no different from the

underground movement occurring every-

where, and to a greater extent in the

East, for there in the more humid cli-

mate there is more water in excess of

evaporation to contribute to the ground
water. If the great slowness of the

movement of this underground water is

realized, then the term is not so objec-
tionable. Water will flow through all

soils, but slower as the soil is fine. In a

moderate clay the speed may be but a
few inches per day; in sand it is not

apt to exceed ten feet a day, or consid-

erably less than a mile a year. The sand
of the Arkansas and the Platte valleys

rarely furnishes a velocity much greater
than this. If the surface of the under-

ground water is traced it will be found
to be of much the same contour as the

surface low where the ground descends
and higher on the hills. This is because
the ground water is nearly all of local

origin. The ground water slopes as the
surface does. Even in the sandy streams
which seem to lose their water it is

found that the level of the ground water
is higher than the water of the stream,
unless at floods. In the case of hundreds
of miles of levels run across and in the

vicinity of the Arkansas river, in con-
nection with the defense of the Kansas-
Colorado suit, this was invariably found
to be the case, and so in other streams.
There is an underflow in the sense that
there may be a flow underground and
that it goes down hill. But that there is

a general underground movement over

large areas and from great distances is a
mistake. The people in eastern Colo-
rado and in Kansas often delude them-
selves with the notion that their good
water comes from the mountains. Usu-
ally the source is near by. A stretch of
sandhills is one of the best of gathering
areas, because practically all the water
which falls on them soaks in and reaches
the ground water, and loses little by
evaporation. Because underground water
moves slowly the amount of water is

often overestimated.

Horticulture

Dwarf Apples.

BY W. PADDOCK.

[Professo/r of (Horticulture, Colorado
Agriculture College, Fort Collins.]

Unlike the dwarf pear, which is bud-
ded or graftejf upon quince stock, the

apple, when grown as a dwarf, is worked
upon dwarf forms of the same species.
Dwarf and many other curious forms of

any plant may appear where many seed-

lings are grown. The dwarf or bush
lima bean may be mentioned as an exam-
ple. The bloomless or seedless apple, of

which so much has been said of late, has

appeared at many places, both in the

United States and in Europe, as is

shown by the literature of horiculture.

There are two types of these dwarf

apples which are used for stocks, known
as the Paradise and the Doucin. The
exact origin of the Paradise apple is not

known, as several ancient writers de-

scribe different apples under this name,
or the apple of Adam. One writer de-

scribes a variety as the true Paradise in

which the bite of Adam and Eve can be
seen. This notion probably comes from
a peculiar blush on one side of the fruit.

It is evident then that the name has been

applied to many different forms, all of

which make a tree of about the same
height, ranging from six to eight feet.

The origin of the Doucin is more cer-

tain. It appears to have originated in

Italy and was first brought to notice

probably in the sixteenth century. This

makes a larger tree than the Paradise

being about midway between the lattei

and a standard tree. For this reason th<

Doucin has not been much used as '<.

stock. Nearly all the dwarf apple tree:

in this country are propagated on th<

Paradise stock.

Most of the stock is grown in France
where our nurserymen procure their sup
plies. The stocks are commonly growl
by mound layering; that is, an estab
lished tree is cut off to within a fev

inches of the ground and the stub is cov
ered with earth. Numerous suckers an
thrown out, which take root in thi

mound of earth. When well rooted the;
are taken up and set in nursery rows.
The pruning of dwarf trees must bi

more severe than that of standards i

they are to be kept small. This will alsi

result in more bearing surface and th<

fruit buds will be more evenly distrib

uted over the entire tree rather than a

the top.
The cultural requirements are th'

same as for standard trees.

In planting, dwarf apple trees shouli

be set about ten feet apart each way

Cows' Relief is a specific Remedy
for all troubles of bag and teats. It
enables dairymen, farmers and other
cow owners to keep their cows in a
healthy and profitable condition.
Cows' Relief is one of the most per-
fectly penetrating and disinfecting
compounds in existence. It goes
directly to the seat of the trouble,
relieves the congestion and breaks
up the bunches that prevent a nat-
ural flow of milk.

Twelve to twenty-four hours' time
is all that is required to relieve any
case of Caked Bag, if applied freely
at the beginning of the trouble.

FOR HEIFERS
WITH FIRST CALF

Cows' Relief works in a most pleas-
ing, prompt and successful manner.
It relieves the soreness and swelling
in the bag and is worth its weight
in gold to every dairyman. It keeps
the teats softand flexible, and renders
the animal quiet and docile.

B. C. Rice, Farminfrton, Conn., Bays:
"Please send me two boxes of

Cows' Relief. Enclosed find check
for same. Please send at once. I
wouldn't be without It In my stable."
L. F. Cnthbert, Hammond, N.Y.,says:

"I have used yourOows' Relief and
find It a very valuable remedy for
Caked Bagr."

We have scores of testimonials
like the above. Ask your dealer for
Cows' Relief and insist on having
the genuine. If he cannot supply you
write direct to us. enclosing $1 for
large package prepaid, (enough for
four or five ordinary cases). Your
money back if you are not satisfied.
Positive guarantee on every package.
Or send your name andone neighbor's
who keeps cows, stating how many
you each have, and we will send
our book concerning "Cow Troubles,"
also Goldine Cow Watch Charm
FREE while they last.

OITR HUSBANDS MFG. CO..
710Chapel8t.. Lyndon, Vt.
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though they are sometimes put closer

together.
Commercially such trees have not as

yet proved successful and there are com-

paratively few of them grown. But since

thorough spraying has become so essen-

tial in many parts of the country, if

trees are to be grown at all, much inter-

est is being taken in this phase of or-

charding. The State Experiment Station

of New York has several experimental
orchards of dwarf apple trees located in

different sections of that state. The
chief object of these trials is to deter-

mine the commercial value of such trees.

The general trend of opinion as gleaned
from Cornell bulletin No. 116 is that

dwarf apple trees have not been suffi-

ciently tried to prove their worth, but it

is not to be supposed that they will pro-
duce as many bushels per acre as stand-

ards. However, the occasion may arise

when their use would be extremely de-

sirable. Then, for people who have small

space to devote to fruit growing, dwarf
trees could be grown to advantage where
standards might be impossible.

Dwarf Pears.

BY W. PADDOCK.

[Professor of Botany and Horticulture.
State Agriculture College, Fort Col-
lins, Colorado.]

Since the advent of the San Jose scale

much interest has been taken in dwarf
fruits, particularly in the East, the rea-

son being that with small trees this most
serious of orchard pests may be more
easily combatted. Then, dwarfing in-

duces early bearing, and with pears in

particular extra size and quality are se-

cured because of the greater ease with
which small trees may be pruned,
thinned and sprayed.
Dwarf pear trees, however, have been

in much favor with eastern orchardists
for many years, and many large and
profitable orchards are of this kind.

Some of them are profitable and the
trees are in good condition after having
been planted fifty years. This does not
bear out the common notion that dwarf
trees are short lived.

There is no mystery connected with
the dwarfing of trees. Cions of standard
varieties are grafted or budded on small

growing species within the family, or

upon dwarf forms of the same species.

In_the case of pears the stock used is the

quince. The quince is slow growing and
seldom attains a height of more than
twelve feet, usually less. Some varieties
of pears will not unite with the quince,
so what is known as "double working"
is resorted to. This consists first in graft-
ing a pear variety which is known to
unite with the quince, such as the Vicar ;

then, when this has attained sufficient

size, again grafting to the desired kind.
Dwarf pears should be planted deeper

than standards ; the union of cion and
stock should be at least four inches be-
low the surface of the ground. This is

largely for the purpose of protecting the
trees from breaking,' as the union be-
tween stock and cion is never too per-
fect. Some think it an advantage to
have the pear cion take root, as this
results in a stronger tree. While this is

true, it has the disadvantage of requiring
more vigorous pruning of the top in or-

der to prevent the tree from becoming
too tall. In some instances it is desir-

able to prune the roots as well, but this

is not a difficult matter, since they are
formed so near the surface of the

ground.
Dwarf pears should not be allowed to

attain a height greater than twelve feet,

else the end sought in planting them will

be defeated. Severe pruning must usu-

ally be practiced, often as much as one-
half to two-thirds of a season's growth
must be removed, especially during the

early life of the tree. By careful train-

ing the top may be spread so that a com-
paratively large amount of bearing sur-

face is secured. Dwarf pear trees are

often planted as close as ten feet apart
each way, making 435 trees to the acre.

At this distance the trees will be too
close together ;

fifteen feet each way, or
193 trees to the acre, would no doubt be

preferable.
The culture of dwarf pears does not

differ from that of standards, but it is

usually thought that the quince stock
will thrive better in heavy soils.

Any variety of pear may be dwarfed;
the kinds most commonly propagated in

this way are, first of all, the "'Anjou-
leme." This variety takes first rank, no
doubt because of the large size of the
fruits when well grown. Other popular
kinds are the "Louise," "Anjou," "Clair-

geau" and, to a certain extent, the "Bart-
let" and the "Seckel."

YOU CAN IRRIGATE.
YOUR UP-LANDS WITHAN

NO need to go up stream and And the cost of running is always
construct miles and miles of less than the cost of keeping the
ditch to get the water high ditch clean of drifting sand, silt,

enough. weeds and fast growing bushes.
Place one of the powerful I. H. C. 1 many cases, an I. H. C. engine

gasoline engines on the stream where enables you to reach the knolls and
it is nearest your land. There are other high places which you cannot

large engines for irrigating on a big reach at all by ditch without ex-
scale and smaller engines for small pensive flumes that are "tumble-
farms, down" and must be repaired every
These engines are the best means sPring-

for raising and utilizing the under- The engines are made both verti-

flow; also for raising water from cal an" horizontal and in many sizes

lakes, ponds, and wells, and also from 1 to 20-horse power. They are

running streams. easily controlled and run depend-

They will raise all the water you
ablv

."
The irrigator does not need

need and deliver it just where you
to' S1
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WESTERN GENERAL AGENCIES: Denver. Colo.. Portland, Ore., Salt Lake City. Vlah.
Helena, Mont., Spokane, Wash., San Francisco. Cal.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA. Chicago. V. S. A.
k (Incorporated) A

luy Direct From Our Factory
Savin* all expenses and profits of the dealer. Elkhart Buggies
and Harness have been sold direct from our factory to the user
for 35 years.

We Are the Largest Manufacturers in the World

Mo. 287. One Horse cut-
under Surrey with bike gear,
auto seats and lS,'-in. cushion
tires. Price complete, SI 03.
As good as sells for MO more.

selling to the consumer
exclusively. We ship for
examination and ap-
proval, guaranteeing safe

delivery. No cost to you
if not satisfied as to style,

quality and price. Over
200 styles of Vehicles
and 65 styles of Harness. No. 676. Top Buggy with padded wing dash and

Stanhope seat. Price complete, 957.50. As good l

sells for J25 more.Send for Now Froo

Catalog.

ELKHART CARRIAGE t HARNESS MFC. CO., EUCHABT, INDIANA J
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The Bilson Pump
A NEW INVENTION

Rapid Acting, Force Suction

Possesses Superior Mechanical

Movements
The illustrations presented herewith

show two views of our patented Quick
Return Pump Attachment and Pump, the

most successful device for pumping water
for farm purposes, stock raising, irrigat-

ing, etc. on the market. Superior to any
make of this style of pump for raising
and forcing large quantities of water to

great heights or distances with small power.

It has a double acting lever, operating a non frictional,

roller bearing lifting arm. The greatest advantage in this pump
is the quick return of the plunger which so vastly increases it's

efficiency. It is easily operated by hand for household and do-

mestic farm purposes. It is especially adapted to attachment to

wind-mills where the largest possible pumping efficiency for a limi-

ted wind power is necessary. Gasoline, gas or steam power can

also be attached.

It is used for individual

irrigating plants, house water
works systems and ranch stock

watering. It is also adapted to

pumping quarries and mines
of ordinary depth.

Manufacturing rights or

territory is offered For Sale.

ADDRESS

D. B. BURDETT, Manager
3IO Boyce Bldg., Chicago
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Oxford Hotel
DENVER, COLORADO

At the OXFORD HOTEL, Denver,

Colorado, you will find all the lead-

ing men interested. in irrigation and all

of its branches.

Denver is the logical irrigation center

of the United States. You will find

nearly everyone engaged in or inter-

ested in irrigation projects stopping at

the OXFORD
Located half a block from the Union

Depot: FIRE PROOF. MOD-
ERN, EUROPEAN PLAN and
POPULAR PRICES.

THE
HAMILTON-BROOKS CO.

PROPRIETORS

A Life Income
If you only knew how to create for yourself a permanent in-

come for life, would you not set aside a few dollars each year for
'the next five'or six yews? - -

:

Then maybe you would like to know how?
Take the culture of nut trees, for instance, and start with a

very small investment say only $30 or J40 a year. This amount
will purchase and set out an acre of the paper-shell variety of

pecan trees twenty to the acre. The care and cultivation of

these trees will cost very little and the trees will not interfere
with other farming operations on the lame land. In from six to
ten years from the setting out, each tree should yield at least
twenty pounds of nuts, that is four hundred pounds to the acre,
and at only fifteen cents per pound (the best varieties .are now
selling at fifty and seventy-five cents), this means a net income
for life of $60 on each acre.

Doesn't This Interest You?
But, perhaps you will ask, can 'the rjcan be grown success-

fully in my locality? We can tell you if you will state where
you live. There are some sections of this country in which the
pecan does not thrive; but there is hardly any portion of the
United States where some one of the many varieties of nut
trees cannot be grown successfully.

If you care to know more about nut growing for profit, let us
send you FREE a three month's subscription to the

American Fruit and Nut Journal,

nai ana we wilt give you iAOSUUU ir.i*x rn.c.c.j a years s

subscription to your choice of any fifty cent publication in
America.

Think It Over
But don't delay too long, for both of the offers are limited

and there may not be enough free subscriptions to go around
among the late comers.

ROPER- HINTON CO., Inc., Publishers

PETERSBURG. VIRGINIA

Mention this Journal.

Overland
Limited
CROSSES

High Sierra

Great Salt Lake
BY DAYLIGHT

San Francisco in 3 Days

Electric Lighted Fast Fly-

ing Cross-Country Train-

Luxuriously Equipped.

Pullman Drawing Room,
Stateroom, Vestibuled

'? Steeping Cars.

Careful and Attentive Din-

ing Service.

Parlor Observatoin Car
with Library and Cafe,

Ladies' Reading Room,
Gentlemen's Smoking
Room.

Daily News Bulletins, Lat-

est Papers and Magazines.

Southern
Pacific

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Dry Cement Buildings

ABSOLUTELY MOISTURE AND FROST PROOF

This is what you get when you build your buildings
from blocks made on THE SIMPLEX MACHINE.
It makes a two piece or hollow wall, any thickness
desired for cottage, church or factory building.

All blocks made with face down, and length to 24 inches.
Will also make hollow blocks if so desired. THE
SIMPLEX can be operated by one man or more.

It IB light, strong and the most
rapid machine on the market.
THE PRICE IS RIGHT. Send
for Catalogue D.

SIMPLEX MANUFACTURING CO.
124 V. Cortland Street, JACKSON MICH.

Galvanized Steel

Irrigation Flumes
AND WATER. TROUGHS

Galvanized steel is rapidly taking the place
of wood for fluming purposes and with The
Maginnis Patent splice fluming is made easy Any
boy can put the Maginnis Steel Flume together or
take it apart. Steel flumes and troughs "Ship
Knock down" Third Class freight. Let me figure
on your flume. All flumes guaranteed.

Write for Testimonials and Particulars ot

P. Maginnis, Mfr.
Kimball. Nebraska

Nonundii Concrete Block

Machine-unexcelled

The Modern Method of Construction for Residences and Public Buildings Is wltk Concrete Blocks ind Brick

A PROFITABLE BUSINESS

We have the largest line of Concrete Machinery in the world. Ask for

information regarding our DRAIN TILE MOLDS, our SOLID CONCRETE
PRODUCT MOLD for retaining walls,

our CONCRETE BLOCK AND BRICK
MACHINES, ALSO CEMENT PObT
MACHINES.

Wolverine Cement Drain Tile Molds

Practical Sill, Cap, Block and Step Hold

Normandin Concrete Block Machine

Our SYSTEMATIC MIXER has
no equal. Our machines adopted
twice by the United States Govern-
ment. 3 Gold Medals St. Louis and
Portland. Write for Catalog R.

Systematic

Concrete

Mixer

DON'T DODGE PROSPERITY

OUR MACHINES DO IT ALL

CHALLENGE
COMPETITION

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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MYERS POWER PUMPS
WITHOUT AN EQUAL ON THE GLOBE

OPERATING

WITH

CAS ENGINE

MYERS
BULLDOZER
POWER.
PUMP

5" Cylinder

FIG. 800

FIG. 952

HORIZONTAL BULLDOZERS, 3" TO 6" CYLINDERS

MYERS

BACK GEARED

WORKING

HEAD

TAPPED FOR

3" PIPE

5, 7'- AND 10"

STROKE

FOR BELT,

WIND OR HAND

POWER

BULLDOZER

WORKING

HEAD

U'BRASSROO

Write for descriptive Circulars and Prices.
We want you to acknowledge this Ad. so
that we can acquaint you in detail with the

superior features of Myers Power
Pumps. This is the proper season.
The right time to write is right now.

F. E. MYERS

FIG. 1079

BULLDOZER PUMP
6" BRASS LINED

CYLINDER

COUPLING NUT

MYERS BULLDOZER

WORKING HEADS

NO. 359

5". 7'..". 10" STROKE

DISCHARGE 2 ','" OR 3"

SUCTION 2" TO 4"

NO. 364

12". 16". 20" STROKE

REGULARLY FITTED 4"

DISCHARGE

SUCTION 8" OR LESS

BRO.,

II

PROPRIETORS OF

IV 1> FUMP> AIVD MAY T O O O

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Write to-d,
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Motsinger Auto Sparker
starts and runs

Gas Engines without Battarias.
No other machine can do it successfully lor lack

of original patents owned by us. No twist mo-
tion in our drive. No belt or switch necessary.
No batteries whatever, for make and break or

jump-spark. Water and dust-proof. Fully
guaranteed

MOTSINGER DEVICE M'F'G. CO.,
Ill Msin Street, Pendleton, Ind., U.S.A.

Send $2*50 for The Irrigation
A J
Age one year and

The Primer of Irrigation

TOOL

Do you want to make money? Here is your chance. Get a set or two of our

pipe tools, make up a stock of pipe and do contracting of installing irrigating
systems. Your neighbors are wanting something to save water and labor.

Here it Is. Write for further information and prices. Mention the Irriga-
onAge. KELLAR ffl. THOMASON. Covlna. California.

Bates & Edmonds
Motor Co.

Engines For All Purposes
From 1 1A to 25 H. P.

Operate on
Gasoline, Gas,
Distillate or
Alcohol.

Nearly 10,000
in use.

That's the
Proof.

State your power
needs and send for

catalogue

Bates & Edmonds Motor Co.

COLD MEDAL
AT JAMESTOWN

The U. S. Government
paid this Company a big
compliment when it select-

,
ed the "OTTO" Engine for

I

use in making the fuel tests
at the Jamestown Exposi-
tion.

The Jury of Awards also

proved its fitness for its

task when it AWARDED the "OTTO" the Gold Medal.
The "OTTO" has won FIRST PRIZE at every large

Exposition held in this country since the Centennial in'76.

THE OTTO GAS ENGINE WORKS
Philadelphia, Pa.

HOTEL VICTORIA
Broadway, 5th Ave., 27th St., NEW YORK

In the center of the shopping district. Absolutely
fireproof.

A modern, first-class hotel; complete in all its ap-
pointments, furnishings and decorations, entirely new
throughout. Accommodation for 500 guests. 150 suites

with baths.

Hot and cold water and telephone in every room,
cuisine unexcelled.

Rates, $1.50 and up; with Bath, $2.50 and up

GEO. W. SWEENEY, Proprietor



HOME OFFICE OF THE MAYWOOD COLONY

Fortunes in
at

Maywood Colony
1+1 TEN-ACRE lot of the finest fig land of the colony can be had for a reason-

able price. There are good incomes to be had also in almond and grape
culture and ten-acre farms will pay big interest -on your investment.

Maywood Colony is located in the upper end of the beautiful Sacramento Valley,
in Tehama County. Corning, the depot and postoffice for the colony, is HO
miles north of Sacramento.

For literature relating to land in this settlement, write to

W. N. WOODSON
Proprietor of Maywood Colony CORNING, CALIFORNIA

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.



15he RELIABLE LINE
"Dempster" That's The Name

High Class

Gasoline

Engines

2 to 12

Horse Power

For Gasoline

Kerosene nd

Alcohol

Four Cycle

Economical

Powerful

Will Run

Anything

Anywhere

Irrigating and Water Works Pumping Plants our Specialty

OUR LINE:
WIND MILLS ALL KINDS OF PUMPS WOOD AND STEEL TANKS

WELL MACHINERY GASOLINE ENGINES CULTIVATORS FEED MILLS
GRAIN DRILLS IRON PIPE AND CASING COCKS AND VALVES

WELL POINTS AND STRAINERS FARM AND RANCH WATER SUPPLIES

BEST TO BUY BEST TO WORK

Look

Carefully

at the Best

Windmill

Head

Ever Made

See that

Extra

Bearing
on the

Wheel Shaft
and the

Center Lift

Crank

Roller Rim
Gears

and other good
things

DEMPSTER MILL MANUFACTURING CO.
FACTORY: BEATRICE. NEBRASKA

Branch Houses : Omaha, Neb. Kansas City. Mo. Sioux Falls. S. D.
Mention Department "A" when you write
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IRRIGATION DITCHES
DUG READY TO LINE

Loss of water by seepage or leakage in irri-

gation ditches ranges from 1 per cent, to 12 per
cent, per mile. To prevent this loss up-to-date
irrigators are lining their ditches with concrete,
but it has been found that a good lining a lin-

ing which will endure can be built only when
a food foundation or base is prepared for
it. The sides and bottom of the ditch must be
smooth and true to slope and grade, or the lin-

ing will be irregular in surface and thickness,

and, therefore, in strength. The soil forming
the^sides and bottom must, moreover, be as

compact as nature allows, or else the lining will

receive unequal support and crush in or crack.

Irrigation ditches are dug ready to line by the

AUSTIN DRAINAGE EXCAVATOR
Because the scraper buckets are guided by a

templet guide frame adjusted exactly to the

engineer's cross section of the ditch, the digging
is done true to grade and slope, and the natural
soil is not disturbed an inch beyond these planes.
The ditch is ready to line the moment the
Austin Drainage Excavator leaves it. This
machine digs ditches to templet in one oper-
ation. It moves along the work by its own
power.'* Send for our form letters and catalogue
fro. S.

F. C. Austin Drainage Excavator Company
New York Office, 90 West Street Railway Exchange. Chicago. 111.

Morris Machine Works
BALDWINSVILLE. N. Y.

Centrifugal Pumping Machinery, designed for

any irrigating proposition. Send details or

specifications of what is wanted and we will

recommend a pumping outfit to supply tbe need

York Office, 39-41 Cortlandt Street

Houston Office, Cor. Wood C, Willow Sis., Texas

Henion 4 Hubbell, Agents, 61 N. Jefferson St.,

Chicago. 111.

Harron, Rickard t, McComb, Agents,
Zl Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.



Don'tWait for the Rain-
No reason why you should, if you have a Deming Ram working
for you. Once locate it properly, and your water supply is assured ;

a city system on your own property.

Pumping water by hand is hard work useless, too, when you can

get a Deming Ram to do it for you. Pumping engines and windmills

get out of order continually require attention. The Deming Ram
needs practically none.

Farm help is costly and hard to get. That makes it all the more an

object to you to cut down the work you have to hire, and do it with

machinery that looks after itself and that does not loaf when your back
is turned. The Deming Ram is always ready, always willing and does
not get tired.

Do you have a spring or a flowing well ? Write us the situation. We
will tell you whether you can use a Ram, how much water it would
deliver, and just what it would cost you to install it.

Let us submit an estimate; after that, the buying is "up to you."
We ask now only your inquiry may we have that?

Made in Seven Sizes

THE DEMING COMPANY, Salem, Ohio

HENION & HUBBELL, General Western Jigents, CHICAGO
OTHER AGENCIES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

Machines With
A Pedigree

Have you seen our latest ?

Aspinwall
Planter No. 3
With Sack Hopper, plants 99%
good. No bridging in hopper.

w

Planter No. 3

Great Improvement
. . for 1908

The most perfect machines for the purpose in

the world. With our perfection Cutters, Planters,

Sprayers, Diggers and Sorters, potato culture may
may bemade profitable. Send
for our illustrated catalog.
Contains valuable spraying
information, tables, etc.

Booklet on
"Potato Culture" Free.

Aspinwall Manufacturing
Company

Jackson, Michigan
Sprayer
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Century Grander
SAVES THIS MAN A THIRD

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., Feb. 15, 1906.
"I wish to say that I have bought and am using one of the

Twentieth Century Graders and can cheerfully say that for land
leveling, seed-bed making, ditching and for all kinds of irrigat-

ing work it has no equal.
"Since purchasing my Twentieth Century Grader I have re-

duced my force of men until I am only using one-third as many
as before, and the work done by this machine is far superior
than can possibly be done by hand and has a much more fin-

ished appearance. I have fifty acres in my truck farm, and can
very easily manage it with one machine. I am very glad to rec-
ommend it to any one for same. I also wish to recommend it

to be a first-class machine for making of good roads."
(Signed) HERMAN BLUEHER.
The above comes hot from the real irrigation

farmer, who knows what he's "driving at." He finds
that our 600-pound grader is just the machine for

every kind of work in field or highway. It is easily
handled by two or four horses.
Write now for our handsome, new, free booklet,

"20th Century Highways," with large insert showing
cut of grader over 8 inches long. It tells how to
make good roads and answers all your questions.
Do it now.

T*.- Rl, n - Mrf r*. Dept. C, 706 Fisher Bldg.The Baker Mlg. Co. CHICAGO

Hoe
Shoe
and
Disk
One
Row
Drills
For

Corn and Cotton

Sows Corn, Beans. Mealies, Kaffer
Corn, Broom Corn. etc.

Extra Hoppers for Commercial Fertilizer.

HOOSIER DRILL COMPANY,
Division, The American Seeding Machine Co., Incorporated

RICHMOND, IND., U. S. A.

Made
in

One.
Two
and

Three
Rows
Ask for

Catalog

f> 71 CJT li "VjJJjlJ M. IB ]

WANT YOU TO GET the most liberal proposition ever made on a

L ?asoline engine. It will save you money. When a company like this,

country, make such a propositiou. It means something. .

Write to them or to me, and you will receive it by return mail,
The olds Engine is the best and cheapest Engine you can buy.

It is the simplest in construction, most economical to run, will do
your work at the smallest expense, and does not get out of order.

This company has been making engines and nothing else
for thirty years. We are engine specialists.

It stands to reason that a big, successful concern like this, that
makes one thing, must make that one thing well. Our new factory
is the most complete and up-to-date engine factory in the United
States. Because of its complete equipment we can build engines of
the highest efficiency at the very lowest cost. That is why we can
give you a durable, simple, strong, highest-grade, perfect-work-
ing, long-lived engine at a low price. This liberal proposition is the
crowning reason on top of a lot of good common sense ones, why
you should buy an Olds Engine and none other.

WE HAVE ANY KIND OF AN ENGINE YOU WANT
Our new catalogue tells about them in detail. I especially want

to call your attention to our Hopper Jacket Engine on skids or wheels,
3 to 12 h. p., which is ready to run when you get it. Fill it with
gasoline, throw on the switch, turn the wheel that's all. No piping
to connect, nothing to set up, always ready, can be moved anywhere.

the oldest and biggest exclusive gasoline engine manufacturers in the
have placed my proposition in the hands of our representatives.

JAS. B SEAQER. (ien. Mgr. Olds Qas Power Co.

All Olds Engines run properly, are easy to start winter and
summer. The V. N

. Government uses them.
DON'T PAIL TO WRITE for our new catalogue and the liber-
al proposition at once. Address the home office or any represent-
ative. Do not buy any other engine until you have got my liberal

proposition. It Is something unusual. You certainly want to

know about it.
"~ ' ^W*-- ^Z

OLDS GAS POWER CO.
Home Omce.Lansmg, Mich., 957 Seager Street

Boston, 69-75 Washington St. N. Portland. Ore.. 80 7th St.

San Francisco. Cor. Jessie and Ecker Sts. Elgin, IH.,26-34 Klver St.

Kansas city, 1220 W. Eleventh St. Kempton, Pa.
Omaha. 1018 tfarnum Street Houston. Tex., 511 Travis St.

Binghamton, N. Y., 23 Washington St. Norfolk, Va.

Minneapolis, 313 S. Third St. Miami, Fla., C & 13th St.

Philadelphia. 1816 Market St.

rompt deliveries, we carry a full line of Engines and

epresentatives.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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'RRIOR

SUPERIOR DRILLS ire Used and Appreciated by Good

Farmers the World Over

SEND FOR CATALOGUE NOW
GENERAL AGENTS FOR WESTERN TERRITORY:
Dean & Co., Minneapolis, Minn
Kingman&Co., - - - Peoria, 111

Kinsman St. Louis Implement Co., St. Louis, Mo
Ktngman-Moore Imp. Co.,

- Kansas City. Mo
Kinsman-Moore Imp. Co., Oklahoma, Olcla.

Kingman Implement Co., . Omaha, Neb.
Parlin & Orendorff Imp. Co., Portland, Ore
Colorado Moline Plow Co., Denver, Colo
The T. C. Powers Co., - - Helena. Mont
Consolidated Wag. & Mach. Co , Salt Lake City
Newell Matthews Co.,

- Los Angeles, Cal
The H. C. Shaw Co.,

- Stockton, Cal

Eastern Fanners please write direct to the Manufacturers

SUPERIOR DRILL CO.. Springfield.
Ohio

Division of the American Seeding Mach. Co., Inc.

GRAIN DRILLS

CENTRIFVGAL PUMP

IRRIGATING MACHINERY
BEST MADE

Send for our booklet on Cost of Irrigation. Bulletin No. 104 illus-

trating Irrigation, Machinery and Power guarantee 25 per cent.
more water with same power or 25 per cent, smaller power plant for
same quantity as older makes.

Manufacturers:

THE AMERICAN WELL WORKS
Chicago, 111. AURORA. ILLINOIS. V. S. A. Joplin. Mo.
Morse Bros. Machinery & Supply Co., Denver, Colo.
Zimmerman-Wells Brown Company, Portland, Ore.
Cal. Hydraulic.Engineering & Supply Co., San Francisco, Calif.
Henshaw & Bulkley & Co., Los Angeles, Calif.

IRRIGATION
SUPPLIES

MERCHANDISE FROM SHERIFFS'

AND RECEIVERS' SALES!
THE CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING COMPAHT
saves you 30 to 50 per cent on staple merchandise
from Sheriffs' and Receivers' Sales. Wrecking
prices have come to lie known as bargain prices.
Here you have the most wonderful bargain offering
ever advertised. Such an opportunity seldom oc-
curs. The very best manufactured articles offered
at less than original cost of production. That's
our merchandising method. We do not buy our
goods In the regular way, but take advantage of
various sales to secure bargains. Onr mammoth
plant Is the largest In the world devoted to the sale
of general stocks. Increasing business has necessi-
tated an addition to our already enormous Insti-
tution. Over thirty-five acres literally covered with
merchandise.

We built our enormous business

by always giving our Customers
Absolute Satisfaction.

PIPE BARGAINS.
STANDARD BLACK WROUGHT IRON PIPE

Overhauled, with screwed ends and threaded

couplings, sutiable for water, gas, oil, etc.

1 inch. Per foot, 4c %y2 inch. Per foot, 14c

1% inch. Per foot, 5c 6 inch. Per foot, 42c

iy2 inch. Per foot, &/& 8 inch. Per foot, 75c
2 inch. Per foot, 9c

WROUGHT IRON LAP-
WELDED CASING.

This Casing Is the highest quality pipe manufac-
tured. It only differs from standard pipe In that It

Is lighter In weight but, being made especially
good, It will stand just as high pressure. It Is all

carefully overhauled and Inspected before shipment.
Threaded at ends with casing threads, fourteen to
the Inch. Covered with a preparation of asphaltum
and graphite, thus Insuring Its wearing qualities.
Suitable for Irrigation purposes, because of Its light
weight. Freight will be much less than on standard
pipe. It Is about H-lnch thickness and Is fitted
with brand-new casing couplings.
The sizes mentioned below are outside diameter:

1J4 inch. Per foot, 6^c 3J4 inch. Per foot, IBJ^c
2^J inch. Per foot, 12c 4% inch. Per foot, 20c

3}4 inch. Per foot, 14c Scinch. Per foot, 34c

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.
1 No. 4 Centrifugal Pump, direct connected to

Westing-house Engine.
1 No. 6 Centrifugal Pump (belted).
1 No. 5 Belted Centrifugal Pump.
1 16x20x36 Marsh Vacuum Pump.

OUR NEW 500 PAGE CATALOGUE

No. 803 FREE.
THIS WONDERFUL BARGAIN BOOK is

just out and ready to be sent to you at once.
It Is a book such as every shrewd buyer must have.
500 pages with thousands of Items of the very best
merchandise and supplies bought by us at Sheriffs'
and Receivers' Sales. It will pay you to keep It

handy. Its pages contain a full record of what
we still have on hand from the wonderful St. Louis
World's Fair. Merchandise, machinery and supplies,
articles for everyone. You will find It useful In
the home. In the field, In the workshop or In the
office. Write us today. Send us your name and ad-
dress correctly, tell ns where yon have seen this

"Ad," also tell us Just what you are In the market
for. Addresa

Chicago House Wrecking: Co.
35th and Iron Streets, CHICAGO
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UNION MACHINES
WITH PUQ MILLS COMBINED

FIVE SIZES ALL CAPACITIES

Outfits for Drain Tile, Hollow Ware, Building

and Paving Brick and other Clay Products

If interested write us for particulars and estimates.

E. M. FREESE & CO
GALION, OHIO

\99999999999999999 99**9*
When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Put Your Money
In a New Country

Put your money in a new country invest it where it will prove worth
while along the Pacific Coast extension of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul Railway in the Dakotas, Montana, Idaho and Washington.
The building of this new line opens up a country full of money making

possibilities for the investor, the merchant, the workingman and the profes-
sional man, as well as for the farmer, the fruit grower and the stockman.

The investor will find excellent opportunities to secure rich farm lands
now selling at $10 per acre, and upwards, which are certain to increase in value
within the next few years.

The merchant, the workingman and the professional man should avail them-
selves of the splendid openings offered in the new towns along this latest trans-

continental railway.
In the Dakotas three new towns Lemmon, Butte County, South Dakota;

Hettinger, Adams County, North Dakota; and Bowman, Bowman County, North
Dakota have recently been established on the Pacific Coast extension of the

Chicago
Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railway
A little over three months ago the sites of these towns were open prairie

lands. Today, at each place, a well built town, with a population of close to

500, is established; stores of all kinds are represented; also banks, hotels, restau-

rants, trades and professions. But there is plenty of room for more.
The farmer will find in this newly opened country the best agricultural open-

ings in America today.
In the Dakotas, and in Montana, along the new line, the soil is a dark loam

with a clay subsoil; good water is plentiful; rainfall is ample to raise the crops;
the climate is healthful; the air is dry and invigorating; winters are mild; growing
seasons are long. The deeded lands sell at $10 per acre, and upwards. Last
season many farmers made enough money from the first year's crops to pay for
their land.

The Judith Basin, in central Montana, offers exceptional opportunities in

farming, particularly in wheat and alfalfa raising, as does also the country along
the new line in Washington.

The fruit grower will find a particularly good field along the new line in

Washington. Apples, pears, plums, cherries, apricots and small fruits grow well
there. Last year hundreds of acres of bearing orchards produced crops which
brought as much as $500 to $600 per acre.

The stockman will have no difficulty in finding suitable grazing lands at low
prices in the Dakotas and Montana along the new line. Cattle graze almost all

the year round on the nutritious grasses, with little or no protection from the

weather, and fatten without being fed any grain whatever.
Pamphlets describing these openings are free for the asking.

F. A. MILLER GEO. B. HAYNES
General Passenger Agent Immigration Agent

CHICAGO 95 Adams St., CHICAGO

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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ANNOUNCEMENT.
"The Primer of Irrigation" is now ready for delivery. Price,

$2.00. If ordered in connection with subscription, the price is $ J .50.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
To United States Subscribers, Postage Paid $1.00
To Canada and Mexico 1.50
All Other Foreign Countries 1.50

In forwarding remittances please do not send checks on local banks.
Send either postoffice or express money order or Chicago or New York
draft.

Official organ Federation of Tree Growing Clubs of

America.

Official organ of the American Irrigation Federation.
Office of the Secretary, 309 Boyce Building, Chicago.

Interesting to Advertisers.
It may interest advertisers to know that The Irrigation Age is the

only publication in the world having an actual paid in advance
circulation among individual irrigators and large irrigation corpo-
rations. It a read regularly by all interested in this subject and ha*

readers in all parts of the world. The Irrigation Age is 23 yean
old and is the pioneer publication of its class in the world.

We are publishing in this issue an article

A which appeared recently in the Post, of

Homesteader. Denver, Colo., under date of February 23,

1908. This article is signed "A Home-

steader," and is well worthy the perusal of everyone in-

terested in western development.

Mexico

& Orient

Railway.

Great development may be expected in

Texas along the line of the Kansas City,

Mexico & Orient Eailway. This com-

pany, under the management of Mr. Stil-

well, is pushing ahead and will do much

for sections of Texas Jiot reached by other lines of

railway.

In this issue we are publishing an article by Mr.

Parker of Grandfalls (in the Pecos Valley), Texas.

This town ;s near where the Kansas City, Mexico &

Orient Eailway will cross the Pecos, and it is the in-

tention of the officials of this railroad to irrigate a

large area in that valley, by water taken from the

Pecos river and supplemented by a storage system fur-

ther up the stream towards Barstow. The canals that

supply water for irrigation around Grandfalls aggre-

gate something like one hundred miles in main canals

and laterals. Should the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient

railway people develop 40,000 or 50,000 acres on the

opposite side of the river it can readily be seen that

great benefit would come to that section as the result.

Matter contained in our February issue

Metcalf's concerning "The Conservation of Our

Views. Water Eesources" and "The Campaign

Against the National Land Laws," have

created a great deal of comment throughout the West

and has brought to us many letters expressing sym-

pathy with our views. Among them is a letter from

E. D. Metcalf, a prominent citizen and canal owner of

Buffalo, Wyoming. The article appears in our Cor-

respondence Department of this issue. Mr. Metcalf

has lived in Wyoming for many years and is a solid

and reputable business man whose views should have

considerable weight among those interested in these

subjects.

Tree

Growing

Clubs.

We are publishing in this issue further

data concerning the Federation of Tree

Growing Clubs of America prepared from

outlines offered us by Hon. H. A. Greene.

A great deal of interest is being mani-

fested by our readers throughout the country on this

subject. There has never before been a way suggested

(by which everybody, anywhere, no matter what may
be his surroundings), to successfully grow trees, with-

out much preliminary labor and discouraging results.

One is confronted in all the directions for growing

forest trees with requirements almost impossible for

most people.

The most useful trees require still greater labor

and care than the softer and quicker growing trees,
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which is not the case in our method. In transplant-

ing and shipping young trees, besides the expense and

labor met in the old method, the loss by dying is great,

and greater still unless done at a certain season. An

oak, for instance, can be shipped to any destination at

any time without danger of its dying. A young tree

in a can is safe from gophers, moles and even chickens.

Our growers of trees for forest planting consider

35 per cent an excellent record if they can get that

per cent of trees to live after transplanting. The loss

is due to their being compelled to plant out before the

tree is old enough to withstand the change, for to

wait longer would necessitate the labor of wrapping a

lump of earth about the roots and very gentle handling
in transferring to planting place, then particular care

not to disturb the earth about the roots when taking

away the cloth. There is warning not to transplant
on a sunny day, and other methods not necessary in

the can method.

It is our belief that the government should appro-

priate a sum of money to be expended by state for-

esters in sending out club organizers and letting the

people know how easy it is to grow trees, no matter

how situated.

We have induced a number of people to plant an

acorn in a can and place it on a window sill of their

sleeping room for curiosity just to watch how wonder-

ful is nature. We have received letters from such

people regarding their plants, indicating that they have

become "tin-cannisters." The article by Mr. Green is

worthy of perusal.

The story has been put in circulation at

Will Washington, and has been sent broadcast

Pinchot to the papers throughout the country, to

Quit ? the effect that Gifford Pinchot of the

Forest Service will retire from that serv-

ice at the close of President Eoosevelt's term and go
into the West and "grow up with the country." The

report comes to us that Mr. Pinchot has a desire to

mix in politics with a hope of ultimately being sent

to the Senate from the particular state in which he

decides to take up his residence.

THE IRRIGATION AGE can hardly credit this re-

port, which comes from Washington in the form of a

news telegram. It was our impression that Mr. Pinchot

aspired to a Cabinet position, that of Secretary of

Agriculture, and it is reasonable to suppose that in

case President Roosevelt dictates the policy of the next

administration he will have an opportunity to gratify

this desire. It does not, however, seem possible that

any administration could improve on the present Sec-

retary of Agriculture, who has filled the bill satisfac-

torily in every way.
If Mr. Pinchot will permit us, we will suggest

to him that he be very cautious in selecting the state

in which he contemplates locating. It may be that he

will not ask our advice in the matter, but we will be

glad to give it to him in case he expresses a desire to

have us do so. There are many states in the West in

which his chance for landing the United States Sena-

torship would be very slim, owing to the fact that there

is strong antagonism to his policies and it would be

necessary for him to change his doctrine in many
particulars in order to harmonize the conflicting in-

terests in a number of the Western states. For in-

stance, it is our opinion that it would not be a good

plan for him to attempt it in Colorado, Wyoming,

Montana, and he would be entirely impossible, of

course, in Utah, nor would he be in safe hands in

Idaho. What he might accomplish in Nevada is prob-

lematical, although Nevada has been responsible for

some peculiar political stunts in the past days. One

gentleman who now holds the position of United States

Senator from that state spends his time between Wash-

ington and San Francisco and occasionally mixes with

his constituents at some of the main towns along the

line of railway.

Since Mr. Roosevelt became President, Mr. Pinchot

has been a powerful man in the administration. He
was holding an insignificant position as Chief of the

Forestry Division of the Agricultural Department.
Government Forestry was then in its infancy and the

work of Pinchot's division apparently counted for little.

Mr. Pinchot quickly interested the President in the

subject of National Forestry and while many western-

ers will tell you that he has frequently "stubbed his

toe," the fact remains that he has lifted the Forestry

Bureau from obscurity so that it is now directly in the

limelight, with Gifford Pinchot as the central figure.

Grave criticisms reach us from time to time con-

cerning the action of his subordinates and the latest

howl concerns forest reserve water titles. We note

that the people of Idaho are arguing to the effect that

the methods of the Forestry Bureau in appropriating

the water of streams that rise in the forest reserves,

will ultimately work injury alike to the agricultural

and commercial interests of that state. Concerning

an effort on the part of one of Pinchot's men in Idaho

to compel the State Engineer to make entries setting

aside certain water privileges for the benefit of the

Forestry Bureau, Mr. James Stephenson State En-

gineer, maintains that it is necessary for the Forest

Service to obtain permits from the state of Idaho.

He has refused to accept the applications of Mr. Pin-

chot's representative on the basis that under the State

Constitution the water flowing into the state is pri-

marily the property of the State, and that the appro-

priation of such waters must be made in accordance

with the State laws. Mr. Stephenson states that in that

connection that both the Reclamation Service and the
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Indian Service have never called in question the re-

quirements of their water appropriation law, but have

made their appropriation through the State Engineer's

office as the statute requires.- The Lewiston Tribune,

Lewiston, Idaho, goes into this matter very thoroughly

and states:

"It will be observed that the Tribune has not misrepre-
sented the forest service, but has reported the case exactly

as it stands upon the record. Of course, the mental reserva-

tions of the functionaries as to the proper or improper uses

for which they may desire the appropriation of the state's

water courses have nothing to do with the requirements of

the law. The homemaker who needs water for his little

garden or his patch also serves a desirable purpose, but he

must acquire his rights under the law just the same. If the

law can, or should, be waived at all it would seem that the

permanent home-builder should have greater consideration

than the transient ranger or like mercenaries.

"The Forest Service calls attention to the fact that the

department has changed its regulations since the 'Use Book'
was issued, and hence the directions and guaranties vouch-
safed to citizens then are not applicable now. The Tribune

long ago called attention to the fact that this was exactly
what would occur; that citizens had no legal standing or

rights whatever in the vast territory comprised in forest re-

serves, if the bureau system should prevail ;
that the .settlers

would be at the mercy of the whims and caprices of petty

satraps, and while they might be in good standing today they
were just as apt to be in bad standing tomorrow. It has

always been that way and always will be that way. The brief

record of the Forestry Bureau, as already made, together with
the painfully laborious efforts to get a benevolent and inof-

fensive service until the system shall have become more firmly
established and more powerful, detracts nothing, from the

everlasting fact that free men and arbitrary government do
not exist on the same soil, and that one or the other must go,
as surely as that God reigns. As to which must go is one of
the things the people are even now, unconsciously to them-
selves, perhaps, getting into the frame of mind that will de-
termine."

It will be seen from the foregoing that Mr. Pinchot

and his associates will not have easy sailing in the state

of Idaho. On the other hand, we are informed that

Mr. Pinchot states that he has no inclination to

control all of the water privileges where the said water

rises or flows through or out from a Forest reserve.

So far as we know, however, he has never made that

statement in public form and it may be necessary for

him to explain his position more clearly in the future.

Perhaps the best thing that could happen Mr. Pinchot

would be a residence of a few years in one of the

Western states where he could become better acquainted
with the needs of the people. A man who holds a re-

sponsible position as that which he now fills, should

obtain information on the ground rather than from

the reports of badly paid, and in many instances in-

competent forest rangers and supervisors. The editor

of this journal has traveled many hundreds of miles

through various reserves; has looked over the different

headquarters of the rangers, and could, perhaps, sug-

gest to Mr. Pinchot means whereby the time of these

rangers could be put to a better advantage than that

of hanging around the settlements rather than by re-

maining on their reserves, and studying plans which

would be of benefit to the government and the settlers

alike.

A recent visit by the editor of THE IHEI-

Opportunities GATION AGE to Colorado and New Mexico

in the points, has brought more clearly to our

West. attention the fact of the wonderful de-

velopment which has taken place in the

state of Colorado. This is particularly true also of the

territory of New Mexico. Never in the history of this

territory has such development taken place within so

short a time and it is safe to say that there are more

home-seekers and land buyers going into New Mexico

today than into any other section of the United States.

This is caused first by the desire to obtain land hold-

ings while there is yet a chance, in localities reasonably

near to the present lines of railway. Another feature

which attracts a great many people to New Mexico is

the fact of its uniform healthfulness. That it is a

country where the winter climate is not unduly severe

and where people with pulmonary troubles usually find

relief. It is an unfortunate fact that there are very
few families in the country in which some member is

not more or less afflicted with this dread disease, and

where there is an inclination to change and establish a

home in a new section of the west, people naturally

look to a point where life may be made less burden-

some through favorable climatic conditions. New
Mexico has long been known as a resort for consump-
tive people and there are at present within her boun-

daries many colonies, in some cases isolated, of people

who have gone there to seek health and relief. Where

an opportunity for home building is offered in con-

junction with conditions of, this character it is only

reasonable to expect that pec-pie would be attracted in

that direction, and the immense passenger traffic of the

few railway lines leading into that territory indicate

what is .going on in the way of development. The

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway is the main

artery through the territory of New Mexico, and was

built through that section under varying conditions

and titles, many years ago. The men who pioneered

this project were men of unusual foresight and the

system has prospered during a long period when there

was, apparently, no desire for lands in that section,

and no particular attempt made toward opening up
new areas.

The hardy pioneers who first settled in that sec-

tion are now reaping their reward, and land which

was being offered a few years ago at 50c and $1.00

per acre now readily commands from $10 to $15 per

acre. As an illustration of the reward which may come

to those who have pioneered in a seemingly desolate sec-

tion we wish to call attention to a valley lying some

twenty-five miles inland (near the mountains), from

Las Vegas.

This valley opens some fifteen miles westward from

the town of Watrous and extends on up to the head-
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waters of the stream which gives it life, a distance of

twenty odd miles. In this delightful place, some

thirty years ago, two men (one an Easterner and the

other a Scotchman) established a home. They have

gradually accumulated land until today their hold-

ings amount to more than 26,000 acres. They have

perfected the title to this land so that it is absolute,

and they have today on their ranch known at La Cueve

(pronounced Qua-va), 1,075 acres seeded to alfalfa,

200 acres in meadow which produces fine hay, 500

acres of oats and some 1,700 or 1,800 acres ready for

irrigation with ample water to cover same. They
also have an additional 4,000 acres which can be irri-

gated and over 18,000 acres of pasture and dry farm-

ing land, on which large herds are maintained on good

pasture and winter-fed and prepared for market on

alfalfa and other crops raised on the ranch. This

ranch is divided into thirteen enclosures, all have water

and good shelter. These two gentlemen have a fine

thirteen-room adobe residence with all modern con-

veniences and furnishings. A good ten-acre orchard

in apples, and it is a fact that no blight of any kind

has ever attacked thij orchard. This is due, perhaps,
to the elevation and lack of direct contact with other

orchards nearer civilization. They have also a fine

store building; a flour and feed mill which has a good
trade with surrounding communities; in fact, every-

thing which goes to make life comfortable. It is safe

to say that the original cost of this land was but little

over $1.00 per acre. The land today is worth at least

$10 per acre, and would readily sell at about that

price. It may be seen from the foregoing that while

these men have lived in comfort and plenty during all

of the years of their residence in this apparently out-

of-the-way valley they have accumulated a gogdly sized

fortune, and are, in a way, entirely independent of the

outside world.

This particular case is cited to illustrate what

comes to men who pioneer a new country. They have

the finest sort of shooting on the ranch, trout fishing

galore, and many other things which appeal to the

farmer-sportsman. Some day perhaps this great ranch

will be cut up into modern sized homes and will accom-

modate three or four hundred families who will, in

their turn, become well-to-do from their efforts.

These are the things which attract the men of the

Eastern and Central states who is worn out or ground
down by commercial and other conditions, and if more

of them could understand the possibilities of the West,

not only in New Mexico but in Colorado, Wyoming,
Idaho, Montana, Oregon and Washington, we are sat-

isfied that many more would close up their affairs at

home and go into this new country where opportunities

are greater and where the conditions are conducive to

longevity.
In this connection it may not be out of place to

mention the famous Big Horn Basin of Wyoming
which offers great opportunities for home builders. In

that section of the country where water is abundant for

irrigation purposes there* are opportunities now being

made by the development of irrigation systems which

will make homes for thousands. It is safe to say that

there will be from 5,000 to 10,000 new settlers in the

great Big Horn Basin within the next ten years. New
towns are springing up along the line of the Bur-

lington railway, which is the pioneer line in that sec-

tion, and some of them will undoubtedly develop into

large and prosperous cities, owing to the fact that a

splendid agricultural country surrounds them on all

sides.

THE IRRIGATION AGE will be glad to give its read-

ers additional information about any section in the

West to which their minds turn or in which they may
become interested.

MAYWOOD COLONY, CORNING, CAL.

Elsewhere in this issue we show a number of

scenes from the celebrated Maywood colony, at Corn-

ing, Cal. These scenes tell a story. They show that

Maywood is a real place, not one of those towns on

paper which spring up in the West. The colony con-

tains nearly 40,000 acres of fruit, alfalfa and garden
land. It sells at from $25 to $75 per acre, in lots

of from five to forty acres. Living there are 3,000'

people, all of whom have enough to eat and wear.

They enjoy six churches and no saloons. They have

drying plants, packing houses, olive mills and ajl

things necessary to make a market for what they pro-
duce. No pioneering at Maywood. Everything organ-
ized and moving along up-to-date lines.

W. N. Woodson, the head of this successful Cali-

fornia colony, says to the public: "If you're feeling
well and doing well where you are, .don't move ; but,

if you're bound to move, make a" good move by

moving to Maywood colony." At any rate, write to-

Mr. Woodson and receive, free, some of his litera-

ture. Ifs instructive and so conservative that it will

not mislead you.

Yukon, Okla., January 30, 1908.

THE IRRIGATION AGE,

112 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

GENTLEMEN :

Enclosed find one dollar for subscription for the year to

IRRIGATION AGE.

Thanking you for help I have obtained from it in the past,

I am, Yours truly,

A. S. PERRY,

Yukon, Okla.

Will pay for the IRRIGATION AGE

$2.50 one year and the PRIMER OF

IRRIGATION,
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A Homesteader's View of the Forestry Bureau's Policy.
[From The Denver Post.]

Stripped of all the habiliments of masquerade,
under which the several measures appear, the cold and
stubborn fact confronts us, that slowly but surely four-

fifths to five-sixths of the soil of our commonwealth of

Colorado, is passing into the domain of a foreign

bureaucracy to be administered under the form of

offensive landlordism.

It ever was and ever will be that the leasing from

foreign owners, of the lands of a country, is demoraliz-

ing to, and a direct tax upon the people and institu-

tions of that country. Merely because in this case the

United States is that owner and the lands adminis-

tered by a department at Washington, does not alter

the principles involved in the slightest degree. The
manner in which it affects the commonwealth of Colo-

rado is precisely the same as if the owner were the czar

of Russia and the lands administered from St. Peters-

burg.

The preservation of the forests struck an exceed-

ingly popular chord with the American people and

especially with the people of the East. Under this

guise, therefore, it served as the cradle whereby the
"innovation" was fostered, encouraged and grew, and
all the time with the enthusiastic support of the people
for the preservation of the forests. In said act of

1897 was incorporated the provision that the Secre-

tary of the Interior might make such rules and regu-
lations in their "use" as would serve their object,

viz., the preservation of the forests, and upon the con-

struction of that term "use" doubtless intended rela-

tive to their use in cutting timber and notwithstand-

ing the act says: "No public forest reservation shall

be established, except to improve and protect the forest."
* '* * "That it is not the purpose of the act to

authorize the inclusion therein of lands more valuable

for the mineral therein, or for agricultural purposes,

CORNING, THE MAYWOOD COLONY TOWN, AS SEEN FROM THE TRAIN.

Building on the right is the Southern Pacific depot; next Hotel Maywood; next Maywood Opera Hall, while the tower building is the
home office of the Maywood Colony. From the tower, which is 75 feet high, the Maywood Colony, comprising 39,000 acres, is under one's eye.
Mt. Shasta, 140 miles to the north, is in plain view, as well as the Sierra Nevada and Coast Range Mountains, which form the walls of the Sacra-
mento Valley, and draw in closer at this point. Corning is a No-Saloon town.

When we pause to reflect that from its birth and

ever throughout the entire growth of our republic and
that of our magnificent edifice of Americanism, there

was no principle, no material, no factor so abhorrent,
so thoroughly eschewed and so foreign to the Ameri-
can soil as "landlordism," it seems amazing that this

complete innovation this revolution should come
about almost unawares and apparently universally as-

sumed in the East, and largely acquiesced in through-
out the West.

A little study and investigation, however, reveals

the cause and affords an explanation, and by it is

brought to light the remarkable combination of cir-

cumstances whereby a whole people are beguiled and

ltd unwittingly into the creation of conditions abso-

lutely abhorrent when realized.

The birth of this "revolution" was the congres-
sional act of March 3, 1891, under which the "Yellow-

stone Public Reservation" was created, and acting
under a very liberal interpretation of its provisions,
the "Forest Reserves" came into existence. Those pre-
vious thereto, and the others formed later, were made

legal by the act of June 4, 1897.

than for forest purposes," and further, "Nor shall any-

thing herein prohibit any person from entering upon
such forest reservations for all lawful purposes" in-

dicating clearly that the creation of these reserves was

solely for the purpose of protecting the timber thereon ;

there has, nevertheless, been built up the most elaborate

and complete system of arbitrary and obnoxious land-

lordism, ever inflicted upon a people, and undoubtedly

by the autocratic dictation of one man, viz., the for-

ester, under the guise of "Rules and Regulations."

He appears to take fiendish delight in seeking

every possible scheme and pretext for taxing and annoy-

ing the people who must needs use the reserves, .-per-

mits must be had for practically every little trivial use,

designated as "special uses," of which forty are listed

and he enacts the right that "the forester may make
a reasonable charge for any permit, right or use."

Firewood is charged for, rights of way for pipe lines,

telegraph and telephone lines, power transmission lines

and other industrial undertakings. Last year he charged

pasturage against 11,658 men, each having less than

forty head of cattle and doubled the tax of all stock-
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men unfortunate enough to come in contact with his

"touch."

In Ireland such enactments, with their manner
of enactment, might possibly be construed as suggestive
of landlordism. ,

This bureaucracy has expanded and grown until

it now embraces in its holdings an area more than

twice the size of Colorado, and in Colorado of 'nearly
one-fourth its entire area, and has an annual budget
cf nearly $2,000,000. Naturally, very few people
come in direct contact with its actual operation, but

the general public stimulated and enthused by the

recent utterances of the President regarding the vital

necessity of conserving the forests for forestry prod-
ucts and for conserving the rainfall, supplemented by
the vast and extensive propaganda, by the men of the

service, for educating the people through the local press
have been carried with them enthusiastically, and

mindful of the beneficent results being rapidly achieved

under the reclamation service, they are now thoroughly

the job is done. Whole volumes then will be required
in which to compile his "rules and regulations," viz.,

delegated congressional laws.

The stockmen are being coddled into popularizing
the leasing of the ranges, as a measure for their

benefit, and as a cheap attraction, provision is made
for a local executive committee with apparently full

powers, whereas, upon close analysis it will be seen

that it is absolutely without any authority, while veiled

in the background is the same "forester" with the same

authority. In the present development of the regime,

viz., the forest reserves, less obscurity is required, hence
that committee is termed the "advisory committee,"
and in practical operation, stockmen are wisely care-

ful, and for obvious reasons, how they advise contrary
to the notions of the forester.

To please those who would insist upon every facil-

ity being afforded the farmer and the miner, ample
provision is made whereby the lands shall be free for

their appropriation. It is, however, in like manner

ANOTHER VIEW OF CORNING (MAYWOOD COLONY), CALIFORNIA, on "TURKEY DAY."
This view also shows fine hotel, erected and conducted by Mr. Woodson for the accommodation of tourists and homeseekers.

prepared and receptive to the plans for extending and

enlarging the holdings of the bureaucracy to cover the

entire public domain, including the minerals thereof,

for the present at least, to the extent of the coal lands

and also the water powers.
This explains how this measure has insidiously

grown, attained its present gigantic proportions and

aspires to future aggrandizement without attracting

our attention to the vital principles involved.

The same alluring tactics which have been exercised

so successfully in developing the forest reserve regime,
are readily discernible in these new measures, and it

is interesting and instructive to compare these initial

steps with those more fully developed under their pres-

ent plan. It is, indeed, fortunate that we have a

going concern to serve as an object lesson.

The first essential is to induce the public to let

them "get their foot in," and then a casual expres-

sion or two in the congressional act relative to being

"under such rules and regulations as may be prescribed

by the Secretary of Agriculture" the forester and

provided concerning the lands of the forest reserves,
and likewise there appears that innocent little proviso
of being "under such rules and regulations as may be

prescribed by the Secretary of Agriculture," that is,

the forester, of course, and we have come to know
that it means a running fight and constant annoyance
and harassment, for any man to acquire mineral or

agricultural claims in the forest reserves. Every man
in the service seems actuated by the principle that all

lands acquired are stolen from them, and to be given

up only when forced to. Such procedure is certainly
not conducive to rapid settlement of the public do-

main, but rather will effectually serve to preserve it

as a government estate for perpetual landlordism.

The retention in government ownership of our
water powers, coal lands and later doubtless of all min-

erals, are but succeeding steps and future measures in

the embryo and for the realization of which the un-

qualified success of the first plant, viz., the forest

reserves, affords abundant encouragement.
Carried to ultimate conclusions, i. e., all results
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from these plans and purposes fully realized, we may
well conjecture what will be the status of the citizen-

ship of Colorado and of all the other Western states.

That a very large percentage of the area of these

reserves could not be classed as forest by any sane

mind; that an exceedingly small percentage only could

in any wise serve to conserve waters for our streams;
that the factor of growth or reproduction of our for-

ests is of very doubtful practicability; that the fea-

ture of protecting the forests while but little needed

at most has grown to be but a mere incident in con-

nection with the business or administration of these

lands ;
that the leasing of the grazing lands, coal lands

and doubtless later all mineral lands, and in fact the

entire public domain except such occasional pieces as

the service may choose to adjudge suitable for farming

purposes is but the outgrowth and expansion of the

THE PRACTICAL DESIGN OF IRRIGATION WORKS, by W. G.

Bligh (D. Van Nostrand & Co., New York), is a work which
fills a want long felt by a number of engineers of high stand-

ing, who have in late years been called upon to take up the

design and construction of important irrigation works. It

should also prove a valuable and interesting reference work
to those trained in irrigation work. The author's experience
under the Italian government, and his travels in Egypt, Amer-
ica and other countries where irrigation is practiced make him
a competent critic in this branch 'of the engineering pro-
fession.

The author takes up and treats separately each branch of
the construction of irrigation works, gives complete rules
and formula? in very case, using profusely, drawings and cuts
to illustrate his text. His chapter on "Weirs" is the first

instance in which we have seen weirs treated separately from
dams, which is a real improvement in this work over others
similar to it, the two structures being, in practice, independent
of each other and often entirely different in construction.
The author gives some very clear and concise criticisms

on various works, in each case explaining his criticism fully,

TURKEY DAY AT MAYWOOD COLONY (CORNING, CALIFORNIA).
Corning enjoys the distinction of being, by far, the biggest turkey shipping station in California. Turkey herds range from 500 to 2,500.

Average selling price at Corning, Plucked and drawn, is 24c a pound. The turkey is an 8-month crop and highly profitable.

forest reserve regime and an extension of that ob-

noxious landlordism over nearly the entire West are

facts which, when clearly understood, cannot fail to

arouse the stubborn resentment of every true Ameri-

can, be he of the East or of the West.

The soil of this state and all its appurtenances
should go to the people of the state, as "has been the

case in the other states. If the conditions pertaining
to the productiveness of the soil are different, those

different conditions should be met by giving the settler

an equivalent, and instead of 160 acres, let it be 1,600
or at least a sufficiency; only possess the people of the

state with their rightful ownership of the soil, and

permit our citizens to be the owners of their homes,
not tenants ; and banish from us forever the curse of

foreign landlordism. To make a good citizen and a

patriot, let him be the owner of the soil an American
of America.

and where he finds fault with construction or design gives a

practical solution of the difficulty according to his ideas. His
criticisms on the Shoshone dam and the Minidoka canal head

regulator should attract those interested in the construction

of works of their class. W. T. LOVF.LL.

We wonder how it is that the department is so

severe on the country papers and will not allow them
to give a friend a copy regularly and send it through
the mails, when they are allowing the forestry bureau

to send out franks to every newspaper in the country
for transmission to the Washington office copies of

papers containing puffs of the service? That is just a

stinking little pieec of .swelled head business, and we

opine that there is no warrant in law for the distribu-

tion of these franks. The Irrigator would like to call

the attention of Senator Fulton to the matter, and

ask him where there is anv statute giving such an

abuse of the franking privilege to any man, or any
set of men ? Oregon Irrigator.
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THE CALIFORNIA RECLAMATION PROBLEM.

The article that appeared in the January edition of THE
IRRIGATION AGE on the above subject and the brief editorial

comment in answer to queries from a correspondent published
in the February number, with reference to the pneumatic
pipe dredge as a practical means of economically remedying

existing evils, have aroused great interest among our readers

and we have received many kind words of commendation of

our course in opening our columns to the good work of

stirring up public sentiment in favor of taking such steps as

may be necessary to bring to a successful climax the strenu-

ous labors of the various commissions that have investigated
and reported on this same interesting problem.

Probably no other man alive today is so well qualified to

pass an opinion on every phase of this subject as Mr. M. A.
Nurse of Sacramento. For almost twenty years Mr. Nurse
was chief engineer of the state of California, and during that

that time the thousand and one problems that affect the curb-

ing of the flood waters of the Sacramento river and the re-

clamation and protection of the valley lands were continually
before him.' As a recognized authority on the subject he was
appointed by the state of California as a member of a com-

"The report 1904-1906 is my own, and bears the indorse-
ment of Commissioner F. D. Ryan and members of the audit-

ing board, all prominent business men of our state.

"The pneumatic pipe dredge is designed to play an im-

portant part in executing the work of channel rectification

and levee building herein recommended because of its superior
merit and economy coupled with its ability to place the
material for levee building at a proper and safe distance from
the banks, and thus obviate the danger from caving banks
and crevasses.

"Very truly,
"M. A. NURSE."

We have read carefully the reports that accompanied Mr.
Nurse's letter and find them most interesting reading, era-

bodying as they do the conclusions arrived at by highly
trained technical engineers, after an exhaustive study of the
various problems that enter into the subject of reclaiming
the Sacramento valley lands. There is nothing in them to

make us change our views that the basic principle underlying
successful reclamation is to restore the rivers to their original
beds as they were before they were raised by the injection
of several hundred million cubic yards of hydraulic mining
tailings.

ONE OF THE MANY FLOURISHING ORANGE GROVES AT MAYWOOD COLONY.
This particular orchard of 40 acres is 5 years old, and is now carrying a crop of from one to two boxes a tree. In Maywood Colony the or-

ange, as well as the lemon, is entirely free from scale, and consequently spraying or fumigating is not practiced.
This is an ideal orange section, the fruit being bright and sweet, and ripening fully six weeks sooner than in the Los Angeles region.

mission of engineers "to investigate river and flood condi-

tions in the Sacramento and San Joaquin valleys and to sub-

mit a plan for their improvement and control." Besides Mr.
Nurse this commission was composed of Major T. G. Dabney,
chief engineer of the Yazoo Mississippi Delta Levee District ;

Major Henry B. Richardson, member of the United States

Mississippi River Commission, and Major H. M. Chittenden,

U. S. A., in charge of the Yellowstone Park and the Mis-

souri river.

We are much gratified to have such an eminent authority
as Mr. Nurse endorse, as he does, the plan of reclamation

outlined in the previous article on this subject, and back us

up in our contention that the pneumatic pipe dredge is the

sine qua non that makes successful permanent reclamation

possible, as it brings the cost down to a figure that the poorest
land owner in the Sacramento Valley can stand without fear

of forfeiture.

Mr. Nurse writes as follows :

"Under separate cover I send you copies of reports and
recommendation made by a commission of engineers who
were selected by the state of California (because of their

special eminence in river hydraulics and reclamation) to devise

and submit plan for needed river improvement on the Sacra-
mento and San Joaquin rivers and their principal tributaries.

The essentials to successful reclamation as seen by the

commission of engineers in 1904 (Mr. Nurse being a mem-
ber) were as follows :

(a) To confine the flood waters to the channels of the

various streams by means of levees, so as to prevent de-

structive inundations of the fertile valley lands.

(b) To correct the alignment of the river by cut-offs

where necessary, and to increase its channel capacity by me-
chanical means wherever current action fails to accomplish
this purpose. .

(c) To collect the hill drainage, which now loses itself

in the basins, in intercepting canals and convey it into the
river at selected points.

(d) To provide escapeways over the levees for surplus
flood waters during the period of channel development, and
to provide for the disposal of this water in connection with
the hill drainage.

(e) To provide for the relief of the basins from accumu-
lation of rain and seepage water by means of pumps wher-
ever gravity drainage is not practicable.

We mus_t not forget that when this report was issued the

pneumatic pipe dredge had not appeared in the field and the

engineers naturally based their conclusions on the cost of

operations with the more costly and expensive operation of
clam shell and suction dredges.
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That the commission realize the importance of carry-

ing on and completing the work in the shortest possible

period of time under one general comprehensive plan is

shown by the following recommendation :

"(1) Unity of Plan. All parts of the Sacramento flood

plain are so connected with one another that they can not

be considered as independent units in any scheme of reclama-

tion, but must rather be treated as a whole. Each portion of

the territory should therefore be included in the general
scheme, and all reclamation work within its limits should be
in conformity with the broad plan embracing the entire valley.

Even purely local work desired to be inaugurated by private

parties should first be submitted for the approval of the

proper authority, and its execution should be under state

control. It is essential to the comprehensive and efficient

management of the work in all its manifold details that it be
under the complete control of one central authority, respon-
sible directly to the state. This authority, whether a single
individual or a commission, should be given the necessary

power to prosecute the work with efficiency unhampered by
any considerations except those of the best interests of the

work itself.

"(2) If at all practicable, the entire funds for the work
should be guaranteed from the start. It is only in that way
that a close following out of the scheme can be expected,

can be done at as low a cost as three or four cents a cubic

yard through the agency of large dredges.
"(2) The current contract prices that have come to the

attention of the commission generally very much exceed these

figures, and it is believed that a great advantage might be
realized in the saving of cost by the installment of a large
dredging plant by the state authorities, to be operated under
the direction of the officials who are to administer the work
of improvement, sufficient to do a considerable part, if not
the whole, of the dredging. Such an installment, if only ap-
plied in part, would act as a salutary restraint on the prices
bid by contractors.

"(3) The large masses of excavation to be made in the
cut-offs must necessitate the conveyance of the material to

considerable distances, placing the bulk of it outside the reach
of the ordinary clamshell dredge. It is believed that hydraulic
dredges, or other modern machinery, can be utilized for this

class of work, and that it can be so handled at. a price not far
from 15 cents per cubic yard, or possibly less. The large
quantity of work to be done will serve as a stimulus to con-
tractors to devise the least costly methods of operating and
will justify the installation of expensive plants."

In this connection a recent statement made by Mr. Nurse
himself will prove of interest:

"Suffice it to say, relative to merit and superiority, that

ALMOND DAY AT MAYWOOD COLONY (CORNING, CALIFORNIA).
In this view are shown about 20 tons of almonds, worth, at the depot, 15c per pound, amounting to $6,000. The almond finds a con-

genial home in the soil and sunshine of Maywood Colony, and is one of the important branches of horticulture at Maywood Colony.

or a close adherence to the original estimates of cost be

possible. Any prolonged suspension of work in the progress
of the development would probably have disastrous conse-

quences.

"(3) Order of Prosecution of the Work. In the plan
of operations embraced in this report there is no reason for

giving precedence in time to any part of the work recom-
mended over the other parts, but the work may and should

be prosecuted in all parts of the field simultaneously."

Had the members of the commission at that time been
as familiar with the operation of the pneumatic pipe dredge
as Mr. Nurse is today they could have naturally reduced the

following estimates:

"(1) The question of fixing unit prices upon which to

arrive at an expression of the cost of the work recommended
to be done is perhaps the most difficult one that presents itself

for decision; yet upon this one factor must directly depend
the important matter of the sum total of the estimate of cost.

The earth work in its various forms constitutes by far the

largest part of the subject to be considered, and there is no
certain basis known to the commission upon which to fix unit

prices to represent the cost of the different characters of the

work of this class. From statements made by persons whose
experience in this kind of work gives value to their expres-
sions a large part of the excavation and levee building

I believe, and honestly, too, after watching operations, that

for one-fifth the cost of construction and equipment, one-fifth

the cost of labor in operation, one-fifth the expenditure of en-

ergy and one-twentieth the cost of maintenance and repair it

(the pneumatic pipe dredge) can beat any dredge in the state

in the excavation and transmission of sand, silt, slickens or

any other material easily disintegrated. I believe, too, we can
do nearly as well in clay as we can in sand.

"Depth cuts no figure, and I would as soon undertake to

cut a channel 50 feet in depth as to make it 10 or 20."

The following conclusions arrived at by the commission
are based on sound premises and merit the careful attention

of every land owner in central California:

"The methods of procedure that have been detailed in

this report may savor of the heroic in character and bear a
semblance of extravagance in the magnitudes involved. But
the commission is constrained to believe that nothing of less

magnitude than the measures proposed, and no other general
plan than has been advanced, can be relied upon to bring
about a permanent correction of the onerous evils under which
the Sacramento valley has so long labored. The direct bene-
fits to the entire valley to be realized as a result of the per-
fecting of the plan of improvement in the reclamation of
about 1,000,000 acres of extremely fertile land, and placing
it in a position of assured safety from overflow, together with
direct and indirect advantages to many associated interests,
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must be expressed in a moneyed valuation reaching at least

a hundred million of dollars, which will assuredly justify the

cost of the work required to bring about these results. It

should, moreover, be considered that, while the estimated cost

of all the work, if suddenly imposed on the country, would

prove a burden too heavy to be borne, yet, when distributed,

as it can and ought to be, over a series of years, the load,

while endurable at the beginning, will continually grow lighter

as the improvement progresses."
In 1906 Mr. Nurse, acting as engineer of the department

of public works, prepared a report to the governor of Cal-

ifornia which contained so many points pertinent to the sub-

ject under discussion that we cannot refrain from quoting a

few paragraphs:
"Importance of River Improvement. California's devel-

opment and prosperity are particularly dependent upon the

systematic improvement of her navigable waterways, not

alone as a protection against excessive transportation charges,

for products and supplies by improved commercial facilities,

but as the essential factor in the reclamation of over 1,000,000

acres of extremely fertile land and placing it in a position of

assured safety from overflow.

"The great central valley of California consists of a de-

pression between the Sierra Nevada and Coast Range moun-
tains nearly 400 miles in length and about 35 miles in width.

"The plains land of smooth surface within this depres-
sion aggregates fully 14,000 square miles, about fifteen per
cent of which was subject to overflow before operations for

reclamation and drainage were begun.
"The marvellous fertility of the irrigated and reclaimed

portions of these lands, built up from 'an agricultural cream
washed from the bordering mountains,' has been demonstrated
in long-continued and astounding productiveness.

"Nature has liberally blessed California in providing

waterways for the interchange of commodities and the cheap
transportation of her products from this vast area.

"The Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers, the drainage

ways of this great interior valley, have navigable lengths of

about 260 miles for the Sacramento from the north, and
about 200 miles for the San Joaquin from the south, to a

common outfall in Suisun, San Pablo and San Francisco bays.

"Skirting these great bays are navigable estuaries and

rivers, as Alviso and Suisun sloughs, and Napa, San Rafael

and Petaluma rivers, upon which the important commerce of

rich interior valleys is conducted through the various craft

adapted to their navigation.

"Bordering these inland waterways lies the highly pro-
ductive land of California.

"No freight monopoly can be long sustained if these

valuable water facilities be improved and maintained free from
obstruction.

"Notwithstanding the vast importance of our many
natural watercourses, nearly all of which need improvement
in the interest of navigation and drainage, the state of

California has spent less than half a million dollars in their

rectification and improvement, and the national government
less than one million dollars for the multifarious needs of
commerce on the Sacramento and Feather rivers."

"These sums are small in comparison to the last decade
of river and harbor appropriations and expenditures by Euro-

pean countries in the development of less important water-

ways and their associated interests.

"No state in the Union is more deeply concerned in the

improvement of her waterways than is California.

"The national grant of over a million and a half acres of
overflowed land to our state, carrying with it a legal obliga-
tion for its reclamation, was made in 1850.

"The state, in turn, shifted the responsibility for reclama-
tion to individuals by a gift of these lands a sort of bid or
bribe for release from its assumed obligations.

"The government and state have, since shifting this re-

sponsibility to individuals, permitted arid encouraged hy-
draulic mining to wash down mountains of material, to find

lodgment in the channels below, thus interrupting (in in-

stances almost destroying) their navigability and reducing the

flood-carrying capacity of many of our rivers to such an ex-
tent that restoration and improvement must be accomplished
to make further reclamation practicable.

"It is true that landowners have in certain ^piecemeal
tracts succeeded in protecting the higher and less 'frequently
submerged portions from overflow by continually adding to

levee heights to keep pace with the ever-rising flood plane

that followed channel filling. But by far the larger area of

our lowlands, embracing the great basin inside the rim of

higher lands skirting the rivers, is yet open to overflow, and
unless material aid be extended by the government and state

in restoring, rectifying, and deepening our damaged rivers,

the project of reclaiming and adding fully 1,000,000 acres of

these fertile overflowed lands to the agricultural and indus-

trial wealth of our country is certainly a doubtful, if not an

impossible, task."

A Business Problem.

The arrival on the scene of the pneumatic pipe dredge
having removed the greatest drawback to the successful ac-

complishment of the work of economical dredging and trans-

portation of dredged material, there still remains the ques-
tion of financing the proposition, and that, after, all is the

point towards which all moves should center. And it should
be easy. If the legislature of California can by legal enact-
ment establish a drainage district, can authorize the trustees

to issue bonds against that district and can levy and collect

taxes on the land for the purpose of paying interest on the
bonds and eventually retiring them, they should get busy
without wasting any more precious time. The Chicago drain-

age canal is an object lesson of a public enterprise financed
in that way. If the constitution of California does not give
the legislature the power necessary, the matter is certainly of
sufficient importance to justify an amendment to the consti-

tution. Once more we repeat that it is childish folly to sit

down and wait for the state and federal government to supply
the funds. They won't do it. "Providence helps those who
help themselves," and the same is also true of the state and
the nation. Bui you must first help yourselves.

THE OXFORD HOTEL, DENVER, COLO.

The Oxford Hotel, Denver, Colo., an illustration

of which is herewith shown, has always been a popular
stopping place for Eastern tourists as well as the

Western people. This hotel is headquarters for a large
number of men who are interested in the develop-

ment, under irrigation, of sections in Colorado.

Wyoming, western Nebraska, and New Mexico, and
if one is looking to find people of this class while in

that beautiful city it would be well to make inquiries
at "The Oxford."

The Oxford Hotel, Denver, Colo., Headquarters of Men Interested in Irrigs

This hotel is conducted by Messrs. Hamilton and

Brooks, of the Hamilton-Brooks Company, known

throughout the West as high grade hotel men who are

thoroughly acquainted with every detail of their busi-

ness.

Our readers who are visiting Denver will find

every convenience at "The Oxford," which is located

only one-half block from Union station on Seventeenth
street.
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tiie New Coast
c. j^r. a STP.

CATTLE ROPING IN NORTH DAKOTA.
Where such grass and big sage brush grow unirrigated, wheat and oats will grow and mature.

If the people in the Eastern and Central States

could fully comprehend the possibilities which are

being opened to homeseekers through the development
of the new Pacific coast line of the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul railway, thousands would be glad to get in

communication with the proper officials of that system
and obtain data which would enable them to intelli-

gently go about establishing themselves in a new field.

There are more acres open and a better chance for

settlers on tracts adjacent to this new line than to

to be found in perhaps any other section of the United
States today. Millions of acres of the finest lands in

the west are soon to be added to the areas under cul-

tivation between the Missouri river and the Pacific

coast. One attractive feature of the possibilities along
this new line h that people will now be able to penetrate

virgin territory, which was impossible heretofore,

owing to lack of transportation facilities which the new
line of this road offers. This line is being extended

at a rapid rate, and like all other work conducted by
this company, is being solidly and well done, so that

when completed the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

system will not rank second to any of the transconti-

nental lines. The management of this system has al-

ways been of a broad character. From the time of the

early history of the road when Alexander Mitchell and
S. S. Merrill and other pioneers first pushed westward
from Milwaukee up to the present management under
Mr. Earling as president, the general desire has always
been apparent, to give the patrons residing along its

various branches the best service possible and all the

inducements compatible with good business for the de-

velopment of hamlets, towns and cities, as well as the

agricultural districts lying adjacent thereto. Mr. F. A.

Miller, general passenger agent of this system, has pre-

pared some very attractive literature which fully ex-

plains all of the possibilities along this new line and

any of our readers who contemplete changing would
do well to correspond with him and secure complete
information. Literature of this kind may be had by
addressing F. H. Miller, G. P. A., Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul Railway Company, Eailway Exchange Build-

ing, Chicago, 111.

A Homesteader's Pool Outfit Going to the Front On the Pacific Coast
Line of the C, M. & St. P. Ry.

The Old "O.X" Cattle Ranch, on Pacific Coast Line, C., M. & St. P. Ry.,
Marmarth, North Dakota.
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We are showing in this connection photographs of

scenes along this line and hope from time to time to

be able to more clearly exploit the many advantageous
opportunities which may present themselves. It is a

big undertaking to start out and build a line from the

Dakotas to the Pacific coast, owing to the fact that

great mountain ranges must be either tunneled or

crossed by tortuous lines, large rivers must be bridged,
and it will be necessary before the completion of this

line for the builders to cut their way through great
forests of the heaviest timber to be found in North
America. One of the first sections which this company
will attempt to open will no doubt be that of the

western Dakotas, and later on they will devote more
or less time to the colonizing of the far famed Mussell-

shell valley in Montana, and from there on to the Bitter

Root and Flat Head valleys and then over to the Co-
lumbia on the way to the great grain fields of Wash-

ington, then again through the coast range, and on to

Seattle. This road will no doubt at some future time
build many spurs into sections which are not accessible

under their present plans. On each side, and at no

great distance from their main line will be found many
attractive valleys, all of which this new work will

permit at no distant date of development in an agri-
cultural way.

THE IRRIGATION AGE would be glad to secure for

its readers such information as they may desire which

is not to be obtained through other sources. Any
letters addressed to us concerning this field will be

submitted to the officials of the Milwaukee road and an

answer promptly forwarded.

Lining of Ditches and
Reservoirs to Prevent

Seepage Losses

By PROF. B. A. ETCHEVKRRY
Berkeley, Cal.

RIVEE BOULDERS OR COBBLES SET IN CEMENT M01ITAI!.

A good example of this work is a section 3^
miles long on the main canal of the Hemet Land and
Water Company. One mile of this canal has a bottom
width of 4 feet, a depth of 3 feet, and a top width of 7

feet. (Fig. 2.) The remaining %y2 miles have a
bottom width of 3 feet, a top width of 6 feet, and a

depth of 3 feet.

The canal was excavated with scoop scrapers and
shovels. No form was used in the excavation, the

cross-section being finished, ready for the lining, by
the shovelers. After the excavation, the banks were
well moistened by letting the water into the excavated
canal and holding it by earth dams. When the banks
were thoroughly wet the water was drained out and the

lining put on.

The lining consists of cobbles, most of them not
less than 6 inches in dimension, placed in the cement
mortar. The bottom was constructed first, the cobbles

being laid in the bed of cement mortar and the space
between cobbles well filled in and finished smooth and

Pin-Money at Home.
Your call for articles on pin-money

brings to mind the efforts of one girl

who not only earned money through her
own efforts to give her schooling for

two years, but also helped at home dur-

ing her father's illness.

During a visit to a general- store, a

lady was making inquiry for ferns. The
dealer said he had frequent calls for

ferns, but was unable to supply them, as

few people cared to take the responsi-

bility of their raising. This was the
start she needed. Writing to her uncle,
she explained her plan and asked the
loan of twenty dollars. The answer
came, full of encouragement and accom-

panied by the draft. Not a few hours
were spent in studying fern catalogues,
which resulted in an order for 150

plants at 10 cents apiece. The express
on them amounted to a dollar and a half,

and the remainder was invested in jars.

Seventy-five plants were potted at once,
the rest being left bedded in tubs. She
tended them carefully, keeping suffi-

ciently moist and occasionally added
emulsion. A notice was inserted in her
home paper, the same bit of informa-
tion given those of the neighboring
towns to the effect that she would take
orders for ferns to be distributed the
first of September. The best of success
rewarded her first efforts, sixty-seven
dollars being cleared. By this time she
had had considerable experience, and
on the next growth she netted even
more. This particular girl went, from
this small beginning, into something
larger in floral culture. From The
Girls' Own Circle of The Circle for
February.

Fig. 3. Method of Lining the Hemet Land and Water Company's Canal.

to grade. This cement mortar for the bottom con-

sisted of one part of cement to four parts of clean river

sand. A little lime was added to this mortar.

Closely following the lining of the bottom came
the lining of the sides. (Fig. 3.) For this, mold
frames and mold boards were used. The frames were,

placed 5 feet apart and so constructed that the mold
boards were held in place against the frames by a
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%-inch iron rod. The mold boards could be put in

one at a time, and one section 20 feet in length was

finished at one time.

The mold frames having been put in position

and the lowest mold board placed on each side, a

layer of cement mortar was spread on the bottom ;

in this mortar were embedded cobbles, another layer of

irortar put on top of these cobbles, then successive

layers of cobbles and mortar until the side lining was

completed for the section. Mold boards were put on

as the lining was built up. The mixture was also

tamped during construction to assure the filling of all

Form used for

//rung cana/s

^^T^>
E.ar/'h Form /n place

'

'.Form ,nP/ace
-7 '-

Lined canal when

[. 4. Methods of Lining the Anaheim Water Company's Canal.

spaces between cobbles. The ingredients used for the

mortar in this lining of the sides were one part of

cement to six parts of river sand. After the forms

were removed the sides and bottoms were finished with

a very thin wash of neat cement.

The cost of cement was $3 a barrel, delivered on

the grounds. The cobbles were close at hand. The
cost of labor was $1.75 for common labor per nine-

hour day and $3.50 for masons per nine-hour day.

The total contract price for excavating and lining the

ditch was $25,000, or an approximate cost of 13 cents

per square foot, for the lining.

CEMENT CONCRETE.

The best examples of this kind of construction are

seen south of Los Angeles, near Orange, Santa Ana,
and Anaheim. In this vicinity two irrigation com-

panies, both diverting water from the Santa Ana river,

afford good illustrations of this efficient lining. These
two companies are the Anaheim Water Company and

the Santa "Ana Irrigation Company.
The Anaheim Water Company has lined its main

canal and laterals with a thickness of concrete varying
from 4 inches for the larger canal to 2 inches for the

smaller laterals. The work of lining has been done

very thoroughly and with great care. If the canal is

an old earth ditch it is prepared for the lining and

carefully finished as described below. If the canal is

to be constructed and then lined the excavation is made
with shovels, or with teams where more economical,
the excavation being generally preceded by a thorough

irrigation to settle and soften the ground. The ex-

cavated cross-section is made larger than the finished

cross-section by the thickness of the lining. The bot-

tom of the ditch is carefully graded and tamped so as

Fig. 5. Santa Ana Valley Company's Canal, Lined with Cement Concrete.

to give a solid, smooth surface. A wooden form is

placed on the bottom of the excavated ditch. (Fig. 4.)

This wooden form is a trapezoidal trough with no

bottom, 16 to 20 feet long, depending on the size of

the ditch; to make it rigid the frames on which the

side mold boards are nailed are placed every two feet.

The trough is placed in such a position that the axis

of the ditch coincides with the axis of the form. Moist

earth from the excavation is shoveled behind this form

and is well tamped in successive layers; at least six

inches of earth on each side is packed solidly in this

manner. The earth form is now removed and before

the earth has had time to dry the lining is put on.

For the lining another form, smaller than the earth

form, is used. For some of the laterals this form was

given a peculiar shape (Fig. 4), with the idea of

strengthening the lining, and giving the ditch a slightly

curved form at the bottom, the corners being rounded.

The form is built with the usual side slopes of YZ on 1
;

the slope is made natter for the lower eight inches,

where a slope of 1 on 1 is used. The depth of the form

is equal to the depth of the lined section plus the
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thickness of the concrete. The form for larger canals

is similar to the earth form. It is placed on the bottom

of the finished earth ditch and properly aligned; the

concrete, which is mixed rather wet, is now thrown

in the space between the form and the earth and well

tamped. The side lining having been completed, the

form is removed and the bottom lining put on. Wher-

ever possible the concrete is kept wet while setting

by allowing water to run in the ditch, and retaining it

by earth dams.

The concrete is made of one part of cement to

seven parts of coarse gravel of varying size.

The main canal which is lined has a bottom width

of 5 feet, a depth of 4J^ feet, side slopes of y2 on 1,

and the thickness of the lining is 4 inches. The cost

per square foot was approximately 10% cents. The
cost of cement was $2.85 per barrel. The cost of gravel

was 60 cents per cubic yard, and the price of labor

used in finishing the ditch $1.75 per day. The price

of labor in concreting the ditch was $2.00, foreman

$3.00 per day. For a smaller canal of 1% feet width,

3 feet deep, slopes of % on 1, the thickness of the

lining was 3 inches for the sides and 4 inches for the

bottom, and curved or reinforced corners. The cost

was 11.4 cents per square foot, including excavation.

The cost of labor and material was higher cement

$3.30 per barrel, gravel $1.00 per square yard, and all

labor $2.00 per day. The approximate cost for finish-

ing the sides and bottom and for lining (excluding
the main excavation) would be 10 cents per square foot

for a 4-inch lining. A corresponding cost for a 3-inch

lining (including finishing and lining) would be about

8 cents per square foot.

Some of the smaller laterals are 8 inches at the

bottom and 18 inches in depth, side slopes y2 on 1.

A lining 2 inches thick costs nearly 6 cents per square
foot.

The Santa Ana Valley Company has lined a por-
tion of its main canal above the town of Olive, in

Orange county (Fig. 5.) ;
the lining is a good example

of this kind of work. The canal is 10% feet wide

at the bottom, 4% feet deep, and 15 feet wide at the

top. The lining is 2^2 to 3 inches in thickness and

was constructed in very much the same manner as

the work of the Anaheim Union Water Company. The
cost of preparing the sides and bottom for the concrete

lining and of lining was 8 cents per square foot.

(To be Continued.)

FEDERATION OF TREE GROWING CLUBS OF
AMERICA.

BY H. A. GREENE, PRESIDENT, MONTEREY, CAL.

From the frequency with which we come across

articles upon the subject of forestry in newspapers
and magazines, it. is clear that a general interest has

been awakened and we are commencing to realize that

we have too long neglected to conserve our natural

resources in this country.
About sixty-five per cent of the standing timber of

our country is on the Pacific coast, and that is fast

disappearing. In twenty years our firewood has con-

siderably more than doubled in value in most locali-

ties and promises to exceed that advance in the next

two decades.

Many people have tried to grow forest trees, but

mostly with indifferent success, unless we except, in so

far as California is concerned, a few eucalyptus groves.
Until now there has never been a simple method

suggested by which old and young alike may grow
useful trees successfully without tedious labor; then,
besides a place for a nursery is not always convenient
to a majority of those most likely to have a desire to

become sylviculturists.

The method above alluded to has been given to

the public through the Monterey Tree Growing Club,
of Monterey, Cal., and in a few months many such
clubs have been organized with a like motto as theirs,

viz., "Useful Effort."

A useful association has been formed, known as

the Federation of Tree Growing Clubs of America,
with headquarters at 112 Dearborn street, Chicago, and
the monthly magazine, THE IRRIGATION AGE of that

city has been made the official organ of the federation.

Except through proper organization it is unlikely
that this very easy way of growing trees would have

become known to many people, nor would the aims of

the original promoters, aside from their ambition to

be the means of restoring our depleted timber supply,
have taken root.

The further aims of the tree growing clubs is to

interest our school children in arboriculture, and

through it attempt to make better men and women of

them. It was determined by actual experience that a
marked change was noted among children who had
been induced to try tree growing as a pastime.

As their seeds sent forth a little tender sprout,
the event became to them of interesting importance,
and was repeated with increased fervor when leaves

quickly unfolded from the shoot. Other children, by
example, found some acorns readily, and planted them.

After four months some of the baby oaks had
four leaves, while others that had been neglected made
but a poor showing.

The school children committees of clubs are ex-

pected to occasionally have lectures on forestry and
kindred subjects, delivered to each of the classes in

the public schools, and afterwards give instructions in

tree growing. Prizes are to be offered for best showing
in each class, which will start the thing going.

Arbor Day will be made what its promoters in-

tended only when planters have grown their own trees.

Seed Gathering Day is another school holiday

suggested for the fall of the year by the federation

officers.

By co-operation with the school teachers these two

days may be made memorable, instructive and merry.
Our children's aid is necessary if we desire to

restore our wood supply before its cost shall have be-

come prohibitive.
Let the reader plant an acorn (on its side) in a

tin can with holes cut in the bottom, bury just under
the surface and keep it watered. You are more than

likely to become one of us unselfish souls who believe

they are redeeming our children by leading them into

the practice of useful effort and making their minds

feusceptible of ideals and sweet sentiment.

Does not that appeal to the best streak in you?
Get further information from reading THE IRRIGATION

AGE, or write to the president of Monterey Tree Grow-

ing Club of America, Monterey, Cal.
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The Terrace Reservoir in the San Luis Valley, Colorado.
W. A. Anderson.

In the southwestern portion of the San Luis valley

a great feat of hydraulic engineering is being under-

taken in the construction of the Terrace reservoir. The

enterprise will mean the reclamation of more than

twenty thousand acres which are now virgin soil.

The reservoir is situated in the foothills about

twenty-five miles southwest of Monte Vista and some

eighteen miles west of Alamosa. The water is taken

from the Alamosa river, or more correctly the basin is

to impound the flood waters of that stream and use it

for irrigation purposes. Some idea of the magnitude

ting canal until it has reached a point some miles below
the reservoir. It is there that the headgates of the

main ditch are located. While the headgates are well

away from the foothills, the country along the main
ditch is rolling for many years and has necessitated the

construction of several costly flumes. Last fall the

company completed negotiations for the purchase of

practically all the water rights along the Alamosa river

at a price of $50,000. Thus the company has prac-

tically no priorities to fear should a scarcity of water
ever occur.

View of the Gunbarrel Road from the Hotel Grand, Monte Vista.

of the enterprise can be had from the fact that before

the dam is completed the enterprise will have cost

$650,000, about half of which has already been ex-

pended.
The dam itself is to be the largest hydraulic filled

dam in the world, so far as is known. When completed
it will have a height of two hundred and twelve feet (or
more exactly, two hundred and eleven and six tenths

feet). When work was stopped in the fall of 1907

about one hundred and fifteen feet had been filled. The

To return to the reservoir. Water for the hydraulic
power is brought a distance of nine miles down the

river, and it is not difficult to imagine the immense
power which it has when it is poured through the moni-
tor heads. This power ditch alone cost the company some

$75,000 for construction. The water directed from the

monitor heads washes down the gravel and soil of the

surrounding hills and directs them into a sluice whence

they are forced onto the dam.

Near what will be the center of the dam when it

Dam of Terrace Reservoir When Work Was Stopped for the Winter in the Fall of 1907.

fill is being made in a deep gorge cut by the Alamosa
river. In order to utilize this gorge it was necessary
before any filling was done to change the course of the

river. This was done by cutting a tunnel through three

hundred yards of the solid rock forming the northwest

wall of the gorge. In this tunnel are placed the valves

which are to control the flow of water from the reser-

voir, for it is through the tunnel that the waters of the

reservoir are to be handled. When the water has passed

through the tunnel it is diverted back to the main
bed of the stream and is not taken into an irriga-

is completed is a great cement core, which is set down
to the solid rock on each side of the gorge. This core

cost $30,000 and when the dam is filled it will be

totally covered. It is estimated that when the reser-

voir is completed ami filled to its full capacity of 33,000
acre feet of water it will be a great lake extending
back a distance of seven miles. It has been suggested,
and is well within the range of possibilities, that some

day on the banks of the lake formed by the impound-
ing of the flood waters of the Aiamosa, a summer re-

sort may be located. No more picturesque or beautiful
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site could be found for such a purpose. The Terrace

Reservoir company is incorporated under the laws of

Colorado and has headquarters at Colorado Springs.
The active management in the valley is in the hands
of Mr. W. 0. Meier of Alamosa, W. A. Braiden of La
Jara and Mr. J. Lahroy Slusher of Monte Vista.

In the hope of increasing the yield and the quality
of field peas grown in the Sas Luis valley Prof. W. H.

Olin, head of the department of agronomy of the State

Agricultural school at Fort Collins, started in 1906 a

competition among the boys and girls of the valley.

The present average yield of the peas per acre is

points; Elias Gibson, of Manassa, third, with 3,989;
Menlo Thomas, of Monte Vista, fourth, with 3,275;
and Libbie Smith, of Manassa, fifth, with 3,271. This

contest will be continued for three years, and at the

end of that time the young woman or young man
having the best three-year average will be awarded a

gold medal costing not less than $50.
The value of this work in breeding and improv-

ing the field pea can easily be seen in calculating the

improvement possible. The yearly acreage of peas in

the San Luis valley is approximately 100,000. The
average yield of 221/2 bushels an acre, or a total of

Showing Monitor Heads and Excavations for Filling of Dam.

twenty-two and a half bushels, and Professor Olin

feels that it should be at least thirty-five bushels. In
the spring of 1907 he sent out selected seed for one
hundred hills to each of the two hundred young people
interested in the competition. Instructions were given
to plant three feet apart each way, giving plenty of

room for sun and air and note-taking during the

growing period. When the plants had matured, the

best one was taken by each competitor, dried in a shed

and then expressed to Professor Olin at Alamosa, where
the judging took place. The communities around Ala-

mosa, La Jara, Manassa and Eomeo subscribed fifty

2,250,000 bushels, is worth three cents a pound, or

$4,050,000. A gain of 12% bushels an acre will be

worth $2,250,000. This amount of money produced
in the valley yearly in excess would mean much to the

people.
There are few sections of the country where the

laying out of roads has been so well and carefully

planned as in the San Luis. As closely as possible
the roads are made to comply with the section lines.

Of course this is difficult in the foothills and near the

rivers. The roads are practically all built to run

directly to the points of the compass. The longest

Cement Core of the Terrace Reservoir.

dollars to a fund which was divided into four prizes
of twenty, fifteen, ten and five dollars. The number of

points was made up as follows: Weight of grain, 100

points given for each ounce; number of pods, 3 points

given for each pod; number of peas, 1 point given
for each pea; average number of peas, 100 points for

each t>ea in average number; number of peas per

ounce, 5 points given for each pea up to 70 per ounce.

The winner of the 1907 competition was Miss

Hannah Heersink, of Alamosa, with a total of 8,240

points; her brother, Adolph, was second, with 4,659

road is what is known locally as the "Gunbarrel." For
a distance of nearly eighty miles north and south

without a turn. At the correction lines, twelve miles

north and south of Monte Vista respectively, it is

thrown oft a few feet, but otherwise it is an absolutely

straight road from Saguache to the New Mexico border

line. "Straight as a gunbarrel," it is said to be, hence

its name. North of the Rio Grande river in the more

thickly populated farming district other roads lead

at right angles to the east and to the west at every
section line.
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CORRESPONDENCE
Editor IRRIGATION AGE,

Chicago, 111.

DEAR SIR:
The town of Grandfalls is located in one of the richest

and most fertile spots of the Pecos valley, of Texas. The
lands are a light sandy loam and when brought under irriga-

tion and cultivation produce almost phenomenal crops of all

kinds of products indigenous to this climate. The population
of the town and surrounding community will aggregate about
one thousand. The town has two general stores, one family

grocery store, one drug store, one hotel, one blacksmith shop,
one lumber yard, one barber shop, one restaurant, one livery

barn, two meat markets, a telephone line and the canal office.

There is a splendid two-story school house, the upper story of
which is used by the Masonic lodge. A splendid school that
necessitates three teachers runs for nine months in the year.
At present local option is in force and in about a month a
vote

wilj
be taken to place the county under the action of

the prohibition law, which no doubt will be carried by a large
majority. There are five religious denominations represented
in the town, the Methodist, Baptist, Presbyterian, Christian or

Disciples, and the Catholic. All denominations except the
Catholic worship in the school house, thus giving services

every Sunday. People of a higher moral and religious char-
acter cannot be found

The canals that supply water for irrigation purposes ag-
gregate over one hundred miles in main line and laterals.

The main line is thirty feet wide and about five feet in depth,
the laterals are about one-third the carrying capacity of the
main line, forming one of the best and most thoroughly
equipped systems in use on the Pecos river. The head of

the week. There is a new town springing up on the railroad

ten miles from Monahans and to the west, from which we
are soon to have an automobile line that is to make two trips
a day each way. Many people are coming into this section, be-

ing attracted here by the cheap lands that are being sold by
the state, but none of these lands come under any^of the

canal systems. What we need and what we want is men
who have means sufficient to purchase forty or eighty acres
of land and build up homes where they can enjoy the fruits

of labor and live to a good ripe old age in this land where
malarial troubles are unknown. The canal system is owned
and operated by the people who possess the lands, and when
one buys a home he also becomes a stockholder in the com-
pany. It is known as the Mutual Irrigation Association, the

president being Jno. T. Sweatt, the secretary and treasurer,

J. Decker. S. H. PARKER.
Grandfalls, Texas, Feb. 17, 1908.

Buffalo, Wyo., Feb. 17, 1908.

Editor IRRIGATION AGE,
Chicago, 111.

DEAR SIR:
I want to express my appreciation of your last number,

and particularly of what you had to say on the leasing ques-
tion. There are bound to be differences of opinion on ques-
tions of this kind, according to the point of view from
which the question is considered, but the rule of "the greatest
good to the greatest number" must ultimately determine the

question.
The industries affected are so extensive and important,

and the welfare of so many people is concerned that hasty
legislation should be avoided. The west has prospered, and
the great majority of its people, both new settlers and old

timers, have profited by this prosperity; then why not let

well enough alone, at least until some measure can be pro-
posed less likely to invite disaster than anything thus far

Sluice Way and Hydraulic Pipe Line of Terrace Reservoir.

the main line is about thirteen miles abo've the town and

empties back into the river seven miles below the town.

The elevation of the country is about twenty-six hundred feet,

making this one of the most ideal climates in the south-

west, for all kinds of pulmonary and bronchial troubles. The

products of the soil are alfalfa, maize, oats, barley, cotton

and fruits, such as the peach, pear, apple and all varieties of

California grapes. Alfalfa produces five and six crops per

year, of a ton to a ton and a half per acre each cutting.

Peaches pay an annual profit of one hundred to one hundred
and fifty dollars an acre. Grapes pay a net profit of one
hundred dollars and more per acre. Cotton produces from
three-fourths to a bale and more per acre each year, and it

has been recently discovered that the long staple varieties

will grow in this climate to a most perfect maturity, and it

rarely ever sells below 25 cents per pound. Alfalfa rarely

ever sells below $10 a ton, and at this writing it is worth

$16, with none in the market for sale.

The lands under the irrigating system can be bought for

$40 to $75 an acre. The growth on the lands is mesquite,
that costs about $5 an acre to be grubbed off, the wood being
worth the money. Land taken in the rough and prepared
and seeded to alfalfa will aggregate an outlay of about $55
an acre and every year thereafter one can safely count on
n net income of $50 for each acre that he has. The town is

eighteen miles from the T. & P. Ry, and Monahans is the

nearest point. We have a daily mail line for six days in

offered. Laws are supposed to aid and encourage those in-

dustries best adapted to the country, to the end that all its

resources may be utilized to the fullest extent, and the great-
est number of people be benefited thereby. The sheep and
wool industry is pre-eminently the industry of the arid re-

gions. It has probably produced more wealth, three times

over, than the cattle business ever did, even when cattlemen
held undisputed possession of the range. Cattle have ever
been an easy prey to wild animals and a temptation to thieves,
and the seeming and uncertain profits to their owners have
been swept away by hard winters.

Sheep, on the other hand, are always under the watchful
care of herders. In the early spring they are guided to the

mountains, and the lambs, almost from birth to maturity,
are developed and fattened on the grasses and herbage of
the parks and slopes, vegetation for the most part inaccessible
to other stock, and which would otherwise go to waste (and
by the way, thousands of dollars have gone to waste in the

forest reserves from which sheep have been needlessly ex-

oluded). As winter approaches the sheep are guided to the

plains, the wether lambs and surplus stock are shipped to

market and the remainder are held to graze on the distant

divides, where, if the winter is favorable, the scattering snow
drifts take the place of water, and enable them to thrive on
the natural cured grasses till the spring storms come, when
the owners drive them to distant valleys, where hay has been

(Continued on page 152)
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ADDRESS OF SENATOR CLARK OF WYOMING.

Before the Public Land Convention Held at Denver, Colo.,

June, 1907.

Ifhad not been my purpose or desire to take part
in any of the deliberations of this convention. To

say that I have felt a deep and a continued, aye, an

almost painful interest in the results of the delibera-

tions would not be to overstate my position, because I

believe as firmly as I believe that the sun will rise in

the heavens tomorrow, that upon the result of the de-

liberations of this convention shall depend the well-

being of this inter-mountain country that we all love.

(Applause.) As I look over this assembly I realize

that it is an assembly composed of representative men;
I realize that it is composed of honest men; I realize

that it is composed of men who have one thing upon
their hearts, and that is to do the best for themselves,

their homes, their firesides and their state. (Ap-

plause.)

Now, Mr. Chairman, as I listened to and admired

the splendid presentation of the plans given by our

splendid Secretary of the Interior (applause), he al-

most made me forget present conditions.

It is not strange, Mr. Secretary, it is not strange,

gentlemen of the convention, for it is the duty of any
man charged with the responsibilities of that position,

that he should study all these questions carefully and

at close range. I believe that the young enthusiasm

and the splendid patriotism of the splendid Secretary
of the Interior will give better results than we have

up to this present time attained. (Applause.) But it

is not given to any man to have -the supreme wisdom

of all men. I yield to no man in my admiration of

the splendid personality and the heaven-born patriotism
of our great President, Theodore Roosevelt (applause),
but it is no disrespect to him, and it would be a humili-

ation to me, if I should blindly follow where he or

anybody else may lead without stopping to think of

the possible consequences' to myself and my family.

(Applause.)
I think few of us, perhaps, realize the difficulties

that the Secretary of the Interior has in dealing with

his great department. I knew it was a great depart-

ment; I knew it was the most tremendous force in the

executive part of our government, but I did not dream

until I was told by him last evening or yesterday that

the expenditures of the Interior Department in one

year now are three times the total expenditures of the

whole government of the United States in 1861.

Now, Mr. President and gentlemen of the conven-

tion, it is not strange that in a machine of that mag-
nitude some present information ought to be supplied
from these quarters.

I do not believe and I say this frankly that it is

within the province of the executive departments, In-

erior or otherwise, to formulate plans to govern your
business and mine or your homes and mine in Colorado

and Wyoming. (Applause.) I do not agree with my
friend Pinchot when he said this morning that the

time is surely coming when ~there will be government
control of the ranges of the West. (Applause.) I

want to say to Mr. Pinchot here and now, as I have

said to him before, that he is landlord now over every

acre of public land that he will ever be landlord over,

if the people of these western states are to have any-

thing to say in the solution of this problem. (Great

applause and cheers.)

Why, gentlemen of the convention, do we know
what we are up against? We have been told by the

President of the United States today in a letter that

there is now and has been no idea of making commer-
cial propositions out of this public domain. We have

been told by the President of the United States in a

letter that there has never been any idea of selling

water from these reserves for irrigation purposes. I

respectfully challenge that statement, and I do it from

the record. (Producing a copy of the Congressional

Record.) This is a publication that is issued by gov-
ernmental authority, not much sought after, not much

read, but convenient on occasion. (Laughter.) On
. February 18, 1907, there was some discussion in the

Congress of the United States in regard to the forest

reserves and their administration. At that time, as

'usual, Brother Pinchot, there was a bit of mild criti-

cism (laughter), particularly as to the expense of

operating these government reserves. Quite naturally,

every bureau of the government wishes to conduct its

operations at as little expense as possible to the general

public. The government of the United States, instead

of being a spendthrift, is one of the most closely car-

ried on business concerns that I have ever had any-

thing to do with, and I think Brother Pinchot finds

it so himself. But in showing to the United States

Congress what could be accomplished with these one

hundred and twenty-seven million acres of land that

at that time were in forest reserves, an estimate was
v made as to its value and as to what it would produce.
It does not say in the Record that the Department of

the Interior or the forester of the United States fur-

nished this computation. I believe it was furnished

by Mr. Pinchot's office. If I am mistaken, I will be

glad to be corrected.

Now, it appeared that this statement was fur-

nished by Mr. Pinchot and presented by Mr. Flint.

It appeared that in the year 1906 the receipts from
the forest reserves, as estimated, were $252,527; that

from grazing fees, $514,692 ; total, $767,219. That was
all used or proposed to be used in the administration

of the reserves. In fact, I believe that until last win-

ter there was no account made, no general account

am I right? no general account made to any specific

fund in the treasury of the United States from the

receipts for forest reserves.

Mr. Pinchott: You are mistaken. Senator; there

was, but not to Congress, except in the general report
of the Secretary.

Senator Clark: And am I further correct in the

idea that Congress had nothing whatever to do with

the expenditure of that fund when it was put into the

treasury ?

Mr. Pinchott: Shall I explain that?

Senator Clark : Why, yes.
Mr. Pinchot: Until last year all the money that

was returned from the National forests was appropri-
ated by a continuing appropriation of Congress in a

special fund in the Treasury Department available for

the expenses of the service.

Senator Clark: Subject to control and draft of

the forestry bureau?
Mr. Pinchot : Of the Secretary of Agriculture.
Senator Clark: Now, having control of what

might be an immense fund, having control of a mag-
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nificent commonwealth of land, it was magnificent to

make some showing as to the value of that land, as to

the funds that might reasonably be expected to arise

from its administration; so the honorable forester pro-
ceeds to capitalize the proposition. And this is from

the record presented by Senator Flint of California, who
was at that time presenting in a favorable manner the

needs and the wants and purposes of the forestry

bureau. So I say I can assume, I think, and that it

will not be a violent assumption, that this tabulation

was made by that bureau.

The report reads :

PRESENT CAPITALIZED VALUE OF THE FOREST RESERVES

(127,078,658 ACRES, NOVEMBER 27, 1906.)

1. Stumpage value of 330,000,000 feet

of timber, at $2 per M $ 660,000,000
2. 110,000,000 acres, capable of pro-

ducing commercial forest, at $1 per
acre

'

110,000,000
3. 110,000,000 acres of range for graz-

ing live stock, at IJ^ cents per acre

(capitalized at 5 per cent.) 30,000,000
4. 83,000,000 acre-feet of water for ir-

rigation purposes, at 10 cents per
acre-foot (capitalized at 5 per

cent.) 166,000,000
5. 3,000,000 horsepower, capable of be-

ing developed from water in re-

serves, at $10 t>er horsepower (cap-
italized at 5 per cent.) 600,000,000

6. Estimated value of occupancy and
use of reserve land, products, and
resources additional to the above. . 5,000,000

7. Permanent improvements now on
the reserves (roads, trails, cabins,

telephones, etc.) 5,000,000

Total $1,576,000,000
Less 10 per cent, for private holdings. . . 157,600,000

$1,418,400,000

If that first item doesn't mean that there is a com-

mercial asset that could be capitalized and pay five

per cent, on the investment, what under heaven's name
does it mean?

Now, in view of the statement that has been

made here today, and at other times during this Con-

vention, that there never had been a purpose to in-

terfere with or to sell the irrigating waters from these

forest reserves, I want to read to you the fourth part
of this estimate:

"Fourth. Eighty-three million acre-feet of water

for irrigation purposes, at ten cents per acre-foot, cap-
italized at five per cent, $166,000,000."

What does the forestry service capitalize it for un-

less they wish to derive revenue from it? Did the for-

estry service, when they presented that report to Con-

gress, have the intention they express now to impound
the irrigating waters of these sovereign states that oc-

air upon these forest reservations?

Now, we will go a little further:

"Three billion horsepower, capable of being de-

veloped from water in reserves, at $10 per horsepower,

capitalized at five per cent, six hundred million dol-

lars."

And they are right at your doors and mine.

Mr. De Eicqles (Colorado) : Don't you think it

would .be a very good thing for the Government to

take care of all that property for its people?
Senator Clark : I am glad you asked the question.

I do not blieve it is a good policy for this republican
form of Government to interfere in any way with the
free exercise of my rights in my home, in my business

relations or in my private affairs, as long as I keep
the law. (Applause.) Undoubtedly this great Gov-
ernment could put riches into its coffers; undoubtedly
this great Government could husband its resources, Dr.

Wilson, and keep them from you and me. The Gov^~
eminent itself might wax and grow fat, but it would
soon cease to be republican. (Applause.)

But perhaps you think I talk as though I were

opposed to forest reserves. I am not opposed to forest

reserves; I am in favor of forest reserves administered
as forest reserves. (Applause.) And the Congress of

the United States, in 1891, never intended to intrust

any executive power with the tremendous authority that
seems to be incorporated in this statement from the

bureau. It intended to do what every reasonable man
at that time thought it intended to do, and that was to

protect the forests at the headwaters of our streams and
conserve our water supply. Far has it wandered from
its original conception. If the present policy is con-

tinued, if there is no halt called upon it, under the

splendid guidance of Gifford Pinchot in that direction,
it will reach its scientific result, and when these one
hundred and twenty-seven million acres are all admin-
istered in a scientific way, it will require an army of

more than a hundred thousand Federal officials to ad-

minister it. That is not my statement; it is the state-

ment of a gentleman who today stands at the head
of that service. I honor him for his enthusiasm; I

honor him for trying to build up in the best possible

way this great enterprise with which he has been en-

trusted; but I warn the people of my own state and
the people of the whole Eocky mountain region of

the road they may have to travel.

Now, Mr. President, it has been urged in letters,

it has been urged from this platform, that all the pres-
ent policies of the administration are in favor of the

small holder. It seems strange that men holding views

so diametrically opposite to each other should each think

they are walking along the same road. But theory is

one thing, practice and results are another. (Applause.)
I say without fear of successful contradiction in a

practical way that the creation of land into forest re-

serves destroys it as a place for homes. (Applause.)
It is said that the law provides that the lands

shall be open for homestead entry. I want to know
how many homestead entries have been made under
this one hundred and fifty million acres of land with-

in the last twelve months. The trials and difficulties

from start to finish that a homesteader is up against are

something that discourage him from the very start.

In the first place, instead of having one department
of the Government to deal with, he has two, as I under-

stand it. Instead of being allowed to select land which
he believes will furnish the foundation for a farm, he
has got to select land that some other man tells him 'is

fit for agriculture.

(Continued in April Issue.)
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provided or purchased to tide them over till the time of green

grass. Sheep are frequently driven fifty and seventy-five
miles to feeding places, thus making a market for the farmer's

hay and 'grain, which, before the time of the sheep man, fre-

quently rotted in the stack. The demand for hay and grain
has thus become so great that sheep men have become the

chief promoters of irrigation and reclamation schemes and
are seeking to establish settlers to satisfy this want. Talk
about leasing and fencing laws in aid of the stock interests !

You might as well talk about leasing and fencing the navi-

gable streams and waterways of the country as an aid to

navigation and commerce. We want none of it!

We believe in forestry and the conservation and utiliza-

tion of natural resources to the fullest extent, but we do not
believe in raising a 50 cent tree at a cost, direct and indirect,
of $5.00 or more.

The Big Horn Forest Reserve, which lies along the west
border of Johnson and Sheridan counties, in Wyoming, com-

prises 1,151,680 acres, or an area of about 75 miles long by
25 miles wide. The town of Buffalo is situated close to this

reserve, yet notwithstanding this fact and the further fact

that we are 35 miles distant from the nearest railroad station,

the citizens of this town and the settlers of the surrounding
country draw their lumber supplies largely from the Pacific

coast.

Our lath, our shingles, our
flooring_, siding, finishing, and

much of our dimension lumber, is imported. Even fence

posts from the west are beginning to be extensively used by
the farmers for fencing their lands. The native trees are so

stunted, knotty and cross grained that the lumber made from
them can only be used for the most ordinary purposes. These
are facts which cannot be denied and which should not be
overlooked when the expense and sacrifice necessary for the

maintenance of the reserve is considered. E. D. METCALF.
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Entertaining and Instructing With
Stories.

A girl living in a neighborhood where

there were many children discovered

that her chief accomplishment consisted

in telling stories. She called on the

mothers of these little friends, with the

result that a story-hour was organized,

in which she both entertainer! and in-

structed ten to fifteen children each

week with a carefully selected series of

stories myths, historical facts, and sim-

plified tales from our oldest and best

writers. Each child was charged the

modest sum of ten cents an hour, which

netted the story-teller a pleasant little

sum, and returned the mothers a sense

of safety and satisfaction for the ex-

penditure. From The Girls' Own Circle .

of The Circle for February.

February in the Culinary Calendar.

Candlemas-day. February 2, although
the 2d of February, is the date of the

festival of the Purification of the Virgin,
it is more popularly known as Candle-

mas-day, owing to the fact that it is at

this time that the candles are blessed

by the clergy of the Roman Catholic

church. In France the day is sacred to

the Candlemas pancake, a delicacy that

is made as follows :

Put two ounces of butter in a sauce-

pan, with two teaspoonfuls of sugar, the

grated rind of one lemon, and a little

less than a teacupful of water. Boil for

ten minutes; then add five ounces of

sifted flour, and stir vigorously. When
the mixture has become smooth, add five

eggs not all together, but breaking
them into the batter one at a time, with
a thorough stirring after each egg has
been added. Roll the dough very thin;
cut in circular shape; put some fruit jam
or jelly between two of the rounds ;

press them together* around the edges,
and fry them in deep fat. Serve them
hot, sprinkling with powdered sugar.

St. Valentine's Day. February 14

The celebration of Valentine's day,

which, in this country, is now chiefly
observed by the interchange of senti-

mental or jocular communications
called "valentines," means a great deal

more to the young people in many parts
of England. There, instead of exchang-
ing anonymous epistles, the lads and
lassies of the neighborhood meet to en-

joy a more or less elaborate dinner. At
the close of this feast, the large heart-

shaped cake that has graced the center
of the table is cut, but is served to the

bachelors alone, for while it in every
way resembles an ordinary cake, it has
been so constructed that each slice is

found to contain a small wad of paper,
which, upon being unfolded, discloses
the name of one of the young women
present at the bojird. In this manner
each youth is provided with a partner,

for it is his duty to seek out the maiden

whose .name he has drawn in this novel

lottery, that he may be her "valentine."

Accordingly, he is assiduous in his at-

tentions during the remainder of the

evening.
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or Pumping. Cream
.Ion, Churns.Wash Ma-
__j,etc. FBEE TEIAL
Ask for catalog-all sizes

Foct WuUigton, WU
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Supreme Court Decisions

Irrigation Cases

ABANDONMENT OF WATER RIGHT.

That a water right reserved in the conveyance of a rail-

way right of way has not been used for several years does not

show that it has been extinguished or abandoned.

Norfolk & W. Ry Co. v. Obenshain. Supreme Court of

Appeals of Virginia, 59 Southeastern 604.

DEFENSE TO CHANGE IN POINT OF DIVERSION.

In a proceeding to change the point of diversion of water
from an irrigation ditch, it is no defense that consumers in

another district, who are not parties to the proceeding, would
be injured by the change.

Lower Latham Ditch Co. v. Bijou Irrigation Co. Supreme
Court of Colorado, 93 Pacific 483.

IRRIGATION LINES.

Where plaintiff's grantors entered upon land under an
invalid deed, and maintained a water course over a part
thereof openly, continuously, and with defendant's knowledge
for more than five years, the burden is on defendant, in order
to establish her exclusive title thereto, to show that plaintiffs
ustr was by permission, or otherwise explain it.

Knight v. Cohen. Court of Appeal, 2d Dist. California,
93 Pacific 396.

CHANGE IN PLACE OF DIVERSION.

Sess. Laws 1899, p. 235, c. 105, relating to irrigation, pro-
vides for changes of the point of diversion where an adjudica-
tion of relative priorities has been had under the statutes en-

acted for that purpose, but does not contemplate the determi-
nation of the question of abandonment, and the presumption
is that such rights continue in existence until a court of com-
petent jurisdiction in an appropriate proceeeding has other-

wise determined.

Lower Latham Ditch Co. v. Bijou Irrigation Co. Supreme
Court of Colorado, 93 Pacific 483.

RIGHTS OF USERS OF WATER.

Where a water company, bound to supply water to land
as an easement appurtenant thereto, sought to transfer its

system, subject to the rights of the owners of the land as con-
sumers and users of the water, and the transferee sought to

purchase, subject to the rights of the owners which it would
protect, an owner of such land could not maintain a suit to

restrain the transfer on the ground that by it he would be

deprived of his rights.

Graham v. Pasadena Land & Water Co. Supreme Court
of California, 93 Pacific 498.

RESERVATION OF IRRIGATION RIGHTS IN CESSION TO THE UNITED
STATES.

The reservation of the waters of Milk river for irrigation

purposes, implied in favor of the Indians on the Fort Belknap
reservation from the agreement of May 1, 1888, in which the
Indians ceded to the United States all their lands except a
small tract set apart as such reservation, was not repealed
by the admission of Montana into the Union by the act of

February 22, 1889, on an equal footing with the original states.

Henry winters et al. v. United States. Supreme Court of
the United States, 28 Sup. Ct. Rep. 207.

PERFORMANCE OF IRRIGATION CONTRACT.

Under a contract whereby defendant was to furnish suffi-

cient water for plaintiff's rice crop, but exempting him from
liability should there be insufficient water, provided a reason-
able effort was made to procure the same, and providing that

defendant should be the judge of the water conditions neces-

sary for the crop, if defendant used his best judgment as to

the amount of water to be supplied, he was not liable for a

breach, though his judgment may have been at fault.

Kelly v. Corrington. Court of Civil Appeals of Texas,
105 Southwestern 1155.

WATER RIGHTS.

A corporation owning a water supply for land conveyed
the land to a purchaser, and subsequently transferred the sup-

ply with its water system to a third person. The by-laws of

the corporation provided that the water should be supplied to

the land to be used thereon. Held, that the right to receive

water for the land was an easement appurtenant thereto with-

in Civ. Code, Sees. 552, 801, defining the rights of purchasers
to use water for irrigation, etc.

Graham v. Pasadena Land & Water Co. Supreme Court
of California, 93 Pacific 498.

CONSTRUCTION OF IRRIGATION CONTRACT.

Under an agreement by which defendant sold to plaintiffs

a perpetual right to use a certain amount of water from de-

fendant's irrigation system, and plaintiffs were to have the

right to raise such part of the amount of water conveyed by
pump or otherwise as they might desire for the purpose of

irrigating part of their land lying above the grade of de-

fendant's main canal, plaintiffs were not entitled to water
from the ditch of another company in which defendant was a

stockholder for the purpose of irrigating that part of their

land.

Lanham v. Wenatchee Canal Co. Supreme Court of

Washington, 93 Pacific 522.

PRIORITY FOR DIRECT IRRIGATION.

A priority to the use of water is a property right, which
is the subject of purchase and sale, and in its character and
method of use may be changed, provided such change does not

injuriously affect the rights of others. The owner of a prior-
ity for direct irrigation is entitled to store, during the direct

irrigation season, the quantity of water, measured by volume
and time, which it would be entitled to divert during that

period for the purpose of direct irrigation, and to use the

same later in the same season for irrigating crops requiring
irrigation at that time, when the direct supply would be in-

sufficient.

Seven Lakes Reservoir Co. v. New Lovcland & Greeley
Irrigation & Land Co. Supreme Court of Colorado, 93 Pa-
cific 485.

MICHIGAN STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

Department of Horticulture and Landscape Gardening.

Agricultural College P. O., Mich.. January 25, 1908.

Bostrom-Brady Mfg. Co., Atlanta, Ga.
GENTLEMEN :

In reply to your letter requesting a testimonial for your
level, I would say that the instrument has appealed to us as

a very practical, useful and especially simple one for level

work. We find it very handy in our landscape work here,
as it is so light and easy to set up. We use it considerably
more than some of the more complex instruments.

To the general farmer, to the landscape worker and to

others wishing a simple, Jight and accurate level, we feel

justified in stating that the Bostrom Improved Level is the

best we have seen of its class.

Later we hope to be out again in the field, and if you
wish we could send you a photograph of our boys using
the instrument in landscape work.

Thanking you for past favors, we remain,

Very truly yours,

G. P. HALLIGAN,
Instructor.

Send $2,50 for The Irrigation

Age one year and

The Primer of Irrigation
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(prnerirj Experimental'Depdrfment

GETTHEGREATEST HARVEST

RIPE
grain waits for no man.

The loss of golden hours in the field means the loss of golden
grain and the loss of golden profits.

So the profits that you make from your grain depend upon
your harvesting machines.

Trouble and tinkering, breakdowns and delays through unreliable
machines would mean the loss of time and money would mean need-
less expense and worry.

You cannot afford to risk your profits on doubtful harvesting ma-
chines.

And there is no reason why you should.

Because you know the machines you' can always depend upon.

Since the click of the first reaper more than two hundred concerns
have offered harvesting machines to the .farmers.

Out of these two hundred and odd, over one hundred and ninety,
up to the present time, have disappeared because their machines were
not right.

This means that thousands of farmers tried such machines, lost

money through them and condemned them.

Through these years of "testing" the farmers found the best and
placed their greatest confidence in six machines.

You know the machines that have earned first place through this

test of time.

And you know that the

Champion, McCormick, Osborne,
Deering, Milwaukee, Piano.

Harvesting Machines
hold their undisputedly supreme position today

Because they are right
Because they have always done the best work
Because they have always satisfied their users

Because they have proved by many years of use that they can
always be depended upon.

That is the reason (there can be no other) they have earned the

approval of the farmers.

This means that they have withstood all the tests of all conditions
of harvest fields everywhere.

It means that they are built on the right principles.

It means that, of the numberless types of harvesting machines put
out in the years past, these embody the ideas that have been most suc-
cessful in actual work. *

It means that they are the net result of all the good that has been
developed in a half century's experience and experiment and that there
is no feature about them that is untried or experimental.

Today these machines are more popular than ever.

This means that they have steadily led in improvements from year
to year, thus holding the place they have established as the standard.

In order that these machines shall continue to be the best, the In-
ternational Harvester Company pays more than $350,000 a year to
more than two hundred men in its Department of Improvements.

By working together the manufacturers are able to erect and main-
tain Experimental Shops and Laboratories to work out every principle
and detail of harvesting machines, which would be far too costly for

any one single manufacturer working alone.

Thus this company is able to discover and devise better methods of

operation, better principles of construction so as to make these machines
more efficient, more easily operated better for you and better for your
pocketbook.

This company and the interests it represents have spent many mil-
lions for improvements, and no single manufacturer working independ-
ently could afford to pay even a fraction of the sum this company pays
for the greatest inventive genius and the highest mechanical skill neces-

sarp to produce the most improved harvesting machines.

The demand for them is so great that it enables the International
Harvester Company to own its own coal and iron mines, thus securing
the best fuel and ore; its own iron and steel mills, thus producing the
best iron and steel, and its own forests and saw mills, thus securing
the best lumber.

For the same reason this company is able to select the best of all

raw materials and maintain factories equipped with machinery of the

highest type, manned by workmen of the greatest skill.

Thus this company is able to produce a quality of construction,
which could not possibly be maintained to supply the comparatively
small demand which would come to an- individual manufacturer.

In materials, workmanship, design and mechanical principle, in

every feature of construction, the International line has a potent rea-

son for its superiority and the satisfaction it gives you.

Call on the International dealer and secure a catalog.

If you do not know an International dealer, write us, and we will

be glad to give you the address of the one nearest you.

Equal in importance to a perfect machine is perfect twine. The
most perfect twine may be had in Champion, McCormick, Osborne, Deer-
ing, Milwaukee, Piano and International sisal, standard, manila, and
pure manila brands.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA
Chicago

(INCORPORATED)

U. S. A.
INTERNATIONAL LINE: Binders, Reapers, Headers, Header-Binders, Corn Binders, Corn Shockers, Corn Pickers, Huskers and Shredders,

- u
-y Balers, Feed Grinders, Knife Grinders, Cream
agons, New Bettendorf Wagons and Steel King

Corn Shellers, Mowers, Hay Tedders, Hay Rakes, Sweep Rakes, Hay Loaders, Hay Stackers, Hay Balers, Feed Grinders, Knife Grinders, Cream
Separators, Gasoline Engines, Pumping Jacks, Manure Spreaders, Weber Wagons, Coloumbus Wa
Wagons and Binder Twine.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Clay Working

BUILT RIGHT-
RUN RIGHT"

We build an entire line of

Clay Working Machinery for the
manufacture of Clay products by
all processes, including Sand-Line
Brick. Our yard supplies are the

best. Kiln Irons, Cutting Wire
and all supplies. Send for infor-

mation or catalogue.

The American Clay
. Co...Bucyrus, Ohio

Soft Mud Machine*. Horse
rid Steam Power

Horse Power Plunger Machine Product* of our Auger Machine*

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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RIDER AGENTS WANTED
In each town to ride and exhibit sample

^ Bicycle. tVritt far special offer.
We Ship on Approval -without a cent

dtposit. alfow 10 DAYS FREE TRIAL
and prepay freight <>& every bicycle.

r FACTORY PRICES on bicycles. Hrr-s
ndries. Do not buy until you receive our cat-

alogs and learn our unheardofprices ana marwlows specialoffer,

MEAD CYCLE CO., Dept. T 242 Chicago, III.

'DOUBLE
JWER

$1,000 Reward
for its equal. Wind power
doubled. Two 14 ft. wheels
work on same pinion; sec*
ond wheel gins more pow-

|

er than first.

A Governor That Cover f.:

In all winds. Develops 10 full

h. p. In 20 mile wind. All
I power needed for farm, shop,
irrigating, etc. Ask about our
selfoiling, selfgoverned, single
wheel pumper also Annsaver

I
Husker. Ask for book
DOUBLE POWER MILL CO.
Appleton, Wit., U. S. A.

Cows' Relief is a specific Remedy
for all troubles of bag and teats. It
enables dairymen, farmers and other
cow owners to keep their cows in a
healthy and profitable condition.
Cows' Relief is one of the most per-
fectly penetrating and disinfecting
compounds in existence. It goes
directly to the seat of the trouble,
relieves the congestion and breaks
up the bunches that prevent a nat-
ural flow of milk.

FOR CAKED BAG
Twelve to twenty-four hours' time

is all that is required to relieve any
case of Caked Bag, if applied freely
at the beginning of the trouble.

For heifers with first calf Cows' Re-
lief works in a most pleasing, prompt
and successful manner. It relieves
the soreness and swelling in the bag
and is worth its weight in gold to
every dairyman. It keeps the teats
soft and flexible, and renders the an-
imal quiet and docile.

H. 0. Rice, Farmlnfrton, Conn., says :

"Please send me two boxes of
Cows' Relief. Enclosed flnd check
for same. Please send at once. I
wouldn't be without it in my stable."
L. F, Cuthbert, Hammond, N.Y., says:

"I have naed your Cows' Relief and
flnd it a very valuable remedy fop
Caked Bag."

We have scores of testimonials
like the above. Ask your dealer for
Cows' Relief and insist on having
the genuine. If he cannot supplyyou
write direct to us, enclosing $1 for
large package prepaid, (enough for
four or five ordinary cases). Your
money back if you are not satisfied.
Positive guarantee on every package.
Or send your name andone neighbor's
who keeps cows, stating how many
you each have, and we will send
our book concerning"Cow Troubles,"
also Goldine Cow Watch Charm
FREE while they last.

Ol'R HUSBANDS MFG. CO..
710 Chapel St., Lyndon. Tt.

^ h .

GREAT AMERICAN
DESERT /r*

DISAPPEARING

THE
great ranges are fast being

taken up by individual settlers,

and thousands of prosperous
farmers are taking the place of the
few cattle kings that were monarchs
of the ranges a score of years ago.

It is the story of the magic touch
of water upon the dry land.

I. H. C. Gasoline Engines in Irriga-
tion Enterprises.

If you have not kept yourself posted
on irrigating matters, you will be

surprised at the important part I . H . C .

gasoline engines are taking in the
reclamation of these waste lands.

Hundreds of settlers and farmers
have no other means of getting water

upon their lands than these engines.
These settlers and farmers are cul-

tivating all sizes of farms, from gar-
den spots ta "forties" and "eighties"
and quarter sections and even larger
tracts. They are among the most

prosperous farmers in the irrigated
WESTERN GENERAL AGENCIES:

sections. They are raising grains,
alfalfa and other grasses vegetables,
fruits, etc.

They find that with an I. H. C.

engine they can get water in large

quantities upon their land, and that

they can get it dependably and eco-

nomically. They find the I. H. C.
engine method of pumping m ore direct, more
profitable and more satisfactory than any
other means heretofore employed.

I. H. C. gasoline engines are simple, de-
pendable and powerful. They pump water
economically, and you will find that they run
with very little attention.

If you have an irrigation problem it will

pay you to Investigate and see what an
I. H. C. gasoline engine will do for you.

Vertical engines in 2 and 3-Horse Power.
Horizontal engines (Portable and Station-

ary) in 4, 6, 8. 10, 12, 15 and 20-Horse Power.
Also, gasoline traction engines, pumping:,

sawing and spraying outfits.

Call on the International local agent, or
write the nearest branch house for catalog
and colored hanger.

Denver. Colo.. Portland. Ore.. Salt Lake City, Utah.
Helena, Mont., Spokane. Wash., San Francisco, Cal.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER. COMPANY OF AMERJCA.CHICAGO. U. S. A.
(Incorporated)

Colorado
The Mecca

Traversed by the Rocky Mountains, Colorado is un r-

passed in picturesque grandeur; its climate has no parallel

and its wealth is unlimited.

The Colorado 4 Southern

Railway
will furnish those seeking data regard-

ing places for summer outings or per-

manent locations with reliable and

handsomely illustrated literature de-

scriptive of the scenery, resort accom-

modations and commercial advantages.

T. E. FISHER
General Passentfer Alien!

DENVER. COLORADO
Mother Gnimly, Far-famed George-

town Loop and Gray's Peak Route
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Dry Cement Buildings

ABSOLUTELY MOISTURE AND FROST PROOF

This is what you get when you build your buildings
from blocks made on THE SIMPLEX MACHINE.
It makes a two piece or hollow wall, any thickness
desired for cottage, church or factory building.

All blocks made with face down, and length to 24 inches.
Will also make hollow, blocks if so desired. THE
SIMPLEX can be operated by one man or more.

It ia light, strong and the most
rapid machine on the market.
THE PRICE IS RIGHT. Send
for Catalogue D.

SIMPLEX MANUFACTURING CO.
J24 W. Cortland Street, JACKSON MICH.

Steel

Irrigation Flumes
AND WATER. TR.OUGHS

Galvanized steel is rapidly taking the place
of wood for fluining purposes and with The
Maginnis Patent splice fluming is made easy Any
boy can put the Maginnis Steel Flume together or
take it apart. Steel flumes and troughs "Ship
Knock down" Third Class freight. Let me figure
on your flume. All flumes guaranteed.

Write for Testimonials and Particulars ot

P. Maginnis, Mfr.
Kimball, Nebraska

This is it.

|
The Modern Method of Construction for Residences and Public Buildings is with Concrete Blocks and Brick

We have the largest line of Concrete Machinery in the world. Ask for

information regarding our DRAIN TILE MOLDS, our SOLID CONCRETE
PRODUCT MOLD for retaining walls,

our CONCRETE BLOCK AND BRICK
MACHINES, ALSO CEMENT POST
MACHINES.

A PROFITABLE BUSINESS

Wolverine Cement Drain Tile Molds

Practical Sill, Cap, Block and Step Mold

DON'T DODGE PROSPERITY

Normandin Concrete Block Machine

Our SYSTEMATIC MIXER has
no equal. Our machines adopted
twice by the United States Govern-
ment. 3 Gold Medals St. Louis and
Portland. Write for Catalog R.

Systematic

Conctete

Mixer

BIG PROFITS OUR MACHINES DO IT ALL INVESTIGATE

CHALLENGE
COMPETITION

CEMENT MACHINERY CQMPAN
i-7-AC.K.SOIsr

BUILD OF
ILOCK AVB BilCK

EVBtLASTlNG

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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MYERS POWER PUMPS
WITHOUT AN EQUAL ON THE GLOBE

OPERATING

WITH

CAS ENGINE

MYERS
BULLDOZER.
POWER.
PUMP

5" Cylinder

FIC 800

FIG. 952

HORIZONTAL BULLDOZERS, 3" TO 6" CYLINDERS

MYERS

BACK GEARED

WORKING

HEAD

TAPPED FOR

3" PIPE

5, TAMO 10"

STROKE

FOR BELT,

WIND OR HAND

POWER

FIG. 1079

BULLDOZER

WORKING

HEAD

BULLDOZER PUMP
6" BRASS LINED

CYLINDER

HIman

Write for descriptive Circulars and Prices.

We want you to acknowledge this Ad. so
that we can acquaint you in detail with the

superior features of Myers Power
Pumps. This la the proper season.
The right time to write is right now.

F. E. MYERS & BRO 9
PROPRIETORS OF

AIVI} H A.

MYERS BULLDOZER

WORKING HEADS

NO. 359

5".7X". 10" STROKE

DISCHARGE 2'A" OR 3"

SUCTION 2" TO 4"

NO. 364

12". 16". 20" STROKE

REGULARLY FITTED 4"

DISCHARGE

SUCTION 8" OR LESS

ASHLAND.
OHIO. U.S.A.

O
I

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Do you want to make money? here is your chance. Get a set or two of our
pipe tools, make up a stock of pipe and do contracting ol installing irrigating
systems. Your neighbors are wanting something to save water and labor.
Here it is. Write for further information and prices. Mention the Irriga-
on Age. KELLAR <SL THOMASON. Covina. California.

COLD MEDAL
AT JAMESTOWJN

The U. S. Government
paid this Company a big
compliment when it select-

I

ed the "OTTO" Engine for

I

use in making the fuel tests
at the Jamestown Exposi-
tion.

The Jury of Awards also

proved its fitness for its

task when it AWARDED the "OTTO" the Gold Medal.
The "OTTO" has won FIRST PRIZE at every large

Exposition held in this country since the Centennial in '76.

THE OTTO GAS ENGINE WORKS
Philadelphia, Pa.

SAMSON TURBINE!
When the PUMP cannot be direct connected to the tur-

bine shaft, the power is usually transmitted by gears,

shafting, etc. On account of the HIGH SPEED of the

SAMSON, for a given power, lighter and consequently
CHEAPER transmission machinery can be used.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.
Write Department K-2 for Catalog.

Flitcraft's Savings Bank Clock
It Makes You Save A Coin
A Day or the Clock Stops

Patent No. 775058

This is a novel combination of an alarm clock and savings bank, provided
with a coin chute, also automatic locking and unlocking mechanism. The
clock in its normal condition is locked, and cannot be wound until a coin is

deposited into the slot. Within a brief period after it is wound, the clock is

automatically locked again and cannot be wound until another coin is de-

posited. It takes nickels, dimes and pennies, and holds over eighty dollars
in dimes.

Save Your Dimes and Prepare=^= For .

Your Next Summer's Vacation
I will make a special agency proposition to the first person in your town who

orders one of these Savings Bank Clocks.

.< >< >

POSTAGE STAMPS ACCEPTED

R. B. FLITCRAFT, 1303 Marquette Building, Chicago



HOME OFFICE OF THE MAYWOOD COLONY

Fortunes in
at

Maywood Colony
TEN-ACRE lot of the finest fig land of the colony can be had for a reason-

able price. There are good incomes to be had also in almond and grape
culture and ten-acre farms will pay big interest on your investment.

Maywood Colony is located in the upper end of the beautiful Sacramento Valley,
in Tehama County. Corning, the depot and postoffice for the colony, is 110

miles north of Sacramento.

For literature relating to land in this settlement, write to

W. N. WOODSON
Proprietor of Maywood Colony CORNING, CALIFORNIA

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.



RELIABLE LINE
Dempster" That's The Name

High Class

Gasoline

Engines

2 to 12

Horse Power

For Gasoline

Kerosene find

Alcohol

Four Cycle

Economical

Powerful

Will Run

Anything

Anywhere

Irrigating and Water Works Pumping Plants our Specialty

OUR LINE:
WIND MILLS ALL KINDS OF PUMPS WOOD AND STEEL TANKS

WELL MACHINERY GASOLINE ENGINES CULTIVATORS FEED MILLS
GRAIN DRILLS IRON PIPE AND CASING COCKS AND VALVES

WELL POINTS AND STRAINERS FARM AND RANCH WATER. SUPPLIES

BEST TO BUY BEST TO WORK

Look

Carefully

at the Best

Windmill

Head

Ever Made

See that

Extra

Bearing
on the

Wheel Shaft
and the

Center Lift

Crank

Roller Rim
Gears

and other good
things

DEMPSTER MILL MANUFACTURING CO.
FACTORY: BEATRICE. NEBRASKA

Branch Houses : Omaha, Neb. Kansas City. Mo. Sioux Falls. S. D.
Mention Department 1-A" 1 when you write
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AUSTIN DRAINAGE EXCAVATOR DITCHES
ARE DRAINAGE DITCHES FROM START TO FINISH

In dredge dug ditches the work must be begun at the source of the ditch,

because the dredge must have water in which to work. No part of the ditch is oper-
ative for drainage purposes until the whole ditch from source to mouth has been dug.

The Austin Drainage Excavator does not require water to float the

machine. It travels on the banks
either ahead of or behind the work,
as desired. A ditch due; with an Aus-
tin Drainage Excavator can, there-

fore, be begun at the mouth and dug
toward the source. The adjoining
landisdrainedastheditch progresses.

Farming can be begun long before the

ditch is completed to its source. In

a word a dredge dug ditch is an elon-

gated pond of water until completed
from source to mouth, while an Austin

Drainage Excavator ditch is a drain-

age ditch and is operative!or drainage
purposes from the moment the first

cut is made. The Austin Drainage
Excavator is a ditch digging machine.
A dredge is a digging machine set to

Stnd lor our Cataloiue
"
S." telllif how to dij ditches to templet. ditch Work 3.S a makeshift.

F, G. AUSTIN DRAINAGE EXCAVATOR CO.

Morris Machine Works
BALDWINSV1LLE, N. Y.

Centrifugal Pumping Machinery, designed for

any irrigating proposition. Stna details or

specifications of what is wanted and we will

recommend a pumping outfit to supply the need

New Yoik Office, 39-41 Cortlandt Street

Houston Office. Cor. Wood C. Willow Sts., Texas

Henion f, Hubbell, Agents, 61 N. Jefferson St..

Chicago, 111.

Harron, Rickard { McComb, Agents,
21 Fremont Street, Sin Francisco, Cal



Have You on Your Place
If You Have, Thtn a
Deming Hydraulic
Ram Will Mean
Dollars To You.

A Spring
Flowing Well
or Stream

With it you can have your own
water works with all the city

conveniences and can irrigate

your land with ease. It is only

necessary to install the Ram cor-

rectly in the first place and you
then have a steady, tireless,

water producer, 365 days in the

year.

We have sold thousands of them
and they all give satisfaction.

The Deming Co.

Salem = Ohio Read This

Our Booklet,
"Rural Water

Systems"
Will Tell You Why

As conditions governing instal-

lations differ somewhat, we pre-
fer to give information that will

apply to each individual case

and in this manner a perfect
installation is secured.

The booklet, "Rural Water Systems"
above referred to, gives a very com-
plete description of the different
methods of installing a Ram. It

will be of value to you and will be
sent on application.

Let us hear from you.

Henion 4 Hubbell
General Western Agents

Chicago 111.

Other Agencies in Principal Cities

Machines With
A Pedigree

Have you seen our latest ?

Aspinwall
Planter No. 3
With Sack Hopper, plants 99%
good. No bridging in hopper.

w

Planter No. 3

Great Improvement
_ for 1908

i i ^

The most perfect machines for the purpose in

the world. With our perfection Cutters, Planters,

Sprayers, Diggers and Sorters, potato culture may
may bemade profitable. Send ^
for our illustrated catalog.
Contains valuable spraying
information, tables, etc.

Booklet on
"Potato Culture" Free.

Aspinwall Manufacturing
Company

Jackson, Michigan
Sprayer
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) Century Grader
SAVES THIS MAN A THIRD

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., Feb. 15, 1906.
"I wish to say that I have bought and am using one of the

Twentieth Century Graders and can cheerfully say that for land
leveling, seed-bed making, ditching and for all kinds of irrigat-
ing work it has no equal.

"Since purchasing my Twentieth Century Grader I have re-
duced my force of men until I am only using one-third as many
as before, and the work done by this machine is far superior
than can possibly be done by hand and has a much more fin-

ished appearance. I have fifty acres in my truck farm, and can
very easily manage it with one machine. I am very glad to rec-
ommend it to any one for same. I also wish to recommend it

to be a first-class machine for making of good roads."
(Signed) HERMAN BLUEHER.

The above comes hot from the real irrigation
farmer, who knows what he's "driving at." He finds
that our 600-pound grader is just the machine for

every kind of work in field or highway. It is easily
handled by two or four horses.
Write now for our handsome, new, free booklet,

"20th Century Highways," with large insert showing
cut of grader over 8 inches long. It tells how to
make good roads and answers all your questions.
Do it now.

TU- H-l _ Mfx' r Dpt. C, 706 Fisher Bldg.The Baker Mfg. Co. CHICAGO

Steel

Irrigation Flumes
AND WATER TROUGHS

Galvanized steel is rapidly taking the place
of wood for fluining purposes and with The
Maginnis Patent splice flummp is made easy Any
boy can put the Maginnis Steel Flume together or

take it apart. Steel flumes and troughs "Ship
Knock down" Third Class freight. Let me figure
on your flume. All flumes guaranteed.

Write for Testimonials and Particulars ot

P. Maginnis, Mfr.
Kimball, Nebraska

f\ T71 tj fTl 1> '"%7" r|1l,! 1 ri"1 W WANT YOU TO GET the most liberal proposition ever made on
[j r.Ji 1 1 I FJLJ I 9 L gasoline engine. It will save you money. When a company like this,

country, make such a proposltiou. It means something.
Write to them or to me, and you will receive it by return mail,

The olds Engine is the best and cheapest Engine you can buy.
It is the simplest in construction, most economical to run, will do
your work at the smallest expense, and does not get out of order.

This company has been making engin.s and nothing else
for thirty years. We are engine specialists.

It stands to reason that a big, successful concern like this, that
makes one thing, must make that one thing well. Our new factory
is the most complete and up-to-date engine factory in the United
States. Because of its complete equipment we can build engines of
the highest efficiency at the very lowest cost. That is why we can
give you a durable, simple, strong, highest -grade, perfect-work-
ing, long-lived engine at a low price. This liberal proposition is the

crowning reason on top of a lot of good common sense ones, why
you should buy an Olds Engine and none other.

WE HAVE ANY KIND OF AN ENGINE YOU WANT
Our new catalogue tells about them in detail. I especially want

to call your attention to our Hopper Jacket Engine on skids or wheels,
3 to 12 h. p., which is ready to run when you get it. Fill it with
gasoline, throw on the switch, turn the wheel that's all. No piping
to connect, nothing to set up, always ready, can be moved anywhere.

the oldest and biggest exclusive gasoline engine manufacturers in the
I have placed my proposition in the hands of our representatives.

^T. JAS. B SEAQER, (Jen. Mgr. Olds Qas Power Co.

All Olds Engines run properly, are easy to start winter and
summer. The U. >. Government uses them.
DON'T FAIL TO WRITE for our new catalogue and the liber-

al proposition at once. Address the home office or any represent-
ative. Do not buy any other engine until you have got my liberal

proposition. It Is something unusual. You certainly want to

know about it.

OLDS CAS POWER CO.
Home omce, Lansing, Mich., 957 Seager Street

Boston, 69-15 Washington St. N. Portland, Ore., 80 1th St.

San Francisco, Cor. Jessie and Ecker Sts. Elgin, III. .26-34 Klver St.

Kansas Oily. 1226 W. Eleventh St. Kempton, Pa.

Omaha. 1018 Karnum Street Houston. Tex., 511 Travis .

HIiiEhamton, N. Y., 23 Washington St. Norfolk, Ta.

Minneapolis, 313 S. Third St. Miami, git., C & 13th St.

Pnlladdphla. 1816 Market St

To insure prompt deliveries, we carry a full line of Engines and

parts with our representatives.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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SUPEIIOI DBILIS are Used and Appreciated by Good

Firmr Ihe World Orer

SEND FOR CATALOGUE NOW
GENERAL AGENTS FOR WESTERN TERRITORY:
Dean & Co.. Minneapolis, Minn
Kingman & Co., - - - - Peorla, 111

Kiagman St. Louis Implement Co., St. Louis, Mo
Kingman-Moore Imp. Co., Kansas City. Mo
Kingman-Moore Imp. Co., - Oklahoma, Okla.

Kingman Implement Co., - - Omaha, Neb.
Parlln & Orendorff Imp. Co., Portland, Ore
Colorado Moline Plow Co., Denver, Colo
The T. C. Powers Co., - Helena, Mont
Consolidated Waft. & Mach. Co , Salt Lake City
Newell Matthews Co.,

- Los Angeles, Cal
The H. C. Shaw Co.,

- - Stockton, Cal

Eastern Farmers please write direct to the Manufacturers

SUPERIOR DRILL CO., Springfield, Ohio
Division of the American Seeding Mach. Co., Inc.

GRAIN DRILLS

CENTRIFUGAL PUMP

IRRIGATING MACHINERY
BEST MADE

Send for our booklet on Cost of Irrigation. Bulletin No. 104 illus-

trating Irrigation, Machinery and Power guarantee 25 per cent,
more water with same power or 25 per cent, smaller power plant for
same quantity as older makes.

Manufacturers:

THE AMERICAN WELL WORKS
Chicago, 111. AURORA. ILLINOIS. V. S. A. Joplin, Mo.
Morse Bros. Machinery & Supply Co., Denver, Colo.
Zimmerman-Wells Brown Company, Portland, Ore.
Cal. Hydraulic. Engineering & Supply Co., San Francisco, Calif.
Henshaw & Bulkley & Co., Los Angeles. Calif.

IRRIGATION
SUPPLIES

MERCHANDISE FROM SHERIFFS'

AND RECEIVERS' SALES!
THE CHICAGO HOUSE WBECKINO COMPANY
saves you 30 to SO per cent on staple merchandise
from Sheriffs' and Receivers' Sales. Wrecking-
prices have come to be known as bargain prices.
Here you have the most wonderful bargain, offering
ever advertised. Such an opportunity seldom oc-
curs. The very best manufactured articles offered
at less than original cost of production. That's
our merchandising method. We do not buy our
goods In the regular way. but take advantage of
various sales to secure bargains. Our mammoth
plant Is the largest In the world devoted to the sale
of general stocks. Increasing business has necessi-
tated an addition to our already enormous Insti-
tution. Over thirty-five acres literally covered with
merchandise.

We built our enormous business

by always giving our Customers
Absolute Satisfaction.

PIPE BARGAINS.
STANDARD BLACK WROUGHT IRON PIPE

Overhauled, with screwed ends and threaded

couplings, sutiable for water, gas, oil, etc.
'

inch. Per foot, 4c zy2 inch. Per foot, 14c
6 inch. Per foot, 42c
8 inch. Per foot, 75c

V/t, inch. Per foot, 5c

\y2 inch. Per foot, 6
2 inch. Per foot, 9c

WROUGHT IRON LAP-
WELDED CASING.

This Casing Is the highest quality pipe manufac-
tured. It only differs from standard pipe In that It

Is lighter In weight but, being made especially
good, It will stand just as high pressure. It Is all

carefully overhauled and Inspected before shipment.
Threaded at ends with casing threads, fourteen to
the Inch. Covered with a preparation of asphaltum
and graphite, thus Insuring its wearing qualities.
Suitable for Irrigation purposes, because of Its light
weight. Freight will be much less than on standard
pipe. It Is about H-lnch thickness and Is fitted
with brand-new casing couplings.
The sizes mentioned below are outside diameter:

Ij4inch. Per foot, Vfa 3& inch. Per foot,

2f inch. Per foot, 12c 4% inch. Per foot, *0c

3J4 inch. Per foot, 14c 5$| inch. Per foot, 34c

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.
1 No. 4 Centrifugal Pump, direct connected to

Westinghouse Engine.
1 No. 6 Centrifugal Pump (belted).
1 No. 5 Belted Centrifugal Pump.
1 16x20x36 Marsh Vacuum Pump.

OUR NEW 500-PAGE CATALOGUE

No. 803 FREE.
THIS WONDERFUL BARGAIN BOOK is

just out and ready to be sent to you at once.
It Is a book such as every shrewd buyer must have.
500 pages with thousands of items of the very best
merchandise and supplies bought by us at Sheriffs'
and Receivers' Sales. It will pay you to keep It

handy. Its pages contain a full record of what
we still have on hand from the wonderful St. Louis
World's Fair. Merchandise, machinery and supplies,
articles for everyone. You will find It useful In
the home, In the field. In the workshop or In the
office. Write us today. Send us your name and ad-
dress correctly, tell ns where yon hare seen this

"Ad," also tell us Just what you are In the market
for. Address

Chicago House Wrecking: Co.
36th and Iron Streets, CHICAGO
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UNION MACHINES
WITH PUG MILLS COMBINED

FIVE SIZES ALL CAPACITIES

*

Outfits for Drain Tile, Hollow Ware, Building

and Paving Brick and other Clay Products

If interested write us for particulars and estimates.

E. M. FREESE & CO.
QALIGN, OHIO [I

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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FREE PUBLICATIONS
About the

Pacific Coast Extension
of the

Chicago
Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railway
The Account of a Trip along the Pacific Coast Extension A leaflet describing

the opportunities offered in the country through which the Pacific Coast Extension is being built.

Along the New Line to the Pacific Coast A folder containing accurate maps of

the Pacific Coast Extension from Mobridge, S. U., to Seattle and Tacoma, Wash.; also copies
of letters received from successful settlers in South Dakota, North Dakota and Montana.

Where Things Move Fast A leaflet containing the story of a 300-mile drive along
the Pacific Coast Extension in North Dakota and Montana. This leaflet contains many il-

lustrations and valuable data regarding homestead lands.

Government Homesteads and How to Secure Them A leaflet giving detailed

information as to how homesteads may be acquired, where land which may be homesteaded is

located, location of land offices, cost of homesteading and numerous hints of value to the

intending homesteader.

Montana An illustrated folder containing accurate map of Montana on a large scale;

also shows where the Pacific Coast Extension passes through Montana and Idaho. This folder

also contains valuable information in regard to climate, soil, crops, homestead lands and

general information of value to prospective settlers.

Fergus County. Montana A booklet well illustrated and containing map and general
information in regard to Fergus County and the famous Judith Basin; statistics of products,
lands available for homestead, climate, soil and reports of actual yield of crops in 1907.

Also other facts in regard to the wonderful resources of the Judith Basin.

South Dakota A book descriptive of the opportunities in agricultural, stock raising

and mercantile lines. Contains 1907 crop reports and other valuable statistics.

Washington An illustrated folder containing a map of large scale and information

regarding the state and its opportunities. This folder shows how a good living may be made
and money saved on farms of five to ten acres and upwards. .

ANY OF THE ABOVE SENT FREE ON REQUEST
For further particulars, write to either of the undersigned, asking specific questions, and reply will be made at once.

F. A. MILLER
General Passenger Agent, Chicago

GEO. B. HAYNES
Immigration Agent. 95 Adams Street. Chicago

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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THE IRRIGATION AGE
With which is Merged

MODERN IRRIGATION THE DRAINAGE JOURNAL
THE IRRIGATION ERA MID-WEST

ARID AMERICA THE FARM HERALD
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D. H. ANDERSON, Editor

ANNOUNCEMENT.
"The Primer of Irrigation" is now ready for delivery. Price,

$2.00. If ordered in connection with subscription, the price is $ 1 .50.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
To United States Subscribers, Postage Paid 11.00
To Canada and Mexico, 1.50
All Other Foreign Countries 1.50

In forwarding remittances please do not send checks on local banks.
Send either postoffice or express money order or Chicago or New York
draft.

Official organ Federation of Tree Growing Clubs of
America.

Official organ of the American Irrigation Federation.
Office of the Secretary, 309 Boyce Building, Chicago.

Interesting to Advertisers.
It may interest advertisers to know that The Irrigation Age it tht

only publication in the world having an actual paid in advance
circulation among individual irrigators and large irrigation corpo-
rations. It is read regularly by all interested in this subject and has
readers in all parts of the world. The Irrigation Age is 23 yean
old and is the pioneer publication of its class in the world.

We are publishing in this issue a short

Sugar article by Mr. John G. Hall of Colorado

Beets. on "How We Grow Sugar Beets and Mar-

ket Them." Mr. Hall is at present located

at Colorado Springs, where he has charge of irrigation

work, and news from him is at all times interesting.

It may interest our advertisers to know

New that we have added 465 new yearly sub-

Readers, scribers to our list during the month of

March. This is considered a wonderful

growth in view of the fact that many other publications

in the agricultural field are complaining of a falling off

in subscriptions, it moreover verifies a statement made

by the IRRIGATION AGE some years ago that the irrigated

sections of the west would show marked activity and

healthfulness during times when the eastern and cen-

tral states were feeling uncertain in a financial way.

We have in course of preparation an

Orland article on the Orland project, Orland,

Project California. This article will be finely

illustrated and will be followed by others

of interest to those who are studying the possibilities

of that country. It was our intention to use this

article in our April issue, but lack of space prevented.

We are offering in this issue another in-

Supreme stallment of Supreme Court decisions on

Court irrigation cases, and in this connection

Decisions. would suggest to our readers that any in-

quiries which they care to make concern-

ing legal features in irrigation affairs will be closely

investigated by us, and a reply printed in this depart-

ment. There are, no doubt, times when difficulties arise

concerning the division of water, water quantities, prior

rights, etc., where we would be in position to assist our

readers, and we will be very glad, indeed, to do so if

they will communicate with us. Where the editor is

not sufficiently posted personally to answer the inquiries

they will be referred to well known authorities on these

subjects, and their answer, together with the inquiry,

will be printed in this department.

We trust that our readers will take advantage of

this offer and feel at liberty to send us data at any time

concerning their particular needs.

It may not be out of place to suggest to

Thoughts on those who are preparing the program for

Irrigation the next irrigation congress that the dele-

Congress, gates will not tolerate packing of commit-

tees by members of the Reclamation and

other bureaus in Washington. This has occurred dur-

ing the past two congresses, namely, that of Boise and

Sacramento, and is evidently planned to forestall any
critical expression or resolutions which would be of-

fered concerning either the Reclamation or Forestry

bureaus.
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The IRRIGATION AGE is informed that when Mr.

Newell was on his way home from Sacramento last

year he was asked how the Congress went off. Our in-

formant states that he smiled blandly and stated that

everything was satisfactory and that there were no un-

favorable resolutions put through concerning the Rec-

lamation service. This would lead one to suppose that

their whole aim is to preclude the passage of any reso-

lutions which would give publicity to the work of the

Reclamation service other than that desired by the head

of that bureau. Perhaps it would be well to suggest to

Mr. Newell that this matter has been gone over thor-

oughly by people who are interested in this subject of

western development, men who are equally as good
frieads to development under the Reclamation law as

is the gentleman himself, and it has been decided that a

move will be made at the coming congress to air the

views of those who have grievances to present. Opposi-

tion by bureau heads or assistants of the different bu-

reaus will not be tolerated. There will also be an ef-

fort made to learn how the price has been raised for

water on many of the different projects, in many cases

doubled. There may possibly be some inquiry as to

the methods of conducting work under the different

projects. It would be just as well for the public gen-

erally to understand something of the workings of this

bureau other than through channels manipulated and

engineered by the heads of that bureau. There will also,

no doubt, be many in attendance at the coming con-

gress who will have grievances to present concerning

what they consider oppressive use of power on the part

of the Forestry bureau. All of those men will surely be

at the Albuquerque congress, and, as above stated, no

packing of committees will be tolerated.

The subject of who authorizes the expenditure of

such vast sums of money to pay expenses of different

members of the Reclamation and Forestry bureaus may
also be inquired into.

There is no inclination on the part of the public

to criticize any movement made by either of these bu-

reaus which tends to public good, but it is questionable

if the heads of these bureaus should be permitted to

bring men from remote parts of the country whose

object apparently is to look out for the interests of and

curb opposition to any move which may be made to

investigate these two departments.

Do Messrs. Newell and Pinchot consider that their

departments are beyond criticism? Is it possible that

they feel so strongly intrenched in their positions that

they may sneer at the public or the individual who in-

quires into the workings of their respective bureaus. We
think not, and that impression is shared by very many
leading men throughout the west who are as vitally in-

terested in the subject of Reclamation and Forestry as

are either of these paid employes of the United States

Government.

There should be some effort made at the coming

congress to demonstrate to these bureau heads that

they are servants of the public and not masters of an

empire. All of these things will unquestionably be

threshed out at the coming congress, and while these

gentlemen may not be inclined to favor that sort of a

movement, they may rest assured that these questions

will come up and should be prepared to meet them.

On the other hand, they have no right to spend

money which is apparently at their disposal to bring
their representatives and assistants and henchmen from

various sections of the country to attend the congress

with the sole view of protecting them from what the

public considers its right, criticism. If these two de-

partments are wholly above and beyond the control of

the public and an unusual power is vested in the heads

of these departments through strong combinations in

Washington backed up by individuals in power who

may have been misled by them, the public should know

it, and know it quickly. It is presumed that they may
attempt to again foist their attorney, Geo. H. Maxwell,

upon the forthcoming congress. If so, he may rest as-

sured of a warm reception. Maxwell did all in his

power to kill the Irrigation Congress and has used

every effort to belittle that body since he was compelled
to pull away from it.

The gentlemen who have charge of the Irrigation

Congress which is to be held in Aubuquerque, New Mex-

ico, in September of this year, are doing very creditable

work along the line of advertising, and it is to be hoped
that their efforts will induce a large attendance and

that they may be able to present to the delegates as in-

teresting a program as those offered by the congresses

of the past.

We hope to be in position to inform our readers,

not later than our issue of May, something about the

formation of the program and also give a list, so far

as is obtainable, of the speakers.

Those who contemplate visiting the congress am 1

who have not secured accommodations in Albuquerque
will do well to correspond at once with the local com-

mittee as appearances indicate that there will be a

shortage of hotel accommodations. There is, in fact,

only one high grade hotel in Albuquerque, which us-

ually runs fairly full at any time of the year, and while

all of the space will, no doubt, be given over to dele-

gates to the congress, if anything like the number who

attended in Sacramento and Boise, should present them-

selves in Albuquerque it would be necessary for all of

the people in that city to open their doors and make

room. It therefore behooves those who expect to at-

tend to arrange in advance for hotel accommodations.

The IRRIGATION AGE has secured accommodations

at The Alvarado Hotel, room 16. Our friends will

kindly keep this in mind so that they may know where

to locate us.
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GOVERNMENT CONTROL.

BY LOU BLAKESLEY, BASIN, WYO.

(Supt. Water Div. No. 3.)

A great majority of cases which appear to be of

a public nature, when analyzed, are found to be purely
local. The locality may sometimes cover several states,

but seldom the entire country. This is true of the pub-
lic range leasing and the control of our forests.

These questions are local to a few of our western

states, the range question in no way affecting any eastern

state. The forest question does not effect the east ex-

cept to a limited degree.
The conditions and control of these two questions

here in the west are a farce, except that they are be-

coming too serious to be longer considered so.

In my official capacity, 1 have traveled over the en-

tire northwest portion of this state and I have yet to

find more than a bare half-dozen persons who are in

favor of timber reserves or public range leasing. To
begin with, Wyoming has but little timber of market-
able value. What little there may be, is hard to get at,

so that the preservation of the forests of Wyoming, from
a government point of view, is a farce, is not needed,
and is absolutely uncalled for. Under present conditions

it is almost impossible for the farmer to get building
material for a rough log house or barn or for fence

posts. It is true that the "Use" book says you can have
a certain amount free, by hunting up a ranger and hav-

ing him show you where you may get what timber you
need. This is one of the big jokes of the present sys-
tem. You are compelled to hunt a ranger who may tell

you that you may get the timber you desire, over on a

certain slope, when you may want to get it on another

slope, easier to reach or with timber more to your liking.
So far as the actual value to the forests is concerned,
that ranger does not know of a certainty where you should

get the timber. Possibly the place you desired to get
it is the one, where, for the good of the forest you should

get it and where he says you "may" get it, is just where

you should not get it. I hold that the average ranger
does not know where you should get the timber, and,
in truth, cares less, but to make a good appearance must
tell you to get it some place. Not only the ranger does

not know, but the supervisor does not know, neither does
the chief forester, and I firmly believe, so far as the

actual value to the forests of the future are concerned,
do not care whether you get timber on this hillside or

some other one.

A great cry is made that our forests are being de-

stroyed and the American people robbed of a rightful
inheritance. All timber that is in use or ever will be
in use is not destroyed. None of it is destroyed except
that which is burned or otherwise lost to the use of

mankind, and that amount which has been used for

fuel is not destroyed, in that it has served its purpose.
While we may be clearing many acres of valuable tim-

ber, it is not destroyed, because we need it in our busi-

ness. A future generation may need timber, but so does
the present one. We can lookout for ourselves as the
future ones will have to do. When we run out of tim-
ber we can use something else.

We have had a splendid example of timber reserve

in Wyoming and I venture the assertion that no one
can point to a single valuable result thereof. There is

but one thing a forest service can do and that is to pre-
vent fires, and if their efforts were limited to that one

object, together with the propagating and growing of

trees in a country where there was some likelihood of

growth and
'

development, the people would give it

hearty support. The petty annoyance of having to hunt

up an irresponsible ranger to ask him for something
that already belongs to you is something that the aver-

age American citizen with good 'red blood in his veins

is not going to stand for. In speaking of "irresponsible

rangers," I do not mean that they are an "undesirable"
class of citizens, but that they have no direct interest

in their work and as a matter of course are not respon-
sible to the American people.

In a country like Wyoming, where difficulties are

many and hard to overcome, the people should be helped
rather than hindered. All the people in Wyoming or

that will be here
7
in the next century will not affect the

timber supply so far as they need it for improve-
ments on their own places, and, if they do, they need
the material and must have it. It is a crime to in any
manner prohibit the settlers from obtaining all timber
from the public domain that they can use and they
never want more than they can use.

It is impossible to settle this mountainous country
without that much help and instead of restricting them,

every effort should be made to help them. The average
man, trying to build up a home in this desert country,

usually has nothing more than a team and a very few
dollars and often a large and dependent family. He
comes to the new country hoping to build a home. The

only building material is the timber on the mountains.

All he wants is a few pine logs dry to build a house

and possibly a barn many times they get along with-

out that improvement.
Anyone who has ever had the experience of haul-

ing from the mountains knows that it costs all that it

is worth and often more, but that is the only source of

supply.
One who has not had that experience knows noth-

ing of the hardships and trials one has to undergo and
no person who has not had that experience or the ne-

cessity for it, or been intimately associated with it

even if he be the president of the United States or this

man Pinchot, has any right, moral, intellectual or other-

wise, to have anything to say about the disposition of

these resources, much less anything to do with their

disposition.
Never having the same point of view as the settler,

they assume a knowledge they do not possess, and in

their official duties assume a dictatorship that is utterly

abhorrent to the American people. If the President,

Pinchot, Garfield or any others of that class were com-

pelled, by force of circumstances, to take up one of these

desert claims, live on it, improve it, have nothing but a

cayuse team possibly not that; a very few dollars

possibly none, with no chance to get any except by their

daily labor at one or two dollars a day, their families

to have nothing but the barest necessities of life, with no

luxuries and absolutely no immediate hope of any, a

one room log cabin providing they had hunted up a

ranger to ask his permission to get that many logs, a

dirt roof and floor, the wife compelled to make butter,

if they were fortunate enough to own a cow, save up a

few eggs and ride in a lumber wagon, say, twenty-five

miles, and peddle them out, make a few purchases of
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thread, calico, sugar and possibly a pair of coarse, heavy

shoes, my opinion is that they would change their views

on the timber question rapidly and decidedly. "It is a

condition and not a theory" that confronts the average

early settler. I firmly believe that if the President or

his man Pinchot, under conditions as above described,
should be compelled to take their team and go 100 miles

or more away from home to work on a railroad grade, to

get a few dollars, leaving their families at home, unpro-
vided for, only as they can eke out their own exist-

ence, all this with winter coming on, in mid-winter, per-

haps, when they are so far from home that the wife or

child could take sick and die and they often do be-

fore the husband can reach them, these men might
come to the conclusion that other people aside from those

holding high political positions know some things, es-

pecially of their own local conditions. This picture is

not overdrawn. Hundreds of people have gone through
and are going through that very experience today. Not
so many, perhaps, as a few years ago, but nine-tenths

of the people of Wyoming outside of the towns, are,

going through a part of it, even today, and will continue

to do so for many years to come.

The question comes like this : Why does the Presi-

dent or Mr. Pinchot want to do these things that so

harass the settlers? What do they expect to gain? The
timber that the settler wants is the dry down timber. No
farmer hauls green timber and would not haul it if you
gave it to him, if he could get the dry timber, which is

absolutely worthless to forest preservation. So far all

the green timber that has been cut has been by big tie

companies and they seem to have no trouble in getting
all the timber required for their needs.

A great majority of the western people believe there

is an ulterior motive back of all this work. Not many
years ago there was a move on foot to establish a game
preserve in that country south and east of the Yellow-
stone park. There was a decided cry against such a

proposition, however, and the idea was dropped tempo-
rarily. Now we hear of another effort to establish that

same country in a game preserve and that seems to be

the African concealed in the woodpile. The cry is that

the stock is taking up the place that rightfully belongs
to the game. The idea is silly, even if true. Wild game
has no place on this continent that domestic stock can

use, hence can not usurp its place. I think I am safe

in saying that not one in any one hundred citizens of

Wyoming go out hunting big game, and, if they do, it

is for the sport and not the necessity or value. The

people who have to hustle for a living have no time to

hunt.

Of course, it may be great sport for some fellow

from the east to come out here in a private car, and
with brass band and perfect press agency, go out hunt-

ing, while a waiting people eagerly scan the daily pa-

pers to see whether it was a grizzly or o cotton-tail that

falls before the mighty Nimrod. This high and mighty
one, with a crew of guides and scouts and a pack of dogs
to scare up and surround the poor, frightened animal so

that it can not get away, may call it great sport to shoot

it, but the western man calls it rot. One band of sheep
or cattle that helps to make a living for some settler is

worth more than all the game in the world, and must

eventually give way to settlers and progress. We don't

want game preserves, neither do we want timber re-

serves that harass the settler. If the government wants

to start a nursery and use ground that will grow some-

thing and actually make trees grow, we might see our

way clear to give them help, but until they do that they
are standing in front of the wheels of civilization and

progression.
The officials of forestry now claim that their system

is becoming self-supporting. It is not and it never will

be. They may collect fees enough to pay their salaries, but

isn't it the most absurd idea in the world to pay some

irresponsible person a fee to tell you what to do with

your own goods? Some ranger or chief forester, with

absolutely no interest at stake, tells you that you can

run your sheep or cattle on a certain hillside, or may
get a load of logs from a certain place, and you pay
him for the privilege delightful idea, isn't it? The

people are paying all of this great expense and receiv-

ing nothing of value in return.

Why is it that some one from Washington takes up
this idea of saving the forests and leasing bad lands for

pasture? The people in this section whose very exist-

ence depends upon their own work, have never asked

for this supervision ; on the contrary, indeed, they have

always opposed it and do now. Should the time ever

come when these forests are destroyed the people most

dependent upon them will find other means of taking
care of themselves.

The idea so carefully advanced that the timber con-

serves water, is fully exploded by this time. No one

believes that who has made a study of the question. All

the water needed for late irrigation comes from the

snow that lies far above timber line, and the snow that

lays in the timber is always the first to go in the spring.

The men who use water late in the season, and whose

very lives depend upon it, are quite as apt to take of

the forest if it is necessary to conserve water as is some-

one who knows nothing of those questions and who are

in no way affected by the water, whether high or low.

The one who is interested will, as a rule, look after his

own interest as well as the one who has no direct inter-

est at all. The idea that they are worrying and labor-

ing for a future and suffering humanity is one we look

at with a large question mark.

Many of the conditions, as above stated, refer as

well to the range leasing proposition as to the timber.

Why does the government want to get into the matter at

all ? From the landing of the first people on Plymouth

rock, the commons have been public, and were used in

common by all the people until such time as they went

into private ownership. At that time and for all time

until within the last few years, all ideas, thoughts, rules

and laws have been to get the lands into private own-

ership with as little delay and friction as possible.

Large grants of land were given for small services, and

for the building of railroads and canals and in every

other way has the effort been to get the lands into pri-

vate ownership. All this has been done until within

the last few years, when a system of spying and har-

assment has been carried out, with charges of theft

and insinuations of conspiracies that has been equaled

by no other government on earth.

Without that system of common usage, a system
that every person on the frontier has taken advantage

of, this country could never have been settled as it is

today. It is reported that there was a time when our

present president ran a few cattle on the range as a

side issue, or for the fun of it or for some reason other
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than that the life of himself and family depended on
its success. I have never heard that he has offered

to reimburse the government for the grass his cattle

consumed, or pay for the logs his cabin may have been

built of. It is clear, from our present knowledge of

him, that he would have been "dead on the fight" had
such a preposterous suggestion been made at that time.

Nine-tenths of the people who are farmers in this

state have no considerable number of stock to run on
the range. They have possibly a work team and a few
milk cows. They cannot afford to lease, could not afford

to fence if they did lease, and yet it is just such people
as this as will settle up Wyoming. The attempt is made
to give some sort of assistance to those living within a

distance of 15 miles, by allowing him to run his stock

on the present reserves, while the unfortunate one living

15V2 miles away cannot run his cattle there. To date

I have yet to hear of a single sensible argument ad-

vanced upholding this 15-mile or any other limit. What
can be fair about a system that will allow one man 15

miles from a reserve line to run his stock there, when
his brother, who owns the adjoining ranch, but 15%
miles away, cannot do likewise? It is the height of

absurdity and is advanced by people who have no direct

interest in the reserves or ranges, and who have no sym-

pathy with western conditions. That such a view would
be sure to find favor among those who happened to

live within those prescribed limits is admitted, but even

most of those people so situated acknowledge the in-

justice of it, though taking advantage of the situation.

From the beginning of time, stock has run on the open
range of all countries, and no reason, good or bad, can

be advanced for making any change at the present time.

The very fact that leasing gives exclusive control

over a certain tract of land is the most telling argu-
ment why it should not be leased, but left free so that

settlers may have the opportunity of taking such of it

as they may want. The range should be free to all par-

ties, as all are jointly interested in it. If those who
cannot use the range were losing anything by reason of

those using it who can, there might be some cause for

complaint, but whether one cow or one million run on
the range in no way affects the interests of those who
cannot use it.

If the fees proposed to be collected went direct

to those who claim to be losers, the idea might have

some standing, but they do not. The fees collected will

never be more than enough to pay the wages of those

who attempt to look after the matter, wages paid for a

service absolutely useless and non-beneficial, tending to

build up a class of citizens who would produce nothing
unless it would be strife and turmoil and a growing

disgust for a bureaucratic government, a government
that is growing narrow and contracted and egotistic,

taking to itself an importance never granted by the

constitution nor contemplated by the founders or their

successors.

Government control is wrong. It was conceived

in egotism and cannot thrive in the light of publicity.

I

MEETING OF AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS.

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation Age
1 year, and the Primer of Irrigation

On December 27 and 28 last there occurred at

Madison, Wis., a meeting of the instructors in farm
mechanics and agricultural engineering from the lead-

ing agricultural colleges of the United States and
Canada.

The gathering resulted in the formation of a per-
manent organization to be known as the American
Society of Agricultural Engineers, which will hold
annual meetings to hear papers on and discuss such
phases of engineering as are vital to the success of the
modern farmer.

Prof. J. B. Davidson, of Iowa, was elected presi-
dent; Professors F. B. Crane, of Illinois, and C. A.
Ocock, of Wisconsin, vice-presidents ;

Prof. L. W. Chase,
of Nebraska, secretary; and Prof. W. M. Nye, of

Purdue, treasurer. Besides the above officers, there is

a counsel of five members, the two vice-presidents and
ttree electives, which decides on place and time of

meeting, makes proposals for membership and trans-
acts the other necessary business of the society.

There are three classes of members, honorary
members, active members and associates.

The terms of membership are very reasonable and
anyone especially interested in forwarding the science
of agricultural engineering will find access to the

privileges of the society under one of the above classes.

The program of this meeting had to do largely
with the teaching of agricultural engineering in the'

colleges of today. As Dean Kussell, of Wisconsin,
said in his address of welcome to the convention, "The
teaching of agricultural engineering is so new and
there is so little data, literature, etc., on the subject
suited to class room presentation that many mistakes
are made and many needless steps taken in this field

of knowledge before it is simmered down in the best

possible form for instructional purposes."

The best of harmony prevailed, the papers and dis-

cussions were direct and to the point. The convention
will help to systematize, unify and broaden the courses

of agricultural engineering offered by the various col-

leges represented.
The following is the program as presented:

FRIDAY MORNING, DEC. 27.

Meeting called by Fred E. Crane, of the Univer-

sity of Illinois. (Professor Crane selected by the com-

mittee.)

Address of welcome by Dean Eussell, of Wisconsin.

Eesponse by Professor Crane.

Temporary organization, appointment of com-

mittees.

Paper, "The Courses in Agricultural Engineering
That Should Be Offered," by Howard W. Eiley, Cor-

nell University.
Discussion led by L. A. Moorhouse, Oklahoma

Agricultural and Mechanical College.

Paper, "Need of Eesearch Work in Agricultural

Engineering," by H. M. Bainer, Colorado Agricultural

College.
General discussion.

Address, "Importance of Traction Engineers Hav-

ing the Proper Education," by B. B. Clarke, American

Thresherman.
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Lining of Ditches and
Reservoirs to Prevent

Seepage Losses
By PROF. B. A. ETCHEVERRY

Berkeley, Cal.

(Continued.)

CEMENT MORTAR.

This method is probably used more extensively in

southern California than all the other methods com-

bined. It has proven very efficient and its cost is small.

Examples of this class of lining are numerous all

ment of the ground and because of the holes dug in the
banks by burrowing animals.

2. Rapid growth of weeds, which decreased the

velocity of flow of the water, thus diminishing the car-

rying capacity.
3. Large losses of water due to seepage.

In 1890 it was decided to remedy these conditions

by making an experiment in canal lining by applying
a cement mortar plaster on the sides and bottoms of
the canals. The method used as described by Mr. Irving
and supplemented by information given by Mr. Mylne,
the present engineer of the company, is as "follows :

"

Method of Cutting and Preparing the Water Chan-
nel for the Lining (Pig. 6). The grade stakes were lo-

cated on the banks at a given distance from the top of
the sloping sides, usually 1 foot. These grade stakes

6 a Method of lining canals used by Gage Canal Co.

through the irrigated districts of southern California.

Some of the best types are in the vicinity of Riverside,

where the three irrigation companies the Gage Canal

Company, the Riverside Water Company, and the

Jurupa Company have used it extensively. The lining

usually consists of a cement mortar plaster, varying
from % to 1 inch in thickness. Various methods are

used in preparing the canal for the lining and in apply-

ing the lining.
The Gage Canal Company began making im-

provements on its main canal in 1886; from 1886 to

1890 this was reconstructed, the total length being 20

miles. In 1890 the control of the Gage Canal Company

were spaced at intervals of 20 feet. A level rod or cross-

section rod of sufficient length to reach from one bank
to the other was held at right angles to the ditch, with
one end on the grade stake and the corresponding stake

set on the other bank. The location of the bottom stakes

was obtained by measuring from this rod, by which
means they were placed in alignment and to grade every
20 feet. A line was stretched at the bottom between
the 20 feet grade stakes, and the bottom was then cut
to grade. Strips of iron, 1 inch wide and 14 inch thick,
and about equal in length to the length of the sloping

sides, were placed on the sides every 3 feet, extending
up and down the slope, the slope given them being the

.,.?/ *-'

6 b Gage canal in cut and in fill.

passed to the Riverside Trust Company. The condi-

tions prevailing at that time are fully discussed by Mr.

Irving, the engineer of the company, in the report of

Irrigation Investigations for 1901 (part 2), prepared
by the Office of Experiment Stations. The conditions

were those usually encountered by other systems where
the canals are not lined, viz :

1. Serious breaks in the canal, causing large
waste of water and inconvenience to irrigators. Large
fills were always in danger of breaking, because of settle-

slope of the finished ditch. They were set in position

by the use of a specially constructed device as illustrated,

which gives the correct slope, the grade line giving the

proper position for the lower end of the iron rod.

These iron strips were set every 3 feet along the

slopes. A sharp iron straight edge, a little over 3 feet

in length, was used to shave off the irregularities be-

tween them; or if below the alignment, the depression
was filled in and well tamped. Usually there were two

gangs of men; the rough finishers came first and re-
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moved the larger irregularities, tamping the sides and

bottom; then the smooth finishers brought the surface

exactly true.

Method of Lining. The cement men usually fol-

lowed the finishers, about a half day later. If the earth

had dried, it was usually well sprinkled. Wooden strips

iy^ inches in width, % inch thick, and equal in length
to the width of the sloping sides, were placed flatwise

on the slopes. They were placed 3 feet apart, and

The cost of this class of work, including prepara-
tion of the slopes and bottom, and their lining, varies
from 3% to 4 cents per square foot.

The Riverside Water Company has plastered a

large portion of its water channels in a very similar

manner, the cost being nearly the same.
The Jurupa canal is lined with cement plaster; the

thickness of the lining, however, is only 14 to ^ inch.

(Fig. 8.) The earth ditch was not brought to" grade

Fig. 7 Gage Canal, lined with cement mortar.

served as guides to a straight edge which assured a uni-

form thickness of %-inch mortar.

The mortar was mixed on top of the bank in gal-
vanized iron portable mixing boxes, and spread uni-

formly between the wooden strips on the slopes. With
the straight edge as a guide, all irregularities were re-

moved, and the mortar was finally compacted with the

trowel. After the slopes had been lined the bottom lin-

ing was put on. A good lining % inch in thickness was

as accurately, nor the sides finished as smoothly, as for

the Gage Canal Company. The water channel was
trimmed approximately with shovels; the sides and
bottom were then sprinkled and the mortar spread with

trowels to a uniform thickness as nearly as possible.
The cost of this lining was not obtainable, but very sim-

ilar work used by the Escondido Irrigation District for

some of its channels cost from 15 to 20 cents per square
yard, or from 1.66 to 2.22 cents per square foot.

Fig. 8 Jurupa canal, lined with cement mortar.

thus obtained. The bottom width of the canal varies

from 5 to 10 feet, and the side slopes are 1 on 1, the

depth being 3% to 4 feet. (Fig. 7.) The lining is

extended on each side of the top of the slope to a dis-

tance of 5 inches.

The plaster is composed of one part of good Port-

land cement to four parts of clean sharp sand.

A smaller ditch near Hemet, the Little Valley

ditch, 2 feet wide at the bottom, iy2 feet deep, with

side slopes of 1 on 1, was lined with cement mortar

plaster 1 inch thick on the bottom, and % inch thick

at the sides. The composition of the mortar for the

bottom was one part of California cement to four parts
of sand ;

for the sides it was one part of cement to six
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parts of sand. The cost of preparing the channel and

lining was 18 cents per lineal foot, or 2.88 cents per

square foot.

The San Jacinto Water Company, also in Kiverside

county, has its canal lined in the same manner as the

Gage canal; the length of the canal is 11 miles, the

bottom width is 3 feet, the depth 2% feet, and the side

slopes 1 on 1.

That this type of lining has been successful there

is no doubt. Mr. Irving, former engineer for the Gage

with masonry of the type "a" or "b," previously de-

scribed. The Gage canal has used masonry very sim-

ilar to class "a" for the lining of canals when in fill or

made ground. This masonry is about 6 inches in thick-

ness and is composed of building stone laid in mortar
whose ingredients are one part of Portland cement, three

parts of fat lime, and twenty parts of sharp sand. All

external surfaces exposed to the action of the water
are coated with % inch of cement mortar, composed of

one part of cement to three parts of sand. The cost

Fig. 9 Unlined canal near Lemoore, showing vegetation.

Canal Company, states in his report that after a test of

ten years the lining more than justified their expecta-
tions. The cost of repairs after four years' use was

very small, less than y2 of 1 per cent of the capital cost

in four years.
That there are conditions under which this linnig

will not be entirely satisfactory has also been demon-

strated as follows :

1. For water channels constructed in heavy adobe

soil, subject to heaving, it has cracked badly. This is

noticeable in parts of the canal of the San Jacinto

Water Company.

of this class of work, which is very similar to class "a,"
but not so thick, is about ll1

/^ cents per square foot.

The thin plaster lining is subject to rupture where

gophers or squirrels burrow behind it, or under it, as

the lining has not sufficient strength ; also if storm water
washes out some of the back filling.

It is probable that this kind of lining would not

resist the climate of a country subject to very cold

weather, in which case the stronger lining with proper
drainage to prevent the accumulation of water behind
the lining would be needed.

Fig. 10 Unlined canal near Lemoore, showing vegetation.

2. For water channels built in fills, where the

ground is subject to settlement.

A better construction in this case is to line the canal

HEAVY ROAD OIL.

The instances where road oil has been used for

canal or reservoir lining are few. The only example
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of its use for canal lining in California known by the

writer, is at Lemoore, in Kings county, on the Madison
branch of the Lemoore Canal & Irrigation Company.

In this locality the canals are shallow, the velocity

of water is small,, and the growth of weeds and aquatic

plants in the canals is abundant. (Pigs. 9 and 10.) A
large resistance is offered to the flow of water, which

makes it of small carrying capacity, and a large loss due

to seepage and evaporation. It is necessary for the irri-

gator to clean these frequently, sometimes as often as

once every two weeks. The labor and cost are consid-

erable.

Mr. McLaughlin, secretary of the Lemoore Irriga-
tion Company, tried as an experiment the use of heavy
road oil to prevent the growth of vegetation. The oil

was applied in November, 1905, on a length of 1% miles

of the main canal. The canal is about 20 feet wide and
about 1 foot in depth. (Fig. 11.)

PINCHOT AGAIN.

The illegality of charging grazing fees on forest

reserve is being threshed out in Washington by our con-

gressman-at-large, George W. Cook, who is reaching
up for Pinchot in a way that is likely to put that man
over the ropes. General Cook proposes to bring Pinchot
before the committee on agriculture for cross-examina-

tion. He will ask by what authority the bureau of for-

estry has been collecting a grazing fee for use of land

belonging to the people, by what right a fee is collected

for the cutting of timber from the miner, the stock-

man, the millman and the farmer, when no authority
is vested in the forestry bureau, except an opinion of

the attorney general. Pinchot has been promising to

make a test case in the courts regarding the validity of

these fees, but as yet nothing has been done, for he is

evidently afraid to tackle the question in a court of

Fig. 11. Canal near Lemoore lined with oil.

WHAT MAY BE DONE BY PUMPING PLANT.

The Olds Gas Power Company, Lansing, Installs Plant
in Colorado.

A plant was recently installed by the Olds Gas

Power Company for Dr. W. E. Fenton, Eockyford,

Colorado, consisting of two 35 h.p. Olds gas engines
with Olds suction gas producer, and belted through
counter-shaft to a No. 12 centrifugal pump. The pump
discharges an average amount of 4,000 gallons per min-
ute on three different lifts. The total heads on the

three lifts are 16 feet, 22 feet and 35 feet. The amount
of coal used in twenty-four hours, averaging through a

ninety-day run during the irrigating season, was 1,800

pounds. Coal used, Colorado pea anthracite, costing
$6 per ton. The amount of land irrigated in the season

of 1907 was 1,850 acres, and the crops were divided as

follows :

Acreage. Price rec'd. Yield.

Wheat 400 acres 95c per bu. . 12 tons per acre.

Alfalfa 300 acres $8 per ton. . 20 bu. per acre.

Cantaloupes 450 acres. 90c per crate. 3 tons per acre.

Beets 600 acres $5 per ton. . 110 cr. per acre.

Originally the land cost from $1.25 to $5 per acre;
same land is selling now for from $65 to $125 per acre.

Total cost of installation of plant with ditches,

$6,500.

equity. Meanwhile he is inducing cattlemen to build
so-called drift fences in order to cop out his own do-
main and keep off the cattle of those men who do not

propose to pay the tax. The whole question is a consti-

tutional one and we are trying to find out if some bu-
reaucrat in Washington can usurp the business of con-

gress in authorizing taxation. Denver Field and Farm.

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE.

IRRIGATION AGE,
114 Dearborn street,

Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen: We received a letter dated January 28, 1908,

from Mr. J. Espinasse, A. M. I. C. G., from Cape Town,
Africa, stating that he saw our advertisement in your journal

relative to a booklet which we publish entitled, "The Uses of

Press Gippings," and requesting further information regard-

ing our business. We are writing you this in order to show

the lasting benefit of judicious advertising in journals that

have a wide-spread circulation. The fact is more remarkable

as we have not had an advertisement of that character in

your publication for over three years.

Wishing you every success,"Sve remain,

Very truly yours,

F. T. VON ALBADE,

President The Consolidated Press Clipping Co.
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Best Methods of Irrigating.
Corrugation Method Preferable to Flooding Amount of Water Controls Character

of Root GrowthSoil Should Have Plenty of Moisture at Planting Time.

By A. McPherson, Idaho.

Mr. McPherson's lecture on irrigation at the farm-

ers' institute at Aberdeen, Idaho, was probably the most

helpful of the series, inasmuch as it dealt with the fun-

damental principles of irrigation. Irrigation, he said,
meant the supplying of water in the right amount at

the right time. Water is the one element necessary to

plant life which is under the control of man, and the

good irrigator can control plant growth with as much
certainty, almost, as he can the shape of his buildings.
The man who does not understand something of

plant growth can never become a good irrigator. Water
must be applied in a scientific and rational manner,
because it is the lever which controls production. Moist-

ure, air, heat and plant food are the elements which
control plant growth. Water is the vehicle which car-

ries food to the plant. Descending into the soil it dis-

solves the chemical food elements, and rising by capil-

lary attraction, carries that food to the plants. Bear
in mind that it is not the water going into the soil, but

that coming up which feeds the plant. .

Plants should grow continuously from the time

the seed sprouts until they mature. If they are sup-

plied with moisture in the right quantity and in the

right way, they will do so. If the soil is saturated with

water to such an extent as to expel the air, the growth
of the plant is checked. This is one reason why irri-

gation by the corrugation method, or in small trenches.

is preferable to flooding. Bear in mind never to keep
the soil saturated. Water in the soil forms in thin

layers around the soil particles. If these particles are

cubes, with inch surfaces, there would be a film of water

on all sides of the cubes. If this cube were pulverized,
or changed to a powder, there would be as many films

as there are soil particles. Therefore a fine soil will

hold more moisture than a coarse soil, because there are

more interstices to be filled. Ten per cent of moisture

in these interstices and the balance air is about the

ideal proportion.
Thus good cultivation, in having the soil well pul-

verized, is an aid to good irrigation.
The roots of a plant are always larger than its top.

That is, the roots extend further into the ground than

its top does above it. The roots may run along near the

surface or may be made to penetrate deep into the soil.

If the soil is kept wet when the plants begin to grow,
their roots will keep near the surface. But if moisture

is withheld, the plants will hunt for it, the same as an

animal, and send their roots deep after it. The deeper
the roots go the larger the feeding ground of the plant,
and the thriftier the plant will be.

Thus, by the application of water, the irrigator

may benefit or injure plant growth. A plant with roots

near the surface will require frequent irrigation. One

deep-rooted requires much less water. Thus by start-

ing right the irrigator may either make or save himself

work.

As between the corrugating or flooding methods,
he preferred the former, for two reasons: a better and

quicker distribution of water, and less liability of check-

ing plant growth. In the corrugation or furrow method,

furrows three or four inches deep, and two feet apart,
should be made in the field immediately after planting,
before the seeds sprout. These furrows readily conduct
the water, carrying it across a field in much less time
than when flooding is resorted to, and distribute the

water more evenly. The rise of an inch or two in a
few square rods of ground is scarcely noticeable. Yet
water cannot be forced upon such ground without im-

pounding it by dams and making the low places too wet
while the high ones are getting moisture enough to make
the plants grow. Where a furrow four inches deep is

made through such high places the water flows without

interruption, and soaks in about twelve hours from one

corrugation to another, leaving the surface generally

dry, and supplying the water to the roots where it is

needed.

The best results are obtained, in permanent ditches,

by placing spouts made by nailing lath together, in the

sides of the ditches to take the water from the ditch to

the corrugations. One spout will supply two corruga-
tions. These spouts should be placed in the side of the

ditch, about one inch or so below the water level when
the gates are closed. For instance, say the fall is two
feet to the half mile, and your ditch eighteen inches

deep. If a gate were put in at the lower end of the

ditch it would back water up only three-fourths along
or across the field. But begin about two hundred yards
from the upper end of the ditch, and put in a gate that

can be raised and lowered, but not quite so high as the

banks of the ditch, so that water will run over the head-

gate instead of the embankments. By closing this gate,
it will back the water up, and leave a water line, show-

ing where to place the spouts. Further down, put in

another gate, or as many as are required. The greater
the fall, the more gates required. When you want

water, close the gates and raise the water above the

spouts. When through, raise the gates, the water level

falls, and the water passes harmlessly away. When
ditches are constructed this way it is a pleasure to irri-

gate and requires little time.

In preparing your ground for irrigation (for per-
manent fields) do it right. Made right once, it is al-

ways right. If no more than ten acres can be prepared
in one year, do it right, because it will pay in the long
run. Have your land level. By level is meant free

from knolls, with a slope. Water cannot be made to

run up hill. If the slope is too great, run the corru-

gations around the slope in steep places, or parallel
with the dtich as near as may be necessary, instead of

from it. A fall of an inch to a rod makes a good flow

for corrugations. When the land is quite level, do not

flow the water too far, but catch up in other ditches

and begin quite anew, because the upper part of the

field will become too wet before the lower part has

water enough. If the land has a good fall it will run
a quarter of a mile without injury. If it is very level

it is advisable to have cross, or catch ditches, every 400
or 500 fet. To illustrate, suppose your land is quite
level and 'has a gradual fall to the southeast, with the

water coming upon the land at the highest point, the
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northeast corner. Construct a ditch clear around the

tract, with gates so that the water can be flowed west-

ward and fed through spouts to the northern part of

the field, the surplus water passing away in the ditch

on the west. The surplus water on the field will be

The dots indicate spouts to convey water from the ditches to the

land. Spouts may also be used to drain water from the tract above, into

the cross ditches, but should be placed a little higher than the spouts
on the lower side. With a field arranged like the diagram irrigation
consists in raising and lowering headgates.

caiight up in a cross ditch, a third of the way down the

field, and may be used to water the central part of the

field, or allowed to waste in the ditch on the west, or if

it is desired to water the middle or lower parts of the

field the water can be turned down the ditch to the

east, and forced into either cross ditch as desired, and
the water confined to the land intended to be watered.

If a field cannot be properly laid out without the

services of an engineer it will be much cheaper to get
one than to try to get along in a slipshod manner by

attempting to drive the water where you want it with

a shovel. Irrigating is easy where the ditches are prop-

erly laid out. Where they are not, it is slavery.

Unless the soil has moisture sufficient to bring

grain up and keep it thriving until it is in the milky

stage, irrigate before planting. Irrigate again in the

milky stage, and with ordinary soil this should be suffi-

cient to mature the crop. When the soil five or six

inches below the surface will remain in a ball when

squeezed in the hand, it does not need water. If not, it

is time to. irrigate.

Address of Senator Clark Before
Public Land Convention

Held at Denver, Colo.. June, 1907

One of the Alluring Features of Settlement in a New Country "Two
Fawns Just Discovered." Photo Taken on Line of

Great Northern Railway.

(Concluded.)

Instead of going out freely upon the public do-

main and selecting that portion that he thinks will

make a good farm and that in his judgment is agri-
cultural land, his judgment counts for nothing and
the inspector sent to look at it is the man who
tells this farmer whether or not that land is

good farming land. Then if he has good luck, he

can get a favorable report on it and possibly in time

he can acquire a patent. I believe there have been

none acquired yet. But suppose he acquires his patent.

Gentlemen, man is a social animal. The hermit is the

exception. Men only enjoy themselves and grow when

they are associated with others. Is there a man in this

house that would go out fifty miles from the nearest

settlement and build a home if he thought he could

not have neighbors? Is there a man, a good citizen of

the United States, with a family to rear, that would
rear that family in a place where it was impossible for

him to have schools? Now, the practical effect of for-

est reserves is to isolate man and to isolate the home.

But there is something about this that I do not really

understand. The law says, as I understand it, that

these reserves shall be open for homestead settlement,

and I suppose they are ; but there is something in every

proclamation creating these forest reserves, the recent

ones, that seems at least to determine the attitude of the

forestry service toward these lands, and this is in plain

language in the proclamation itself:

"Warning is hereby given to all persons not to

make settlement upon the lands reserved by this proc-
lamation." (Laughter.)

Now, Mr. Chairman, I ought not to have talked

this long. (Eequested by many delegates to proceed.)
I have been led by the interest which I feel in this

matter. That alone has led me to appear here. The

greater part of my life has been passed in the Eocky
mountain country. God willing, when my time come&

I shall die here, and poor, scantily inhabited and bar-

ren as she may be, I am as fond and as proud of

Wyoming as our Secretary of the Interior is of the

grand old state of Ohio. I do not believe the general

Government of the United States, whatever right it may
have in law and I am not here to discuss law has any

right in morals to put a repressive hand upon a single

prospective industry in my state. (Applause.) It is

not my purpose to discuss the wisdom of the coal land

withdrawals. It would take me too long if I should

give my views upon that matter. They are somewhat

radical. But we from the very foundation in the

state of Wyoming have built largely our hope of future

development upon the individual ownership and pro-

duction of our magnificent coal fields. It goes a little

hard where men, in toil and sweat, aye, almost in

blood, have been trying to lay the foundation of a new

state, to see its foundation so rudely shaken by one act

of an administrative pen. We believe that our mag-
nificent public domain should be administered not in

the interests of the general Government, but in the

interests of the people of the state of Wyoming.
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I am getting somewhat gray, and I have some old-

fashioned ideas. I cannot agree with some ideas that

have been expressed in this city within the last three

days, that the constitution of the United States must
be interpreted according to the actual needs of the hour.

I cannot agree that the Constitution of the United

States can be amended by an act of Congress or by
an executive or administrative order. (Applause.) I

learned in my boyhood days when at school that the

only way to amend the Constitution of the United

States was in the way specified in that great document
itself. Now, Mr. President, I believe that, constitu-

tionally, and under the law, and under the compact be-

tween the original colonies organized into the Federal

Union, the lands within a state can only be held by
the general Government as a sort of trust until they
can be passed into private ownership or otherwise dis-

posed of and made available for the support of that

sovereign commonwealth. (Applause.) I would not

complain so much of this forestry service, because it has

at the foundation of it something good, and I believe

that great good can be worked out of it, but what I fear

is what the President in his Jamestown speech said

should be persisted in, and what the forester of the

United States said today was bound to come the Gov-

ernment control of our unoccupied arid lands. I have

had occasion before to say that this really meant. I had

occasion to say that if this one hundred and thirty-

seven million acres of land were stretched out over

our country it would form a strip of land two hun-

dred miles wide extending from New York to Chicago.
I take occasion now to say that if the proposed policy
of the Government is enforced it will take a strip of

land extending nearly two hundred miles wide from
New York city clear across the continent to the Golden

Gate.

Now, that is a tremendous statement, but it is

true. And that is the magnificent domain, capitalized

upon the basis which is given here, which you are

asked to entrust into the hands of one human being.

Why, gentlemen, it is appalling. One human being to

control the destinies, at his arbitrary will, of a piece
of land of those magnificent dimensions, enough to

cover great states and territories and commonwealths,
to be worked upon; if you have business upon or with-

in this territory you will carry it on under his direc-

tion; if you run cattle you will run them under his

rules and regulations; if you want four thousand head

of sheep he tells you whether you shall have them or

not. In other words, in every little detail of your busi-

ness and domestic life the ruler of this great domain is

the final arbitrator. I confess I do not like the pros-

pect. (Applause.)
And while Mr. Pinchot says upon this platform

that that thing has got to be, he is no more a repre-
sentative of the people than I am (great applause),
and I say to him that as long as the Rocky mountain

region produces the men and women it produces now,

by the Eternal, it never shall be done. (Great cheering
and prolonged applause.)

But there is this about it all, another thing I do

not like, I am afraid in my old age I am getting

cranky. I am afraid I am beginning to see things. But
I do have some sober periods, and I do have this idea,

that the more this Government is administered by rules

and regulations instead of by definite law, the worse it

is for the welfare and the prosperity of its people.

(Applause.)
An eminent gentleman has within a few days

pointed with pride to that experiment of departmental
government that we have in the Indian Territory. If

there ever was, my friend and I know there are

some Indian Territory people here and they may not

agree with me if there ever was a monumental failure

in human government in the Eepublic, that some fail-

ure is found in the Indian Territory. I am not over-

stating it. The business interests of that territory
have been paralyzed. It has largely been the fault of

Congress, but it has also largely been the fault of the

Government by red tape methods and rules and regu-
lations at long range.

Now, this is true: I believe that that government
is best which governs least, and I believe that that

government is the best that interferes the least in the
domestic and individual affairs of the citizen.

Now, we are told that there is a remedy for all

these things. We are told that if a cabinet officer or'

a bureau chief gets a little enthusiastic, works a little

overtime, that if he wrong any man, that man has his

remedy. It is true that you cannot sue the Govern-
ment of the United States, but you can sue a cabinet

officer, and I will hazard the assertion that there are

very few days that the Secretary of the Interior is not
sued.

Secretary Garfield : Above five or six times a day.
Senator Clark: About five or six times a day.

That is a good record. Nobody questions and I hope I

am not so understood the desire of the officials of this

government to render good service. Nobody questions
the desire of every goi|ernment official to give every
man his due. But government officials often err, and
we are calmly told that if they err the man has a rem-

edy by suing the Government official and bringing him
into court. Well, I can see that fellow's finish. (Laugh-
ter.) The government of the United States retains a

great many eminent gentlemen for the express purpose
of defending these acts of its departmental officers.

Unfortunately^ very few of the poor devils that are
thrown out by a forest ranger have an eminent attor-

ney retained by the year. So that the remedy is abso-

lutely ineffectual; and, Mr. Secretary, I have only to

express the hope that I have in my heart. I have the

confidence in my heart that this meeting will bear good
fruit. I believe this meeting will bring about a better

understanding between the people of this region and
the officers of the Government of the United States.

Mr. Secretary of the Interior, this people asks nothing
but what it thinks is right you must not grant less

than that.

There Are Majestic Mountains Near Flathead Lake, Montana.
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FEDERATION OF TREE-GROWING CLUBS.

Work in California.

Monterey, Cal., March, 1908.

To the Tree Growing Clubs of America Greeting.
Your president has a great deal to write about, of

things which he hopes will interest you, but will have
to give it to you in brief chapters, one at a time.

An account of one celebration of Arbor Day, by a

community in California, presents features whicl* you
might like to know of.

You must know that the officers of the Federation
of Tree Growing Clubs of America are changing the

A Hunting Party on Flathead Lake, in Montana.

date of Arbor Day in states where climatic conditions

require it, instead of adhering to April llth.

In California, after due consideration, February
22d is to be Arbor Day hereafter.

Across the Golden Gate, on the western shore of the

magnificent bay of San Francisco, Cal., is located one

of the prettiest residence villages in the world, Sausalito.

Built on the terraced hillsides there, among native

oaks, laurels and madronas, are some of the quaintest
homes to be found anywhere.

Above the town, towards the Pacific ocean, there

rises steep hills several hundred feet in height.
On a portion of these hills a few thrifty owners

planted out groves of trees a few years back which have

now attained a considerable growth, adding further

beauty to the village beneath, as well as modifying the

winds which sweep in from the ocean during the sum-
mer months.

Now, the good people of Sausalito want to cover

all of the hills completely with trees and they are en-

couraged to do so by the further consideration to in-

crease the water supply of the town, which is taken from
tunnels driven into the hills.

It seems proper to record here, in our official organ,
the names of the worthy citizens of Sausalito who man-

aged the tree planting there on February 22d and tell

how the thing was done.

The matter was taken up by the South Sausalito

Improvement and Good Government Club. They ap-

pointed a Tree Planting Committee, who proceeded to

collect funds. About $300 was soon procured, the Sau-
salito Arbor Society aiding.

G. W. Smith, a drayman, volunteered to do all

hauling free of charge.
A sub-committee under the able management of A.

S. Hinz provided a bountiful and delicious luncheon
for the workers, the good things having been donated by
the merchants of the town.

A band furnished music, which seemed to add a zest
to the planting.

Not only did the children work with a will, but
many gray haired men and women cavorted over the

steep hillside and, placing the trees in holes which had
been dug at a cost of two and a half cents each, by con-
tract.

These holes were one foot in diameter and one foot

deep, with earth loosened six inches deeper.
The trees planted were principally Monterey pines,

Monterey cypresses, Acacias and Eucalyptus.
The several owners of the land gladly gave consent

to have the trees planted, besides contributing liberally
toward the expense.

The committee have succeeded in planting 3,200
trees, but intend to set out many more.

It was demonstrated that children can be made to
do tree planting properly and have a jolly good time
doing it.

Had the children been drilled and taught some-
thing on lines of military discipline they would have
done better.

The mischievous spirit was evidenced by finding as

many as eight trees planted in one hole.

I recommended that a tree planting brigade be

organized about a month previous to a planting day.
Have the teachers appoint a captain, lieutenants,

sergeants and corporals, holding them responsible for
the conduct of the rank and file.

The names of the Sausalito Tree Planting Commit-
tee are as follows: Chairman, S. P. Holden; secretary
0. F. Meldon; W. A. Coulter, H. E. Bloomer, E. P.

Greer, Manuel Flores, A. J. Hinz, Frank C. Pistolesi,

George W. Smith, Joseph Lowder and C. L. Benton.

Lumbering as Carried On Along Line of Great Northern Railway.

Mrs. George A. Story of the Arbor Society deserves

special mention as a booster and collector.

At a subsequent meeting of the Improvement club,
which was largely attended, your president had the

honor of addressing these civic pride citizens.

The "get-busy-and-do" spirit of the club brought
the town mayor, three town trustees and a number of

prominent citizens to ask that they be elected members.

Long live the S. S. I. and G. G. Club !

H. A. GREENE,
President F. of T. G. C. of A.
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RECLAMATION SERVICE NEWS.

RECENT INFORMATION CONCERNING GOVERNMENT WORK.

Bids recently opened in Chicago for furnishing 12,000
barrels ol' cement for various irrigation projects now under

construction by the Government indicate a noticeable decrease

in the price of that commodity.
The Reclamation Service has twenty-seven big irrigation

projects under construction requiring thousands of barrels

of cement. The unprecedented demand for cement all over

the west for the past two years so overtaxed the capacity of

the mills that many of the Government's requests for bids

were turned down and those that were received were at prices
that materially increased the cost of construction.

Nine bids were received for i'urnishing the cement above

referred to, the prices given being for delivery freight on
board cars at the works. The lowest was" from Kansas at

90 cents per barrel. One was received from Chicago at 95

cents per barrel, and one at 98 cents a barrel. The other

prices ranged from $1.05 to as high as $1.60 in California.

Approximately 32,000 acres of land lying in Townships
24, 25 and 26 N.. Ranges 61 to 65 W., 6th P. M., which were
withdrawn in connection with the North Platte irrigation proj-

ect, Wyoming-Nebraska, have been restored to the public

domain, and will become subject to settlement and entry on

such dates and after such notice by publication as the Secre-

tary ol' the Interior may prescribe.
The Secretary of the Interior has awarded contract to

the Marquette Cement Manufacturing Company, of Chicago,

The Secretary of the Interior has awarded the following
contracts for furnishing electrical apparatus :

To the Northern Electrical Manufacturing Company, of

Madison, Wis., a ten K.W. generator and .switchboard to be
used in the operation of gates at the Pathfinder dam, North
Platte irrigation project, Wyoming-Nebraska, contract price,

$400.
To the General Electric Company, ol' Schenectady, N. Y.,

at 75 K.W. generator and switchboard to be used in the

operation of the gates at Laguna dam, Yuma irrigation proj-
ect, California-Arizona, contract price, $1,783.

Buring January 700 head of stock and 280 men were em-
ployed in the construction of the Yuma levees, Yuma irriga-
tion project, California-Arizona. About 165,000 cubic yards
of material were moved. An additional force of men were
employed and started work about the middle of the month
on Laguna dam. It is the intention between now and the

high water period to complete the dam to the level of the new
levee on the Arizona side ot' the Colorado river, and to the

line of the old levee on the California side, getting ready to

cross the river during low water next spring.
An extension of time of eleven months has been granted

to Mr. Charles Herrman, of Conconully, in which to com-
plete his contract for clearing Conconully reservoir site, Okan-
agon irrigation project, Washington. The contractor was un-

avoidably delayed in the prosecution of his work by reason
of the stringency in the labor market, making it impossible
to maintain an adequate force, and the impossibility of burn-

ing material during the remaining part ol' the season on ac-

count of rain and snow. The Secretary of the Interior there-

A Winter Scene on the Flathead R
Northern

111., for furnishing 12,000 barrels of Portland cement for use
in the construction of reclamation works in Wyoming, Mon-
tana, North Dakota and Nebraska. The contract price is

$1.35 per barrel f. o. b. cars at La Salle, 111.

The Secretary of the Interior granted "5n extension oi'

time to the Billings Construction Company, of Billings, Mont.,
to February 29. 1908, for the completion of their contract to

construct the Corbett dam, Shoshone Irrigation project. Wy-
oming. This work is now completed with the exception of

installing the headgates for the Corbett tunnel and the sluice

gates for Corbett dam.
The following described lands under the Okanogan irri-

gation project, Washington, which have been segregated 1'ronr

any form of disposition whatever under the public land laws,
have been restored to homestead entry in accordance with the

terms of the Reclamation Act :

WILLAMETTE PRINCIPAL MEREDIAN.
T.34 N., R.26 E.. all Sees. 1, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 21 to 28

incl.; ~E.y2 Sec. 29; all Sees. 31 and 32; E l
/2, E*/i,

NWJ4. E^, SWy4 and SW^ SW^, Sec. 33; all Sec. 34;
and W/2 Sec. 35.

eservation, Montana, on the Great
Railway.

fore advanced the date of completion from December 1, 1907,
to November 1, 1908.

An extension of three months and a half has been granted
to Mr. Henry C. DeLaney, of Williston, N. D., for the com-
pletion of his contract. The contractor was delayed in his

work by the scarcity of laborers, the unusually severe weather,
and the encountering ol' unexpected quantities of wet ma-
terial and other materials difficult to handle. This extension
advances the date of completion to June 1, 1908.

Contract has been awarded to Fairbanks, Morse & Co.,
of Chicago, 111., for furnishing two 50 horse power producer
gas engines to operate the large wheel pump which is to be
installed under the Yuma irrigation project, California-
Arizona.

Contract has also been awarded by the Secretary of the

Interior to the Western American Gas Company, of Phanix,
Ariz., for furnishing a plant for producing gas to operate
these engines. This plant will use crude oil as a i'uel, the

gas being similar to producer gas made from bituminous
coals.
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Supreme Court Decisions

Irrigation Cases

NONUSER OF WATER RIGHTS.
Mere nonuser of a water right does not show abandon-

ment thereof. Facts and circumstances showing an intention

to abandon must appear.
In re Daly, Commissioner. Supreme Court of New York,

Appellate Division, 108 N. Y. Supp. 635.

DISSENTING STOCKHOLDERS IN WATER COMPANY.

A stockholder of a quasi public corporation, engaged in

supplying water i'or public use, is bound by the action of the

holders of two-thirds of the stock and the directors consent-

ing to a transfer of the property, franchise, and business of

the corporation.
Graham v. Pasadena Land & Water Co. Supreme Court

of California, 93 Pacific 498.

REVOKING LICENSE TO TAKE WATER.

The fact that plaintiffs were permitted to take water from
the ditch owned by the other company until they could ar-

range to pump water i'rom defendant's canal would not pre-

vent defendant from revoking the permission .
which was

ACTION TO ESTABLISH WATER RIGHTS JUDGMENT.
Where one only claimed a right to use 20 inches of water

of a stream for domestic purposes and to irrigate his land,
a judgment awarding him that amount, but not showing the
purpose for which it might be used, did not entitle him nor
his successor to transport water beyond the watershed for
other uses.

Pomona Land & Water Co. v. San Antonio Water Co.
Supreme Court of California, 93 Pacific 881.

IRRIGATION STATUTE REMEDIAL.

Sess. Laws 1899, p. 235, c. 105, providing for a change ol'

the point of diversion of water from an irrigation ditch, is

purely remedial, and one of its objects is to prevent a multi-
plicity of suits, and not to allow a change to be made until
all persons who might be affected thereby are notified and
given an opportunity to be heard.

Lower Latham Ditch Co. v. Bijou Irrigation Co. Supreme
Court of Colorado, 93 Pacific 483.

ACQUISITION OF WATER RIGHTS BY PRESCRIPTION.

Where plaintiff and defendant water companies agreed
upon a division of the natural flow of a stream at a dam,
subject to the right ot' another to use 20 inches for a specific
purpose, and defendant acquired such right, though it did
not have a right to use water thereunder for another purpose,
where for a long time it openly, notoriously and under a

Hifnting Is Fine Sport in the Flathead Country On Line of Great
Northern Railway.

granted as a mere accommodation, even if it amounted to a

parlor license.

Lanham v. Wenatchee Canal Co. Supreme Court of

Washington, 93 Pacific 522.

DIVERSION OF WATER -JURISDICTION OF COURT.

Unless Sess. Laws 1899, p. 235, c. 105, providing for a
change of the point of diversion of water from an irrigation
ditch, the district court has jurisdiction to render a decree

permitting a change in the point of diversion I'rom one water
district to another.

Lower Latham Ditch Co. v. Bijou Irrigation Co. Supreme
Court of Colorado, 93 Pacific 483.

RIGHT TO CHANGE POINT OF DIVERSION.
The right to change the point of diversion or place of

use water, which has been obtained as the result of .an

appropriation, is one of the incidents of ownership, independ-
ent of statute, and the only limitation upon it is that the

rights of others be not infringed.
Lower Latham Ditch Co. v. Bijou Irrigation Co. Supreme

Court of Colorado, 93 Pacific 483.

claim of right diverted the water for another purpose to a

point near the dam and did not allow it to flow over it for

division, it acquired a prescriptive title to the quantity used.

Pomona Land & Water Co. v. San Antonio Water Co.

Supreme Court of California, 93 Pacific 881.

RECORD OF WATER CONTRACT.

A contract by which a water company agrees to furnish

through its canal to the owner of certain land, water to irri-

gate it, for a term of years, he to make certain yearly pay-
ments therefor, is not to be recorded in the book in which

County Government Act, 120, subd. 1 (St. 1897, p. 484, c.

277) provides that "deeds, grants, transfers and mortgages"
of real estate shall be recorded ;

but the book provided by
subdivision 12 for recording "such other writings as are re-

quired or permitted by law to be recorded," and in which it

has been the custom to record water contracts and other agree-
ments of like character, is the proper book in which to record

it, so as to give constructive notice thereof.

Stanislaus Water Co. v. Bachman. Supreme Court of

California, 93 Pacific 858.
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IRRIGATION SALVAGE AND DEVELOPED WATER.

Where, under a contract with defendant, plaintiffs were

only entitled to one-hall' of the natural flow of a stream as

it reached a dam, any water defendant saved by impounding
the water above and bringing it to the dam by pipe line, thus

saving the water otherwise lost by seepage, etc., above the

dam, and any water developed from the bed of the stream,

are essentially new waters, and the right to use and dis-

tribute them belongs to defendant, under the principle that,

where one is entitled to use a given amount of water at a

given point, he may not complain of any prior use made of

the water not impairing the quantity or quality to which he

is entitled, and that he may not claim any excess of water

over the amount to which he is entitled however it may be

produced.
Pomona Land & Water Co. v. San Antonia Water Co.

Supreme Court of California, 93 Pacific 881.

IRRIGATION CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS.

Const. 1879, art. 14, declaring the use of waters appro-

priated for sale, rental, or distribution to ie a public use

subject to the regulation of the state as shall be prescribed

by law, and that the right to collect compensation 1'or water

supplied to any county, city or town, or the inhabitants thereof,

cannot be exercised except by authority of and in the manner

prescribed by law, does not prevent a landowner acquiring

and attaching to his land a right to the permanent use of

water; and, in the absence of exercise of the power, dele-

gated by statute to county boards of supervisors, of control

and regulation of waters outside of cities, the terms of a

contract 1'or furnishing water for irrigation, for a term of

years, at a fixed yearly rental, remain in full force, and con-

stitute the measure of the rights of the parties.

Stanislaus Water Co. v. Bachman. Supreme Court of

California. 82 .Pacific 858.

Big Fork, Flathead Lake, on Line of Great Northern Railway.

BREACH OF IRRIGATION CONTRACT.

A paragraph of a charge, in an action for breach of a

contract, whereby defendant was to I'urnish sufficient water
for plaintiff's rice crop, but exempting him from liability

should there be insufficient water, provided a reasonable effort

was made to procure the same, that under the contract de-

fendant obligated himself to use his best judgment and all

reasonable effort to furnish such an amount of water as ac-

cording his judgment was sufficient, was not subject to the

objection that it made defendant the sole judge as to the

effort necessary to procure the water supply, where the court

expressly informed the jury that defendant obligated himsell'

to use all efforts reasonably at his command, and further

charged that, if defendant did not use reasonable efforts to

furnish the water, to find for plaintiff.

Kelly v. Corrington. Court of Civil Appeals of Texas,
105 Southwestern 1155.

ADVERSE POSSESSION OF WATER COURSE.

An irrigation company let a water power and gin site

to plaintiff for 10 years, reserving the right to use or dispose
of the surplus water over the amount necessary to operate
a gin. Plaintiff leased the premises to D. from year to year
until the "in burned, after which defendant obtained a con-

veyance from the irrigation company of the "surplus water,"
and later obtained a transfer of D.'s rights. Both convey-

ances recited the conveyance under which plaintiff claimed,
and defendant testified that at the time he bought- D.'s in-

terest D. informed him that he had arrangements with plain-
tiff to use the site and water power for 10 years, and that

he was to gin 10 bales ol' plaintiff's cotton as rental, etc., and
also stated that he intended to pay plaintiff for the use of the

premises and water power, but that plaintiff tendered him no
cotton to gin. Held, that defendant's occupation of the site

and water power was not adverse to plaintiff.

Briggs v. Avary. Court of Civil Appeals of Texas, 106
Southwestern 904.

MECHANICS' LIEN ON IRRIGATION WORKS.
Under Act. Cong. June 11, 1896, c. 420, 29 Stat. 434, 6

Fed. St. Ann. p. 398 [U. S. Comp. St. 1901, p. 1556], which
is supplementary to Carey Act. Aug. 4, 1894, c. 208, 28 Stat.

226, 6 Fed. St. Ann. pp. 396-398 [U. S. Comp. St. 1901, p.

1552], Act Aug. 18, 1894, c. 301, 28 Stat. 422 [U. S. Comp.
St. 1901, p. 1554], and the act of the Legislature of the state

of Idaho of March 2, 1899 (Sess. Laws 1899, p. 282), accept-
ing the provisions of the Carey act, and providing for the

reclamation, occupation and disposal of lands thereunder, a
lien is granted in favor of the person, company, or associa-
tion contracting for the construction of canals and reclama-
tion works for the irrigation of arid lands thereunder, and
such lien extends to all lands in the segregation that can be
irrigated by such system, to the full extent of the price per
acre for which such persons, company or association con-
tracts and

. agrees to sell water rights, and the contractor or
subcontractor performing work under such person, company
or association is entitled to the benefit of the lien laws to
secure the payment to him for such work to the full extent
of the title, interests, rights and claims of the company hav-

ing the contract from the state, and to the full extent of,

and commensurate with, the lien rights of such company.
Nelson Bennett Co. v. Twin Falls Land 6" Water Co.

Supreme Court of Idaho, 93 Pacific 789.

OPPORTUNITIES IN WEST.

In an article written for an eastern magazine, Mr.
L. A. Huffman, a well known writer of Miles City,

Mont., gives a lot of good information concerning the

new line of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul railway
and its numerous feeders in the Dakotas and other

western states. Mr. Huffman says that "nowhere in

the United States, under like conditions, upon a solid

a-rea of plowable, black loam, in a like space of time,
will go vast a number of home seekers be accommodated,

yet I dare to say, -first hand, having just finished a drive

of three hundred miles or more along the extension of

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul railway between

Marmarth, N. D., on the Little Missouri and the Mus-
selshell River, in the heart of northern Montana, that

there remain within five to twenty miles of this new
line to the Pacific Coast, thousands of homesteads well

worth your while to look at, and which will be occupied
within the coming twelvemonth."

Continuing, Mr. Huffman says : "Miles of prairie
across which steam plows must soon be striking furrows
and traction engines hauling grain to the elevators at

Marmarth, which is the first division point on the St.

Paul road east of Miles City, and, in the writer's opin-

ion, to become the county seat of the new county of

Hamilton, and within two years the most important

shipping point for grain and live stock between the Da-
kota line and the Yellowstone. All the roads on the

Little Beaver, Box Elder, and in the Little Missouri

Valley point naturally toward Marmarth. The Milwau-

kee Land Company will hold auction sales of lots in

Marmarth in the spring of 1908, and everything indi-

cates that this will be one of the red letter sales of the

West, both as to maximum bid for first choice and for

aggregate sales."
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Track laying on the Pacific Coast extension of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul railway goes on at both

the east and west ends. Only fifty miles remain to be

laid, which means that the track-laying gangs will meet

somewhere on the Yellowstone by March 1st. May will

probably see the first homeseekers' excursions headed

this way. The high priced irrigated valley lands will

he used for specialized crops, by the truck fanner,
fruit grower, etc. The cost of grubbing sage brush

since the advent of the four and six-horse grubbers do-

ing custom work at the rate of six to ten acres a day
is now $1.25 to $1.50 per acre.

HOW WE GROW SUGAR BEETS AND MARKET
THEM.

BY JNO. T. HALL.

NOW READY THE AMERICAN GOVERNMENT.

We have just published a work entitled "The American
Government," edited by H. C. Gauss, Esq. Mr. Gauss is a

trained journalist at present occupying the responsible position
of Private Secretary to Attorney General Bonaparte.

This book not only gives a list of all offices of sufficient

importance to be filled by Presidential appointment and sub-

ject to confirmation by the Senate, but a complete statement

of the powers and duties pertaining to each office and the

salary attached thereto. How many Americans are there who
could tell precisely what the powers and responsibilities of the

United States District Attorney or the Collector of the Port

are, and the extent oi' power vested in the hands of Bank
Examiners and the Comptroller of the Currency, and to what
work of reference could they turn for full information upon
these subjects?

This book contains information upon points of law, pro-
cedure and custom not known to many of even the best in-

formed citizens. Not many know that the terms of the Post-

master General and the Comptroller of the Currency extend a

month beyond the term of the President who appointed them,
and that the Postmaster General, unlike other Cabinet officers,

can be removed by the President only with the consent of the

Senate. Few know that the United States Senators and

Representatives have a right to select, subject to the passing
of examinations, cadets in the Naval Academy, but have no
such right with reference to the Military Academy, for which
their selections are merely advisory, the President having
the sole power of appointment. These and many hundreds
of other facts as little familiar are brought out in this useful

volume.
What American traveling abroad or contemplating going

abroad but would gladly know the duties and powers of the

American Ambassador and Minister, the Consul General and
the American Consul ; what their duties are not only to the

Government they represent, but to American citizens who
visit the countries to which they are accredited as well. Not
long since a famous New Yorker lost a suit in the United
States Circuit Court involving more than $100,000. He de-

sired to appeal it to the Supreme Court of the United States,

but was astounded at being told by his lawyers that they were
not sure that he could appeal it, and to his astonishment the

Supreme Court refused to hear the case. Now this book tells

just what cases can be heard in United States Courts and the

jurisdiction of each court; and also covers all points likely

to come up about the Government and its officials in all their

relations at home and abroad.
The book makes a volume of nine hundred pages, bound

in half morocco, and the price is $5. It is a book of refer-

ence for American citizens and for foreigners who desire full

and authentic information as to the organization of the United
States Government.

L. R. HAMERSLY & Co.,

1 West 34th street,

$2.
-mtmtummtm
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RECLAMATION AND IRRIGATION IN THE SAC-
RAMENTO VALLEY.

The snowball keeps rolling and growing as it rolls.

Our modest efforts in stirring up interest in this all-

absorbing proposition have already been crowned with

considerable success. The most progressive journals of

California: are now devoting columns to the subject
where formerly they grudgingly doled out an occa-

sional paragraph only. Even conservative publications
like the Sacramento Bee, Sacramento Union and Sacra-

mento News have considered the pneumatic pipe dredge
of sufficient importance to the ever present reclamation

problem of Central California to give considerable space
to accounts of the work that has already been, done by
this ingenious device in the Sacramento City park, and

to speak of it in the most friendly ways. But to us the

pneumatic pipe dredge is only a means towards accom-

plishing a greatly to be desired end a means that we
favor because we see through it the possibility .of eco-

nomically producing results of permanent reclamation of

the 1,500,000 acres of low lying valley lands now sub-

ject to overflow, that must be accomplished before the

other 2,000,000 acres of higher land in the Sacramento

valley which is suffering equally, though not from a sur-

plus of water, but rather from a lack of it, can by irri-

gation be brought into profitable cultivation.

The following letter from one of our subscribers,

with the pamphlets that accomplished it, has been read

by us with much pleasure :

Calusa, Cal., March 25, 1908.

D. H. Anderson Pub. Co.,

Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen: I have read with interest your article

on the reclamation of lands adjacent to the Sacramento

River, and have also read most all matters published dur-

ing my residence here of 30 years on that subject. I am
led to believe that you are not aware of the data gathered

by the Hydrographic Bureau, assisted by the state for

many years, of which the main excerpts are given in a

pamphlet containing the speeches made at the 'Red Bluff

Banquet.' I am forwarding you this pamphlet, which will

no doubt be read with much interest, and also inclose here-

with my views as expressed under date of June 1, 1907, on
the matter of correcting the evils now and always existing
on our river. I might have included the Iron Canyon
reservoir site, but I picked out what promise the largest
results, as that should be the starter, which then could be
followed up by the others. The Red Bluff people are now
agitating the Iron Canyon project and trust that they may
succeed in furthering the scheme. Trie'Orland project
now about to be started is too small to deserve mention, as

you will note from the pamphlet, that its contents are
small. But after some of the large reservoirs are built,

and the flow of the river regulated thereby, let us use the

increased flow during the ordinarily low stages of the river

to correct the course of the same, and in that way use
nature to do what it has undone before, i. e., to straighten
the channel wherever necessary, by the aid of wingdams,
the same as has been done in Europe for over 100 years.
As the river invariably takes the dirt from one side, forms
an eddy opposite and deposites that dirt just opposite that
wash or excavation, it shows us that, by directing the cur-
rent against that "point," "projection," or quarter or half-

moon or horse-shoe bend, that it will take that dirt and
put it back again to the place where it took it from. It is

that straightening on the other hand which will cause an
increased flow in the river and consequently deepen the

channel, when that time comes. And at that time, when
the reservoirs shall be operating, there will also not be the
amount of silt in the water which the river carries now, to

again fill any excavating done now, by dredger or other-
wise, because the reservoirs will act as settling basins, and
stream regulators both.

I do not think that my treatise would do for publica-
tion now, because it is unwise to do anything that might
be antagonistic to any enterprise started, having in mind
the Iron Canyon movement of the Red Bluff people at
present. But I do believe that my argument is only a plain
exhibit of the facts, and along s-trictly business lines.

and will, if carried out, save many millions of dollars, that
is bound to be frittered away by going at it in a round*
about way, to get finally the same results. Everybody
would save money, the city of San Francisco, the state,
and the land owners all along the river, and we may in-
clude all the larger cities north of San Francisco, as their

growth will soon cause a shortage of water for them also,
only they cannot as yet see it. I am one of your sub-
scribers, and it is the interest I take in your publication as
well as the valley which causes me to write this.

Very truly,

JOHN C. MOGK.
Mr. Mogk's letter is a sample of many we are re-

ceiving, showing the intense interest that exists among
the land owners in California, who of course have the
most at stake, and through whom, as we stated in a
former article, must come the action that will start the

good work going. We can take no exception to the
views expressed by him in the pamphlet enclosed with
his letter, though our understanding is that the govern-
ment engineers who have most thoroughly investigated
this whole subject have decided that the Sacramento
Kiver must first be restored to its original level before

any permanent reclamation and irrigation of lands
should be undertaken. It goes without question that
the main sewer must be cleaned before any work is done
on the laterals. Hence we feel it the part of wisdom to
concentrate all efforts on that part of the work and with
that once done thoroughly and for all time, the second
section will naturally be the utilization of the water to

bring about the cultivation through irrigation of the

largest possible acreage of arable lands.

We have also received a number of inquiries for
detailed descriptions of the pneumatic pipe dredge, and
have endeavored to supply the information, fw this

dredge promises to work marvels in the reclaiming of

land, since its low cost of construction and its efficiency
make it possible for one or two property owners to club

together to reclaim their own land.

The dredges ordinarily used in reclamation projects
cost from $75,000 to $150,000 to build. This is too great
an outlay for the average property owner, and conse-

quently the dredging is usually carried on by dredging
companies who charge a high price for their services, so
that very little independent reclamation work is carried
on by small property owners.

It is to the small property owners, therefore, that
the pneumatic dredge will appeal, for a dredge that will

handle from 1,000 to 2,500 cubic yards of soil per day
can be built in a few weeks for from $5,000 to $10,000,
and when its work is finished the machinery, which is all

standard machinery, can be sold for a large percentage
of the original cost. Of course, if the state and federal

governments should take up reclamation on a large
scale, say in the Sacramento Valley, large pneumatic
dredges will do the work with greater dispatch than any
other type of dredge and small independent reclamation

projects would not have to be undertaken, but reclama-
tion on so large a scale is not a project that is likely to

be undertaken immediately. The pneumatic dredge,
therefore, seems to have come as the poor man's friend,
for with the expenditure of a few thousand dollars, and
under low operating expense, a property owner can re-

claim and protect his land without the necessity of

waiting for concerted action on the part of his neigh-
bors. It is this feature of the pneumatic dredge that

appealed strongly to us the first time we saw it in opera-
tion, and its importance to the welfare of districts that

require reclamation, and protection from flood waters

cannot be over-estimated.

Next month we will endeavor to procure cuts and

photographs that will give a good idea of the operations
of this remarkable device.
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WHAT IS A WATER RIGHT?

JNO. G. HALL.

The question, What is a water right? cannot be

answered specifically, so in the explanation I shall call

attention to certain existing conditions :

First, a water right belonging to a canal is an ap-

propriation of the waters of the river after prior appro-

priations or rights of earlier ditches have been satisfied.

This apropriation is decreed by court. Following is an
illustration of an appropriated water right: A certain

ditch is drawing three hundred feet of water at the

head of the canal. If the stipulated number of rights
in this canal is four hundred, then the three hundred
feet of water must be divided into four hundred equal

parts, each part being a water right containing a

given number of inches. A farmer with a specified
tract of land can own one or more rights if he chooses.

Each right has a market value and is transferable like a

horse, cow or any other piece of personal property. The
owner of ten rights in the canal has a right to draw ten

times as much water as the owner of one right. The
division is always made on a basis of a single water

right. River supplies of water generally fluctuate from

day to day. This causes the amount per water right to

fluctuate also. However, a water right is the pro rata

share of the water in the canal as it fluctuates from
dav to dav.

BOOKS ON
X

Irrigation and Drainage
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A GREAT LAND OPENING-

WASHINGTON, D. C., March 11, 1908.

Special to THE IRRIGATION AGE.
A number of exceptional opportunities will be of-

fered this spring by the government for enterprising
and intelligent farmers to secure choice farms on a

dozen or more large irrigation projects which are now

nearing completion.

Owing to the rapid narrowing of the limits of the

unoccupied public domain, it is doubtful if these op-

portunities will ever occur again. It is probable, there-

fore, that the West will see one of the greatest influxes

of homeseekers in 1908 that has been witnessed in

many years.
The great fertility and wonderful crop yields from

irrigated lands, and the favorable terms the government
offers settlers, warrants the belief that before the year
closes not a single farm will be without its entryman.
These farms are located in North Dakota, Montana,

Wyoming and Nevada.
A letter addressed to the Statistician, U. S. Recla-

mation Service, Washington, D. C., will seure full infor-

mation concerning the location, soil, climate, crop pos-

sibilities, and terms of disposal.

Send $2*50 for The Irrigation

Age one year and

The Primer of Irrigation

Oxford Hotel
DENVER, COLORADO

At the OXFORD HOTEL, Denver, Colorado, you will

find all the leading men interested in irrigation and
all of its branches.
Denver is the logical irrigation center of the United
States. You will find nearly everyone engaged hi or
interested in irrigation projects stopping at the Oxford
Located half a block from the Union Depot: Fire
Proof, Modern. European Plan and Popular
Prices

THE
HAMILTON-BROOKS CO.

PROPRIETORS:

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation Age, one year, and

the Primer of Irrigation, a 260-page finely illustrated

work for new beginners in irrigation.

BEFORE YOU BUY A LEVEL
Write for descriptive circulars of the

BOSTROM IMPROVED FARM
AND BUILDERS' LEVELS

Practical up-to-date instruments
that anyone can use. Recommend-
ed by professional men of repute
and by the most progressive far-
mers of the country for irrigation,
drainage and building purposes.
Prices : $ I 2.5O and S25.OO

including Telescope, Tripod
and Rod.

BOSTROM-BRADY MFC; CO.
85 W. Alabama St. - - ATLANTA, CA.

Write to-day Motsinger Auto Sparker
starts and runs

Gas Engines without Batteries.
No other machine can do it successfully for lack

of original patents owned by us. No twist mo-
tion in our drive. No belt or switch necessary.
No batteries whatever, for make and break or
jump-spark. Water and dust-proof. Fully
guaranteed

MOTSINGER DEVICE M'F'G. CO.,
Ill Main Street, Pendleton, Ind., U.S.A.

Bates & Edmonds
Motor Co.

Engines For All Purposes
From iyt to 25 H. P.

Operate on
Gasoline, Gas,
Distillate or
Alcohol.

Nearly 10,000
in use.

That's the
Proof.

State your power
needs and send for

catalogue

Bates & Edmonds Motor Co.
IVIioIn.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Agriculture
The Potato Special train sent out by

the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad un-

der the auspices of the Colorado Agri-
cultural College, is making history and
is daily adding to the popularity of the

Great Scenic line whose management
not only encourages but lends most val-

uable aid in carrying to the farmers

along their line in Colorado the men ol'

science and practice who have made a

success of potato growing. This feature

of extension work, which is conducted

by Prof. H. M. Cottrell and his asso-

ciates, is meeting with the enthusiastic

and cordial approval of the farmers.

Crowds travel miles to greet these zeal-

ous workers for Colorado's welfare.

The best possible demonstration that

the work is being well done is shown
in the results produced. The farmers
are not only receiving instruction in

seed selection, cultivation, marketing,
etc., but by means of modern machinery
'carried along for the purpose, practical
demonstrations are given and methods

explained by specialists who have de-

voted the best part of their lives to the

study. Some of the most successful

farmers in the state are giving freely
of their time and experience to the grow-
ers of the western slope who are anxious
to profit by the work offered by the

College.

LOW PRICES ON HIGH-GRADE
VEHICLES AND HARNESS.
There are few business concerns in

this country that have a stronger hold

upon the public than the Elkhart Car-

riage and Harness Manufacturing Com-
pany. For over thirty-five years over
a third of a century they have been

manufacturing vehicles and harness and

selling them, not to jobbers, wholesalers
and dealers, but always direct to the peo-
ple who use them.

Direct dealing would not alone have

given them the hold they have upon the

public. But they have dealt honorably.

They have been manufacturing high-
class goods and selling them direct on
narrow margins of profit. People all

over this country have learned to know
this and the result is that the Elkhart

Carriage and Harness Manufacturing
Company now enjoys the proud distinc-

tion of being the largest manufacturers
in the world doing business direct with
the people.

It goes without saying that we think
it one of the best places in the country
to buy vehicles and harness. The ve-
hicles and harness are known every-
where as high grade. As to prices, no
one can read the advertisements regu-
larly appearing in this paper without be-

ing convinced that they are right.
The Company's great catalogue shows

200 styles of Vehicles and 65 styles ol'

Harness. The time honored Elkhart

plan is to send everything on approval.
It costs you nothing if you are not satis-

fied on style, quality or price. Write the

Company for the big catalogue, at Elk-

hart, Indiana. It means the saving of

from a third to a half on the price on

everything you may want to buy in the

vehicle or harness line.

IUMPS WATER
Day and Night Automatically

Lowin first cost, easy to install, no expense
^^^ to operate, any capacity desired lor Country

Homes, Farms, Dairies, Gardens, Irrigation
Town Plants, Railroad Tanks, etc.

Rife Hydraulic Rams
liaise water SO feet for every foot of
fall. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Over
7,000 In use. If there jsa stream, spring
or pond within a mile-

Write For Free Plans and Book.

pet our Free Trial Offer.

Rife Engine Co.
-'(if! Trinity Bldg.
NEW YORK

THE KTJRAL ROAD
GRADER AO DITCHER
TOWNSHIP TRUSTEES and all others in-

terested in better roads should send for de-
scriptive catalogue. Farmers use tbem to
make Ditches and Roads. Sold on trial to
prove their merits. I also manufacture Cap-
stan Power DITCHING MACHINES AND
STUMP PULLERS.
C. D.EDWARDS,ALBERT LEA,

RIDER AGENTS WANTED
In each town to ride and exhibit sample
Bicycle. Write for special cffer.
We Ship on Approval -without a cent

deposit, allow 10 DAYS FREE TRIAU
and prepay freight on every bicycle.
FACTORY PRICES on bicycles,tire*

undries. Do not buy until youreceiveourcat-
nheardofpricesamlmarvKtousspetialoff'er

MEAD CYCLE CO., Dept. T 242 Chicago, III.

Vulcan

Steam Shovels

For Digging Irrigation

Ditches, Canals, etc.

10 Standard Sizes

The Vulcan Iron Works Co.
130 Vulcan Place

TOLEDO. OHIO

fofvill

Increase Your fruit Pro/il

XPT.R1CHM

FRUIT
GROWING

It tells how the veteran editor
of Green's Fruit Grower, who
was first a banker, succeeded In .

f
Fruit Growing. It elves in detail, 1

F step by step, his thirty years sue- 1
cess in growing strawberries, rasn-
berries, blackberries, grapes, ab.
pies, peaches, pears and cherries.

I He tells how to propagate fruit and
J
shows beginners how to start.This 'BooWs Free
i also a copy of Green's Fruit i

^Magazine.
Postal brings them. J

I DOLE
BOOK FOR
\I-CENI

Green's FrultGrowir Co.,
Boi 43.

GOES LIKE SIXTY
.SELLS LIKE SIXTY?

I
SELLS FOR SIXTY

GILSON
I GASOLENE

TENGINE
For Pumping, Cream

ators, Churns.Wash Ma-
Ichmes, etc. PBBE TEIAL

Ask for catalog-all sizes

GILSON MFG. CO. 74 fitl St. Port Washington, Wia

Elkhart Buggies and Harness
are sold direct from our

factory to the user. In buy-
ing from us you save the dealer's

expenses and profits. 35 Years Sell-

ing Direct is our record, and we
are today

The Largest Manu-
facturers in the World

selling to the con-
No. 315. Light Extension Top Surrey with anmar ^Ynlnciv^lv
Double Fenders. Price complete, S78.OO. ? ,

MUMM ciy.
AS good as sells for 836 more. \Ve snip lor exam-
ination and approval, guaranteeing safe delivery.
No cost to you if not satisfied as to style, qualit;
and price. Over 200 styles of Vehicles and

"

65 styles of Harness. Send for new,
_-, free catalogue.TOP ELKHART CARRIAGE &

New Free HARNESS MFG. co.

Catalogue 1

I Ikharl, Ind.

No. 656. ComblneOlon Bu

tjl feat. Bike gear n<t <

Price oomplcte, S64.5O. At tood M "lit
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OPPORTUNITY
FOR CAPITAL
I have secured title to 12,000 acres

of wonderfully productive land in

Sweetgrass County, Montana,
within six miles of a trans-conti-

nental railway. Eight thousand
acres of this body are under ditch

with an abundance of water. This
land will readily command from
one to two hundred dollars per
acre when cultivated to sugar
beets and other high grade crops.
The additional four thousand

acres are susceptible of farming
under the "dry farming" system.

This entire tract may be purchased at an ex-

ceedingly low price and it can be exploited and
colonized, and will readily show a profit of four
to six hundred per cent. I would like to show
this ranch to possible purchasers. Address

J. F. BRODIE, Dickinson, N. D.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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AT HARVEST TINE
Every break-down at harvest time means time lost.

Every minute lost may mean grain lost.

Every bit of grain lost means profit lost.

You cannot afford to take chances on break-downs
and delays with harvesting machines built of doubtful
materials.

You don't have to.

Because the International Harvester Company has

bought mines to get the best ore built its own mills to

produce the best iron and steel, bought timber lands and
built its own saw mills to give you material in your
harvesting machines that you can always depend upon.

An individual manufacturing concern could not afford
to take such precautions to protect you against poor ma-
terials, but the manufacturers of the

Champion, McCormlck, Osborne,
Deorinjj, Milwaukee, Piano,

Harvesting Machines
save you many dollars by putting always-dependable ma-
terial into their machines.

The modern harvester is essentially a structure of iron

and steel, and even as far back as the Mexican War time,
the founder of one of the company's plants, witfi only one
factory turning out his machines, was compelled to join
with two other manufacturers, in the erection of their own
iron foundry so that they could give the farmers machines
built of good iron.

Today, in order to give you the best materials in your
harvesting machines, the International Harvester Com-
pany is compelled to own, in addition to its fourteen com-
plete manufacturing plants:

22,459 acres of coking coal lands in Kentucky.
100,000 acres of trees in Arkansas, Mississippi and Mis-

souri, with a twelve-mile canal system, logging railroads,
saw mills and other buildings.

40,000,000 tons of ore in Wisconsin and in the Mesaba
Range, with six standard gauge locomotives and steam
shovels that strip the surface and heap a fifty-ton railroad
car in ten swings.

A complete 93-acre steel plant with three blast fur-

naces, Bessemer steel mill, Blooming mill and Merchant bar
mills, having a capacity of 500,000 tons of steel and 360,000
tons of iron every year.

The consumption of every natural product of the

country is so far in excess of the supply that the cost of
raw material is increasing annually, but by owning these

properties and purchasing all other supplies in large quan-
tities, this Company secures every advantage of highest
quality.

Every bit of material wood, steel, iron, malleables,
paint, etc., is subjected to the most rigid tests in special
testing departments before being used, so the farmer buy-
ing an International machine may be sure that the material
is always the best.

Only large capital and a strong organization make
these advantages possible, because an individual manu-
facturer would be compelled to take what he could get
and pay whatever price was demanded.

In shipping, as well, the magnitude of this Company's
operations insures a great saving of cost.

Steel, iron and lumber are shipped to the various

plants in train-loads, while copper, rivets, tacks, buckles,
canvas, etc., are received in carloads.

In July, 1907, the lumber yards at one of the plants
contained 56,500,000 feet of lumber of the following woods :

Ash, birch, bass-wood, cypress, cotton-wood, fir, gum,
hemlock, hickory, locust, maple, oak, pine, pecan, poplar,
elm, spruce, sycamore and yellow pine.

About seventy-five per cent of the lumber is air-dried,
which insures a very tough material.

These are but a few of the many advantages which
mean the best quality in every International machine
you buy.

The several plants have also been able to improve the

principles of construction, to improve workmanship, and
to employ every means that will increase the machines'
efficiency and durability.

You get the benefit in the end.
Call on the International dealer and get a catalog.
If you don't know an International dealer write us,

and we will be glad to give you the address of the one
nearest to you.

Equal in importance with a perfect machine is perfect
twine. The most perfect twine made may be had in

Champion, McCormick, Osborne, Deering, Milwaukee, and
Piano, sisal, standard, manila and pure manila brands.

WESTERN GENERAL AGENCIES Denver, Colo., Portland, Ore.. Salt Lake City, VtaK, Helena, Mont-
Spokane, Wash.. San Francisco, Cal.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA
(INCORPORATED)

Chicago U. S. A.
INTERNATIONAL LINE: Binders, Reapers, Headers, Header-Binders, Corn Binders, Corn Shockers, Corn Pickers, Huskers and Shredders,

Corn Shellers, Mowers, Hay Tedders, Hay Rakes, Sweep Rakes, Hay Loaders, Hay Stackers, Hay Balers, Feed Grinders, Knife Grinders, Cream
Separators, Gasoline Engines, Pumping Jacks, Manure Spreaders, Weber Wagons, Columbus Wagons, New Bettendorf Wagons and Binder Twine.
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Clay Working

BUILT RIGHT-
RUN RIGHT"

We build an entire line of

Clay Working Machinery for the

manufacture of Clay products by
ail processes, including Sand-Line
Brick. Our yard supplies are the

best. Kiln Irons, Cutting Wire
and all supplies. Send for infor-

mation or catalogue.

The American Clay
Mch. Co...Bucyrus, Ohio

Soft Mud Machine!, Hone
and Steam Power

Hone Power Pioneer Machine Product* of our Auger Machines

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Tree Planting Spring or Fall.

BY W. PADDOCK.
State Agricultural College, Colorado.

The question of tree planting is be-

ginning to be considered by many peo-
ple who have recently come to the state,

it' one may judge by the number of in-

quiries which are being received at the

Colorado Agricultural College, at Fort
Collins.

In many of the eastern states, fall

planting of both large and small fruits

is much in favor. There are several

reasons for this preference, the most
important being that there is little or no

danger of either trees or soil becoming
dried out durinor the winter. Then, in

many locations, spring rains prevent
early working of the soil, so that it is

ol'ten late before planting can be begun.
But if the planting is done in the fall,

some of the plants may become partially
established, and, as the wet weather in

spring is favorable to growth, the fall

planted "trees have a great advantage.
Under Colorado conditions quite the

reverse is usually true. A few people
have success with fall planting, but

they are the exception.
Our fall weather is usually very dry,

and many of the ditches do not supply
late water, consequently i'all planted
trees usually experience adverse condi-
tions from the start. Then the follow-

ing winter weather is equally trying.
The prevailing weather is dry, with oc-

casional drying winds. The cold nights,
with a rise of temperature of 40 de-

grees or more the following noon, is

equally trying to newly planted trees.

In the colder fruit section many trees

are killed by "freezing dry," as it is

termed. This occurs with established
trees when the ground freezes to such a

depth that root action is practically

stopped. Moisture is given off by the
tree tops during winter as well as in

summer, though not to such an extent.

When the ground is frozen, no water
can be taken in by roots and the tops
become so dry that many oi' the plant
cells are killed. Such trees may appear
all right in the spring and may bloom
and the leaves may grow to nearly
normal size. If the trees reach this

stage, they usually die suddenly, seem-

ingly in a day.
Fall planted trees do not have the ad-

vantage of an established root system to

supply the moisture lost by evaporation,

consequently they are much more sus-

ceptible to injury during winter. It is

not necessary for the ground to become
frozen in order to bring about this con-

dition in fall set plants, so freezing dry
may occur in any locality.

IJOUBLE
5OWER

,000 Reward
for iis equal. Wind power

[doubled. Two 14 ft. wiieels
work un same pinion; sec-
ond wheel gives more pow-

!

er than first.

A Governor That Gavcn.3
In all winds. Develops 10 fall

h. p. in 20 mile wind. All

power needed for farm, shop,
Irrigating, etc. Ask about our
self oiling, sch"go\c7ned, single
wheel pumper also Armsaver

1

Husker. A*': for book
DOUBLE POWER MILL CO.
Appleton, Wl., U. S. A._

Are solving the hired help problem for
hundreds of farmers.

Vertical Engines made In 2 and 3-Horse Power.
Horizontal Engines (Portable and Stationary)

made in 4, 6, 8, 10. 12. 15 and 20-Horse Power.
Air Cooled Engines, 1-Horse Power.
Traction Engines. 10, 12, 15 and 20-Horse Power.
Also sawing, spraying and pumping outfits.

YOU
offer high wages, and still

find it difficult to get hired men.
Why not do as other progressive
farmers are doing let one of the

dependable and ever ready I. H. C.

gasoline engines be your hired man?
Suppose you want to grind feed,

pump water, operate the churn, grind-
stone, fanning mill, separator, bone
cutter, or saw wood. With an I. H. C.

engine you will need no extra help.
You can run the engine and attend to
the machine yourself.

In the same way it can be used too
for irrigating pumping from wells,
lakes, ponds and running streams. The
operator can handle the head of water
in the field and also attend to the engine.
The engine will work for you indoors

or out, in wet or dry, hot or cold

weather. You will have no difficulty in

operating or controlling it.

Only a few cents per hour is re-

quired for fuel. All I. H. C. engines
use either gas, gasoline or denatured
alcohol.

Please notice in the above list of styles and
sizes that there is an I. H. C. gasoline engine
adapted to practically every farm require-
ment.
You can have & small engine which you

can easily move from place to place, as your
work requires, or you can have a larger
engine for stationary use. The efficiency of
all I. H. C. engines is well known. You can-
not possibly have any better guarantee of a
dependable engine than one of these engines
affords.

Call on the International local agent for
catalogs, and inspect these engines. Write
nearest branch house for colored hanger and
booklet on "Development of Power."

WESTERN GENERAL AGENCIES: Denver. Colo., Portland, Ore.. Salt Lake City. Vt&h.
Helena, Mont., Spokane. Wash., San Francisco. Cal.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA. Chicago, V.S.A.
(Incorporated)

Colorado
The Mecca

Traversed by the Rocky Mountains, Colorado is un r-

passed in picturesque grandeur; its climate has no parallel

and its wealth is unlimited.

The Colorado 4 Southern

Railway
will furnish those seeking data regard-

ing places for summer outings or per-

manent locations with reliable and

handsomely illustrated literature de-

scriptive of the scenery, resort accom-

modations and commercial advantages.

T. E. FISHER
I General Passenger Atfent

DENVER, COLORADO
Mother Grandy. Far-famed George-

town Loop and Gray's Peak Route
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SEALED PROPOSALS
Will be received at the office of the Bitter Root Valley Irrigation Com-
pany, Hamilton, Montana, until noon Friday, April 15th, 1908, for fur-

nishing all or part of the material and performing all necessary labor
involved in the construction of about thirty-five (35) miles of irrigation

canal, located in Ravalli County, Montana, consisting of approximately
eight hundred thousand (800,000) cubic yards of excavation; five million

(6,000,000) feet, board measure, of timber; eight thousand (8,000) lineal

feet of pile driving; also the construction of an earth dam, with the nec-

essary reinforced concrete, outlet conduit gates, gate walls, etc., with
approximately four hundred eighty thousand (480,000) cubic yards of

puddled embankment.

The canal construction may be let as a whole or in sections, as may
seem advisable to the Company.

Each proposal must be accompanied by a certified check for one thou-
sand dollars ($1,000.00), payable to the Company, on canal construction,
and five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) on dam, as an evidence of good
faith on the part of the bidder.

Plans, specifications, estimates and bidding blanks will be on file in

the office at Hamilton, Montana, after April 1st, 1908.

For further information, address

L. E. WOLGEMUTH, Gen'l Mngr.,

Hamilton, Montana.

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation

Age one year and

The Primer of Irrigation

Homeseekers Opportunities

in the West.

IRRIGATION
In the States on and tributary to the UNION

PACIFIC bears evidence of profit-
able financial returns.

[THOUSANDS OF ACRES
of land under irrigation

are still for sale in this terri-

tory. No other part of the world
has greater or more valuable oppor-

tunities to offer to industrious seekers

for homes. Why not go out and see for

yourself the openings that await you?
Homeaeekers rates In effect to the west every

first and third Tuesdays of each month during 19O8

VIA THE

Union Pacific
E. L. LOMAX, G. P. A.

OMAHA, NEB.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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MYERS POWER PUMPS
WITHOUT AN EQUAL ON THE GLOBE

OPERATING

WITH

CAS ENCINE

MYERS
BULLDOZER.
POWER.
PUMP

5" Cylinder

FIC. 800

FIG. 952

HORIZONTAL BULLDOZERS, 3" TO 6" CYLINDERS

MYERS

BACK GEARED

WORKING

HEAD

TAPPED FOR

3" PIPE

5, 7'.- AND 10"

STROKE

FOR BELT,

WIND OR HAND

POWER

FIG. 1079

BULLDOZER

WORKING

HEAD

BULLDOZER PUMP
6" BRASS LINED

CYLINDER

PISTON
COUPLING NUT

U'BRASSROO

Write for descriptive Circulars and Prices.

We want you to acknowledge this Ad. so

that we can acquaint you in detail with the

superior features of Myers Power
Pumps. This is the proper season.
The right time to write is right now.

MYERS BULLDOZER

WORKING HEADS

NO. 359

5". 7^". 10" STROKE

DISCHARGE 2'
"
OR 3"

SUCTION 2" TO 4"

NO. 364

12". 16". 20" STROKE

REGULARLY FITTED 4"

DISCHARGE

SUCTION 8" OR LESS

F. E. MYERS & BRO.,

H ivA iv r>

PROPRIETORS OF

AIVE* HAY TOOJLV

Wfcen writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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IIEBJ TOOLS

Do you want to make money? here is your chance. Get a set or two of our
pipe tools, make up a stock of pipe and do contracting of installing irrigating
systems. Your neighbors are wanting something to save water and labor.
Here it is. Write for further information and prices. Mention the Irriga-
on Age. KELLAR f& THOMASON, Covina, California.

I M It I I M I I M I II I I I i I i I I i I I I M l I I I II i I II I I I I

COLD MEDAL
AT JAMESTOWN

The U. S. Government
paid this Company a big

compliment when it select-

ed the "OTTO" Engine for

use in making the fuel tests

at the Jame'stown Exposi-
tion.

The Jury of Awards also

proved its fitness for its

task when it AWARDED the "OTTO" the Gold Medal.

The "OTTO" has won FIRST PRIZE at every large

Exposition held in this country since the Centennial in'76.

THE OTTO GAS ENGINE WORKS
Philadelphia, Pa.

ill II Hill

SAMSON TURBINE
When the PUMP cannot be direct connected to the tur-

bine shaft, the power is usually transmitted by gears,

shafting, etc. On account of the HIGH SPEED of the

SAMSON, for a given power, lighter and consequently
CHEAPER transmission machinery .can be used.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.
Write Department K-2 for Catalog.

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I i I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

It Makes You Save A Coin A Day
OR THE CLOCK STOPS

Flitcraft's Savings Bank Clock
This is a novel combination of an alarm clock and a savings bank, provided
with a coin chute, also automatic locking and unlocking mechanism. The
clock in its normal condition is locked, and cannot be wound until a coin is

deposited into the slot. Within a brief period after it is wound, the clock is

automatically locked again and cannot be wound until another coin is de-

posited. It takes nickels, dimes and pennies, and holds over eighty dollars

in dimes.

The bank is made of sheet steel, beautifully enameled in black, with nickel-

plated combination lock. It is ten inches high, seven inches wide and weighs
about two pounds.

A SPLENDID PREMIUM
For Purchasers of Irrigation Lands on Easy Payments

Are You Selling Town Lots?
This Will Help You. Try It.

SINGLE BANK CLOCK $2.OO. (Postage stamps accepted.)

Special Prices for Quantities.

PATENT NO. 7750-5S

R. B. FLITCRAFT, 1303 Marquette Building, Chicago
When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.



HOME OFFICE OF THE MAYWOOD COLONY

Fortunes in
at

Maywood Colony
TEN-ACRE lot of the finest fig land of the colony can be had for a reason-

able price. There are good incomes to be had also in almond and grape
culture and ten-acre farms will pay big interest on your investment.

Maywood Colony is located in the upper end of the beautiful Sacramento Valley,
in Tehama County. Corning, the depot and postoffice for the colony, is HO
miles north of Sacramento.

For literature relating to land in this settlement, write to

W. N. WOODSON
Proprietor of Maywood Colony CORNING, CALIFORNIA

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.



15he RELIABLE LINE
"Dempster" That's The Name

High Class

Gasoline

Engines

2 to 12

Horse Power

For Gasoline

Kerosene nd

Alcohol

Four Cycle

Economical

Powerful

Will Run

Anything

Anywhere

Irrigating and Water Works Pumping Plants our Specialty

OUR LINE:
WIND MILLS ALL, KINDS OF PUMPS WOOD AND STEEL TANKS

WELL MACHINERY GASOLINE ENGINES CULTIVATORS FEED MILLS
GRAIN DRILLS IRON PIPE AND CASING COCKS AND VALVES

WELL POINTS AND STRAINERS FARM AND RANCH WATER. SUPPLIES

BEST TO BUY BEST TO WORK

Look

Carefully

at the Best

Windmill

Head

Ever Made

See that

Extra

Bearing
on the

Wheel Shaft
and the

Center Lift

Crank

Roller Rim
Gears

and other good
things

DEMPSTER MILL MANUFACTURING CO.
FACTORY: BEATRICE. NEBRASKA

Branch)Houses : Omaha, Neb. Kansas City. Mo. iSioxix Falls. S. D.
Mention Department "A" when you write
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Ditches Dug To Dimensions
A dredge-dug ditch must be dug one or two

feet deeper and several feet wider than specified
dimensions to provide for caving banks. "Let
Nature do the trimming," says the dredge man.
Well, every engineer knows that "Nature does
the trimming" in dredge-dug ditches, and she
does it in her own sweet way by washing the soft

parts of the banks down onto the bottom and
leaving the harder parts standing out between
like teeth on a rake. One of these "nature
trimmed" ditches bears about as much resem-
blance to the engineer's cross-section as a cow-
path does to a park boulevard.

But poor appearance is not the worst evil of

dredge-dug, nature trimmed ditches. Nature's
trimming is a. process of caving. In order
that caving can take place without stopping up
the channel, the ditch, as stated above, has to be

dug both deeper and wider. In small ditches it

is frequently necessary to remove twice the yard-
age called for by the specifications to produce a

ditch, which will be of the required capacity
when Nature has done her trimming.

THE

AUSTIN DRAINAGE EXCAVATOR
does not depend on Nature to do the trimming it digs the ditch and trims it to exact slope all at the
same time and in one operation. Not a cubic foot of dirt not called for by the blue print cross-section is

removed. A shapely, non-caving ditch is dug, and this ditch stays dug and In shape for years.
Send for our catalogue S, showing comparative views of dredge-dug and Austin Drainage Excavator Ditches

and observe the difference.

F. C. Austin Drainage Excavator Company
New York Office, 90 West Street Main Office, Railway Exchange, Chicago, 111.

Morris Machine Works
BALDWINSVILLE, N. Y.

Centrifugal Pumping Machinery, designed for

any irrigating proposition. Stnd details or

specifications of what is wanted and we will

recommend a pumping outfit to supply the need

New York Office, 39-41 Cortlandt Street

Houston Office. Cor. Wood Willow Sts., Texas

Henion 4 Hubbell. Agents. 61 N.Jefferson St..

Chicago. 111.

Huron, Rickard McComb, Agents,
21 Fremont Street. San Francisco, Cal.



Have You on Your Place
If You Have, Then a
Deming Hydraulic
Ram Will Mean
Dollars To You.

A
With it you can have your own
water works with all the city

conveniences and can irrigate

your land with ease. It is only

necessary to install the Ram cor-

rectly in the first place and you
then have a steady, tireless,

water producer, 365 days in the

year.

We have sold thousands of them
and they all give satisfaction.

The Deming Co.

Salem = Ohio

Spring
Flowing Well
or Stream

Read This

Our Booklet,
"Rural Water

Systems"
Will Tell You Why

As conditions governing instal-

lations differ somewhat, we pre-
fer to give information that will

apply to each individual case

and in this manner a perfect
installation is secured.

The booklet, "Rural Water Systems"
above referred to, gives a very com-
plete description of the different

methods of installing a Ram. It

will be of value to you and will be
sent on application.

Let us hear from you.

Henion 4 Hubbell
General Western Agents

Chicago 111.

Other Agencies in Principal Cities

DISK
DRILLS

IN
GREAT
VARIETY
with over

900 styles

We can
cover

your wants

HOOSIER. DRILL COMPANY
Division, The American Seeding-Machine Co.. Incorporated

RICHMOND, IND., V. S. A.

Chilled Remov-
able Sleeve on

Hub of Disk
Costs Ten Cents

to Renew.

THE 1908 IMPROVED

DE LAVAL
CREAM

SEPARATORS
Ten years ahead of all others in every feature of

separator practicability.

Ten New Styles-Ten New Capacities-Ten New Prices

A size for every dairy, from the smallest to the

largest.

BEAUTIFUL IN DESIGN
PERFECT IN CONSTRUCTION
EVERLASTING IN DAILY USE

The result of thirty years experience in bui ding separators.

Send for handsome new catalogue illustrating and describing
machines in detail and to he had for the t eking.

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR CO.
General Offices: 165-167 Broadway, NEW YORK

42 E. Madison Street
CH1CAUO

1213 and 1215 Filbert St.

PHILADELPHIA
Drumm and Sacramento Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO

173-177 William Street
MONTREAL

14 and 16 Princess Street
WINNIPEG
107 First Street

PORTLAND, OREO.
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202} Century Grander
SAVES THIS MAN A THIRD

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., Feb. 15, 1906.
"I wish to say that I have bought and am using one of the

Twentieth Century Graders and can cheerfully say that for land
leveling, seed-bed making, ditching and for all kinds of irrigat-
ing work it has no equal.

Since purchasing my Twentieth Century Grader I have re-
duced my force of men until I am only using one-third as many
as before, and the work done by this machine is far superior
than can possibly be done by hand and has a much more fin-

ished appearance. I have fifty acres in my truck farm, and can
very easily manage it with one machine. I am very glad to rec-
ommend it to any one for same. I also wish to recommend it

to be a first-class machine for making of good roads."
(Signed) HERMAN BLUEHER.

The above comes hot from the real irrigation
farmer, who knows what he's "driving at." He finds

that our 600-pound grader is just the machine for

every kind of work in field or highway. It is easily
handled by two or four horses.
Write now for our handsome, new, free booklet,

"20th Century Highways," with large insert showing
cut of grader over 8 inches long. It tells how to
make good roads and answers all your questions.
Do it now.

TV. !,_ Hffrf r Dept. C, 706 Fisher BIdg.The Baker Mfg. Co. CHICAGO

GaJve>Lnized Steel

Irrigation Flumes
AND WATER. TROUGHS

Galvanized steel is rapidly taking the place
of wood for flutning purposes and with The
Maginnis Patent splice fluming is made easy Any
boy can put the Maginnis Steel Flume together or
take it apart. Steel flumes and troughs "Ship
Knock down" Third Class freight. Let me figure
on your flume. All flumes guaranteed.

Write for Testimonials and Particulars to

P. Maginnis, Mfr.
Kimball. Nebraska

B.^rv**""?'*
ftufjZSjft*

'

f> 171C!'T1 O "VFa F.U 1 i> I I
WANT YOU TO GET the most liberal proposition ever made on
gasoline engine. It will save you money. When a company like this,
the oldest and biggest exclusive gasoline engine manufacturers in the

country, make such a proposition it means something. I have placed my proposition in the hands of our representatives.
Write to them or to me, and you will receive it by return mail,

The olds Engine is the bet and cheapest Engine you can buy.
It is the simplest in construction, most economical to run, will do
your work at the smallest expense, and does not get out of order.

This company has been making engines and nothing else
for thirty years. We are engine specialists.

It stands to reason that a big, successful concern like this, that
makes one thing,, must make that one thing well. Our new factory
Is the most complete and up-to-date engine factory in the United
States. Because of its complete equipment we can build engines of
the highest efficiency at the very lowest cost. That is why we can
give you a durable, simple, strong, highest-grade, perfect-work-
ing, long-lived engine at a low price. This liberal proposition is the
crowning reason on top of a lot of good common sense ones, why
you should buy an Olds Engine and none other.

WE HAVE ANY KIND OF AN ENGINE YOU WANT
Our new catalogue tells about them in detail. I especially want

to call your attention to our Hopper Jacket Engine on skids or wheels,
3 to 12 h. p., which is ready to run when you get it. Fill it with
gasoline, throw on the switch, turn the wheel that's all. No piping
to connect, nothing to set up, always ready, can be moved anywhere.

JAS. B SEAQER, Qen. Mgr. Olds Gas Power Co.

All Olds Engines run properly, are easy to start winter and
summer. The U. S. Government uses them.
DON'T PAIL TO WRITE for our new catalogue and the liber-

al proposition at once. Address the home office or any represent-
ative. Do not buy any other engine until you have got my liberal

proposition. It Is something unusual. You certainly want to

know about it.

OLDS CAS POWER CO.
Home Offlce.Lansing, Mich., 957 Seager Street

Boston 69-75 Washington St. N. Portland, Ore., 80 1th St.

San Francisco, Cor. Jessie and Ecker Sts. Elgin, I11..26-34 Klver St.

Kansas City, 1226 W. Eleventh St. Kempton, Pa.

Omaha. 1018 JTarnum Street Houston. Tex,, 511 Travis .

lilnghamton, N. Y., 23 Washington St. Norfolk, Va.

Minneapolis, 313 S. Third St. Miami, Fia., C & 13tn St.

Philadelphia. 1816 Market St.

To insure prompt deliveries, we carry a full line of Engines and

parts with our representatives.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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SUPERIOR DRILLS are Ued and Appreciated by Good

Farmer! Ihe World Over

SEND FOR CATALOGUE NOW
GENERAL AGENTS FOR WESTERN TERRITpRY:
Dean & Co., Minneapolis, Minn
Kingm n & Co., Peoria, 111

Kingm n-Moore Imp. Co., - Kansas City. Mo
Kingm n-Moore Imp. Co.. - Oklahoma, Okla.

Kingm n Implement Co., - - Omaha, Neb.
Pailin & Orendorff Imp. Co., Portland, Ore
Colorado Moline Plow Co., - Denver, Colo
The T. C. Powers Co., - - Helena, Mont
Consolidated Wag. & Mach. Co , Salt Lake CHy
Newell Matthews Co.,

- Los Angeles, Cal
The H. C. Shaw Co..

- Stockton, Cal

Eastern Farmers please write direct to the Manufacturers

SUPERIOR DRILL CO.. Springfield, Ohio
" " "

"Mb* Arrprran Seeding Mach. Co., Inc.

GRAIN DRILLS

%
SAVED OF
THE EXPENSE
OF IRRIGATING

Send for our booklet, "COST OF IRRIGATION." It will

save you money in irrigating.

We guarantee 25^ more water with the same power, or the same
amount ol water with 2.">* less power than other make of pumping
machinery. We have proved this greater efficiency by hundreds of

testa and we are ready to prove it again.

Bulletin No. 104 illustrates and describes irrigation machinery.

THE AMERICAN WELL WORKS
AUK ORA, ILLINOIS. I . S. A.

Chicago Office. Fiist National Bank Building.

Morse Bros. Machinery & Supply Co., Denver, Colo.
Zimmerman-Wells Brown Company, Portland, Ore.
Cal. Hydraulic, Engineering & Supply Co., San Francisco, Calif.

Machinery and

Irrigating Supplies
AT

HALF PRICE
GASOLINE ENGINES

50 Gasoline Engines, 2 H. P. to 30 H. P. Some
brand new. Nearly every make. Send for list.

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
10 Centrifugal Pumps, sizes 2 in. to 12 in.

Have been thoroughly overhauled and are as

good as new. We can save you from 40 to

60/c on complete pumping outfits. Write for

estimate.

STANDARD WROUGHT IRON PIPE

Carefully overhauled, with screwed ends and
threaded couplings.

1 in., per ft 4c

1J4 '"> per ft 5c

l*/2 in., per ft 6^
2 in., per ft 9c

Z l/2 in., per ft 14c
3 in., per ft 17c
6 in., per ft 42c
8 in., per ft 75c

Prices on larger sizes on application.
Send for special bargain list No. 803.

WROUGHT IRON LAP-WELDED CASING

Just as good as new. Will stand higher pressure
than standard black pipe and is lighter weight. Just
the thing for irrigating purposes. Special prices on
large quantities.

Inside
Diameter.

154 inch.

294 inch.

3^4 inch.

3J4 inch.

4}4 inch.

554 inch.

6^4 inch.

6^6 inch.

8^4 inch.

Outside
Diameter.
2 inch.

3 inch.

3^ inch.

4 inch.

4 l
/2 inch.

6 inch.

6^ inch.

7 inch.

S$i inch.

Weight
per foot.

2 Ibs.

V/2 Ibs.

V/z Ibs.

5}4 Ibs.

V/2 Ibs.

10& Ibs.

13 Ibs.

15 Ibs.

18 Ibs.

Price

per foot.

6j4c
12c
I4c

20c
34c
40c
48c
60c

WRITE FOR OUR LOW PRICES ON

Roofing,
Lumber,
Hardware,
Builders' Supplies,
Mill Work,
Water Works Systems,
Furniture,
Carpets,
Rugs,

Linoleum,
Belting,
Electrical Supplies,
Hose,
Tools,
Blacksmith Supplies,
Building Paper,
Plumbing Goods,
Heating Plants.

SEND FOR OUR BARGAIN CATALOG NO. 803.

This wonderful book is sent free if you mention
this paper. Every shrewd buyer should have a copy.
Send us your name and address plainly. Tell us

just what you are in the market for.

Chicago House Wrecking Co.
35th and Iron Streets, CHICAGO, ILL.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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UNION MACHINES
WITH PUG MILLS COMBINED

FIVE SIZES ALL CAPACITIES

Outfits for Drain Tile, Hollow Ware, Building

and Paving Brick and other Clay Products

If interested write us for particulars and estimates.

E. M. FREESE & CO.
QALION, OHIO

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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FREE PUBLICATIONS
About the

Pacific Coast Extension
of the

Chicago
Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railway
The Account of a Trip along the Pacific Coast Extension A leaflet describing

the opportunities offered in the country through which the Pacific Coast Extension is being built.

Along the New Line to the Pacific Coast A folder containing accurate maps of

the Pacific Coast Extension from Mobridge, S. D., to Seattle and Tacoma, Wash.; also copies

of letters received from successful settlers in South Dakota, North Dakota and Montana.

Where Things Move Fast A leaflet containing the story of a 300-mile drive along
the Pacific Coast Extension in North Dakota and Montana. This leaflet contains many il-

lustrations and valuable data regarding homestead lands.

Government Homesteads and How to Secure Them A leaflet giving detailed

information as to how homesteads may be acquired, where land which may be homesteaded is

located, location of land offices, cost of homesteading and numerous hints of value to the

intending homesteader.

Montana An illustrated folder containing accurate map of Montana on a large scale;

also shows where the Pacific Coast Extension passes through Montana and Idaho. This folder

also contains valuable information in regard to climate, soil, crops, homestead lands and

general information of value to prospective settlers.

Fergus County, Montana A booklet well illustrated and containing map and general
information in regard to Fergus County and the famous Judith Basin; statistics of products,
lands available for homestead, climate, soil and reports of actual yield of crops in 1907.

Also other facts in regard to the wonderful resources of the Judith Basin.

South Dakota A book descriptive of the opportunities in agricultural, stock raising
and mercantile lines. Contains 1907 crop reports and other valuable statistics.

ANY OF THE ABOVE SENT FREE ON REQUEST
For further particulars, write to either of the undersigned, asking specific questions, and reply will be made at once.

F. A. MILLER CEO. B. HAYNES
General Passenger Agent. CHICAGO Immigration Agent, 95 ADAMS STREET. CHICAGO

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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ANNOUNCEMENT.
"The Primer of Irrigation" is now ready for delivery. Price,

$2.00. If ordered in connection with subscription, the price is $1 .50.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
To United States Subscribers, Postage Paid 11.00
To Canada and Mexico 1.50
All Other Foreign Countries 1.50

In forwarding remittances please do not send checks on local banki.
Send either postomce or express money order or Chicago or New York
draft.

Official organ Federation of Tree Growing Clubs of

America.

Official organ of the American Irrigation Federation.
Office of the Secretary, 309 Boyce Building, Chicago.

Interesting to Advertisers.
It may interest advertisers to know that The Irrigation Age is the

only publication in the world having an actual paid in advance
circulation among individual irrigators and large irrigation corpo-
rations. It is read regularly by all interested in this subject and DA*

readers in all parts of the world. The Irrigation Age is 23 yean
old and is the pioneer publication of its class in the world.

Forest

Service

Appropria-

tion.

As reported elsewhere in this number,

practically all of the new provisions con-

tained in the paragraph carrying For-

estry appropriation were stricken out in

the debate on the agricultural appropria-

tion bill led by Mr. Mondell and other champions of

the rights of the western settlers. Though unable to

cut down the extravagant appropriation the western

representatives prevented the grants of practically un-

limited powers to the man who heads the Forestry

Service.

Preparations are going forward in a sat-

Irngation
isfactOry manner for the National Irri-

gation Congress, which is to be held at

Albuquerque, New Mexico, September 29-30, Octo-

ber 1-2-3.

The energetic citizens of New Mexico will, no

doubt, make this one of the banner meetings in the

history of this organization. Some criticism is made

of the method of exploiting the congress, and the gen-

eral impression is that there is a dearth of literature

going out. This will, no doubt, be remedied by the

local board of managers in a short time, and all those

who are interested in the organization and the meet-

ing will receive information and general data concern-

ing the proposed transactions of this Congress.

Union

League Club

Misled.

As an illustration of how a large and in-

telligent organization may be misled by

Qne Qr more individuals who have axes

to grind, we wish to call attention to the

action of the Union League Club of Chicago at a

meeting held some two or three weeks ago in which

strong resolutions were adopted concerning the matter

of Forestry affairs and the general policy of the For-

estry Service.

It is safe to say that not one out of fifty of the

members of the Union League Club fully compre-

hends the subject of Forest Reserves, and if the mem-

bers of that organization could be properly enlight-

ened as to the methods employed and the personnel

of the individuals who brought about this meeting

which resulted in so strenuous a resolution, it is our

impression that they would be more cautious in the

future. There is no doubt in the minds of those who

are acquainted with the situation that George H. Max-

well, who is, so far as we know, not a member of the

organization, engineered the entire movement and se-

cured the endorsement of one of the strongest organi-

zations in the West for a policy which is little under-

stood by its members.

If the gentlemen who were instrumental in the

formation of the resolution had been acquainted with

the history of George H. Maxwell and his work along,

these and similar lines it is doubtful if they would

have been so precipitate in their action. It is a fact

perhaps not well known by members of the Union
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League Club that Mr. Maxwell was repudiated by the

National Irrigation Congress held at Portland, Oregon,

and a resolution was passed by that body that neither

his organization, the National Irrigation Association

nor any other allied organizatioa was authorized to

collect money in the name of the National Irrigation

Congress. Since that time Mr. Maxwell has never

appeared at any of the Irrigation Congresses. It is

also a well known fact that this gentleman tried to

kill the National Irrigation Congress by having it

merged with another organization known as the Trans-

Mississippi Congress.

If all of these facts had been made public so

that the members of the Union League Club could

have understood his position it is doubtful if they

would have acted so hastily.

Another question which naturally arises in the

minds of those who are acquainted with the situation

is, where does George H. Maxwell secure his support,

and from whom is money gotten to pay for all of the

time and expense incident to work of this character.

Is it possible that he is on the pay-roll of the For-

estry or Reclamation Service? It may not be a bad

idea to find out if Mr. Maxwell is employed by one

or both of these organizations, and an effort will be

made to learn why he takes so active a part in forestry

affairs when he has had no direct interest in the sub-

ject heretofore. It is well known that some of Mr.

Maxwell's relatives have been on the pay-roll of the

Reclamation Service and no doubt some of his friends

are on the pay-roll of the Forestry Bureau, and there

could be no serious objection made to this provided
their whole time is spent in carrying out work which

may be classed as legitimate in connection with one

or both of these bureaus.

It is doubtful, however, if the law contemplates

paying a salary to an individual who is going around

the country inducing commercial and other organiza-

tions to pass resolutions supporting some particular

propaganda favored by the heads of the Forestry or

Reclamation Bureaus. .

It is the impression of the IRRIGATION AGE that

this matter should be looked into and the relationship

between Mr. Maxwell and the Messrs. Pinchot and

Newell be clearly explained.

This subject may be taken up later on after we

have had time to investigate it more thoroughly.

Won't Quit

Yet.
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man has been unkindly and unfairly criticized by in-

dividuals high in power is admitted by everyone who

knows the man and his work. To our mind, no single indi-

vidual has done more toward the clean development

of the West than E. H. Harriman, all statements from

those in high or low positions to the contrary not-

withstanding.

It is moreover well known by those who closely

study the conditions and development of the west that

the antagonism shown toward Mr. Harriman and his

work has led to a slower development in recent times.

It could not be expected that he or his associates would

expend large sums of money in building branch lines

into remote sections of the west without a clear knowl-

edge of the unqualified support of individuals high

in federal or commercial positions. It is hoped that

affairs may so shape themselves before Mr. Harri-

man's retirement that he may be able to carry out

plans which -were, no doubt made a year or more ago

to more fully develop remote sections of the West

where there is a growing need of better transportation

facilities.

In a recent interview Mr. Harriman stated as

follows :

"I believe that things will right themselves when

people have had a chance to understand the situation,

provided we eliminate the self seeker. What we have

got to have in political and business life is the man who
is willing to work for others and does not undertake

to move the men on the chess board solely with a view

to what he thinks to be his own interest. If you ask me
when I think the equilibrium will be reached and con-

fidence restored, I say, frankly, that I do not know."

Thousand

Miles.

An Australian corporation has just re-

ceived a concession from the Eussian Gov-

ernment to take out thirty million feet

of timber a year from a forest in Siberia,

nine hundred miles from Vladivostok, to

be delivered in Melbourne, Australia, ap-

proximately eight thousand miles away, and nearly

three times the distance from New York to San Fran-

cisco.

It is likely that no lumbering operation of re-

cent years more strongly illustrates the pinch in the

timber supply in all parts of the world. In the news

of the concession, told in an American lumber journal,

is the suggestion of the difficulty that all countries

may have to encounter in getting the wood which they

need in the future. Every year timber cruisers are

going further and further afield and cutting trees

which, in former times of abundance, they passed be-

cause of the inaccessibility of the forest.

In taking out the Siberian timber the Melbourne

lumbermen will have to ship the entire year's cut

in July, August, September and October, for during

the remainder of the year there is no open water at

the point of shipment. What makes this unusual

feature of transporting bulky logs 8,000 miles quite

feasible is that such unmanufactured stock is ad-

mitted free, while there is a heavy duty on all manu-

factured wood brought into Australia, the duty on

lumber, for instance, being nearly $5.00 a thousand

board feet. At Melbourne, a new mill is being erected

to manufacture these logs into dressed stock, such as

flooring, ceiling and other products, as well as into

lumber.

These Siberian operations differ from the lumber-

ing methods in the United States, in that in this

country it is possible and customary to have new mills

conveniently near the place of production, though, with

the continually decreasing supply, the larger mills often

find it profitable to haul their timber by trams and

railroads many miles away from their saws. Forest

experts in this country say that the hope of the United

States for a steady supply of timber lies in the appli-

cation of forestry to all timber lands, private and

public, and the careful study of the economical and

better utilization of product. Even so, a severe short-

age in twenty to twenty-five years must be expected.

A SUBSCRIBER FOR TWENTY YEARS.

LAREDO, TEXAS, April 25, 1908.

IRRIGATION AGE COMPANY, Chicago :

Dear Sirs Enclosed please find postoffice order for $1 to

renew my subscription for another year to your valuable

magazine. I believe this is my twentieth year.
ALLAN MACDONELL.

If the proof of the pudding is in the eating thereof, Mr.

Macdonell should be qualified to testify to the interest and

value of THE IRRIGATION AGE. Its publishers are gratified at

having been of service to an individual subscriber for so many

years, and hope that Mr. Macdonell will live long and pros-

per, and perhaps round out another score of years as a sub-

scriber to THE IRRIGATION AGE.

IOWA DRAINAGE REPORT

The report of the 1908 annual meeting of the Iowa State

Drainage Association has just been issued by Prof. W. H.

Stevenson, Ames, Iowa, secretary of the association.

Many papers and addresses of great 'nterest and value

are contained in the report. The following subjects con-

stitute about one-half of the full report: "Dredge Ditches' ;

"Some Unsolved Problems in Drainage Engineering"; 'The

Manufacture and Use of Cement Tile"; "Some Legal Phases

of the Drainage Problem"; "Road Drainage," and The

Duties of the Board of Supervisors as a Drainage Commis-

The report is a handsomely illustrated pamphlet of over

100 pages and will be sent to any address for 25 cents.

An American consular officer in the Far East reports that

an inquiry has been received at his office for circulars and

catalogues on the subject of methods, machinery, etc., for

irrigation, dredging, and canal-cutting purposes. A commis-

sion which has been working for some time to improve the

depth and general availability for shipping purposes of a river

in that region, now proposes to buy its own machinery for

the continuance of the work. Manufacturers of machinery

will be given the name and address on application to Bureau

of Manufactures, Washington, D. C., referring to File No.

2213.
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DEBATE ON APPROPRIATION FOR THE FOREST
SERVICE.

The consideration of the agricultural appropria-
tion bill in the House of Representatives, which began
on March 25, invoked much discussion and lively de-

bate, but the feature of the debate which attracted most

attention and was unquestionably the most important
and interesting at least from the western standpoint
was that had on March 30 and 31 on the item in the

bill providing for the Forestry Service, and which was

participated in by Messrs. Mondell, of Wyoming, Mann
and Madden of Illinois, Crumpacker of Indiana, Olm-
stead of Pennsylvania, Cushman of Washington, Smith

of California, and Bonynge of Colorado, against various

provisions of the Forestry appropriation, and by Chair-

man Scott, Mr. Pollard of Nebraska, and others in

defense of this item.

Mr. Mondell first called attention to a provision
in the paragraph that would authorize the expenditure
of the appropriation anywhere in the jurisdiction
of the United States. While he did not insist upon the

point of order against the provision, Chairman Scott

finally agreed that an amendment would be inserted

under which the expenditure of any part of the ap-

nropriation in Hawaii or the Philippines would be

prohibited.
The next provision in the paragraph to go out was

one which would have very largely widened the author-

ity of the Forestry Biireau, and under which it was

proposed to allow the Bureau to "assist" owners of

woodlands in the proper care of the same. Mr. Mon-
dell called attention to the fact that under this pro-
vision the appropriation could be used to enable the

Forester to become "the caretaker, the gardener and the

nark director of all timber land in the United States

in private ownership."
The next provision to go out on a point of order

was one which would allow the appropriation to be

used for extensions of forest reserves "by the purchase
of lands or rights." Mr. Mondell. Mr. Madden and

Mr. Bonynge called attention to the fact that tinder

this provision there would be practically no limit to

the authority of the Forestry Bureau to purchase lands

for the extension of Forest Reserves even in those

states where Congress had prohibited the creation of

reserves except by Congressional action, and it was sug-

gested that under this provision the purchase of lands

might be made in other than public land states for

the creation and extension of reserves.

Protest Against Extension of Reserve Over Owens River

Valley.

While this provision of the paragraph was under

consideration Mr. Smith of California, made a very

vigorous speech against the attitude of the Forestry
Service in a contemplated extension of a reserve over

the Owen's River Valley in California, and he declared

that the purpose of such extension was to get control

of the water rights on that stream and parcel them
out to those whom the Forest Service thought ought to

have them, in utter disregard of the laws of the State

of California. He denounced their attitude as an out-

rage, and stated that it was notorious in the Forestry

Bureau, "from the women stenographers up, that this

extension was not for forestry purposes, but for the

purposes he had mentioned."

In answer to a question by Mr. Mondell, he said

that the land which it was proposed to include in this

extension of the reserve contained no timber at all, ex-

cept a few scattering cottonwood and willow trees

which have sprung up in damp places under irrigation.
The provision in the paragraph authorizing the

Forestry Bureau to co-operate with other Federal

Bureaus in the performance of the duties imposed
upon them by law, after some discussion, was allowed

to remain in; Mr. Mondell not making a point of

order, because he stated he had no desire to in any
way hamper or embarrass the work of the Forestry

Bureau, but he was anxious to assist in doing anything
and everything that was right in the preservation of

the national forests, and inasmuch as there were oppor-
tunities for co-operation, stated that he did not desire

to prevent friendly co-operation and trusted the author-

ity so granted would not lead to a duplication of work.

It was suggested, however, during the discussion, that

this provision might lead to a duplication of work, and
therefore an amendment was offered tending to prevent
such duplication so far as possible.

The next provision to go out on a point of order

was that which authorized the Secretary of Agriculture
to "Divide and designate lands heretofore or hereafter

reserved for national forests as he may deem best for

administrative purposes." Discussion of this provision
was participated in by Mr. Mondell, Mr. Madden and

others, and indicated a fear on the part of several

gentlemen that this was an indirect way of endeavoring
to secure authority for a further extension of re-

serves.

The next provision to go out on a point of order

was that which provided for the issuance by the For-

estry Bureau of irrevocable permits, under certain con-

ditions, for power plants within reserves. This pro-
vision was objected to both by those who objected to

the issuance of long-time permits for this purpose and
those who objected to any provision whereby the Forest

Service should have complete control over all of the

industries established within forest reserves. Later in

the debate in offering an amendment, Mr. Mondell

called attention to the fact that the Forestry Bureau
had supplanted the Interior Department in its con-

trol of lands in the reserves by issuing hundreds of

revocable permits to parties who were entitled under

the law to permanent rights of way. It was explained
that these entitled to permanent rights of way for

ditches, etc., for agricultural and mining purposes would
not readily accept temporary, revocable permits unless

such obstacles were placed in the way of obtaining these

rights of way by the Forestry Bureau that they were

compelled to either take revocable permits placing them
in the power of the Forest Service or get nothing.

The next provision to go out on a point of order,

was that which authorized the Secretary of Agriculture
to exchange lands or stumpage for the purpose of con-

solidating National Forests. The point of order against
this provision was insisted upon so emphatically that

not much time was given for its discussion. Evidently
the House had in mind the scandal which had arisen

under a former law under which so-called forest re-

serves lieu scrip was obtained, and under which val-

uable timber lands owned by the Government were ex-

changed for comparatively worthless lands owned by

private individuals. Attention was also called to the
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fact that under the language of the provision in ques-
tion the Secretary of Agriculture was not confined to

making an equal exchange of acreage. The provision
was considered very dangerous.

The provision for continuing special fund for

co-operative work was also objected to, and following this

the provision whereby it was intended to make ad-

vances of money to chiefs of field parties which they
could expend for fighting fire and improving forests in

emergency cases was stricken out.

Excessive Traveling Expenses of Forestry Officials.

At the conclusion of the discussion on the points
of order against the paragraph, Mr. Mondell offered

the following amendment : "That no part of the money
herein appropriated shall be used to pay the trans-

portation or traveling expenses of any forestry officer

or agent except he be traveling on business directly

connected with the Forestry Service, and in further-

ance of the work, aims and objects specified and author-

ized in and by this appropriation." In support of this

amendment Mr. Mondell called attention to the fact

that the Forestry appropriation was a very large one,

and over and above the demand for all salaries in all

branches of the service there was a balance of over

$1,760,000, which could be used at the discretion of

the Forester for almost any purpose within the very
wide discretion granted under the language of the

paragraph. He also called attention to the fact that

very large sums of money had been used by this

Bureau for traveling expenses; that in the detailed

estimates of appropriation before the Committee there

were single items for traveling expenses amounting to

many thousands of dollars, and that the aggregate of

traveling expenses run into the hundreds of thousands

of dollars.

Meetings Packed by Forestry Officials.

Mr. Mondell stated that it was a matter of com-

mon report throughout all the western states that no

public gathering could be held without the presence
of a large number of Forestry Officers from Washing-
ton and elsewhere. He stated that they were "de-

lightful gentlemen; the people of the west are glad to

see them; within reason they ought to travel about

and become acquainted with conditions, but it is some-

times felt that these gentlemen appear in such numbers
as to very largely control the sentiment of meetings
held for an expression of the public opinion of the

region." He called attention, in this connection, to a

meeting held last June in Denver, to a meeting of the

National Irrigation Congress at Sacramento and to other

meetings which he said were largely attended by officers

of the Forestry Bureau apparently with the idea of

controlling the action and resolutions of such meetings.
After considerable debate this amendment was carried.

Mr. Mondell then offered the following amend-
ment: "Provided that no part of this appropriation
shall be paid or used for the purpose of paying for, in

whole or in part, the preparation of any newspaper or

magazine articles." A point of order was made against
this amendment, as it was made against the other, but

it was promptly overruled by the Chair.

Discussing this amendment Mr. Mondell said:

"That it is popularly believed that a considerable por-
tion of this appropriation is used for the purpose of

paying, in whole or in part, for paper and magazine
articles that appear under the names of contributors

who contribute to such newspapers or magazines. Now
my purpose is, so far as possible, to prevent that kind
of use of the people's money. I believe in the Bureaus

advertising their work widely. I am in favor of proper

publicity in every important Bureau of the government.
I know of several Bureaus whose work of disseminat-

ing information through the newspapers and otherwise

is most helpful. I approve of a proper Bureau of

publicity to give the public knowledge of what the De-

partments are doing. But if I am correctly informed

this Bureau has been doing a work beyond that. It

has, directly and indirectly, been encouraging and pay-

ing for the preparation of newspaper and magazine
articles placing an exaggerated value on its work, and

particularly in encouraging people who saw fit to im-

pugn the motives of or criticise Members of Congress
and Senators and other men in public life who do not

agree with some of the acts and some of the policies
of the Bureau."

After some considerable discussion in which Mr.
Mondell insisted tbft his amendment would not prevent
the dissemination of proper information by the Bureau
the amendment was adopted.

Mr. Mondell then offered an amendment which
was intended to compel the Bureau to exclude large
areas of nontimbered lands from the reserves. Dis-

cussing the amendment he called attention to the fact

that is was notorious that large areas of nontimbered
land and land not needed for the conservation of water
were included in reserves, and in this connection he re-

ferred to part of a reserve in his state in which he

claimed that half of the land was in private owner-

ship, and of the remaining 50 per cent not over 20

per cent was timbered, and though the people in the

vicinity of the reserve had petitioned to have these

lands excluded from the reserve, the Forestry Bureau
had refused to do it. After some discussion it ap-

pearing to some of the Members that there was some
doubt as to whether the language of the amendment
would not work to prevent the exclusion from the re-

serves of some heavily timbered lands, the amendment
was disagreed to.

Government Monopoly of Available Timber.

Mr. Mondell then offered the following amend-
ment:

"That no part of this appropriation shall be used

for the negotiation of any sale of timber in any Na-
tional Forest at a price above what would constitute a

fair and reasonable price for such timber were it sold

in competition with timber of a like character in the

same locality on land in private ownership."
In the discussion of this amendment Mr. Mondell

reviewed the practice of the Department in many of its

sales of timber from the reserve and stated that the

creation of reserves in his state had tended to steadily

increase the price of timber and had, in certain local-

ties, raised it as much as $6 per thousand. He ex-

plained that by the creation of great reserves containing

practically all of the timber in a given region, a Gov-

ernment monopoly has been established, and that taking

advantage of this condition the Forestry Bureau had

arbitrarily raised the price of stumpage to a price far

beyond what private parties owning stumpage of the
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same character in other portions of the Eocky Mountain

region were willing to sell it for.

He said that he did not make his complaint on be-

half of the lumberman who purchased this timber be-

cause they had no complaint to make nor had they
reason to complain of the price they had to pay because

conditions were such that they had no difficulty in re-

imbursing themselves by raising the price of lumber,
and he said: "Such sales mean that our people are

compelled to pay all the way from $4 to $6 a thousand

more for their lumber than they have been paying for

it," and further discussing this matter he said that all

the purposes for which the reserves are established can,

and will, be best served by a policy which lightens
rather than adds to the burdens of the people living
in their vicinity. Under such a policy National For-

ests will have the support of the people, but as soon

as it is generally understood that the policy pursued
is one under which additional burdens are laid rather

than benefits secured, the public sentiment of the coun-

try, east and west, will no longer support reserves."

After a thorough discussion of the timber sale

policy Mr. Mondell stated that the amendment having
served the purpose for which he had offered it that

of affording an opportunity for discussion he would

withdraw it because while it outlined the proper policy
which should be pursued in the sale of the products
of the reserves, to wit : to equalize rather than increase

the prices, he would withdraw it because in practice it

might be difficult to adapt its provisions to conditions.

Mr. Mondell then offered amendments first re-

ducing the appropriations for salaries and general ex-

penses by $100,000, and next striking out the $500,000

special fund for administration, protection and de-

velopment of the reserves. In offering these amend-
ments to reduce the appropriation he disclaimed any
desire to in any way hamper the legitimate work of

the Forest Service or reduce its appropriation below

a sum that was not only adequate but liberal for the

service, and he called attention to the rapidity with

which this appropriation had grown, beginning with

$1,000,000 in 1897, and increasing to $3,796,100 car-

ried in the bill. He called attention to the fact that

all of the salaries and estimates of specific expenditures
contained in the book of estimate only amounted to

$2,032,022, leaving a balance of $1,764,088, which could

be used for any one or all of the large number of gen-
eral purposes referred to in the appropriation.

He stated that the Forest Service was conducted

in an extravagant manner; that the vast and rapidly

increasing appropriations were a temptation to extrava-

gance and useless expenditure. In reply to the state-

ment that the Forest Service was producing a large
revenue from the reserves, he said that while it was
true that the revenues 'from the reserves were increas-

ing, it was also true that a large portion of this revenue
was derived from the sale of the matured timber, a

crop which could not be replaced in a hundred years
or more, and that the Forest Service was thus dispos-

ing of the permanent assets of the reserves and then

using such sales as an argument for an increase of

their appropriation, but that even taking this view of

it the appropriation carried in the bill was $1,300,000
more than the estimated revenues, and that such ap-

propriation was proposed to be made in face of the

fact that the Forestry Bureau had widely advertised
that it was keeping its expenditures within its income
from the reserves.

The showing made of the enormous increase of the

appropriation was a very strong one, but the Committee
on Agriculture rallied its forces and was able to limit

debate, and thus prevent a full discussion of the ques-
tion of the appropriation, and the amendment to re-

duce the appropriation was lost.

THE MONTANA LAND OPENING

Uncle Sam has 412 choice 40-acre farms in Montana
which he offers today, on very easy terms, to practical farmers
who are citizens of the United States. These farms are in
eastern Montana, in the beautiful valley of the Yellowstone
river, one of the richest agricultural sections of the Northwest.
Each is located within three miles of a railroad, and each is

irrigated by one of the best irrigation systems in the world.
The lands lie at an elevation of 3,000 feet above sea level.

The climate is delightful, the soil of exceptional fertility,
producing abundant crops when watered. Wheat, oats, rye,
barley and alfalfa are the principal crops grown. Alfalfa
yields five tons per acre and is selling today at $5 per ton
in the stack. Apples, small fruits, and vegetables do well
here. An especially profitable crop is sugar beets, which last
year in the valley yielded nearly $50 per acre net when prop-
erly cultivated.

A letter addressed to the Statistician, U. S. Reclamation
Service, Washington, D. C, will secure full information con-
cerning the location, soil, climate, crop possibilities, and terms
of disposal.

HOMES FOR HUNDREDS.

In a Land Where Water Is Wealth Droughts and Failures

Impossible.

The phenomenal growth of the Turlock district of
Stanislaus County, California, is perhaps without paral-
lel in the United States, and the settlement and colon-
ization of this district can be traced almost directly to

the efforts and enterprise of Messers. Hultberg and
Lane of the Central California Land Agency.

The advertisement of this firm appears upon an-
other page and to the prospective buyer who contem-

plates purchasing in Northern California it would be
worth his while to carefully read this advertisement and
to place himself in direct communication with the firm.

They have recently placed upon the market the

Tully Tract of 3,000 acres which is within the Turlock

Irrigation District. This tract lies between two great
trunk railroad lines. There are four railroad stations
which can be reached from any part of the property
within from one to three miles.

Water for irrigation purposes is conveyed to each

forty acres at the nominal tax of 50 cents per acre per
year.

The irrigation system of this district, it is said by
irrigationists of wide knowledge, to nearer approach
perfection than any other irrigation system in the
United States, and the thousand of families who have
purchased -homes in tracts of from five to forty acres
within the last seven years in the Turlock Irrigation
District are living manifestations of its wonderful pos-
sibilities and its future growth.

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation Age
I year, and The Primer of Irrigation
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THE ORLAND PROJECT.

The Orland Project, the smallest undertaken by
the United States Keclamation Service, is unquestion-

ably the one fraught with the greatest possibilities, for

the area to be irrigated (about 15,000 acres), is a part
of that great Central Valley of California, the Valley
of the Sacramento and the San Joaquin Rivers, which

presents, as has been pointed out by an engineer high
in the Government Service, the greatest possibilities for

development through irrigation "to be found in arid

an admirable reservoir site, it was neither the lack of

water, nor the impossibility of storing it that limited
the size of the project, but simply a question of the
amount of money that could be spared at this time
for the purpose.

In November, 1906, Mr. Hitchcock, then Secre-

tary of the Interior, apportioned $650,000 for this

project upon certain conditions, one of which was
that the land should be bonded to be sold and held in
farms of forty acres or less. In December, 1907, Sec-

retary Garfield announced that the conditions had been

A Summer Scene on Stony Creek, Orland Project, California.

America, if not in the world." Here is the possibil-

ity for the installation of a system for the irrigation
of nine million acres, and at the same time relieve one

million acres from the danger of overflow.

The importance then of the Orland Project is not

to be measured alone by the benefits to be brought to

the acres irrigated by it, great though they will be;

but its chief value will rather be as a positive demon-
stration to the landowners of the Valley of the un-

paralleled advantages of the Government system, and
with that end in view it is planned to make the Or-

land Project the model irrigation system, or rather, the

Orland Unit was selected because it has all the essential

elements of such a model system.

This is by no means an untried section, for a

small acreage has long been irrigated from private
ditches, and the community has already established a

reputation for the finest of alfalfa hay, the best of

almonds and the sweetest of oranges. Owing, however,
to the small flow of the creek during the irrigating sea-

son, but a small acreage has been devoted to these

products.

Stony Creek, whose waters are to be used, rises

in the Coast Range Mountains, far south of Orland,
and while all other streams flow south or southeast this

is forced sixty miles to the north before it breaks

through the last of the ranges of hills which parallel the

mountains. During this long journey "uphill" it is

continually gathering the water which drains from
the eastern mountain slope until it becomes an actual

river, ten times larger than many a stream accorded

the dignity of being so called. The photograph re-

produced herewith shows a summer scene on Stony
Creek. As every range of hills broken through offers

satisfactorily fulfilled and the appropriation made per-
manent. Since then all preliminary work has been done

and the engineer states that all is ready to vigorously

prosecute the actual construction as soon as all danger
of high water is past for this season.

The area to be irrigated lies about the thriving
town of Orland in northern Glenn County, on the west

Map of Orland, Stony Creek and Reservoirs, Orland Project, California.

side of the valley, about eighty miles north of Sacra-

mento. Stony Creek furnishes sufficient water for the

spring and early summer. The water to supplement
this flow will be stored in a pretty little valley known
as East Park about thirtv miles south and twenty miles

west of Orland, as shown in the map herewith.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PNEUMATIC PIPE
DREDGE.

The interest that has been aroused in the pneumatic

pipe Dredge through the several mentions of it in the

AGE has led to numerous inquiries concerning the

dredge and its principles of operation. Accordingly,

through the kindness of the Black Sand & Gold Recov-

ery Company of Chicago, which controls the American

rights for the dredge, we are able to produce several cuts

of the dredge and a comprehensible description of its

method of operation. What has interested us most in

this dredge is its simplicity, its adaptability and its low

cost of construction, operation and maintenance when

compared with its great capacity and with other dredges
of like capacity, thus making it available for reclama-

tion work by small land owners and for mining pur-

poses by small mining companies that have not been

died and from there forces the material upward through
a discharge pipe by the use of water and compressed
air mixed under high pressure. It is not a suction or

centrifugal dredge; it is a hydro-pneumatic ram.
From one to four or even more pipes can be op-

erated from the same scow; one pump and one air com-

pressor serving for all. Or with a central power plant
from one to a dozen pipes can be operated independently
at long distances apart and at a great distance from the

power plant.
In dredging swift streams the pipe can be suspended

from a cable running between high banks or it can be

operated from the end of a crane or boom. It requires

only air and water under pressure to operate it, and as

these can be carried long distances through iron pipes
without appreciable loss, and the connection between
the transmission pipes and the pipe dredge itself can
be made with flexible tubing, it will be seen that the

The Bed Rock Pneumatic or Compressed Air-Pipe Dredge.

This shows the_ pipe lifting the heavy black sand out of one of nature's bed rock riffles. The precious minerals like gold and platinum
have been trapped in these pockets or riffles for untold ages, but no method to recover these stored up treasures had been devised before the

advent of the Pipe Dredge. This dredge will enter these pockets and recover the values they contain.

able to raise the capital necessary to install an expensive
bucket dredge.

The pneumatic pipe dredge is the invention of an

experienced hydraulic engineer and was originally de-

vised for mining purposes with a view to recovering

deep-seated mineral values from the bed rock of rivers

and streams without the necessity of moving the worth-

less superficial layers of sand. However, when it was

put into actual operation on a full sized scale it was
found to be the mqst efficient and cheapest dredging
device in existence for handling silt, sand

5 gravel, muck
or any other material that could be rapidly disintegrated

by the use of a hydraulic jet.

The novelty in the dredge rests in the peculiar
construction of the "pipe head" which is so ingeniously
built that after being fitted to standard piping it jets
itself and the pipe deeply into the material to be han-

adaptiveness of the pneumatic dredge is almost without

limitation and its simple construction reduces its re-

pairs and stoppages to a minimum, for it has no work-

ing parts liable to get out of order, being a system
of continuous pipes with no valves. The depth to which
it can be sunk to recover material is unlimited. It

can deliver its material farther than any other type of

dredge, and since a smaller crew is required to operate
it than is required by other dredges, the operating ex-

penses are considerably reduced.

The capacity of the dredge is enormous. One pipe
with a 6-inch discharge will deliver at least 50 cubic

yards of sand per hour. A dredge with four 6-inch

pipes will deliver 4,000 cubic yards in twenty-
four hours, while one with four 10-inch pipes
will deliver over 15,000 cubic yards in twenty-
four hours, for it delivers steadily from 40 to 60 per
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cent solid matter. The vital machinery consists only
of an air compressor and a force pump with sufficient

power to operate them, so that the cost of equipping
a pneumatic dredge is from 60 to 80 per cent less than

any other type of dredge of similar capacity adapted to

work under similar conditions.

The fields for dredging in which it is said the

pneumatic pipe dredge has no peer are, for deepening
or clearing the channels of rivers and harbors, for re-

claiming low lands in river valleys or elsewhere, for the

building of levees or restraining banks along rivers that

overflow their banks annually, for the recovering of sand
or gravel for building and construction purposes, and
for placer mining where the bed rock lies under deep
beds of sand or gravel. Another important considera-

tion is that everything used in constructing the dredge,

excepting the patented "pipe head," is of standard make
and can be obtained almost anvwhere at a moment's

WILL ALFALFA STAND WET FEET?

Hydro-Pneumatic Ram of Pneumatic Pipe Dredge.

notice, so that one of these dredges can be installed and
be operating anywhere within a few weeks after an order

is placed, while the building of the ordinary dredges re-

quires from nine months to one year after ordering.

James D. Schuyler, of Los Angeles, the prominent
hydraulic engineer, has achieved the distinction of

being the first member of the profession to twice re-

ceive one of the principal honors bestowed by the

American Society of Civil Engineers. This is the

Thomas Fitch Eowland "Prize" given annually to the

member or any engineer who contributes the most

worthy paper describing in detail accomplished work
on construction. Mr. Schuyler, who is the author

of a standard work on dams, has been advised that

he has received the 1907 award for his paper entitled

"Recent Practice in Hydraulic-Fill Dam Construction,"
a contribution to science which has created a stir among
engineers throughout the world. He had previously
won the prize for his paper, "The Construction of the

Sweetwater Dam."

It is a common saying among alfalfa growers that

this plant will not thrive with its roots within less

than four feet of standing water. Last August we
took an ordinary flower pot holding some three pints
of common Iowa soil, planted some alfalfa seed in it,

"Head" of Pneumatic Pipe Dredge About to Enter Water on Its Way
to Bed Rock.

and set it in another pot containing ordinary hydrant
water, the water reaching above the bottom of the flower

pot. The water is replenished about every other day,
hence is fresh.

The alfalfa germinated, and in a few days the

roots began to make their way down through the hole

,in the bottom of the flower pot and reached down into

the water. They have been growing in the water ever

Pneumatic Pipe Dredge, Operating by Electricity, with Four Ten-Inch

Discharge Pipes. Capacity Over 15,000 Cubic Yards Per Day.

since, until now (April 15), they are by actual meas-
urement more than four feet long coiled up in the bot-

tom of the lower pot. The plants have been cut back

twice, and were thrifty until attacked by the little red

spider. After these were killed by drowning the plants
resumed their former thrifty appearance, and of late

have grown very rapidly.
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GOVERNMENT HOMESTEADS AND HOW TO
SECURE THEM.

Millions of Acres of Good Farming Land Open for Home-
stead Entry.

CHARLES S. YOUNG.

,
If I were a young man or woman looking for a

good start on the highway to independence today, I

would investigate the opportunities in the Dakotas, Mon-

tana, Idaho and Washington. There are four separate

propositions that are well worth the careful study of

those who would separate themselves from their land-

lords and from those who own land of such high value

that a reasonable return is almost impossible. The

propositions I would suggest are as follows :

1. Government homesteads in South Dakota and

perous growth. Less than six months ago the sites of

these towns were open prairies. A man who bought
some town lots at Bowman last October for $250 each

has just sold them for $500 each. Since then the new
line has pushed steadily westward and the following
towns will be opened during the ;nonth of May: Reed-

er, N. D., May 14; Ismay, Mont., May 15; Haynes, N.

D., May 21; and Scranton, N. D., May 22.

The opinion prevails to a certain extent that the

homestead law has ceased to operate because so little

agricultural land is now owned by the Government.
This opinion is erroneous. There yet remain millions

of acres of good farming land open for homestead entry,
but until recently this land was useless for farming,
owing to its great distance from a railroad. So far as

certain portions of western Dakota and Eastern Mon-
tana are concerned, this condition has changed. The
Pacific Coast extension of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul Railway opens to settlement thousands of acres

Farm Scene in Hettinger County, N. D., on Line of Pacific Extension of C-, M. & St. P. Ry.

Montana and the early opening to settlement of four

Indian reservations, Standing Rock in South Dakota,
Mathead in Montana, Rosebud in South Dakota, Coeur

d'Alene in Idaho.

2. Thepurchase of low-priced farm land in these

States, just made -accessible to the great central markets

by the construction of the Pacific Coast extension of

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway.
3. An investment in the fruit lands of the State

of Washington, where fifty thousand acres of irrigated
and sub-irrigated land is being made tributary to the

new transcontinental line, and 80,000 acres more ad-

jacent are capable of irrigation.
4. For the workingman, for the merchant, for the

professional man, for the investor, there are excellent

opportunities in the new towns that will be opened this

year and next along the new Transcontinental Railway.
At Lemmon, Hettinger and Bowman, N. D., there are

over 500 people each today and everything shows a pros-

of the best farmnig lands. When patented this land is

worth from $10 to $18 per acre, and will constantly in-

crease in value.

HOMESTEAD LANDS IN SOUTH DAKOTA.

In Butte County, South Dakota, south of the towns
of Lemmon, Hettinger and Bowman, are thousands of

acres awaiting the enterprising homesteader. The

country is rapidly being settled by a good class of farm-

ers. The soil is a chocolate-colored loam of great fer-

tility, with a clay sub-soil. The rainfall is sufficient to

raise crops, and the drinking water is good.

CLIMATE AND CROPS.

The climate is most healthful, and settlers suffer-

ing from any nose, throat or lung trouble are invari-

ably benefited. Although corn is raised, this section is

primarily a small-grain country. Spring wheat, oats,

barley and speltz are raised to perfection. The grain
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is heavy and full and the yields are large and bring

good prices. Flax and potatoes are also raised extensive-

ly. Dakota potatoes can not be excelled, being large,

smooth and white, and when cooked are mealy and de-

licious. A yield of two hundred bushels of potatoes per
acre is not uncommon. Alfalfa makes a good stand.

Cattle fatten on the rich native grasses without being
fed with grain. This section is particularly adapted
to diversified farming. There will be plenty of cheap

pasturage for a number of years, and the man who will

start a dairy herd will become independent in a few

years. Chickens do well. Spring chickens and eggs

bring excellent prices. All sorts of garden truck grow
exceptionally well. Along the streams different varieties

of wild fruit and wild berries are common.

HOMESTEAD LANDS IN MONTANA.

Ouster County.

In Custer County, Montana, are several million

acres of Government land open for homestead entry,
much of it near the railroad. This country is well

grassed and has been one of the greatest stock-raising

rainfall varies annually from fifteen to twenty inches.

For five years considerable farming lias been carried

on without irrigation with the greatest success. Last
season thirty-five bushels of hard winter wheat were

produced on the average in the entire district between
Lewistown and Garneill. The drinking water in Fergus

County is unsurpassed and is found everywhere at mod-
erate depth. Coal underlies almost the entire Judith

Basin and sells at the mines at about $3.00 per ton.

The mountains are covered with timber, and, although
in the Forest Reserve, the Government permits it to

be cut by actual settlers for domestic use. The climate

is extremely healthful and good. The winters are not
as cold as farther east, being tempered by the famous
Chinook wind. The summers are delightful, the heat

being tempered by the altitude, which is about 3,000
feet.

Indian Reservations.

In addition to the above lands, which may be en-

tered upon at once, there are, contiguous to the lines of

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, four In-

Home of F. W. Fletcher, Near Reliance, a Town on the Pacific Extension of the C., M. & St. P. Ry.

ranges in the West. It is now to turn from stock-rais-

ing to farming, and thousands of settlers will gain a

comfortable home and independence, where heretofore

there has been a handful of ranchers and herders. Lig-
nite coal is found everywhere. It can be dug by the

settlers themselves where it outcrops, or it may be pur-
chased at a low price from those engaged in that busi-

ness.

Yellowstone and Rosebud Counties.

In Yellowstone and Rosebud Counties, Montana,
there are large areas of Government land, and at dif-

ferent points, notably at Forsyth and Broadview, south

of Lavina on the Musselshell, experimental farms have

proven that with proper methods of cultivation the soil

yields abundantly without irrigation.

Fergus County.

Fergus County, Montana, contains about 1,000,000
acres of farm land open for homestead entry. Like most
of eastern Montana, the soil is fertile to an extraordi-

nary degree, and the land lies well for farming. The

dian reservations, already named. These reservation

lands differ from the other lands open for entry in that

they are adjacent to developed farm lands, the prices
of which range from $25 to $40 per acre. The Gov-
ernment has therefore decided to allot them to the pub-
lic under conditions slightly different from those gov-

erning the main body of free lands. With the possible

exception of the Standing Rock reservation, these In-

dian lands are expected to be opened for settlement in

the spring of 1909. Full information regarding dates

and points of registration will be announced later by
the General Land Commissioner of the Government at

Washington.

WHO MAT SECURE A HOMESTEAD.

Under the homestead laws of the United States, a

person who is not the owner of more than 160 acres of

land in any State or Territory, who is a native-born

citizen of the United States, or who has been naturalized

or declared his intention to become a naturalized citizen

of the United States, who is over the age of twenty-one

years or the head of a family, may make a homestead
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entry of not exceeding 160 acres of any of the unoc-

cupied public lands of the United States. A single
woman of twenty-one years of age or over has the right
to make a homestead entry. Marriage after filing does

not invalidate her claim, provided she continues to re-

side on it and make proper improvements. A widow

may make entry, but a married woman can not make

entry unless she has been deserted by her husband.
Soldiers and sailors, or if dead, their widows and

orphans, have the privilege of filing through an agent.
All other applicants must make their filings in per-
son. The period of service in the army up to four years
is deducted from the required five years' residence.

LOCATION OF LAND OFFICES.

United States land offices are located at Rapid
City, S. D., Dickinson, N. D., Miles City, Mont., Lew-

istown, Mont., and Missoula, Mont. United States com-

missioners, empowered to transact all Government busi-

ness connected with the securing of homesteads, are lo-

cated at Lemmon, S. D., Hettinger and Bowman, N. D.,
and at Terry, Mont. Commissioners will probably be

appointed in a number of other towns on the new trans-

continental line.

WHAT IT COSTS TO HOMESTEAD.

Fee for filing on 160-acre tract:

In the Dakotas If outside land grant limit $14
In the Dakotas If inside land grant limits 18
In Montana If outside land grant limit 16
In Montana If inside land grant limit 22

Add to this a fee of about $3.00, if the filing is

made before a United States commissioner.
Fee for final proof on 160-acre tract :

In the Dakotas If outside land grant limit $ 4
In the Dakotas If inside land grant limit 8
In Montana If inside land grant limit 12
In Montana If outside land grant limit 6

Advertising same 8

In case it is desired to commute at the end of four-
teen months' residence, an additional charge of from 50
cents to $2.50 per acre is made, depending upon the dis-

trict in which the land is located. In the greater part
of Butte County, South Dakota, the charge is 50 cents

per acre.

HOW TO GET INFORMATION SHOWING HOMESTEAD LANDS.

Information as to the vacant land in any land dis-

trict can be obtained by writing to the Land Office for
that district. There are, however, no maps or plats

showing the exact location of quarter sections open for

entry available for general distribution. Township dia-

grams showing land still open for entry may be secured
from the Register of the district Land Office for a fee

of $1.00 each.

HINTS FOE THE INTENDING HOMESTEADER.

Agricultural implements, wagons, harness, hard-

ware and general merchandise may be bought in the new
towns along the Pacific Coast extension at Chicago

prices, plus the freight rate. There will be no difficulty

in finding everything necessary at reasonable prices.

Good farm horses in this western country bring good

prices, and it will therefore be advisable in most cases

to ship your horses with your household goods direct

from your home town. Lumber in western Dakota sells

for $40 per thousand feet. It is somewhat cheaper in

Montana. The settlers generally build their first house

of sod, with frame roof, floor, doors and window-casing.
These houses are whitewashed, look well and are com-
fortable. They can be built by contract for $151, in-

cluding labor and material. Since the time when the

more adventurous of the early settlers struggled over the

Alleghany Mountains there has never been a better op-

portunity for the ambitious young American than is now
offered in the West by the building of this latest trans-

continental railway, the Pacific Coast extension of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway.

PLOWING FOR AND SEEDING ALFALFA.

BY JNO. G. HALL.

Great care must be taken in plowing up land to

be irrigated so as not to leave elevations and depres-
sions in the fields which will cause difficulty in getting
water over the field uniformly and evenly.

The best method I know is to begin in the center

of the field and plow to the outside all in one land.

This leaves no dead furrows to fill up and only a

very short back furrow unless the field be long; and
if so, the plow can be set more shallow until the back
furrow is made; (say two or three rounds). Then
the plow can be set to its uniform depth by turning
to the right. With a right-handed plow no ground will

be trampled out and made hard on the corners; no
dead furrows will be left in the field and a smooth,

pulverized field will be the result.

The smoothing harrow should follow the plow
closely to prevent the penetration of sun and wind
from drying out the soil. To prevent the ground from

baking, to pack the soil, to level the surface and to-

make a perfect seed bed for the small seeds about to

be sown, go over the field once or twice more with the

smoothing Harrow.

Barley is a very good grain with which to seed

alfalfa. Sow about forty pounds of barley and ten

pounds of alfalfa seed to the acre. A hoe or press
drill may be used allowing the barley to go down the

spouts and sowing the alfalfa seed broadcast on the

surface because the alfalfa seed is so small it should
not be covered deeply. The barley sown thinly makes
a shade for the young alfalfa while small and on ac-

count of the barley being ready to cut about fifteen

days earlier than wheat or oats it is gotten off the

ground and a better opportunity is given the young
alfalfa. After the seed has been sown, go once more
over the field with the smoothing harrow to cover the

alfalfa seed as shallow as possible.
The first irrigation should be begun when the

alfalfa is an inch high and the barley stooled and

shading the ground well. If the field is level one way
and has a gradual slope in one direction, plow your
ditches for irrigation through the the field about one
hundred feet apart, leaving a space at the lower end
of the field not ploughed which will irrigate from the

end of ditch. After the barley has been taken off the

field irrigate the young alfalfa again and secure a

cutting of hay from the new seeding the first year.

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation Age
I year, and the Primer of Irrigation
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Lining of Ditches and Reservoirs
to Prevent Seepage Losses.

By Prof. B. A. Etcheverry. Berkeley, Cal.

(Continued.)

The oil used was crude petroleum from the Sunset

District southwest of Bakersfield and contains a large

percentage of asphaltum. Its specific gravity is ll 1
/^ on

the feeaume scale. This oil when cold will not run

When examined in May, 1906, about seven months
after the application of the oil, there was no vegetation
in this part of the canal, while other parts of this same
canal which had received no oil and had been cleaned
two weeks previously showed a growth of vegetation.
The contrast is very striking and clearly shows the
value of oil in preventing the growth of aquatic plants.
Not only was this part of the canal free from vegeta-
tion, but it was only about one-third full, while the

Fig. 12. Ivanhoe Reservoir (Near Los Angeles), Lined with Oil.

freely. .It was used hot and sprinkled with an ordinary
road sprinkler. The ditch had been previously cleaned

of all vegetation and allowed to dry. The road

sprinkler was driven first on the bottom of the ditch and
then on the banks. The oil was applied at the rate of

11/2 gallons per square yard. The oil was then thor-

oughly harrowed in until it was well mixed with the

soil, which was very sandy.

canal full of weeds had to be full to carry the same
amount of water.

An objection might be made to the use of oil for

canal lining because of the fear that the oil might be

carried to the fields in sufficient quantity to injure the

crops. Mr. McLaughlin states that in this case they had
no trouble from this source.

An example of the use of oil for lining reservoirs

/ >" 7
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Fig. 13. Position of Experimental Trenches at Modesto.
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is found near Bakersfield, where a small reservoir 275 While for the Lemoore Ditch the oil was harrowed

feet long and 75 feet wide is built in almost pure, coarse into the soil, in this case the oil was poured on the sur-

sand. A centrifugal pump delivered to the reservoir face and allowed to soak in. This formed a tough
2,250 gallons of water per minute for twelve hours, and asphaltum crust of about 3 or 4 inches in thickness.

Fig. 15. Method of Using Templet to Finish Trenches.

it would leak out as fast as poured in. It was then de- The seepage was greatly reduced and now the reservoir

cided to use road oil to prevent this excessively large can be rapidly filled with the same pump.
seepage. One hundred and eighty-five barrels of heavy Another example of the use of oil for lining a

Fig. 14A. Method of Using Templet. Fig. 14B. Distributing Flume Gate Measuring Past.

oil (11 specific gravity Beaume scale) were poured reservoir is near Los Angeles the Ivanhoe Reservoir,
while hot on the bottom of the reservoir. Since one (Fig. 12.) Here it was found necessary to protect the

barrel of oil contains 42 gallons, the rate at which the sloping banks from the erosive action of the waves. On
oil was applied was 3.31 gallons per square yard. the slopes were spread 3 inches of river sand, fairly
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clean, and thin oil (16 to 18 Beaume scale) was

sprinkled on the sand and raked in. The amount of oil

used was 2.3 gallons per square yard, or 13.35 per cent

of the volume of the sand. The slopes of the reservoir

were 4 on 1 and %y2 on 1. This lining was being com-

pleted when the writer examined it. it has so far an-

swered in a satisfactory manner the purpose for which

it was intended. A letter was addressed to Mr. William

Mulholland, superintendent of the water department of

the city of Los Angeles, inquiring as to its behavior, and

his reply, under date of December 20, is as follows:

"The oil lining of the Ivanhoe reservoir has proven a

success with the exception of the southern embankment,
on which the work was poorly and hastily done. We had

a very severe northern gale about a month ago that

raised waves at sufficient height to spray clear over the

bank, although at that time there was fully 4 feet of

clearance. The continued action of this storm for twen-

ty-four hours or more cut many holes in the slope, but

an examination of the broken places showed that the oil

had penetrated but an inch or two and was hence in-

sufficient to withstand such violence." Mr. Mulholland

further states that with properly executed work the

method would prove a complete success.

It will be noted that in this case comparatively light

oil was used. It is the writer's belief that heavy road

oil would be more efficient in resisting wave action,

erosion, or scouring due to water.

Prom observations of the behavior of oil on roads

or streets in resisting the erosive force of running water

during heavy rainfall it would seem that an oil lining

for canals would allow a very high velocity. Many oiled

streets having a steep grade have been constructed with

the gutters built of exactly the same materials as the

street. These gutters during heavy rain storms have

had to carry a large volume of water and the velocity

was high, still the gutters were not in the least cut up.
A statement from Mr. Theo. White, of Los Angeles,

who has made a special study of oiled roads, gives us

an idea of what might be expected of oil lining for

ditches: "The whole country was flooded and it gave
us a good test of our oiled roads. There is a road run-

ning into San Bernardino on a grade of about 6 per

cent, about 300 or 400 feet from a bcneh down into a

creek bottom. The road had been oiled a second season

and there was a good oiled surface. The water rushed

down the middle of that road, because the ditches could

not carry such a great volume of it, and it did not

make a scratch on the road, but a half mile south there

was a road of about the same grade which was so badly
washed that it could not be used until it was repaired

a road that was not oiled. Between Pomona and
Freeman there was a great quantity of water came from
a canyon and struck the oiled road at right angles at

one point. It came from the west, and on the east side

of that road there was a margin of 6 or 8 inches of the

surfacing material that the oil had not touched. The
rain passed over the oiled surface, and when it came to

that which was not oiled it cut it right out. Upon the

same road within the city limits of Pomona the road

was surfaced with decomposed granite, packed down

hard, and a very nice road during the summer, but it

had not been oiled. The same storm cut it all to pieces.

On one stretch of a quarter of a mile the road material

was fairly washed out into the fields alongside of the

road."

[To be Continued.]

SUGGESTIONS FOR CITIZENS OF THE SALINAS
VALLEY.

Tree Planting, Gravity Irrigation and Concerted Action.

BY MONTERETAN.

Let the people of the Salinas Valley keep con-

stantly in mind that they must, sooner or later,

abandon their present method of working their lands

We know what the valley is capable of producing. We
know the high values brought for lands whereon in-

tensified farming is practiced and what it does for

towns within or near such territory.

Two things are absolutely necessary to make the

Salinas Valley one of the most famous producing sec-

tions in the world, where the climate is good for com-
fort all the year round. Planting trees along the

roads and division fences, besides lines of windbreaks
across the valley at intervals, is one requirement, and
the other is to establish a gravity irrigation system.

Organization only can bring about what is needed
to provide for the support of 100,000 people in happy
homes in the Salinas Valley. You had a very good
earnest boomer devoting his time and money to organ-

izing your land owners. Had those differing from him
in his methods taken an active interest in the irriga-
tion organization, all differences might have been ex-

plained, and by their aid other plans along the lines

of promotion and educational work agreed upon.
Now is the time to act. If my reader is one who

is convinced that Mr. Vivian, of King City, was all

wrong let him join with others of a like mind and
become members of the Irrigation Association to make

things right.

The writer is aware of unfairness, to say the

least, towards Mr. Vivian. All the people alluded to

are good men and intend to be just, but they have a

fault, so common among us all, to "knock" a man who
is trying to do something, only because they do not

happen to agree with his plans, or because of some
trivial reason.

Concerted action is necessary and there is a way
to bring it about. Discuss this matter with your neigh-
bor without delay, and from each section forward

names for membership in the Salinas Valley Irriga-
tion Association. Reorganize and come to an agree-
ment on all matters.

While not a land owner in your section, the writer

is giving his time and money monthly to keep alive

the movement to establish an irrigation system in the

Salinas Valley. Both Mr. Vivian and myself have

been working to force you into doing your duty to your

country and your heirs.

A meeting of the California Inland Waterways
Committee will shortlv be held at Monterey, and every
land owner in the Salinas Valley is invited to attend

their meeting. It would be an opportune time for you
all to get together and place the Irrigation Asso-

ciation on a solid footing.
The next issue of the AGE will give you other

points to enable you to see yourself as other see you.
It depends upon yourself whether or not you will have

a string of canneries and fruit-packing establishments

through the valley in a few years.
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Supreme Court Decisions

Irrigation Cases

ADJUDICATION OF PRIORITIES.

A statutory decree establishing priorities to the use of

water for irrigation confers no new rights, but is merely
evidence of pre-existing rights, which may be lost by subse-

quent abandonment. Alamosa Creek Canal Co. v. Nelson.

Supreme Court of Colorado. 93 Pacific 1112.

CONTRACT FOR IRRIGATION NATURE OF PROPERTY RIGHT.

The right conferred on a landowner by his contract with
a water company to have water flow from its canal, through
a lateral ditch, to his land, for its irrigation, for a term of

years, is a" servitude on the ditch and canal, and an appur-
tenance to the land, and so is real property. Stanislaus Water
Co. v. Bachman. Supreme Court of California. 93 Pacific 858.

COLORADO DISTRICT COURTS HAVE JURISDICTION TO DETERMINE

PRIORITY.

Const, art. 6, sec. 11, giving the district court jurisdiction
of all causes both at law and equity, gives jurisdiction to

determine claims to priorities in the appropriation of water
from public streams, and that jurisdiction is not affected by
the statutes dividing the state into water districts, and pro-

viding for the adjudication of priorities in those districts.

Kerr v. Burns. Supreme Court of Colorado. 93 Pacific 1120.

MORTGAGE SUBSEQUENTLY ACQUIRED WATER RIGHTS.

Though a mortgage of land is made prior to the contract

of the landowner with a water company, by which the com-

pany agrees to furnish through its canal to him, his heirs or

assigns, water to irrigate the land for a term of years, he to

make certain yearly payments therefor, the water right, when
acquired, having become an easement appurtenant to the land,

passed with it under the foreclosure of the mortgage.
Stanislaus Water Co. v. Bachman. Supreme Court of Cali-

fornia. 93 Pacific 858.

MANDAMUS TO DELIVER WATER FOR PAST SEASON.

In mandamus to compel a ditch company to transfer

shares of stock to petitioner, and to deliver to him during the

irrigation season of a designated year the quantity of water
to which such shares entitle the owner, a judgment awarding
the writ rendered after the expiration of the irrigation season
for the designated year is erroneous, under the rule that

courts do not order performance of impossible acts. The
action was dismissed without prejudice to petitioner. Agri-
cultural Ditch Co. v. Rollins. Supreme Court of Colorado.
93 Pacific 1125.

PROCEEDING TO CHANGE POINT OF DIVERSION.

Before the passage of Sess. Laws 1899, p. 235, c. 105,

providing for a change of the point of diversion of water
from an irrigation ditch, the owner of a right to use water
from any of the streams of the state for irrigation might in

equity sue one respondent alone, and have determined as

against him the right to change the point of diversion, and
the right was not limited to any particular territory, or con-

fined to any arbitrary diversion of the stream. Lower Latham
Ditch Co. v. Bijou Irrigation Co. Supreme Court of Colorado.
93 Pacific 483.

LIABILITY UNDER CONTRACT TO FURNISH WATER.

Where an irrigation company having contracted to fur-

nish plaintiffs' landlords with water for the irrigation of the

rented premises, the landlords agreed to furnish sufficient

water to plaintiffs to irrigate their crops, but were unable to

do so because of the irrigation company's breach of its con-

tract, whereupon plaintiffs sued their landlords for damages,
plaintiffs' recovery afforded the landlords no right to recover
over against the irrigation company the amount thereof.

Stockton v. Brown. Court of Civil Appeals of Texas. 106

Southwestern 423.

STREAM'S RUNNING DRY DOES NOT DESTROY CONTINUITY OF
USE.

In an action to enjoin the diversion of water from a

stream, where the evidence showed that plaintiffs had, when
the supply permitted, irrigated by means of water taken from
the stream, the fact that for several years the stream had been

dry for a longer time each year than usual, and that they had
not been able to get as much water as theretofore, did not

destroy the continuity of their use, or deprive them of the

right to use the amount formerly diverted if the stream should

again furnish that amount. Huffner v. Sawday. Supreme
Court of California. 94 Pacific 424.

TOWN'S RIGHT TO STREAM NOT SUPERIOR TO THAT OF FARMING
COMMUNITY.

Mills' Ann. St. sec. 4403, subd. 73, authorizing a town to

take water from any stream or spring for domestic purposes,
and providing that, when the taking shall interfere with the
vested rights of any person, the town shall first obtain his
consent or acquire the right by condemnation, does not give
a right to a town to divert water for the use of its inhabitants

superior to the right of an individual or a farming community
to divert water for domestic or other purposes, in the sense
that the town may take the water for that purpose from those
who have previously appropriated it for the same or some
other beneficial use without compensation. Town of Sterling
v. Pawnee Ditch Extension Co. Supreme Court of Colorado.
94 Pacific 339.

APPROPRIATION OF WATER EVIDENCE.

Though evidence of nonuser and similar acts before a
decree establishing priorities to the use of water by the owner
of an irrigation ditch is improper for the purpose of proving
his right to use a less volume of water than that decreed to

him, as well as for the purpose of showing the element of
nonuser in a subsequent abandonment relied on by another

appropriator suing for diversion of the water, but where there
is sufficient legal evidence as to the element of nonuser subse-

quent to the decree, evidence of nonuser and similar acts by
such owner before the decree, for the purpose of showing his

intent in not using what was awarded to him, is proper and
not prejudicial. Alamosa Creek Canal Co. v. Nelson. Supreme
Court of Colorado. 93 Pacific 1112.

MORTGAGE ON WATER SYSTEM.

If a mortgage given by a water company on its water

system was such as to make it paramount to the rights of a
landowner under the contract thereafter made with him by the

company to furnish through its canal water to irrigate his

land for a term of years, he to make certain yearly payments
therefor, yet, he not having been made a party to the fore-

closure, though his contract was recorded prior to commence-
ment of the foreclosure suit, the purchaser under the fore-

closure holds the canal system and the waters thereof subject
to the rights of such landowner, at least till those rights are
terminated by foreclosure proceedings to which he is a party.

Stanislaus Water Co. v. Bachman. Supreme Court of Cali-

fornia. 93 Pacific 858.

CONTRACT TO SELL WATER FOR IRRIGATION.

The agreement of a water company to sell water for a
certain price for irrigation of certain land for a term of years
is sufficiently certain, the water being described as water from
a certain river, to be carried through the company's canal,
and it being shown that it had but one canal leading from that

river, though the lateral ditch was not described, except by
the statement that the company was to deliver the water on
the land by means of such head gates, weirs, and devices as it

should construct for that purpose, a ditch through which
water was conducted to the land having thereafter been con-
structed by the company, and the contract in this respect hav-

ing thus been made definite. Stanislaus Water Co. v. Back-
man. Supreme Court of California. 93 Pacific 858.

IRRIGATION DETERMINATION OF RIGHTS.

Plaintiffs and defendant being tenants in common of the

rights in an underground water flow, defendant sank a well

on his own land, and erected a pump and a distributing sys-
tem to irrigate his own land. Held, in proceedings to deter-

mine the several rights in the water, that defendant could
not urge that plaintiffs were guilty of laches in permitting his

expenditure without complaint, since there was nothing in the
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mere erection of the water plant which would invade plain-

tiffs' rights and call for protest from plaintiffs ; such invasion

being committed only by the pumping of an excessive amount
of water, and since after the commencement of the pumping
plaintiffs had done nothing to induce defendant to believe

plaintiffs assented to defendant's act. Verdugo Canyon Water
Co. v. Verdugo. Supreme Court of California. 93 Pacific

1021.

CONTRACT FOR SALE OF WATER.

An agreement of a water company with the owner of land

to furnish through its canal from a certain river to the land-

owner, his heirs or assigns, to irrigate the land, a flow of

water sufficient to irrigate it each year for a certain number
of years, the devices through which the water shall be drawn
from the land to be constructed by the company and the land-

owner to pay a certain amount yearly therefor, the contract

to have the force and effect of a covenant running to and with

the land and the canal, is not a mere personal covenant of

the company, but, while not a lien on the canal, is an agree-
ment for sale of real property of the company, binding on the

successor in title of the company's plant, taking with notice of

the agreement. Stanislaus Water Co. v. Bachman. Supreme
Court of California. 93 Pacific 858.

IRRIGATION RIGHT TO SUPPLY.

Defendant, an irrigation company, agreed to furnish a

land company or its assigns water for its land on condition

that a rental to be fixed by defendant was paid annually in

advance, and in case of failure for two successive years to

pay the rental its right to water should end and the contract

be forfeited. The payments were allowed to lapse for several

years, and then a grantee of the land company gave a note

for the arrearages, and water was furnished him. Later plain-
tiffs became owners, and made an agreement whereby they
were to receive water by paying the rental in advance, but

such agreement was not to prejudice defendants in their rights
in regard to the unpaid notes for water rents. Held, that

defendant waived the right to enforce the forfeiture. Kimball
v. Northern Colorado Irrigation Co. Supreme Court of Colo-
rado. 94 Pacific 333.

WATER RIGHTS WAIVER OF OBJECTIONS.

The district court having had jurisdiction of the subject-
matter of a suit to award priorities in the appropriation of

waters from a stream, a defendant therein is estopped to

assert for the first time in a suit brought nine years later that

the court in the first suit was without jurisdiction on the

ground that the adjudication should, under the statutes, have
covered all the priorities in the district, and not merely priori-
ties for water from such stream, where defendant voluntarily
submitted himself to the jurisdiction of the court in the first

suit, and fully participated in the proceedings, excepted to the

findings and decree proposed by the referee, appealed from a

judgment approving such decree.which judgment was affirmed,
and received water according to the award. Kerr v. Burns.

Supreme Court of Colorado. 93 Pacific 1120.

"IRRIGATING SEASON."

Under a contract entered into between an irrigation com-

pany and a water consumer providing that the consumer shall

pay certain water rents per acre annually for the use of water
to irrigate his land, and containing a clause that "water shall

be delivered free of all charges during the first irrigating
season that water is delivered to said purchaser," held, that

the words "irrigating season" signify and are equivalent to

the entire irrigating period embraced in one year's time, and
that it was the intention of the contracting parties to thereby
exempt the consumer from payment of water rents for the

period of one year, and that the settler is entitled to receive

the free use of the water during the irrigating period for one

year from the date on which water was delivered to him,
and that at the expiration of one year his pay period will

begin. Twin Falls Land & Water Co v. Lind. Supreme
Court of Idaho. 94 Pacific 164.

WHAT THE NAME "ELKHART" SIGNIFIES TO VE-
HICLE AND HARNESS BUYERS.

The man who cannot pick out a buggy or other

vehicle to his liking from the great catalog of the

Elkhart Carriage and Harness Manufacturing Com-
pany of Elkhart, Ind., is a hard man to please.

Their 1908 book is an eye opener a handsome
book of over 250 pages, every one of which contains a

fine illustration and accurate description of some of

their numberless styles of sterling vehicles and harness.

You will find in it about every kind of rig you ever

saw. The same is true of harness. The pictures are

so large and the description so full that you will know

very nearly as much about the purchase you are about
to make as if you actually saw it.

But the wonder comes when you look at the prices.

Anyone who is not acquainted with "the Elkhart

Way" m.ust be amazed at the bargains. He cannot
understand how high grade vehicles and harness can
be made and sold for so little money.

But the Elkhart people have been doing business

this way for 35 years. Making and selling direct to the

people is an old story with them. That's the secret

of it all. They build and they sell direct to the user.

N"o jobber, no dealer, no agent, no traveling expense,
no commissions, no storage. If you say such prices
are impossible, the answer is, they have been making
them for over a third of a century.

The Elkhart Carriage and Harness Manufactur-

ing Company is the kind of institution we like to rec-

ommend to our readers. A great big concern, thor-

oughly reliable and dealing in high class good?. We
can say unhesitatingly that anyone who has need for a

vehicle or harness should send for the great catalog,
see the prices and then judge for themselves.

TRY THE COLUMNS OF THE IRRIGATION AGE.
IT WILL PAY YOU.

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation Age
1 year. a.nd the Primer of Irrigation

As an illustration of what THE IRRIGATION AGE
is doing for our advertisers we are reproducing here-

with a letter recently received from Mr. C. D. Butchart,
a prominent manufacturer of Denver, Colo. This

is in line with many other communications recently

received whiqh indicate that advertising in the columns

of THE IRRIGATION AGE is paying well, and we are

anxious to emphasize this fact in the hope that other

advertisers who are not at present patrons of our

columns may be induced to place business with us.

DENVER, COLO., April 28, 1908.

THE IRRIGATION AGE COMPANY,
112 Dearborn Street, Chicago.

Gentlemen: Your letter of April 25th enclosing copy of

inquiry regarding sluice gates is received, and I thank you for

your courtesy in the matter.

It would appear that I should have renewed my adver-

tising in your publication some time ago, as I intended. That
IRRIGATION AGE has not carried an advertisement of mine this

season is emphatically not because your paper was not a

profitable medium. Quite the contrary; in fact, as a number
of the large orders completed this spring are directly traceable

to previous advertising with you. You may expect to hear

from me just as soon as my new catalogue is issued.

Yours truly.
C. D. BUTCHART.
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MODESTO AND TURLOCK IRRIGATION DIS-

TRICTS OF STANISLAUS COUNTY, CAL-
IFORNIA.

The County of Stanislaus presents the homeseek-

er's opportunity. Situated in the center of California,

comprising the outlet of the San Joaquin Valley, Stan-

islaus possess exceptional advantages of location and

climate. Modesto, her county seat, is but 115 miles

southeast of San Francisco, 92 miles north of Fresno,

77 miles south of Sacramento (the state capital), and

30 miles south of Stockton, the figures denoting dis-

tance by rail. Her area is 800,000 acres, nearly seven-

eighths of which is arable lands. The Southern Pacific

and the Santa Fe transcontinental railroads traverse

the center of the county. A branch of the Southern

Pacific skirts her eastern and another her western foot-

hills. The Sierra Railway, starting from the eastern

branch, at Oakdale, places the markets of the rich

mining Counties of Tuolumne and Mariposa; and a

portion of Calaveras and the wonders of the famed

Yosemite Valley, at her door.

The Stanislaus, Tuolumne and San Joaquin Rivers,

the two latter navigable for six months of the year, run

through her acres, affording irrigation and drainage
and serving to regulate transportation charges. Stan-

islaus presents the typical California climate, about

the same weight of clothes being comfortable all the

year. The climate is at all seasons of the year pleasant,

healthful and invigorating, and is especially suitable

to the advantageous cultivation and rapid growth of

the varied products of its soil. The winter is short

and mild. Snow unknown, frost infrequent and rarely

damaging even to tender plants and the susceptible

orange blossom. Roses bloom in the open air as late

as December and January and in March resume bloom-

ing.
In this gem of California counties a completed

irrigation system owned by the land embraces 258,000
acres of immensely fertile and productive soil. The

system has now been in successful operation but three

or four years and over 75,000 acres have already been

sold in small lots, most of it within the past two years,

probably 45,000 to 50,000 acres of this land is now
cultivated to alfalfa, fruits, vines and garden products.
No one can foresee possibilities of this section of

California, under its present successful public system
of irrigation.

The soil in these districts is a sandy loam, vary-

ing in density, but all rich and especially adapted to

irrigation. It is highly productive, and as it varies

in density is adapted to almost every crop that can be

produced in the temperate and semi-tropic zones. This

naturally causes diversified crops and every man can be

suited. The man who prefers the dairy business, or the

man who prefers the tree and the vine, the berry,

sweet potato or the cantaloupe, can take his choice

with the assurance of splendid returns. Here the

oranges, choice fruit that to see is to covet, are ready
for the Thanksgiving market ; here lemons leave nothing
to be desired: olives, almonds, prunes, vines and figs

yield prolifically; pomelos (grape fruit), and pome-
granate attain perfection; choice peaches, apricots and

nectarines afford profitable crops ;
table and wine grapes

meet every desire ; while apples, pears and, in fact, all

the deciduous fruits and garden and field products of

every description are prolific in yield and from excellent

to choice in quality.
The demonstrated profits of the products en-

numerated, and of dairying, alfalfa under irrigation,

affording green feed all the year around, led the land

owners of the central portion of the county to co-

operate to render irrigation available to all. Two
hundred and fifty-eight thousand acres lying between

the Stanislaus and the San Joaquin Rivers, and bi-

sected by the Tuolumne River, comprise one great

paradise of beauty and comfort.

The Tuolumne River is the source of water sup-

ply for both the Modesto and Turlock Irrigation Dis-

tricts. This stream has a watershed second only to

that of one other river of the state, carries a vast

volume of water and is never failing, being fed by the

perennial snows of the Sierra. The water rights of

the districts take precedence over all others, save that

of a mining company, possessing a very limited appro-

priation. Here, under legislative enactment, the water

inalienably belongs to the land. The water belongs
to the people as does a public highway or school house.

People who do not understand ask "What does a water

right cost?" To which answer is made, "No more
than you pay for the right to use the county road, the

court house or the district school house." 'The dis-

tricts were bonded to raise the money necessary to

construct the irrigation works, and a valuation is each

year placed upon* the land for the purpose of levying
a sufficient assessment to pay the cost of the main-

tenance of the system, the cost of the distribution of

the water, and to pay the yearly accruing interest on

outstanding bonds. This method of raising money is

practically the same as that employed in counties to

raise money to conduct county affairs.

The sandy loam of which the greater portion of

the great body of 258,000 acres of land is composed
affords every advantage for diversified farming.

Alfalfa, the king of forage plants, finds its home
here, yielding five crops of one and one-half tons to the

acre annually, and affording pasturage after the curing
season.

Dairying has become a very prominent industry,
because of the favorable conditions and excellent profits.
Each acre will support a cow, and one man at $40
per month will milk and care for thirty cows. Butter
fat has been bringing at the creameries this year from

$7 to $15 a month per cow, according to the grade of

the cows. The skimmed milk fed to calves and hogs
will afford an income sufficient to meet expenses, leav-

ing the returns from the creamery net profit.

Poultry is also becoming general and has already

proven very profitable in these districts. This results

from the mildness of the climate, the prevalence of

green feed at all times, and the good local and San
Francisco markets, eggs averaging about 20 cents the

year around.

The grape industry in a short time will probably
lead all other industries, even dairying, which has be-

come and is now so profitable. Over ten thousand
acres have been planted to vines since the completion
of the irrigation systems, a portion of which came into

bearing last year, producing from seven to ten tons to

the acre and bringing prices ranging from $14 to $18

per ton.

Schools have had a phenomenal growth in the last
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three years. This is especially noticeable in the Modesto

and Turlock Irrigation Districts, where settlement and

development have made the most rapid progress. The

county has four high - schools, one being at Turlock,

in the Turlock Irrigation District, one at Modesto, in

the Modesto Irrigation District, one at Oakdale, and

one at Newman; and grammar schools at convenient

places throughout the county. In the Modesto and

Turlock Districts there are twenty-three grammar
schools properly and conveniently located.

Modesto, the county seat of the county, is a modern

city, with municipal waterworks, sewer system, electric

light and power, with large and well-ordered hotels,

six banks, two daily and weekly newspapers. It has

4,000 population, and is keeping pace with the improve-
ment and development of the country adjacent thereto

and surrounding it. The streets are wide and made
of asphalt. The business part of the city is built of

brick, many of the buildings being ornate as well as

substantial. It lies near the banks of the Tuolumne

Eiver, which is spanned at this point by a model county

bridge of steel and cement. The assessed valuation of

the real estate and personal property in Modesto is

over $1,850,000.
Turlock is near the geographical center of the

Turlock Irrigation District, and at the present time is

rapidly growing.

For irrigated lands in Stanislaus County, California,

-Write to-

MODESTO LAND CO.
MODESTO CALIFORNIA

BOOKS ON <

Irrigation and Drainage
The Irrigation Age has established a book

department for the benefit of its readers. Any
of the following named books on Irrigation and

Drainage will be forwarded postpaid on receipt

of price :

Irrigation Institutions, Elwood Mead $1.25

Irrigation in the United States, F. H. Newell 2.00

Irrigation Engineering, Herbert M. Wilson 4.00

Irrigation and Drainage, F. H. King 1.50

Irrigation for Farm and Garden, Stewart 1.00

Irrigating the Farm, Wilcox 2.00

The Primer of Irrigation, cloth, 300 pages 2.00

Practical Farm Drainage, Charles G. Elliott 1.00

Drainage for Profit and Health, Waring 1.00

Farm Drainage, French 1.00

Land Drainage, Miles 1.00

Tile Drainage, Chamberlain 40

Address

THE IRRIGATION AGE CO.

112 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

.

The Temple Irrigation Equipments the most
Economicaland Certain Means of LiftingWater

55 YEARS' EXPERIENCE

Write us for Information and Prices State Requirements

The Temple Water Elevators The Temple Centrifugal Pumps
Manufacturers of all kinds of Hand and Windmill Pumps

Also Manufacturers Single Cylinder, Double Cylinder and Four Cylinder Gaso-
line or Kerosene Engines

Briefly s tated the advantages of our Double Cylinder Engines are as follows:

First They are more economical in the use of fuel. On light loads one cylinder can be used, reserving
both cylinders for heavy loads.

Second Although weighing about one-half the weight of a single cylinder engine of same rated capacity,
vibrations are practically overcome, demonstrating conclusively that in proportion to strain the double cylinder
"Master Workman" is the stronger engine.

Third The heavier weight of a single cylinder engine is due to the fact that it must have heavier fly-
wheels in the horizontal type, and a longer, higher and consequently much heavier base than is required for

the "Master Workman." The heavier the fly-wheels the greater the strain on the crankshaft, so you will realize

that neither heavier fly-wheels or a heavier base contribute one iota to the strength of a single cylinder engine.
Fourth When vibrations are overcome, as in the "Master Workman," the lighter the engine and the less

cumbersome it is, the greater its sphere of usefulness and the cheaper and more convenient it can be handled.
Fifth Lubrication in our engine is absolutely perfect. There is no forced lubrication, lubrication being

by gravity. Certainty of lubrication is of vital importance in the steady running and operation of a gasoline
engine.

Sixth All mechanism is in full view, which will enable you to thoroughly understand the operation of a

gasoline engine. The worst kind of complexity is concealed mechanism.

Factory, 15th St. and 16th Place, near Canal St.

Chicago, III., U. S. A.THE TEMPLE PUMP CO.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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INDUCEMENTS
TO FARMERS TO COME

TO CALIFORNIA
Turlock Irrigation District

We are now offering the FAMOUS
TULLY TRACT in blocks of five

acres and up on easy terms one-

fourth cash, and the balance in

1, 2 and 3 equal yearly payments.

Further Inducement
We will PAY YOUR FARE to Cali-

fornia if you purchase land from

us, and at the same figure as you
would have to pay if a resident of

this GREAT IRRIGATION DISTRICT.

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS TO THE

CENTRAL
CALIFORNIA

i LAND AGENCY

Box 103. Hultburg ^Unelsiock. TURLOCK. CAL.

J. A. WHITING,
CIVIL AND IRRIGATION ENGINEER

Examinations, Estimates, Reports,
Surveys, Plans and Supervision.

12 Annex Block, ..* Cheyenne, Wyoming

BEFORE YOU BUY A LEVEL
Write for descriptive circulars of the

BOSTROM IMPROVED FARM
AND BUILDERS' LEVELS

Practical up-to-date instruments
that anyone can use. Recommend-
ed by professional men of reputt
and by the most progressive far-
mers of the country for irrigation,
drainage and building purposes.
Pricet : $ I 2.BO and S20.OO

including Telescope, Tripod
and Rod.

BOSTROM-BRADY MFC. CO.
SB W. Alabama St. - - ATLANTA, CA.

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation

Age one year and

The Primer of Irrigation

Oxford Hotel
DENVER. COLORADO

At the OXFORD HOTEL, Denver, Colorado, you will

find all the leading men interested in irrigation and
all of its branches.
Denver is the logical irrigation center of the United
States. You will find nearly everyone engaged in or
interested in irrigation projects stopping at the Oxford
Located half a block from the Union Depot: Fir*
Proof, Modern. European Plan and Popular
Prices

THE
HAMILTON-BROOKS CO.

PROPRIETORS

Bates & Edmonds
Motor Co.

Engines For All Purposes
From \y<t to 25 H. P.

Operate on
Gasoline, Gas,
Distillate or

Alcohol.

Nearly 10,000
in use.

That's the
Proof.

State your power
needs and send for

catalogue

Bates & Edmonds Motor Co.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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STUDYING POISONOUS PLANTS
The students of the Veterinary Science

Course of the Colorado Agricultural

College, accompanied by Dr. Geo. H.

Glover, head of the Department; Dr. I.

E. Newsom, associate professor , and
Prof. B. O. Longyear, associate profes-
sor of Botany and Forestry, visited Rist

Canon, ten miles west of Fort Collins,

recently for the purpose of studying

poisonous plants on the range. An im-

portant part of the work of the Veter-

inarian, especially in the arid regions of

the West, is poisonous plants and their

effects upon domestic animals. The fore-

most veterinarian of the future must

possess a wide knowledge of his chosen

profession. He must not only know the

nature of the active principles of plants

which are used as remedies in the prac-

tice of medicine, but he must also be

thoroughly posted on the active poisons
in plants which are dangerous to life,

and which are of great economic impor-
tance to stock men and farmers every-
where.

In the vegtable kingdom all the way
from large trees down to bacteria, we
have plants possessing various toxic

principles. Every year there is a heavy
loss of animals from having eaten of

musty or moldy food, poisonous fungi,

and of certain shrubs and fruit of cer-

tain trees.

The loss of animals on account of poi-
sonous herbage every year no doubt far

exceeds one hundred thousand dollars in

this state alone. This loss could no doubt

be greatly lessened if there were a better

knowledge of these dangerous plants.

The several species of loco weeds take

first rank in the damage done, next, the

several species of larkspur. These two

probably cause more than 90 per cent of

the total mortality of animals under

range conditions.

The wild parsnip, lupine, camas,
monk's blood, kafircorn, sorghum, wild

cherry leaves, horse tail, molds, and many
more come in for their share of the re-

maining 10 per cent of loss. The study
of poisonous plants is a difficult matter.

Plants that are poisonous at one time are

not so at other times. Some are poison-
ous only at certain stages of growth,
some are poisonous in one part of the

plant and not in another. There is cer-

tainly a great opportunity for scientific

research in the realm of toxic herbage.
The scientific verterinarian should be a

leader in this work.

IRRIGATION OF POTATOES.
BY W. PADDOCK.

State Agricultural College, Colorado.

The details of irrigation, manner of

laying out the rows, etc., do not need

to be described. But there are a few

simple points which are essential to suc-

cess. First, do not irrigate potatoes up
if it can possibly be avoided. Wetting
the land at this time is very likely to

bring on attacks of disease which will

result in a poor stand and serious in-

jury to the plants throughout the grow-
ing season.

Ordinarily the first irrigation should
not be given until the tubers are set.

If the tubers have a chance to form in a

comparatively dry soil, the majority of

them will be formed at one time ;
then

when water is applied all will have an

equal chance to develop ; the result

should be a crop of even sized potatoes.
The water should always run shallow

in the furrows, never deep enough to

stand around the tubers, but a sufficient

amount applied so that the moisture may
seep up into the ridges. In this way the

soil about the growing tubers may be

kept damp but not soggy. This is the

ideal condition for the potato plant, but
unfavorable for the growth of potato
diseases.

An effort should be made to keep the
soil moisture uniform by frequent light

irrigations. If the ground is allowed to

become dry, the growth of the tubers is

checked
; then when water is again ap-

plied, second growth starts in, which re-

sults in nobs and irregular growths. The
tubers of some varieties crack badly un-
der this treatment.

:* -i'li'ipl iv t the notatoes should
mature in comparatively dry soil. If the

Day and Night Automatically
Low la first cost, easy to Install, no expense

_^^_to operate, any capacity desired for Country
Homes, Farms. Dairies, Gardens, Irrigation,

Town Plants, Railroad Tanks, etc.

Rife Hydraulic Rams
Raise water 80 feet for every foot of
fall. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Over
7,000 In use. If there isa stream, spring
or pond within a mile-

Write For Free Plans and Book.
Getour Free Trial Offer.

Rife Engine Co.
2l66TrlIty Bldg.
NEW YORK

THE RURAL ROAD
GRADER ASD DITCHER
TOWNSHIP TRUSTEES and all others in-

terested in better roads should send for de-
scriptive catalogue. Farmers use tbern to
ma^a Ditches arjd Roads. Sold on trial to
prove their merits. I also manufacture Cap-
stan Power DITCHING MACHINES AND
STUMP PULLERS.
C. D. EDWARD5,ALBERT UEA

RIDER AGENTS WANTED
1 n each town to ride and exhibit sample
Bicycle. Write for special offer.

\ We Ship on Approval -without a cent
\depositt allow 1p DAYS FREE TRIAL
and prepay freight on every bicycle.

. FACTORY PRICES on bicycles, tires
(sundries. Do not buy until you receive our cat*

4nheardofpricesanAmarvtlous special offer.

soil is kept wet until harvest time, the
tubers contain an excess of moisture
and this necessarily results in poor qual-
ity. Then, too, potatoes dug when the
soil is wet present a poor appearance on
the market, because of the quantity of
soil which is bound to stick to them.

In order to have the soil in proper
condition at digging time, and the po-
tatoes of the best quality, it is necessary
to stop irrigation three or four weeks
before the usual time for frost.

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation
Age, one year, and the Primer of
Irrigation, a 260-page finely illus-
trated work for new beginners in
irrigation.

IUMPS WATER
WEBSTER'S

INTERNATIONAL
I

DICTIONARY
A LIBRARY IN ONE BOOK.

Besides an accurate, practical, and
scholarly vocabulary of English, en-
larged with 25,000 NEW WOKDS, the
International contains a History of the
English Language, Guide to pronuncia-
tion. Dictionary of Fiction, New Gazet-
teer of the World, New Biographical
Dictionary, Vocabulary of Scripture
Names, Greek and Latin Names, and
English Christian Names,Foreign Quo-
tations, Abbreviations, Metric System.
2380 Pages. 5OOO Illustrations.
SHOULD YOU NOT OWN SUCH A BOOK?

WEBSTER'S COLLEGIATE DICTIONARY.
Largest ofour abridgments. Regular and Thin Pa-
per Editions. 1116 Pages and 1100 Illustrations.

Write for "The Stcry of a Book "-Free.

G. & G. MERRIAM CO., Springfield, Mais.

'*'^J ^^f Hm\s U\r\fS\ ffflMt jJ mm

increase Your Trail Profit

GROWING

A DOLC

It tells how the veteran editor
,

of Green's Fruit Grower, who
was first a banker, succeeded in

I Fruit Growing. Itglves in detail. ',

I step by step, his thirty years sue- 1
cess in growing strawberries, rasp-

|

berries, blackberries, grapes, ap-

Bes, peaches, pears and cherries,
e tells how to propagate fruit and

J
shows beginners how to start.

T'his Boo*V Free
\ also a copy of Green's Fruit /
I Magazine. Postal brings them.

.BOOK FOR
vl CENT

Grein't Frail Grow* Co.,
Box 43.

Rochnfir.il. 1

SEL

__ _
and learn our _^^^_^_^_

MEAD CYCLE CO., Dept. T 242 Chicago, III. GILSON MFG. co.

:$60
GOES LIKE SIXTY

LLS LIKE SIXTY?
LLS FOR SIXTY

GILSON
CASOLCNC

ENGINE
or Pumping, Cream
^Churns. Wash Ma-

china, etc. F3SE TSIAL
ft Askfor catalog all sizej-

PitWMMagcn,Wl*
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OPPORTUNITY
FOR CAPITAL
I have secured title to 12,000 acres

of wonderfully productive land in

Sweetgrass County, Montana,
within six miles of a trans-conti-

nental railway. Eight thousand

acres of this body are under ditch

with an abundance of water. This
land will readily command from
one to two hundred dollars per
acre when cultivated to sugar
beets and other high grade crops.
The -additional four thousand

acres are susceptible of farming
under the "dry farming" system.

This entire tract may be purchased at an ex-

ceedingly low price and it can be exploited and

colonized, and will readily show a profit of four

to six hundred per cent. I would like to show
this ranch to possible purchasers. Address

J. F. BRODIE, Dickinson, N. D.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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This Great World History
SENT TO YOUR HOME FREE

Just send your name and address on the coupon below that is all you need to do. It does

not cost one penny and as soon as your name and address is received a set of the world famous

Library of Universal History will be sent to you prepaid.

T-fPTJ T? is tne greatest opportunity ever offered an opppr-** *-lix"1-'
tunity for our readers to secure at less than half price

these fifteen beautiful Tolumes all printed from large new type,
embellished with over 100 double page maps and plans, 700 full page
illustrations, many of which are in colors, and over 5,000 pages of

reading matter.

This offer Is made possible by the failure of the publishers, the
Union Book Co. of Chicago. Hundreds of sets of this work have
been sold at $56.00 each and they are worth every cent of it. but we
now name you a rock-bottom bankrupt price of only 50c after ex-

amination and $2.00 per month for 12 months. It is impossible to

name a lower price for cash in full, as this is less than half the

publisher's price and is made only to close out the few remaining
aets quickly.

Before you decide to buy we invite you to examine this work in

your own home for an entire week absolutely free of charge, and
should you not want the books after examination we will have
them returned at our expense. We earnestly request you to ex-
amine this Library; let your wife and children and friends see it.

No better set of books could be placed in the hands of children
than this; it reads like a thrilling novel, and is in fact a complete
connected History of every country, nation and people from the

beginning of time to the present year; the greatest World History
ever written and endorsed by scholars everywhere.

Prof. George Fellows, of Indiana, says: "Most histories of the

world are dreary compilations. This work, however, is clear,

interesting and accurate."

Ex VIce-Pres. Stevenson says: "It is a complete record of the
human race and should find a place in every Library."

E. Benjamin Andrews, Chancellor of the University of Nebraska,
says: "Its educational value in the home is sure to be very great."

Rev. Frank W. dunsaulus, of Chicago, says: "These volumes
will be of immense service in stimulating history study in our
country. It is a work of real genius."

Prof. Dabney, of Virginia, says: "Southern readers will

be gratified at the impartial spirit in which the war for

Southern independence is treated."

The St. Louis Globe Democrat says: "This work
invests the study of History with a new charm
that will be felt by both young and old.''

15 Massive Volumes
Each volume 7 inches wide

and 10 inches high;

weight, boxed,
nearly

75 Ibs.

~NJF\/FR BEFORE In the annals of the publishing business
* ' ** v AJ*V have we seen such a bargain. We do not hesitate
to recommend this offer to every reader of this paper; indeed we
believe every family should own a standard World History, for by
knowing how other countries than ours are governed it gives us a
better knowledge and higher appreciation of our own system of

government and makes us better citizens.

We will be glad to give you an opportunity to see for yourself
and make your own decision after you have seen the beautiful

binding, the magnicfient illustrations and have read parts of this

great History of man on earth. Then you can decide. Should you
not wish to keep the work you will notify us and we will have it

returned at our expense.

The Illustration of the books given here does not do them justice ;

you must see them to realize what they are. You assume no
obligation to us or any one else by making this request, you
simply ask for a free examination in your own home without
paying any one anything, and remember you can
send the books back at our expense, and re-
member, too, this bankrupt rock -bottom
price of $24.50 for this $56.00 Library
has been made possible only on ac-
count of the failure of the Union
Book Company, thus necessi-
tating a receiver's sale at a
price which barely cov-
ers the cost of the pa-
per and binding.

MAIL THE
COUPON

&4&jKffZ*'j:

o^.. f*0
sr _. &

-^/

/////
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Clay Working

BUILT RIGHT-
RUN RIGHT"

We build an entire line of

Clay Working Machinery for the
manufacture of Clay products by
all processes, including Sand-Line
Brick. Our yard supplies are the

best. Kiln Irons, Cutting Wire
and all supplies. Send for infor-

mation or catalogue.

The American Clay
Mch. Co...Bucyrus, Ohio

Soft Mud Machines, Horse
and Steam Power

Horse Power Plunger Machine Products of our Auger Machines

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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200 Styles
of

Vehicles
65 Styles

of

Harm

Sold Direct
from our

Factory
to

User

No. 669.. Fancy Car Plush Trimmed
Buggy with auto seat, fancy padded wing
dash, bike gear and rubber tire. Price
complete, $78. OO. As good as sells for
f25 more.

Buy Direct From Our
Factory

Sarlng all expenses and profits of the dealer.
Elkhart Buggies and Harness have been sold directfrom our factory to the user for 35 years. We are

The Largest Manufacturers In the World
selling to the consumer exclusively. We chip for
examination and approval, guaranteeing safe de-
livery. No cot to you If not satisfied as to style
quality and price. Send for new free catalog.
Elkhart Carriage & Harness Mfg. Co.

Elkhart, Ind.

No.
Surrey with Can.

.

top and fine au{
scats .Price complet
78.00.

Vulcan

Steam Shovels

For Digging Irrigation

Ditches, Canals, etc.

10 Standard Sizes

Tbe Vnlcan Steam ShOYel Company
130 Vulcan Place

TOLEDO, OHIO

TTOUBLB
JWEH

.
B*-

$1,000 Reward
I for its eaual. Windpower
doubled. Two 14 ft. wheels
work on same pinion} sec-

!

end wheel gives more pow-
i er than first.

A Governor That Covert:
I In all winds. Develops 10 full

h. p. In 20 mile wind. All
I power needed for farm, shop,
Irrigating, etc. Ask about our
selfoiling, se!fgoverned, single
wheel pumper also Ann^aver
Husker. As': for book 60

I DOUBLE POWER MILL CO.
Appleton, Wl., U. S. A.

MakeYour Unproduct/ye LandProfitable
Pon'tlet a part of your land be Idle because of a lack of water. Irrigate It. If
there's a running stream or spring on any part of your farm the water can be
delivered juat where It will do the moat good. Simply Install a

IVIAGARA HYDRAULIC RAM
and start it going. Then it works day and night without attention or cost. Better
than a gaaollne engine or windmill. Write for bookletc* and guaranteed estimate.

NIAGARA HYDRAULIC ENGINE CO.. 140 Nassau St.. New York. Factory: Chester. Pa.

WE FURNISH TOWERS AND TANKS.

SAVE TH E CALVES
Are your calves troubled with stomach and bowel

disorders? Give them Calves* Cordial. It's a sooth-
_ astringent that allays inflammation and prevents Scours.
When forcing for veal it permits a heavier grain ration
than can be fed without it.

ALVES' CORDIAL SAVED 15 CALVES FOR ONE MAN
'We had 15 fine calves that took to sconring. We conld not cure

them and were abont to kill them when I tried Calves' Cordial.
We fed it twice and the calves looked better. Two feeds more entire-
relieved them." O. R. Hoyt & Son, Lyndon Center, Vt.
We have hundreds of just such letters. Ask your dealer for Calves'

Cordial. He will refnnd money if it disappoints you. Our guarantee
on every package. Send us your name ana one neighbor's who keeps
cows, stating how many each have, and we will send our Booklet, "Cow
Troubles," also Goldine Cow Watch Charm Free while they last.

OUR HUSBANDS MFG. CO., 71O Chapel St., Lyndon, Tt.

Don't Buy Any Fence at Any Price
until you getmy "Leader Fence Book" and learn how to secure the cheap-
est and best all-wire field and yard fence made. Pay no royalty to trusts
or factory combinations. I challenge any and all fence makers to equal
the "Leader Pence" in strength, durability and price.

I make the Leader Pence in tbe most economically run fence factory In
this country, of the very best galvanized steel wire, and sell it direct to
you at world-beating prices. Or, I will" sell you the wire and all materials
at wholesale prices and furnish you the Perfection Pence Machine, with
which you can build the fence right on the posts at home. I am the
All -Round Leader Pence Man. Write today for my FREE fence book.

H. L. FAHRNEY, MANAGER,
LEADER FENCE CO., Dept. 35, ST. CHARLES, ILL.

Colorado
The Mecca

Traversed by the Rocky Mountains, Colorado is unsur-

passed in picturesque grandeur; its climate has no parallel

and its wealth is unlimited.

The Colorado 4 Southern

Railway
will furnish those seeking data regard-

ing places for summer outings or per-

manent locations with reliable and

handsomely illustrated literature de-

scriptive of the scenery, resort accom-

modations and commercial advantages.

T. E. FISHER
General Passenger Agent

DENVER, COLORADO
Mother Grundy, Far-famed George-

town Loop and Gray's Peak Roilite

Jk
When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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NORTH WESTERN CANADA

Over a million acres of
good Grain and Fruit
Land in the Canadian
Northwest for sale at
wholesale or retail. You
can be suited. We can
sell you what you want.

Irrigated or non=irriga*
tion land in Manitoba,
Saskatchewan, Alberta
or 'British Columbia.
Tracts from 5 acres up
to 10,000 acres. When
writing us for particu-
lars state as much as

you can about your
plans. Address

CANADA LAND & DEVELOPMENT GO.
Dept. A, 528 Marquette Bide;., Chicago, U.S. A.

Dept. A, Tiny-Sask., Canada.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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MYERS POWER PUMPS
WITHOUT AN EQUAL ON THE GLOBE

OPERATING

WITH

CAS ENGINE

MYERS
BULLDOZER.
POWER.
PUMP

5" Cylinder

FIC.800

t FIC. 952

HORIZONTAL BULLDOZERS, 3" TO 6" CYLINDERS

MYERS

BACK GEARED

WORKING

HEAD

TAPPED FOR

3" PIPE

5, 7' AND 10"

STROKE

FOR BELT,

WIND OR HAND

POWER

FIG. 1079

BULLDOZER

WORKING

HEAD

BULLDOZER PUMP
6" BRASS LINED

CYLINDER

PISTON
'

COUPLING NUT

FIG. 1113

Write for descriptive Circulars and Prices.

We want you to acknowledge this Ad. so
that we can acquaint you in detail with the

superior features of Myers Power
Pumps. This ia the proper season.
The right time to write is right now.

MYERS BULLDOZER

WORKING HEADS

NO. 359

5". 7M". 10" STROKE

DISCHARGE 2','" OR 3"

SUCTION 2" TO 4"

NO. 364

12". 16". 20" STROKE

REGULARLY FITTED 4"

DISCHARGE

SUCTION 8" OR LESS

F. E. MYERS & BRO.,
PROPRIETORS OF

FUJVII> A1VI> HA.Y T O O

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Do you want to make money? Here is your chance. Get a set or two of our
pipe tools, make up a stock of pipe and do contracting of installing irrigating
systems. Your neighbors are wanting something to save water and labor.
Here it is. Writ* for further information and prices. Mention the Irrica-
on Age. KELLAR <& THOMASON, Covina, California.

COLD MEDAL
AT JAMESTOW|N

The U. S. Government
paid this Company a big

compliment when it select-

, ed the "OTTO" Engine for

use in making the fuel tests

at the Jamestown Exposi-
tion.

The Jury of Awards also

proved its fitness for its

task when it AWARDED the "OTTO" the Gold Medal.

The "OTTO" has won FIRST PRIZE at every large

Exposition held in this country since the Centennial in '76.

THE OTTO GAS ENGINE WORKS
Philadelphia, Pa.

Illlllllllll Mill Illl I II Illlllllllllllllll I I I II I II I II II Mill I Illllllllllllllllll

SAMSON TURBINE!
When the PUMP cannot be direct connected to the tur-

bine shaft, the power is usually transmitted by gears,

shafting, etc. On account of the HIGH SPEED of the

SAMSON, for a given power, lighter and consequently
CHEAPER transmission machinery can be used.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.
Write Department K-2 for Catalog.

Illllllllllllll Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll Mill I I II

It Makes You Save A Coin A Day
OR THE CLOCK STOPS

Flitcraft's Savings Bank Clock
This is a novel combination of an alarm clock and a savings bank, provided
with a coin chute, also automatic locking and unlocking mechanism. The
clock in its normal condition is locked, and cannot be wound until a coin is

deposited into the slot. Within a brief period after it is wound, the clock is

automatically locked again and cannot be wound until another coin is de-

posited. It takes nickels, dimes and pennies, and holds over eighty dollars
in dimes.

The bank is made of sheet steel, beautifully enameled in black, with nickel-

plated combination lock. It is ten inches high, seven inches wide and weighs
about two pounds.

A SPLENDID PREMIUM
For Purchasers of Irrigation Lands on Easy Payments

Are You Selling Town Lots?
This Will Help You. Try It.

SINGLE BANK CLOCK $2.OO. (Postage stamps accepted.)

Special Prices for Quantities.

R. B. FLITCRAFT, 1303 Marquette Building, Chicago
When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.



Cream Separator Facts

The country is being flooded this

month with large colored circulars

making great claims for certain

cream separators. As far as we
have been able to find none of

these houses who are resorting to

such flaring styles of advertising
and making such great claims actu-

ally build their own separators, but

have them made in other factories

under contract. If you will read

between the lines of these glaring
colored circulars you will notice

how slyly they have tried to make
you think they are real manufac-
turers. But you will also notice

that they have not dared to come
out openly and say so. We believe

the Albaugh-Dover Company are

the only mail-order house selling
cream separators today direct to

the farmer, who actually own all

of the patents on their machine,
and make it in their own factory.

The New Butterfly Cream Sepa-
rator is little less than marvelous
in ease of running, convenience,
and ability to get all the cream.
The one great feature of this ma-
chine is the Aluminum Corrugated
Skimming Device which is such an

improvement over all other forms
of skimming parts in thoroughness
of work, ease of cleaning, and san-

itary construction, that the

Albaugh-Dover Company has
found it advisable to print a special

24-page book telling all about this

new invention. Any farmer or

dairyman who has ever thought of

buying a Cream Separator ought to

send for the book called "The
Difference," published by the

Albaugh-Dover Company. What
you want is FACTS and this little

book is certainly full of them from
cover to cover, and when you have
finished reading you will be better

posted than ever on the advantages
and disadvantages of every style of

Cream Separator being advertised

today.

The Albaugh-Dover Company
has always conducted a campaign
against trusts and high prices, and
probably many of the readers of
the "Irrigation Age" will remem-
ber their fight last fall against the
thread trust when prices went up
to as high as 10 cents a spool,
while the Albaugh-Dover Com-
pany continued to sell this article

at 45 cents per dozen. In seven

years they have built the largest

co-operative institution in Amer-
ica, and the third largest exclu-
sive mail-order house in the
United States. The secret of their

success has been

THE PRICE.

In marketing their New Butter-

fly Cream Separator, they are not

taking advantage of the fact that

they have an improvement that

MORE MONEY
From Your Cows and

'Much Less Work\
" M

, you could
see the Real
DIFFERENCE'
between the

NEW

In Getting It.

OUR
PATENTED ALUMINUM COR.
RUGATED SKIMMING DEVIl

Ifyou could see how to make easily

$10 to -$15 more ii year on each and
every cow you keep, and still

o it with less work for

^/REA^SEPARATOR^Vourwi^andyou^
rSBSSTJSSJSTorV C *"""

- the cream you pet; Differ-

ence in the quality of cream;
.Difference in the way the machine runs.

, Difference In the number of times a
Lite you have to turn the crank;

i the

to clean the

t skimming: device
you would say ,as
hundreds of
others are
saying

I other machine. Everydrop of milk thate
I the bowl of the New Butterfly Cream Separator
I is actually put through the skimming process

'

,

8 time*. This guarantees complete separation, and

you can't fail to get ALL TnE CREAM. iNew Butte:

I flv Cream Separators are eold as they ought to be. No
I agents, but direct from our factory to yrmr farm Fl _
I paid and on 365 days' trial. Send today for illust'd catalog.

average ws, "' recom- f*R ICE ^fr f^ ^V 120
id No,4^ .- capacity 450 delivered at Jlk ^C ^M *^"

ALBAUGH-DOVER CO. c-i"' $1 -000 -000'

925-938 Marshall Boulevard, CHICAGO, ILI^

CREAM :

ARATOR."

A Complaint
from one of the largest buggy manufacturer* In America.

In a private letter recently addressed to the Albangh-
Dover Company he makes this complaint, and appeals to
us to raise our buggy prices.

"Your prices are too low. We do not believe there
is any other catalogue in existence (and surely no retail
dealer or agent) Belling a buggy as well made as your
141) -116. for instance, for less than $60.00, while
your price is $50.00."

We call that a pretty convincing argument, and one
that should mean more to you ICyouare^oingto buy a
buggy, than all the extravagant claims made In the most
beautiful colored catalog ever written. This letter

proves that when It comes to buggies, we are acknowl-
edged privately by other manufacturers themselves to
be leaders In price and quality. Why shouldn't we tell

you about It ! You ought to know it. too.

We Make a Specialty of the Best
Low-Price*! Buggies in America
as well as the higher grades. No matter what kind of i

buggy you want to buy , if you haven't gotten our catalog
*

and price list you haven't struck "rock-bottom" in buggy
buying yet. Our rigs are stylish, up-to-date, strong, and built -
right from top to tire. Above all, the price in every Instance Is as low as the quality of the job and
our small profit will permit. Send today for our catalog and Bee for yourself why other manu-
facturers are complaining about our low "Factory-to-User" prices. Runabouts $21.50 to $62.00.
Top bugles $28.50 to $110. Surreys $58. SO to $110. We have 35 styles of Top Buggies priced
from $40 to $60. Antony these you are sure to find just the rig you want at a price mticn less than
you have expected to pay. Every "buggy is covered by our "Iron-Clad Guarantee. " Write for catalog.

ALBAUGH-DOVER CO,, CHICA80, ILL.

can not be had in other separators,
and using it as an excuse for ask-

ing twice what the machine is

worth, but instead they offer to

place on your farm on trial, all

freight charges paid, the size of
Cream Separator you need and ask
less for the New Butterfly Separa-
tor than others require you to pay
for cheaply constructed, out-of-date,
make-shift machines. You ought
to send today for their two books:

1. The catalogue of their New
Butterfly Separator.

2. "The Difference" booklet. A
full explanation of the improvement
on which broad patents have been

granted to the Albaugh-Dover
Company by the United States and
foreign governments.

Other articles much in demand in irri-

gated districts at exceedingly low prices

Harness

Gasoline Engines

Hay Tools

Cement Block Machines

Windmills

Sewing Machines

Guns
Stoves and Ranges
Blacksmith Outfit

Broadcast Seeders.

End Gate Broadcast Seeders

ALBAUGH-DOVER CO.
938 Marshall Blvd. CHICAGO



15he RELIABLE LINE
44Dempster" That's The Name

High Class

Gasoline

Engines

2 to 12

Horse Power

For Gasoline

Kerosene and
Alcohol

Four Cycle

Economical

Powerful

Will Run

Anything

Anywhere

Irrigating and Water Works Pumping Plants our Specialty

OUR LINE:
WIND MILLS ALL KINDS OF PUMPS WOOD AND STEEL TANKS

WELL MACHINERY GASOLINE ENGINES CULTIVATORS FEED MILLS
GRAIN DRILLS IRON PIPE AND CASING COCKS AND VALVES

WELL POINTS AND STRAINERS FARM AND RANCH WATER. SUPPLIES

BEST TO BUY BEST TO WORK

Look

Carefully

at the Best

Windmill

Head

Ever Made

See that

Extra

Bearing
on the

Wheel Shaft
and the

Center Lift

Crank

Roller Rim
Gears

and other good
things

DEMPSTER MILL MANUFACTURING CO.
FACTORY: BEATRICE. NEBRASKA

Branch Houses : Omaha, Neb. Kansas City. Mo. Sioxix Falls. S. D.
Mention Department "A" when you write
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It Works Both Ways, Continuously and to Templet
With an AUSTIN DRAINAGE EXCA-

VATOR the removal of the earth is accom-
plished by two scraper buckets, which trave
back and forth across the ditch, one taking on
load while the other is discharging. There is no
waste time or motion. Each stroke of tKe
bucket-carrying mechanism accom-
plishes paying work.

In a word, the Austin Drainage Excavator
does continuous work. The scraper buckets
are guided in their motion by a steel guide
frame constructed to the exact cross section of
the ditch the buckets cannot depart from this

guide. This means that the ditch is dug to
exact cross section and grade it is dug to

templet.

This excavating and guiding mechanism with
its motive power is mounted on a frame on
wheels wide enough apart to straddle the ditch

By means of portable track, which the ex-
cavator itself handles and virtually lays,
the Austin Drainage Excavator moves along the
ditch in either direction by its own p ower. It

will travel across country from ditch to ditch
in the same way.

The Austin Drainage Excavator la the most perfectly worked out ditching machine available
today to drainage and irrigation contractors. We prove this statement by records of work done.

Send for our Catalogue S, showing Austin Drainage Excavator Work.
/

F. C. Austin Drainage Excavator Company
New York Office. 90 West Street Main Office, Railway Exchange, Chicago, 111.

Morris Machine Works
BALDWINSVILLE, N. Y.

Centrifugal Pumping Machinery, designed for

any irrigating proposition. Send details or

specifications of what is wanted and we will

recommend a pumping outfit to supply the need

New York Office. 39-41 Cortlandt Street

Houston Office. Cor. Wood {Willow Sts., Texas

Henion 4 Hubbell, Agents, 61 N. Jefferson St..

Chicago. HI.

Harron, Rickard McComb, Agents,
21 Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cat.



Have You on Your Place
If You Have, Then a
Deming Hydraulic
Ram Will Mean
Dollars To You.

A
With it you can have your own
water works with all the city

conveniences and can irrigate

your land with ease. It is only

necessary to install the Ram cor-

rectly in the first place and you
then have a steady, tireless,

water producer, 365 days in the

year.

We have sold thousands of them
and they all give satisfaction.

The Deming Co.

Salem = Ohio

Spring
Flowing Well
or Stream

Read This

Our Booklet,
"Rural Water

Systems"
Will Tell You Why

As conditions governing instal-

lations differ somewhat, we pre-
fer to give information that will

apply to each individual case

and in this manner a perfect
installation is secured.

The booklet, "Rural Water Systems"
above referred to, gives a very com-

plete description of the different

methods of installing a Ram. It

will be of value to you and will be
sent on application.

Let us hear from you.

Henion 4 Hubbell
Gtnrnl Western Afenti

Chicago 111.

Other Agencies in Principal Cities

Plai-v (Raiding) 5-Dik. with Shafts

One Horse Wheat Drills
FOR USE BETWEEN ROWS OF STANDING CORN

HOOSIER DRILL COMPANY
Division. The Amerlcin Seeding Machine Co.. Inc.

Richmond, Ind., U. S. A.
MADE

WITH

HOSE

OR

DISKS,

PLAIN

OR

FERTILIZER

STYLES

WRITE
FOR

CATALOG
5-Disk (Walking) with Fertilizer

Attachment

THE 1908 IMPROVED

DE LAVAL
CREAM

SEPARATORS
Ten years ahead of all others in every feature of

separator practicability.

Ten New Styles-Ten New Capacities-Ten New Prices

A size for every dairy, from the smallest to the

largest.

BEAUTIFUL IN DESIGN
PERFECT IN CONSTRUCTION
EVERLASTING IN DAILY USE

The result of thirty years experience in bui ding separators.

Send for handsome new catalogue illustrating and describing
machines in detail and to be had for the asking.

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR CO.
General Offices: 165-167 Broadway, NEW YORK

42 E. Madison Street
CHICAGO

1213 and 1215 Filbert St.

PHILADELPHIA
Drumro and Sacramento Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO

173-177 William Street
MONTREAL

14 and 16 Princess Street
WINNIPEG
107 First Street

PORTLAND, OREO.
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Make Your Own
Drain Tile

IT'S VERY SIMPLE
COSTS LITTLE

Many land owners are not only making their

own drain tile, but are going into the business.

Send for THE CEMENT ERA, which will serve

as a catalogue of all concerns who manufacture
CEMENT DRAIN TILE MACHINES, with which

you can make tile of any size.

This paper will also give you valuable infor-

mation in regard to making your own CEMENT
FENCE POSTS, CEMENT SIDEWALKS, even

your own CEMENT HOUSES, etc., etc.

Send 10 cents for sample copy, or one dollar

for one year's subscription.

The Cement Era
84O Monadnock Blk. CHICAGO

Steel

Irrigation Flumes
AND WATER TROUGHS

Galvanized steel is rapidly taking the place
of wood for fluming purposes and with The
Maginnis Patent splice fluming is made easy Any
boy can put the Maginnis Steel Flume together or

take it apart. Steel flumes and troughs "Ship
Knock down" Third Class freight. Let me figure
on your flume. All flumes guaranteed.

Write for Testimonials and Pa.rticulars to

P. Maginnis, Mfr.
Kimball, Nebraska

BEST BY TEST. I
country, make such a proposition it means something. 1

Write to them or to me, and you will receive it by return mall,
The olds Engine is the best and cheapest Engine you can buy.

It is the simplest in construction, rrost economical to run, will do
your work at the smallest expense, and does not get out of order.

This company has been making engines and nothing else
for thirty years. We are engine specialists.

It stands to reason that a big, successful corcern like this, that
makes one thing, must make that one thing well. Our new factory
is the most complete and up-to-date engine factory in the United
States. Because of its complete equipment we can build engines of
the highest efficiency at the very lowest cost. That is why we can
give you a durable, simple, strong, highest-grade, perfect-work-
ing, long-lived engine at a low price. This liberal proposition is the
crowning reason on top of a lot of good common sense ones, why
you should buy an Olds Engine and none other.

WE HAVE ANY KIND OF AN ENGINE YOU WANT
Our new catalogue tells about them in detail. I especially want

to call your attention to our Hopper Jacket Engine on skids or wheels,
3 to 12 h. p., which is ready to run when you get it. Fill it with
gasoline, throw on the switch, turn the wheel that's all. No piping
to connect, nothing to set up, always ready, can be moved anywhere.

WANT YOU TO GET the most liberal proposition ever made on
gasoline engine. It will save you money. When a company like this,
the oldest and biggest exclusive gasoline engine manufacturers in the
have placed my proposition In the hands of our representatives.

JAS. B SEAGER, Gen. Mgr. Olds Gas Power Co.

All Olds Engines run properly, are easy to start winter and
summer. The U. .-.Government uses them.
DON'T FAIL TO WRITE for our new catalogue and the liber-
al proposition at once. Address the home office or any represent-
ative. Do not buy any other engine until you have got my liberal

proposition. It Is something unusual. You certainly want to

know about it.

OLDS CAS POWER CO.
Home Office.Lansing, Mich., 957 Seager Street

Boston, 69-75 Washington St. N. Portland, Ore.. 80 7th St.
'

San Francisco, Cor. Jessie and Ecker Sts. Elgin, Ill.,26-34 River St.

Kansas City. 1226 W. Eleventh St. Kempton, Pa.

Omaha. 1018 Ifarnum Street Houston. Tex., 511 Travis .

Hinehamum. N. Y., 23 Washington St. Norfolk, Va.

Minneapolis, 313 S. Third St. Miami, Fla., C & 13th St.

Philadelphia. 1816 Market St.

To insure prompt deliveries, we carry a full line of Engines and

parts with our representatives.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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'KRIOR

SUPEIIOI DHILI S ire Uted nd Appreciated ky Good
farmers the World Over

SEND FOR CATALOGUE NOW
GENERAL AGENTS FOR WESTERN TERRITORY:
Dean & Co.. ... Minneapolis, Minn
Kinjman & Co., .... Peorla, 111

Kiagman St. Loui Implement Co., St. Louis, Mo
Kingman-Moore Imp. Co., Kansas City. Mo
Kingman-Moore Imp. Co., - Oklahoma, Okla.
Kingman Implement Co., Omaha, Neb.
Parlln & Orendorff Imp. Co.. Portland, Ore
Colorado Moline Plow Co., Denver, Colo
The T. C. Powers C"., Helena, Mont
Consolidated Wa(r. S: Mach. Co.. Salt Lake City
Newell Matthews Co., - Los Angeles, Cal
The H. C. Shaw Co., Stockton, Cal

Eastern Farmers please write direct to the Manufacturers

SUPERIOR DRILL CO., Springlield, Ohio
Division of the American Seeding Mach. Co., Inc.

GRAIN DRILLS

% SAVED OF
THE EXPENSE
OF IRRIGATION

Send for our booklet, "COST OF IRRIGATION." It wil
save you money in irrigating. i

We guarantee 25-; more water with the same power, or the same
amount of water with 25]< less power than other make of pumping
machinery. We have proved this greater efficiency by hundreds of
tests and we are ready to prove it agaio.

Bulletin No. 104 illustrates and describes irrigation machinery

THE AMERICAN WELL WORKS
AURORA. ILLINOIS. I . S. A.

Chicago Office, First National Bank Building.
Morse Bros. Machinery & Supply Co., Denver. Colo.
Zimmerman-Wells Brown Company, Portland, Ore.
Cal. Hydraulic, Engineering & Supply Co., San Francisco, Calif

Machinery and

Irrigating Supplies
AT

HALF PRICE
GASOLINE ENGINES

50 Gasoline Engines, 2 H. P. to 30 H. P. Some
brand new. Nearly every make. Send lor list.

.CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
10 Centrifugal Pumps, sizes 2 in. to 12 in.

Have been thoroughly overhauled and are as

good as new. We can save you from 40 to

60/o on complete pumping outfits. Write for

estimate.

STANDARD WROUGHT IRON PIPE

Carefully overhauled, with screwed ends and
threaded couplings.

2J4 in., per ft 14c
3 in., per ft 17c
6 in., per ft 42c
8 in., per ft 75c

Prices on larger sizes on application.
Send for special bargain list No. 803.

WROUGHT IRON LAP-WELDED CASING

Just as good as new. Will stand higher pressure
than standard black pipe and is lighter weight Just
the thing for irrigating purposes. Special prices on
large quantities.

1 in., per ft 4c
\ 1A in., per ft. 5c

l*/2 in., per ft 6j4
2 in., per ft 9c

Inside
Diameter.

1J4 inch.

2J4 inch.

3J4 inch.

3>4 inch.

4J4 inch.

5ij inch.

6% inch.

6$i inch.

8J4 inch.

Outside
Diameter.
2 inch.

3 inch.

3 J/2 inch.

4 inch.

4H inch.

6 inch.

6^i inch.

7 inch.

8^ inch.

Weight
per foot.

2 Ibs.

3'/2 Ibs.

4-4 Ibs.

5y2 Ibs.

6 l/2 Ibs.

10J4 Ibs.

13 Ibs.

15 Ibs.

18 Ibs.

Price

per foot.

12c
14c

20c
34c
40c
48c
60c

WRITE FOR OUR LOW PRICES ON

Roofing,
Lumber,
Hardware,
Builders' Supplies,
Mill Work,
Water Works Systems,
Furniture,
Carpets,
Rugs,

Linoleum,
Belting,
Electrical Supplies,
Hose,
Tools,
Blacksmith Supplies,
Building Paper,
Plumbing Goods,
Heating Plants.

SEND FOR OUR BARGAIN CATALOG NO. 803.

This wonderful book is sent free if you mention
this paper. Every shrewd buyer should have a copy.
Send us your name and address plainly. Tell us
just what you are in the market for.

Chicago House Wrecking Co.
35th and Iron Streets, CHICAGO, ILL.

writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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N If

UNION MACHINES
WITH PUG MILLS COMBINED

FIVE SIZES ALL CAPACITIES

Outfits for Drain Tile, Hollow Ware, Building

and Paving Brick and other Clay Products

If interested write us for particulars and estimates.

E. M. FREESE & CO.
QALION, OHIO

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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FREE PUBLICATIONS
About the

Pacific Coast Extension
of the

Chicago
Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railway
The Account of a Trip along the Pacific Coast Extension A leaflet describing

the opportunities offered in the country through which the Pacific Coast Extension is being built.

Along the New Line to the Pacific Coast A folder containing accurate maps of

the Pacific Coast Extension from Mobridge, S. D., to Seattle and Tacoma, Wash.; also copies

of letters received from successful settlers in South Dakota, North Dakota and Montana.

Where Things Move Fast A leaflet containing the story of a 300-mile drive along
the Pacific Coast Extension in North Dakota and Montana. This leaflet contains many il-

lustrations and valuable data regarding homestead lands.

Government Homesteads and How to Secure Them A leaflet giving detailed

information as to how homesteads may be acquired, where land which may be homesteaded is

located, location of land offices, cost of homesteading and numerous hints of value to the

intending homesteader.

Montana An illustrated folder containing accurate map of Montana on a large scale;

also shows where the Pacific Coast Extension passes through Montana and Idaho. This folder

also contains valuable information in regard to climate, soil, crops, homestead lands and

general information of value to prospective settlers.

Fergus County, Montana A booklet well illustrated and containing map and general
information in regard to Fergus County and the famous Judith Basin; statistics of products,
lands available for homestead, climate, soil and reports of actual yield of crops in 1907.

Also other facts in regard to the wonderful resources of the Judith Basin.

South Dakota A book descriptive of the opportunities in agricultural, stock raising

and mercantile lines. Contains 1907 crop reports and other valuable statistics.

ANY OF THE ABOVE SENT FREE ON REQUEST
For further particulars, write to either of the undersigned, asking specific questions, and reply will be made at once.

{F. A. MILLER GEO. B. HAYNES
General Passenger Agent, CHICAGO Immigration Agent. 95 ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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THE IRRIGATION AGE
With which is Merged

MODERN IRRIGATION THE DRAINAGE JOURNAL
THE IRRIGATION ERA MID-WEST

ARID AMERICA THE FARM HERALD

IRRIGATION AGE COMPANY,
PUBLISHERS.

112 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO

Entered as second-class matter October 3, 1897, at the Postoffice at

Chicago, 111., under Act of March 3, 1879.

D. H. ANDERSON, Editor

ANNOUNCEMENT.
"The Primer of Irrigation" is now ready for delivery. Price,

$2.00. If ordered in connection with subscription, the price is $1.50.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
To United States Subscribers, Postage Paid 11.00
To Canada and Mexico 1.50
All Other Foreign Countries 1.SO

In forwarding remittances please do not send checks on local bank*.
Send either postomce or express money order or Chicago or New York
draft.

Official organ Federation of Tree Growing Clubs of

America.

Official organ of the American Irrigation Federation.
Office of the Secretary, 309 Boyce Building, Chicago.

Interesting to Advertisers.
It may interest advertisers to know that The Irrigation Age it the

only publication in the world having an actual paid in advance
circulation among individual irrigators and large irrigation corpo-
rations. It is read regularly by all interested in this subject and has

readers in all parts of the world. The Irrigation Age is 23 yean
old and is the pioneer publication of its class in the world.

Van Dyke,

"The Art of

Irrigation."

The series of articles by Van Dyke which

begin with this our June issue will be

found to be the most comprehensive and

instructive irrigation literature ever put
in type. We feel highly pleased to have

secured the co-operation of so able a man as Mr. Van

Dyke in our effort to teach the public the details of

irrigation farming.

Mr. Van Dyke informs us that this matter will be

quite different from, anything that has appeared in THE
AGE before, and he states further that up to seven

years ago his experience was confined to the semi-arid

lands, and that contact with the real article of desert

irrigation has since taught him that a great deal more

of detail and explanation is necessary to be of value

to the settler, and that his information will be equally

interesting to those who are farming where there is con-

siderable rainfall.

Mr. Van Dyke prepared an article along irrigation

lines which appeared in THE IRRIGATION AGE some

eight or ten years ago, but the whole matter has been

entirely brought up to date and deals more clearly and

emphatically with the difficulties which are to be en-

countered in irrigation farming than with the possible

success which may be obtained.

We would suggest to our readers that they do not

miss any of these articles, and that they keep a copy of

the paper on file for reference. This work will be

brought out in book form later, but not until the whole

series of some twenty-seven chapters covering that

number of months have appeared in the columns of this

-journal, hence it will be seen that those who would wait

for the matter in complete book form will need pa-

tience, and for this reason we advise keeping a file of

THE AGE for reference.

Belle

Fourche

Project.

A representative of THE IRRIGATION AGE

will leave early in June to study condi-

tions at some of the Government Keclama-

tion projects. His first stop will probably

be at Belle Fourche, South Dakota. It is

our intention now to have an article of some seven or

eight pages prepared, descriptive of this project. This

article will be finely illustrated and will give full in-

formation as to the work as carried on under govern-

ment control, with the possibilities for home building

on the land served by this canal.

All 'reports concerning this particular locality so

far are favorable, and we are receiving many inquiries

asking for detailed information from prospective set-

tlers. This has led us to put a representative in the

field so .that all these inquiries may be answered in-

telligently.

The Belle Fourche article will appear in our July

number, which will appear about June 30. Those wish-

ing extra copies of this number will kindly notify us

in advance so as to insure their delivery.
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The friends of Keclamation and Forestry

throughout the West afe wondering how

long a time will elapse before the appoint-
Commissions. ment of commissions to control the ac-

tions of the heads of these two bureaus.

They want to know why such unlimited power is

given the two gentlemen who head these departments.

To illustrate the power possessed by the head of the

Forestry Bureau, they cite the fact that Mr. Pinchot

absolutely controls twenty-seven per cent of the area

of the State of Idaho. No citizen of Idaho, no matter

what his station or record for faithful work in the up-

building of the state, has anything to say concerning

the vast territory embraced in the limits of the For-

est Eeserves.

That immense area is absolutely dominated by one

man in Washington, D. C., who, a few years ago, was

an employe of the Vanderbilts, and assisting in the de-

velopment of their vast estate, Biltmore.

This man is assisted by many able men who are

making a life work of Forestry, but the majority of the

employes of the Bureau, the men with whom the set-

tler or any other citizen of the state is compelled to

come in contact, are individuals who are open for en-

gagement for sixty dollars a month.

We wonder if Mr. Pinchot realizes that his system is

bound to bring discredit on this Bureau. Does he not

realize that the free-born, liberty-loving people of the

great West will not long tolerate dictation from his

department through an overbearing, sometimes arro-

gant, ranger?

Does he not read the signs sufficiently well to see

that the only solution of the problem is the appointment
of a competent commission to whom residents with

grievances may present them ?

At the present time a citizen or settler who makes

complaint to a local representative or direct to Wash-

ington receives scant recognition, if indeed they get any
attention at all.

This state of affairs cannot continue, and the sooner

it is corrected the better for all concerned.

THE IRRIGATION AGE has repeatedly urged ap-

pointment of a commission to supervise the work and

expenditures of the Keclamation Bureau. This is a

crying need, as the public secures scant information of

the inner workings of that great Bureau, the Director

of which has almost absolute control of the vast Kecla-

mation fund, amounting at present to approximately

Forty Millions of dollars.

What private corporation would succeed if its af-

fairs were conducted under such a system? Would not

a commission composed of men of known integrity

which would give to the public full information concern-

ing the working of this great organization, be infinitely

more businesslike and satisfactory?

THE IRRIGATION AGE does not question the integ-

rity of Mr. Newell of the Reclamation Service. It does,

however, question his ability to conduct the work as

clearly and satisfactorily as could be done under the

supervision of a carefully selected board of commis-

sioners.

Rapid

Growth.

As an illustration of the rapid growth of

the circulation of THE IRRIGATION AGE,

we will call the attention of our adver-

tisers to one day's addition to our list.

On May 21 there were received in this office one hun-

dred and seventy-two yearly, paid in advance sub-

scriptions. This is second to the largest day's receipts

from that source and illustrates the growing interest in

irrigation affairs. These readers are all prospective

buyers of machinery, wagons, land, etc.

The Burlington Route has issued a finely

Big Horn illustrated twenty-four-page folder, which

Basin. presents valuable information concerning

the Big Horn Basin, Wyoming. This

folder will give prospective settlers and homeseekers

more good information than may be obtained from any
other source. A copy may be obtained by addressing

the General Passenger Department of the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy Railway, Chicago, 111., or local

agents of that company.

Preparations are well under way at Albu-

Irrigation querque for the entertainment of the six-

Congress, teenth National Irrigation Congress,

which is to be held in that city the last

days of September and the first days of October of this

year. The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, on

whose line Albuquerque is situated, is doing good work

in the way of advertising the Congress and the local

committees are now in full working order, and are put-

ting out large quantities of printed matter which will,

no doubt, attract a heavy attendance.

It is expected that matters of more than ordinary

importance will be brought to the attention of this

Congress, and active irrigators, promoters of private

irrigation projects, and state and federal officials will

attend in goodly numbers, and, no doubt, present a very

interesting program. We have not been able to secure

an outline of the program for the Congress. We will,

no doubt, do so within a short time, when it will be

duly presented to our readers.
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"Halo"

or

It is a question in the minds of many who

will attend the sixteenth National Irriga-

tion Congress what will be offered the

"Lemon." officers of the Reclamation and Forestry

Service. That there will not be as many "sunbursts"

in attendance as at former meetings is fairly well as-

sured, owing to the recent laws passed by Congress

which restrict the expenditure of funds in either de-

partment to the actual expenses incurred in the legiti-

mate transactions of business connected therewith.

It is possible that a few "experts" may be shipped

in and their expenses charged up to "hay and grain"

accounts. For explanation see report before Congress

on Agricultural Appropriation bill of May 5, 1908,

page 5,910.

THE IRRIGATOR.

BY ROBERT V. CARR.

DEMONSTRATION FARMS UPON RECLAMATION
PROJECTS.

The government, through the Department of the In-

terior, is spending about $40,000,000 in the construction

of irrigation works intended for the reclamation of im-

mense bodies of land in all the states of the arid West.

It is a part of the plan that this money be returned to

the treasury by the farmers who settle upon these lands

and who use the water supplied by the works.

In view of the fact that a very large majority of

the farmers who settle upon the reclamation projects
are likely to be unacquainted with the peculiar condi-

tions of agriculture under irrigation, it is realized that

it will be hard for them to establish homes and meet
their payments to the government if they are compelled
to work out for themselves the methods of a type of agri-
culture which is entirely new to them. Therefore, the

Department of Agriculture has been asked to establish

demonstration farms on te reclamation projects so the

new settlers may learn correct methods of irrigation
and if possible avoid those serious losses due to unsuit-

able irrigation practice. Such farms have already been
established at Bellefourche, S. D., and at Minidoka,
Idaho, and will be established on the other projects as

they are completed.
The demonstrating of correct methods is not, how-

ever, confined to reclamation projects, as it is a part of

the plan of the work of the department in Utah to fur-

nish such aid to settlers in the former Uintah Indian

Reservation in the eastern part of the state. Similar

work is being done in the recently opened Wind River

Reservation in central Wyoming, which is largely being
settled by farmers from the humid sections.

In some localities where water has become scarce

through the extension of the irrigated area, the pre-
vention of losses, which in other sections are not so im-

portant, is practically the only means of further ex-

tension. This is especially true in southern California,

although the same condition is approaching in many
other states. This has led to investigations of means of

preventing seepage losses from canals in California and

Oregon, and to measurements of losses of water by evap-
oration from the soil of fields, together with experiments
to determine the effectiveness of different methods of

cultivation in preventing these losses.

From Cowboy Lyrics. (Copyright, 1908, by Robert V. Carr.)

Was ridin' down a-past his place
An' then I thinks I'll 'low

To sort o' pass the time o' day
An' speak a friendly "how."

He's mussin' 'round there in the mud,
A little dam he's got;

He 'lows to make a cacti flat

Into a garden spot.

I says to him the land's no good
Fer farmin' she don't win,

But all he does is slop around
An' kind o' funny grin.

I says the land's jes' useful fer

Some cows to raise an' range,
But he jes' grins an' hollers back,

"There's goin' to be a change."

He's mussin' 'round there in the mud,
A little dam he's got;

He 'lows to make a cacti flat

Into a garden spot.

LOSS OF DITCH RIGHTS BY ABANDONMENT.

THE IRRIGATION AGE:
Will some reader of THE IRRIGATION AGE please

state in its columns what the Supreme court decisions

have been on the following questions : How many years

does it take for an abandoned ditch to lose its recogni-

tion on the river, and for the right of way to revert

back to the owners of the land ?

The page in your magazine devoted to Supreme
Court Decisions is very much appreciated by me and

others in this locality interested in irrigation. I am

making a file of the Supreme Court Decisions as I get

them from THE IRRIGATION AGE.

Yours very truly,

JOHN G. HALL.

Pro-fit in Spraying. The Nebraska Experiment Station

has just issued a bulletin giving the results of spraying

operations conducted in two Nebraska apple orchards in

1907. Detailed records are given of the cost of spraying,

and of the yield and value of sprayed and unsprayed fruit.

It is shown that spraying not only controls many apple pests,

but also that it is profitable to control them. Suggestions

are given in regard to the preparation and
_
application of

spray mixtures. The bulletin is free to residents of Ne-

braska. Address the Agricultural Experiment Station, Lin-

coln, Neb., asking for Bulletin No. 106.

We are in receipt of a copy of "The Romance of the

Reaper," by Herbert N. Casson, which is a reprint from a

recent issue of Everybody's Magazine. This is a work which

has been mentioned in a previous issue of this journal and

contains 184 pages, and is finely illustrated. This book gives

the first inside history of one of the greatest American busi-

nesses which has spread all over the world. It is a truly

wonderful story and will be found highly interesting. It

contains 26 illustrations from photographs. Doubleday,

Page & Co., New York City, are the publishers. Price,

$1, net.
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PROPER HANDLING OF WATER ESSENTIAL TO
SUCCESS.

BY T. S. VAN DYKE.

[Mr. Van Dyke has a deserved reputation as the highest authority
on the art of irrigation. The value of the vast fund of information
accumulated by keen observation during many years of practical experi-
ence as an irrigator is enhanced by the happy faculty of expression
Mr. Van Dyke possesses in making his articles both instructive and
entertaining. Below is the introduction to a series of som-; twenty-
seven articles Mr. Van Dyke will contribute to the IRRIGATION AGE.]

It is now over fifteen years since irrigation was

carefully tried east of the Mississippi. The results

showed a doubling of many crops in years even of good
rainfall and explained why Italy, with about the same
rainfall in most places, builds such expensive irrigation

works. Years of short, or even medium, rainfall proved
that in no case can any tiller of the soil afford to rely

on it if he can apply water cheaply enough. The ques-
tion of cost is all there is. Many farms are too rough
to apply water economically to low-grade crops, and
on many smooth ones it is too hard to get in reliable

quantity even for high-grade products. But there are

few where some water cannot be had for some smooth

land, and if it is only five acres out of a hundred-acre

farm it may mean the difference between success and
failure. On thousands of farms west of the Mississippi
five irrigated acres enable one to live in comfort on one

hundred and sixty acres which one would otherwise

have to leave. The other hundred and fifty-five can

be managed with summer fallowing and cultivation al-

most to the point of a living. But the results are just
a little short and after years of struggle the farmer

gives up. Five acres properly handled with water turn

the scale.

So great have been the results that irrigation is

now practiced, to some extent, in about every state in

the Union. No matter how great the rainfall even the

market gardener cannot afford to rely on it for full

crops of cucumbers, strawberries and many other things.
Xo matter what you can do by scientific work with high-

grade fertilizers and cultivation, the control of the

water is not only needful to keep your fertilizers from

burning the crop in dry weather, hut you positively
cannot take from any soil so many pounds of produce
without so many pounds of wateY. The more you in-

crease the one the more imperative the demand for the

other.

The idea is quite universal that in order to ir-

rigate yoii have only to irrigate. There is the water,
the promoter, the lawyer, the financier and the engineer
have built you a perfect ditch with good title and all.

There is nothing left for them to do, and now comes

your turn, Mr. Bone-and-sinew-of-the-land. You will

therefore proceed to irrigate.

Few not familiar with the early struggles of the

Mormons in Utah, and of the settlers of Southern
California can have any conception of what a puzzling

thing it is to apply water even to the smoothest looking
land. Water companies have failed and first-rate land
and water projects have been laid on the shelf for years
because hard working settlers were ignorant of the

modus operandi of handling the water on the ground,
and there was no one in the company to show them.

Xo man ever worked out this problem alone. It is

solved only by the combined experience of many, com-

paring notes, traveling about to see what others are

doing and experimenting at constant loss for a time,
or else it is learned by imitating those who have been

through the torment. - And even then one must be care-

ful or he will imitate the faults that remain as well

as the wisdom that has been learned.

As almost any irrigation is better than none, ab-

solute failures are rare outside of the desert. I am
now farming under a ditch on which nearly half a

million was squandered, and on which the first nine

settlers assisted with money, teams and even provisions,

by the company, all failed and left, and the ditch lay
abandoned for several years with water running through
it, although alfalfa hay was worth twelve to sixteen

dollars a ton. Such failures are rare, but have the

advantage of being speedy and leaving the victim time,
if not money, to go where he can do something. The
more common failures are of two kinds.

First making just enough to keep one staying and

going through all kinds of torment for years.
Second making it pay ten to twenty-five dollars

an acre when it should be paying fifty or a hundred
or over.

Third making the farm pay the hundred, but re-

quiring twice or thrice the water and work it should

require, yet be paying so well that you cannot afford

to tear it up and lay it out again as it should be. And
this is about the most maddening of all.

These troubles come generally from trying to work
out your own experience alone just as if you were the

first man bright enough to think of artificial watering.
One should by all means travel in those irrigating
sections that have made the greatest success of it and

keep on traveling. He should also lay aside all notions

about book farming and read every book written on the

subject. For it is a vast one and cannot be embraced
in one volume of readable size. Next to that he should

learn to handle the shovel himself, and not depend on

sitting around and bossing cheap labor.

When properly done irrigation is kid glove farm-

ing with this important difference, that the nearer it

comes to kid glove farming the better it pays. A
writer sent out by an eastern magazine to write up
the subject says you must learn to wear rubber boots.

On the contrary, von must lay out the ground and

manage the water so that you can irrigate in slippers.
The same difference runs through the whole subject so

that when it is well done it is the easiest and most

profitable work in the world of equal certainty in re-

sults. There is positively no chance in the game. That
is why you never find the alleged funny man in the

west cracking any jokes on the irrigating hayseed. He
has too much respect for him, because he keeps a robust

balance in bank and has plenty of time to play. That
is probably why farming was respectable among the

Romans and others of the olden days. And what can

relieve the congestion of our cities, which is now our

danger point, except something that will make farming
respectable by making it profitable and easy? The
cradle of civilization of philosophy, art, music and litera-

ture was not rocked in the rainy lands, but beside

the irrigating ditch. Irrigation has supported the

world's largest and richest populations. Our ancestors

came from the cold and murky woods of Europe and
knew nothing but to hew down forests, dig out stumps
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and depend on 'the direct influence of the capricious

clouds. Had til^ey come from the sunlands and landed

on the Pacific Coast and worked eastward the greater

part of the population and wealth of our country today

might be west of the Mississippi and the Indian ques-

tion confined to the Atlantic Coast.

The law and engineering of irrigation as well as

agricultural chemistry have been so well handled in

other books that I confine myself to the actual handling

of the water on the ground a subject so large in itself

that it leaves no room for any other in a book of read-

able size. This will call for an amount of detail that

some may think needless. But beware how you think

any of the advice I give is overnice. There is no busi-

ness in which good work pays better and few in which

it takes so long to discover the loss from bad work, for

the loss is generally in time, labor and water as well

as in the quality or quantity of the crop. If you are

raising fruit it is the percentage of the first grade that

counts and the rest had better go to the pigpen than be

put on the market to injure the reputation of your
locality.

CALIFORNIA PROMOTION COMMITTEE STATE-
MENT.

The California Promotion Committee issues the

following statement :

A remarkable condition as regards population
is shown by statistics gathered by the California Pro-

motion Committee within fifty mile radius of the two

largest cities of the state, as compared with the balance

of the state. In securing the data the committee has

used the figures of city clerks, postmasters, commercial

organizations and county assessors. According to the

best estimates California had on January 1, 1907, a pop-
ulation of 2,217,897. Of this 1,317,064 reside within

fifty miles of San Francisco and Los Angeles.
Within fifty miles of San Francisco is a population

of 875,687, and within the came radius of Los Angeles
is a population of 341,377. These figures show that

for all the interior towns and cities and on all the farms

of the great state there are 1,000,893 people.

According to the records of the postmasters in the

same areas the receipts for the year, 1906, in all the

postoffices within fifty miles of San Francisco amounted
to $2,357,481, and for the same area tributary to Los

Angeles the receipts amounted $1,101,712.
The business done near the two centers, as shown

by the banking business, is also remarkable. The bank

deposits of the San Francisco fifty mile radius amount
to $373,234,742, and those in the same area adjacent
to Los Angeles amount to $106,613,908. The bank

clearings for 1906 amount to $2,134,254,146 in the San
Francisco area, and $576,689,367 in the Los Angeles
area.

There are 2,857 factories doing business within

fifty miles of San Francisco, and 1,631 within fifty

miles of Los Angeles. To assist the people in transact-

ing their business there are 58,297 telephones in use in

the San Francisco area, with one company, and within

the Los Angeles area there are 45,551, with two com-

panies doing business.

From these figures it will be seen that the tendency
of population is too great toward the urban centers,

resulting in a congestion which would materially develop
the state were it scattered. The California Promotion
Committee is bending its energies toward the settling
of the interior of the State, and to this end has been
and is successfully inducing large land holders to sub-

divide their lands in order that new settlers may find

homes.

TWIN FALLS COMPANY MAY TAKE OVER WOOD
RIVER PROJECT.

The most wonderful success in the line of private

irrigation projects in the world is undoubtedly that of

the Twin Falls Company, Twin Falls, Idaho, Chicago,

111., and Pittsburgh, Penn.

Along about 1902, J. B. Perrine of Blue Lakes,

Idaho, conceived the idea of irrigating the large tract

of land south of the Snake River, and enlisted the

support of engineers who pronounced the scheme feas-

ible.

Mr. Perrine was laughed at by many of his friends

and associates, but after many months of hard work
he was able to interest capitalists in Salt Lake City,
who in turn secured the support of heavier capitalists
in the East, and finally Mr. Buell, the father of the

Twin Falls tract, came forward and advanced the money
for the development of a project which would irrigate
some 270,000 acres of land. This was accomplished by

building what is known as the Milner Dam, one of the

best structures of its kind in the country. During all

of this time Mr. Perrine worked faithfully to see that

the original plans were carried out, and while he en-

countered many obstacles, even after the money had
been secured, he has stood by the project and enlisted

the support of some of the strongest financial people in

the United States, so that today his company stands

at the head in acreage and financial support of all

private irrigation projects in the United States, if not

in the world.

Great credit is due to Messrs. Perrine, Hollister,

Milner, Hurtt, Hayes, McCullom and Reed, and many
others who have stood by the proposition during all

of the vicissitudes of its development. This company
has recently opened up a large tract of land on the

north side of the Snake River and has established a

power house at Shoshone Falls, and are now preparing
to open up what is known as the Salmon River project,

lying south of and adjacent to the South Side Twin
Falls tract. It is rumored also that this great company
will take over the Idaho irrigation project which em-
braces a large acreage along the Little Wood River,
from which water for this project will be taken.

This land extends from the foot hills of the Saw
Tooth Mountains up near Hailey, Idaho, down to and
around the town of Gooding, on the Oregon Short

Line.

It was first brought to the attention of investors

by Messrs. Hernsheim and others. If this tract is

taken over it will increase the holdings of the Twin
Falls people to something considerably over 750.000

acres.

Additional information concerning the Wood River

project will be given our readers in some future issue

of THE IRRIGATION AGE.
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SAN LUIS VALLEY, COLORADO.

Our readers will, no doubt, remember that we recently

published some articles on the San Luis Valley, Colorado,

descriptive of that country as a stock raising section, where-
in also was exploited many of the attractive features of that

delightful state.

We were recently permitted to examine a letter written

by a gentleman who has spent more or less time in that

country, and the matter contained therein is so honest a

presentation of the possibilities for home building that we

reproduce it herewith. The letter is published without the

permission of the writer, but with full consent of the gentle-

man who received it.

May 15, 1908.

Mr.--,
Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir:

Your letter received, and as you seemed in no special

hurry, and I was, indeed, very busy, I have delayed answer-

ing a little longer than I had expected to.

I was glad to hear from you personally, and also be-

cause at this time we are making quite a campaign for the

sale of some lands in both Utah and Colorado. I will try

and give you the information as fully as possible, and would
also appreciate it if you would write me whether the party
referred to is one who merely wants a small tract upon
which to live, or whether he would be interested in the

matter in a larger way from an investment point of view, if

the proposition suited him.

It is not our policy, nor, indeed, do we think it is good
policy in western countries to depend upon rainfall for

farming. The so-called dry farmer will make a good crop

occasionally, but it is a method of farming not to be de-

pended upon, and one which is practiced mostly in irrigated

countries by the shiftless element who are not thrifty enough
to get possession of good lands and good water rights. The

question of good water rights is of first importance to any
one interested in irrigating lands and, in this connection, will

say that we own stock in two irrigating ditches, one of which
ditches (The Centennial) gets its full appropriation of water
when the Rio Grande River has about 300 cubic feet of water

per second, and the other of which (The Empire), gets its full

appropriation of water when the Rio Grande has about 3,000

cubic, feet of water per second.

The latter of these ditches is made to sell land with,

and the first named is made to farm with, but it is a sac!

commentary upon the intelligence of the ordinary buyer of

irrigated lands, that the lands with paper water are bought
almost as readily as those with real wet water. We have
sold all of our Empire water in connection with the less

valuable and less favorably located of our lands, and what
we now still own is the choicest of our lands, together with

the very best of water rights in the San Luis Valley.
The priorities of the Centennial Canal date back to about

1876, and it furnishes literally a never failing supply of

water.

Improved lands in the San Luis Valley sell from $45 to

$100 per acre, the latter being the choicest of lands adjacent
to town. We just closed a sale, a few days ago, of a 75-

acre tract at $45, and have quite an acreage of very choice

land in cultivation that could be sold at that price.
There is a loading switch on the D. & R. G. within

one-half mile of our land, which can be used for shipping
grain, potatoes, or anything that the farmer markets in

cars.

Our land is all top irrigated, that being, we think, the

more practical and effective method of applying water to

the soil, although there is a great deal of sub-irrigation done
in the San Luis Valley.

Regarding winter temperature, the noting of the ther-

mometer registration will not give a fair idea of same; 20

to 25 degrees below zero at sunrise is not an exceptional
figure for the San Luis Valley, yet the winter in that coun-

try is practically free from cloudy or windy days, and it is

a fact that the thermometer may register 20 degrees below
zero at sunrise, yet at 10 o'clock the temperature will reach
15 or 20 degrees above zero and by noon will be thawing
freely in the sunshine. The snow in the valley is very light,

so.much so that it is practical to feed peas on the field during
winter.

I have had the experience of seeing friends of ours
visit here from the San Luis Valley, when the temperature
here was 20 to 30 degrees above zero, complain extremely
as to how the cold was affecting them. In fact, all of our
Illinois friends of the valley have expressed themselves to
the effect that the winters they have spent in the San Luis
Valley have been the most pleasant they have ever ex-
perienced.

In the summer time the sunshine is very powerful in
that country, on account of the high altitude (7,500 feet above
sea level), and the very clear air. It, therefore, gets quite
hot in the sunshine, yet the shade is always cool and
pleasant, even if it is only the shade of a board roof. In
fact, the difference between sunshine and shade is greater
by far in that country than here. The nights are always
cool in summer, in fact, any one with a delicate constitution
usually finds it convenient to take an overcoat even in the
summer time when making a night drive.

The spring is probably the least .pleasant season of the
year in that country as it is rather slow in developing, and
inclined to be more or less windy during April and May.
If one will visit in the San Luis Valley on April 1st he will

probably find vegetation as far advanced as in Illinois. If
he will visit the valley on June 1st he may be disappointed
in the progress made during these two months, but if he
again visits it on August 1st his astonishment will be greater
than was his disappointment on June 1st on account of the
wonderful growth during these two months, which are
really the best growing season of the San Luis Valley.

Alfalfa is grown very successfully, and while it does not
produce as heavily on account of the shorter and cooler sum-
mer as will be the experience in lower altitudes and warmer
climates, yet it is more valuable on account of the better
combination of other feeds to go with it, regarding which
I will mention a little more later when I speak of hogs.

San Luis Vallev lands in good cultivation should pro-
duce 60 bushels of oats to the acre, 40 to 50 bushels of wheat
may also be expected, in fact, 60 bushels have been produced
in the past. Barley should produce 40 to 50 bushels under
favorable circumstances. To produce these yields the land,
of course, must be in a good state of cultivation and fertil-

ization, which can be easily accomplished by the raising
of peas and alfalfa, both of which deposit large quantities
of nitrogen in the soil, and enrich it very rapidly. In fact,
it is deemed impractical to raise more than about three suc-
cessive crops of peas in the San Luis Valley as the ground
becomes so rich that the peas grow almost altogether into
vine if peas are grown continually for a longer period.

Regarding fruits will say, any kind of berry can be suc-

cessfully cultivated if a person is inclined to give them the

necessary attention, but in order to grow them successfully
they must be laid down and covered in winter time. This
is not so much on account of the extreme cold, but on ac-
count of the large variation in day and night temperature,
as the warm sunshine in the winter time will draw the sap
into the berry vines and the cold nights freeze them to such
an extent that it kills the plant if they are exposed to this

continual exchange of temperature during the entire winter.
Those farmers who wish a small berry patch for home con-

sumption find no difficulty in protecting the same by cover-

ing up the vines during the winter season.

Hardy variety of apples are grown successfully in the

valley.
While general farming (except corn), with wheat, oats,

barley, etc., is very successfully conducted in the San Luis

Valley, my ideal of farming in that country is the hog or

sheep farm, but more particularly the hog farm as I think
that country is just a little better adapted to raising hogs
than any other place on earth, and that for many reasons,
the first of which is that hog cholera and similar diseases

are unknown in that country, and the fine, invigorating and
dry climate keeps the hogs in such perfect state of health
that they not only grow rapidly, but produce the very finest

grade of meat.
As stated earlier in this letter alfalfa is grown success-

fully in the San Luis Valley, and as is known by all advanced
in the question, it is one of the best feeds known for frame-

building in hogs. In fact, they can be successfully prepared
for the fattening rations with little other feed than alfalfa

which they glean themselves from the field, thereby eliminat-

ing any cost of harvesting. After the hogs have spent the
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summer on alfalfa they are turned, about November 1st, into

the pea field where they again glean their feed direct from

the field without any harvesting expense, and peas are ad-

mitted to be the finest feed known for fattening any kind

of stock, particularly hogs and sheep. In fact, the buyers
on the Chicago Stock Yards will always pay a better price

for pea-fed hogs than they do for corn-fed hogs.

As stated earlier in this letter I think the hog proposi-
tion is the ideal farming method for the San Luis Valley.

An acre of alfalfa pasture will furnish feed for about 15

pigs from the time they are weaned in the spring until they

weigh, say 100 pounds, in the fall, and no other feed is

necessary, except possibly a small amount right at the time

of weaning. About November 1st the pigs are turned into

the pea field for fattening, and an acre of peas will fatten

at least four hogs and should bring them from 100 pounds

weight on November 1st to about 200 pounds by March 1st,

when they will be ready for marketing. Of course, it would
not be the proper idea to turn the hogs into the entire field

at first as that would result in their taking away the easiest

found first, and later when they are supposed to put on the

finishing touches of fattening up, they would be skirmish-

ing around too much in picking up the remnants of feed.

The proper method is to allow the herd to have a certain

new acreage every week or two, and to reserve an ample

acreage for them to feed over freely when finishing up in

the spring, and this can be more thoroughly cleaned up,

after the fat hogs are sold, by the brood sows. I believe

this to be the cheapest method of producing hog flesh that

can be practiced in any part of the country.

Now, regarding the cost of producing these crops, it is

not necessary to say anything to you regarding the cost

of producing alfalfa, as you are thoroughly familiar with

that. Peas are sometimes spoken of as being a substitute

for corn, but San Luis Valley farmers would consider corn

a rather poor substitute for peas, because peas produce more
food per acre at a small fraction of the cost of producing
corn, and at the same time are enriching the soil, which

cannot be said of corn. The cost of raising peas is esti-

mated at from $1.50 to $3.00 per acre. I have known of

cases where peas were raised five years in succession with-

out plowing the ground, and in some kinds of soil this

method seems to be even more successful than more thorough
cultivation would be. In all heavier soil, however, and those

inclined to pack solid, plowing at least every second year is

necessary, and plowing every year can be done to still better

advantage. Our method has usually been to plow the ground
in the fall at a cost of about 75c per acre. In the spring
we would take the drill into the field without any further

cultivation, and the sowing costs about 20c per acre. It

takes about thirty pounds of seed per acre, and 2c per

pound is about the average price, making the seed cost 60c.

In ordinary seasons the peas should be irrigated twice,

which will add a further labor cost of probably 40c.

I think I have now given you all the figures necessary

upon which to base calculations as to the advantage of farm-

ing in this territory. I have given you a lengthy epistle on
this subject, and I trust have given you the desired infor-

mation. If any further questions arise, however, would be

pleased to give further information along any line.

Yours truly,

MERITS OF THE ORLAND PROJECT.

Spokane Chronicle Project Engineer Robbins, of the

Fort Shaw. Mont., irrigation scheme, says that the lands
will be open this fall and that they will be allotted by
drawings to be held in October. All of the surveys for

this land have been completed and forwarded to Wash-
ington, where they must be approved by the surveyor
general's office and then filed in the local land office for a

certain length of time. This was one of the matters taken

up by Engineer Robbins with Secretary of the Interior

James R. Garfield, during his recent consultation with that

official, and after representing the case to Mr. Garfield,
the latter promised to make an order giving the Fort
Shaw surveys precedence, so that they may be taken up
immediately with the department and not be compelled to

await their turn. By this, all formalities can be gone
through in time to allow of the opening of the land to en-

try this fall.

The Keclamation Service, in undertaking the Or-
land Project, has seemingly made a slight departure
from its usual practice, inasmuch as there is no Govern-
ment land under this project, but every acre is in

private ownership ; however, closer investigation shows
that the irrigation of this area is in the highest degree
consistent with the policy of the Government, for the

motive actuating it in all its reclamation work is not
the sale of its land, nor is it the irrigation of so many
acres, but it is the establishment of self-sustaining
homes.

If, then, as has already been amply" demonstrated,
a few acres of irrigated land at Orland will serve to

Scene on Irrigation Ditch. Orland, Glenn County, California.

support an industrious family in comfort approaching
luxury, it can readily be seen that from the standpoint
of the Government this is one of the cheapest projects
with which the Service has to deal, for while in propor-
tion to money expended, the number of acres irrigated

may not be so large as in some other projects, the num-
ber of homes established will easily place it in the lead.

Orland enjoys a practical immunity from frost

which permits a wide range of products. Indeed, this

is so marked that it early attracted the attention of

that authority on irrigation topics, William H. Smythe,
who in 1901 visited the town and carefully listed the

products, measuring the ground devoted to each, of that

single acre on which, for years, the owner and his wife

had lived in comfort, annually adding a substantial

sum to their savings. Through the notice he gave it in

his writings and lectures, this has become the most
noted acre in California. This fitness for a diversity
of products later excited the enthusiasm of the experts
of the Keclamation Service, who freely prophesy that

when this land has been devoted to its highest use, but

few farms will be of more than ten acres in extent.

Now that the engineers are actively at work and

promise that by the Spring of 1910 water in abundance
will be ready for each of the fifteen thousand acres to

be admitted to this privilege it becomes certain that

within two years this area, from a grain growing sec-

tion requiring for the support of a family a square
mile or more of land valued at from fifteen to forty

dollars per acre, will be changed to a region of fields

of alfalfa, interspersed with orchards of the various

deciduous fruits and groves of lemons, olives and

oranges, whose value per acre is reckoned by hundreds,
or even thousands, of dollars.
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THE SANTA MARIA OIL FIELDS.

BY A. T. TAYLOR.

Nestling among trees and flowers near the hills of the

Coast Range in Santa Barbara County, California, is one
of the busiest and prettiest little towns on the Pacific Coast
Santa Maria.

North, east and south of the town, the mountains rise

as if by nature's wise provision, guarding from the winds
and forming an unfailing watershed for the tender vegeta-
tion in the valley below. A girdle of green embraces the

town and from every point of view an inspiring landscape
meets the eye. It is the principal distributing point for, and
is encircled by, what are probably destined to become the

greatest oil fields the world has ever known, and back of

all this it has the wealth of productiveness of the Santa
Maria Valley. Yet with its wonderful advantages and its

exceptional charm of climate, its people have made no partic-
ular effort toward inviting the outside world to share in

their beneficence. Therefore, it has been only since the dis-

covery of its vast oil deposits that the town and valley have

begun to expand and prosper in proportion to their merits.

Judging from the thousands of people who are coming to

California every year in quest of home, health and invest-

ment, it may not be optimistic to predict that here within
the next few years will rise one of the greatest common-
wealths of the West.

Santa Maria has just begun to dress up, in other words,
she is taking on the appearance of a city in the bud. There
is no other town of its size in the state today that can boast
of so many modern business structures. Three banks, two
of which are built respectively of sand lime and terra cotta

bricks, would be architectural adornments to any city, and
its handsome public schools are evidences of the civic pride
of her citizens. It has a good commercial hotel, a number
of hotels which are run upon the European plan, several

good restaurants, a splendid water system, an efficient

electric lighting plant, a modern up-to-date electric railway
connecting the town with Guadalupe, a station on the coast
line of the Southern Pacific System.

It needs but a glance at the display windows of any of
the stores to convince one that her merchants are "live ones"
in everything that the term implies. Its streets are broad
and well oiled, and the life and bustle upon them, the in-

cessant oil talk and the "no time to lose" spirit is so forcibly

impressed upon the mind of the visitor, that his sleep is

likely to be disturbed by visions of derricks, oil wells and

gushers.
The Santa Maria Valley, from which the town takes

its name, is really prodigal in its diversified products. While
sugar beets, beans and barley predominate, it produces an
abundance of fruits, vegetables, and, besides the one men-
tioned, many other kinds of cereals. The Union Sugar
Company has a large refinery at Betteravia with an approxi-
mate output of 300,000 sacks of sugar annually.

As this is but one of a series of articles upon the Santa
Maria Valley which will be published in THE IRRIGATION AGE,
greater details of its soil products will be given in a future

number, therefore the remainder of this article will be de-
voted to the oil situation, in which many irrigation farmers
are interested.

The oil development while yet in its infancy records the

most phenomenal results produced in the West. The present
yield is upwards of nine hundred thousand barrels per month,
and the very near future will mark the enormous production
of over one million barrels. Recent drillings have shown
fuel oils in the eastern part of the valley and immense
quantities of light oil in the main fields. In oil parlance,
the wells are known as the "deep well" type, the oil sand
being very thick, which is an indisputable evidence of the

permanency of the wells.

The nresent demand for the product is so great that

storage reserves are unnecessary. As an evidence of this

fact a contract has been made by one of the companies in

the field with Japan for the delivery of two million barrels

per annum.
The Union Oil Company is the largest producer. It

has one six-inch and one eight-inch pipe line conveying oil

to Port Harford, at tidewater, a distance of thirrv-five miles

Here it has its own tank steamers and commands shipping
facilities to different parts of the coast and abroad.

The Standard Oil Company while not a producer in this

field is a purchaser from several of tbe operating companies
and gravitates or pumps its oil through an eight-inch pipe
line from the fields near Orcutt to Port Harford into its line

of tank steamers. It has a contract for one and one-half
million barrels annually for three years at advanced prices
over former contracts with the Final and Brookshire Com-
panies, and it has also a smaller contract with the Pennsyl-
vania Company. Together with the Associated Oil Com-
pany, the Standard has a contract with the Western Union
Oil Company for an extended period for the delivery of
two million barrels yearly.

The Associated Oil Company has an eight-inch pipe line

from the field in a southerly direction to Gaviota, on the
Santa Barbara Channel.

The Graciosa Oil Company has a pipe line in con-
nection with Casmalia, a station on the Southern Pacific

Railway. It also has a large refining plant at Oil Port on
Port Harford Bay which is known as the California Oil
Refineries Company, Limited.

The Brookshire and Final Companies have a pipe line

to the Union Sugar Company's plant at Betteravia, which
also connects them with the Southern Pacific cars.

Several companies have pipe lines connecting them with
the narrow gauge railroad which runs to San Luis Obispo
and Port Harford.

Over two hundred miles of pipe lines convey the oil

in every direction, ninety-five per cent of which have direct

connection with tidewater, making the field practically in-

dependent of railroad transportation, a feature so objection-
able to the fields of the Standard Oil Company.

The Union Oil Company has a contract for delivering
oil to the Panama Canal Company and has laid a pipe line

across the Isthmus for shipping oil to points on the At-
lantic seaboard, whenever there is a demand and there is

sufficient oil to spare. Much credit is due the Union Oil

Company for this stroke of enterprise, for it was during the

years of 1905 and 1906 when the Standard Oil Company
had so depressed the prices throughout the state by their

large storage holdings in the San Joaquin fields, that the

operating companies in the Santa Maria fields were com-

pelled to cap their surplus wells to avoid the necessity of

storing their excess product and accepting low prices, that

this masterly stroke was accomplished, which caused the

Standard to sit up and take notice of its rival in the West.
The Union Oil Company has a small but effective refining

plant near Port Harford, the bulk of its product, however, is

refined at Oleum, on San Francisco Bay. The great thirty-

five hundred barrel per day gusher is the property of this

company, and after five months of continuous flow it still

maintains these remarkable figures. The gravity of the oil

from this well is twenty-six degrees.
The average gravity of the oils of the Santa Maria

fields range from twenty-three to twenty-seven degrees ex-

cept in a few shallow wells where it is heavier. J. F. Good-
win, superintendent of the Final and Dome Oil Companies,
has had several tests made of the twenty-five and twenty-
seven gravity oils and there are no wells known where the

oils are freer from impurities with an asphalt base. The
Graciosa Company's wells are of about the same gravity.

Upon first distillation six grades of oil are obtained
besides gasoline and distillates : two grades of kerosene,

benzine, naphtha, engine oil and the residue which is still an

eighteen gravity ideal fuel oil. A very large percentage of
the distillable product is gasoline. By further distillation

other valuable products are obtained and a still heavier fuel

oil is left.

Within the last year a great deal of attention has been
centered on the eastern Santa Maria field, especially since

the Palmer Oil Company brought in a well penetrating a

similar oil formation to that of the main field, with even a

greater depth of oil bearing sand. It is putting down
another test well two and a quarter miles due east of

Palmer well number one on the Stendel-Triplett lease and

they have passed through over three hundred and fifty feet

of rich oil sand. They are now at a depth, of twenty-two
hundred feet which proves the productiveness of the field

beyond a doubt. The depth of Palmer well number one is

thirty-one hundred and fifty feet and it shows over twelve
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hundred feet of oil bearing formation. Lack of pipe line

facilities has prevented it from showing its full capacity. It

is pumping now at the rate of two hundred and
fifty

barrels

daily and when it is opened up through the casing head
flows several times this amount.

The Old Mission Oil Company is putting down a well

on the adjoining property, a half mile north of Palmer well

number one.

A mile north of the Palmer oil field, a new company,
known as the Ideal Oil Company, has just spudded in, in

the same easterly field.

The Sisquoc Oil Company is about three miles east of

the Ideal and is down several hundred feet exploiting the

more northerly part of the eastern field.

The Foxen Company is several miles farther east, near

Foxen Canyon, on the land of G. Muscio. They have passed
the twenty-two hundred foot depth and are in the shale

formation.

Santa Maria has an active Chamber of Commerce whose
members are all more or less interested in the oil develop-
ment. Following is a list of the officers and the business in

which each is respectively engaged : T. R. Finley, president,

attorney at law ; Paul Tietzen, vice-president, manager of the

three banks of Santa Maria; M. Fliesher, treasurer, mer-

chant; W. A. Haslam, director, merchant; Charles Bradley,

director, capitalist; Ruben Hart, director, proprietor water
and electrical works ; L. E. Blochman, secretary. Detailed

information regarding the oil fields will be furnished by the

secretary upon application.
The world will watch the further development of these

wonderful oil fields with intense interest, and no doubt

large capital will find profitable investment here.

TO THE POINT.

WARNING TO HOMESEEKERS.

Numerous warnings have been issued from time to

time by the Eeclamation Service to intending settlers

in the West, cautioning them, before purchasing lands

which are advertised as being included in a Eeclama-
tion project, to be fully informed as to the exact limits

of the irrigable areas.

Notwithstanding these warnings, many innocent

persons have been swindled by false representations
of land agents. One of the commonest forms of swind-

ling is to claim that certain lands are embraced within

a Government irrigation project, and on the strength
of this statement to sell the lands to non-residents at

fancy prices. It frequently occurs that these lands are

embraced within an irrigation district, but cannot be

furnished with water from the Government project,
which fact, of course, is very carefully suppressed by
the land agent. The innocent purchaser discovers too

late that he has paid an excessive price for land of

little value and unsuited for a home.
A case in point has recently been reported to the

Service by several investors, in which a company offer-

ing lands for sale states that the tracts are within the

limits of lands withdrawn for a project under the

Reclamation Act. Investigation shows that this is un-

doubtedly true, but the company fails to state that

these lands cannot be watered from it becaiise the area

irrigated by the canal system was limited, and these

particular lands could not for several years, if ever,
be included within the area irrigated.

Before making investments under such advertise-

ments, investors should write to the office of the Rec-
lamation Service on the project, or the Water Users'

Association established there, and obtain full informa-
tion as to the condition of the lands and the possibility
of furnishing water to them. If the proper local ad-

dresses are not known, a letter to the Reclamation
Service at Washington, D. C., containing a full descrip-
tion of the land, will receive prompt attention.

Lute Wilcox, editor of the Denver Field and Farm,
frequently publishes matter concerning the Forestry
Bureau and affairs in the west which is pat and directly
to the point. We append hereto clipping from a recent
issue of the Field and Farm which explains itself :

"It was refreshing to read the report of how Con-

gressman George Cook tanned Pinchot's hide the other

day. Our good old congressman-at-large got up in

open meeting and challenged the statement recently
published by Baron Pinchot that the receipts of his

forestry bureau are in excess of the expenditures. He
cited the testimony of Mr. Pinchot before the agri-
cultural committee that expenses of his bureau for the

year ending June 30, 1907, were $64,000 in excess
of the receipts. He predicted that the receipts for
the current year would not show an increase as esti-

mated by Pinchot, but on the contrary would show a
decrease on account of the inactivity in the mines

usually requiring large quantities of timber. Mr. Cook
said further that the price placed on mining timber

by the bureau, $5 a thousand, is unreasonable and ex-

cessive. He called attention to the arbitrary ruling
of the bureau requiring mining companies purchasing
their timber to cut and remove it from the forests
within a year and added: 'Now, what we want in

Colorado in the management of the forest bureau is

less sentiment and more practicability, fewer Harvard
graduates and rough riders and some practical lumber
and millmen who know something about the business
from experience, and that the forestry bureau shall

comply strictly with the law.'
"

PALOUSE ORCHARDS TO BE PUT UNDER IRRI-

GATION.

Four thousand acres of land near Hooper, Whit-

man County, Wash., south of Spokane, to be known as

Palouse Orchards, owned by the Palouse Irrigation &
Power Company, headed by H. C. Peters, president, and
L. H. Marsh, secretary, will be put under irrigation
within the next twelve months, and it is expected that

500 acres of this will be ready for this year's crop.
Water for the new district will be taken from the

Palonse River, which will be tapped by a canal four

miles above Hooper, and brought down one mile below

the town, whence a wooden flume, 24 by 30 inches, will

carry the water one mile further down the river to the

tract of 500 acres that is to be watered at once. Later

a large flume will tap the canal at the same place, as

-the small one and will be led across to the north bank
of the river to carry water down to the other tracts

that are to be put under the ditch.

Palouse Orchards is unlike any other irrigation

project in the northwest. Instead of one large and
continuous tract 'on one or both sides of the river it

is a series of tracts lying between the river and the

high hills on either sides, no one tract containing more
than 500 acres. The land extends down the river ten

miles, and is close to the base of steep hills and almost

surrounded in patches by the ragged arms of the cliffs

that jut out into the valley. The land is volcanic ash

and the climate is similar to that of Wenatchee, the

home of the big red apple.
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DRY FARMING.

The greatest agricultural expansion in the United
States at the present time is in the so-called dry-farm
belt on the Great Plains. The settler has invaded this

belt before only to be driven back, but there is now a

general belief that improved methods of cultivation

and the introduction of drouth-resistant crops will bring
success where there has been repeated failure. The
United States Department of Agriculture and other

agencies have done much that will help in this new at-

tack upon the semi-arid region, and all have great hopes
for the success of dry farming, but notwithstanding this,

two facts must be clearlv recognized: First, that with

the greatest success now anticipated, the dry farm will

be devoid of many of these beauties and comforts which

go with a water supply; that is, trees, fruits, and vege-

tables; and, second, that there will be years when even

with the best of cultivation and the most drouth-resist-

ant plants, crops cannot be matured. In spite of the

comparatively favorable weather conditions of the past
two or three years it is to be expected that there will

succeed a period of very dry years, for weather observers

long ago established the fact that weather moves in

cycles. How soon the dry seasons will return cannot be

foretold, but to insure success provision should be made
by the dry farmer to tide over the lean years with a gar-
den in which he can grow the vegetables required for

household use and a small patch of hay land with which
he can provide winter forage for his stock. To do this

he must develop a small water supply either storing in

a reservoir the flood waters of some torrential stream or

he must irrigate wherever possible, winter or summer,
with the floods produced in adjacent gullies by the in-

frequent rains. Finally, he may tap the underflow,
which can be found quite generally over the entire region
at depths varving from 20 to 200 feet, and secure water

by erecting a windmill or gasoline engine pumping plant.
In this way he will be able to maintain his home dur-

ing the dry years and depend upon the wet years for his

profits. All these precautionary measures are new to

the majority of settlers upon these lands, and under the

present favorable weather conditions their "ultimate

necessity is not appreciated or is overlooked by all except
the most conservative and far-sighted.

With a view of educating the settlers to a true reali-

zation of the conditions which confront them and to

determine the possibilities of development along the

lines suggested the Department of Agriculture has estab-

lished three farms on the Great Plains, where experi-
ments are being conducted to determine the best methods
and cost of preparing land for irrigation and best kind
of power and pumps, and the use and cost of operation ;

the best methods of storing and using water, and the
best methods of storing water after it is applied to the
soil. The most notable of these farms and the one at-

tracting most attention at present is. that near Chey-
enne, Wyo. Here a tract of a little over seventy acres
of formerly barren soil has been secured, of which thirty
acres is dry farmed; that is, no moisture whatever is

supplied beyond that received as rain. Of this area
about fifteen acres is left fallow alternate years, but is

rolled and compacted after every rain in order to con-
serve the soil moisture, a system of culture considered
most effective under these conditions. An area of ap-

proximately thirty acres is irrigated during the winter

and spring by the flood waters of a nearby creek, while

a small area is irrigated during the summer by water

pumped by windmills and stored in a reservoir com-

manding five or six acres.

The underground water supply at this farm is devel-

oped bv pumping from wells in the valley of the creek,
which is usually dry but which has a considerable under-
flow reached at a depth of less than fifteen feet. This
underflow is being developed by windmills, and to de-

termine the type of windmill best suited to the condi-

tions there existing, seven mills, contributed by as manj
manufacturers, have been erected, all of them discharg-

ing water into the small reservoir. Each mill is pro-
vided with devices arranged to measure the quantity of

water pumped, the velocity of the wind, and the speed
of the wheel, from which data will be obtained that will

make the capabilities of the wind-mills for the services

of the dry farmer much better known than before.

The crops grown upon this farm consist of drouth-
resistant grains on the unirrigated area and garden veg-

etables, such as potatoes, beets, etc., on the area receiv-

ing water. While an unusually large annual rainfall

may have had a considerable influence in bringing about

the favorable results obtained during the previous sea-

son, it is a fact that this is the first successful attempt
at agriculture, irrigated or otherwise, in the vicinity of

Cheyenne, and this city, according to the daily press,
"hailed with delight the first load of farm produce evei

brought into the city."

The second farm is being established at Eads, Colo.,
where water will be pumped from a well which has been
driven to a depth of 110 feet after many difficulties be-

cause of the nature of the material penetrated. At this

depth a flow of water was secured which probably will

be ample for the irrigation of a considerable portion of

the farm. A deep-well pump outfit of the two-stroke type
has been installed, driven by an alcohol engine. The
latter was contributed by a well-known manufacturer
and the results secured by the use of alcohol fuel should

be of much interest to those contemplating the substi-

tution of alcohol for gasoline.
The department has already made experiments with

alcohol engines under laboratory conditions and in the

hands of experts, but information is desired as to the
value of alcohol as a fuel in the hands of farmers and
under ordinary field conditions.

A third farm is at Newcastle, Wyo., where a flow of

water was encountered at a depth of twenty feet, and an

open well has been due: in the bottom of which a per-
forated boiler shell has been sunk to a depth of ten feet to

act as a strainer. A vertical, submerged centrifugal pump
will be used at that place, and while the amount of the
water supply which can be developed is somewhat un-

certain, probably sufficient will be secured for the pur-
poses of demonstration. A gasoline engine of the same

type as that used at Eads will be employed for power,
the intention being to secure some data as to the rela-

tive costs of gasoline and alcohol in pumping.
At Wichita Falls, Tex., a farm has been established

upon which various methods of conserving and utilizing
soil moisture and the possibilities of irrigation are be-

ing demonstrated. In a tornado which recently occurred
in that section a great deal of damage was done to the
farm buildings but the cultural operations are being
carried on as before.
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Upon all these farms careful records are being kept
as to the cost and profits and it is thought that the work

at the three stations will form a valuable object lesson

to thousands of farmers who are settling upon the

semi-arid lands of Wyoming, Colorado, Nebraska, and

other states. The practical value of this class of work
cannot be overestimated, aiming as it does at the utiliza-

tion of a vast body of land which can never, by the very
nature of things, be included under any of the reclama-

tion projects. If a method of tillage and a system of

utilization of the underground waters and storage of

flood waters can be devised, by which it will be possible
to make the farming of these new western lands rea-

sonably certain and profitable, great wealth will be

added to the several states interested.

RECLAMATION SERVICE NEWS.

Water is now ready on a portion of the South Side canal

north of the river, as well as on the Inlet canal of the Belle

Fourche irrigation project, South Dakota, for 12,000 acres

of land.

The Gunnison tunnel in Colorado was advanced about
329 feet during the month of March. The work was very
seriously interfered with by the heavy flow of water in both

headings.

The Highland Water Company has conveyed to the United
States the Highland canal, together with all water rights, etc.,

for use in connection with the Salt river irrigation project,
Arizona.

In connection with the irrigation of the Blackfeet reserva-

tion for Indian Service, surveys are to be immediately started

on the final location of the canal either from Two Medicine
river or Badger creek.

Water is now being furnished over the entire canal sys-
tem of the Carlsbad irrigation project, New Mexico. At the

present time 8,443 acres have been qualified for water and the

area is being rapidly increased.

The Pathfinder dam, North Platte irrigation project,
Nebraska-Wyoming, is now 81 feet above foundation and ris-

ing at the rate of 15 feet per month. Three thousand cubic

yards of masonry were laid during March.

A decision has been reached to resume active operations
in the lower Milk river valley. Plans for the construction of
the Dodson flood diversion canal are under discussion, for

the irrigation of 21,000 acres in the vicinity of Malta.

The Secretary of the Interior has given public notice
that water will be furnished, beginning with the season 1908,
to lands under the Truckee-Carson irrigation project, Nevada,
lying in Township 18 N., R. 30 E., and T. 19 N., R. 30 E.,
M. D. M.

The March report from the engineer in charge of the

Truckee-Carson irrigation project, Nevada, shows that 335
homestead filings, covering 28,000 acres, have been made up
to date. This is exclusive of a number of new settlers who
have purchased private holdings.

Contract has been awarded to Maney Brothers, of Win-
nemucca, Nevada, for the construction of the South Branch
canal, Klamath irrigation project, Oregon-California. The
work involves the excavation of about 300,000 cubic yards
of material. The contract amounts to $78,996.70.

About 300,000 acres of land near the Minidoka irrigation
project in southern Idaho have been withdrawn from all forms
of disposition under the public land laws, pending a thorough
examination to determine whether it will be possible to irri-

gate the tract or any portion of it by a pumping system
operated by power generated at Minidoka dam.

The following public lands in New Mexico have been

temporarily withdrawn from all forms of disposition under
the public land laws, in connection with the Rio Grande irriga-
tion project : New Mexico Principal Meridian. T. 13 S.,

R. 2 W., all Sees. 1 to 26 and 28 to 32 incl. and Sees. 35 and
36

; T. 14 S., R 2 W., all Sees. 1, 2 and 5 to 36 incl. ; T. 14 S.,
R. 3 W. ; T. 13 S., R. 4 W. ; T. 14 S., R. 4 W. This with-
drawal embraces 112,000 acres.

On the Payette-Boise project the first contracts have been
let, providing for the construction of twenty-four miles of
laterals, involving 100,000 cubic yards, and a part of this work
has been taken over by the farmers. On the Minidoka project,
Idaho, contracts are now being advertised by the water users'
association.

Contract has been awarded to J. E. Hilton, of Vale, South
Dakota, for constructing a portion of the South canal, Belle
Fourche irrigation project, South Dakota. The contract in-
volves the excavation of approximately 160,000 cubic yards
of material, and according to the terms of the contract it is to
be completed by March 1, 1909. The price quoted is $28,241.50.

Allan Macdonell, Laredo, Texas.

A Reader of the IRRIGATION AGE for Twenty Years, Whose Letter Re-

newing His Subscription Was Published in Last Number.

From recent investigations in connection with the Chey-
enne river irrigation project, South Dakota, it has become
apparent that certain lands withdrawn from the public domain
are no longer necessary, and the Secretary of the Interior has
therefore restored approximately 148,000 acres lying in Town-
ships 5 to 10 S., Ranges 1 to 9 E., Black Hills Principal
Meridian.

The following lands have been withdrawn from any form
of disposition under the public land laws in connection with
the Grand valley irrigation project, Colorado: Ute Principal
Meridian. All Townships 1 S., Ranges 1 and 2 E. Sixth

Principal Meridian. All Township 10 S., Range 98 W. ; all

Township 11 S., Range 98 W. This tract embraces about

92,000 acres.

The railroad to Laguna dam is now completed and in use,

the first shipment, consisting of four cars of cement, having
gone over the line on March 17. Prior to the completion of

this road all supplies and material required in the work of

building the dam had to be hauled from Yuma, and it is

estimated that the saving in freight rates effected by the build-

ing of this railroad will greatly exceed the expense incurred

by the United States in its construction. Heroic efforts will

be made to close the Colorado river during the next low

stage, and the new railroad will be of great service in this

connection.

A message from the project engineer states that the

Garden City pumping plant, Kansas, was put in operation

April 1. The pumps are working smoothly and water is run-

ning the entire length of the Farmers' canal. As the Arkansas
river could not be depended upon to supply water to gravity
canals, the engineers devised a scheme to utilize the under-
flow. About 300 wells were sunk, the combined length of
which exceeds four miles. These wells are in groups of ten

each and vary from 12 to 15 inches in diameter. Each group
will be operated by its own pumping plant, and all pumps will

be operated by electricity generated in a central power station.

The water from the wells will be lifted into a concrete lined

conduit which discharges into the main canal. During the

irrigation season this leviathan pumping plant will lift 30,000
acre feet, or about 11,000,000,000 gallons.
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LINING OF DITCHES AND RESERVOIRS TO PRE-
VENT SEEPAGE LOSSES.

BY PROF. B. A. ETCHEVERRY, BERKELEY, CAL.

(Continued.)

PUDDLED CLAY LINING.

This method of lining had not been used to any
extent in the irrigated districts investigated, and the

writer could not learn of any systematic work of the

kind.

The cost of this lining would depend o'n the dis-

tance the clay would have to be hauled and the ease with

which it can be loaded, and on the way the clay is

applied.
Under the best conditions, clay being close at hand,

easily loaded and applied cheaply, would be very sat-

isfactory and efficient in stopping seepage. Probably
the cheapest method of applying the clay would be to

spread it on the bottom and slopes when the clay is soft

and moist, or if it can not be obtained in that condition,
to spread it after the ditch has been wetted thoroughly

by damming up the water and then draining it out;
or to spread it dry and then fill the canal and drain the

water out. After the clay has been spread as uniformly
as practicable, the canal could be fenced in, and cattle

or, better, sheep could be driven in the fenced area
;

they could be fed along the ditch and in this way would

tramp the puddle thoroughly.
The cost of such a lining would be mainly the cost

of the clay; for a lining 4 to 6 inches thick this cost

would probably not exceed 1 to 1^ cents per square
foot.

EXPERIMENTS TO DETERMINE RELATIVE EFFICIENCY OF
CANAL LININGS AS REGARDS SEEPAGE.

The purpose of these experiments was to deter-

mine the relative efficiency of canal linings, as regards

seepage only, and not to compare the resistance of the

lining to the cutting or erosive force of running water.

For this purpose twelve ditches closed at both ends

were excavated in earth of uniform texture, that they

might all be under the same conditions. These ditches

were lined with the different materials used in California

for the lining of irrigating canals. After the ditches

were excavated and lined daily measurements were taken

to determine the rate of seepage, and from these the

relative efficiency was obtained.

LOCATION AND POSITION OF DITCHES.

The site chosen for the experiments is in Stanislaus

County, near Modesto, on the University experimental
farm, about 3% miles east of the town. Lateral Xo.
1 of the Modesto Irrigation District ran near the south

end of the ditches and was the source of water supply
for the experiments.

The soil is a fine sandy loam and is very homo-

geneous to a depth of 2 feet : below this some hardpan
was found in the north end of the ditches. This hard-

pan only occurred in small quantities and was in a soft

condition. It could be plowed and removed with

scrapers. It is to be regretted that a site with a more

sandy soil was not available, as the results might have
been more conclusive.

The ditches were parallel and ran north and south,
at right angles to Lateral No. 1. (Fig. 13.) The south

ends of the ditches were at approximately the same dis-

tance from this lateral, so that the seepage from it,

if any, would aifect each ditch equally.
A wooden flume built with Ixl2-inch redwood

lumber, running parallel to the lateral and along the

south end of the ditches, carried the water from the

lateral to the ditches; a gate in the flume was provided
for each ditch.

The ditches were at the same elevation, that the ef-

fect of underground water might be equal, and were all

21/0 feet deep, with side slopes of 1^2 n 1> an(i a bot-

tow width of 2 feet. A side slope of 1^4 on 1 was used

because the wet earth in the unlined ditches and the

puddle in the puddled ditch would not stand on a

steeper slope, and mainly because of the difficulty of oil-

ing the slopes if they had been steeper. The length of

the ditches at the top was 50 feet, the ends having also

a slope of 1% on 1
; the bottom length was 421/2 feet.

The top bank width was 4% feet, making a depth of 14

feet between the ditches, center to center.

METHOD OF CONSTRUCTION.

The site was not exactly level. It was thought best

to make it so, that the ditches might be more nearly
under the same conditions. The land was irrigated
and plowed and the earth from the higher part of the

plot was removed with Fresno scrapers and carried off

the site. The ditches were all in cut. After the sur-

face was made level, the grade stakes were located and
the excavation of the ditches begun. Each ditch was

plowed deeply and the earth removed at first with

Fresno scrapers, but as the bottom was reached the

smaller scrapers (scoop scrapers) were used. In this

manner the ditches were excavated roughly to the re-

quired cross-section. The total volume of excavation

was approximately 500 cubic yards and the total cost

was $95, or at the rate of 19 cents per cubic yard.

LININGS TO BE USED.

The linings which it was thought advisable to try in

the experiment were:
1. Cement concrete similar to that used by the

Santa Ana Water Company and the Anaheim Water

Company.
2. Cement mortar and cement plaster 1 inch thick,

as used around Eiverside by the water companies
(Jurupa, Gage, and Riverside) and in several other

localities in southern California.

3. Cement lime concrete. It was thought that the

addition of some lime to take the place of part of the

cement in the concrete similar to No. 1 would perhaps
make the concrete more water tight. and also slightly

cheaper in some localities.

4. Puddle.

5. Road oil in various proportions per square yard
of surface and also as a mixture of oil and gravel. The
extensive use of oil and its success in road oiling when

properly used, especially in southern California, where
in many cases the oiled streets are almost as good and

even in a few cases better than asphaltum, made it ad-

visable to try oil in several ways.
For a good oiled road, a good foundation and a

well-rolled wearing surface are necessary. The quantity
of heavy road oil necessary should not exceed li/o gal-
lons to the square yard.

For canal lining, the conditions are somewhat dif-

ferent from those found in road construction. A good
foundation is not necessary. It is impracticable to roll
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the slopes and beds, and even if practicable, the cost

might not justify it. The lack of rolling must be made

up by using more oil, and in these experiments a greater

quantity of oil was used per square yard than is ordi-

narily used on roads. Mixtures of oil and gravel were

also used in the experiments, and while they were costly,

they were at the same time unsatisfactory, proving very

poor linings for stopping seepage, as will be shown later.

The order in which the ditches were planned at first

is as follows, the ditches being numbered from east to

west :

No. 1. Lined with a mixture of heavy road oil and

gravel in the proportion of one part of oil to eight parts
of gravel. The lining was 3y2 inches thick.

No. 2. Earth (no lining).
No. 3. Lined with a mixture of heavy road oil

and gravel in the proportion of one part of oil to six

parts of gravel. The lining was 2y2 inches thick.

No. 4. Heavy road oil sprinkled, using 3% gal-
lons per square yard.

No. 5. Earth (no lining).
No. 6. Thin oil sprinkled, using %y2 gallons per

square yard.
No". 7. Clay puddle, 3% inches thick.

No. 8. Earth (no lining).
No. 9. Cement mortar, 1 inch thick.

No. 10. Cement concrete, 2y2 inches thick.

No. 11. Earth (no lining).
No. 12. Cement lime concrete, 2 J

/2 inches thick.

It will be noticed that arranging the ditches as

above, there are eight ditches lined and four earth

ditches with no lining. Each earth ditch has an ad-

jacent lined ditch on each side, so that in case the seep-

age from the four earth ditches was unequal, the seepage
in the lined ditches could be compared with the seep-

age from the adjacent (or nearest) earth ditch. The
lined ditches would also be affected more nearly equally

by the seepage from the earth ditch.

METHOD OF FINISHING DITCHES.

After the excavation with teams the ditches were

finished by hand in the following manner (Fig. 14) :

Pieces of timber, 2 inches by 3 inches, were placed at

the center of the banks between ditches, and extending
parallel to them from one end of the ditch to the other

;

these pieces of timber were placed in the banks and
made level. The tops of these timbers were at the same
level as the banks. Frames or templets were built, as

illustrated, of the same size as the finished ditch, ready
for the lining. Four of these frames were used, the

same one being used for the four earth ditches and for

ditches where the oil was sprinkled on the slopes and
bottom. A second form was used for the cement motar
lined ditch; this form was larger than the previous
one, allowing 1 inch for the lining. The third form
was made large enough so that the ditch finished with
this form, after being lined with a 21/o-inch lining,
would be of the same cross-section as the earth ditch.

The fourth form was used where the ditch was to be

lined with a S-i/rjinch lining.

These frames were used in the following manner

(Fig. 15) : Beginning at one end of the frame was

placed in the ditch and the side slopes and bed were

cut down until the top piece of the frame would rest

on the two pieces of timber on the banks. The frame
then moved forward on these guides and the cross-

section was cut down with spades to the proper size.

The slopes were finished first and the earth cut from
the slopes was removed with a scoop scraper. The
cost of finishing was about 1 cent per square foot.

METHOD OF LINING.

No. 1. The oil was heated to a temperature of

about 180 Fahr., at which temperature it would
flow easily. This heated oil was mixed with the gravel
in the proportion of one part of oil to eight parts of

gravel by volume. The mixing was done with rakes
and the mixture was very uniform. The sides were
lined first.

Pieces of timber 3y2 inches thick were placed on
the slopes at right angles to the axis of the ditch, about

every 10 feet. The oil-gravel mixture was carried in

wheelbarrows and dumped on the slopes between these

timbers. A straight edge about 12 feet long, extending
from one timber to the other and worked up and down
the slope, regulated the thickness of the lining to 3y%
inches. The mixture was tamped while being placed
in position.

No. 3. This ditch was lined in exactly the same
manner. The mixture used contained one part of

heavy Bakersfield oil to six parts of gravel. The thick-

ness of the' lining was only 2y2 inches; the slope timbers

being therefore 2i/2 inches thick instead of Sy2 inches

thick, as for No. 1.

No. 4. This ditch was lined with the same heavy
oil. The oil was heated to a temperature of 180

Fahr., and was sprinkled or poured on the slopes with
a 3-gallon watering pot, with the rose sprinkler flattened

so as to throw a flat stream or sheet of oil on the side

of the ditch. The oil was applied mostly on the top
of the slope, and as it ran down the slope it was grad-
ually absorbed by the ground some of it reaching the

bottom. An excess of oil accumulating at the bottom
was dragged up the slopes by using a stick about 8 feet

in length to which a 2-foot piece of timber was nailed,
at right angles, at one end, and to this piece was
nailed a couple of sacks to be used as a mop. If the

oil is not applied in large quantities at once, but in-

stead several successive light applications are made, it

will not be found necessary to use this mop.
The oil was not raked in; the object sought for

was to have the oil form a thoroughly saturated crust;
while if it was raked or plowed in, the oil may have been
disseminated through too thick a layer to form a water

tight crust.

No. 6. The sixth ditch was sprinkled with lighter
oil in exactly the same manner as the fourth ditch,

using 21/0 gallons per square yard.
No. 7. The seventh ditch was lined with clay

puddle. The clay was difficult to obtain, having to be

hauled about three miles, which made it very costly.

The clay contained fine silt and sand. It was sprinkled
with water, and when soft was hauled in wheelbarrows

and applied in the same manner as the oil-gravel mix-

ture. The thickness of the lining was 3y2 inches.

No. 9. The ninth ditch was lined with cement

mortar, composed of one part of cement to five parts of

gravel. The lining being 1 inch thick, the scantlings
or guides placed on the slopes were only 1 inch thick.

No. 10. This ditch was lined with cement con-

crete 21/0 inches thick, composed of one part of cement

to seven parts of gravel and crushed rock, in equal

quantities.
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No. 12. The twelfth ditch was lined with cement

lime concrete 2 1/2 inches thick, composed of % part
of cement, Va Part f lime, and seven parts of gravel
and crushed rock in equal quantities.

Before lining with cement mortar, cement concrete

and cement lime concrete, the slopes and bed of the

ditches were well wetted by sprinkling. These three

linings were also kept wet for several days after the

construction.

The oil ditches had been finished about ten days
before the water was turned into them. This was

necessary for the oil to soak in well and also for the

lighter volatile parts of the oil to evaporate. The
water was first turned in on July 23, 1906, and ob-

servations were then started.

(To be continued.)

first season working for older ranchers who understand

the business for by this means he can get many valuable

lessons that will enable him 'to avoid costly mistakes

in laying out his fields and running his ditches. Irri-

gation fanning is different in many respects from

agriculture in sections where moisture is supplied by
rainfall. Denver Field and Farm.

THE TROUBLES OF A NEW IRRIGATOR.

The people who go out onto the plains to settle

on the light sandy soils under some of the great
reservoir systems have been told that they will have a

good deal of trouble in irrigating successfully. Be-

cause the soil is so loose and light it- has been thought

by many that irrigation would be found impracticable
on account of excessive seepage and washing of the

surface. This difficulty has been experienced in some

instances, but only for the first season or two. After

the soil has been thoroughly wet and has been irrigated
and cultivated for two or three seasons it naturally
becomes heavier and has more of the appearance of a

clay soil. While the ground never bakes as it does in

many other sections and clods are unknown, it loses

some of the lightness and looseness that have been

looked upon with disfavor by the newcomers floating
in from the heavy black soils of the alluvial Mississippi

Valley back in the central states.

Experience has shown that when irrigation ditches

have been in use for two or three seasons, grass and
weeds such as sunflowers grow along the banks, the

roots forming a network that hold the soil in a solid

mass, thus preventing breaks. During the first year
of the operation of a large ditch occasional trouble has

occurred on account of breaks, but after two or three

seasons when the banks become compacted no difficulty

ot consequence is so likely to occur, although a big

waterspout may come along at any time to create a

good deal of damage.
Many of the settlers have begun improvements

>vith no very definite conception of the work that must
be done. They generally have their minds set upon
alfalfa and try at the very outset to get a crop started,

without first thoroughly preparing their fields. Later,

they will have trouble, because the land is not even

enough and the water can not run without interruption
or puddling. The better practice is to seed annual

crops for a year or two, plowing and leveling each year.
The leveling process is not difficult, but to do properly
in one season is expensive. By cultivating the ground
a few seasons it can be brought to even grade and then

when alfalfa is sown and a good stand has been secured,

water turned into the ditches at one end of the field

will run clear to the other without much trouble.

Greater and more even crops will thus be secured.

The newcomer who has had no experience with

irrigation can profitably spend a large part of his

POTATO GROWING AT GREELEY, COLO.

BY JOHN G. HALL.

At the present time Greeley puts upon the market
each year about 12,000 cars of potatoes, with about
600 bushels to the carload. These have a world-wide

reputation for quality and are marketed west as far

as California, east as far as New York, to Canada
on the north, and hundreds of carloads are shipped to

Texas.

Greeley is located 52 miles north of Denver, is

considered to be as attractive a fanning locality as

can be found in the United States, and is watered by
the Big and Little Thompson creeks, by the Cache-la-

Poudre river, and the South Platte. Some of the early

appropriations from the stream date back into the

early '60's. Greeley was settled by a colony in the

early '70's, and the colonists in planting potatoes in

their gardens discovered that the country was particu-

larly adapted to the growing of the tuber.

Since we have found that alfalfa plowed up is

such a wonderful fertilizer, each farmer endeavors to

plow alfalfa that has stood for two or three years for

his potato ground, reseeding enough each year to take

its place. So, late in April or early in May, with a

good strong riding plow drawn out sharp by the black-

smith, the work is begun. With four or five heavy
horses hitched, the plow set down to a depth of eight
or ten inches, the new growth of alfalfa, whatever it

may be, is turned under for additional fertilizer, and
as the plowing progresses the newly plowed land is

leveled off twice each day, or harrowed to prevent wind
and sun from drying out the soil.

Experience has taught us that from May 25 to

June 1 is the best time to plant, as this brings us into

August, when the nights are getting cool for the pota-
toes to set on the vines. Seed raised by rainfall is

most desirable for planting, because seed grown by irri-

gation loses a part of its vitality on account of its

forced growth.
The Aspinwall and Evans planters are considered

the best, and with these, with either two or four horses

attached, considerable ground can be planted in a day,
or about five acres for two horses, and seven for four.

These are picker planters. After the seed has been cut

and put into the hopper the machine plants one piece
at a time any desired distance apart, as the pickers
are adjustable to suit the different varieties of potatoes
as well as the various ideas of growers. These planters

open the furrow for the seed, plant it and cover it over

at one operation ; by so doing prevent the land drying
out. When the planting is done the cultivator is put
to work throwing as much dirt as possible on the row.

When the tubers are first appearing through the ground
a plank or harrow is iised to knock off the ridge. This

removes all small weeds that have germinated and
leaves the row free from weeds. Three cultivations are

usually given.
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About August 1 the potatoes are furrowed out for

the first irrigation, followed by weekly irrigations until

September 10 to September 15, when irrigation should

cease and the tubers left to ripen.
Four-horse diggers are used in the harvesting,

taking one row at a time. The potatoes are separated
from the dirt by a chain which allows the dirt to drop

through the chain while the potatoes are carried over

and laid in rows on the surface of the ground. They
are then picked up by a gang of pickers who pick into

baskets and afterward put into sacks and either drawn
to market or sacks filled half full and drawn to potato
cellar. Potato sorters are used in cellar as well as

field to sort the potatoes for market. These pass over

a screen, shaken by the operator, large ones passing over

and going into sack, small ones going through. In this

way sorting is done better than by hand, as the mesh
in screen measures size of each potato.

One crop of potatoes and two crops of beets, or

two crops of potatoes and one crop of beets, are usually
taken off the land before putting it back into alfalfa.

principles, but materials best adapted to uses, and work-

manship that cannot be surpassed.
The principles were carefully worked out and tested

before manufacture began. The record of service of the

engines at work has abundantly established their correct-

ness, as well as tha excellence of materials and workman-
ship.

One of the greatest things that has been accomplished
is dependability, a positive response of the engine whenever
called upon. An engine that cannot be depended upon to

start quickly and positively is of little value anywhere, es-

pecially to the farmer whose power jobs require frequent

stopping and starting.

Smooth, even running and generation of the full rating
of power are other features that are next in importance to

dependable starting. Then comes the simplicity and ease of
control for which these engines are noted. And, lastly,

economy. The engines are adapted to the use of gas,

gasoline or denatured alcohol for fuel. Well-posted power
men agree that whatever the fuel, the minimum is consumed
for the power delivered.

The engines are made in several styles and range in

size from 1 to 25 horse power. A letter direct to the In-

ternational Harvester Company of America will secure

catalogue and the information you desire promptly.

THE ENGINE QUESTION A TIP.

It is no longer a question of whether or not the farmer
needs an engine he has already been assured of the many
advantages of having a good engine handy for almost any
kind of work. But there seems to be a growing tendency
on the part of some of the manufacturers to make engines
to sell rather than to give good service. This naturally puts
the farmer on his guard, but most of them are dealing with

the old reliable concern the International Harvester Com-
pany of America.

The engines this company is distributing are manu-
factured on correct mechanical lines. They are required to

be of the highest order. That implies not only correct

CENTRIFUGAL PUMP AND GASOLINE ENGINE
IRRIGATION OUTFIT.

Herewith is an illustration of an irrigation outfit

including a centrifugal pump and double cylinder gaso-
line engine, manufactured by the Temple Pump Com-

pany of Chicago, 111.

The Temple Pump Company has a world-wide

reputation as manufacturers of power and pumping
machinery for irrigation and drainage purposes, their

engines and pumps being used in Japan, South Amer-

ica, South Africa, Australia, New Zealand, England,
France, Russia, Spain and this country. This is their

fifty-fifth -year.

Centrifugal Pump and Double-Cylinder Gasoline Engine.
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Supreme Court Decisions

Irrigation Cases

APPROPRIATION OF SUBTERRANEAN WATERS.

One may sink on his own land such wells as he needs,

though in so doing he may dry up his neighbor's well, pro-
vided he does not act maliciously, or use the water unneces-

sarily. Long v. Louisville & N. R. Co. Court of Appeals
of Kentucky, 107 Southwestern 203.

RIGHTS IN ARTIFICIAL WATERCOURSE.

The mere fact that a watercourse was artificially dug
did not necessarily prevent the existence of rights in it, after

a long time, like those pertaining to a natural watercourse.
Stimson v. Inhabitants of Brookline. Supreme Judicial

Court of Massachusetts, 83 Northeastern 893.

DECREE ESTABLISHING PRIORITY CA-NNOT BE ATTACKED.

A statutory decree establishing priorities to the use of

water for irrigation is res adjudicata as to the volume cf

water awarded to a particular ditch, and cannot be attacked

collaterally. Alamosa Creek Canal Co. v. Nelson. Supreme
Court of Colorado, 93 Pacific 1112.

IRRIGATION BONDS.

The legality of the formation of an irrigation district,

and the proposed issue of bonds of said district for the con-
struction or purchase of a canal system, are not affected

by the fact that the canal system of said district may water
lands outside of said district. Settlers Irr. Dist. v. Settlers

Canal Co. Supreme Court of Idaho, 94 Pacific 829.

CONDEMNATION FOR IRRIGATION.

Under Const, Art. 3, Sec. 15, the flooding of land by
a dam erected for the purpose of supplying electric power
to mines and smelters and to the public generally, and for

supplying water for irrigation purposes, is for a public use,

authorizing condemnation of such land. Spratt v. Helena
Power Transmission Co. Supreme Court of Montana, 94

Pacific 631.

DEFENSE TO DIVERSION.

Where a senior seeks to enjoin a junior appropriator
of water from diverting the same by an irrigation ditch,

and defendant seeks to avoid the same on the ground that

if the diversion is restrained the plaintiff will derive no
benefit, such defense must be established by clear and satis-

factory evidence. Alamosa Creek Canal Co. v. Nelson. Su-

preme Court of Colorado, 93 Pacific 1112.

PRESCRIPTIVE RIGHTS TO WATER.

Satisfactory proof of a continuous, open, notorious, and

uninterrupted use of waters on lands for irrigation /or five

years, when the use is of such a character as to indicate that

the same is being exercised in hostility to the right of any
person to interfere with the exercise, is sufficient proof of a

claim of right to use it, sufficient to ripen into a right by
prescription. Anaheim Union Water Co. v. Ashcroft. Su-

preme Court of California, 94 Pacific 613.

PARTITION OF WATER RIGHTS.

Tenants in common of land bordering on a stream and

severally in possession of particular tracts thereof, subse-

quently allotted to them by a partition decree, jointly con-
structed a ditch from the stream across one of the tracts,
and diverted water on their tracts for irrigation. The par-
tition decree did not mention the ditch nor refer to water

rights. Held, that under Civ. Code, Sec. 1104, providing
that a transfer of real property passes all easements attached

thereto, etc., an easement in the tract over which the ditch
was constructed for the benefit of the other tracts passed
under the decree as appurtenant to the latter tracts to the
extent that the ditch was at the time of the decree obviously
and permanently used to irrigate the tracts, and to such
part of the tracts as had been actually irrigated from it.

Anaheim Union Water Co. v. Ashcroft. Supreme Court of
California, 94 Pacific 613.

ORGANIZATION OF IRRIGATION DISTRICT.

Where an irrigation district has been organized in ac-
cordance with the irrigation law of this state, and has voted
to issue bonds for the construction or purchase of a canal

system, the fact that said system will supply and water lands
outside of the district does not render said district or the

proposed issue of the bonds invalid. Settlers Irr. Dist. v.

Settlers Canal Co. Supreme Court of Idaho, 94 Pacific 829.

SUIT TO ESTABLISH PRIORITIES.

In a suit between the appropriates of the waters of a
stream involving the rights and priorities of the several

appropriators, the users and consumers of water under a

canal that has appropriated water for the purpose of sale,

rental, or distribution are not necessary and indispensable
parties to the action, and a decree in such case is valid and
binding as between all the parties to the action. Farmers
Co-operative Ditch Co. v. Riverside Irr. Dist. Supreme
Court of Idaho, 94 Pacific 761.

APPROPRIATION OF WATER.
Interference by defendants, prior appropriators of water,

with the dam of plaintiffs, junior appropriators, by which
water was diverted to plaintiffs' lands for irrigation, held

properly enjoined, the evidence sustaining findings that plain-
tiffs had not diverted any water to which defendants were
entitled as prior appropriators, even if a prior decree was res

judicata, or showing that, as the dam was allowed to be

maintained, as much water would reach defendants' land as

though there were no dam. Fuller v. Sharp. Supreme Court
of Utah, 94 Pacific 813.

IRRIGATING OUTSIDE OF DISTRICT.

Where bonds of an irrigation district have been author-
ized by vote of the qualified electors of said district, and
the benefits accruing from such works and the costs of such

works are apportioned and distributed to the lands in said

district, and said district and its officers have acted in said

matter wholly with reference to the land within the boun-
daries of said district, the fact that the canal system or the

works supply water to irrigate lands outside of the irriga-
tion district does not affect the validity of the proposed issue

of bonds. Settlers Irr. Dist. v. Settlers Canal Co. Supreme
Court of Idaho, 94 Pacific 829.

INJURY FROM DIVERSION.

Where the evidence, in an action to enjoin a diversion

of water from a stream from which plaintiffs irrigated their

land, showed that the stream was dry part of the year, and
that when the water began to flow it took several weeks
to reach plaintiffs' land, owing to the sandy bottom of the

bed which must necessarily become saturated before any
water would flow over it, a diversion by defendants would

postpone the time required to reach plaintiffs, and result in

their injury, since they were entitled to have the stream
maintained in its natural state. Huffner v. Sawday. Su-

preme Court of California, 94 Pacific 424.

RIGHT OF WAY FOR IRRIGATION CANALS.

Under the provisions of Sundry Civil Appropriation Act

Cong. Aug. 30, 1890, c. 837, 26 Stat. 391 [U. S. Comp. St.

1901, p. 1570], which provides "that in all patents for lands

hereafter taken up under any of the land laws of the United

States, or on entries or claims validated by this act, west of

the one hundredth meridian, it shall be expressed that there

is reserved from the land in said patent described a right of

way thereon for ditches or canals constructed by the authority
of the United States," the word "constructed," as there used,
has a general reference and application to ditches or canals
constructed by the authority of the United States, without
reference to the time of such construction. Under the pro-
visions of the act above quoted, it was the evident intention
of Congress to reserve perpetually to the government an ease-

ment and right of way through and over any and all lands
west of the one hundredth meridian that the government might
grant to settlers and purchasers subsequent to the passage of
the act, and to thereby reserve the easement and right of way
for the construction, maintenance, and operation of any ditches

and canals the government may construct at any time in the
future for the irrigation and reclamation of arid lands.

Green v. WilMte. Supreme Court of Idaho. 93 Pacific 971.
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RIGHTS OF USERS TO WATER OF CORPORATION.

A water company or corporation may appropriate and
divert the waters of a stream for the purpose of sale,

rental, or distribution for any beneficial use or purpose, and
in such the case the, appropriation belongs to the ditch com-

pany, with a perpetual right of use vested in the users and
consumers to whom the water has once been delivered, and
such perpetual right so vested in the user or consumer can

only be defeated by failure to pay the annual water rents

and comply with lawful requirements in relation to the use.

Farmers Co-operative Ditch Co. v. Riverside Irr. Dist. Su-

preme Court of Idaho, 94 Pacific 761.

IRRIGATION OF PUBLIC LANDS.

Where a contract between plaintiff, the state of Oregon,
and defendants, for the reclamation of certain desert lands,

depended for its validit3' on Act. Cong. Aug. 18, 1894, c. 301,

28 Stat. 422 [U. S. Comp. St. 1901, p. 1554], as amended by
Act July 11, 1896, c. 420, 29 Stat. 413 [U. S. Comp. St. 1901,

p. 1556], and Act March 3, 1901, c. 853, 31 Stat. 1188 [U. S.

Comp. St. 1901, p. 1557], providing for the reclamation and

irrigation of certain parts of the public domain to be con-

veyed to the states on performance of certain conditions, and
that, before such act, there could have been no dealings be-

tween the parties with reference to the subject of the con-

tract, an action by the state to annul the contract because of
defendant's failure to comply therewith was one arising solely
under the laws of the United States, and therefore removable
to the federal courts. State of Oregon v. Three Sisters Irri-

gation Co. U. S. Circuit Court, District of Oregon. 158
Federal 346.

APPROPRIATION.

Where a defendant in a water suit, brought for the pur-
pose of determining priorities of appropriators, answers the

complaint, and also files a cross-complaint, in which he sets

up his claim to a certain quantity of the waters of the

stream and pleads the facts entitling him to a decree estab-

lishing his rights, and he raises no objection to the insuffi-

ciency of description of the lands to be irrigated as con-

tained in the complaint, and in no way calls the matter to

the attention of the trial court, and a decree is entered de-

scribing the lands to be irrigated both by the plaintiff and
the defendants and all the parties to the action in the lan-

guage of the complaint and the cross-complaints, any insuffi-

ciency, error, or defect in the description must be first raised

in the trial court, and called to the attention of the court

entering the decree, before it can be considered on appeal,
and in case of appeal any error assigned by the appellant in

reference to such defective or insufficient description will

be held to have been participated in and invited by the

appellant, and he will not be allowed a reversal of the judg-
ment on account thereof. Farmers Co-operative Ditch Co. v.

Riverside Irr. Dist. Supreme Court of Idaho, 94 Pacific 761.

FEDERAL COURT HAS JURISDICTION UNDER IDAHO STATUTE.

The statutes of Idaho provide that one desiring to appro-

priate water from a stream must apply to the state engineer
and obtain a permit ; that, in case a stated part of the works
has not been completed within a certain time, an after appro-

priator from the same stream may petition the state engineer
for a revocation of the permit, and that officer, after investi-

gation, shall either cancel the permit and notify the holder or

refuse to do so and notify the petitioner; that, in either case,

the party feeling himself aggrieved may appeal to the district

court of the county in which the point of diversion is situ-

ated, making the other party defendant, and filing a petition
and a copy of the petition to and decision of the state engineer.
There is no further provision as to pleading or procedure.
Held, that, after such an appeal has been taken, the proceed-
ing in the district court is a "suit of a civil nature at common
law or in equity," of which a Circuit Court of the United
States is given concurrent jurisdiction with the state courts

by section 1 of the judiciary act of March 3, 1875 (18 Stat.

470, c. 137, as amended by Act March 3, 1887, c. 373, 24 Stat.

552, and Act Aug. 13, 1888, c. 866, 25 Stat. 433 [U. S. Comp.
St. 1901, p. 508]), and therefore removable under section 2

where the other requisite jurisdictional facts exist Waha-
Levriston Land & Water Co. v. Leiviston-Sweetwater Irriga-
tion Co. U. S. Circuit Court, Idaho. 158 Federal 137.

OUR GROWING CIRCULATION.

As we are going to press with our June number we
are in receipt of a letter from one of our canvassers in

the far West who sends us in from one county alone

172 new, yearly, paid in advance subscribers. This is

an indication of the way our circulation is growing

throughout the western field, and should be an incen-

tive to advertisers who are looking for trade in that

western country. One hundred and seventy-two new,

paid subscribers in one mail rather exceeds our weekly

average for the past several months, and is very grati-

fying to the publishers. Please remember that among
this list there are, no doubt, many who are possible pur-
chasers of agricultural implements, wagons, pumps,

windmills, gasoline engines, spraying machinery, and

and there are no doubt many among them who are

looking to other localities with a view to purchasing
land. It is a well known fact that the irrigator who

establishes a farm and makes it increase in value from

its initial cost, say from $25 ~to $40 per acre up to as

high as $200 or $300 per acre, is willing to let go at

that figure and reinvest in larger tracts in a newly

developing section. An illustration of this is that fact

that the original purchasers of land along the north side

of the Twin Falls tract in Idaho were from the older

irrigated sections of Washington, Montana, Oregon
and Utah. These people went into these states at an

early day, secured land and water at a low figure, had

developed their farms so that they were producing good
incomes and were marketable at a very much higher

figure than the average farm land. Many of the people

who early moved into the Twin Falls tract sold their

farms in Washington and Montana for from $150 to

$300 per acre, and purchased land in the Twin Falls

tract at about $35 per acre, thereby leaving a nice bal-

ance for improvements or investments elsewhere. There

are many hundreds of this class of people among our

readers and land men should take advantange of that

fact and place before them a statement of the projects

which they wish to market.

THE IRRIGATION AGE should be the best land ad-

vertising medium in this country, and we urge land

men to give it a trial. An advertisement carried in its

columns sometime ago of a large tract of land in the

Northwest, some 7,000 acres, produced a buyer within

thirty days from the time the number containing the

advertisement was issued, and netted the seller some

$3.00 per acre on that lot. It can readily be seen that

transactions of this kind are profitable, and should

encourage others to patronize our columns.
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FEDERATION OF TREE-GROWING CLUBS.

Popularize Tree-Planting.

Monterey, Cal., April, 1908.

Since our people have become aware that we are

facing a wood famine the subject of tree-planting has

received much attention from publishers :

It seems to me that tree growing would become

popular if the right kind of people in each community
would start it. Roller skating, bicycling and bridge

may be good wholesome fads, why not a tree-growing
fad? It would do so much more good in every pos-
sible way and so many more of our people, young and

old, would be enticed into it. The time is now ripe for

a new fad, then let it be the growing of useful trees.

My reader is very likely to be the very person to

awaken an interest and set an example to make tree

growing fashionable.

Get some of your congenial acquaintances together
and form a club. Write to Superintendent of Docu-

ments, Forestry Service, at Washington, D. C., for a

catalogue of books, pamphlets and leaflets on trees,

published for free distribution, and select what you
think will be useful. You will find that the instruc-

tions for growing trees as given in such papers as are

printed by the Government, or for that matter, by out-

side parties, are principally for nurserymen or for

extensive tree planters, but to follow directions is be-

yond the sphere of the average person.
The value of the method of growing trees by the

aid of the discarded tin can appeals especially to per-

sons having some experience in. propagating trees.

Plant some tree seeds in a box, lightly covered with

sandy soil (not plastic). When not more than three

inches high transfer into cans with bottoms well per-

forated, and bury the cans to tops in some well-

protected spot, shade from hot sun and keep the soil

in the cans continuously moist.

Generally, if your seed is good and the above

rules are strictly followed, you will meet with success.

The common method of propagating trees re-

quires so much space and labor that very few of our

people have participated in it, and most of those who

have, became discouraged.
In the wild it is only by chance that a tree seed

finds a resting place where right conditions are main-

tained; thus few of the millions of seeds which fall

ever develop into trees, even with those that happen
to sprout; so it is inadvisable to sow tree seed broad-

cast unless under special conditions.

One purpose of the organizations of the Federation

of Tree Growing Clubs of America is to distribute

seed; exchange, one with another, thus a general dif-

fusion of species will result. As for instance, at Mont-

erey, Cal., we have two very valuable indigenous trees,

the Monterey cypress and the Monterey pine. Seeds

of these beautiful trees can be had for the asking
and postage.

A tree-growing fad is inexpensive and I think the

most satisfactory, besides it would be the most inter-

esting and useful one ever started in the world.

Speak of this to your friends ! H. A. GREENE,
President F. of T. G. C. of America.

The Temple Irrigation Equipments the most
Economicaland Certain Means of Lifting Water

55 YEARS' EXPERIENCE

Write us for Information and Prices State Requirements

The Temple Water Elevators The Temple Centrifugal Pumps
Manufacturers of all kinds of Hand and Windmill Pumps

Also Manufacturers Single Cylinder, Double Cylinder and Four Cylinder Gaso-
line or Kerosene Engines

Briefly stated the advantages of our Double Cylinder Engines are as follows:

First They are more economical in the use of fuel. On light loads one cylinder can be used, reserving
both cylinders for heavy loads.

Second Although weighing about one-half the weight of a single cylinder engine of same rated capacity,
vibrations are practically overcome, demonstrating conclusively that in proportion to strain the double cylinder
"Master Workman" is the stronger engine.

Third The heavier weight of a single cylinder engine is due to the fact that it must have heavier fly-

wheels in the horizontal type, and a longer, higher and consequently much heavier base than is required for

the "Master Workman." The heavier the fly-wheels the greater the strain on the crankshaft, so you will realize

that neither heavier fly-wheels or a heavier base contribute one iota to the strength of a single cylinder engine.
Fourth When vibrations are overcome, as in the "Master Workman," the lighter the engine and the less

cumbersome it is, the greater its sphere of usefulness and the cheaper and more convenient it can be handled.
Fifth Lubrication in our engine is absolutely perfect. There is no forced lubrication, lubrication being

by gravity. Certainty of lubrication is of vital importance in the steady running and operation of a gasoline
engine.

Sixth All mechanism is in full view, which will enable you to thoroughly understand the operation of a

gasoline engine. The worst kind of complexity is concealed mechanism.

Factory, 15th St. and 15th Place, near Canal St.

Chicago, III.. U. S. A.THE TEMPLE PUMP CO.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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THE PNEUMATIC PIPE DREDGE
The Pneumatic Pipe Dredge is a new, inexpensive device for dredging sand, silt, muck and gravel, or any other

material or soil susceptible to rapid disintegration by the action of water under pressure.
Its pipe

From one to fourone to lour or
even more pipes can be

operated from the same
scow; one pump and air

compressor serving for

all.

or head "jets" itself

deeply into the material Jo be

handled, breaks it up and forces
it upwards through a discharge
pipe by the use of water and com-
pressed air mixed under high
pressure. It is not a suction or

centrifugal dredge. It is a

hydro-pneumatic ram.

The Bed Rock Pneumatic or Compressed Air-Pipe Dredge.
This shows the pipe lifting the heavy black sand out of one of nature's bed rock riffles. The precious minerals like gold and plati-

num have been trapped in these pockets or riffles for untold ages, but no method to recover these stored up treasures had been devised
before the advent of the pipe dredge. This dredge will enter these pockets and recover the values they contain.

ATTENTION ENGINEERS.
It is not possible to describe this dredge nor tell of its superiority in a few words. However, IF YOU HAVE USE

FOR A DREDGER, it will pay you and save you money to look into the merits of this device. It will also save time. Here
is part of what Mr. M. A. Nurse, for 18 years Chief Engineer of the State of California, says about the Pneumatic Pipe
Dredge.

"Beyond question, the Pneumatic Dredge embraces the cheapest and best application and utilization of mechanical
and natural agencies for excavation and transmission of sand, silt, or any material susceptible of rapid disintegration by
the joint action of air and water under pressure, that I have ever known through an active experience of over thirty years
in river improvement and reclamation. It is simple in principle, cheap in construction, efficient in operation and must on
the score of economy and greater adaptability supersede other methods in the broadest field of river and harbor improve-
ment essential to our State and National development."

HAVE YOU DREDGING TO DO?
If you require a dredge for reclamation work, for levee building, for recovering sand or gravel, for filling, for channel

or harbor deepening, for mining or for lifting or moving any class of material excepting boulders, DON'T OVERLOOK
THE PNEUMATIC PIPE DREDGE.

CHEAPEST AND BEST DREDGER IN THE WORLD.
The Pneumatic Pipe Dredge can be installed anywhere

within a few weeks for a small fraction of the cost of other dredges
and it requires only one-fifth the labor, one-fifth the power and
one-twentieth the cost of maintenance of any other dredge with
similar capacity. It handles from 40% to 60% solid matter all

the time and dredges handling from 25 cubic yards per hour to

20,000 cubic yards per day can be built and installed for from

$3,000 to $25,000. There is nothing to get out of order. Any-
one with common sense can run it. It is "fool-proof." Don't

you think

IT IS WORTH WHILE INVESTIGATING.

One of these dredges is operating in the heart of the City
of Sacramento, California, on a contract for the city. Twice in

succession this dredge has been awarded city contracts on com-
petitive bids. Other contractors could not come within a mile
of the price bid for the work. Yet the dredge is making money.
It is practical results like this that talk.

For full particulars about the dredge and its installation

on a royalty basis, addressPneumatic Pipe Dredge, Operating by Electricity
Ten-Inch Discharge Pipes, Capacity over 15,00

Yards per day.

with Four
15,000 Cubic

HERBERT A. PARKYN, IBM Marquette Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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The Great Divide

KNOWLEDGE IS fHE GREAT DIVIDE BE-
TWEEN THE MAN WHO WpRKS AND THE MAX
WHO PLANS. The Civil Engineer is, above all others,
the pioneer of progress. Few people have any idea
how wide is the field of work allotted to him. That
field includes almost every phase of our industrial, com-
mercial, municipal and national life, and almost every
measure affecting public health, comfort or convenience

CYCLOPEDIA O F

CIVIL ENGINEERING
8 VOLUMES. Page size, 7x10 inches. 3,500pages.
3,000 illustrations, diagrams, plates, formulas, etc.

BOUND IN HALF RED MOROCCO .

This is the first great reference work ever compiled covering the entire field

of Civil Engineering with all its allied branches, such as surveying, map making,
railroad engineering, road building, masonry, steel and reinforced concrete, struc-

tural engineering, bridge design and construction, river and harbor improve-
ment, water supply, irrigation, water power development, sanitary engineering,

ncluding sewerage, plumbing, house drainage and sanitation, etc.

Special ADVANCE Offer
RESERVE set now. Sent express prepaid for 5 days' FREE examination.

$2 to be paid within 5 days and $2 a month until you have paid
$24.00. Regular price $48.00. We send for books

at our expense if not wanted.

The work represents the combined efforts of a large staff of practical ex-

perts. It is admirably adapted to the needs of the beginner and self-taught

practical man in addition to meeting all demands of the technically trained ex-

pert. The various sections have been prepared especially for HOME STUDY.
Heavy technicalities and mathematical formulas have been avoided wherever

possible without sacrificing the absolute requirements of practical instruction.

The language is clear and simple; the treatment concise, yet exhaustive; and

the arrangement of matter convenient so as to carry the reader forward by easy

stages. Scries of test questions are inserted at the end of each section, enabling
the reader to test his knowledge as he studies, thus combining the advantages
of a text book and a reference work.

BRIEF SYNOPSIS OF CONTENTS
Plane Surveying Land Surveys; Mechanical Drawing Lettering, Blue

Printing, Plotting and Topography; Railroad Engineering Curves, Tunnels,

Trestles, Culverts, Switches, Terminals; Graphic Statics; Strength of Materials;

Roof Trusses; Masonry Construction Pile Foundations; Reinforced Concrete;

Steel Construction Fire Proofing, Floor and Roof Arches, Skyscrapers; Practical

Problems in Construction; Bridge Engineering Bridge Analysis and Design,

Girder and Truss Spans; Highway Construction Grading, Pavements; Hydrau-
lics Pressure of Water, Measurement of Flow; Water Supply Waterworks,
Wells, Reservoirs and Dams, Purification; Irrigation Gravity Irrigation, Pump-
ing Systems, Arid Lands; Water Power Development Diversion of Water,

Reservoirs, Flumes, Tunnels, Turbines, Water Wheels, Power Plants; Sewers and

Drains House Connections, Sewage Disposal; House Drainage and Sanita-

tion Plumbing, Pipes and Connections.

AMERICAN ScHooLof CORRESPONDENCE
Div. 179, CHICAGO

__COUPON. Clip and At all Today_

American School of Correspondence IRFIIG. AGE. e-oo.

Please send set Cyclopedia of Civil Engineering for 5 days' free examina-
tion. I will send $2 within 5 days and $2 a month until I have paid $24.00;
otherwise I will notify you to send for the books.

Name_

Address_

Occupation_

Employer

J. A. WHITING,
CIVIL AND IRRIGATION ENGINEER

{Examinations, Estimates, Reports,
Surveys, j Plans and Supervision.

12 Annex Block, -.- Cheyenne, Wyoming

BEFORE YOU BUY A LEVEL
Write for descriptive circulars of the

BOSTROH IMPROVED FARM
AND BUILDERS' LEVELS

Practical up-to-date instruments
that anyone can use. Recommend-
ed by professional men of repute
and by the most progressive far-
mers of the country for irrigation,
drainage and building purposes.
Prices : $ I 2.SO and $28.OO

including Telescope, Tripod
and Rod.

BOSTROM-BRADY MFC. CO.
65 W. Alabama St. - - ATLANTA, CA.

Send $2*50 for The Irrigation

Age one year and

The Primer of Irrigation

Bates & Edmonds
Motor Co.

Engines For All Purposes
From iy2 to 25 H. P.

Operate on
Gasoline, Gas,
Distillate or

Alcohol.

Nearly 10,000
in use.

That's the
Proof.

State your power
needs and send for

catalogue

Bates & Edmonds Motor Co.
, M 1<^I.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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SEEPED LANDS.
BY L. G. CARPENTEU.

Professor of Civil and Irrigation En-

gineering, Colorado Agricultural Col-

lege, Fort Collins.

One of the conclusions ot the in-

vestigations reported in bulletin No.

45, of the Colorado Experiment Sta-

tion, was that most of the seep water
came from the ditches, rather than from
the water applied to the soil. While this

is not always the case, it is generally
true. It was found that with ditches

in heavy clay there was usually a loss

equal to a depth of three inches over
the whole canal each day. In sandy
soils with some degree of clay, the loss

might be two feet a day, and in some
cases where there was gravel bottom the
loss became many times greater. One
of the old canals in the suburbs of

Greeley was found to lose at the rate of
a depth of 27 feet in one day. It is not

surprising that an immediate result was
the loss of the garden crops below
the canal in that part of town. What
attracted my attention to the case and
led to the measurement being made,
was a field of cabbages, full grown,

with the tops just showing above a

lake of water. In this case the canal
was an old one and had been "running
without any material loss. Some plas-
terers had found an excellent supply
of sand where the ditch crossed a

draw, and, digging into the sand, had
thus given the water full chance to

leak, which it did very freely. This il-

lustrates the fact that cleaning a ditcb
often increases the loss. Silting up the
canal with clay sediment very greatly
reduces the loss. If the sediment is fine

sand, the silt may be of little benefit.

Sometimes the construction of low dams
to hold up the water and let the silt drop
has a marked beneficial effect.

The time has not yet come to gen-
erally line the ditches and canals.
Measurement of hundreds of miles of
ditches has shown that the greatest
losses usually occur in limited stretches.
Sometimes these may be told by an ex-
amination of the soil and the surround-
ings, but often they cannot be guessed
at from a casual surface examination.
The better way is to determine the worst
places and then to improve these. The
presence of signs of seepage below the
canal may sometimes indicate where

there may be suspected spots. At pres-
ent the application of a remedy to the

worst places, or an attempt to silt the
canal with clay sediment, will do the

greatest good at the least expense.

RIDER AGENTS WANTED
In each town to ride and exhibit sample
Bicycle. Write for special offer.
We Ship on Approval -without a em?

deposit, alfow 10 DAYS FREE TRIAL.
and prepay freight on every bicycle.
FACTORY PRICES onbicycles, tires

-dries. Do net buy until you receive our cat-
alogs and learn our unheardofprices and marvelousspecialoffer*
MEAD CYCLE CO., Oept. T 242 Chicago, III.

GOES LIKE SIXTY
.SELLS LIKE SIXTY?
~\ SELLS FOR SIXTY

GILSON
) GASOLINE
'ENGINE

For Pumping, Cream
>, Churns,Wash Ma-
.etc. rSEG TEIAL

i
Askfor catalog all size

GILSON MFG. CO. 74 Put St. Pot WwUngtCO, Wi

$60

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation
Age, one year, and the Primer of
Irrigation, a 260-page finely illus-
trated work for new beginner* in
irrigation.

For Irrigated lands in Stanislaus County, California,

Write to

MODESTO LAND CO.
MODESTO CALIFORNIA

Do you Rear (yell
TllP ^tfll? Plpntrnnhnnp .A New, Scientific and Practical
lllb f ML IilbULl UllllUIlU Invention far those who are Deal or

Partially Deal - May now be TESTED IN YOUR OWN HOME.

Deaf or partially deaf people may now make a month's
trial of the Stolz Electrophone on payment of a small

deposit. This is unusually important news for the deaf,
for by this plan the final selection of the one completely
satisfactory hearing aid is made easy and inexpensive

for every one.
This new 'invention (U.S. Patents Nos.

858,986 and 855,458)renders unnecessary
such clumsy, unsightly and frequently
harmful devices as trumpets, horns,
tubes, ear drums, fans, etc. It is a tiny
electric telephone that fits on the ear

and which, the instant it is applied,

magnifies the sound waves in such
manner as to cause an astonishing
increase In the clearness of all
sounds. It overcomes the buzzing and

roaring ear noises and, also, so con-

stantly and electrically exercises the

vital parts of the ear that, usually the

Afrs.C. Lidecka, 238 isth Ave. t

May-wood, 111., -wears an Elec-
trophone, Less conspicuous
than eye glasses.

,

natural, unaided hearing itself is grad-

ually restored.

What Two Business Men Say.

STOLZ ELECTROPHONE CO., Chi-

cago I am pleased to say that the

Electrophone is very satisfactory. Being
small in size and great in hearing qualities makes it preferable to any. I can
recommend it to all persons who have defective hearing. M. \V. HOYT.

Wholesa'e Grocer, Michigan Avenue and River Street, Chicago.
E. H. STOLZ, Mgr. Dear Sir: I got so deaf I could not hear with my

speaking tube and was advised to try the Electrophone. After fifteen years os
deafness, discomfort and worry 1 now hear pprfeHIv at church and at concert.
W. R. UTLEY, Sales Mgr. S. A. Maxwl & Co.l420-4'

f4 Wabash Ave., Chicago.
Write or call at our Chicago offices for parUoouca of OUT pe-sonal test on de-

posit offer and list of prominent endorsers who will antwec inquiries. Physi-
cians cordially invited to investigate. Address or call (call it' you can).

Stolz Electrophone Co., 732 Stewart Bldg,, Chicago
Branch Offices: Philadelphia, Pa. Cincinnati, Ohio Seattle, Wash.

Indianapolis, Ind. De? Moines, Iowa, Toronto, Canada.

Foreign Office Trafalgar B!dg., London, England.

Realty JournalTexas
gives reliable information on entire state of Texas; don't

buy farms or business property until you read it. Three
months subscription 25c.

TEXAS REALTY JOURNAL, Beaumont, Texas

BOOKS ON

Irrigation and Drainage |
*j

The Irrigation Age has established a book $
department for the benefit of its readers. Any X
of the following named books on Irrigation and X

Drainage will be forwarded postpaid on receipt X
of price :

Irrigation Institutions, Elwood Mead $1.25
*

Irrigation in the United States, F. H. Newell 2.00

Irrigation Engineering, Herbert M. Wilson 4.00

Irrigation and Drainage, F. H. King 1.50

Irrigation for Farm and Garden, Stewart 1.00

Irrigating the Farm, Wilcox. 2.00

The Primer of Irrigation, cloth, 300 pages 2.00

Practical Farm Drainage, Charles G. Elliott 1.00

Drainage for Profit and Health, Waring 1.00

Farm Drainage, French 1.00

Land Drainage, Miles 1.00

Tile Drainage, Chamberlain 40

Address

THE IRRIGATION AGE CO.

112 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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MONTANA LAND
AT A BARGAIN
This land is located in Sweet Grass County, six

miles from Harlowtown, the junction of the C.

M. & St. P. Ry. and the Montana Northern Ry.,
in a beautiful valley with a very rich soil, with
a limestone pebble and clay subsoil. The land
is adapted to sugar beet culture and all kinds
of small grains, such as alfalfa, etc. There are

5,000 acres of the land that now has the ditches

to and water on. 3JOOO acres more, ditches can
be placed on with small expense. Going with
this proposition there is $12,000 worth of stock
in the Lebo Lake Irrigation project. This lake

will hold 15,000 acre feet, and the Company is

incorporated for $25,000 that developed it.

This lake will be used as a reserve and to irrigate
additional land lying east of our tract.

Our tract of land lies on the American Fork of

the Musselshell and the water supply comes
from the Crazy mountains. We have an adjudi-
cated water right of 3,900 inches out of the Amer-
ican Fork of the Mussellshell, and have old

filings on 1,000 inches of water on the Lebo
Creek. In this soil, we figure this is plenty of

water to irrigate 10,000 acres. The land that is

too high to get water on is very rolling but is a

good dry land farming proposition. The land
is all fenced, and there is good substantial

buildings on same. It has been used for sheep
and cattle ranching. The price of this land is

$15.00 per acre, one-third cash, 6 per cent in-

terest on deferred payments, and 1 per cent

discount for all cash.

THIS PROPOSITION -is SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE
OR CHANGE OF PRICE WITHOUT NOTICE!

J. F. BRODIE, Dickinson, N. D.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Oxford Hotel
DENVER, COLORADO

At the OXFORD HOTEL, Denver, Colorado, you will
find all the leading men interested in irrigation and
all of its branches.
Denver is the logical irrigation center of the United
States. You will find nearly everyone engaged in or
interested in irrigation projects stopping at the Oxford
Located half a block from the Union Depot: Fire
Proof, Modern, European Plan and Popular
Prices

THE
HAMILTON-BROOKS CO.

PROPRIETORS

INDUCEMENTS
TO FARMERS TO COME

TO CALIFORNIA
Turlock Irrigation District

We are now offering the FAMOUS
TTJLLY TRACT in blocks of five

acres and up on easy terms one-
fourth cash, and the balance in

1, 2 and 3 equal yearly payments.

Further Inducement
We will PAY YOUR FARE to Cali-

fornia if you purchase land from

us, and at the same figure as you
would have to pay if a resident of

this GREAT IRRIGATION DISTRICT.

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS TO THE

CENTRAL CALIFORNIA LAND AGENCY

Box 103. Hullbnrg < Lane Block. TURLOCK, CAL.

$ 1 00.00 a Year for Every Family
We positively guarantee that the Santo Washer will save

you $IOO a year on your laundry bills
The Santo is different from all other washers the first REAL IMPROVE-

MENT in 20 years. It washes by compression and suction of air and suds. Abso-
lutely does away with boiling. Absolutely no rubbing INSIDE of the Santo or
AFTER the clothes come out. Clothes washed in the Santo last ONE-THIRD

LONGER than when washed by any other method.
With the Santo you can do the largest family

washing perfectly and completely and have it ready to

hang on the line IN LESS THAN TWO HOURS.
Every garment will be spotlessly clean.

How the Santo Saves
Does awy with boiling saves fuel per yer $12.00
Cuts out the washerwoman. Do your own washing and not

feel the effort. Saves at least $1.00 per week 52.00
Suppose your wash for a whole year Is worth $150.00. The

Santo makes it last one-third longer saving 50.00
Total saving every year $114.00

The Santo sells for $15.00. It will outlast two
wooden washers sold at the same price.

The Santo is many times better than any other washer

AA Vacuum cups. Clothes strike

cups and force water through.
This forms vacuum which causes
dirt to be sucked out when clothes

fait away from cups.
BB Air chambers. Clothes fall

away from cups into these cham-
bers. This performs the same work
that boiling does.

CCCCCC Turning strips to keep
clothes turning so they will be
washed all over.

D Centerboard: to form air

chambers and direct the pitch of

the clothes against cups.
E Settling tank. The dirt and

grit passes into this tank and can
not injure your delicate garments
in the main chamber.
The Santo is better than all others.

Height from floor, 37 inches. Aluminum
finish. Black enamel standard. Rubber
floor tips. Weight complete 49 Ibs.

The Santo is the only sanitary washer made. It is constructed entirely of galvanized steel with iron tube standard
Guaranteed not to rust. No foul odors on wash day. Easy to handle and easy to work. Just rock it like a child's cradle.
Your washing is heavier in summer than at any other time. And you don't like to work over hot steam and slave over the wash
board in hot weather. Invest in a Santo and throw your wash board away. You won't have to boil your clothes because the
Santo does scienti6cally the same work that boiling does. The Santo washes at one time 40 towels or their equivalent. It
washes everything from lace handkerchiefs to comforters. Clothes come out easy to handle. Nothing inside to wad, pound or
tear your clothes. If you will furnish bank references we will ship you a Santo, all charges prepaid on 30 days trial. Pay cash
in full or on the installment Ian after you are satisfied the Santo does all we claim for it. PRICE ONLY 115.00.

SPECIAL For $12.00 cash with order we will send you the Santo washer all charges prepaid. Use it for 30 days and give
it the hardest tests. Then if you are not satisfied in every particular, ship the washer back at our expense and we will cheerfully
refund every cent of your money without question. We have sold our washers in every state and territory in only six month's
time and every customer is enthusiastic. Testimonials furnished upon request. We refer to any or all our customers, also to
the National Bank of the Republic, Chicago, and to R. G. Dun.

SEND US YOUR ORDER TODAY. YOU RISK ABSOLUTELY NOTHING
PRINCE MANUFACTURING COMPANY Dept. 46 CHICAGO, ILL.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Clay Working

BUILT RIGHT-
RUN RIGHT"

We build an entire line of

Clay Working Machinery for the
manufacture of Clay products by
all processes, including Sand-Line
Brick. Our yard supplies are the
best. Kiln Irons, Cutting Wire
and all supplies. Send for infor-

mation or catalogue.

The American Clay
Mch. Co...Bucyrus, Ohio

Soft Mud Machines, Hone
and Steam Power

Horse Power Plunger Machine Products of our Auger Machine!

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Rife Automatic

Hydraulic Ram
(Wafer Pumped by

Water Power)
No Attention No

Expense Kims Con-
tinuously.

Country Homes Formal Gardens-
Farms Town Plants Irrigation

Railroad Tanks Dairies Etc.

7,000 In operation. 80^ efficiency developed.
Catalogue and estimate Free.

RIFE ENGINE CO.
2166 Trinity Building, NEW VO4NC

fhis is the

Increase

BOOK. FOR
\I~CENI

Vulcan

Steam Shovels

For Digging Irrigation

Ditches, Canals, etc.

10 Standard Sizes

The Vnlcan Steam SlioYel Company
130 Vulcan Place

TOLEDO, OHIO

ond wheel gives more pow-
er than first.

A Governor That Covert:
D all winds. Develops 10 full

h. p. In 30 mile wind. All
power needed for farm, shop,
irrigating, et~. Ask about our
Selfoiling, scli'guv^ned* Single
wheel pumper also Anniaver

usker. As': fur book 60
1LE POWER MILL CO.
>leton. Wl.. U. S. A.

HakeYour Unproductive LandProfitable
xiiuiureue vu H,<;it:B HA/ mi twny irum UIB great irrigation canals can be made profitable at

small expense. Yoa can nave running water in your house and at your barn. The only things
necessary are a running stream or spring on any part of your ground and the installation of a

NIAGARA HYDRAULIC RAM
The U.S.GoTernmentlsnsing this punipfor irrigation puri.osi's, because it doi-s such cootwork. It's cheaper than a windmill or gasoline engine. Works continuously without cost.Send for booklet

, and guaranteed estimate. We furnish Calilwell Tanks and Towers.
NIAGARA HYDRAULIC ENGINE CO.. 140 Nassau St.. New York. Factory. Chester, Pa.

Don't Buy Any Fence at Any Price
until you get,my "Leader Fence Book" and learn how to secure the cheap-
est and best all-wire field and yard fence made. Pay no royalty to trusts
or factory combinations. I challenge any and all fence makers to equal
the "Leader Fence" in strength, durability and price.

I make the Leader Fence in the most economically run fence factory in
this country, of the very best galvanized steel wire, and sell it direct to
you at world-beating prices. Or, I will sell you the wire and all materials
at wholesale prices and furnish you the Perfection Fence Machine, with
which you can build the fence right on the posts at home. I am the
All - Round Leader Fence Man. Write today for my FREE fence book.

H. L. FAHRNEY. MANAGER,
LEADER FENCE CO., Dept. 35, ST. CHARLES, ILL.

Colorado
The Mecca

Traversed by the Rocky Mountains, Colorado is unsur-

passed in picturesque grandeur; its climate has no parallel

and its wealth is unlimited.

The Colorado 4 Southern

Railway
will furnish those seeking data regard-

ing places for summer outings or per-

manent locations with reliable and

handsomely illustrated literature de-

scriptive of the scenery, resort accom-

modations and commercial advantages.

T. E. FISHER
General Passenger Agent

DENVER, COLORADO
Mother Grundy, Far-famed George-
town Loop and Gray's Peak Iloute

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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NORTH WESTERN CANADA
)

Over a million acres of
good Grain and Fruit
Land in the Canadian
Northwest for sale at
wholesale or retail. You
can be suited. We can
sell you what you want.

Irrigated or non*irriga*
tion land in Manitoba,
Saskatchewan, Alberta
or British Columbia.
Tracts from 5 acres up
to 10,000 acres. When
writing us for particu*
lars state as much as

you can about your
plans. Address

CANADA LAND & DEVELOPMENT CO., LTD.

Dept. A, 528 Marquette Bldg., Chicago, U.S. A.

Dept. A, Tiny-Sask., Canada.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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MYERS POWER PUMPS
WITHOUT AN EQUAL ON THE GLOBE

DEBS
OPERATING

WITH

GAS ENGINE

MYERS
BULLDOZER.
POWER.
PVMP

5" Cylinder

FIC. 800

FIG. 952

HORIZONTAL BULLDOZERS, 3" TO 6" CYLINDERS

MYERS

BACK GEARED

WORKING

HEAD

TAPPED FOR

3" PIPE

5, 7'. AND 10"

STROKE

FOR BELT,

WIND OR HAND

POWER

FIG. 1079

BULLDOZER

WORKING

HEAD

BULLDOZER PUMP
6" BRASS LINED

CYLINDER
"5 "!

COUPLING NUT

laBRASSMO

Write for descriptive Circulars and Prices.
We want you to acknowledge this Ad. so
that we can acquaint you in detail with the

superior features of Myers Power
Pumps. This is the proper season.
The right time to write is right now.

F. E. MYERS & BRO.,
PROPRIETORS OF

MYERS BULLDOZER

WORKING HEADS

NO. 359

5".TA". 10" STROKE

DISCHARGE 2'i" OR 3"

SUCTION 2" TO 4"

NO. 364

12". 16". 20" STROKE

REGULARLY FITTED 4"

DISCHARGE

SUCTION 8" OR LESS

ASHLAND.
OHIO. U.S.A.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Do you want to make money? here is your chance. Get a set or two ol our
pipe tools, make up a stock of pipe and do contracting ol installing irrigating
systems. Your neighbors are wanting something to save water and labor.
Here it is. Write for fuither information and prices. Mention the Irriia-
on Age. KELLAR <& THOMASON. Covina. California.

i I I II II Ml I I M I I I I I I I M I I M I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

COLD MEDAL
AT JAMESTOWN

The U. S. Government
paid this Company a big
compliment when it select-

i ed the "OTTO" Engine for

use in making the fuel tests

at the Jamestown Exposi-
tion.

The Jury of Awards also

proved its fitness for its

task when it AWARDED the "OTTO" the Gold Medal.

The "OTTO" has won FIRST PRIZE at every large

Exposition held in this country since the Centennial in'76.

THE OTTO GAS ENGINE WORKS
Philadelphia, Pa.

i M 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 mil 1 1 1 1 1 ii iiiiimiini

SAMSON TURBINE!
When the PUMP cannot be direct connected to the tur-

bine shaft, the power is usually transmitted by gears,

shafting, etc. On account of the HIGH SPEED of the

SAMSON, for a given power, lighter and consequently
CHEAPER transmission machinery can be used.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.
Write Department K-2 for Catalog.

I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I

It Makes You Save A Coin A Day
OR THE CLOCK STOPS

Flitcraft's Savings Bank Clock
This is a novel combination of an alarm clock and a savings bank, provided
with a coin chute, also automatic locking and unlocking mechanism. The
clock in its normal condition is locked, and cannot be wound until a coin is

deposited into the slot. Within a brief period after it is wound, the clock is

automatically locked again and cannot be wound until another coin is de-

posited. It takesjiickels.'dimes and pennies, and holds over eighty dollars

in dimes.

The bank is made of sheet steel, beautifully enameled in black, with nickel-

plated combination lock. It is ten inches high, seven inches wide and weighs
about two pounds.

A SPLENDID PREMIUM
For Purchasers of Irrigation Lands on Easy Payments

Are You Selling Town Lots?
This Will Help You. Try It.

SINGLE BANK CLOCK S2.OO. (Postage stamps accepted.)

Special Prices for Quantities

PATENT No. T7SO-S8

R. B. FLITCRAFT, (1303 Marquette Building, Chicago
When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.



ALDOCO PUMPING
WIND MILLS

Aldoco Steel Wind Mills have withstood every
test in all parts of the United States, and are endorsed

by users as unexcelled in durability, perfect workman-
ship, and lightness in running. We can furnish you
either the COMPLETE MILL WITH ANT HEIGHT OP TOWER
desired, or MILL ONLY. Erecting a wind mill is not a

difficult task and the day when agents could charge a

double price for superintending their erection is past.

Any farmer can, by following the instructions we give,

erect his own mill just as easily and as satisfactorily

as others can do it for him, and the saving you win
make amounts to nearly as much as the cost of the

mill.

All wearing parts are carefully machined and accu-

rately assembled. The material used is the best that

can be procured. The connection to the pump rod

is made by means of a SOLID TOOL STEEL TURNED
WRIST PIN. The specially designed ROCKER ARM DE-

VICE used in our mills causes the greatest amount of

power to be exerted on the upward stroke when the

pump is lifting the water. The stroke on our 8 and
10 foot mills can be adjusted to 4J^, 6 and 8 inches,

and on the 12 foot size can be adjusted to 6, 9iand
12 inches.

We can furnish our mills for either wood or steel

towers, but strongly recommend the latter. In order-

ing be sure to state for which kind of tower the mill is

intended. When the mill and tower complete are

ordered we include without extra charge, pull out lever

and sufficient pull out wire and pumping rod for the

height of the tower. When mill only is ordered, we
furnish 40 feet of pumping rod and a corresponding

quantity of pull out wire.

ALL ALDOCO MILLS ARE GALVANIZED INSTEAD OF
PAINTED. Our experience has taught us that painted
mills are inclined to rust as soon as the paint scales

or wears off.

OUT wind mills are constructed in six sections and
so planned as to give the strongest possible wheel

without increasing the weight more than is absolutely

necessary. Aldoco mills are supplied with a SIMPLE
EFFECTIVE GOVERNOR which insures regular speed under
all varying conditions. In addition to this we have
a BRAKE which locks the wheel when thrown out of

the wind.

Prices of Aldoco Galvanized Pumping Windmills

Our Number Diam. of Wheel
13-DIA-7701
Length of Sails

30 inches

Our Number
13-DIA-7702
Length of Sails

36 inches

Weight No. of Sails

8 feet 400 Iba. 24

Length of Vane Sheet Price
4 feet 6 inches $17.60

Diameter Weight No. of Sails

10 feet 500 Ibs. 30

Length of Vane Sheet Price

5 feet $22.65

OUR
PATENTED ALUMINUM COR.
RUGATED SKIMMING

~~

MORE MONEY
From Your Cows and

'Much Less Work
"could^BK

tn GettiilS I*'
'

see the Real ^^^^ If you could see how to make easily
' DIFFERENCE"^^^^ W to $15more a year on each and

between the ^*^^ every cow you keep, and still

NEW BUTTERFLY^BV. d lt with less work for

w the cream you get; Differ-

ence in the quality of cream;
.Difference in the way the machine runs.

'

Difference in the number of times a
minute you have to turn the crank;

itI It
other machine. Every drop of milk tbtt enen
the bowl ol the New Butterfly Cream Separator^BW takes tO Clean the

I is actually put through the skimming process ^S^^ Skimming device
atlm.I. This guarantees complete separation, and ^BK you would Say.
yon can't fall to get ALL TRE CREAM. Mew Buttur-^B^ hundreds
fly Cream Separators are sold as they oueht to be. Not *T^^.n ,*}.

" S
..

agents but direct from our factory to your farm Freight^WOtners l*r

paid and on 365 days' trial. Send today tor illusf d cataloe/^BWS a y I n

for average use, we reccm- PHICE (fr S\ .mmd Mo. 4%, capacity 450 delivered at JK -CU ^^"1'" "

|
to 500 J6. of milk per hour, your town t)JV V ^B B U TTERF LY i

ALBAUGH-DOVER CO. c

925-938 Marshall Boulevard, CHICAGO, i

A Complaint
from one of the largest buggy manufacturers In America.

In a private letter recently addressed to the Albaugh-
Dover Company ha makes this complaint, and appeals to
us to raise our buggy prices.

"Your prices are too low. We do not believe there
is any other catalogue in existence (and surely no retail

dealer or agent) selling a buggy as well made as your
141) -IK), for instance, for lees than $60.00, while
your price is $50.00."

We call that a pretty convincing argument and one
that should mean more to you If you are going to buy a
buggy.than a 1 1 the extravagant claims made 1 n the most
beautiful colored catalog ever written. This letter

proves that when It comes to buggies, we are acknowl-
edged privately by other manufacturer* themselves to
be leaders in price and quality. Why shouldn't we tell

you about it ! You ought to know it, too.

We Make a Specialty of the Best
Low -Priced Buggies in America
as well as the higher grades. No matter what kind of a
buggy you want to buy, if you haven't gotten our catalog
and price list you haven't struck "rock-bottom" in buggy
buying yet. Our rigs are stylish, up-to-date, strong, and built

right from top to tire. Above all, the price in every Instance is as low as the quality of the job and
our email profit will permit. Send today for our catalog and see for yourself why other manu-
facturers are complaining about our low Factory-to-User" prices. Runabouts $21.80 to 982.00.
Top buggies $28.50 to $110. Surreys $58.SO to $110. We have 98 styles of Top Buggies priced
from $40 to $60. Among these you are sure to find just the rig you want at a price much less than
you have expected to pay. Every buggy Is covered by our "Iron-Clad Guarantee." Write for catalog.

ALBAUGH-DOVER CO., CHICAGO, ILL

GUARANTEE
EVERY ALDOCO STEEL WIND MILL AND TOWER

IS WARRANTED AGAINST DEFECTIVE MATERIAL
AND WORKMANSHIP. ANY PART OR PARTS THAT
BREAK OR GIVE OUT FROM SUCH CAUSE WITHIN
ONE YEAR FROM DATE OF PURCHASE WILL BE RE-
PLACED BY ITS FREE OF CHARGE. WE FURTHER
WARRANT OUR ALDOCO MlLLS TO WITHSTAND ALL
STORMS WHICH DO NOT DESTROY WELL CONSTRUCTED
SURROUNDING BUILDINGS, PROVIDED THE MILL IS

PROPERLY ERECTED ON A TOWER OF SUFFICIENT
STRENGTH TO CARRY THE MILL.

ALDOCO GALVANIZED STEEL TOWER
The corner posts are of best quality Angle steel

with rounding corner giving them great strength.

They are increased in size and weight every 20

feet thus giving strength where strength is needed.

Every 10 feet we have a girt of Angle steel running

diagonally in both directions across the tower,

and connecting with the corner posts are two round

braces, each of which may be tightened separately

permitting you to square up the tower at any time.

In addition to these cross braces we have heavy steel

rods running diagonally across each side of the tower
between the different cross girts. There are 8 of these

cross rod braces between every 2 sets of cross girts.

Every pair of these rods may be tightened independ-
ently of the others which permits you to straighten the
tower and hold it rigid at all times. At the bottom
of the tower next to the ground we have an angle
steel cross girt so that you do not have to depend en-

tirely upon anchor posts. However, every Aldoco
tower is furnished with heavy steel anchor posts also.

Our towers are
equipped

with best steel ladders and

strongly constructed platforms.

PRICES OF ALDOCO STEEL TOWERS
Style No. 1 to be used with our 8 foot mills

13 D I A 7711 30 foot tower, weight 540 Ibs. . .$19-80
13 D I A 7712, 40 foot tower, weight 730 Ibs. . . 26.25
13 D I A 7713 50 foot tower, weight 1000 Ibs. . 35-75
Style No. 2 for our 10 foot mills

13 D I A 7719 30 foot tower, weight 575 Ibs ... 21 - 25
13 D I A 7720 40 foot tower, weight 760 Ibs. . . 28-40
13DIA7721 50 foot tower, weight 1100 Ibs.. 37-40
ALL SHIPMENTS ARE MADE FROM FACTORY NEAR

CHICAGO.

ALBAUGH-DOVER CO., 913-938 Marshall Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL.



15he RELIABLE LINE
"Dempster" That's The Name

High Class

Gasoline

Engines

2 to 12

Horse Power

For Gasoline

Kerosene a.nd

Alcohol

Four Cycle

Economical

Powerful

Will Run

Anything

Anywhere

Irrigating and Water Works Pumping Plants our Specialty

OUR LINE:
WIND MILLS ALL KINDS OF PUMPS WOOD AND STEEL TANKS

WELL MACHINERY GASOLINE ENGINES CULTIVATORS FEED MILLS
GRAIN DRILLS IRON PIPE AND CASING COCKS AND VALVES

WELL POINTS AND STRAINERS FARM AND RANCH WATER. SUPPLIES

BEST TO BUY BEST TO WORK

Look

Carefully

at the Best

Windmill

Head

Ever Made

See that

Extra

Bearing
on the

Wheel Shaft
and the

Center Lift

Crank

Roller Rim
Gears

and other good
things

DEMPSTER MILL MANUFACTURING CO.
FACTORY: BEATRICE. NEBRASKA

Branch Houses : Omaha. Neb. Kansas City. Mo. Sioux Falls, S. D.
1Mention Department "A" when you write
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WE WILL SELL OR LEASE OUR
EXCAVATING MACHINES

Austin Drainage Excavators have been adopted for the construction of the great Antelope Valley Conduit for
the Los Angeles water supply.

THE AUSTIN DRAINAGE EXCAVATOR got its position on this work by the sheer force of its ability to do
what no other ditching machine can do dig in
one operation a ditch true to line and grade with
banks inclined to any slope and the natural soil

cut exactly to the engineer's profile and not an
inch beyond. The tin concrete lining adopted
by the engineers had to have the firmest possible
foundation; in a word, the natural firm soil ought
not to be disturbed a particle beyond the de-

signed excavation line of the channel. The
Austin Drainage Excavator, with scraper
buckets working to templet, guaranteed this
condition without supplementary filling or trim-

ming. It also guaranteed a channel true to line

and grade, and, finally, it was a dry-land mach-
ine, requiring no water but boiler water, an im-

portant feature in work across miles of arid

plain. As an arid land ditcher for irrigation
work the Austin Drainage Excavator has incon-
testable advantages over any other method of

ditching. For reclaiming swamp and overflow
lands by drainage the Austin Drainage Excavator
has proved its superiority by scores of com-
pleted jobs.

N. B. Many railroad contractors are finding
drainage and Irrigation work with Austin Drain-

age Excavators a profitable occupation for the

slack season in railway construction.

Write *.*-*!< >

F. C. Austin Drainage Excavator Company
Main Office, Railway Exchange, Chicago, 111.

Morris Machine Works
BALDWINSVILLE, N. Y.

Centrifugal Pumping Machinery, designed for

any irrigating proposition. Send details or

specifications of what is wanted and we will

recommend a pumping outfit to supply the need

New York Office, 39-41 Cortlandt Street

Houston Office. Cor. Wood {Willow Sts., Texas

Benion fi Hubbell, Agents, 61 N. Jefferson St..

Chicago, 111.

Harron, Kickard < McComb. Agents,
21 Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.



Have You on Your Place
If You Have, Then a
Deming Hydraulic
Ram Will Mean
Dollars To You.

A
With it you can have your own
water worksT^withfallj the'Jcity

conveniences and can irrigate

your land with ease. It is only

necessary to install the Ram coiv

rectly in the first place and you
then have a steady, tireless,

water producer, 365 days in the

year.

We have sold thousands of them
and they all give satisfaction.

The Deming Co.

Salem = Ohio

Spring
Flowing Well
or Stream

Read This

Our Booklet,
"Rural Water

Systems"
Will Tell You Why

As conditions governing instal-

lations differ somewhat, we pre-
fer to give information that will

apply to each individual case
and in this manner a perfect
installation is secured.

The booklet, "Rural Water Systems"
above referred to, gives a very com-
plete description of the different
methods of installing a Ram. It

will be of value to you and will be
sent on application.

Let us hear from you.

Henion 4 Hubbell
General Western Afenti

Chicago 111.

Other Agencies in Principal Cities

I Want You to Get

The Most Liberal Proposition

Ever Made on a Gasoline Engine.
IbS ENGINES

I inspect every engine myaelf, in the shop, and 1

personally know the engine you buy is all right. I do
not have to take anybody else's word for it. Neither

do you. The "OLDS" is the engine that will give you
satisfaction In every way. I know it and guarantee it.

J. B. SEAGER, Gen'l Mgr.

It will save you money. When a company like this, the oldest and

biggest exclusive gasoline engine manufacturers in the country, makes
such a proposition, it means something.

I have placed my proposition in the hands of our representatives. Write to

them or to me and you will receive it

by return mail. JAS. B. SEAGER.
Gen'l Mgr.. ulds Gas Power Co.

The Olds Engine is not only the best, but it ia the

cheapest engine you can buy. It is the simplest in con-

struction, moat economical to run. will do your work at the

smallest expense and does not get out of order.

This company has been making gas, gasoline and gas

produce engines / '' tt'f'nntf 'tie for thirty years.

We are engine specialists. It stands to reason tint a big,

successful concern like this that makes une thing must
make that one thing well.

Our new factory is the most complete and up-to-date

engine factory in the United States. Because of its com-

plete equipment we can build engines of the highest

efficiency at the very lowest ios\ That is why we can give you a rfifable, sitnflir, strnr, htghest-

g a if, ptrfect-wrrkinp, long- i t d engine at a low price. This liberal proposition is the crowning
reason on top of a lot of good common sense ones why you should buy an Olds Engine nd ^
t one ot/ief, or

Do Not Think of Buying an Engine
Vntll You Have Got This Proposition

We have any kind of an engine you want. Our new catalogue tells about them in detail

All Olds Engines run properly, are easy to start, winter or summer. The U. S.

Government uses them in their reclamation service.

DO NOT FAIL TO WRITE FOR OUR NEW CATA
LOGUE and the liberal proposition at once. Address the home office or any representative. Do not buy any other engine until you

Old!

Power Co.

get my liberal proposition. It is something unusual. You certainly want to know aboi.t it.

San Franciico. Cor. Jeiiie < Ecker Stt.\ Portland, Ore , 7th SI..

Kaniai City, 1238 W. Eleventh Si. Minneapolis. S. Third SI.

Omahi, 1(28 Farnum St. Houston, Tex., Travis Si.

To Insure Prompt Deliveries We Carry a Full Line
ol Engines and Parti with All Our Representatives

OLDS GAS POWER 00.
Home Office, Seager Street

LANSING, MICH.

Pleaae send me
without any obli-

gation on my part,
stalls of your liberal

proposition, also catalog

Name

Town

County .

State
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The fireal Divide

KNOWLEDGE IS THE GREAT DIVIDE BE-
TWEEN THE MAN WHO WORKS AND THE MAN
WHO PLANS. The Civil Engineer is, above all others,
the pioneer of progress. Few people have any idea
how wide is the field of work allotted to him. That
field includes almost every phase of our industrial, com-
mercial, municipal and national life, afid almost every
measure affecting public health, comfort or convenience

CYCLOPEDIA OF
CIVIL ENGINEERING

8 VOLUMES. Page size, 7x10 inches. 3,600pages.
3,000 illustrations, diagrams, plates, formulas, etc.

BOUND IN HALF RED MOROCCO.
This is the 6rst great reference work ever compiled covering the entire field

of Civil Engineering with all its allied branches, such as surveying, map making,
railroad engineering, road building, masonry, steel and reinforced concrete, struc-

tural engineering, bridge design and construction, river and harbor improve-
ment, water supply, irrigation, water power development, sanitary engineering,

ncluding sewerage, plumbing, house drainage and sanitation, etc.

Special ADVANCE Offer
RESERVE set now. Sent express prepaid for 5 days' FREE examination.

$2 to be paid within 5 days and $2 a month until you have paid
$24.00. Regular price $48.00. We send for books

at our expense if not wanted.

The work represents the combined efforts of a large staff of practical ex-

perts. It is admirably adapted to the needs of the beginner and self-taught

practical man in addition to meeting all demands of the technically trained ex-

pert. The various sections have been prepared especially for HOME STUDY.
Heavy technicalities and mathematical formulas have been avoided wherever

possible without sacrificing the absolute requirements of practical instruction.

The language is clear and simple; the treatment concise, yet exhaustive; and
the arrangement of matter convenient so as to carry the reader forward by easy
stages. Series of test questions are inserted at the end of each section, enabling
the reader to test his knowledge as he studies, thus combining the advantages
of a text book and a reference work.

BRIEF SYNOPSIS OF CONTENTS
Plane Surveying Land Surveys; Mechanical Drawing Lettering, Blue

Printing, Plotting and Topography; Railroad Engineering Curves, Tunnels,
Trestles, Culverts, Switches, Terminals; Graphic Statics; Strength of Materials;
Roof Trusses; Masonry Construction Pile Foundations; Reinforced Concrete;
Steel Construction Fire Proofing, Floor and Roof Arches, Skyscrapers; Practical

Problems in Construction; Bridge Engineering Bridge Analysis and Design,
Girder and Truss Spans; Highway Construction Grading, Pavements; Hydrau-
lics Pressure of Water, Measurement of Flow; Water Supply Water Works,
Wells, Reservoirs and Dams, Purification; Irrigation Gravity Irrigation, Pump-
ing Systems, Arid Lands; Water Power Development Diversion of Water,
Reservoirs, Flumes, Tunnels, Turbines, Water Wheels, Power Plants; Sewers and
Drains House Connections, Sewage Disposal; House Drainage and Sanita-
tion Plumbing, Pipes and Connections.

AMERICANSCHOOL of CORRESPONDENCE
Div. 179, CHICAGO___COUPON. Clip and IV all Today_

mmo. GI. -oe.American School ol Correspondence

Please send set Cyclopedia of Civil Engineering for 5 days' free examina-
tion. I will send $2 within 5 days and $2 a month until I hare paid (24.00;
otherwise I will notify you to send for the books.

Address,

Occupation_

Employer

Steel
Irrigation Flumes
AND WATER TROUGHS

Galvanized steel is rapidly taking the place
of wood for fluming purposes and with The
Maginnis Patent splice fluming is made easy Any
boy can put the Maginnis Steel Flume together or

take it apart. Steel flumes and troughs "Ship
Knock down" Third Class freight. Let me figure
on your flume. All flumes guaranteed.

Write for Testimonials and Particulars to

P. Maginnis, Mfr.
Kim ball, Nebraska

California

Turlock Irrigation District

Tully Tract

In farms of FIVE acres and up.
The WHOLE property covered by ditches for

irrigation.
Between two TRANSCONTINENTAL RAIL-

ROADS.
FOUR shipping stations from one to three miles

from Tract.

$100.00 per acre.

One-quarter cash balance in one-two-three years.
ONE season's crop will pay for the land.

Shade trees on every road twenty feet apart.
Water rights FREE.
Irrigation tax 53c per acre per year.

Growing crops as follows: Peaches, apricots, prunes,
wine and table grapes, almonds, walnuts, ALFALFA,
cantaloupes, water melons, sweet potatoes, peanuts,
tomatoes, cabbages, beans, pumpkins.

This land is to-day the MOST DESIRABLE home
place in the San Joaquin Valley.

Improved property surrounding this land is being
sold for $300.00 to $500.00 per acre.

INVESTIGATE AT ONCE.
Write for particulars to the

Central California Land
Agency, Inc.

Hultberg & Lane Blk. Turlock, Cal.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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SUFEII01 DULLS ire Used tnd Appreciated by Good

Firmer! Ihr World OTCT

SEND FOR CATALOOUB NOW
GENERAL AGENTS FOR WESTERN TERRITORY:
Dean & Co., . . - Minneapolis. Minn
Kingman & Co., - Peoria, 111

Kinsman St. Louis Implement Co.. St. Louis, Mo
Kineman-Moorelmp. Co., Kansas City. Mo
Kingman-Moorelmp. Co.. Oklahoma, Okla.

Kingman Implement Co., Omaha. Neb.
Patlln & Orendorff Imp. Co.. Portland, Ore
Colorado Moline Plow Co., Denver. Clo
The T. C. Powers Co., - - Helena, Mont
Consolidated Wag. & Mach. Co , Salt Lake City
Newell Matthews Co.. - Los Angelrs, Cal
The H. C. Shaw Co.,

- Stockton, Cal

Eastern Farmers please write direct to the Manufacturers

SUPERIOR DRILL CO.. Springfield. Ohio
ni-f'n of the American Seeding Mach. Co.. Inc.

GRAIN DRILLS

% SAVED OF
THE EXPENSE
OF IRRIGATION

Send for our booklet, "COST OF IRRIGATION." It wil
save you money in irrigating.

We guarantee 2">
' more water with the same power, or the same

amount of water with 251 less power than other make of pumping
machinery. We have proved this greater efficiency by hundreds of
tests and we are ready to prove it again.

Bulletin No. 104 illustrates and describes irrigation machinery

THE AMERICAN WELL WORKS
A ORA. ILL 1N01S. I . S. A.

Chicago Office, First National Bank Building.
Morso Bros. Machinery ft Supply Co., Denver, Colo.
Zimmerman- Wells Brown Company, Portland, Ore.
Cal. Hydraulic, Engineering & Supply C".. ' a" Francisco. Calif.

Machinery and

Irrigating Supplies
AT

HALF PRICE
GASOLINE ENGINES

50 Gasoline Engines, 2 H. P. to 30 H. P. Some
brand new. Nearly every make. Send for list.

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
10 Centrifugal Pumps, sizes 2 in. to 12 in.

Have been thoroughly overhauled and are as

good as new. We can save you from 40 to

60% on complete pumping outfits. Write for

estimate.

STANDARD WROUGHT IRON PIPE

Carefully overhauled, with screwed ends and
threaded couplings.

1 in., per ft 4c

1J4 in., per ft 5c

iy2 in., per ft

2 in., per ft 9c

%y2 in., per ft 14c
3 in., per ft 17c
6 in., per ft 42c
8 in., per ft 75c

Prices on larger sizes on application.
Send for special bargain list No. 803.

WROUGHT IRON LAP-WELDED CASING

Just as good as new. Will stand higher pressure
than standard black pipe and is lighter weight. Just
the thing for irrigating purposes. Special prices on

large quantities.

Inside
Diameter.

1& inch.

2J4 inch.

sy4 inch.

3J4 inch.

414 inch.

5$-jj inch.

6J4 inch.

6J6 inch.

8}4 inch.

Outside
Diameter.
2 inch.

3 inch.

3y2 inch.

4 inch.

4J4 inch.

6 inch.

6J^ inch.

7 inch.

8$i inch.

Weight
per foot.

2 Ibs.

Ibs.

Ibs.

Ibs.

Ibs.

Ibs.

13 Ibs.

15 Ibs.

18 Ibs.

Price

per foot.

6^c
12c
14c

20c
34c
40c
48c
60c

WRITE FOR OUR LOW PRICES ON

Roofing,
Lumber,
Hardware,
Builders' Supplies,
Mill Work,
Water Works Systems,
Furniture,
Carpets,
Rugs,

Linoleum,
Belting,
Electrical Supplies,
Hose,
Tools,
Blacksmith Supplies,
Building Paper,
Plumbing Goods,
Heating Plants.

SEND FOR OUR BARGAIN CATALOG NO. 803.

This wonderful book is sent free if you mention
this paper. Every shrewd buyer should have a copy.
Send "! your name and address plainly. Tell us

just what you are in the market for.

Chicago House Wrecking Co.
35 hand Iron Streets, CHICAGO. ILL.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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AMERICAN WIRE ROPE
is made under the most exacting reqirements for strength, flexibility and durability. No other, commercial form of metal

is subjected to such a combination of destructive influences heavy and sharp strains, bending, abrasion and corrosion

and yet is trusted with such a burden of human life as well as goods.

Its integrity begins at our mines, continuing through our blast furnaces, where the different specially selected ores are

amalgamated. It is highly accentuated in our melting processes where the character of the steel is established. Through
our rolling and wire drawing mills its individuality is finally set, when it enters into the finished wire rope and goes to our

department of tests, there to receive the rigid inspection of skilled examiners to be sure that the work is perfect.

Each of these stages represents a distinct science developed by masters, and upon the skill of these masters depends
the worth of the finished rope,

Facilities and organization are therefore of prime importance; and in the manufacture of American wire rope we offer

the product of the greatest mines, steel producing plants and wire mills in the world, all under one ownership and control.

Thus is established and maintained the highest standard of excellence, and the user of American wire rope is assured

of the best that human ingenuity can produce.

Sold direct or through our distributers. Large stocks carried at convenient
points all over the country, ready for quick delivery in either short or long
lengths, on reels or in coils.
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PRESS
DRILLS
OF ALL
STYLES,
RUNNER
AND DISK

HOOSIER DRILL COMPANY
Division, The American Seeding-Machine Co., Incorporated

RICHMOND, IND., U. S. A.

For Arid Regions where the Soil Should be
Packed Firmly over the Seed, Use Press Drills

WE
INVITE
CORRES-
PONDENCE
SEND FOR
CATALOG

THE MARION
STEAM SHOVEL

COMPANY
MARION, - - OHIO

STEAM SHOVELS, both Traction
and Railroad Trucks, Ballast In-
loaders, Placer Mining Dredges.

RIVER, HARBOR and DITCHING DREDGERS
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE, INFORMATION, Etc.

C. W. BARNHART
Western Manager

718 MONADNDCK BLDC.,
- SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

Hear what this shrewd irrigation farmer lays :

SAVES MR. BLUCHER A THIRD

ALBUQUEBQUE, N. M., Feb. 15, 1906.

"I use one of the Twentieth Century Graders and

can cheerfully say that for land-leveling, seed-bed

making, ditching and for all kinds of irrigating work

it has no equal. Since purchasing ray Twentieth

Century Grader I have reduced my force of men until

I am only using one-third <.s many as before, and the

work done by this machine is far superior than can

possibly be done by hand, and has a much more

finished appearance. I have fifty acres in my truck

farm, and can very easily manage it with one

machine. I am very glad to recommend it to anyone

for same and for making good roads.'*

(Signed) HERMAN BLUEHER.

20th Century Grader Making Seed Beds on
TJCDUJTAM

IRRIGATED FARM

wcessful. He knows how to make money, how to save and
invest it . This is proven by the fact that his truck farm at Albuquerque,
New Mexico, supplies the entire Harvey System of eating houses
on the Santa Fe Railroad.

If he finds our 600-lb. Grader easily handled by a team and one man, and adaptable for field or road work,
other irrigation farmers can cut their expenses in same proportion. Handsome, free booklet "20th

Century Highways" tells the whole story, showing large cuts of Grader and parts. Write for it today.

BAKER MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 277 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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THE IRRIGATION AGE
With which is Merged

MODERN IRRIGATION THE DRAINAGE JOURNAL
THE IRRIGATION ERA MID-WEST

ARID AMERICA THE FARM HERALD

IRRIGATION AGE COMPANY,
PUBLISHERS,

112 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO

Entered as second-class matter October 8, 1897, at the Postoffice at

Chicago, 111., under Act of March 3, 1879.

D. H. ANDERSON, Editor

ANNOUNCEMENT.
"The Primer of Irrigation" is now ready for delivery. Price,

$2.00. If ordered in connection with subscription, the price is $1.50.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
To United States Subscribers, Postage Paid, . . $1.00
To Canada and Mexico 1.50
All Other Foreign Countries 1.60

In forwarding remittances please do not send checks on local banks.
Send either postomce or express money order or Chicago or New York
draft.

Official organ Federation of Tree Growing Clubs of
America.

Official organ of the American Irrigation Federation.
Office of the Secretary, 212 Boyce Building, Chicago.

Interesting to Advertisers.
It may interest advertisers to know that The Irrigation Age is the

only publication in the world having an actual paid in advance
circulation among individual irrigators and large irrigation corpo-
rations. It is read regularly by all interested in this subject and has
readers in all parts of the world. The Irrigation Age is 23 yean
pld and is the pioneer publication of its class in the world.

We are presenting in this issue an article

Belle Fourche prepared by the editor on. the Belle

Project Fourche irrigation project in South

Dakota. This territory was gone over

carefully by the writer in company with the engineer

in charge, Mr. Eaymond F. Walter. As will be seen

from the article a lot of nice photographs were taken,

and this is perhaps the most complete description of

this project which has ever appeared in print. It will

prove particularly interesting to those of our readers

who are contemplating changing their location and are

desirous of securing correct information concerning

the possibilities of building a home in the West. It

is our intention to cover in a similar manner, from

time to time, each of the government projects, fully

describing and illustrating them so that our readers

may be able to form a clear idea of what is to be en-

countered in establishing a home under any one of

them, and we will aim to give complete data concern-

ing crops suitable for the different areas described.

Word reaches us that work is progressing

Albuquerque finely in Albuquerque along the line of

Congress. preparation far the National Irrigation

Congress which is to be held in that city

during the last days of September of this year. An

appropriation of $30,000 was secured from Congress,

and it is stated that the citizens of Albuquerque have

put up $20,000 with which to erect a fine convention

hall, and a similar amount has been contributed by

citizens throughout the territory so that about $75,000

will eventually be expended to entertain the congress

and exploit the resources of that rapidly developing

territory. Some question has been raised as to the

method of advertising the congress, but we are in-

formed that the committee has recently been giving

out some very attractive literature, and the city of

Albuquerque has sent out broadcast a finely illustrated

book which should be in the hands of every one who

is interested in Western or Southwestern development.

A copy of this book and other literature may be se-

cured by addressing the publicity department of the

Irrigation Congress, Albuquerque, N. M.

Already

Selected.

Word comes to us from Washington that

Mr. Taft, the Republican Candidate for

President, has already decided on two

men for cabinet positions, viz: James

Rudolph Garfield to succeed himself as Secretary of

the Interior and Gifford Pinchot who will be promoted

from chief of the Forestry Division to the position of

Secretary of Agriculture. If this is true the move

was, no doubt, suggested by President Roosevelt, who

has, as is well known, a strong liking for both of these

gentlemen. There will, no doubt, be a very decided

opposition in the Senate as well as the House to the

confirmation of Gifford Pinchot as Secretary of Agri-

culture, but judging from the manner in which Presi-
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dent Roosevelt has handled the situation, has been able

to secure what he wanted in the way of a candidate for

President, it is reasonable to presume that he will be

successful in "putting over" Mr. Pinchot, provided, of

course, that Mr. Taft is elected. It is the impression

of many who have studied the situation carefully that

the Republicans will have the fight of their life this

year in order to elect Mr. Taft, and there will be no

certainty of either Mr. Garfield or Mr. Pinchot being

in until after the votes are counted.

In a recent letter from California in

which the non-publication of the proceed-

ings of the last irrigation congress held

at Sacramento in that state was men-

tioned, the writer states that he has made

inquiry concerning the matter and learns that the

reason the report has not been published is that the

funds were exhausted before the committee reached

that part of their work, and owing to financial troubles

and other matters they have not, up to now, secured

money for the publication.

The Sacramento people, however, state that the

matter is in hand and will be taken up in July, and

there is fairly good reason to believe that the publica^

tion will be issued.

It is particularly unfortunate that a report of ae

important a congress as that held in Sacramento should

be held out of print for so long a time.

The writer, who was secretary of that congress,

secured the best stenographer obtainable and a tran-

script of the complete proceedings of the congress was

in the hands of the local committee and ready for

publication in less than twenty-four hours after the

day of adjournment. It is safe to say that never in

the history of the congress has a complete transcript

been ready within thirty days after the adjournment.
It appears to us that the people of Sacramento are not

awake to the fact that they are loosing an opportunity
to advertise their town and California generally by the

publication of this report.

It is feared by many that when this report ap-

pears it will be looked upon as ancient history.

In this, our July issue, we are presenting

The Art of the second installment of "The Art of

Irrigation. Irrigation," by T. S. Van Dyke. The

subject treated in this chapter is "The

First Mistake," in which Mr. Van Dyke very clearly

explains the methods of applying water to the land. It

will be seen from a perusal of this article that Mr.

Van Dyke thoroughly understands his subject and our

readers may, in each succeeding chapter, look for val-

uable hints and suggestions on this important subject,

the art of irrigation. It will be seen that the illustra-

tion described in chapter two is rather small and does

not clearly show points brought out in the article. It

was intended to have had this illustration larger, but

through an error it came out in its present form. By
referring to the illustration, however, as the article is

gone over carefully, a fairly comprehensive idea^ may
be had of the points discussed by Mr. Van Dyke.

While in the West recently the editor

Vale, made a trip by wagon of about one

South Dakota, hundred and thirty miles through the

Belle Fourche Valley and later on

through the Spearfish and other valleys lying between

the towns of Belle Fourche and Deadwood, S. D. Dur-

ing this trip a stop was made over night at the new

town of Vale, which is located about seventeen miles

eastwardly from Belle Fourche, illustrations of which

are shown in our article on the Belle Fourche project.

While there the writer was introduced to Mr. M. W.

Read, cashier of the Vale Bank, who gave some very

interesting facts concerning the development of this

infant town. He stated that it was the general im-

pression that the principal town of the Belle Fourche

Valley would be determined by the railway company

that would first reach this rapidly developing section,

and as a result all of the buildings which have been

erected in Vale have been put up with a view to moving

them over night to whatever point may be decided upon

by the railway company. It is rumored that all of the

buildings in Vale are on runners so that teams may
be hitched to them and drag them to the new point

in case the location is not too far away from its present

site. Some of the best informed people are inclined

to think, however, that Vale will mark the site of the

future metroplis of the lower Belle Fourche alley, and

judging from the location of the town, and its beau-

tiful surroundings it is not unreasonable to believe that

Vale will eventually be the commercial center of that

particular section. As an illustration of the growth of

business in the town of Vale we will quote from a

statement issued by the Belle Fourche Valley Bank of

that town of which Mr. Read is cashier. On June 20,

1907, -which was the day the bank opened, the deposits

were something over $8,000, and on the same day,

1908, the bank statement shows a deposit of over

$60,000. When it is considered that this country was

struggling along with the nearest bank some fifteen

miles away up to one year ago and that it now has 177

accounts, one may form some idea of the rapid de-

velopment of that section. Mr. Read is a typical

Western booster and a photograph of his bank appears

in this issue. We are also showing in this issue an

illustration of the Butte County National Bank of

Belle Fourche, of which Mr. W. B. Penfold is cashier.

Considerable valuable data was secured by the writer

from Mr. Penfold on his recent visit to Belle Fourche,
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and we take pleasure in showing a half-tone of the fine

institution over which he presides. This building is

constructed of red sandstone and would be a credit

to any city in this country.

We are in receipt recently of several let-

Proposed ters from people interested throughout
Increase for the West concerning the proposed in-

Hydographic crease for hydrographic work. One letter

Work. written by a railway official states that for

the past few years the hydrographic branch

of the United States has had an appropriation of $100,-

000 annually for the purpose of conducting their work

and that the amount has proved inadequate in view of the

immense field which is to be covered. Our correspondent

states further that the work in question comprises the de-

termination of the amount and character of surface

and underground water resources of the United States,

the adaptability thereof for irrigation, navigation, pub-

lic water supply and manufacturing purposes. There

is also involved the question of flood prevention which

annually does more than $100,000,000 of damage. The

work of this branch 'has to do with the investigation of

stream flow, the determination of the method of flood

occurrence and the facilities afforded for storage in

the various river basins. The developments that are

dependent upon this work comprises the entire reclama-

tion work of the Federal Government as well as that

of private enterprise.

Our correspondent goes on to say that up to July

1906, the work of the hydrographic branch of the

Geological Survey had been continued in good order

under an appropriation made by Congress of $200,000

per annum. In 1907 this amount was reduced to

$150,000 per year, and that at the last session of

Congress it was reduced still further to $100,000 per

year, at which figure it now stands, and his impression

is that in view of the inadequate data available for

people who are studying the subject of the develop-

ment of the West that this sum is not sufficient to con-

duct the work so as to produce results which will en-

able the large railway companies and private individ-

uals to secure data which will enable them to make

a comprehensive estimate of the conditions in various

sections of the country. Our correspondent is no doubt

correct and as he is a railway official it is reasonable

to suppose that he is more than anxious to have the

government take over all of the work of this character

and be in a position to deliver to the railway companies

and others complete data when called for. He con-

tends that it would be absolutely impossible for any

private corporation to attempt work of this kind as it

would be necessary to have as complete a corps of en-

gineers as may be supplied at any time by the govern-

ment. Others who are interested in the subject, how-

ever, claim that the large corporations should stand

ready to give assistance or do the work of this kind

themselves. It is apparent from the tone of this letter

and other letters received that an effort will be made
at the next session of Congress to increase this ap-

propriation so that it will reach its former figure, $200,-

000 per year.

We are publishing in this issue an article

Announce- on the industrial enterprises, including

ment irrigation, of the towns surrounding

Santa Maria, Santa Barbara County,

California, by our Western representative, Mr. A. T.

Taylor. Mr. Taylor will soon leave California for

Idaho and other Western states where he will continue

his good work of developing circulation for THE IRRI-

GATION AGE. We hope through the efforts of himself

and assistants to be able to increase our circulation in

the state of Idaho at least 5,000 copies before the first

of January, 1909.

A feature of the celebration of the arrival of the

fleet at San Diego is the Union Pacific gasoline motor

car which President Babcock of the Los Angeles &

San Diego Beach Eailway had installed as a treat

and novelty for the world-girdling jackies and the

thousands of others who flocked in and out of the

Southern California city while participating in the

festivities of the occasion. President Babcock thought

it would be a novel experience for the sailor boys and

sightseers to have the pleasure of riding through the

sunny California climate on one of these modern and

up-to-date mediums of transportation, and it is safe

to say those who had the opportunity will agree with

him.

The trip of this motor car to the coast was a

noteworthy one. Ordered at a late date, that it might

reach its destination on scheduled time, it was neces-

sary to start the car from Omaha without the cus-

tomary trials or breaking in. The monster 200 horse-

power engine propelling this car was not put together

and tested out until the afternoon of April 6th, and

had but three hours of actual service propelling the

car before starting on this long trip.
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The Belle Fourche Irrigation Project in Western South Dakota
Homes for Thousands in a Delightful Country

By D. H. Anderson

There are thousands of people in this country who
dream of some day owning and living upon a farm in

the west.

Some one has said that dreams are unprofitable.
The contrary is true in many instances. The dreamer
is usually also possessed of that inestimable quality, con-

dition or asset, Hope; without which, for many, the

world could die and its passing be a blessing. Tinted

tales of success lure us to the distant goal but there is

One of the most mysterious conditions surrounding
the development of any considerable area of what is

known as arid land is the value created in a year or two

from one or two dollars per acre to a selling price of

one hundred dollars per acre, or more. This change in

value is, of course, due entirely to the application of

water and cultivation, but it is nevertheless interesting
and inspiring. Land heretofore uncultivated which has

grown only native grasses is turned over, water applied

Irrigated Farms Under Red Water Canal, Belle Fourche Valley, So. Dak.

no lure unaccompanied by hope. Hope many of us

who are nearing the middle mile stone of life would not

sell our capacity for hope for untold wealth. Eosy tales

of success without hope do not stimulate. That word

implies some undefinable condition which comes after

our efforts have been crowned with success. Effort that

spells toil and trial, all leading meanwhile to the same
indistinct goal.

To the man who has this capacity, who is willing
to work, and whose aim, however high, is reasonable and

intelligent, the west presents today a tinted picture and
an opportunity. The man who has a growing family,
a cheerful and helpful wife, both possessing those prime

qualities, energy and industry, may easily prove the fal-

lacy of the old saying that dreams are unprofitable,

through action which leads to their establishment on a

western farm, conducted under an irrigation system,
where they may own their own home and work out their

life problems amid pure air, healthful sunshine, plenty
and delightful surroundings.

Water in the western country is more than useful.

It is ornamental with its mirrored beauties of dawn
clouds and evening shadows. Water means the life of

a farming enterprise in the irrigation districts.

and a crop produced which represents a value of say one

hundred dollars or more per acre.

Building of the Butte County Bank, Belle Fourche, So. Dak.

I have often been asked the question, "What is land

worth per acre which will produce, net, to the farmer,

twenty-five, fifty, seventy-five or one hundred dollars per

acre, annually?" I have as often replied that there is

no base upon which to estimate the value of land of that

character, as land which will earn, net, $25 per acre,
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per year, can readily be made to earn more than that by
careful cultivation, and if one would figure on a six

per cent basis for the earning capacity of the land and
it is making fifty dollars per acre, per year, he could

readily put a price on the land so high that it would
be entirely beyond the reach of the contemplating pur-
chaser. It has often been said that there will be a time
when irrigated land lying adjacent to large cities will

and can easily pay twenty-five dollars per acre, per an-

num, for water; and it is my impression that at no dis-

tant day this will be done and still leave a profit for the

one who cultivates it.

Land which a few years ago in the Belle Fourche
district was worth one dollar and one dollar and a half

per acre, may today, under water, be made to earn

twenty dollars, net, from, small grains and alfalfa.

When land is earning

fifty dollars per acre

there is no doubt but

that the water could

easily be estimated as

worth ten dollars per
acre per year. Hence,
we say, there is some-

thing almost inex-

plainable in the man-
ner in which land

may be developed un-

der irrigation when
no unfavorable con-

ditions, such as the

presence of alkali,

shortage of water or

similar difficulty is

encountered.

There is hardly

any way to estimate

what may ultimately
be produced on each

acre where the farmer

goes in for the best

paying crops and in-

telligently cultivates

them. That part of

the Belle Fourche

district, of which we
are now writing, will

be materially i in-

proved each year by

working it. The soil

is fine, and being aerated by the roots of strong growing

crops will be more easily cultivated from year to year
and take on more readily atmospheric benefits which

would not be likely to reach it in its uncultivated form.

It has been said that alfalfa roots are the breathing

pipes of the soil, and this is true of any other heavy

rooted, hardy crop.
These thoughts come to me following a recent visit

to the Belle Pourche Irrigation Project, which is being
constructed under government supervision, in South

Dakota, on the line of the Chicago and Northwestern

Eailway.
This particular tract, which will comprise about

100,000 acres when completed, possibly slightly in ex-

cess of that, may easily be described by that well known

phrase, "A Wonderland in the Northwest."

To one who is unacquainted with the agricultural
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possibilities and growth of South Dakota and other states

where irrigation is practiced, this district will be full of

interest, and our intention is to describe as clearly as

possible this particular area with a view to assisting
homeseekers who contemplate moving west.

There is nothing more fascinating than the opening
up and developing of a new country, especially when
that country is fertile, has productive soil and is rich
in other natural resources. Those of us who have had
some part in the transformation of such a country from
its original state of wilderness to the modern dwelling
place for man are indeed most fortunate.

Many reclamation projects are now being worked
out by the Government and through private or state

enterprise in various parts of the country ; but it is safe
to say that the Belle Fourche project now being devel-

oped by the Reclama-
tion Service, under
the direct supervision
of Mr. Raymond F.

Walter, engineer, is

one of the cleanest

and best planned pro-
jects in the entire

western country.

Immediately fol-

lowing the passage of

the Reclamation Law,
Mr. Newell, Chief

Engineer of the Rec-
lamation Bureau,
sent engineers of
known ability into

various sections of

the country with in-

structions to secure

data which would be

available in the se-

lection of desirable

locations for irriga-
tion development.

Mr. Walter was
sent into South Da-
kota. He was in-

structed to examine

carefully all feasible

localities and report
to headquarters. Af-

ter careful study of

the situation he ad-

vised his superiors that the Belle Fourche project pre-
sented the best available features in the state, taking
in some 100,000 acres of irrigable land.

This project lies in a territory east and northeast
of Belle Pourche, extending altogether about thirty
miles eastwardly from that town, and what is known as

the North Canal extends about twelve miles north and

thirty miles eastwardly in its different windings from
that center. The land lies from fourteen to thirty miles

north from the Black Hills.

There are 152,000 acres of land included in the

Belle Fourche project, 100,000 acres of which is irriga-

ble, the balance is rough land, river bottoms and creeks

and other stretches, which are overflowed by the river

in flood time.

Of the irrigable land 50,000 acres is deeded, 45,-
000 acres government land, subject to homestead entry

Raymond F. Walter, Engineer in Charge, Belle Fourche Project, Belle

Fourche, So. Dak.
Walter W. Patch, Resident Engineer on the Belle Fourche Dam, Orman,

So. Dak.
O. T. Reedy, in Charge of Construction of the South Canal and Whitewood

Syphon, Vale, So. Dak.
W. W. Schlecht, Snoma, So. Dak., Resident Engineer Constructing the

Belle Fourche Syphon and Tunnel.
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only, and 5,000 acres is state land, which will be sold to

settlers under a law passed by the state legislature re-

quiring the sale of the land whenever water is ready.
The deeded land is owned mainly in large tracts,

and from the fact that the law does not allow over one

hundred and sixty acres to be held by an individual, a

great deal of it will have to be sold, and can be pur-
chased at from eight dollars per acre upwards, the price

depending upon improvements and location. The gov-
ernment land can be taken up in tracts of one hundred

and sixty acres or under, according to the amount of

irrigable land in each farm unit, eighty acres being the

standard unit.

Only water for irrigable land has to be paid for.

To illustrate more clearly I will say that if a man has

sixty-seven acres of irrigable land he will be assessed

sixty-seven one hun-

dred thousandths of

the total cost of con-

struction or one one-

hundred thousandth

for each irrigable

acre, this being based

on the fact that there

are one hundred

thousand acres of ir-

rigable land in the

tract, and on that

base a pro-rata charge
is made for each irri-

gable acre whether

deeded, government
or state land.

The total cost of

the project will be

about $3,000,000.

Therefore each irri-

gable acre will be as-

sessed about $30, di-

vided into equal an-

nual payments of

$3.00 per acre, per

year, for a period of

ten years, without in-

terest.

The interest fea-

ture may not possibly
be clear to some of

our readers and I

will explain that un-

der the Eeclamation Law the bugbear of interest bear-

ing debt is entirely done away with. The farmer who
secures land in a tract developed under this law is called

upon to pay only the annual pro rata cost per acre for the

establishment of the plant and development of the entire

project, to which amount will be added a small tax for

maintenance and operation of the project during the

ten years the government will retain control and opera-
tion. This tax is estimated at forty cents per acre for

the first year, and will possibly run above or below that

figure according to the measure of economy practiced in

handling the project. The cost is, after all, in the con-

trol of the water user, the farmer himself, and will de-

pend largely upon the manner in which he handles his

interests.

The sum of $3,000,000 includes water from ditches,

also reservoir water. The estimated cost of $3,000,000
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is based on contracts already let or completed, and may
vary slightly in either direction.

The laterals are constructed to each man's land,
and it is not necessary, as is the case in many private

projects, for the farmer to invest money to bring the

water long distances from a main canal to his own farm
laterals. This is a helpful move on the part of the

Reclamation Service as it relieves the farmer from what
would otherwise prove a hardship, as some of them
would be ready to build the laterals long before others,
therefore would have to build them themselves.

When this money is expended it will represent the

construction of the following property :

A concrete diverting dam across the Belle Fourche
River already completed at a cost of $100,000.

The inlet canal for delivering water from the Belle

Fourche River to the

reservoir. This canal

is six and one-half

miles long, forty feet

wide on the bottom,

seventy feet wide at

the water line, carry-

ing water ten feet in

depth, with a capa-

city of 1,635 cubic

feet of water per sec-

ond. This ditch and
dam are completed
and in use.

The Belle Fourche
Reservoir which will,

when full, have an
area of over 8,000

acres, and a maxi-
mum depth of one
hundred feet, will

hold over 200,000
acre feet of water, or

enough water to

cover 100,000 acres

two feet deep. With
the present rainfall

in that district, one
acre foot is ample to

insure a crop. The
water stored in the

reservoir could be di-

vided into four irri-

gations of six inches
;

six irrigations of four inches or eight irrigations of three

inches. When it is considered that a rainfall of two
inches is torrential one may readily determine the quan-
tity that may be supplied under this project, and it is

well to remember that this water is stored in a reservoir

and can be taken out as the farmer needs it.

In biiilding the Belle Fourche reservoir, an illus-

tration of which is herewith shown, it required a dam
which is the largest earth structure in the TJnited States.

It is 6,200 feet long on top, 115 feet high, in the highest

place, is built of gumbo or heavy clay which is wet and
rolled in six inch layers by huge steam rollers. The
dam is over 500 feet in width at the bottom. The inside

surface or that next to the water will be protected by
two feet of screened gravel rolled or rammed into the

surface, on which will be laid an eight inch concrete

facing. The outside of the dam will be protected from

1. View of Intake Across Back Water at North End of Diverting Dam at
Low Water.

Regulator at Head of Main Supply Canal Through Which the Belle Fourche
River is Diverted to the Reservoir and the Lands Under the Project.
Diverting Dam in Belle Fourche River near the City of Belle Fourche,

So. Dak. ; 400 Feet Long and Controls Whole Flow of River.

Irrigated Apple Orchard and Bee Hives on the Stearns Ranch, 7J^ Miles
Southeast of Belle Fourche.
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the wash of rain and weather by sowing it to grass which

will be carefully watered and looked after by a man em-

ployed for that purpose alone. The number of cubic

yards of earth in the dam is 1,600,000. The total cost

will be $1,000,000.
The reservoir formed by this dam will have a length

of over twelve miles and the width will average over

three miles. Water will be backed by the dam up Owl
Creek to the north and westwardly up the valley of Dry
Creek. It will be the largest body of water in South

Dakota as well as one of the largest in the West, and
will prove a great attraction to pleasure seekers, fisher-

men, hunters and boating enthusiasts.

Water is drawn from the reservoir into two canals

through concrete conduits or arches. These conduits are

of peculiar construction, and we had hoped to be able

to clearly illustrate

them but were unfor-

tunate in the matter

of securing clear pho-

tographs.
One canal known

as the North Canal,
extends north and

northwest from the

reservoir and will ir-

rigate some 65,000
acres of land. It is

forty-five miles long,

twenty
-
eight feet

wide on the bottom

and carries water

seven feet deep. The

other, known as the

South Canal, runs to

the south and south-

east from the reser-

voir, is eighteen feet

wide on the bottom,
carries water five feet

deep and is also forty-
five miles long. This

canal will irrigate

35,000 acres of land.

The water in this sec-

ond canal is carried

south of the Belle

Fpurche River and
across the bottom

lands of that river in

a siphon six feet in diameter.
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The siphon is very

strongly constructed and it is safe to say is one. of the

best that has ever been built in an irrigated country.
It is 3,800 feet long and the water will go through the

pipe and under the river with a velocity of ten feet per
second. The pipe is built of steel and concrete, the

steel frame being first built and then surrounded by an

eight inch shell of concrete. Three miles below the

siphon it was necess'ary to build a tunnel through a

shale hill some twelve hundred feet long. This work
is nearly completed and is being lined with concrete.

The concrete is laid in the tunnel and filled in around
the slope and top by means of a collapsible steel frame
which is something new in work of this character.

The contractors on the work were particularly for-

tunate in finding good water by drilling artesian wells.

One well was sunk 1,407 feet, which flows about sixty

gallons per minute, with a temperature of ninety-four

degrees. Four wells are sunk at different points on the

work.

In order that settlers may be properly instructed

in the art of irrigation and may be taught what is neces-

sary in the way of cultivation and the laying out of land
to insure good crops, the Department of the Interior is

co-operating with the Department of Agriculture and a

quarter section of land has been selected by the latter

department as an experimental farm. About one half

of this land will be irrigated and the other half will be

above ditch so that experiments may be made along the

line of both irrigation and dry farming. This will be

of inestimable value to the settlers. A considerable por-
tion of the irrigable land has already been put under
cultivation and a good sized tract of the land will be

used for experiments
in forestry. A wide

variety of trees will

be cultivated on the

land set apart for

this purpose with a

view to demonstrat-

ing what trees are

best suited for this

particular locality.
Both the agricultural

experiment station

and the forestry di-

vision will prove of

great assistance to all

of the settlers and is

a worthy move on the

part of both the In-

terior and Agricul-
tural Departments.

Belle Fourche,
the town in which is

located the head of-

fice of the engineer,
is situated at the

junction of the Belle

Fourche and Red-
water Rivers, ten

miles east of the Wy-
oming line and thirty
miles from Dead-
wood and Lead, the

home of the greatest

gold mine in this

country. The town has a population of 1,800 people,
and contains a number of substantial stone and brick

business blocks. It draws trade from a territory reach-

ing out a hundred miles to the north and northwest.

All lines of business are fairly well represented and there

are fine openings for business men as a. result of the

rapid development of the surrounding country. For a

number of years Belle Fourche has been the greatest
cattle shipping point in the world, as many as nineteen

trains of livestock having been shipped from that point
in one day.

Thousands of horses and sheep are also shipped out

every year and judging from the appearance of the

horses in Belle Fourche and throughout the entire val-

ley, one would judge that there must have been some

splendid blood imported into that section years ago.

As indicating the extent of the sheep indiistry in

A bunch of cattle passing through Vale, S. D., en route to summer range.
Government freight train passing through Vale, S. D., en route to Standing

Rock Agency.
Street scene in Vale, S. D., showing bank.
First residence erected in Vale, S. D.

Bridge over Belle Fourche River, near Vale.

Bear Butte, near the Ft. Mead Military Reserve
Belle Fourche Project.

and adjacent to Belle
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that section, it may be stated that during the year 1907

one and three quarter million pounds of wool were

shipped from Belle Fourche.

A good grade of coal is mined in Wyoming just

across the state line about eighteen miles west of Belle

Fourche. These mines are directly reached by rail and

there is therefore an abundance of fuel.

Lumber is shipped in from the Bear Lodge Moun-
tains in Wyoming and a good grade of lumber can be

purchased for about $24 per thousand. A good quality
of building stone is quarried near the town of Belle

Fourche, and a number of the best business structures

have been erected from this stone. Belle Fourche has

a fine $25,000 High School building, which was con-

structed of this material.

There are four churches and five different church

organizations.
At an early day,

no doubt, new towns

will be established at

different points in

the irrigated area.

The government
will try the experi-

ment of building a

town, and land has

already been segre-

gated for that pur-

pose. This townsite

lies immediately in

the center of the proj-

ect, east of the reser-

voir and north of the

thriving little town
of Vale, which is on

the south side of the

Belle Fourche Eiver.

There are many
finely developed
farms around the

town of Belle
Fourche and some of

them have been de-

veloped without irri-

gation.
One farmer who

is located about five

miles from the town
of Belle Fourche tes-

tified recently that he

had been farming more than two hundred acres of land

for the past seven years and during that time his wheat

had averaged twenty bushels per acre, oats forty bushels

and barley forty-five bushels, without irrigation. He
has a steam threshing outfit and breaks and plows with

horses, milks a number of cows, makes butter and he

and his family made a visit to Europe during the past

year. This would indicate that there are plenty of op-

portunities open for the settler under what is known
as "dry farming" and this land can, no doubt, be secured

at a very low price owing to the fact that no expenditure
will be necessary other than the clearing and breaking of

the land and fitting up a dwelling and other farm build-

ings.
The soil under the Belle Fourche project is what is

known as gumbo. This is exceedingly rich ground.
Soil experts from Washington state that it is, without
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a doubt, as strong and productive soil as is to be found
in the United States.

All farmers locating under the Belle Fourche pro-

ject or in that vicinity may be sure of a good market,
as they will supply the great mining centers of Dead-
wood and Lead and other mining towns. It is a well

known fact that the mining regions are considered the

best of all markets for agricultural products. High
prices usually prevail in the mining districts as the

result of there being no cultivation of the soil in the

hills and mountains and there is a uniformly ready
cash market. When it is considered that Deadwood,
long noted as a mining center, and Lead, the home of

the Homestake Mine, are less than thirty miles away, it

may be readily seen that farmers will have little difficulty
in disposing of what is known as farm truck, and there

is always an outside

market by rail for

the heavier farm

crops.

Reports on the

project from an en-

gineering standpoint
will appear in our is-

sue of August.
WAYSIDE NOTES.

THE IRRIGATION
AGE has, from time

to time, seen fit to

criticize certain fea-

tures of the Reclama-
tion Service, but this

recent visit made by
the editor to the Belle

Fourche project,

whereby he came in

contact with the en-

gineer in charge, Mr.
Walter and Messrs.

Schlecht, Patch and

Reedy, his able as-

sistants on the work,

(Mr. Schlecht being
in charge of the Si-

phon and concrete

work, Mr. Reedy of

the office at Vale and
Mr. Patch engineer
in charge of work on
the dam), clearly in-

dicates that these are all kindly disposed, courteous

gentlemen who are willing to give assistance in every

way to those who are studying the project. The rank
and file of the Reclamation Service is composed of men
of more than ordinary ability and education.

It was our intention to present to our readers a clear

picture of the United States ferry boat which plies be-

tween the banks of the river at what is known as the

Siphon Camp, and a dim outline is shown by the ac-

companying half-tone. This boat was evidently pre-

pared hurriedly out of cheap lumber and is known in

our part of the country as a scow. The writer was
invited to cross the stream in it with Mr. Walter and Cap-
tain Schlecht, who manipulates the only paddle which
the boat possesses. The other two shown in the picture
are what are known as "near paddles." In view of the

fact that the 'Belle Fourche River was in flood at the

Great earthen dam at Orman, S. D.
U. S. ferry boat, "James Rudolph Garfield," with Capt. Schlecht at the wheel.

Building of the South Side Canal.
A bunch of beehives on the Stearns Ranch, near Snoma, S. D.
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time and running a fifteen mile gait with ripples, the

ride was exciting to say the least. Mr. Schlecht in-

sists that THE IRRIGATION AGE turned white about the

gills. It was decided on the way over to christen the

boat and it was a question whether to call it "The Mary
Jane" or the "James Rudolph Garfield." "The Mary
Jane" was the choice of one of the party but it was

finally decided that "The Garfield" would be an appro-

priate title. We would suggest to Secretary Garfield

that he time his visit to the Belle Fourche project so as

to reach there when the river is in normal flow. The

passage of the stream in flood in a boat of this descrip-

tion is really dangerous and it is surprising that some

serious accident has not resulted from its use. The
means of transportation across the stream by this boat

is all the more surprising in view of the fact that all of

the work of the Rec-

lamation Service is

usually of a very high

grade. This make-

shift affair, however,

may possibly be con-

sidered good enough
to use during the

short period when the

river is in flood.

When the stream is

in ordinary flow it is

forded at this point.
We are presenting
some illustrations of

the Siphon Camp in

this issue.

Some difficulties

were encountered in

the development of

this project as might
well have been ex-

pected. One feature

of more
"

than ordi-

nary moment was the

fact that contractors

who bid on such work
as the tunnel and
some other specific
sections of the proj-
--j. _ Jnplinorl fn No - a - Belle Fourche Project potatoesCCt wer inclined tO No _ 2 . view showing a series of 20-acre

hold the Government go.
3. Sugar beets and onions irrigated.

_-, . , . No. 4. Berry patch near Belle Fourche, irrigated.

up. This was partio

of one hundred and sixty and three hundred and twenty
acres as in the older states. Some really ornate homes
have been erected on the tract by people who were

formerly ranchmen and have disposed of portions of

their land, thereby securing means with which to erect

commodious and comfortable residences.

As will be seen by some of the illustrations, it

would be difficult to find more delightful farm features

than may be had in the country surrounding Belle

Fourche, and on the project which bears its name.

Long stretches of well cultivated land are to be seen
on all sides of the town of Belle Fourche, which show
thrift and plenty. The roads are excellent, in fact this

soil packs so as to make a driveway equal to macadamized
streets in the city. All through the valley, cottonwoods
and other native trees thrive luxuriantly. All of the

homes which have
been established for

any length of time
are surrounded by
hardy trees and give
evidence .of thrift and

prosperity.

In discussing the

matter of the coloni-

zation of the Belle

Fourche project with

Engineer Walter, I

asked him what, in

his opinion, would be

a safe sum of money
for the colonist to

bring with him in

order to establish a

home without too se-

vere hardships. He
stated that their line

of action had been in

the direction of ad-

vising prospective
colonists to come pre-

pared for say six

months or one year,
until money crops

may be produced
from their land. This

ularly true in the

case of the splended tunnel which is almost completed.
Bids asked for the tunnel were so high that the engi-
neers decided to do the work themselves, and a 'saving
of something like sixty per cent or better has been made
under this plan. This particular case illustrates the

good judgment of the engineers in charge, and of the

chief engineer, Mr. A. P. Davis.

It was surprising to the writer to note the large
number of new homes which have been erected and are

in course of construction over the entire Belle Fourche
district. It is safe to say that the homes on the north

side of the river along that land which will receive the

first water from the reservoir, are as numerous as will

be found in any well developed farming section of Illi-

nois or Iowa. In fact, it seems that there are more

buildings than are to be found in the older states ow-

ing to the fact that the farm unit is eight acres instead

just after irrigation. /-ml/] ,^,,o^
tracts farmed profitably near Spearfish, S. D. WOUld mean

$1,000 for an eighty
acre tract, on which
the first payment

would be in the neighborhood of from $250 to $300, and

additional expenditure for modest buildings, breaking
the soil, etc., $750 or $800.

That is to say, the colonist who arrives at Belle

Fourche with reasonable equipment in the way of farm-

ing tools, and live stock, including a good team or two

of them, if possible, may, by an expenditure of $1,000
after his arrival or during the first year of his residence,

become so firmly established as to be beyond the possi-

bility of want or worry. These are facts which should

be carefully considered by those who contemplate set-

tling in the west. One thousand dollars may appear to

be quite a sum of money, but it can be very advan-

tageously and profitably used in the. deTelopment of a

farm and the upbuilding of a home. A man could un-

doubtedly make a go of it on half that sum but it would

require skimping and trimming and subject the settler
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to many grevious inconveniences which could be over-

come by augmenting his "pile" before leaving tne east.

There could not, by any possibility, be a better invest-

ment than an expenditure of $1,000 in the upbuilding
of a home tinder this project. Success is assured

wherever the individual settler is industrious and thrifty.

The land embraced within the irrigated territory of

the Belle Fourche project is mainly what is known as

gumbo, of a fertile character. Along the river bottoms

soil is quite light and sometimes fairly sandy. Again
it is a heavy clay loam, lightened somewhat by the

slicken and silt deposits of the river during overflow

time. The river bottom land is exceedingly rich, but

has the disadvantage of being difficult to drain and the

farmer who does not clearly understand the application
of water to the soil is likely to over-irrigate. There

seems to be no diffi-

culty at all, so far as

the writer has been

able to determine, in

the matter of alkali.

There is possibly a

trace but there is

nothing to indicate

that settlers have
anything to fear from

that source.

There is no doubt

in the mind of the

writer that land and

water which may be

secured now under

the Belle Fourche

project at $30 per

acre, or a little in ex-

cess of that, will

easily command $100

per acre at the end

of five years, and if

put out in fruit and

other good paying

crops it is likely to

exceed that sum.

I noticed on the

way from Belle

Fourche to Vale a

farm owned by a Mr.

H. M. Stearns. This

is a beautifully situ-

ated farm and has

been worked by Mr. Stearns for many years,

acreage is three hundred and twenty.

He has on the home place an artesian well which
has force enough to operate a motor, which in turn sup-

plies power for a dynamo, and from that he is able to

light all of his barns and sheep pens as well as his

home with electricity. It is somewhat surprising to go
into a long line of barns and pens for sheep and find

them nicely wired and lighted by electricity. Mr.
Stearns has recently sunk another artesian well on his

land which has a flow sufficient, with proper care, to

irrigate one hundred and sixty acres of land. This is

an unusually strong flow, and his experience in the art

of sinking artesian wells has demonstrated to the

other property owners in the valley near Snoma the

possibility of securing a steady flow of water which
has sufficient force to produce power for lighting their

No. 1.

No. 2.

No. 3.

property. Mrs. Steams informed me that her washing
machine and other household machinery were operated

by electricity, thereby saving much time and labor. We
are presenting to our readers an illustration of an

apiary located in the orchard near the Stearns home.
This is a thriving colony as may be seen from the pho-
tograph and is a large money producer. The bees make

great quantities of honey from the blossoms of the

alfalfa, of which there are hundreds of acres in that

vicinity. In fact, alfalfa seems to do remarkably well

in the Belle Fourche country.
Other farmers throughout the Belle Fourche dis-

trict are going in for fruit, and those who have gone
about it intelligently and have taken care of their

orchards have been very successful along that line.

Their ready market which has been mentioned in the

preceding pages, with

high prices for fresh

and e a rl y fruit,

makes this class of

farming particularly

profitable.

In our illustrations

of the large earthen

dam it will be seen

that this work is

about one-half com-

pleted, and it is dif-

ficult at that stage of

the operations to se-

cure a photograph
which is comprehen-
sive and clear enough
to fully define the

outlines and finished

appearance of the

work. A few months
later we hope to se-

cure photographs of

the completed dam,
and they will be re-

produced in the col-

umns of THE IRRIGA-

TION AGE for the

benefit of our read-

ers who are interest-

ed in this particular

project.
We are showing in

this issue a photo-

graph of the screening apparatus and crusher which

produces the material used in the construction of the

siphon at the Siphon Camp in the Belle Fourche project.
The engineers were particularly fortunate in locating a

deep pit of gravel near this camp and by the purchase
and construction of the apparatus illustrated have

saved large sums in the cost of construction of this

part of the work. In fact, it would appear that splen-
did judgment has been exercised in developing such

equipment whereby money is saved and work facili-

tated.

In reply to an inquiry made of Mr. Walter, engineer
in charge, concerning the matter of crops, etc., and

other information which would be valuable to prospec-
tive colonists, he furnishes us the following replies :

"The crops that can be profitably grown are all

kinds of grain, potatoes, sugar beets, alfalfa, hardy fruits

View of east portal of the tunnel ready 'for concrete lining.
View showing forms in place for lining big tunnel with concrete.
Interior of 10x9^-foot tunnel, 1,310 feet long. Driven for $1.60 per cubic

yard, or $8.00 per foot.

His total
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and garden truck. Wheat grass or the native hay also

produces an abundant crop when well watered and sells

for a high price.
"The lands are free from rock, gravel, or excessive

sand, and are from very flat to quite rolling, so the

settler has a chance to choose the lay of land he desires,

as the soil is all good, that south of the river being a

sandy loam and on the north shading into a heavy clay,

but all very free from alkali or injurious salts.

"The lands partly belong to the public domain and

partly are deeded lands. The public lands can be se-

cured as homesteads by the settlers and requires a con-

tinuous residence of five years. The average irrigable
area of these homesteads is eighty acres.

"The deeded or private lands can be purchased at

from ten dollars pet acre, up, according to location and

improvements. This

price increases very
fast as the time

draws near for the

water to be ready for

the different lands.

"The cost of

water under this

project will be about

$30 per acre, divided

into ten annual pay-
ments of about $3 per
acre per year, with-

out interest, and is

only the exact cost

to the government.
The first payment
becomes due in the

fall after the water

has been delivered

for the crop. An
annual maintenance
and operation charge
of forty or fifty cents

per acre is also neces-

sary and is due April
1 of each year.

"The land when
in cultivation will be

worth $75 or $100

per acre, and the

crops produced will

no doubt pay a good
interest on this
amount. An excellent chance for a man to secure a

good home and pay for same from his crops.
"The markets are first class, as the mining towns

of the Black Hills grow no crops and are within wagon
haul, although the Chicago & Northwestern railroad

connects the project with Deadwood, Lead, Omaha,
Sioux City, Minneapolis and St. Paul.

"The climate is good, there being very little snow
or cold weather during the winter, while the summers
are pleasant and the nights always cool. The tempera-
ture seldom reaches 100 degrees F. in the summer and
is below zero only a very few days of the winter. The

atmosphere is very dry and the health of the community
is always good.

"The elevation of the lands is from 2,700 to 3,000
feet above sea level. The country is well supplied with

excellent schools and churches. The principal towns

No
No
No
No
No
No

adjacent to or on the project are Belle Fourche, Sturgis,
Whitewood and Vale.

"The project is about half completed. The water
has been furnished to about 12,000 acres this spring, and
this irrigable area will be increased each year as the
works are completed.

'The chances that a beet sugar factory will be built
in this territory in the next year or two are extremely
good, as the capitalists have reported very favorably on
this proposition.

"In selecting an irrigated farm the priority of

water and the water supply are too often passed over

lightly by the prospective settler, who, after location,
finds his crops burning up and no water in his canals
or for him in the river. The Belle Fourche project has
the first right to water on the Belle Fourche river and

a right to all the

water flowing in the

river at the Diver-

sion Dam at any
time. There are sev-

eral old canals taken
out of the Redwater
river and Spearfish

creek, which streams
are branches and
feeders of the Belle

Fourche river, but
none have been taken

from this river di-

rect until this proj-
ect was begun.

"The average
run-off of the Belle

Fourche River at the

Diversion is 400,000
acre feet, which is

sufficient to fill the

reservoir twice each

year if necessary. It

is safe to say that

$1,000,000 worth of

water has been run-

ning to waste down
the Belle Fourche

every year, that is

that $1,000,000
worth of crops will

will be provided on
this project every

year with the water heretofore gone to waste. This fig-

ure will be doubled as soon as the land becomes highly

developed and the feeding and dairy interests are taken

up."
In looking over the Belle Fourche Valley the writer

was impressed with the fact that there are great pros-

pects there for development along the line of dairying.
The native grasses are particularly good for beef making
and the combination of the native grass fed with alfalfa

should produce an ideal condition for the dairymen.
Another feature which attracts general attention

is the fact that sheep and cattle which have been raised

in the valley in the past were all shipped to Colorado

and other points for fattening, and the Colorado feeders

have, as a rule, been making a long margin out of this

end of the business. The general impression seems to be

that sufficient feed may be raised around Belle Fourche.

West entrance to tunnel.
Rock crusher and mixer, for concrete used in construction of syphon.
Distant view of experimental farm building.
Heavy ditch work.
Mules and horses engaged on work taking their Sunday rest.

View of syphon, as it is nearing the river from the north.
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The Art of Irrigation
THE FIRST MISTAKE

By T. S. VAN DYKE

About all you know at first about irrigation is

that it will cost too much to imitate rain. From which

you quickly drift to the conclusion that the next best

plan is to cover the ground with a sheet of water.

You have a piece that looks very level and turn on a

stream. But instead of spreading out it slides off to

one side, or collects in little pools with sloughs be-

tween. Or it may dish in the center cut, or from a

ridge and slide off both sides. In any case it is likely

to leave many dry spots and their combined area will

probably be too great to be ignored. Three solutions

soon suggest themselves.

First to keep the water on long enough to allow

the dry places to get wet by water soaking to the

sides from the wet spots. If the dry spots are small

and you are merely testing the fertility of the soil or

in haste to get a few radishes or something of little

value this may be the least objectionable of the three

for it may not have the water too deep or muddy un-

less you purposely make it so.

Number two, a special favorite with most tyros,

consists in shoveling off the bumps while the water is

running and throwing the loose dirt into the water in

the low places. When the water goes down you find

your uneven shoveling has tripled the number of bumps,
and though none are as high as before they are still

high enough in spite of the fact that you have raised

the low places. And in the low places you have doubled

or tripled the thickness of the paste that will bake under

the hot sun and which, without your filling, would have

been thick enough to stop many kinds of seed and

sicken most of the plants that were strong enough to

push through it.

Number three is a very choice method devised by
those who discover the bad features of the other two.

It is simply throwing up a levee around the piece high

enough to raise water over all the high spots. You find

it would not pay to shovel them off on a tract of any
size even if you could do it and also that increasing
the quantity of water merely makes it cut more in the

low places. The obvious thing is to back it up so as

to cover. This is the origin of the "check" system, one

of the leading systems of the world and one quite in-

dispensable for many kinds of work. They are called

"basins" by some; "borders" from the levees by others;

"plots," "pans," etc., but "check" is the most common
in all sections. "Basin" really belongs to a modified

form in which only a part of the ground is wet instead

of the whole.

Divide the engraving herewith into four equal

parts with a line through the middle each way. It is

from a check full of alfalfa and oats planted October

15, 1907, with oats ready to cut April 1, 1908, for

hay. The lower right hand quarter and part of the

lower left show the ruinous effect of flooding, temporary
in the case of the alfalfa which will outgrow it and
make a heavy stand in summer. But the oats while

struggling to overcome it can not get out in time to

amount to anything before hot weather.

On the left, both above and below, both oats and
alfalfa, for some reason hard to understand, are coming
out in good shape though only twenty days before they
were as bad as those in the right foreground. The
soil and all other conditions seem exactly the same, and,
as the check is level on the bottom, the water was the

same depth.
The upper right hand quarter shows the oats on

the levee which are four feet high very thick and in-

dicate a crop of fifty bushels per acre if allowed to

stand for grain. The levee is about twenty inches high
and ten to twelve feet at base. The line of flooding
shows plainly at the base where the oats run out to

nothing. One would at first suppose this was due to

the levee being made of top soil scraped from the bot-

tom. But there are fifty-six checks like this in this

tract and the same flooding line is just as plain every-
where on all of them. It seems plainly due to the

packing of the soil, but that is not all of it. Next fall

when the alfalfa covers the whole ground so as to shade
the young oats from the hot sun I will drill this again
with oats right in the alfalfa and where the ground is

now so bare the oats in spring will be as large as on
the levee now. I am not guessing at this for I have
done it several times.

A Check of Alfalfa Partly Ruined by Flooding.

About four-fifths of the whole tract is damaged
like this foreground, but in spite of that flooding is

the proper method as will be explained later.

Your selection of method number three may be

very bad as many plants cannot endure it no matter
how well done. Put assuming your choice all right you
are quite certain to have grief in its details. The

temptation to make the levee out of wet mud instead

of waiting for the soil to dry after your first failure

is quite irresistible when you are in haste to see some-

thing green or get a bite of fresh vegetables. On many
soils such levees melt like mush when the water gets
a few inches deep and nearly all your attempts to re-

pair them result only in more mush, more muddy water

to form a paste inside, and final breaking in spite of

you when the water is high enough.
If you wait and make them of dry soil you are

quite apt to make them too thin, too loose with weeds,
sticks and grass that may lead a small thread of water

through, and so low that if the check is of any size

the waves from the first wind will breach it. If your
ground is so flat that a low, flimsy levee will suffice to

hold water long it will probably mean that your ground
generally is too flat for easy drainage and that the

building of proper drainage ditches should precede any
irrigation. For on many soils and for many plants
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a quick clearance of the water after being on long

enough is essential. But you will naturally leave this

discovery until after wasting a lot of time wondering

why your stuff doesn't grow better.

Assuming that your levees hold and you have the

highest points covered and some crop started you may
be surprised to find plants doing best on the highest

parts. On the lowest parts they maj not even have

sprouted, being locked up tight under a blanket of

paste. And even on the highest places they may look

bad. It does not take you long to discover that the

deeper the water the worse the results. This is due to

some extent on most soils by the greater pressure tight-

ening the soil and also to handling the water in such

a way that it is muddy instead of clear, when the

deepest parts get the most mud. Later on you may
find that you have been wasting one-half or two-thirds

of the water, because if the highest parts got enough
to make a good growth of vegetation it is quite prob-
able that the lowest parts had too much. Prom which

you finally conclude that the whole should be graded
down to a more uniform surface. A very sage con-

clusion, but you have little conception of the distance

you are from the profitable part of its realization.

You are quite apt to think that you have a fine eye to

tell a level. But let me tell you that the longer a

surveyor uses a fine level the more certain he will be

to rely on the telescope and rod instead of his eye.

There is but one thing of which you may feel sure,

and that is that when you are looking toward high
mountains a level on the plains below will look down
hill and a ditch running out from a canon will seem

to run up hill.

Belying on your eye you are quite sure to over-

look such little trifles as a swell of two or three inches

if it is broad enough. Or if you notice it you are quite

likely to say it will amount to nothing and that the

water will go over it anyhow. Still more certain you
are to do this if the swell happens to be at the upper
side where the water is delivered so that it will have

to go over it to get into the check at all. This latter

conclusion is all the worse because as long as the ground
is bare it may be correct or nearly so. But when covered

with a heavy stand of vegetation like grain or alfalfa

it may collect all floating leaves or rubbish on its upper

edge and throw the water off on the sides leaving a spot

too dry when the rest of the field has enough. And
in time this may become worse instead of better, the

water swinging farther away and wasting in the lower

places that would have enough without it. And this

you may not notice until the growth become too valu-

able to change. This may happen when you are well

aware of the necessity of perfect grading, for one is

often inveigled into the snare through haste or anxiety

to see something green. I have thirty acres of alfalfa

scratched in hastily to get green pasture for the horses

six years ago, although I knew better twenty years

before that. It is the bane of my existence now, taking

fully twice the water and work required by other tracts

properly graded, yet paying too heavily to plow up.

California is full of orchards in the same situation for

it is about equally bad under all methods of applying
water. You may be fortunate if right here you make
the worst sort of a failure. For in no other way can

most people be made to understand the supreme im-

portance of proper grading. Those who have been

through the torment may talk and talk in vain. You
will insist that the ground looks all right and is all

right when nothing but the level, or leveling by water

itself can tell you whether it is or not.

Proper grading is no serious matter if you only
realize its importance at the outset and determine to

allow nothing else. You do not have to make any

large area flat or anywhere near it. But in whatever

way you handle the water it should travel at a uniform

velocity whether the head of water be large or small

or whether it is to run a long time or a short time.

And this does not have to be on one face or plane so

as to shave off too much top soil. Even a small place

may be laid out on several planes so that it can be

evenly flooded, and, though in a certain sense this is

like terracing, it may be quite free from the expense of

terracing such as one commonly sees on hillside gardens.

In a book of this size it is impossible to go far

into the subject of grading because it will vary so much
with the area to be graded, the quality of the soil, the

kind of vegetation on it and so many considerations.

On the Mojave Desert in California I sweep brush,

hillocks and everything with two large railroad bars

slightly curved so as to keep the cutting edges down.

One is set behind the other with strong chains and five

or six horses are put on each end. With that power
and two drivers I don't have to plow at all. Nor do

I have to plow in making the checks. I first set four

level stakes with the telescope and move the earth above

that level with a carrying scraper and four horses

abreast direct to the levees. The soil is so dry and

loose that this is very easily done. The work is finally

tested with water and then polished off with a grading
machine when dry. Plowing, when unnecessary, is a

nuisance because it increases so much the bulk of the

soil that it is harder to work to the grade stakes.

But this would not do for many soils, while for

small areas it might not pay to have such an outfit.

A drag with a cutting and carrying edge is often better

than the railroad iron if brush is not too heavy. But

it should be so long and stiff that it will not climb

bumps and sink into depressions, but shave the bumps
and drop the shavings into the depressions. This

should often be forty feet long and loaded with sand

bags so as to take a dozen horses or more. No kind of

a gouging scraper such as the common "slip scraper"

will do good work, though on a small scale fair work

may be done with the "buck scraper" by an expert.

It may pay you at the start to have a good road grader,

while for small garden work you had better grade

with shovel and hoe than not at all. When you thor-

oughly realize its importance you will find a way to do

it according to the size and quality of your soil, the

value of your crop and the balance in bank. And be-

ware how you try to economize on it for every dollar

you save may cost you two or three without your know-

ing it.

You can now buy a fair level for twenty dollars,

though you had better pay twice that. Its use is no

such great trick as is commonly imagined. Any boy or

girl of fifteen can soon learn to use it well enough

and so can any man, no matter how old, if he can add

and subtract two figures. No irrigated ranch should,
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under any circumstances, be laid out without it, and

if necessary neighbors should club together and buy
one. For small work a carpenter's level fitted with

fine rifle sights does fair work if the rod is not over

twenty feet away. Errors will amount to nothing if

distance of the rod is reduced to ten feet as most of

them will balance each other. Instead of having a

rod reading in feet and inches, or feet and tenths of a

foot, have it all in inches. The elevation of the tele-

scope will average about four feet above ground while

the variation of levels will not be over two feet. A
rod with the figures starting at three feet above ground
and running to five feet will thus give you twenty-
four inches which can be marked off in ink if you have

no black paint handy. The remainder of the problem,
after adjusting the telescope, is about as intricate as

going up town with twenty-four cents, buying a five

cent cigar, finding a dime and then figuring out your
balance in pocket. There is absolutely no excuse for

neglecting it because you can't afford to hire a sur-

veyor and have on your tongue's end the old stock

lie "can't teach an old dog new tricks." Maybe you
.have seen the man who can't write his name. His ex-

cuse is "didn't have no schoolin'.
' The combination of

nine letters that make up John Smith is entirely too

great for him. But he has not the slightest difficulty

with the thirteen cards that make up a suit and the

combinations that make a poker hand. Don't imagine
you can't run a level because you did not go to a

polytechnical school. Get one and don't lay out a ditch

or a bit of land without it. Leveling by the water is

too slow where the soil takes much time to dry. The

carpenter's level on a beam to be dragged around or

an upright on the beam with a plumb bob hanging
from it, or the plum bob hanging from the top of a big

triangle will do fair work on a small scale, but for

work of any size the telescope will soon save you in

time and bother all it costs to buy and learn to use it.

Supreme^ Court Decisions

Irrigation Cases

"ABANDONMENT."
The term "abandonment" as applied to water rights is

applicable only to completed appropriations of water, and not
to a case where the claimant never acquired a fixed right be-

cause of his failure to apply the appropriation to a beneficial

use within a reasonable time.

Conley \. Dyer. Supreme Court of Colorado, 95 Pacific

304.

ACTION FOR WATER RENT.
In an action by an irrigation company for water rent,

where there was evidence of lack of care on plaintiff's part
in furnishing water, it was proper to give a charge sub-

mitting defendant's right to counterclaim for damages to his

crop caused by such lack of care.

Colorado Canal Co. v. McFarland & Southwell. Court
of Civil Appeals of Texas, 109 Southwestern 435.

SOURCE OF WATER IN INDIAN LANDS
Where complainants appropriated in Wyoming waters

from a creek rising in the Crow Reservation in Montana,
complainants' appropriation attached co instante on the

reservation being thrown open to settlement, and became

prior to the rights of subsequent appropriators settling on
such reservation lands.

Bean v. Morris. Circuit Court of Appeals, 159 Federal
851.

INTERSTATE STREAMS.

Complainants, by a prior appropriation or diversion in

Wyoming of the waters of a nonnavigable stream rising in

Montana, acquired the right to continue the diversion of such
waters as against a junior appropriator of the waters in

Montana; the rights of appropriation not being affected by
the interstate character of the stream.

Bean v. Morris. Circuit Court of Appeals, 159 Federal
051.

Loss OF RIGHT THROUGH NON-USER DEPENDS ON CIRCUM-
STANCES.

What constitutes a reasonable time within which an ap-

propriator of water for irrigation must actually apply the

same to a beneficial use as against junior appropriators de-

pends on the facts and circumstances connected with each

particular case.

Conley v. Dyer. Supreme Court of Colorado, 95 Pacific

304.

DETERMINATION OF RIGHT.

A person who, with intent to put water to some beneficial

use, diverts it from a stream or other natural source of

supply, and makes an application thereof within a reasonable

time, has a prior right to use a sufficient quantity of water
so diverted to supply his needs not to exceed the amount of

his appropriation superior to the right of subsequent appro-

priators.
Williams v. Altnow. Supreme Court of Oregon, 95

Pacific 200.

RIPARIAN PROPRIETOR OR APPROPRIATOR.
While the doctrines of prior appropriation and riparian

rights are not so antagonistic that they may not exist in the

same locality, a settler upon a nonnavigable stream has an
election either to rely upon his rights as riparian proprietor
or to make an appropriation of the water if it is free and

subject to appropriation, and claim as an appropriator, but he
cannot do both.

Williams v. Altnow. Supreme Court of Oregon, 95 Paci-

fic 200.

DUTIES OF WATER COMMISSIONER.
It is not the duty of a water commissioner to make any

division or distribution of water between the users thereof

from the same ditch, and he has no authority to interfere

with the internal management of the affairs of a ditch com-

pany, though it is his duty to turn into a ditch no more water
to which it is entitled under any decree than is necessary to

serve the needs of the consumers under such ditch, and to

refeuse to turn water into any ditch for the use of one not

entitled thereto.

Cache la Poudre Irrigating Ditch Co. v. Hawley, Com-
missioner. Supreme Court of Colorado, 95 Pacific 317.

IRRIGATION CONTRACT.
A contract whereby certain stockholders in a ditch com-

pany sold their stock to a reservoir company, the vendors to

continue in possession of their certificates, and to divert

water for the use of their land to the same extent theretofore

enjoyed, and the reservoir company to have the right to divert

for storage and direct irrigation the difference between the

quantity of water actually needed by the vendors and the

maximum represented by the certificates in the priorities of

the ditch, was invalid as requiring the water rights evidenced

by the shares of stock to do double duty.
Caahe la Poudre Irrigating Ditch Co. v. Hawley, Water

Commissioner. Supreme Court of Colorado, 95 Pacific 317.

IRRIGATION COMPANY CANNOT REQUIRE UNREASONABLE CON-
TRACT.
An irrigation company, authorized to exercise the right

of eminent domain, engaged in the business of transporting
water from a flowing river or natural stream within those

portions of the state where irrigation is beneficial for agri-
cultural purposes, which streams belong to the public under
the express provisions of Rev. St. 1895, art. 3115, and fur-

nishing it for hire to those entitled to its use, is a quasi pub-
lic corporation, and cannot limit its liability to the public by
requiring unreasonable contracts from those to whom it fur-

nishes water.
Colorado Canal Co. v. McFarland & Southwell. Court

of Civil Appeals of Texas, 109 Southwestern 435.
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EFFECT OF WYOMING STATUTE ON APPROPRIATION.

Act Wyo. Ter. March 11, 1886 (Laws 1886, p. 294, e. 61),

provide that one claiming a water right shall file in the office

of the clerk of the proper county and in the office of the
clerk of the district a notice of such claim, and that in any
controversy concerning water rights no evidence shall be
received in behalf of any claimant until such statement or
claim is filed by him. Held, that such act was not intended
to provide an exclusive method of appropriation ; its only
effect being to take from an appropriator who failed to file

such notice the right to claim an appropriation prior to the

time when the water was actually supplied and used.

Bean v. Morris. Circuit Court of Appeals, 159 Federal
651.

APPROPRIATION OF EXPENSE OF SURVEY.

Where the court, under section 37, Act March 11, 1903

(Sess. Laws 1903, p. 250), orders a survey by the state engi-
neer of the ditches and canals diverting water from a stream,
and of the irrigable lands thereunder, and of those to which
water has been applied, and the making of maps thereof, the

cost of such survey is properly chargeable to the several

litigants in the case in proportion to the quantity of water
allotted to each. In such case it is proper for the court to

make the apportionment and order judgment against each

according to the amount properly apportioned to such

litigant, and it is unnecessary for any one to file a cost bill

covering such item of expense.
Farmers Co-Operative Ditch Vo. v. Riverside Irr. Dist.

Supreme Court of Idaho, 94 Pacific 761.

DOCTRINE OF "RELATION BACK/'

Two persons began the construction of irrigation ditches

before the enactment of the statute regulating the appro-

priating of water. One of them commenced two ditches about

September 1, 1882, and September 5, 1882, respectively, and

prosecuted the work with reasonable diligence to completion
and the actual using of water. The other person commenced
his ditch not later than October 1, 1882, and also prosecuted
the work with reasonable diligence until water was brought
through it. His ditch was completed before either of the

other ditches. Held, that the one who began work on the

two ditches in September had the prior right, though his

ditches were not first completed, since under the doctrine of

"relation back" which obtained before the enactment of the

statute, as between two persons digging ditches at the same
time and prosecuting work thereon, with reasonable diligence,
to completion, the one who first began work had the prior

right though the other completed his ditch first.

Wright v. Cruse. Supreme Court of Montana, 95 Pacific

370.

PROCEEDING TO ADJUDICATE PRIORITY.

In a proceeding supplemented to an original statutory

proceeding for the adjudication of water rights, petitioner

alleged an additional application of water so that its appro-

priation then aggregated the number of cubic feet specified,

and prayed a supplemental decree covering this additional

application and allowing a priority therefor dated as of the

commencement of its canal. Demurrers on the ground that

the petition did not state a cause of action were sustained,

and a decree entered dismissing the petition without prejudice
to petitioner's right to institute proceedings regarding* any
right claimed by it, and not antedating or conflicting with any
of the various rights theretofore adjudicated by the decrees

in the adjudication of priorities for the use of water thereto-

fore had. Thereafter petitioner filed another petition, all the

facts of which pertaining to petitioner's right had been stated

in the prior petition and in practically the same form, in-

volving the same subject-matter and identical issues and par-

ties, and a decree was prayed allowing a priority dating as

of the commencement of its canal. Held that, though peti-
tioner was given permission to bring a new proceeding to

adjudicate a proper priority for such new application of

water, the decree was res judicata of petitioner's right to

claim its priority as dating from the commencement of its

canal.

Laguna Canal Co. v. Rocky Ford Ditch Co. Supreme
Court of Colorado, 95 Pacific 287.

FENCE MACHINE.

Field-built fence is acknowledged by the best authori-
ties and all those who have given it any thought, to be
far superior to any factory fence ever produced. It
fits the ground exactly, and every wire sustains its

exact share of the tension. The expense of weaving
fence on the posts, with the Perfection Fence Machine,
is very little more than the cost of erecting factory
fence. By the Perfection method, a saving of lOc

per rod can be accomplished, and a better fence pro-
duced.

The method is simple. The lateral wires are

stretched up and fastened at the one end with an auto-
matic ratchet tension. This device automatically allows

the wire to feed out just rapidly enough to allow for

twisting the cables when weaving in the stays. When
the lateral wires are strung, the weaving process is a
matter of turning the crank on the machine and feed-

ing the stays into an automatic picket dropper, with
which every machine is equipped. One man and a boy

Leader Fence Machine Ready for Work.

can easily build 100 rods per day, which is as much
as the average two men will erect of factory fence.

Any weight of wire can be used for the laterals

and stays. The stays can be set any distance apart,
and the lateral wires spaced to suit conditions. If you
have a Perfection Automatic Fence Machine, and a

little smooth wire on hand, a fence adapted to any pur-

pose is a matter of only a few hours.

This money-saving device is manufactured by the

Leader Fence Co., St. Charles, 111. The cost is within

the pocketbook of every one. This company is looking
for some live agents to represent them in new territory.

ROBERT McF. DOBLE
:CIVIL AND IRRIGATION ENGINEER=
Surveys, Plans, Estimates, Exam-
inations, Reports and Supervision

Majestic Building DENVER, COLORADO
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WHAT CONSTITUTES A GOOD IRRIGATOR.

JOHN G. HALL.

With us in Colorado, and I am told the same diffi-

culty arises in other localities, when farming is carried

on by irrigation, the question of getting a good and
efficient man to spread the water is a serious one. A
man possessing the knowledge, in the first place, of how
to run out the ditches in a field of small grain for

instance. Before he can do this he must be a prac-
tical irrigator. He must be able to know from looking
at the land to be irrigated from what quarter or direc-

tion the water will come onto this elevation or that

elevation, and be able to run the ditches in the field

accordingly. His ditches must be run onto the high

places, also hare a fall of at least an inch and one-half

to a hundred feet.

The old saying that water will run up hill in an ir-

rigated country is untrue. Water can be delivered

from one hill to another by means of a dyke, siphon,

pipe or trough, providing the place of delivery is lower,
if higher it requires pressure to deliver it to a higher

point.

Great care must be taken to get the ditches where
all the ground can be covered with water, also not to

plow up any more crops than is absolutely necessary,

keeping, if possible, the ditches along roadsides, fences,

etc.

Now with the ditches properly run on a piece of

ground the next question is to get a sufficient quantity
of water to travel over the land faster than the spot
which is being irrigated will consume it. With the

water turned on it is customary to run it night and day
until the field is irrigated.

In my experience I find the greatest difficulty is in

finding a man that has a disposition to do the required
work. What is the required work? Get up at four

o'clock in the morning, go out and change the water

from the place it has been running all night. Irrigate
the short runs in day time, leaving the long runs for

the night; shoveling out the ditch; shoveling up the

ditch banks; putting in wing ditches to reach a high

spot, or doing whatever necessary to improve the condi-

tion. Stay with the water until nine or ten o'clock at

night, up again at four in the morning. These are the

duties required of a good irrigator. A man of this

type is worth from ten to twenty dollars a month more
than an ordinary man, who is afraid all the time that

he is doing too much for his employer.
The writer of this article has carried his blankets

into the field and partially slept for a short time within

forty rods of his own house so that the water could

be changed every hour during the night in time of

scarcity.
In conclusion I wish to say an irrigator possesing

the knowledge of irrigation and the qualities mentioned
above is a jewel and a blessing to his employer at al-

most any price.

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation Age
I year, and the Primer of Irrigation

LINING OF DITCHES AND RESERVOIRS TO PRE-
VENT SEEPAGE LOSSES.

BY PROF. B. A. ETCHEVERRY, BERKELEY, CAL.

METHOD OF OBSERVATION.

The ditches were filled each morning to a depth
of 2 feet (approximately), the measurements being
taken as soon as filled. Measurements were again
taken late in the afternoon and also the next morning
before refilling the ditches. The instrument used to

take the measurements consisted of a wooden post 2

inches by 3 inches, which was driven firmly in each

ditch at the south end. The top of the post was about

3 feet from the bottom of the ditch. A right-angle
screw hook, with the shorter arm filed to a point, was

screwed into the post. The depth from the bottom

of the ditch to the end of the hook was 2 feet. This

served as a guide in filling the ditch, each ditch being
filled as nearly as possible up to this hook. For an

exact measurement a piece of steel about 5 inches

long, ys inch thick, and % inch wide, was screwed at

the top of the post and at right angles to it. This

piece of steel projected about 2 inches beyond the post
and its upper edge was beveled. This edge was the

index from which the measurements were taken.

(Fig. 14&. ) The measurements being taken with a

plumb-bob attached to a steel tape, the steel tape was

placed next to the index and the plumb-bob lowered

until the point of the bob touched the water. Accurate

measurements could thus be taken to ~y2 of a hundredth
of a foot (.005 foot).

Evaporation. The evaporation was determined by
means of a galvanized iron tank placed at the north end
of the ditches, between ditches No. 6 and No. 7.

Measurements were taken in the morning and in the

afternoon in the same' manner as for the ditches.

From the observations taken beginning with the

23d and extending until the 28th of July, it was found
that the lining of ditches No. 1 and No. 3 were en-

tirely unsatisfactory, as the seepage in them was larger
than in the earth ditches with no lining. It is prob-
able that the water percolated through this lining and
was carried away through gopher and squirrel holes

under the lining. In the earth ditches gopher and

squirrel holes were found, but could be stopped; but

this oil and gravel mixture had sufficient strength not
to break through where the holes were, and they could
not be discovered.

From the observations during these few days it

was found that the seepage in all four earth ditches was
almost identical, so it was decided to sprinkle oil on
two *of these earth ditches, using in both cases less oil

than was used on ditch No. 4.

The gravel-oil mixture was removed from No. 1

and this ditch was used as an earth ditch. Ditch
No. 3 was not changed ; measurements on this ditch

were continued, but it did not improve.
The ditches after July 28 were allowed to dry and

after the changes were made were in the following
order :

New Order of Ditches.

No. 1. Earth (no lining).
No. 2. Heavy oil sprinkled, 2 1-3 gallons per

square yard.
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No. 3

six parts of

No. 4.

square yard.
No. 5.

No. 6.

No. 7.

No. 8.

square yard.
No. 9.

No. 10.

No. 11.

No. 12.

Heavy oil and gravel, one part of oil to

gravel (2y2 inches thick).

Heavy oil sprinkled, 3 2-3 gallons per

Earth (no lining).
Thin oil, 2% gallons per square yard.
Puddled clay, 3% inches thick.

Heavy oil sprinkled, 3 1-3 gallons per

Cement mortar, 1 inch thick.

Cement concrete, 2i/ inches thick.

Earth (no lining).
Cement lime concrete, 2i/2 inches thick.

The table accompanying this report (see page

414) refers to the ditches after they had been changed.
The water was again turned into the ditches on

August 6th, but because of a serious break in the main
canal of the irrigation system, the water could not be

obtained again until August 28th. Observations were

from the lined ditches with the seepage from the earth

ditches, the relation is obtained by making the com-

parison with the nearest earth ditch.

The efficiency of a ditch is the ratio between the

rate of percolation for the earth ditch and the rate

of percolation for the adjacent lined ditch; or, effi-

ciency = rate of percolation for earth ditch over the

rate of percolation for lined ditch. The larger this

ratio the more efficient or water-tight is the lining.

From the mean sinkage or mean percolation of

the several ditches is computed the percentage of saving
due to the lining in each case. This saving indicates

the probable percentage of water saved from the loss

which would take place if the ditch was not lined.

The experimental cost per square foot of the lining is

the actual cost at which the work was done. It does

not include the cost of finishing and preparing the

ditch for the lining. This cost was about 1 cent per

square foot

1. Thole showing Rate of Percolation.

No.
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Lime. Eoach Harbor lime, at $2.50 a barrel in

Modesto.
Broken Stone. Obtained from Folsom, Cal., at

$3.00 a cubic yard in Modesto.

Gravel. Clean river sand, varying from 1-inch

pebbles to coarse sand, obtained from Dry Creek, about

three miles from the site of the experiments, at 10

cents a cubic yard. The charge for hauling to the

site was $1.50 per cub'ic yard.
Puddle. Difficult to obtain. The only clay avail-

able was about three miles from the site, and it had

to be dug with picks. The charge for loading and

hauling was about $1.50 per cubic yard.

Heavy Oil. Natural crude mineral oil (10% to

Iiy2 ) degrees Beaume), from the Sunset District near

Bakersfield, Cal., containing not less than 60 to 80

per cent by weight of "D" grade asphalt. The per-

centage of asphalt is not always dependent on the

specific gravity. With two oils of the same grav-

ity, one may contain 80 per cent of asphalt

and the other none. The oil was obtained at 85 cents

a barrel (42 gallons), delivered on the site.

Light Oil. Natural mineral oil (16 degrees grav-

ity) containing about 35 to 40 per cent of "D" grade

asphaltum. The price was 85 cents a barrel.

Cost of Labor. All labor cost $2.50 for an eight-

hour day; one foreman at $5.00 for an eight-hour day;

and a teamster with team $4.50 per day.

RESULTS OF OBSERVATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS.

A study of the table shows that cement concrete 3

inches thick stopped 86.4 per cent of the seepage which

occurred in an earth ditch excavated in the same ma-

terial. This percentage would probably have been

larger had the earth been more porous; for this would

make the loss in earth ditches greater, while the loss

from the cement concrete ditch would probably not

have been increased. This is true also, but probably
not to the same extent, for the other lined ditches.

However, it is quite safe to believe that in more porous
or open soil the percentage saved by lining would be

greater than shown in the table.

While there is no doubt but that cement concrete

is the most efficient as regards seepage, it is also the

most expensive, being more than six times the cost

of the heavy oil lining (3 2-3 gallons per square yard),
which saves 50.4 per cent of the water which would

seep were the ditch not lined. This saving with the

concrete ditch is 86.6 per cent, or 1% times as large.

Where water is very valuable there is no doubt but that

the concrete ditch is more permanent and economical.

But where the water is not so scarce and a little waste

will do no damage, the expense of lining the ditch

with oil may be justified, while a more expensive lining

would be impracticable.
The question will come up : "Is it economical to

use oil on a ditch to save 50 per cent or less of the

water which is being lost in ditches not lined?" Per-

hays there is a great deal of water, and in many irri-

gated districts the waste of water seeping from the

canals and laterals while large is small compared with

the larger waste due to over-irrigating the fields and to

poor methods of irrigation. These conditions will no

doubt better themselves as California becomes more
settled and the water is more economically used and
more valuable.

THE TEMPLE PUMP.

This is an illustration of the possibilities of the flow

of water that can be obtained from a well in a dry
country. The owner of this irrigation plant is B. M.
Wetzbarger, Brush, Colorado. The engine is a double

cylinder engine and a centrifugal pump manufactured

by the Temple Pump Company of Chicago. This en-

gine and pump are especially adapted to furnish a

steady stream of water under almost any conditions.

The engine is known as the "Master Workman" of the
double cylinder type. It possesses many advantages
over any single cylinder engine. It is more economical

in the use of fuel. It starts quicker and easier than

any single cylinder engine made. Without sacrificing

durability the double piston movement does not re-

quire as heavy fly wheels, moveover, it is so designed
that it does not require a heavy base to lift the wheels
from the floor which greatly reduces the weight making
it less cumbersome to haul from place to place. Its

vibration is far less than any single cylinder, although
it weighs less than half as much as an ordinary single

cylinder outfit. Many engines vibrate so viciously that

half the rated power cannot be used for portable pur-
poses. This engine occupies less space than any horizon-

tal engine and the arrangement of its mechanism enables

it to be controlled from its front contributing greatly
...towards conveniency. All lubrication is by gravity'

which means perfect lubrication, steady running, full

rated power and wider range of speed. Its mechanism
is in full view. Concealed mechanism is the worst kind
of complexity often causing needlessly expensive re-

pairs and making the simple facts of gas engine man-

agement an exasperating mystery. It is, therefore, es-

pecially adapted for beginners. The working parts of

the engine being visible the owner very soon knows
the purpose of each part. It is doubly more reliable

than a single cylinder engine.
The centrifugal pumps made by the Temple Pump

Company of Chicago cost virtually nothing as the

Temple Pump Company guarantees that it requires so

much less power to operate the centrifugal pump. The
table of efficiency issued by its maker is proof of this

claim. The table of capacity which is guaranteed by
the Temple Pump Company is based on the economical

capacity. Any one of these Temple pumps by running

slightly faster or slower than the rated speed, pumps
50 per cent more or 70 per cent less than the rated

quantity and maintains 50 to 70 per cent of the

rated mechanical efficiency according to size. Note the

fact that the Temple Pump Company only use two

stage pumps for lifts 250 to 270 feet, which is entirely

due to the superior construction of these pumps.
The above claims are made by the Temple Pump

Company of Chicago, a firm now in its fifty-fifth

year, which means reliability and conservatism in all

statements made. The IRRIGATION AGE can vouch for

the truth of any statement made by the Temple Pump
Company.

r*

****!'

Send S2.5O for The Irrigation Age
1 year, and the Primer of Irrigation
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Irrigation Pumping Plant Installed by the Temple Pump Co., at Brush, Colo.

The Temple Irrigation Equipments the most
Economicaland Certain Means of Lifting Water

55 YEARS' EXPERIENCE

Write us for Information and Prices State Requirements

The Temple Water Elevators --The Temple Centrifugal Pumps
Manufacturers of all kinds of Hand andlWindmill Pumps

Also Manufacturers Single Cylinder, Double Cylinder and Four Cylinder Gaso-
line or Kerosene Engines

Briefly stated the advantages of our Double Cylinder Engines are as follows:

First They are more economical in the use of fuel. On light loads one cylinder can be used, reserving
both cylinders for heavy joads.

Second Although weighing about one-half the weight of a single cylinder engine of same rated capacity,
vibrations are practically overcome, demonstrating conclusively that in proportion to strain the double cylinder
"Master Workman" is the stronger engine.

Third The heavier weight of a single cylinder engine is due to the fact that it must have heavier fly-

wheels in the horizontal type, and a longer, higher and consequently much heavier base than is required for
the "Master Workman." The heavier the fly-wheels the greater the strain on the crankshaft, so you will reajize
that neither heavier fly-wheels or a heavier base contribute one iota to the strength of a single cylinder engine.

Fourth When vibrations are overcome, as in the "Master Workman," the lighter the engine and the less

cumbersome it is, the greater its sphere of usefulness and the cheaper and more convenient it can be handled.
Fifth Lubrication in our engine is absolutely perfect. There is no forced lubrication, lubrication being

by gravity. Certainty of lubrication is of vital importance in the steady running and operation of a gasoline
engine.

Sixth All mechanism is in full view, which will enable you to thoroughly understand the operation of a

gasoline engine. The worst kind of complexity is concealed mechanism.

THE TEMPLE PUMP CO. Factory

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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THE PNEUMATIC PIPE DREDGE
The Pneumatic Pipe Dredge is a new, inexpensive device for dredging sand, silt, muck and gravel, or any other

material or soil susceptible to rapid disintegration by the action of water under pressure.
Its pipe

From one to four or
even more pipes can be

operated from the same
scow; one pump and air

compressor serving for
all.

or head "jets" itself

deeply into the material to be

handled, breaks it up and forces
it upwards through a discharge
pipe by the use of water and com-
pressed air mixed under high
pressure. It is not a suction or

centrifugal dredge. It is a

hydro-pneumatic ram.

The Bed Rock Pneumatic or Compressed Air-Pipe Dredge.
This shows the pipe lifting the heavy black sand out of one of nature's bed rock riffles. The precious minerals like gold and plati-

num have been trapped in these pockets or riffles for untold ages, but no method to recover these stored up treasures had been devised
before the advent of the pipe dredge. This dredge will enter these pockets and recover the values they contain.

ATTENTION ENGINEERS.
It is not possible to describe this dredge nor tell of its superiority in a few words. However, IF YOU HAVE USE

FOR A DREDGER, it will pay you and save you money to look into the merits of this device. It will also save time. Here
is part of what Mr. M. A. Nurse, for 18 years Chief Engineer of the State of California, says about the Pneumatic Pipe
Dredge.

"Beyond question, the Pneumatic Dredge embraces the cheapest and best application and utilization of mechanical
and natural agencies for excavation and transmission of sand, silt, or any material susceptible of rapid disintegration by
the joint action of air and water under pressure, that I have ever known through an active experience of over thirty years
in river improvement and reclamation. It is simple in principle, cheap in construction, efficient in operation and must on
the score of economy and greater adaptability supersede other methods in the broadest field of river and harbor improve-
ment essential to our State and National development."

HAVE YOU DREDGING TO DO?
If you require a dredge for reclamation work, for levee building, for recovering sand or gravel, for'filling,for channel

or harbor deepening, for mining or for lifting or moving any class of material excepting boulders, DON'T OVERLOOK
THE PNEUMATIC PIPE DREDGE.

CHEAPESTCAND^BEST DREDGER IN THE WORLD.
t )* '"jThe Pneumatic Pipe Dredge can be installed anywhere
within a few weeks for a small fraction of the cost of other dredges
and it requires only one-fifth the labor, one-fifth the power and
one-twentieth the cost of maintenance of any other dredge with
similar capacity. It handles from 40% to 60% solid matter all

the time and dredges handling from 25 cubic yards per hour to

20,000 cubic yards per day can be built and installed for trom

$3,000 to $26,000. There is nothing to get out of order. Any-
one with common sense can run it. It is "fool-proof." Don't

you think

IT IS WORTH WHILE INVESTIGATING.

One of these dredges is operating in the heart of the City
of Sacramento, California, on a contract for the city. Twice in

succession this dredge has been awarded city contracts on com-
petitive bids. Other contractors could not come within a mile
of the price bid for the work. Yet the dredge is making money.
It is practical results like this that talk.

|

For full particulars about the dredge and its installation

on a royalty basis, addressPneumatic Pipe Dredge, Operating by Electricity, with Four
Ten-Inch Discharge Pipes. Capacity over 15,000 Cubic

Yards per day.

HERBERT A. PARKYN, 1611 Marquette Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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POWER IRRIGATION
DID YOU KNOW

THAT WE

MAKE A

SPECIALTY

OF THIS

SUDJECT?

WE HAVE

EQUIPPED A

NUMBER

OF LARGE

PLANTS,

INCLUDING:

A. Water Power 1,000 H. P., 6,000 acres,

Pumping 40 feet high.

C. Steam Power 135 H. P., 805 acres, Pump-
ing 31 and 71 feet high.

B. Water Power 700 H. P., 2,600 acres,

Pumping 95 feet high.

D. Steam Power 115 H. P., 1,000 acres,

Pumping 51 feet high.
E. Steam Power 100 H. P., 1,200 acres, Pumping 45 feet high.

And also scores of plants from 2 H. P. up, operated by steam, gasoline and electricity. You can
add at least $50 an acre to the value of your land by a plant costing a comparatively small sum. This

is a dry year, but the lands irrigated by our plants do not suffer. Let us know your requirements
and we will make an estimate upon a plant for you. SEND FOR CATALOGUE No. 9-A.

THE HENDRIE & BOLTHOFF MFG, & SUPPLY CO,, Denver, Colorado, U, S, A,

J. A. WHITING,
CIVIL AND IRRIGATION ENGINEER

Examinations, Estimates, Reports,

Surveys, Plans and Supervision.

501 First Nat'i Bnk Bid*. Cheyenne, Wyoming

JOHN CLAY, President
IAS. T. CRAIG, Vice-President W. B. PENKOLD. Cashier
A. H. MARBLE, Vice-President D. J. HULL, Ass't Cashier

BUTTE COUNTY BANK
BELLEFOVRCHE. S. D.

Capital and Surplus, $30,OOO
Personal Interview or Correspondence Solicited

BEFORE YOU BUY A LEVEL
Write for descriptive circulars of the

BOSTROM IMPROVED FARM
AND BUILDERS' LEVELS

Practical up-to-date instruments
that anyone can use. Recommend-
ed by professional men of repute
and by the most progressive far-

mers of the country for irrigation,
drainage and building purposes.
Prices : $ I 2.5O and S25.OO

including Telescope, Tripod
and Rod.

BOSTROM-BRADY MFC. CO.
85 W. Alabama St. - - ATLANTA, GA.

Do you ficar iuell ?
Thp ^fhl7 ripptPnnhnflP A Ncw Scieatllic and Practical
IIlU OlUU LllubUUlJiiUIlu Invention for those who are Deaf or

Partially Deaf Nay now be TESTED IN YOUR OWN HONE.

Deaf or partially deaf people may now make a month's
trial of the Stolz Electrophone on payment of a small

deposit. This is unusually important news for the deaf,
for by this plan the final selection of the one completely
satisfactory hearing aid is made easy and inexpensive

for every one.
This new Invention (U.S.Patents NOB

858,986 and 855,458) renders unnecessary
such clumsy, unsightly and frequently
harmful devices as , trumpets, horns,
tubes, ear drums, fana, etc. It is a tiny
electric telephone that fits on the ear

and which, the instant it is applied,

magnifies the sound waves in such
manner aa to cause an astoniskine
increase in the cte<irnes* of all
sounds. It overcomes the buzzing and

roaring ear noises and, also, so con-

stantly and electrically exercises the
vital parts of the ear that, usually the

natural, unatdeShearing itself is grad-
ually restored.

What Two Business Men Say.

STOLZ ELECTROPHONE CO., Chi-

cagoI am pleased to say that the

Electrophone is very satisfactory. Being
small in size and great in hearing qualities makes it preferable to any. I can

recommend it to all persons who have defective hearing. M. W. HOYT.
Wholesale Grocer, Michigan Avenue and River Street, Chicago.

E. H. STOLZ, Mgr. Dear Sir: I got so deaf I could not hear with my
speaking tube and was advised to try the Electrophone. After fifteen years of

deafness, discomfort and worry I now hear perfectly at church and at concert.

W. R.UTLEY, Sales Mgr. S. A. Maxwell & Co. 430-434 Wabash Ave-.Chicago.
Write or call at our Chicago offices for particulars of our personal test on dei-

posit offer and list of prominent endorsers who will answer inquiries. I'hys-

cians cordially invited to investigate. Address or call (call if you can).

Stolz Electrophone Co., 732 Stewart Bid*,, Chicago
Branch Offices: Philadelphia, Pa. Cincinnati, Ohio Seattle, Wash.

Indianapolis, Ind. Des Moiaes, Iowa, Toronto, Canada.

Foreign Office Trafalgar Bldg., London, England.

Afrs.C. Lictecka, 238 12th Ave. t

Mayivood^lil.* wears an Elec-

trophone. Less conspicuous
than eye glasses.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Scraping an Acquaintance With Mars.

It has been urged that conditions on
Mars are too different from those we
know to allow human life though cer-

tain low forms of vegetation might pre-
serve. But why the kind of life, human
and otherwise, fitted to earthly environ-
ment should be the only variety in the

universe is hard to se.

Persistence of the vital principle to

vis most forcibly illustrated here on earth

is amazing. Constant change of form
but continued existence, is the one un-
alterable law, exhibited in jungle and

forest, in garden and park hardly less.

The same ceaseless energy which called

life to expression in the ooze of unre-

tnembered earth ages, life fitted to the

environment then possible, might no
more unbelievably awaken the sleeping
atoms, concealed in the substance of

Mars, to a life different perhaps, but no
less real, forceful, pervasive, than our

own, and best flourishing in just the

conditions there prevailing; if, indeed,

Mars, being farther along in its life-

story than earth, may not have seen the
rise and progress of forms similar to

ours and changing with its conditions
to that which can still persist in its sur-

roundings of today.

Facts can be succinctly stated; many
astronomers, perhaps most, leave them
there. But others think it as much the

duty of science to explan as to observe,
and some of them are coming to indorse
what is now known as the Lowellian hy-
pothesis, that the canals, coming and go-
ing, as they do with the planet's recog-
nized seasons, are simply due to vegeta-
tion, nourished in spring and summer by
an extensive system of irrigation, elabo-
rated to a vast extent, which dwellers
on the earth have but just begun to

imitate.

And if vegetation then animal life?

A riddle which the biologist must guess
not the astronomer. And if animal

life, then surely animals of high intelli-

gence, if we accept the development
theory as a cosmic truth, regnant
throughout the universe. Clearly our
judgment must not be too conserva-
tive.

Shall man, imperfect man alone,
Evolve no type above his own ?

May he not be already existent on our
neighbor planet? From "More Proof of
Life on Mars," by David Todd. in The
Circle for February.

lil >TI*n '<' irrigation or other purposes
If fl I

"

f| can be most cheaply and effect-

ively supplied with our Economy
Centrifugal Pump. The most water with the
least power. Belt from any kind of power or
direct connected to gasoline engine or electric
motor. Write for free book to-day.

THOMAS & SMITH. Inc.

No. 31 South Carpenter
Street. CHICAGO

Reservations, Assuring Richest
Lands in Large

Irrigated Tract
may be arranged before lands are formally
opened. Residence not required.

Richardson Construction Company,
Los Anjfeles, California.

$60GOES LIKE SIXTY
SELLS LIKE SIXTY?

> Foil SIXTY

GILSON
kGASOLENC
tNGINE

a. Cream

GILSON MFG. CO. /

MakeYour Unproductive LandProfitable
there's a running stream or spring on any part of your farm the water can be
delivered Just where ft will do the most good, simply install a

IWIA.GA.RA. HYDRAULIC RAM
and etart it going. lietter titan a gasoline engine <>r windmill. Write for booklet t',

and guaranteed estimate. \Ve furnish Caldwell Tanks and Towers.
NIAGARA HYDRAULIC ENGINE CO.. 140 Nassau St.. New York. Factory: Chester, Pa.

Get This Rife Hydraulic Ram
It there is a stream, spring or pond near by and have running water wherever

you want it.

n.._ . IUUIj>i UfilL llfolon works continuously without at-

PUfflPS Wanr WITH Water, tendon. No expense for power,
nothing to get out of order. Raises water 30 feet for each foot of fall.

For Home, Farm, Irrigation, and all purposes. Over 7,000 in use.

Free Plans and Estimates furnished. Write Today.
RIFE ENGINE CO.. 2166 TRINITY BLDG.. NEW YORK

"No Trusts"
"No Catalogue Houses"

DE LAVAL
CREAM

SEPARATORS

First-Always Best-Cheapest

For Thirty Years

The Worlds Standard
As much better than other separators as

other separators are better than

gravity creamers.

Send for Catalogue of 1908 Latest Improved Machines

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR Co.
42 E. MADISON STREET

Chicago
1213 fc 1215 FILBERT ST.

Philadelphia

San Francisco

General Offices

165-167 BROADWAY

NEW YORK

Montreal
1 4 A. 16 PRINCESS STRE

Winnipeg:
107 FIRST STREET

Portland, Oregon

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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UNION MACHINES
WITH PUQ MILLS COMBINED

FIVE SIZES ALL CAPACITIES

Outfits for Drain Tile, Hollow Ware, Building

and Paving Brick and other Clay Products

If interested write us for particulars and estimates.

E. M. FREESE & CO
GALION, OHIO

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Clay Working

Machinery
"BUILT RIGHT-
RUN RIGHT"

We build an entire line of

Clay Working Machinery for the
manufacture of Clay products by
all processes, including Sand-Line
Brick. Our yard supplies are the
best. Kiln Irons, Cutting Wire
and all supplies. Send for infor-

mation or catalogue.

The American Clay
Mch. Co...Bucyrus, Ohio

Soft Mud Machine*. Hone
and Steam Power

Hone Power Plunger Machine Product* of our Auger Machine*

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Vulcan

Steam Shovels

ONE SEASON'S EARNINGS
It will pay every Farmer who reads this "Ad" to write us especially If interested In Clover or Alfalfa

growing. We can refer you to man who made $3298.00 in Alfalfa last year.
HE WILL TELL YOU HOW IT WAS DONE

We manufacture the machine shown in the cut; Itthreshes, separates, hulls, and cleans ALL the seed
for market. No other machine will do it. You should write us and get our Alfalfa Booklet FREE. It will

give you valuable information. Mention this paper. ^

BIRDSELL MFG. CO., South Bend, Ind., U. S. A.

For Digging Irrigation

Ditches, Canals, etc.

10 Standard Sizes

The Vfllcan Steam Shovel Company
130 Vulcan Place

TOLEDO. OHIO

myi

GROW**

DOL
BOOK FOR

.1 CENT

It tells how the reteran editor
,

of Green's Fruit Grower, who
was first a banker, succeeded In \

r Fruit Growing. It gives in detail. '.

I step by step, his thirty years sue- 1

cess in growing strawberries, rasp-
| berries, blackberries, grapes, ap-

ees,
peaches, pears and cherries.

e tells how to propagate fruit and I

I
shows beginners how to start.

This toookfaFrec
also a copy of Green's Fruit 1

Magazine. Postal brings them. /

Grain's Fruit Grow* Co.,
Box 43,

Rochfitir, 1.1

DOUBLE

,000 Reward
for Its equal. Wind power
doubled. Two 14 ft. wheels
work on same pinionj sec-

ond wheel give*, more pow-
er than first.

A Governor That Govern:
In all winds. Develops 10 fiill

b. p. In 20 mile wind. All

power needed for farm, shop.
Irrigating, et-. A-': about our

self oiling, s::.'o\-~.nrrt, single
wheel pumper also Armorer
Muster. As 1

-, fur book 60
DOUBLE POWER MILL CO.
Applolon, Wl., U.S.A.

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation
Age, one year, and the Primer of
Irrigation, a 260-page finely illus-
trated work for new beginners In
irrigation.

Don't Buy Any Fence at Any Price
until you get my "Leader Fence Book" and learn how to secure the cheap-
est and best all-wire field and yard fence made. Pay no royalty to trusts

or factory combinations. I challenge any and all fence makers to equal
the "Leader Fence" in strength, durability and price.

I make the Leader Fence in the most economically run fence factory in

this country, of the very best galvanized steel wire, and sell it direct to

you at world-beating prices. Or, I will sell you the wire and all materials
at wholesale prices and furnish you the Perfection Fence Machine, with
which you can build the fence right on the posts at home. I m the

All -Round Leader Fence Man. Write today for my FREE fence book.

H. L. FAHRNEY. MANAGED.
LEADER FENCE CO., Dept. 38, ST. CHARLES, ILL.

GREAT AMERICAN
DESERT
DISAPPEARING

THE
great ranges are fast being

taken up by individual settlers,

and thousands of prosperous
farmers are taking the place of the

few cattle kings that were monarchs
of the ranges a score of years ago.

It is the story of the magic touch
of water upon the dry land.

I. H. C. Gasoline Engines in Irriga-

tion Enterprises.
If you have not kept yourself posted

on irrigating matters, you will be

surprised at theimportantpartl. H. C.

gasoline engines are taking in the

reclamation of these waste lands.

Hundreds of settlers and farmers

have no other means of getting water

upon their lands than these engines.
These settlers and farmers are cul-

tivating all sizes of farms, from gar-
den spots ta "forties" and "eighties"
and quarter sections and even larger
tracts. They are among the most

prosperous farmers in the irrigated
WESTERN GENERAL AGENCIES:

sections. They are raising grains,
alfalfa and other grasses vegetables,
fruits, etc.

They find that with an I. H. C.'

engine they can get water in large

quantities upon their land, and that

they can get it dependably and eco-

nomically. They find the I. H. C.
engine method of pumping more direct, more
profitable and more satisfactory than any
other means heretofore employed.

I. H. C. gasoline engines are simple, de-

pendable and powerful. They pump water
economically, and yon will find that they run
with very little attention.

If you have an irrigation problem it will

pay you to Investigate and see what an
I. H. C. gasoline engine will do for you.

Vertical engines in 2 and3-Horse Power.
Horizontal engines (Portable and Station-

ary) in 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15 and 20-Horse Power.
Also, gasoline traction engines, pumping,

sawing and spraying outfits.

Call on the International local agent, or
write the nearest branch house for catalog
and colored hanger.

Denver. Colo.. Portland. Ore.. Salt Lake City. Utah.

Helena, Mont., Spokane. Wash., San Francisco. Cal.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER. COMPANY OF AMER.ICA.CHICAGO. U. S. A.
(Incorporated)

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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NORTH WESTERN CANADA

Over a million acres of
good Grain and Fruit
Land in the Canadian
Northwest for sale at
wholesale or retail. You
can be suited. We can
sell you what you want.

Irrigated or non*irriga*
tion land in Manitoba,
Saskatchewan, Alberta
or British Columbia.
Tracts from 5 acres up
to 10,OOO acres. When
writing us for particu*
lars state as much as

you can about your
plans. Address

CANADA LAND & DEVELOPMENT CO., LTD,

Dept. A, 528 Marquette Bld^., Chicago, U.S. A.

Dept. A, Tiny-Sask., Canada.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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MYERS POWER PUMPS
WITHOUT AN EQUAL ON THE GLOBE

OPERATING

WITH

CAS ENGINE

FIG. 952

MYERS
BULLDOZER.
POWER.
PUMP

5" Cylinder

FIG. 800

HORIZONTAL BULLDOZERS, 3" TO 6" CYLINDERS

MYERS

BACK GEARED

WORKING

HEAD

TAPPED FOR

3" PIPE

5, 7 AND 10"

STROKE

FOR BELT,

WIND OR HAND

POWER

f 7

FIG. 1079

BULLDOZER

WORKING

HEAD

BULLDOZER PUMP
6" BRASS LINED

CYLINDER "5C""rt

COUPLING NUT

liWBM

Write for descriptive Circulars and Prices.
We want you to acknowledge this Ad. so
that we can acquaint you in detail with the

superior features of Myers Power
Pumps. This is the proper season.
The right time to write is right now.

MYERS BULLDOZER

WORKING HEADS

NO. 358

5". 1 1A". 10" STROKE

DISCHARGE 2'
" OR 3"

SUCTION 2" TO 4"

NO. 364

12". 1 6". 20" STROKE

REGULARLY FITTED 4"

DISCHARGE

SUCTION 8" OR LESS

F. E. MYERS & BRO.,
PROPRIETORS OF

IV r> A Y O O O R JK

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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IRRIGATION is more scientifically practiced in Southern California than

in any other part of the world. The Valve System originated in Southern

California. It was perfected by Kellar & Thomason. Write for their

'Brown Book" "Irrigation." Address

IELLAI < THOMASON, Manula, luring Appliincej. P. 0. Box 401. Covini, C.I

Illlllllllllllll II I I I I I I I Illllllllllllll

COLD MEDAL
AT JAMESTOWN

The U. S. Government
paid this Company a big

compliment when it select-

ed the "OTTO" Engine for

use in making the fuel tests

at the Jamestown Exposi-
tion.

The Jury of Awards also

proved its fitness for its

task when it AWARDED the "OTTO" the Gold Medal.

The "OTTO" has won FIRST PRIZE at every large

Exposition held in this country since the Centennial in'76.

THE OTTO GAS ENGINE WORKS
Philadelphia, Pa.

I inini I iniiiiiiliiil

SAMSON TURBINE
When the PUMP cannot be direct connected to the tur-

bine shaft, the power is usually transmitted by gears,

shafting, etc. On account of the HIGH SPEED of the

SAMSON, for a given power, lighter and consequently
CHEAPER transmission machinery can be used.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.
Write Department K-2 for Cat&lotf.

ii ii 1 1 1 ii 1 1 1 1 mi 1 1 1 ii mi 1 1 in 111 1 MM i MM mi 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 mi 1 1 1 1

BUTTE VALLEY,

GAL IFORNIA
LOCATED in the Northern part

of the State, with wonderful
productiveness of soil, this re-

gion Invites the homeseeker to

investigate its advantages.

THE APPLES in this Valley are
among the best on the mar-
ket, owing chiefly to their
large size and delicious flavor.

THE SOIL of Butte Valley is

unexcelled for fruit, vegetables
and grain.

UNION PACIFIC
For nformation about Butte Valley read the
"Wonder of the West," sent free on appli-

E. L. LOMAX. G. P. A.
Omaha. Nab.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.



ALDOCO
STEEL WIND MILLS

$37.40

AND UP

FOR COMPLETE

STEEL MILL

AND

STEEL TOWER

$37 41 buys this complete 8-foot galvanized Aldoco
steel wind mill and 30-foot steel tower. Look at the
construction of this mill. It has a solid tool steel-

tumed wrist pin, connecting with the pump rod, and
a specially designed Rocker Arm Device to allow the

greatest amount of power to be exerted on the upward
stroke. The Aldoco mill can be adjusted to 4& inch,
6 inch or 8 inch stroke. The simple governor ueed on
these mills insures regular speed under all conditions.

The brake attachment locks the wheel when thrown
out of gear. Aldoco mills run smoothly, quietly and

easily and require but the slightest breeze to set them
in motion. Our steel towers are the finest made.
The corner posts are of best quality Angle steel.

Every 10 feet our towers have a diagonal cross girt of

steel connecting with the 4 corner posts, and also

cross braces or rods on each of the 4 sides as shown in

the illustration. Notice also the ladder on our mill.

It is not made by attaching hooks to one of the corner

posts, but is a real ladder which any person may
safely climb.

GUARANTEE
EVERY ALDOCO STEEL WIND MILL AND TOWER

IS WARRANTED AGAINST DETECTIVE MATERIAL
AND WORKMANSHIP. ANY PART OR PARTS THAT
BREAK OR GIVE OUT FROM SUCH CAUSE WITHIN
ONE TEAR PROM DATE OF PURCHASE WILL BE RE-
PLACED BY US FREE OF CHARGE. WE FURTHER
WARRANT OUR ALDOCO MlLLS TO WITHSTAND ALL
STORMS WHICH DO NOT DESTROY WELL CONSTRUCTED
SURROUNDING BUILDINGS, PROVIDED THE MILL IS

PROPERLY ERECTED ON A TOWER OF SUFFICIENT
STRENGTH TO CARRY THE MILL.

No. 13 D I A-7701-11.

Complete 8-foot wheel and 30-foot tower, total weight

940pounds. Price J37

No. 13 D I A-7701-12.

Complete 8-foot wheel with 40-foot tower, total weight

HSOpounds. Price $43. SS

No. 13 D I A-7702-20.

Complete 10-foot wheel with 40-foot tower, total

weight 1260 pounds. Price SSI. OS

No. 13 D I A-7702-21.

Complete 10-foot wheel with 50-foot tower, total

weight 1600 pounds. Price $68.05

ALL SHIPMENTS MADE FROM FACTORT NEAR CHICAGO.

ALBAUGH-DOVER CO.
913-938 Marshall Blvd., Chicago. II

1
.

NEW ALBAUGH-DOVER MODEL 5D-12 SEWING MACHINE

A $60.00

Machine

From

Factory

to Home

for

$17.95

risk whatever. We can make quick shipment.

The most wonderful oiler we or any other hous6

has ever made on a strictly highest grade ball bearing

drop head sewing machine. Do not class this machine
with the ordinary drop head sewing machines which

you can buy anywhere at $25.00 to $35.00. At $35.00
this machine would stand alone as one of the greatest
values ever presented, and now when we cut the price
in two and ask only $17.95 for this beautiful piano-

polished quartered oak case, with carved front and
round corners, and this high arm. automatic head
fitted with best ball bearings and equipped with stitch

regulator, double feed, spring tension, cylinder shuttle

and automatic bobbin winder, also include a full set of

attachments and accessories, ttie offer becomes the

sensation of the season in sewing machine values. You
don't need to take our word for it, but trust to your
own judgment after you have tried the machine in

your own home for 90 days. Order this machine on 90

days, trial; use It alongside of any $60 Agency Machine

made, and if you don't prefer the new Albaugh-Dover
model No. 5D-12 machine, regardless of cost, send it

back and get every cent of your money. You take no
Order today on 90 days trial. PUCE $17.95.

Albaugh-Dover Go,, 905-938 Marshall Blvd., Chicago, III,

^~
OUR

I PATENTED ALUMINUM COR-
RUGATED SKIMMING

MORE MONEY
From Your Cows and

}Much Less Work]
if .^^ In Getting It.

you could ^^Bw
see the Real ^^^ Ifyou could see how to make easily

' DIFFERENCE '"^^^ $10 to $15 more a year on each and
between the ^^^. every cow you keep, and still

NEW BUTTERFLY^isiW d " witn less work for

* the cream you net; Differ-

ence in the quality of cream;
.Difference in the way the machine runs.

Difference in the number of times a
minute you have to turn the crank;

**

n, and

other machine. Every drop of milk tht
the bowl of the Mew Butterfly Cream Separator

1 is actually put through the skimming process
8 time*. This guarantees complete separati

you can't fail tons ALL T&E CREAM. N
fly Cream Separators are sold as they oufht to be. Hot

I aients. but direct from our factory to your farm Frlht
I paid and on 365 dr*' trial. Send today for must' dcatalog.

For average use, we recom- PR I C C
mend No.*X. tapactty 450 delivered t

|

to 100 lb. of milk per hour, yourtown-

takes tO Clean the
Skimming device

fa ft (\1CXM
tj> ** 7

JJfl'

ndrBda oU
t h ,?.. j* aO I n e r
8 & y Ing

*0(Jay~~

ll et the NEW
BUTTERFLY

ALBAUGH-DOVER CO. *

925-938 Marshall Boulevard, CHICAGO.

A Complaint
from one of the largest buggy manufacturers In America.

In a private letter recently addressed to the Albaugh-
Dover Company he makes tni.s complaint, and appeals
us to raise our buggy prices.

"Your prices are too low. We do not believe there
Is any other catalogue in existence (and surely no retail

dealer or agent) selling a buzjry as well made as your
HD-lltt, for Instance, for less than $60.00, while
your price is $50.00."

We call that pretty convincing argument, and one
that should mean more to you If you are ROlng to buy a
buggy, than a 11 the extravagant claims made In the most
beautiful colored catalog ever written. This letter
proves that when It comes to buprgles, we are acknowl-
edged privately by other manufacturer* themselves to
be leaders in price and quality. Why shouldn't we tell

you about It 1 You ought to know it, too.

We Make a Specialty of the Best
Low -Priced Buggies In America
as well as the higher grades. No matter what kind of al
buggy you want to buy, if you haven't got ten our catalog"
ana price list you haven't struck "rock-bottom" In buggy
buying yet. Our rigs are stylish, up-to-date, strong, and built

right from top to tire. Above all, the price in every instance Is as low as the quality of the job and
our small profit will permit. Send today for our catalog and see for yourself why other manu-
facturers are complaining about our low "Factory-to-User" prices. Runabouts $21.80 to $82,00.
Top buggies $28.50 to $110. Surreys $58. SO to $110. We have 38 styles of Top Buggies priced
from $40 to $60. Among these you are sure to Mini just the rig you want at a price much less than
you have expected to pay. Every buggy Is covered by our "Iron-Clad Guarantee." Write for catalog.

ALBAUGH-DOVER CO., 9,5.93^-3^^^0 CHICAGO, ILL.



15he RELIABLE LINE
4

Dempster' Thut's The Name

High Class

Gasoline

Engines

2 to 12

Horse Power

For Gasoline

Kerosene tvnd

Alcohol
T

Four Cycle

Economical

Powerful

Will Run

Anything

Anywhere

Irrigating and Water Works Pumping Plants our Specialty

OUR LINE:
WIND MILLS ALL KINDS OF PUMPS WOOD AND STEEL TANKS

WELL MACHINERY GASOLINE ENGINES CULTIVATORS fr FEED MILLS
GRAIN DRILLS IRON PIPE AND CASING COCKS AND VALVES

WELL POINTS AND STRAINERS FARM AND RANCH WATER. SUPPLIES

BEST TO BUY BEST TO WORK

Look

Carefully

at the Best

Windmill

Head

Ever Made

See that

Extra

Bearing

on the
Wheel Shaft
and the

Center Lift

Crank

Roller Rim
Gears

and other good
things

DEMPSTER MILL MANUFACTURING CO.
FACTORY: BEATRICE. NEBRASKA

Branch Houses : Omaha, Neb. Kansas City. Mo. Sioux Falls. S. D.
Mention Department "A" when you write



TWENTY-THIRD YEHFZ

PUBLISHED IN THE INTEREST OF IRRIGATION FARMERS,DEALERS IN AT4D MANUFACTURERS OF, IRRIGATION AND
GENERAL, fARM MACHINERY.

VOL,, xxiu. CHICAGO. AUGUST, iocs. No. 1O

We Sell or Lease Our Excavators
II

SEND FOR CATALOGUE "8

For digging small drainage laterals a
small light-weight AUSTIN DRAINAGE EYCAVATOR
has been perfected. This new machine resembles
in all respects of principle and method of opera-
tion the Austin Drainage Excavator so favorably
known for main line ditch work. It travels

along the work or. across country by its own
power ;

it digs to templet ; it completes the ditch
in one operation ; it requires no water but boiler
water for its operation. This small machine will

excavate ditches ranging from 3 ft. bottom width
to 20 ft. top width, up to 8 ft. deep, with side

slopes of any angle desired.

Our plans of outright sale, long-time
lease and pay-for-work-done lease, meet
all conditions of drainage work. By our pay-for-
work-done lease the contractor who handles
isolated jobs of drainage work can secure the

plant for his work without tying up capital in

machinery that will lie idle part of the time.

When, on the contrary, a contractor or a land
reclamation company has regular and continual
work in ditching, our long-time lease or outright
sale plan will give the advantage of direct and
continued control of plant that is often desired.

"CM

F. C AUSTIN DRAINAGE EXCAVATOR CO,

Railway Exchange, Chicago, III.

Morris Machine Works
BALDWINSVILLE, N. Y.

Centrifugal Pumping Machinery, designed for

any irrigating proposition. Send details or

specifications of what is wanted and we will

recommend a pumping outfit to supply the need

New York Otflce, 39-41 Cortlindt Street

Houston OHice. Cor. Wood . Willow Sis., Texas

Henion < Hubbell, Agents. 61 N. Jefferson St..

Chicago, 111.

Hrron, Hickard McComb, Agents,
21 Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.



MAKE YOUR LAND FERTILE
If you have a tract of non-producing ground, why not make it pay you.

If you have a well of any description we can help you turn the useless soil into

fertile land that will bring you in profitable returns, many times the sum

expended for the installation of an outfit.

The outfit in the illustration shows one of our serviceable triplex pumps
connected to a horsepower outfit, by which medium many ranchmen, agri-

culturists and fruit men are now securing large crops of grain, grass and
other growths from the irrigated ground.

All the irrigation outfits we manufacture are exceedingly easy in action and
are for operation by horsepower, gas or gasoline engines, belt driven, direct

connected to motor, or ANY available power.

They have capacities of from 3 gallons per minute to 3,000 gallons per
minute, and can be adjusted to suit any conditions.

Our engineering department will give their most careful attention to state-

ments of conditions under which the pumps would have to work, and will

submit expert advice on the matter.

Our Catalogue "G" is devoted exclusively to power pumps and irrigation

outfits, and if interested, we will be pleased to mail a copy on request.

THE DEMING COMPANY, SALEM, OHIO
HEMON & HUBBELI., 61-69 N. Jefferson Street, Chicago, III., General Western Agents.

CRANE CO., Portland, Ore., Spokane, Seattle, Tacoma, Wash., San Francisco, Los Angeles, Cal., Salt Lake City, Utah, Pacific Coast Agents.

J. A. WHITING,
CIVIL AND IRRIGATION ENGINEER

Examinations, Estimates, Reports,
Surveys, Plans and Supervision.

501 First Nat'i Bmk Bidg. Cheyenne, Wyoming

JOHN CLAY, President
JAS. T. CRA'G, Vice-President W. B. PENFOLD. Cashier
A. H. MARBLE, Vice-President D. J. HULL, Ass't Cashier

BUTTE COUNTY BANK
BELLEFOVRCHE, S. D.

Capital and Surplus, $3O,OOO
Personal Interview or Correspondence Solicited

ALL, ABOUT TEXAS
The Texas Really Journal gives reliable information on all pans of

Texas; don't buy farms or make investments until you read it; three

months subscription 25c.

TEXAS REALTY JOURNAL, Houston, Tex.

BEFORE YOU BUY A LEVEL
Write for descriptive circulars of the

BOSTROM IMPROVED FARM
AND BUILDERS' LEVELS

Practical up-to-date instruments
that anyone can use. Recommend-
ed by professional men of repute
and by the moat progressive far-

mers of the country tor irrigation,
drainage and building purposes.
Prices : $ I 6.OO tnd S2B.OO

including Teleacope, Tripod
and Rod.

BOSTROM-BRADY MFC. CO.
55 W. Alabama St. - - ATLANTA, CA.

-USE A-

PRESS CLIPPING
BUREAU

To get AHEAD of your competitors and be FIRST
to find out about and get NEW CUSTOMERS or

about CONTRACTS to be let and where MA-
TERIAL is wanted. To gather the very LATEST
information on any subject of interest to you.
TO WIN your Debate, or enrich your Essay, or

Club paper. OUR drag net, is WORLD WIDE.
You get RESULTS quickly, cheaply.

DO NOT WAIT A MINUTE

but write for information and free booklet showing
how you can MAKE MONEY and SAVE TIME
by patronizing America's greatest newspaper read-

ing organization.

THE CONSOLIDATED PRESS
CLIPPING CO.

1107 North American Building

CHICAGO, U. S. A.
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THE CHANNON SCRAPER EXCAVATOR
OR ROTARY LAND DREDGE

Machine with \'A yard Bucket and 50 ft. Boom Loading Gravel

Machine revolves in a complete circle, digging and discharging material at any point; operates
from the ground level and scraper bucket is pulled toward the machine

; digs deeper, delivers higher
and further than any other; handles material that CAN NOT be plowed by four horses; quickly

erected and transported.

Will easily do the work of 5O horses and 75 men with drag or wheel

scrapers and at less than one quarter the cost. Send for Catalog No. 37
describing

Channon

Centrifugal

Irrigating

Pumps

Latest Designs
All Sizes
Belted or

Direct-Connected
to Gasoline or

Steam Engines
Send for Catalog

and Prices

H.Channon Company.
Chicago

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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'ERIOR

SUPEIIOI DULLS are Used and Appreciated ky Good

farmers the World Over

5BND FOR CATALOGUE NOW
GENERAL AGENTS FOR WESTERN TERRITORY:
Dean & Co., ... Minneapolis, Minn
Kingman & Co., . . - . Peoria, 111

Kingman St. Louis Implement Co., St. Louis, Mo
Klngman-Moore Imp. Co., Kansas City, Mo
Kingman-Moore Imp. Co., - Oklahoma, Okla.

Kingman Implement Co.. - Omaha, Neb,
Parlln & Orendorfl Imp. Co., Portland, Ore
Colorado Moline Plow Co., - Denver, Colo
The T. C. Powers C"., - Helena, Mont
Consolidated Wa(t. & Mach. Co , Salt Lake City
Newell Matthews Cu.,

- Los Angeles, Cal
The H. C. Shaw Co.,

- Stockton, Cal

Eastern Farmers please write direct to the Manufacturers

SUPERIOR DRILL CO.. Springfield. Ohio
Division of the American Seeding Mach. Co.. Inc.

GRAIN DRILLS

% SAVED OF
THE EXPENSE
OF IRRIGATION

Send for our booklet, "COST OF IRRIGATION." It will
save you money in irrigating.

We guarantee 2.Y:. more water with the same power, or the same
amount oi water with 25* less power than other make of pumping
machinery. We have proved this greater efficiency by hundreds of
testa and we are ready to prove it agaio.

Bulletin No. 104 illustrates and describes irrigation machinery

THE AMERICAN WELL WORKS
AURORA. ILLINOIS. I . S. A.

Chicago Office, First National Bank Building.
Morse Bros. Machinery & Supply Co., Denver, Colo.
Zimmerman-Wells Brown Company. Portland, Ore.
Cal. Hydraulic, Engineering & Supply Co., San Francisco, Calif.

Machinery and

Irrigating Supplies
AT

HALF PRICE
GASOLINE ENGINES

50 Gasoline Engines, 2 H. P. to 30 H. P. Some
brand new. Nearly every make. Send for list.

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
10 Centrifugal Pumps, sizes 2 in. to 12 in.

Have been thoroughly overhauled and are as

good as new. We can save you from 40 to

60/o on complete pumping outfits. Write for

estimate.

STANDARD WROUGHT IRON PIPE

with screwed endsCarefully overhauled,
threaded couplings.

1 in., per ft 4c

1J4 in., per ft 5c

\Vt in., per ft

2 in., per ft 9c

and

ZVi in., per ft Uc
3 in., per ft 17c
6 in., per ft 42c
8 in., per ft 75c

Prices on larger sizes on application.
Send for special bargain list No. 803.

WROUGHT IRON LAP-WELDED CASING

Just as good as new. Will stand higher pressure
than standard black pipe and is lighter weight. Just
the thing for irrigating purposes. Special prices on
large quantities.

Price

per foot.

Inside
Diameter.

1J4 inch.

2J< inch.

314 inch.

3J4 inch.

4K inch.
5 4 inch.

6J4 inch.

65^ inch.

8J4 inch.

Outside
Diameter.
2 inch.
3 inch.

ay2 inch.

4 inch.

4J4 inch.

6 inch.

6f$ inch.
7 inch.

8 inch.

Weight
per foot.

2 Ibs.

zy> Ibs.

4^ Ibs.

$y2 Ibs.

Ibs.

Ibs.

13 Ibs.

15 Ibs.

18 Ibs. .

12c
14c

20c
34c
40c
48c
60c

WRITE FOR OUR LOW PRICES ON

Roofing,
Lumber,
Hardware,
Builders' Supplies,
Mill Work,
Water Works Systems,
Furniture,
Carpets,
Rugs,

Linoleum,
Belting,
Electrical Supplies,
Hose,
Tools,
Blacksmith Supplies,
Building Paper,
Plumbing Goods,
Heating Plants.

END FOR OUR BARGAIN CATALOG NO. 803.

This wonderful book is sent free if you mention
this paper. Every shrewd buyer should have a copy.
^(nd us your name and address plainly. Tell us
just what you are in the market for.

Chicago House Wrecking Co.
35th and Iron Streets, CHICAGO, ILL.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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AMERICA\ WIRE ROPE -

is made under the most exacting reqirements for strength, flexibility and durability. No other commercial form of metal

is subjected to such a combination of destructive influences heavy and sharp strains, bending, abrasion and corrosion

and yet is trusted with such a burden of human life as well as goods.

Its integrity begins at our mines, continuing through our blast furnaces, where the different specially selected ores are

amalgamated. It is highly accentuated in our melting processes where the character of the steel is established. Through
our rolling and wire drawing mills its individuality is finally set, when it enters into the finished wire rope and goes to our

department of tests, there to receive the rigid inspection of skilled examiners to be sure that the work is perfect.

Each of these stages represents a distinct science developed by masters, and upon the skill of these masters depends
the worth of the finished rope.

Facilities and organization are therefore of prime importance; and in the manufacture of American wire rope we offer

the product of the greatest mines, steel producing plants and wire mills in the world, all under one ownership and control.

Thus is established and maintained the highest standard of excellence, and the user of American wire rope is assured

of the best that human ingenuity can produce.

Sold direct or through our distributers. Large stocks carried at convenient

points all over the country, ready for quick delivery in either short or long
lengths, on reels or in coils.
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f HOE

^DRILLS
Plain

and

Fertilizer

HOOSIER HOE DRILLS HAVE BEEN STANDARD
FOR MORE THAN 50 YEARS

Made by

DRILLHOOSIER. COMPANY
Division, The American Seeding-Machine Co., Incorporated

RICHMOND. IND., V. S. A.

Supplied

in all

Styles and

Sizes.

Grass Seed

Attachments

May Be

Added

Steel

Irrigation Flumes
AND WATER. TROUGHS

Galvanized steel is rapidly taking the place
of wood for fluming purposes and with The
Maginnis Patent splice fluminp is made easy Any
boy can put the Maginnis Steel Flume together or
take it apart. Steel flumes and troughs "Ship
Knock down" Third Class freight. Let me figure
on your flume. All flumes guaranteed.

Write for Testimonials and Particulars to

P. Maginnis, Mfr.
Kimball, Nebraska

THE MARION
STEAM SHOVEL

COMPANY
MARION, - - OHIO

STEAM SHOVELS, both Traction
and Railroad Trucks, Ballast Un-
loaders, Placer Mining Dredges.

RIVER. HARBOR and DITCHING DREDGERS
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE, INFORMATION, Etc.

G. W. BARNHART
Western Manager

718 MONADNOCK BLOC.,
- SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

BOOKS ON
1

I Irrigation and Drainage

J;
The Irrigation Age has established a book

$ department for the benefit of its readers. Any
of the following named books on Irrigation and

$ Drainage will be forwarded postpaid on receipt I?

fof price : X
V

* Irrigation Institutions, Elwood Mead $1.25

X Irrigation in the United States, F. H. Newell 2.00

Y Irrigation Engineering, Herbert M. Wilson 4.00

Irrigation and Drainage, F. H. King 1.50

4> Irrigation for Farm and Garden, Stewart 1.00

X Irrigating the Farm, Wilcox 2.00

[
Th Primer of Irrigation, cloth, 300 pages 2.00

|I
Practical Farm Drainage, Charles G. Elliott 1.00

X Drainage for Profit and Health, Waring 1.00

Farm Drainage, French 1.00

* Land Drainage, Miles 1.00

X Tile Drainage, Chamberlain 40

Address

THE IRRIGATION AGE CO.

112 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO. ILL.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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THE IRRIGATION AGE
With which is Merged

MODERN IRRIGATION THE DRAINAGE JOURNAL
THE IRRIGATION ERA MID-WEST

ARID AMERICA THE FARM HERALD

IRRIGATION AGE COMPANY,
PUBLISHERS,

'

112 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO

Entered as second-class matter October 3, 1897, at the PostofSce at

Chicago, 111., under Act of March 3, 1870.

D. H. ANDERSON, Editor

ANNOUNCEMENT.
"The Primer of Irrigation" is now ready for delivery. Price,

$2.00. If ordered in connection with subscription, the price is 51 .50.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
To United States Subscribers, Postage Paid f1.00
To Canada and Mexico, 1.50
All Other Foreign Countries 1.50

In forwarding remittances please do not send checks on local banki.
Send either postomce or express money order or Chicago or New York
draft.

Official organ Federation of Tree Growing Clubs of

America.

Official organ of the American Irrigation Federation.
Office of the Secretary, 212 Boyce Building, Chicago.

Interesting to Advertisers.
It may interest advertisers to know that The Irrigation Age is tht

only publication in the world having an actual paid in advance
circulation among individual irrigators and large irrigation corpo-
rations. It is read regularly by all interested in this subject and ha
readers in all parts of the world. The Irrigation Age is 23 years
old and is the pioneer publication of its class in the world.

We . are presenting in this issue chapter

Irrigating three of the Art of Irrigation, by T. S.

Head ^an ^J^e, tne subject being The Irrigat-

ing Head. This will prove very inter-

esting matter for our readers.

We are presenting in this issue a lot of

The Tri-State halftones showing scenes along the North

Canal Platte River; also views of the Tri-State

Canal, and views of homes in that sec-

tion. We are indebted to the Tri-State Land Com-

pany of Scottsbluff for halftones and matter which

later be used in describing this territory.

We are in receipt of a lot of fine photo-

Wenatchee, graphs with descriptive matter concern-

Washington. inS ti16 Wenatchee Canal Company's

project on the Columbia River at

Wenatchee, Washington. Halftones will be made of

these photographs, and we will attempt to present a

description of this project to our readers in our issue

of September.

Our article on the Belle Fourche Irriga-

In Demand, tion Project, which appeared in the July

number of THE AGE, was so well received

by the people of that section that 1,000 extra copies

were called for and distributed inside of ten days after

the paper was off the press. In fact, 2,000 additional

copies could easily have been disposed of had it been

possible to have gotten out that extra number. We
are presenting in this issue matter concerning the

Belle Fourche Irrigation Project from an engineering

standpoint which will prove interesting to all.

The Goshen Hole Irrigation project,

The Goshen which is a part of the North Platte Irri-

Hole Project. gation enterprise, will be treated in an

article in a future issue in connection

with the North Platte article. This consists of the

Goshen Hole canal, which heads in the town of Guern-

sey, Wyoming, on the North Platte River and extends

southeasterly about 140 miles. This canal will cover

more than 200,000 acres of land and will necessitate

the cutting of a tunnel, which will be one of the largest

undertakings, exclusive of the great Pathfinder dam,

on the entire project.

Irrigation

Congress.

We wish to once more call the attention

of our readers to the National Irrigation

Congress, which will be held at Albu-

querque, New Mexico, the last three days

in September and the first two of October. The people

of Albuquerque and New Mexico have prepared an

elaborate program of entertainment and visitors as

well as delegates to the congress will be assured of a

hearty New Mexican welcome, and a good time gen-

erally. September and October are good months to
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visit this delightful territory. Side trips will be made

to various points of interest throughout New Mexico,

and all who attend the congress should make it a

point to visit the old town of Santa Fe, which is rich

in history and quaint sights. Santa Fe is only a short

distance by rail from the main line of the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, and is well worth a visit.

We hope to present a lot of good illustrations of New
Mexico in our September issue.

Our readers will pardon us for so often

Our Growing mentioning the splendid growth of the

Circulation, subscription list of THE IRRIGATION AGE.

We are anxious that they should realize

how well the paper is being received and know that it

is growing stronger every day. We have added to our

list within the last thirty days almost 1,000 new,

yearly paid-in-advance subscribers, and advertisers who
are not patronizing our columns should consider care-

fully this growth. There is no doubt but that every
subscriber whose name is placed on our list is a pos-

sible buyer of machinery and all classes of goods used

by the home builders in the west. This applies par-

ticularly to the manufacturers of general farm ma-

chinery, irrigation devices, gasoline engines and pump-
ing machinery and manufacturers of vehicles of all

kinds. At our present rate of growth our subscrip-
tion list should be increased by the end of the year
at least 10,000 copies over what it was in December,

1907, and when that number of new readers have be-

come acquainted with the paper and the valuable

matter which, is presented to them monthly we have no
doubt but that we can double our list in the year 1909.

THE IRRIGATION AGE is anxious to bring its list up
to a point where it may offer advertisers a paid, yearly-
in-advance subscription list of 50,000 copies, and this

will be brought about, no doubt, within a reasonable

time.

A special representative of THE IRRIGA-
North Platte TION AGE recently visited the North

Irrigation Platte Valley in western Nebraska and

Project.
eastern Wyoming and arranged while

there to have an article prepared, with

suitable illustrations, covering the work of the United
States Reclamation Service on this project which com-

prises all of the work on the North Platte River ex-

tending from the town of North Platte, near the 101st

meridian to a point where that river enters the state

of Wyoming from Colorado at the 107th meridian, a

distance which measured by the river is about 500

miles. The project lies about 100 miles north of

Cheyenne and is reached from the north by the Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy and the Chicago and North-

Western railways and from the south by the Union

Pacific and Colorado Southern railways. It is also

reached by the Burlington railway from the east. In

the easterly portion of the land to be reclaimed by

this system the rainfall is at times sufficient to grow

crops, while in the westerly section extreme arid con-

ditions are found. According to the last census within

the drainage basin of the Platte river is found the

largest area of land irrigable by one stream in the

United States and the value of the improved agricul-

tural land is no doubt as high as that of any other sec-

tion with the possible exception of the highly cultivated

fruit lands in California, Colorado and Washington.

The elevation of the North Platte project varies

from about 3,500 feet to something over 6,000 feet.

That portion lying within the boundaries of the state

of Nebraska being about 4,200 feet, or about 1,000 feet

lower than Denver 'city, while that lying in Wyoming
varies from about 4,000 to 6,000 feet, the greatest ele-

vation being about equal to that of the city of

Cheyenne.

Mr. Shumway of Scotts Bluffs, who will prepare

matter concerning this project for us and secure pho-

tographs to properly illustrate it, has long been a

resident of that section and has given considerable

time and study to the various methods of irrigation in

western Nebraska and eastern Wyoming. Mr. Shum-

way was one of the pioneers in the valley lying south

of the North Platte and is what is known as a "sand

hiller" or "soddy," although it may not be out of place

to state that his home, which is the finest dwelling in

Scotts Bluff, bears no indication of his primitive

struggles or undertaking.

While in the North Platte Valley recently
Reclamation the editor of this journal learned that

Service Secretary of the Interior Garfield and

Meeting.
officials of the Reclamation Service,

Messrs, Newell, Director, and Davis,

Chief Engineer, have been making a general tour of

the west to investigate the various projects now under

construction or nearing completion. The party was

taken care of by the different railway lines over which

it was necessary to travel to reach these projects, and

the Burlington railway acted as host over that portion

of territory covered by their lines in western Nebraska

and eastern Wyoming. Mr. Eustes, Passenger Traffic

Manager of that system, accompanied them on their

trip over all of the projects along or adjacent to the

line's of that railway and it is reasonable to suppose
that much valuable information was secured by the

Secretary and his assistants on this trip. During the

time of their visit to the North Platte project in west-

ern Nebraska a meeting of the engineers in charge of

the various projects throughout the west was held at

the town of Mitchell, which is the headquarters of the
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Eeclamation Service for the North Platte undertaking.

Various subjects of interest were discussed, among
which was the speech of Secretary Garfield to the

members of the North Platte Water Users' Associa-

tion. We are informed that Secretary Garfield spoke

very plainly to the members of this association who

were in attendance at the meeting, and urged them to

work harmoniously together for the good of the project.

It seems that there has been more or less trouble among
the various individuals comprising this organization,

some of whom are desirous of controlling all of its

movements and the antagonism which this inclination

has created has, to a large degree, held up the work

along this canal. Secretary Garfield had been advised

of this condition and improved the opportunity at the

meeting which was held at Mitchell to state a few

facts which will, no doubt, tend to improve conditions

under that project. There has been more or less con-

flict under the North Platte project, owing to the fact

that the Tri-State Land Company, who own large areas

of land which is watered by what is known as the Tri-

State Canal, got in somewhat earlier than the Eecla-

mation Service people and made filings on the water

which will enable them to irrigate some 30,000 acres

of land. The majority of this land is held in fee by

the Tri-State Land Company, which is composed of

some of the leading financial men of the country, and

this company, through its general manager, Mr. Leavitt,

was not inclined to lay down and give the Reclamation

people a free hand in that section.

It is understood now that no effort will be made

by the Reclamation Service to interfere with the rights

of the Tri-State Land Company and the government
ditch will irrigate land lying considerably above that

which is being reclaimed under the Tri-State ditch.

This brings to mind the fact that a more liberal view

is being taken by the Reclamation Service officials in

the matter of private enterprises which have developed

throughout the various sections of the west. Conflict

between the Reclamation Service and some of the larger

private enterprises in Idaho has died out and we are

informed that the service and those at the head of the

private projects will work together harmoniously for

the general good of the various sections under develop-

ment. This is as it should be and it is the hope of all

that no further effort may be made on the part of the

Reclamation Service to interfere with the projects

being developed by private capital. THE IRRIGATION

AGE has always contended that private capital should be

permitted to go on and develop territory wherever

possible and that it was the province and intent of

the reclamation law to work out large projects which

were too extensive to be handled by private individuals

with limited capital.

METHODS WE USE IN IRRIGATING SIDE HILLS.

BY JOHN G. HALL.
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO.

For the inexperienced the side hill is a difficult

thing to contend with. The chief difficulties which

arise are due to the swiftness of the water which causes

the water to pile up in one place and renders the

making of a dam to throw it out on the land a very
hard problem.

In planting a row crop except where there is a

quick fall in one direction the rows are planted

diagonally in order to make the grade less steep for

irrigating. If possible, a grade of an inch and a half

fall to a hundred feet is the best grade for irrigating
the row crop. Arrange at the head ditch to turn out

the water in small streams because the steeper the

pitch to the rows the faster the water will run, so

for this reason the water in each row must be dimin-

ished in order that it may take as long a time as pos-
sible to irrigate to the end of the row. Two reasons

are given this, first, in slow irrigating the dirt is not

washed away from the plant; second, the ground is

soaked well on steep places by the water being held a

long time.

In grain fields the ditches through the field should

be run nearly straight down the hill with just a slight

angle to one side. The reason for this is so that when
the water is dammed up and thrown out it will

run across the land to the other side and at the

same time will be kept within the confines of

the ditch. When the water is turned out for a short

distance the dam should be moved farther down the

ditch and the water again thrown out so it will lap
onto the space irrigated by the previous dam. Continue
in this way irrigating one land at a time until the

whole field is irrigated.
If water is plentiful two lands at a time may be

handled by one irrigator.

THE NORTH PLATTE VALLEY.

We are presenting in this issue a number of illus-

trations showing the fertile North Platte Valley along
that far-famed stream near Scottsbluff, Nebraska.

These illustrations are from photographs taken by the

Tri-State Land Company, located at Scottsbluff.

A representative of IRRIGATION AGE visited this

section recently, and while there arranged for a series

of articles which will appear from time to time in

these columns. In our issue of September we hope
to be able to present an article with illustrations on
the North Platte or Pathfinder project.

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation Age, one year, and

the Primer of Irrigation, a 260-page finely illustrated

work for new beginners in irrigation.
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STANISLAUS COUNTY, CALIFORNIA.

Picture a dreary stretch of grain fields, unrelieved

by trees and with nothing to vary the monotony save an
occasional farmhouse or string of mules whose progress
could be traced by huge clouds of dust. Such was
Stanislaus County, Central California, ten years ago,
when irrigation and the wonders it has wrought were

but a dream.

Nearly twenty years ago a few far-sighted individ-

uals realized that the dusty grain fields might be trans-

formed into a vast garden with the aid of water, and

organized the Modesto Turlock Irrigation districts. A
diverting dam was built on the Tuolumne River ; canals

were dug across the district, and the new era seemed at

hand.

At this point the anti-irrigationists, composed of

the large land owners, content to let well enough alone
and fearing the taxation that would compel them to

open to settlement the large holdings, stepped in and
began litigation, which threatened to postpone, indefi-

nitely, the dawn of the new era of progress and pros-
perity in Stanislaus County. The case was hard fought

however, as the result of the untiring efforts of those

who successfully fought for irrigation in the dark days
of Stanislaus.

In early days one of the banner wheat counties of

California Stanislaus County is now nearly to the top
of the list as a fruit and dairy county and before many
years will lead all others. This wonderful transforma-
tion is due entirely to irrigation, and other communities
in the semi-arid regions of the United States could well
follow the example of "Sunny" Stanislaus.

THE BELLE FOURCHE PROJECT FROM AN EN-
GINEERING STANDPOINT.

The first essential for an irrigation project is a

body of land that requires irrigating, that, is one which

produces no crops or only partial crops, due to lack of

sufficient moisture, land which with the moisture sup-

plied, has the other elements of fertility to such a de-

gree ;Lhat the product therefrom would be bountiful.

The second essential is a supply of water from
which may be procured the required moisture.

The third essential is the engineering feature by

Dam of Modesto Turlock Irrigation District, California.

and after the expenditure of large sums by both sides,

the case was carried through the various state courts to

the United States Supreme Court which decided in

favor of the districts.

The work of completing the system then began
with renewed vigor and four years ago last April the

water was at last turned into the ditches and the day
of the large wheat farmer was gone, and to take his

place came the intensive farmer, the twenty-acre man.
There are still a few of the old-time wheat ranches in

the irrigation districts, but thev are gradually passing

away and in a few years will be but a memory.
During the days of litigation and uncertainty busi-

ness of all kinds was practically at a standstill, land

values dropped to almost nothing and it looked for a

time as if the county would never be able to recover

from the stagnation into which it had fallen. Turlock
was but a village and Modesto a typical, dusty country
town in those days, quite unlike the bustling, modern
little cities of today.

Four or five years ago, the man who predicted that

Stanislaus would in a few years be a fruit and grape
center, with two canneries and need for more, and that

the county would be fourth among the counties of the

state in the value of its dairy products, was laughed at

as a visionary fool. All these things have come to pass,

which this water is controlled and applied to the land as

needed.

Sometimes these may appeal to one in a different

order, as the presence of a large body or stream of water

might cause a search to be made for land to which it

could be applied, or there may be such spectacular
features connected with the engineering works as to

draw undue attention to themselves and to cause one to

overlook the fact that these features are only a means
to an end, that of producing crops.

In the southwest corner of Butte County, western

South Dakota, is a valley of rich soil, some twenty-five
miles long by eight or ten miles wide, containing ap-

proximately 100,000 irrigable acres. This sx>il varies

from a light sandy loam to a heavy loam and rich black

gumbo. It is almost entirely free from alkali, and

through actual workings on settled farms of some 20,-

000 acres is found to be very productive. Especially
is this so of the lower bottoms of the Belle Fourche

River, and along the small creeks which flow into the

river, these localities receiving and retaining the more
moisture. This special productiveness is an indication

of what may be expected of the upper lands when they
are supplied with moisture.

Flowing considerably nearer the southern than the

northern side of this valley is the Belle Fourche River,
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from which the irrigation project is named, and not

from the town of Belle Fourche which is about a mile

above the diversion dam. This river rises in western

Wyoming and is fed by the snows of the Eocky Moun-
tains. Its water shed above the diversion covers some

four thousand three hundred square miles and the flow

is sufficient to water much more land than is available,

if the flow can be stored and none allowed to run to

waste.

Having then the land of excellent quality and a

bountiful source of water supply it remains to design
a system for applying this water to the land. The ob-

vious plan would be to find some place along the river

where the bed is narrow and the bank high, and by

building an impounding dam, construct a reservoir, in

wide on the bottom and carries about 1,600 cubic feet

of water per second. The water is taken from the

reservoir through two openings controlled by steel gates,
called the North and South conduits, which lead into

the North Canal and South Canal respectively. The
former has an initial capacity of about 800 cubic feet

of water per second and will irrigate some 65,000 acres

of land, about the three-fourths of which is public land.

Near the center of this area is located the Government

townsite, which will be laid out and improved according
to best modern practice before settlement is invited.

Tinder the north canal there is being and will be con-

structed in the neighborhood of 150 miles of laterals

and sublaterals.

The main settled portion of the Belle Fourche

No. 1. Scotts Bluff County, Nebraska, exhibit at Nebraska State Fair, 1907.

which the water can be stored and drawn upon as

needed. Unfortunately no such place can be found

where there is sufficient valley above, and a suitable

foundation for a masonry dam which can be used as

a reservoir, a full examination of river having been

made between Belle Fourche and Moorcraft, Wyo.,

-which is at the head waters of this stream. However,

the engineer in charge found that there is an ideal site

for a reservoir on Owl Creek, about thirteen miles

northeast of the town of Belle Fourche.

At this point are found considerable deposits of

very compact clay from which is being constructed the

largest earthen dam without a core wall in the world.

Across the river about a mile below Belle Fourche has

been built a diverting dam of concrete and steel, which

is used to divert the water from the river into the above

mentioned reservoir through the inlet canal. This canal

is approximately six and one-half miles long, forty feet

Valley is on the south side of the river, in the center

of which portion is the town of Vale, in fact, this is

the only town at present under the project, the Govern-

ment townsite being not yet opened for settlement.

Though there has been a postoffice at the site of Vale

for a number of years, it began to grow with the as-

surance of the irrigation project and now has four large

stores, hotels, two livery stables, a bank, newspaper,
real estate and United States commissioner's office.

The south side comprises about 23,000 irrigable

acres, to reach which the south canal crosses the Belle

Fourche River in a steel-reinforced concrete pressure

pipe, five feet inside diameter and some 3,800 feet long.

About nine miles below this pressure pipe the canal

crosses Whitewood Creek in a shorter, similar pipe, but

of larger diameter. Under the south side distributing

system are about sixty miles of laterals and sublaterals.

The south canal also waters about 12,000 acres before

it cropscs the river.
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The Art of Irrigation
THE IRRIGATING HEAD

By T. S. VAN DYKE

Having your ground level enough and levees strong

you turn on the water and are quickly plunged into

despair by the fact that it is not spreading fast enough
to cover the check in half a day. You have merely
made the natural mistake of most beginners in having
the head of water too small, or, what is the same thing,

having the check too large for it. Some turn in too

large a head, wash out the entrance gate with the eddy,
cut a big hole in the ground and wash the silt over the

ground to make it bake worse, break a levee which goes
so quickly that it takes the next check perhaps or a

whole line of them before the water can be shut off.

Too small a head is just as bad in loss of. time and
waste of water also, for if it takes too long to 'cover

the part of the check that first receives it more water
soaks in there than it needs, while the rest does not

To measure this accurately enough when running
requires a weir which you will find so well described in

other books on irrigation or hydraulics that I shall

pass it by for want of space, it being only one of the

instruments of irrigation and one that you may not
have to use at all. This weir is essential for large

quantities of water, but for small ones is generally a

nuisance. The miners in early days of California

adopted a pressure measurement which for small quan-
tities is accurate enough and is often used to measure
as high as two second feet or over. Thus, if a hole an
inch square be made in the side of a box and the water
inside be kept at a level of four inches above the center

of the hole the discharge will be practically one-fiftieth

of a second foot. This will be about nine gallons a

minute, about thirteen thousand in twenty-four hours,
will just fill a 12-foot cube in twenty-four hours which
makes 1,728 cubic feet a day.

This is the common measurement for small quan-
tities in California, Arizona and some other states, but
in others it is under a pressure of six inches or even
seven. In all cases it is called the miner's inch. But
you know not what it is until the pressure is given.
It is used with a hole one, two or three inches high,

Hot Outlet of the waste way of the Tri-State Canal. The floor of this part of the waste way is four feet below the bottom of

the canal. When water is turned from the canal into the river all silt is carried away, thus preventing the wash filling the canal.

get enough. This slow feeding is a constant source of

annoyance and loss and to avoid it properly you must

understand the measurement of water, a subject puz-

zling to some, but simple enough to one who will take

a little time to study it.

The standard measure in the United States is a

cubic foot a second, or "second foot," as it is more

commonly called. If you had an aqueduct one foot

deep and one foot wide inside with the water moving
at an average velocity of one foot a second this would

give you a second foot. But the surface velocity is

not the average velocity, because of the friction. For
the smoothest flume the surface velocity in the center

should be 25 to 35 per cent more than one foot a second

and for rough ones often twice that. By dropping a

handful of oat meal into a flume carrying water you
will see the whole thing as some of the particles float

and others sink slowly to the bottom. Even a flume of

glass will show eddies all through it in this way and

every one of them means some loss of velocity.
But you don't have to be accurate about this. You

need only remember that a second foot is seven and a

half gallons a second, or a kerosene can, once and a
half full, and that it will equal an inch of rain an
hour on one acre or two feet a day.

and many inches long with the pressure kept even on

the center, the discharge being regulated by a slide

running in from one end. The difference in pressures
makes great confusion and this is not the best measure-

ment, though you should know what it it. The four-

inch pressure has the advantage of being one about

fiftieth of a second foot, which equals half an inch

(rain measure), in twenty-four hours on one acre.

The acre foot is a more satisfactory expression for

the quality of water used in irrigation, being the amount

necessary to cover an acre a foot deep. An acre inch

is also used the same way though a rain inch or a rain

foot is simpler as every one understands rain measure.

For this reason I shall use the rain inch in this book

wherever possible.
Nbw if you could just lay down a blanket of water

an inch thick on an acre perfectly flat with levees

around it to keep it from running off before it could

soak in you might be happy, for a while at least. But
this is exactly what you cannot do. If the soil is as

porous as it should be for good results it will be quite
sure to cut badly if you rush in water enough to cover a

check in a few minutes. And even then you are likely

to get into the ground an inch and a quarter or more
on the side near point of delivery to three-fourths of
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an inch (rain measure, remember), or less on the side

opposite place of delivery. You may think you can fix

this by having the bottom of the check on a slope with

water delivered at the highest edge so that it will run

over quickly. The theory of the novice is that while it

is running over the high ground it will be soaking in

while the water that collects on the lower ground will

compensate in the time it stands and soaks in for the

greater length of time that it was running over and

soaking into the higher ground. This would be very
fine if the soil were all of uniform texture, perfectly

graded and perfectly bare, the first two being conditions

you are not apt to get. But when it is covered with

vegetation you can be certain that uneven wetting will

result. And this cannot be prevented by any number
of delivery gates at the upper side. Good gates cost

money and labor and one to a check is generally all you
can afford, for it is enough if other conditions are right.
And the first of these conditions is a head of water pro-

portionate to the size of the check.

Mark now the distinction between the quantity of

water you have, measured as a running stream, and the

A private reservoir to do this would cost too much in

most cases, but every well managed ditch is practically
such a reservoir. Instead of each consumer taking
water continuously he takes a larger amount at inter-

vals of many days. This enables every consumer to get
the amount he wants with almost a certainty, provided
he puts in his order to the ditch-tender or secretary
long enough ahead to allow him to arrange matters so

that he does not interfere with other consumers. The
amount thus taken is called "an irrigating head," while
the amount for the year which it equals in continuous
flow is called the "water right." Using a big "head"
once in a while, instead of a continuous flow, makes
lively work for a short time and puts the water into
the soil with the smallest amount of waste from con-
tinued soaking after it has enough. The constant flow

keeps work going all the time to irrigate a much smaller
area. Consequently, the larger the head the more work
it will do provided it does not cut out gates or levees
or wash 'too much mud and silt where it is not wanted
or interfere with proper clearance of the checks after

enough water has soaked in.

Headgate Tri-State Canal, near Scottsbluff, Nebraska.

amount you can have available for use at a given time,
for there is nothing more important. Suppose your
water right is a second foot to 160 acres, a usual al-

lowance for common farming in many sections. This

is on the assumption of a continuous flow of that

amount, and if from a private artesian well, small

running stream or pumping plant, it will probably be

such a flow. But a continuous flow is the last thing

you want for that amount of land. What you need will

be the equivalent of such a continuous flow instead of

the actual flow. A second foot running all the tune
would be such a slow feed into checks of reasonable

size that half or two-thirds of the water might be wasted

by too much soaking into the upper part of the checks

before reaching the lower parts. It would also take much
more time and labor to watch it and change from check
to check than if you had, say, ten times that amount

running for one-tenth of the time. In fact, for some
results a second foot every day for 365 days may not

be as good as 365 second feet for one day.

Therefore, you need some kind of a reservoir to

accumulate the flow five, ten, twenty or forty days or

more, according to your climate, soil and crop and give

you the whole accumulation in a much shorter time.

This result cannot always be reached by making
the checks small enough. You may find every gate
needs a cross gate in the ditch which will increase the

cost. You may have to drive haying machinery over the

levees and must not have them too numerous. There
is a temptation to make them flimsy to save the in-

creased cost of so many more and if well made there is

so much more room for gophers and such things to

climb up in to escape drowning.
On the other hand, the larger the checks the more

difficult it is to adapt the size of the head so as to

prevent waste of water from too much soaking on the

entrance side more -dangerous from waves washing out

a levee when full of water, more damage if it does

break, and more difficulty in having quick clearance of

the water where soil or climate makes it necessary.
Near Lerdo, Mexico, in 1884, I saw a check of

about one thousand acres, all in corn. It was an old

lake bed apparently dead level and took about all the

flow of the Nases Kiver over a day to fill it. The corn
was very fine, but I think it was due to excessive rich-

ness of the soil rather than good irrigation. I could
see no reason for making so large a check except the

saving of labor in the first instance to pay for it later
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on several times over in water and work. Later on I

saw near Jimenez, Mexico, on about the same soil and

with same climate some five thousand acres in checks

about twenty feet square. It was all in wheat about

three inches high and looking as well as winter wheat

ever looks. The head available was small and probably
was not used over twice during the whole winter and

spring. Between these two extremes a great variety of

sizes from 200 acres down to half or quarter of an

acre are in use in California and other states, but

the tendency is toward smaller ones.

The large ones are of all shapes according to the

contour of the land for it would not pay to grade them

flat or make them square. Perfect levels are run for

the lower levee which makes many checks vary from

a sharp crescent to a half moon. In some the water

will be a foot deep at the lower side and about an inch

or so at the upper side. Few have the water less than

six inches deep at the lower levee. It is plain that if

the crop is good enough on the upper part where the

buildings, corrals, haystacks, etc., but force the water
to run as you want it instead of laying out the land to

accommodate the water. This again is a question of

the value of your crop, but be careful how you decide
that it is too expensive. I find one-third of an acre

about the best size for checks because water is more
valuable for new land than to throw away on the old.

I make them flat, although the slope of the land is only
three inches in a hundred feet. As these checks are

about one hundred and twenty feet square the difference

between the upper and lower side is less than four
inches. But that wastes too much water on the lower
side and where it is necessary to leach out alkali there
is not pressure enough on the upper side to get quick
and uniform results. I make them level even for

alfalfa and if I can get it in early enough in the fall

the next year's crop, with oats for hay the first winter,

repays the entire cost of the finest work. After that
there is a constant saving of considerable labor in

waiting and watching the filling besides the saving of

No. *. Cedar Canyon, one of the many beautiful spots easily accessible from towns in the North Platte Valley.

water is shallow that the lower half had at least twice

as much as was needed. This enormous waste is allowed

because water is so plenty that it is cheaper than labor

and so no grading or very little is done. But I have

seen alfalfa fields where the scalding of the crop at the

lower side on a hot day caused by the water standing too

long would offset the cost of grading in three or four

years beside saving half the water.

In such cases the ditches also follow the contour

of the land. This means ditches cheaper by the foot,

but also longer, with more loss of water from seepage
and more expense of cleaning. But it also means much
less expense at first and, as there is so much expense
in irrigation that you cannot avoid, it is justifiable in

most cases. I wish only to show that they are not good
models except in the line of economy at the outset.

It is a question of finance rather than of irrigation.

If you have your own teams and feed and can do your
own work it will probably pay you to make small

checks and grade them perfectly flat on the bottom and
also square and make the ditches straight and parallel.

If knolls of any size are too high save them dry for

one-half of the water. If the head should be short in

quantity or time of running you can cover the whole
when flat, where it would leave a big dry strip on the

upper side and one below it only half wet if it were not

level.

THE BOSTROM BRADY LEVEL.

We are reproducing herewith copy of a letter con-

cerning the well-known Bostrom Brady improved levels.

This firm has been very successful in the sale of its

levels throughout the entire irrigated district.

Caldwell, Idaho, April 18, 190S.

Bostrom Brady Mnfg. Co.,

Atlanta, Ga.
GENTLEMEN :

Yours of the 14th inst. received today. Your reply is

very gratifying and I will send you another order soon for
several Bostrom Improved Levels as I know what your levels
are and have found the manufacturers of them to be very sat-

isfactory people to deal with.

Yours very truly,
L. D. COWAN,
Caldwell, Idaho.
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Supreme Court Decisions

Irrigation Cases

RIGHTS OF APPROPRIATORS.

An appropriates from a stream flowing through his prem-
ises has not the right to the use of a surplus for irrigation as

against subsequent claimants. Williams v. Altnoiv. Supreme
Court of Oregon. 95 Pacific 200.

DESERT ENTRY SEPARATE CONVEYANCE OF WATER.

Water applied to a desert entry for the purpose of re-

claiming the same does not become inseparable therefrom,
and may be conveyed separate and apart from a conveyance
of the land. Village of Hailey v. Riley. Supreme Court of
Idaho. 95 Pacific 686.

CHANGE OF POINT OF DIVERSION.

A prior appropriator of water for a beneficial use from
a stream or other natural source of supply may change the

point of diversion or the place of use so long as if does not

wont to flow. Williams v. Altnow. Supreme Court of Ore-
gon. 95 Pacific 200.

APPROPRIATOR'S RIGHT TO CURRENT.
An appropriator of a certain quantity of water from a

stream does not acquire as an appurtenant to his water loca-
tion the right to the current of the stream as a means of
operating devices used by him to divert the fater f,rom the

stream, nor is such current subject to appropriation as a water
right under the Constitution and laws of Idaho. Schodde v.

Twin Falls Land and Water Co. Circuit Court of Appeals,
Ninth Circuit. 161 Federal 43.

APPROPRIATION APPLICATION TO BENEFICIAL USE.

Filing requisite plats and notices of a water appropriation
with the clerk and recorder, the commencement and con-
struction of a canal with due diligence, and the actual diver-
sion of water from a natural stream, unless accompanied by
a beneficial use of the water, constitutes merely an inchoate

right or interest therein, which is insufficient to bar junior
claimants if their beneficial use of the water antedates that
of the prior appropriator. Conley v. Dyer. Supreme Court of
Colorado. 95 Pacific 304.

AGREEMENT AS TO DIVERSION.

Where prior and subsequent locators of the waters of a
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No 5. View of an eighty-acre oat field, Scottsbluff County, Nebraska.

prejudice the rights of subsequent claimants. Williams v.

Altnow. Supreme Court of Oregon. 95 Pacific 200.

RIPARIAN OWNERSHIP.

There is no such thing as prior riparian ownership so far

as distribution of water for irrigation purposes between ripar-
ian owners is concerned ; the rights of a riparian owner to the
waters being a variable one, depending on use by other pro-
prietors. Hough v. Porter. Supreme Court of Oregon. 95
Pacific 732.

WHAT CONSTITUTES AN APPROPRIATION OF WATER.

To constitute an appropriation of water there must not

only be a diversion from the stream and a carrying of it to

the place of use, but it must be beneficially applied, and the

measure of appropriation does not depend alone upon the

amount diverted and carried, but the amount which is applied
to a beneficial use must also be considered. Woods v. Sar-

geant. Supreme Court of Colorado. 95 Pacific 932.

PRIOR APPROPRIATOR MUST PERMIT WATER TO FLOW.

After the needs of a prior appropriator of water for bene-
ficial use as measured by his original appropriation have been

supplied, or when the water is not actually required or used

by him, it is at the disposal of other and subsequent appro-
priators according to their respective rights, and the prior

appropriator must permit it to flow down to them as it is

stream have misunderstandings and differences with refer-

ence to the right to divert the waters of a stream and convey
them to distant points for use, and they reach ah agreement
and understanding whereby each shall be permitted to con-
struct his diverting works and ditches, and in reliance thereon

they do construct such works and expend money thereon,
each will thereafter be estopped from denying the right of
the other to divert and use the waters in accordance with
such agreement or understanding. Saunders v. Robison. Su-

preme Court of Idaho. 95 Pacific 1057.

DUTY OF WATER COMMISSIONER.

Where the right of a reservoir company to a proportion
of the priorities belonging to a ditch company depended on
the ownership of the stock of the ditch company, the water

commissioner, in denying this ownership, based his action on
a legal ground, and by refusing to turn water into the canal
of the ditch company for the use of the irrigation company,
which, as he claimed was not entitled thereto, merely dis-

charged the duties imposed on him by law, and in so doing
committed no tort. Cache la Poudre Irrigating Ditch Co. v.

Hawley, Water Comr. Supreme Court of Colorado. 95

Pacific 317.

ACTION TO ESTABLISH WATERCOURSE.

Where defendant ditch company's ditch headed on a main
stream several miles below the junction of a tributary on
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which plaintiff's ditch headed, and plaintiff, a junior appro-
priator, sought to appropriate water from the 'tributary
stream at a distance from its mouth, claiming that the water
in the tributary stream, if suffered to flow, would not reach
defendant's headgate on the main stream, and hence its diver-

sion would not injure defendant, the burden was on plaintiff
to show such facts, as it is presumed that the waters of a

tributary stream less the evaporation, if not interfered with,
will reach the main stream either by surface or subterranean
flow. Pctterson v. Payne, Water Commissioner. Supreme
Court of Colorado. 95 Pacific 301.

No RIGHT OF ACTION FOR DESTRUCTION OF STREAM CURRENT.

The right to appropriate water from a stream is not an
unrestricted right, but must be exercised with regard to the

rights of the public and other appropriators, and a single

appropriator who has adopted as a means of raising water
to his land water wheels operated by the current of the stream
has no right of action because of the construction of a dam
below him designed for the irrigation of a large area of land,

the property of many owners, which destroys the current of

the stream at the place of his location, and makes it neces-

sary for him to adopt some other means of diverting the water
off his land. Schodde v. Twin Falls Land and Water Co.
Circuit Court of Appeals. 161 Federal 43.

WESTERN SETTLERS FACING TROUBLE.

(FROM THE ST. LOUIS GLOBE-DEMOCRAT.)

In the West they are very much stirred up over

the proposition to take from the unreserved, unap-

propriated public domain reserved for settlers a vast

area of 300,000,000 acres and place it in the Forest

Service and lease it out for fencing and grazing for the

big cattle barons and others whose interests are being
crowded by encroachments of the homesteaders.

This would shut out settlers from a pretty big strip

of country well, equivalent to an area 200 miles wide

and over 2,000 miles long. This land is not included in

the lands concerned in the regulation of streams or con-

servation of timber supply. This vast area has never

been included in the Forest Reserves; it is part of the

public domain awaiting settlement.

The agricultural lands of the public domain belong
not to the people of the West alone; they belong to the

No. 6. Views showing construction of Tri-State Canal.

PRIOR APPROPRIATION.

A grantor in 1890 diverted and applied to the irrigation
of land adjacent thereto all the waters of a creek and con-

tinued to use the same until January 1, 1891, when his grantee
moved upon the land and used the water thereafter. A
second proprietor diverted the water of the same creek in

1893, and used the same until 1897, though admitting that at

all times there was not enough water to supply the grantee's
land. Held, that the grantee, being the prior appropriator,
had a right to the use of all the water necessary to the irriga-

tion of his land, and that the second appropriator had only
the right to use the excess of water for irrigating his land.

Wellington v. Beck. Supreme Court of Colorado, 95

Pacific 297.
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citizens of every state in the Union. Anybody may go
out there, take up a homestead of 160 acres, and make
a home in the manner the law specifies.

The act of June 4, 1897, which set aside timbered

areas and mountain watersheds for Forest Reserves

specifically and distinctly forbade the including of lands

good only for other purposes. The idea was that the

interest of the settlers should have first consideration.

Land unavailable for timber protection or reforestration

or for conserving the flow of streams was to be kept

open for farms and homes and communities.

Under the proposed "leasing policy" any big cattle

magnate may lease and fence up for ten years as much
as 10,000 acres ; his friends may lease next door to him

10,000 more, and another friend the next, and so on.

It is not likely that any settler would care to

undertake the responsibility of taking a family upon a

homestead within such inclosure; hi life would be a

sultry one at best.

But the settler is not likely to have this opportu-

nity, for if the leasehold has had one penny over $100

spent on it by the cattle owner (which amount is easily
covered by the fence), the lessee has a right to debar

the settler from entering.
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CORRESPONDENCE

The following letter was recently received from a

Montana subscriber and a copy of same was referred to

Messrs Clarence T. Johnson, State Engineer of Wyo-
ming, and James Stephenson, Jr., State Engineer of

Idaho. The letter from our subscriber as well as the

replies of Messrs. Johnson and Stephenson are re-

produced herewith :

THE IRRIGATION AGE,
Chicago, 111.

GENTLEMEN :

In a recent issue of the AGE you requested that questions
on irrigation law be sent you. There is a matter about which
I woujd like some information and if it comes under the head
to which you refer would be pleased to have a reply to same
through the columns of your paper. The matter is as fol-

lows:
I own land under a ditch built by a private concern,

the dimension of irrigation canals built under the provisions
of the Carey Act has been received.

I am satisfied that your correspondent misunderstands con-
ditions. Wherever it can be shown that a canal is not large
enough to deliver the water needed for the land, it will be
made large enough before the canal system is turned over to
the settlers. But one Carey Act Canal has been accepted
by the state and turned over to the settlers, and I know of
no instance, in fact, can conceive of no occasion for accepting
.a canal in sections.

The question of the discharge of a canal can be so easily
determined that it is rather a ridiculous thing to comment
adversely or favorably regarding the same unless one has
some technical information as a basis for statements made. If

your correspondent had said that from the measurements made
it would seem that the canal is not large enough, his letter

would indicate that he was seeking the truth. The fact as
to whether the canal is or is not large enough is a matter to

be determined by actual measurements. I do not care ho*
competent a judge a man may be, his estimates are worth
but little until he knows something about the actual dis-

charge measurements of the canal in question. It is the busi-

ness of the state to see to it that the canals are built of ample
size. As a matter of ordinary business judgment all settlers

should satisfy themselves that this work has been accom-
plished. If any settler has a doubt as to the measurements and
computations made by the state he should hire some person,

No. 7. Building the Waste-Gates, Tri-State Canal, Nebraska.

under the provisions of the Carey Act. The ditch was built

in three divisions. The first and second, I understand, has
been approved and accepted by State Engineer. The third is

to be completed by January 1, 1909. Notwithstanding the re-

port of State Engineer it is the opinion of competent judges
that the ditch is not nearly large enough to water land it

covers. When all is under cultivation, and it is stated that

when the ditch is all completed and approved by the state

there could be no recourse on the Ditch Company. What I

would like to know is if it can be shown that the ditch is not

large enough to carry water to the amount their contracts
call for for all the land the ditch covers, can they be com-
pelled to increase it to such capacity before the state accepts

it, and before they turn it over to the land owners. Also, how
would we go about to secure such information and compel
them to furnish the work as per contract?

If you can give the desired information it will be appre-
ciated.

, Mont., July 7, 1908.

REPLY OF CLARENCE T. JOHNSON, STATE ENGINEER OF WYOMING.

Cheyenne, Wyo., July 18, 1908.

THE IRRIGATION AGE,
Chicago.

DEAR SIR :

Your letter of July 16th, enclosing an inquiry regarding

competent to make measurements, to check those made by the

State Engineer.
Sincerely yours,

CLARENCE T. JOHNSON,
State Engineer.

REPLY OF JAMES STEPHENSON, JR., STATE ENGINEER OF IDAHO.

THE IRRIGATION AGE, Boise, Idaho, July 23, 1908.

Chicago, 111.

SIR:

Replying to yours of the 16th inst., would say that the ac-

ceptance of this portion of diversion works under the Carey
Act project, does not constitute an acceptance of the whole,
and that before the works are finally accepted and turned over

to the settlers the State Land Board requires the company to

prove, unconditionally, that the works are completed in ac-

cordance with the company's contract with the state.

In other words, that State Land Board fully protects the

rights of the entrymen.
Very truly yours,

JAMES STEPHENSON, JR.,

State Engineer.

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation Atfe

1 ye&r. and the Primer of Irrigation
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POPULARISING IRRIGATION.

Importing American Farmers.

MR. SWINBURNE'S IDEA.

"What is wanted," says the Minister of Agricul-
ture (Mr. Swinburne), "in order to popularize the sys-
tem of irrigation in Victoria is an infusion of 'new-

blood' from the countries where irrigation has been

practiced on a large scale for many years past, and
where the application of water to the soil has been fol-

lowed by whole districts and provinces in connection

ing our irrigation expert, Mr. Mead, from America, to

teach the practice of cultivation with the aid of water,
we should make an endeavor to secure the introduction
of practical irrigation farmers from the Western States
of America and Europe, not as official teachers to our

farmers, but as actual operators as farmers them-
selves through whose example, in such districts as they
may settle in, neighboring farmers will be able to learn,

slowly perhaps, but none the less surely, what Victorian
soil in certain localities can produce when treated as
the soil is treated in other parts of the world. By
securing a leaven, so to speak, of irrigation farmer's

throughout many of our agricultural districts we shall
in the long run be able to 'leaven the whole,' and con-

vert, in this practical way, the several districts into

genuine irrigation settlements, which few of them are
at present.

"The question is," Mr. Swinburne continued, "how

^7::y^>/'^^
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with many classes of agricultural enterprise. Experi-

mental demonstrations of the value of irrigation are

useful, and so are lessons and lectures on the subject

of how and when to irrigate; but nothing is equal to

the teachings of actual experience.

"My investigations into the general question of ir-

rigation in other parts of the world, and my study of

the matter in connection with trials made by my de-

partment more especially in connection with the cur-

rent series of lucerne-growing tests, made under the

direction of Mr. Mead have convinced me that de-

velopments in irrigation must be made here as a sine

qua non to our agricultural success. One reason irriga-

tion has not made greater headway in Australia is that

agriculture has, so far, been conducted on British lines.

We are an essentially British community, and we have

introduced to this country the agricultural system of

the land our people came from. Irrigation is not prac-
tised in Britain, hence our people in the earlier days of

settlement here knew nothing about the art; and, hav-

ing followed the dry system for so many years, it i?

hard for the great majority, even in the irrigation dis-

tricts, to get otit of the old groove.

"My idea, therefore, is that, in addition to engag-

THE AUSTIN IB

can this leaven be best secured ? I have conversed with

Mr. Mead on the subject of the liklihood of inducing
farmers from America to come to Victoria, and he has

told me that there are hundreds of farmers over there

who would readily throw in their lot with us if they
but knew that the land here was as well adapted as it

is to the practice of irrigation ; for, as a matter of fact,

it is much more productive in many parts than the soil

of a large number of prosperous irrigation districts in
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America. In a short time I hope to be able to advertise

widely the irrigation possibilities of the state, as there

will be a large number of holdings in the projected ir-

rigation districts available. But what I would like best

of all would be to encourage representative farmers and

irrigators from these countries to visit Victoria. I

would gladly put every facility in their way, and be-

lieve it would pay the Government and be in the inter-

ests of the fanners of the. state to even pay the expenses
of two or three representative men. Three farmers of

standing and experience in America, for instance, could,

if they came to Victoria, visit all the principal farming
districts of the state, and, if the time of the year were

suitable, attend the Eoyal and other agricultural shows
Ballarat and Bendigo, and like events in the Goul-

burn Valley, Western district, Gippsland and elsewhere.

Such a tour by the class of men I have in my mind's

eye would be a most valuable one from the point of view

f?

judge of the capabilities of the soil, and at the shows

they would see the class of produce our land produces.
The goods on view 'in our show windows' at the Royal
and other shows could not fail to impress them, and,

being impressed, they would be moved to speak on their

return home with more enthusiasm than they would if

they came here at an 'off period of the year and were
able to see the land only, without having an opportu-
nity to examine the results capable of being derived

from it."

[The above is reproduced from the Argu-s, Mel-

bourne, Australia.]

THE RUSTIN IRRIGATION CHNflL CXCRVHTOf?
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we are discussing, for in the course of, say, two months

of travel through such parts of the state as are adapted
to irrigation, together with their visits to the various

shows, they would learn much, and be in a position to

take back to their own country sufficient information to

be able to speak informatively to their friends as to the

advantages Victoria offers to the farmers who are versed

in the arts of irrigation and crop-growing under that

system. In their country tours they would be able to

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation Age, one

the Primer of Irrigation, a 260-page finely i

work for new beginners in irrigation.

year, and

llustrated
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Reclamation Service
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Hayes Bros. & Co., who immediately commenced work on
the North Canal and the big earth dam. They have put in

a large force of men and will build a railroad to the gravel
pit. It is expected that the gap at Owl Creek will be closed

speedily and that the dam will be completed in 1910.

Two hundred and sixty-four linear feet of tunnel were
excavated during the month, making a total of 1,075 feet out
of the 1,300 feet necessary. The tunnel excavation will be
finished during the present month and work on the concrete

lining begun.

Approximately 265,000 acres of land which were with-

drawn from any form of disposition under the public land

laws in connection with the Sacramento Valley irrigation

project, California, have been restored to the public domain
and will be subject to settlement on and after August 4, 1908,

but shall not be subject to filing or selection until September
3, 1908.

These lands lie in Townships 12 to 15 N., Ranges 6 to 10

W., Mf. Diablo Principal Meridian.

The time set for the completion of Hubbard & Carlson's
contract to complete a certain portion of the Payette-Boise
canal system, Idaho, has been set forward fifty-nine days,

making the date of completion August 30, 1908. It is be-

lieved that causes entirely beyond the control of the con-
tractors delayed their work for that time, and that they
should not be forced to pay the penalty provided for in the
contract in the event of failure to complete the work on
time.

Contract has been executed with James W. Jory, of

Klamath Falls, Oregon, for the construction of about five and
one-half miles of the South Branch Canal Laterals, Klamath

The Pittsburg Testing Laboratory of Chicago, 111., has
been awarded contract for the inspection and testing of
materials and machinery which may be purchased from time

No. 8. Some of the picturesque scenery along the North Platte River near Scottsbluff, Nebraska.

irrigation project, Oregon. This work is located fifteen miles

southeast of Klamath Falls. It involves the excavating and

embanking of about 25,000 cubic yards of material. The con-
tract price is $3,929.95.

Approximately 106,000 acres of land which were with-
drawn from any form of disposition except homestead entry,
in connection with the Carlsbad irrigation project, New
Mexico, have been restored to the public domain, and will

become subject to settlement and entry on such dates and
after such notice by publication as the Secretary of the
Interior may prescribe.

These lands lie in Townships 21 to 25 South, Ranges 26

to 29 East, New Mexico Principal Meridian.

Approximately 59,000 acres of land withdrawn from the

public domain in connection with the Big Bend irrigation proj-

ect, Washington, have been restored and will become subject
to settlement and entry on such dates and after such notice

by publication as the Secretary of the Interior may prescribe.
These lands lie in Townships 13 to 18 N., Ranges 30 to 40

E., Willamette Principal Meridian.

During April ditch riders were employed in connection

with the first unit of the Belle Fourche irrigation project,
South Dakota, and arrangements made to turn water out to

all the farmers who desire it.

On the 20th of the month the plant and equipment for-

merly operated by Orman & Crook, were turned over to

to time during the year 1908, for the use of the Reclamation
Service. The bid of this corporation quotes a rate of 25
cents per ton for inspection and test of material, and \ l

/2 per
cent of contract price for machinery, making no requirement
regarding expense of transportation of inspectors.

Contracts for the construction of laterals in connection
with the Belle Fourche irrigation project, South Dakota, have
been awarded as follows:

About five miles of ditch, involving the excavation of

approximately 17,000 cubic yards of material, to Tom Burke,
of Belle Fourche; contract price, $2,637.30.

Six miles of ditch, involving about 28,000 cubic yards of

excavation, to Cole Bros., of Orman, South Dakota, $4,305.

On June 30 the first division of the Payette-Boise irriga-
tion project in Idaho was about 98 per cent completed. All
the structures on the main canal are finished, and twenty new
contracts were let during June under the co-operative scheme,
involving the excavation of about 275,000 cubic yards of ma-
terial. The total yardage contracted for is 832,000, making
eighty-two miles of laterals. About 83 per cent of the co-

operative work now contracted was completed before July 1.

Contract has been awarded to T. Ryan, of Seattle, Wash-
ington, for laying about 11,200 feet of 55 inch and 1,500 feet

of 48 in continuous wood stave pipe in the vicinity of Sunny-
side, Washington, in connection with the Sunnyside irrigation

project. The contract amounts to $66,701.80.
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Approximately 45,000 acres of land which have been with-

drawn from all forms of disposition under the public land

laws in connection with the Sun River irrigation project,

Montana, have been restored to the public domain, subject to

homestead entry only, in accordance with the terms of the

Reclamation Act.

These lands lie in Townships 22 and 23 North, Ranges
3 and 4 West, Montana Principal Meridian.

The settlers under the Buford-Trenton irrigation project,
North Dakota, finished planting their crops about the middle
of June, and practically all the farmers who will use water
this season have completed work on the farm laterals. The
excessive rainfall during June has put the crops in very fine

condition, and so far no water has been required for irriga-

tion.

The June rise of the Missouri river was the highest on

record, the water reaching a stage of 16.7 feet above normal
water level.

On the Williston project the water stage exceeded the

high water reading of 1906 the previous maximum attained

on this stream by 1. 6 feet. The large quantities of drift

running in the stream made the moorings of the barge

carrying the pumps unsafe, and the discharge pipes were dis-

connected temporarily on that account.

The power plant was in operation part of the month for

the purpose of priming the canals, and during the last week
in June water was delivered to 100 acres of hay land. The
lignite mining continued with an average output of about

thirty tons per day. Water is available for about 6,350 acres

this season, but it is probable that not more than 2,000 acres

actually will be cultivated and irrigated.

Contract has been awarded to the Northern Electrical Man-
ufacturing Company of Madison, Wis., for furnishing con-

trolling apparatus for the operation of sluice gates in Laguna
dam, Yuma irrigation project, California-Arizona. The con-

tract amounts to $4,628.60.

The Secretary of the Interior is now advertising for pro-

posals for the construction of the last Park dam, spillway and
dikes in connection with the Orland irrigation project, Cal-

ifornia. The work involves the placing of about 13,500 cubic

yards of concrete and the excavation of about 8,500 cubic

yards of material.

An extension of three months has been granted to Messrs.

A. Y. Bayne & Co., of Minneapolis, Minn., within which to

-complete their contract for steen highway bridges in con-

nection with the Lower Yellowstone irrigation project, Mon-
tana-North Dakota. It was impossible for the contractors

to paint these bridges during cold weather, and the date of

completion therefore was advanced.

Approximately 128,000 acres of land which were with-

drawn from all forms of disposition under the public land

laws in connection with the Minidoka irrigation project, Idaho,
have been restored to the public domain and will become sub-

ject to settlement and entry on such dates and after such

notice by publication as the Secretary of the Interior may
prescribe. The lands lie in Townships 7 to 9 North, Ranges
30 to 32 East, Boise Principal Meridian.

Approximately 12,000 acres of land which were withdrawn
from all forms of disposition under the public land laws in

connection with the Payette-Boise irrigation project, Idaho,
have been restored to the public domain and will be subject
to settlement on and after August 11, 1908, but will not be

subject to entry, filing or selection until September 10,1908.

These lands lie in Township 7 North, Ranges 1, East and
1 West, Boise Principal Meridian.

During the month of May 3,350 cubic yards of masonry
were laid in the Pathfinder dam, which is being constructed
-near Casper, Wyo., in connection with the North Platte irri-

gation project. Progress was somewhat retarded on account

-of raising four derricks on the wall. The dam is now 67 per
cent completed.

Water has been running continuously in the Interstate

Canal since April 16, and in the first seventy miles and most
of the laterals since the middle of May, but owing to the

abundant rainfall but little irrigating has been done. In the
first lateral district about 50 per cent of the co-operative work
on lateral extensions and placing of lateral headgates has
been completed. A force of about forty men and fifteen teams
has been engaged in building wooden drops, check gates,
waste gates and siphon road crossings and in cleaning laterals.

Contracts involving the excavation of about 70,000 cubic yards
in extending laterals have been awarded under the co-opera-
tive plan during May. All the principal structures on the
second fifty miles of the Interstate Canal are now completed.

The pumping barge in connection with the Buford-Tren-
ton irrigation project, western North Dakota, has been put in

commission and the pumps were started on May 19. The
settling basin was filled on the 25th and on the 26th the water
was pumped into the high line canal, demonstrating that the
Government is prepared to successfully furnish water to the
farms under the first unit of the project.

Approximately 300,000 acres of land which were with-
drawn in connection with the Lower Yellowstone irrigation
project in eastern Montana, have been restored to the public
domain and will become subject to settlement and entry on
such dates and after such notice by publication as the Sec-
retary of the Interior may prescribe. These lands lie in

Township 18 to 27 North, Ranges 56 to 60 East, Montana
Principal Meridian.

On July 1 the Reclamation Service lost two of its fore-
most engineers, Mr. Douglas W. Ross, Supervising Engineer
in charge of the Idaho Division, and Mr. F. C. Horn, Con-
struction Engineer for the same district, who resigned to take

up more lucrative work.
Mr. Ross has been connected with irrigation work in Idaho

for many years, having been in charge of the construction and
operation of several canal systems in Boise Valley, which are
now being enlarged and extended in connection with the

Payette-Boise project. For four years he occupied the posi-
tion of State Engineer, and he also conducted investigations
for several years to determine the duty of water in irrigation
in that state. He has been in charge of the Government work
in Idaho since the inception of operations under the Reclama-
tion Act. Mr. Ross and his connection with Idaho irrigation
works are so well known that further comment is hardly neces-

sary.
Mr. Horn has had wide experience in all kinds of engineer-

ing work, including railroad construction, building of sewage
and waterworks systems, shafts, docks, masonry of all kinds,
and the erection of buildings such as warehouses, grain ele-

vators, roundhouses, foundries, machine shops, power plants
and dams. The Intramural elevated railroad at the World's
Columbian Exposition in Chicago, the first third-rail system
electric road built in the United States, was constructed under
Mr. Horn's direction, as well as the controlling works of the

Chicago Sanitary Canal at Lockport, 111. In this construction
which is composed of heavy masonry and steel, several sluice

gates of the Stony type, and the next largest gates of this

type in the world, were put in operation. Lake Cheesman dam
in Colorado, constructed of granite masonry, and at present
ranking as the highest in the world 236 feet high filter beds
for the water supply of Denver; the Swan Falls Power plant
near Boise, and the Economy Light & Power Company's plant,

Joliet, 111., were all constructed by Mr. Horn.
To the thorough knowledge of the irrigation possibilities

of the State of Idaho which Mr. Ross brought to the Service,
and Mr. Horn's varied experience in construction work is due
the exceptional record made in the construction of the

Minidoka project and the excellent progress on the great

Payette-Boise system.
The Minidoka project, covering about 85,000 acres of land,

was completed on record time. The first contract was let in

the fall of 1904, and water was available for almost the entire

tract in the spring of 1907. Not only was water ready for

settlers, but there was a settler on practically every farm unit

under the gravity system, regular trains were running over a

new branch of the Oregan Short Line Railroad built through
the center of the project, and three towns, with banks, schools,

churches, newspapers, etc., had sprung up along the line of

railroad. A portion of the lands on the south side of the

river lie too high to be served with water by th gravity sys-

tem, but power developed at the dam will be utilized to pump
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water for these lands. The principal engineering feature of
the Minidoka project is a darn of gravity type, 625 feet long,
80 feet high, 130 feet wide on the bottom and 25 feet wide on
top. The purposes of the dam are mainly control, diversion
and power development. The capacity of the reservoir is

approximately 900,000 acre-feet, and the water is distributed

through 130 miles of main canal and 110 miles of laterals.

The amount of power that can be developed is estimated from
11,000 to 30,000 horse power.

The Payette-Boise project provides of the reclamation of

372,000 acres of land in southwestern Idaho. These lands arc

tributary to the Oregon Short line, the Boise, Nampa &
Owyhee and the Idaho Northern railroads. Construction
work is well under way and many new settlers have already
taken up homesteads.

INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISES, IRRIGATION AND
TOWNS SURROUNDING IN SANTA MARIA

VALLEY, SANTA BARBARA COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA.

The engineer's report on the Yuma irrigation project,

California-Arizona, for the month of May states that about

3,500 acres of land under the Farmers' Pump Canal is under

cultivation, some 300 acres of this being devoted to cantaloupe
culture this season for the first time. Shipments of melons in

small quantities were made during the last ten days of the

month and it was expected that carload shipments would soon

begin. With the new gravity system in operation water will

be available for an additional 10,000 acres.

Everything is in readiness to admit water to the gravity

system when the river reaches a proper stage. The river is

reported about four feet lower than a year ago, but a rise of

eighteen inches would be sufficient to allow of the operation
of the system. Work is progressing on the producer plant and
the foundations for gas engines which will be utilized to pump
water during low stages of the river. The main canals have
been cleaned and put in condition to receive water far a dis-

tance of about eighteen miles. A small force is working on
channels to the outlying districts which are badly silted up.

The maximum discharge of the Colorado River for the
month of May was 33,700 second feet; the minimum, 23,000
second feet, and the mean, 27,150 second feet.

Work on Laguna dam has been carried on continuously
on both sides of the river and good progress is being made.

Approximately 80,000 acres of land which were withdrawn
in connection with the Cheyenne River irrigation project, South
Dakota, have been restored to the public domain and will be-

come subject to settlement and entry on such dates and after

such notice by publication as the Secretary of the Interior may
prescribe. These lands lie in Township 6, 7, 8 and 9 South.

Ranges 3 to 9 East, Black Hills Principal Meridian.

Preliminary work on the Blackfeet-two Medicine irrigation

project, Montana, is well under way. The necessary equipment
and animals are being transferred from Shoshone and Hunt-
ley projects, where they are no longer needed, and contract
has been made for hauling lumber and material for the head-

quarters buildings at Mission. Preliminary surveys and canal
location are proceeding rapidly. Owing to the high stage of
the river and the saturated condition of the soil resulting from
unusually heavy rainfall, the first construction camp will prob-
ably be located about two and one-half miles below the

proposed headworks, where work on the steep hillsides and

sluffy banks would be difficult. It is believed that the building
of bridges across some five or six sloughs between the camp
and Two Medicine will greatly increase the freighting facil-

ities, and steps have been taken toward a co-operative scheme
of building these bridges whereby the Indian agent is to fur-

nish the lumber and the Reclamation Service is to do the

work. Such an arrangement would be an equitable one for

both the reservation and construction work.

,^^_ Will pay for the
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PRIMER OF IRRIGATION

BY A. T. TAYLOR.

While the Santa Maria oil fields are at the present
time claiming a wide range of attention, especially

among capitalists and investors of the Pacific Coast,

the fact remains that agriculture is the life and founda-

tion upon which all other business enterprises are

based.

Long after the oil fields of the world have been,

exhausted and man has ceased to remember oil as a

commodity, agriculture will not only have maintained

its supremacy in the universe, but with each succeeding

generation it will become more and more a part of its

very existence, until at last, all other enterprises will

be subordinate to her majesty, the soil; and so it will

be in the Santa Maria iValley, where today oil is king
and agriculture is but a secondary condition, save but

to the few far-sighted.

Among the small minority in this valley who have

been prophetic enough to forsee the growing importance
of this great industry, is the Union Sugar Company.
This company was organized about ten years ago by
J. W. Atkinson and associates and is composed entirely
of San Francisco capital. Though it has met with many
sore trials, and all the prejudice attendant upon the

success of any great enterprise, it ranks today as one
of the greatest sugar properties in the world, and in

reality is Santa Maria's greatest benefactor.

As an evidence of the commercial and industrial

importance of this company to the Santa Maria Valley,
-the development of the Santa Maria oil fields can be

directly traced to this company, as they were largely,
if not wholly, instrumental in creating the first and

profitable demand for the product.
There is no other place in the world that is so

admirably adapted to the cultivation of the sugar beet

as the Santa Maria Valley. Here, in favorable sea-

sons, beets have been planted and harvested during the

entire year, or so that it may be better understood,
while the beets were being harvested in one part of the

field, seeding was in progress in another.

At the present time there are 12,000 acres under
cultivation. The approximate yield this year will be

120,000 tons of beets which will produce between 15,000
and 18,000 tons of sugar, or about 360,000 sacks.

The plowing and harvesting is done by the Fowler

System of steam engines, of which four sets or eight

engines are employed. The seeding season begins in

the latter part of October and ends about the first of

April. Harvesting begins about the first of June and
ends about the first of November.

By the courtesy of J. W. Atkinson, the writer was
shown over the entire plant and premises, and even the

casual observer could not but have been impressed with
the perfect order, cleanliness and above all, the broad
and liberal ideas employed in every detail of its man-

agement. Success is apparent to the view in every de-

partment.

When the factory is in operation it furnishes em-

ployment to 1,000 men and 600 horses and mules. They
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are constantly extending their possessions by lease or

purchase and in accordance with the increased product
the capacity of their factory is enlarged.

Lime is an indispensible factor in the refining

process of the sugar and they have a very fine quarry near

Lampoc about twenty-six miles from their factory ac-

cessible to the Southern Pacific Eailroad.

They have a railroad of twenty-five miles covering
the entire plantation for the delivery of the beet product
to the factory. The Southern Pacific and Pacific Coast

systems have spurs to the factory connecting them with

their main lines.

Their irrigation project comprising seven pumping
plants and a gravity system with a capacity of 30,000-
000 gallons per day when all are in operation is suffi-

cient to furnish twenty inches per acre a year to their

whole plantation, and the system can be enlarged as

their holdings increase. It is necessary, however, to

irrigate only in extremely dry seasons.

As an adjunct to their business, they have a gen-
eral merchandise store known as the Union Commer-

distributing point, if not equal, is second only to that

of Santa Maria.
In an interview with C. F. Twitchell, who owned

and laid out the first addition to Orcutt, he said : "Only
ten lots remain unsold in the addition, and I contem-

plate putting another addition on the market in the

near future. There is a demand for at least thirty
new houses at the present time, and there is a splendid

opportunity here for a man with the knowledge and

capital to engage in the banking business. Beside, in

the professional line, we need badly, a doctor and a

dentist. In the mercantile line, there is a splendid

opening for a hardware and tin store, and a practical
shoemaker will doubtless do a lucrative business."

The population of the town is about 500 and has a

fine public school with about eighty-five pupils in at-

tendance.

Mr. Twitchell came to the Santa Maria Valley
about thirty years ago from the state of Iowa, and he
IB counted among the few whose faith in the country
has been amply rewarded by the success which he has

No. 9. One type of pioneer home, and two views of present style h omes in the North Platte Valley.

cial Company, which is the largest and most complete
in the valley.

Among the towns in the valley which have been

given impetus by this company and the development
of oil, are Santa Maria, Orcutt and Guadalupe.

The transeient population of Santa Maria is so

great that for its accommodation a new and modern
hotel is imperative.

Mr. A. L. Popp, a successful farmer and owner of

Santa Maria realty, whose father was one of the Cali-

fornia pioneers, is the gentleman who has undertaken to

supply this necessity. Ere this article has gone to press,

he will be ready to receive bids for a modern two-story
hotel building, seventy-five by one hundred feet. The

building will be modern in every respect, with baths

and all other appliances, so that the weary traveler or

the permanent guest can enjoy every comfort and lux-

ury to found in the hotels of larger cities.

On the line of the Pacific Coast Eailroad and over-

looking the Santa Maria Valley is the town of Orcutt.

The growth of Orcutt has kept pace with the develop-
ment of the oil fields, until today its importance as a

attained. Mr. Twitchell is known by his friends as the

father of Orcutt.

On the coast line of the Southern Pacific Eailroad

in the southern end of the valley is located the town of

Guadalupe.
The beet sugar and dairying industries both pay

their quota of tribute to this bustling little town which

is a distributing point of importance for these products.
Within a short distance of the town is located one of

the largest dairying industries in the state, the property
of E. J. Pezzoni.

Mr. S. Campodonico, who is the representative
merchant of Guadalupe, excerises a paternal interest

in its growth and prosperity, and it is largely due to

enterprise and civic pride that the town has assumed its

present proportion and importance.
Mr. Campodonico, as an example of progressiveness

to hip neighbors, has built an elegant and imposing resi-

dence here which would be a credit to any large city.

About seven miles north of Santa Maria, just

across the line in San Luis, Obispo County, is the his-

torical little town of Nipoma. The Nipoma grant of
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nearly 38,000 acres from which the town derived its

name was ceded to Captain William Goodwin Dana by
the Mexican Government in 1835.

Most of the descendents of this notable character

who are now living still reside in or around the town.

The progress and history of Santa Maria Valley

are so closely interwoven with Nipoma, that although it

is in an adjoining county, mention of the valley would

be incomplete without its association.

It was the pleasure of the writer to have met
Samual A. Dana, one of the remaining sons of Captain

Dana, who with his family is now a resident of Nipoma.

Through the courtesy of this worthy son, the following
facts were obtained:

There are 20,000 acres surrounding the town of

the finest land on the Pacific Coast and in the not dis-

tant future, when Nipoma will have better railroad

facilities, and a class of fanners who appreciate the

value of small tracts on the intensified plan of farming,
the apple, pear and walnut industry will make this one

of the wealthiest and most productive spots in the state.

The soil is exceptionally adapted for the cultiva-

tion of these fruits, and the land values are compara-

tively low when the enormous profits to be derived are

taken into consideration. The wonder and mystery of

it all is that such opportunities should have for all

these years lain fallow.

LINING OF DITCHES AND RESERVOIRS TO PRE-
VENT SEEPAGE LOSSES.

(Concluded.)

BY PROF. B. A. ETCHEVEKKY, BERKELEY, CAL.

The prevention of growth of vegetation is an im-

portant item and is quite an expense, when in most cases

the ditch or lateral must be cleaned out several times

That oil will prevent vegetation and the burrowing
of animals on the banks and bottom of the ditch is

clearly shown by the example near Lemoore, previously
mentioned.

That oil will prevent scouring to a great extent and
will allow a much higher velocity of flow of water

than the earth ditch may be expected, when we con-

sider its resistance to wave action at the Ivanhoe Res-

ervoir, and the resistance of oiled roads to cutting
under the action of running water. This toughness
of oil lining was also noticed in filling the experimental
ditch each morning. When the water carried by the

wooden flume discharged into each ditch through the

gate it had a fall of at least one foot. It was difficult

to prevent the sloping ends of the earth and puddle
ditches from being badly cut up by the erosive force

of the falling water. These ends had to be well pro-
tected with heavy canvas, and even the erosion could

not be altogether prevented. The ditches lined with

oil resisted the erosion and showed no cutting, although

they were not protected with canvas.

A letter from the superintendent of the Modesto

Irrigation District, dated January 21, 1907, states that

the ditches were examined by him after the recent heavy
rainfalls. The banks of the earth ditches were badly
washed where the water ran in; the clay puddle was

slightly so, but the oiled ditches showed absolutely no

sign of wash. The oil linings are all hard and firm and
scratch almost like concrete.

This resistance to erosion will permit in a saving
of cross-sectional area due to the possibility of giving
the water an increased velocity. The higher velocity
will prevent the deposition of silt to a great extent

and there will be a consequent decrease in the cost of

operation and maintenance.

The puddle lining in the experiment showed a sav-

2. Table showing Results of Experiments.

Description of lining.
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of the oil linings as regards seepage; but clay puddle
when wet becomes very soft and will not resist the

erosive force of the flowing water unless the velocity

is very small. It will not prevent the growth of weeds.

For these reasons it is probably not as efficient for canal

linings as oil. But where clay is plentiful it would be

preferable for reservoir lining. The slopes should, how-

ever, be protected against the erosive action of the waves

by the use of cobblestones or other protection.

The use of oil in lighter quantities, while not very
efficient in preventing seepage, will no doubt prevent
the growth of vegetation, as illustrated by the example
of the ditch near Lemoore. In this case only 1%
gallons per square yard was used and this quantity
has been sufficient to prevent vegetation.

Cement mortar plaster, so extensively used in

southern California, snowed a saving in seepage water

of 63 per cent. Better results were expected, and it is

probably safe to expect a greater saving where good
work is done, especially where the work is constructed

in cold weather. This lining had to be applied when
the temperature in the field was probably 110 or over.

The cement mortar was mixed in small quantity and

quickly applied. As soon as the setting had started

the lining was sprinkled and covered with wet canvas,

but even with these precautions better work could be

done in cooler weather.

This plaster, while very efficient and economical on

small ditches, would not be of sufficient thickness and

strength to be used on the larger canals and laterals

of larger irrigation systems, where a thickness of from

2 to 4 inches would no doubt be successful.

THE HYDRAULIC RAM AN IMPORTANT FACTOR
IN SOLVING THE WATER SUPPLY

PROBLEM.

RECLAMATION SERVICE NEWS.

The following described lands have been temporarily with-

drawn from any form of disposition whatever under the public
land laws in connection with the Sun river irrigation project,

Montana: Montana Principal Meridian. T. 22 N., R. 9 W.,
all Sees. 26, 34, 35 and 36 ; T. 21 N., R. 10 W., all Sees. 3, 4,

8, 9, 17 and 20; T. 22 N., R. 10 W., all Sees. 28, 29, 32, 33

and 34.

The Secretary of the Interior has arranged a simple plan
of cooperation whereby any settler so inclined may secure

work on the construction of the canals and ditches, on the big

irrigation projects in the West. The contracts with the water
users' associations are subdivided into units involving com-

paratively small yardage, and payment is made by the associa-

tion in the form of certificates, which are accepted by the

Government in payment for water rights. Usually a group of

farmers takes a contract together and divides the work be-

tween them. In this way many industrious farmers will be

able to work out the whole of their indebtedness to the Gov-

ernment.

The Secretary of the Interior has modified the public
notice issued November 25, 1907, in connection with the open-

ing of the Shoshone irrigation project, Wyoming, in so far

as it relates to the payment of the first installment of the

building, operation and maintenance charges on all entries

made prior to November 25, 1907. In all cases of entries

made before that date for lands shown by the farm unit plats

approved September 25, 1907, and for s.\\ such lands in private

ownership at that time, the first installment of building, main-
tenance and operation charges will not be required at time of

filing water right application, but will become due and payable
on December 1, 1908. Those who have made entries since

the date of the public notice have been required to file water

right application accompanied by the payment of the first

installment, as tbo'f -ntries vere made with full knowledge
of the conditions

We wish to call the attention of our readers to the

growing importance of the hydraulic ram as an assist-

ant to man for meeting the irrigation problem.
It is not necessary to confine our comments regard-

ing the hydraulic ram entirely to irrigation by any
means, for as now built there are rams which are adapt-
able to practically all purposes, from the smallest to the

largest needs, o today the scope of the hydraulic

pumps are well-nigh unlimited where the conditions

for their use are favorable.

To cite such conditions as are favorable, we need

only say that the water supply for power in the form
of a stream, pond or spring, situated anywhere within
a mile or so of where the water is to be delivered, is

all that is necessary, providing there is sufficient power
water to operate the ram and still meet the needs of

the user.

So powerful and so mechanically perfect is the

Eife Automatic ram, being made, that the large sizes,

One Method of Installing a Rife Hydraulic Ram.

with capacities up to delivering one million gallons a

day each to the storage tank, are giving as satisfactory

service as are the small sizes used for farm work,

ranch, country estates and other purposes.
The principal reasons why the hydraulic rams are

used for water supply power where possible are that

they are easy to install, pump continuously without

any attention or expense, and are comparatively low

in cost when considered with other forms of pumping
plants which will do the same work.

The modern automatic ram has practically no wear-

ing parts, the valves being the only parts that may
need replacing, and even these become worn only every
two years or so and may be easily replaced.

Another advantage in connection with Eife rams

is the fact that they are double-acting; that is, im-

pure water may be used to operate them, but they will

deliver pure water or spring water to the supply tank.

They will raise water 30 feet for every foot of fall

and work under a fall of from 18 inches to 50 feet

and deliver water to a height of 500 feet when neces-

sary and when proper conditions are provided.
As to the efficiency of these rams may be cited
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the installment of the large size for the United States

Government Naval Coaling Station at Narragansett

Bay, Ehode Island, where each ram delivers 232 gal-
lons of water per minute, each representing an effi-

ciency of 91.25 per cent.

The accompanying line drawing show the rams
used at the Narragansett Bay station. The halftone

rams themselves regarding this method of solving the
water supply problem. The book is free to those who

request it, and we therefore suggest that any of our
readers write to the Rife Engine Company, Trin-

ity Building, New York City, and request a copy.
This company absolutely guarantees every ram they

sell. They give complete instructions as to how to

install them, or they will take charge of the entire

work, put in a complete water system and guarantee re-

sults.

U U UTTo
I

Rife Hydraulic Ram in Outline.

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation

Age one year and

The Primer of Irrigation

illustration shows the simple method of installing the

ram where there is a stream or pond available.

The Rife Company issues a book about these highly

improved rams entitled "Running Water When and

Where You Want it," and it contains much valuable

information, aside from the mere description of the

For irrigated lands in Stanislaus County, California,

Write to

MODESTO LAND CO.
MODESTO CALIFORNIA

The Temple Irrigation Equipments the most
EconomicalandCertain Means of LiftingWater

55 YEARS' EXPERIENCE

Write us for Information and Prices State Requirements

The Temple Water Elevators --The Temple Centrifugal Pumps
Manufacturers of all kinds of Hand and Windmill Pumps

Also Manufacturers Single Cylinder, Double Cylinder and Four Cylinder Gaso-
line or Kerosene Engines

Briefly stated the advantages of our Double Cylinder Engines are as follows:

First They are more economical in the use of fuel. On light loads one cylinder can be used, reserving
both cylinders for heavy loads.

Second Although weighing about one-half the weight of a single cylinder engine of same rated capacity,
vibrations are practically overcome, demonstrating conclusively that in proportion to strain the double cylinder
"Master Workman" is the stronger engine.

Third The heavier weight of a single cylinder engine is due to the fact that it must have heavier fly-

wheels in the horizontal type, and a longer, higher and consequently much heavier base than is required for

the "Master Workman." The heavier the fly-wheels the greater the strain on the crankshaft, so you will realize

that neither heavier fly-wheels or a heavier base contribute one iota to the strength of a single cylinder engine.
Fourth When vibrations are overcome, as in the "Master Workman," the lighter the engine and the less

cumbersome it is, the greater its sphere of usefulness and the cheaper and more convenient it can be handled.
Fifth Lubrication in our engine is absolutely perfect. There is no forced lubrication, lubrication being

by gravity. Certainty of lubrication is of vital importance in the steady running and operation of a gasoline
engine.

Sixth All mechanism is in full view, which will enable you to thoroughly understand the operation of a

gasoline engine. The worst kind of complexity is concealed mechanism.

THE TEMPLE PUMP CO. F-olanr ' 16tll

Si;,S.
1

i

l

lf,

l

;.5
lT t

A?
e'ro'n'lllt -

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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THE PNEUMATIC PIPE DREDGE
The Pneumatic Pipe Dredge is a new, inexpensive device for dredging sand, silt, muck and gravel, or any other

material or soil susceptible to rapid disintegration by the action of water under pressure
Its pipe or head "jets" itself

From one to four or
even more pipes can be

operated from the same
scow; one pump and air

compressor serving for

all.

or head
deeply into the material to be

handled, breaks it up and forces
it upwards through a discharge
pipe by the use of water and com-
pressed air mixed under high
pressure. It is not a suction or

centrifugal dredge. It is a

hydro-pneumatic ram.

The Bed Rock Pneumatic or Compressed Air-Pipe Dredge. ,

This shows the pipe lifting the heavy black sand out of one of nature's bed rock riffles. The precious minerals like gold and plati-

num have been trapped in these pockets or riffles for untold ages, but no method to recover these stored up treasures had been devised

before the advent of the pipe dredge. This dredge will enter these pockets and recover the values they contain.

ATTENTION ENGINEERS.
It is not possible to describe this dredge nor tell of its superiority in a few words. However, IF YOU HAVE USE

FOR A DREDGER, it will pay you and save you money to look into the merits of this device. It will also save time. Here
is part of what Mr. M. A. Nurse, for 18 years Chief Engineer of the State of California, says about the Pneumatic Pipe

Dredge.
"Beyond question, the Pneumatic Dredge embraces the cheapest and best application and utilization of mechanical

and natural agencies for excavation and transmission of sand, silt, or any material susceptible of rapid disintegration by
the joint action of air and water under pressure, that I have ever known through an active experience of over thirty years
in river improvement and reclamation. It is simple in principle, cheap in construction, efficient in operation and must on
the score of economy and greater adaptability supersede other methods in the broadest field of river and harbor improve-
ment essential to our State and National development."

HAVE YOU DREDGING TO DO?
If you require a dredge for reclamation work, for levee building, for recovering sanu or gravel, for'filling,for channel

or harbor deepening, for mining or for lifting or moving any class of material excepting boulders, DON'T OVERLOOK
THE PNEUMATIC PIPE DREDGE.

CHEAPEST AND BEST DREDGER IS THE WORLD.
The Pneumatic Pipe Dredge can be installed anywhere

within a few weeks for a small fraction of the cost of other dredges
and it requires only one-fifth the labor, one-fifth the power and
one-twentieth the cost of maintenance of any other dredge with

similar capacity. It handles from 40% to 60% solid matter all

the time and dredges handling from 25 cubic yards per hour to

20,000 cubic yards per day can be built and installed for from

$3,000 to $25,000. There is nothing to get out of order. Any-
one with common sense can run it. It is "fool-proof." Don't

you think

IT IS WORTH WHILE INVESTIGATING.

One of these dredges is operating in the heart of the City
of Sacramento, California, on a contract for the city. Twice in

succession this dredge has been awarded city contracts on com-

petitive bids. Other contractors could not come within a mile

of the price bid for the work. Yet the dredge is making money.
It is practical results like this that talk.

For full particulars about the dredge and its installation

on a royalty basis, address ,
Pneumatic Pipe Dredge, Operating by Electricity, with Four

Ten-Inch Discharge Pipes. Capacity over 15,000 Cubic
Yards per day.

HERBERT A. PARKYN, 1511 Marquette Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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SEED ROT OF POTATOES.

BY E. R. BENNET, POTATO SPECIALIST, COL-

ORADO EXPERIMENT STATION,
FORT COLLINS, COLO.

Reports have already begun to come in

of seed potatoes rotting in the ground.
This trouble is caused by a fungus, or

mould that attacks the piece of tuber in

the ground on the cut surface. The
disease was so bad last year in some fields

that 90 per cent of the seed rotted in the

ground. In some cases this rot started

so soon as to prevent the pieces of tubers

from sprouting at all. In other cases it

started later, rotted the seed, then the

fungus attacked the stem. Plants may be
found in any field during the season more
or less affected with this disease. The
plants lose their green color and the

edges of the leaves turn yellow or die.

If the stem be pulled up, the bark will

be found all right, but the splitting of
the stem longitudinally will show the sap
wood of the stem colored brown or yel-
low or in the last stages black. Micro-

scopical examination of a cross-section of

the stem will show the fungus growing
in the cells and across the sap tubes of
the stem. The injury, to a large extent,
at least, comes from the clogging of the

sap circulation by the hypha of this

fungus.
This plant, or fungus, that causes the

disease, is one of the species of Fusari-

ium, the same or similar to the one that

causes the blight or so-called "sleeping-
disease" of the tomato. No direct rem-

edy is known for it. One fact that is of

some assistance in combatting it is that

the disease is much more prevalent on
land previously planted to potatoes than
on alfalfa, or clover land. Another thing
that is quite noticeable in studying the

nature of the disease, is that potatoes
planted whole are not attacked to such an
extent as the cut ones because of the in-

ability of the fungus to get into the stem.

Treatment of seed with formalin, cor-
rosive sublimate, sulphur, lime, etc., have
not given any perceptible relief from it

It is probable that in many cases at

least much of the disease is carried to

the field in the seed potatoes. The same
fungus causes the "dry rot" of potatoes
in the storage cellars. It has been very
noticeable during the past winter that

cellars with poor ventilation, no matter
how cool and dry they were, had a high
per cent of potatoes affected with this

dry rot. Good ventilation and as low a

temperature without danger of frost in

the cellar is probably the best safeguard
against loss from this cause.

11IATCD 'or 'rriBat 'on or other purposes
[

can be most cheaply and effect-

ively supplied with our Economy
Centrifugal Pump. The most water with the
least power. Belt from any kind of power or
direct connected to gasoline engine or electric
motor. Write for free book to-day.

THOMAS & SMITH, Inc.

No. 31 South Carpenter
Street. CHICAGO

Reservations, Assuring Richest
Lands in Large

Irrigated Tract
may be arranged before lands are formally
opened. Residence not required.

Richardson Construction Company,
Los Antfeles. California.

GOES LIKE SIXTY
SELLS LI

SELLS FO

IXTY tt-C*f\
.IKE SIXTY7t\i""lt 1
FOR SIXTY^"

GILSON
GASOLENE

ENGINE
'For Pumping, Cream

_
GILSON MFG. CO.

, ,

,.*=,. etc. rszz TBUL
Ask for catalog all sizo
Pott WuhlSgtCB, Wil

MakeYour Unproductive LandProfitable
there's a running stream or spring on any part of your farm the water can be
deliveredjuBtwhereitwUldothemoBtgood. Simply Installa

NIAGARA HYDRAULIC RAM
and start it going* Better than a gasoline engine or windmill. Write for booklet C' f

and guaranteed estimate. \Ve famish Caldwell Tanks ami Towers.

NIAGARA HYDRAULIC ENGIPTC CO.. 140 Nassau SI.. New York. Factory: Chester. Pa.

Get This Rife Hydraulic Ram
If there is a stream, spring or pond near by and have running water wherever

you want it.

PlimPS Water With Water, tendon. Noe"p'e
S
nse for power,

nothing to get out of order. Raises water 30 feet for each foot of fall.

For Home, Farm, Irrigation, and all purposes. Over 7,000 in use.

Free Plans and Estimates furnished. Write Today.
RIFE ENGINE CO.. 2166 TRINITY BUDG.. NEW YORK

"No Trusts"
"No Catalogue Houses"

DE LAVAL
CREAM

SEPARATORS

First-Always Best-Cheapest
For Thirty Years

The Worlds Standard
As much better than other separators as

other separators are better than

gravity creamers.

Send for Catalogue ol 1908 Latest Improved Machines

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR Co.
42 E. MADISON STREET

Chicago
1213 * 1215 FILBERT ST.

Philadelphia
DRUMM t SACRAMENTO STS

San Francisco

General Offices

165-167 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

173-177 WILLIAM STREET
Montreal

14*16 PRINCESS STREET
Winnipeg

1O7 FIRST STREET
Portland, Oregon

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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UNION MACHINES
WITH PUG MILLS COMBINED

FIVE SIZES ALL CAPACITIES

Outfits for Drain Tile, Hollow Ware, Building

and Paving Brick and other Clay Products

If interested write us for particulars and estimates.

E. M. FREESE & CO
GALION, OHIO

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Clay Working

"BUILT RIGHT-
RUN RIGHT"

We build an entire line of

Clay Working Machinery for the
manufacture of Clay products by
all processes, including Sand-Line
Brick. Our yard supplies are the
best. Kiln Irons, Cutting Wire
and all supplies. Send for infor-

mation or catalogue.

The American Clay
. Co...Bucyrus, Ohio

Soft Mud Machines, Mont
nd Steam Power

Hone Power Plunger Machine

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Vulcan

Steam Shovels

For Digging Irrigation

Ditches, Canals, etc.

10 Standard Sizes

Tie Vnlcan Steam Sboyel Company
130 Vulcan Place

TOLEDO. OHIO

DOUBLE*
JPOWER,

,000 Reward
Its equal. WIndpower

ubled. Two 14 it. wheels
1

work on same pinion* sec-
ond wheol give* more pow-
er than first.

A Governor That Cavern
(a alt winds. Develops 10 full

b. p. in 20 mile wind. All

power needed for farm, shop,
I Irrigating', c!?. A r

j:
about our

I selfoiling,c:";
1

''-" -~nM, single
wheel pumper also ArtKaTer

1

Huskcr. At'-, for book 60
DOUBLE POWER MILL CO.
Applaton, Wl. U. S. A. _

A constant supply for as many purposes
on your place as you desire. No trouble,
no expense when you have installed a

RIFE HYDRAULIC RAM
Pumps water from spring, stream or

pond automatically. Inexpensive,
simple, reliable. Satisfaction
Guaranteed. Raises water 30

feet for every foot of fall.

7,000 in use.
Write For Fre. Plan*

and book of valuable
suggestions.

RIFE ENGINE CO.
. 2166 Trinity Bide,

New York

: ROCKFORD ENGINE WORKS :

O Addresi Depl. 4. Kockford. 111. t TO

Q The engine that will please you.

|L Any style engine

^ 3 to 60 horse

O Write for special

S 3
ONE SEASON'S EARNINGS

It will pay vry Fanner who reads this "Ad" to write us especially If interested in Clover or Alfalfa
growing. We can refer you to a man who made $3298.00 In Alfalfa laift year.

HE WILL TELL YOU HOW IT WAS DONEWe manufacture the machine shown in the cut; itthreshes, separates, hulls, and cleans ALL the seed
for market. No other machine will do it. You should write us and get our Alfalfa Booklet FREE. It will
give you valuable information. Mention this paper.

BIRDSELL MFG. CO., South Band, Ind., U. S. A.

Don't Buy Any Fence at Any Price
until you getmy "Leader Fence Book" and learn how to secure the cheap-
est and best all-wire field and yard fence made. Pay no royalty to trusts
or factory combinations. I challenge any and all fence makers to equal
the "Leader Fence" in strength, durability and price.

I make the Leader Fence in the most economically run fence factory in
this country , of the very best galvanized steel wire, and sell it direct to
you at world-beating prices. Or, I will sell you the wire and all materials
at wholesale prices and furnish you the Perfection Fence Machine, with
which you can build the fence right on the posts at home. I am the
All -Round Leader Fence Man. Write today for my FREE fence book.

H. L. FAHRNEY. MANAGER,
LEADER FENCE CO., Pept. 35, ST. CHARLES, ILL.

C/ c.

GREAT AMERICAN
DESERT AT*

DISAPPEARING

THE
great ranges are fast being

taken up by individual settlers,
and thousands of prosperous

farmers are taking the place of the
few cattle kings that were monarchs
of the ranges a score of years ago.

It is the story of the magic touch
of water upon the dry land.

I. H. C. Gasoline Engines in Irriga-
tion Enterprises.

If you have not kept yourself posted
on irrigating matters, you will be
surprised at the important part I . H . C .

gasoline engines are taking in the
reclamation of these waste lands.
Hundreds of settlers and farmers

have no other means of getting water

upon their lands than these engines.
These settlers and farmers are cul-

tivating all sizes of farms, from gar-
den spots to "forties" and "eighties"
and quarter sections and even larger
tracts. They are among the most
prosperous farmers in the irrigated
WESTERN GENERAL AGENCIES:

sections. They are raising grains,
alfalfa and other grasses vegetables,
fruits, etc.

They find that with an I. H. C.

engine they can get water in large
quantities upon their land, and that

they can get it dependably and eco-

nomically. They find the I. H. C.
engine method of pumping more direct, more
profitable and more satisfactory than any
other means heretofore employed.

I. H. C. gasoline engines are simple, de-
pendable and powerful. They pnmp water
economically, and you will find that they run
with very little attention.

If you have an irrigation problem it will

pay you to investigate and see what an
I. H. C. gasoline engine will do for you.

Vertical engines in 2 and 3-Horse Power.
Horizontal engines (Portable and Station-

ary) in 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15 and 20-Horse Power.
Also, gasoline traction engines, pumping,

sawing and spraying outfits.

Call on the International local agent, or
write the nearest branch house for catalog
and colored hanger.

Denver, Colo.. Portland, Ore., Salt Lake City, Utah.
Helena, Mont., Spokane, Wash.. San Francisco, Cal.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER. COMPANY OF AMER.ICA.CHICAGO, U. S. A.
(Incorporated)

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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NORTH WESTERN CANADA

Over a million acres of
good Grain and Fruit
Land in the Canadian
J\{o,thwest for sale at
wholesale or retail. You
can be suited. We can
sell you what you want.

Irrigated or non=irriga*
tion land in Manitoba,
Saskatchewan, Alberta
or British Columbia.
Tracts from 5 acres up
to 10,000 acres. When
writing us for particu*
lars state as much as

you can about your
plans. Address

CANADA LAND & DEVELOPMENT CO., LTD.

Dept. A, 528 Marquette Bldg., Chicago, U.S. A.

Dept. A, Tiny-Sask., Canada.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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MYERS POWER PUMPS
WITHOUT AN EQUAL ON THE GLOBE

OPERATING

WITH

GAS ENGINE

MYERS
BULLDOZER.
POWER.
PUMP

5" Cylinder

FIG. 800

FIG. 952

HORIZONTAL BULLDOZERS, 3" TO 6" CYLINDERS

MYERS

BACK GEARED

WORKING

HEAD

TAPPED FOR

3" PIPE

5, 7', AND 10"

STROKE

FOR BELT,

WIND OR HAND

POWER

BULLDOZER

WORKING

HEAD

14 BRASS BOD

Write for descriptive Circulars and Prices.

We want you to acknowledge this Ad. so
that we can acquaint you in detail with the

superior features of Myers Power
Pumps. This is the proper season.
The right time to write is right now.

FIG. 1079

BULLDOZER PUMP
6" BRASS LINED

CYLINDER

PISTON
COUPUNGNUT

MYERS BULLDOZER

WORKING HEADS

NO, 36S

5". 7#". 10" STROKE

DISCHARGE 2'A" OR 3"

SUCTION 2" TO 4"

NO. 364

12". 16". 20" STROKE

REGULARLY FITTED 4"

DISCHARGE

SUCTION 8" OR LESS

F. E. MYERS & BRO .,
PROPRIETORS OF

A IV r> MA T O O O

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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From photograph showing amount of ten inch pipe made by 4 men from 8 bbls. of

cement in 9 hours 280 two foot joints, or 560 feet. This pipe was made with the

"K T" moulds. An equal amount can not be made with any other moulds in the same

period of time. Write for irrigation literature and price list Mention "Irrigation Age".
KELLAR & THOMASON, COVINA, CAL

COLD MEDAL
AT JAMESTOWN

The U. S. Government
paid this Company a big
compliment when it select-

ed '.he "OTTO" Engine (or

|

use in making the fuel tests

at the Jamestown Exposi-
tion.

The Jury of Awards also

proved its fitness for its

task when it AWARDED the "OTTO" the Gold Medal.

The "OTTO" has won FIRST PRIZE at every large

Exposition held in this country since the Centennial in'76.

THE OTTO GAS ENGINE WORKS
Philadelphia, Pa.

I I I I M I I I I I I I I M I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 1 1 M

SAMSON TURBINE
When the PUMP cannot be direct connected to the tur-

bine shaft, the power is usually transmitted by gears,

shafting, etc. On account of the HIGH SPEED of the

SAMSON, for a given power, lighter and consequently
CHEAPER transmission machinery can be used.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Write Department K-2 for Catalog.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ii i inn linn 1 1 ii i ii i nun ii mi Mill II

BUTTE VALLEY,

CALIFORNIA
LOCATED In the Northern part

of the State, with wonderful
productiveness of soil, this re-

gion invites the homeseeker to

investigate its advantages.

THE APPLES in this Valley are
among the best on the mar-
ket, owing chiefly to their
large size and delicious flavor.

THE SOIL of Butte Valley Is

unexcelled for fruit, vegetables
and grain.

UNION PACIFIC
For nformation about Butte Valley read the
"Wonder of the West," sent free on appli-

E. L. LOMAX. G. P. A.
Omaha., Neb.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.



"SOLD when
You're SATISFIED"

That's the way Eckerle Pianos find
homes for themselves.

OUR NEW 60-PAGE ART COLOR CATALOG
will be sent free and postpaid to you if you ask for it.

Then in the quietof yoorown home you can, by means
of these beautiful photographs and complete descrip-

tions, read and learn just how Well Eckerle Pianos are

made, why they stay in tuue so long; why they last a

lifetime; why they always satisfy, and why it is called

the "Piano with a Soul." This book takes you on atrip
through one of the largest and best equipped piano fac-

tories in America, and explains clearly why Eck erle Pia-

nos are better than other modei-ate price instruments.
There are thirty-four of these important reasons which
you should know about, scattered along the journey from
lumberyard to shipping room. Send for this Art Color

Catalog today. It shows our new 1908 styles in colors,

quotes lowest freight-paid prices, explains our 4 different

plans of payment, and tells you in the words of other

buyers just what they have found the Eckerle Piano to be.

Alter yon have read this book
through and talked the matter over with your family.

you can take advantage of oar fair and square "Sold
when you're satisfied" offer, and we will deliver to

your own home, freight and delivery charges paid, the

style of Eckerle Piano you prefer, and let you give it a

thorough 30 days' trial. Play it yourself; let your chil-

dren try it; invite yoar musical friends to play on it,

and when the 30 days are up, let os know whether the

Eckerle "The Piano with a Soul" has found a home
with you. Yon take no risk whatever in trying the Eckerle
Piano i n yoar own home, and we take but very little risk

in making you this offer if you are really seeking earn-

estly for the best piano at a moderate "Factory to Home'

price. Write a postal or a letter right now ard ask us to

send you the Art Color Catalog of the Eckerle the piano
that is not considered sold until you are fully satisfied

that it is the piano you wnt to place In your home.

ALBAUGH-DOVER co.
903 93 8 Marshall Boulevard

Capital $1 ,500,000 CHICAGO, ILL.

NEW ALBAUGH-DOVER MODEL 5D-12 SEWING MACHINE
The most wtnder.nl offer we or any other house

has ever made on a strictly highest grade ball bearing
drop head sewing machine. Do not class this machine
with the ordinary drop head sewing machines which

you can buy anywhere at $25.00 to $35.00. At $35.00
this machine would stand alone as one of the greatest
values ever presented, and now when we cut the price
In two and aak only $17.95 for this beautiful piano-
polished quartered oak case, with carved front and
round comers, and this high arm automatic head
fitted with best ball bearings and equipped with stitch

regulator, double feed, spring tension, cylinder shuttle

and automatic bobbin winder, also include a full Bet of

attachments and accessories, ttie offer becomes the
sensation of the season in sewing machine values. You
don't need to take our word for it, but trust to your
own judgment after you have tried the machine in

your own home for 90 days. Order this machine on

days trial; use it alongside of any $60 Agency Machine
made, and if you don t prefer the new Albaugh-Dover
model No. 5D-12 machine, regardless of cost, send it

back and get every cent of your money. You take no
risk whatever. We can make quick shipment. Order today on 90 days trial. PUCE 1 17.95.

Albaugh-Dover Go,, 905-938 Marshall Blvd., Chicago, III,

90 Days Trial

A $60.00

Machine

From

Factory

to Home

for

$17.95

ALDOCO STEEL WIND MILLS
Only $37.40 and up for complete steel mU and steel tower.
Aldoco Mills run smoothly, quietly, and easily, and re-

quire but the slightest breeze to set them in motion They
have solid tool steel wrist pins, and a special Rocker Arm
Device Our steel towers are strongly braced, well pro-
portioned and fitted with ladders. Every mill fully

guaranteed. Write us.

No. 13 D I A-7701-11.

Complete S-foot wheel and 30-foot tower, total weight
940 pounds. Price $37 4.0

No. 13 I A-7701-12.
Complete 8-foot wheel with 40-foot tower, total weight
1130 pounds. Price $43.85

No. 13 D I A-7 702-20.
Complete 10-foot wheel with 40-foot tower, total

weight 1260 pounds. Price $51.05

No. 13 D I A-7702-21.
Complete 10-foot wheel with 50-foot tower, total

weight 1600 pounds. Price $60.08

ALL SHIPMENTS MADE FROM FACTOBT NKAB CHICAGO.

ALBAUGH=DOVER CO.
913-938 Marshall Blvd., Chicago, 111.

MORE MONEY
From Your Cows and

'Much Less Workl
,

J,'collld
-

'

see the Real
IFFERENC
between the

NEW

In Getting It.

Ifyou could see how to make easily

$10 to $15more a year on each and
every cow you keep, and still

do it with less work for

, OUR
PATENTED ALUMINUM COR-
RUGATED SKIMMING DEVK

9 and any other made
Difference in amount

' the cream you tret; Differ-

ence in the quality of cream;
.Difference in the way the machine runs.
'

Difference in the number of times a
linute you have to turn the crank;
"""irence in the way the milk is

ated and purified while being

rCream

takes tO Clean the
I other machine. Every drop cf milk tlmti

I the bowl of the New Butterfly Cream Separator
I is actually put through the BkimmiDg process

"

,^_ M w
I 8 time.. This foaraotees complete separation, and ^^^ you would Say.aS
I you can't fail to get ALL TflE CREAM. Iiew Butter-^^^ hundreds Of
I flj Cream Separators are sold as they oufrht to be. Hot by ^^k .

I asents. but direct from onrfactory to your farm Frlght^^Ot Hers are
I paid and on 365 diyf trial. Send today for illusfd catalos.^^^ 8 a Y 1 n

I For average use, we recom- PRICE f S\ f\ C|, -^B
I mena No. 4<4, capacity 450 delivered at JK X tl < ^^"I'll get the NEW
I to 600 Ibs. of milk per hour, your town *(/ W f ^^^BUTTERFLY

I ALBAUGH-DOVER CO. c-pifisi.ooo^ooo^^^^.
925-938 Marshall Boulevard, CHICAGO, ILL^

A Complaint
from one of the largest buggy manufacturers In America.

In a private letter recently addressed to the Albaugh-
Dover Company he makes tnls complaint, and appeals to
us to raise our buggy prices.

"Your prices are too low. We do not believe there
is any other catalogue in existence (and sorely no retail

dealer or agent) selling a buggy as well made as your
HD-116, for instance, for less than 960.00, while
your price is $50.00."

We call that a pretty convincing argument, and one
that should mean more to you If you are going to buy a
buggy.than all the extravagant claims madein the most
beautiful colored catalog ever written. This letter
proves that when It comes to buggies, we are acknowl-
edged privately by other manufacturer* themselves to
be leaders In price and quality. Why shouldn't we tell

you about it t You ought to know it, too

We Make a Specialty of the Best
Low -Priced Buggies in America
as well as the higher grades. No matter what kind of a i

buggy you want to buy, if you haven't gotten our catalog
and price list you haven't sir Lick "rock-bottom" In buggy
buying yet Our rigs are stylish, up-to-date, strong, and built ___

right from top to tire. Above all, the price in every Instance Is as low as the quality of the job and
our small profit will permit. Send today for our catalog and see for yourself why other manu-
facturers are complaining about our low "Factory-to-User" prices. Runabouts $2 1.BO to $02.00.
Top buggies $28.50 to $110. Surreys $58. SO to $110. We have 35 styles of Top Buggle* priced
from $40 to $60. Among these you are sure to find just the rig you want at a price much less than
you have expected to pay. Every buggy Is covered by our "Iron-Clad Guarantee." Write for catalog.

ALBAUGH-DOVER CO,, CHICAGO, ILL.



15he RELIABLE LINE
"Dempster"- That's The Name

High Class

Gasoline

Engines

2 to 12

Horse Power

For Gasoline

Kerosene a.nd

Alcohol
T

Four Cycle

Economical

Powerful

Will Run

Anything

Anywhere

Irrigating and Water Works Pumping Plants our Specialty

OUR LINE:
WIND MILLS ALL KINDS OF PUMPS WOOD AND STEEL TANKS

WELL MACHINERY GASOLINE ENGINES CULTIVATORS FEED MILLS
GRAIN DRILLS IRON PIPE AND CASING COCKS AND VALVES

WELL POINTS AND STRAINERS FARM AND RANCH WATER. SUPPLIES

BEST TO BUY BEST TO WORK

Look

Carefully

at the Best

Windmill

Head

Ever Made

See that

Extra

Bearing

on the
Wheel Shaft
and the

Center Lift

Crank

Roller Rim
Gears

and other good
things

DEMPSTER MILL MANUFACTURING CO.
FACTORY: BEATRICE. NEBRASKA

Branch Houses : Omaha. Neb. Kansas City. Mo. Sioux Falls, S. D.
Mention Department "A" when you write
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PUBLISHED IN THE INTEREST OF IRRIGATION FARMERS,DEALERS IN AND MANUFACTURERS OF, IRRIGATION AND
GENERA.U, F*ARM MACHINERY.

VOL,, xxiii. CHICAGO. SEPTEMBER, 1908. No. 11

Every Kind of Earth Handling Machine Necessary
for drainage and irrigation work is SOLD orLEASED by us.
Each of these machines is fitted for its own class of work and for
no other.

The Austin Drainage Excavator is a ditching ma-
chine pure and simple. It digs ditches with wide berms and
even spoil banks, of trapezoidal or curved cross-section, to

exact templet in one operation.

The Austin Levee Builder is levee building machine.
It excavates and places the earth in a straight, perfectly sloped
embankment in finely pulverized condition ready for compacting.

The Austin Side Hill Ditcher is a machine for ex-

cavating irrigation canals to trapezoidal or curved cross-section
on side hill, completing ditch and embankment in one operation.

The Austin Drainage Power Scraper Excavator
is a machine for ditching, stripping or pit excavation. It loads
onto spoil bank or into cars or wagons. It is the only power
scraper excavator that is operated by one line.

The Austin Stiff Led Orange Peel Excavator
is a machine for making wide and deep cuts in heavy soil. It

will make a cut 25 feet wide and over 20 feet deep, loading into
cars or wagons, or a cut 25 feet wide and 1 5 feet deep, depositing
on both sides.

These machines are all self-propelling, and when equipped
with an Austin Rolling Platform Traction will ride on
any material that does not require a boat to cross. Details of
each are given in our descriptive catalogue No. "S."

We lease machinery or sell outright, to meet the requirements of contractors

or land reclamation companies

F. C. AUSTIN DRAINAGE EXCAVATOR CO,

Railway Exchange, Chicago, III.

Morris Machine Works I

BALDWINSVILLE, N. Y.

Centrifugal Pumping Machinery, designed for

any irrigating proposition. Stnd details or

specifications of what it wanted and we will

recommend a pumping outfit to supply the need

New York Office, 39-41 Cortlandt Street

Houston OHlce. Cor. Wood C Willow Sts., Texas

Henion { Hubbell, Agents. 61 N. Jefferson St..

Chicago. III.

Htrron, lickard < McComb. Agents,
21 Fremont Street, San Frtncisco, Cal.



MAKE YOUR LAND FERTILE
If you have a tract of non-producing ground, why not make it pay you.

If you have a well of any description we can help you turn the useless soil into

fertile land that will bring you in profitable returns, many times the sum

expended for the installation of an outfit.

The outfit in the illustration shows one of our serviceable triplex pumps
connected to a horsepower outfit, by which medium many ranchmen, agri-

culturists and fruit men are 'now securing large crops of grain, grass and

other growths from the irrigated ground.

All the irrigation outfits we manufacture are exceedingly easy in action a d

are for operation by horsepower, gas or gasoline engines, belt driven, direct

connected to motor, or ANY available power.

They have capacities of from 3 gallons per minute to 3,000 gallons per
minute, and can be adjusted to suit any conditions.

Our engineering department will give their most careful attention to state-

ments of conditions under which the pumps would have to work, and will

submit expert advice on the matter.

Our Catalogue "G" is devoted exclusively to power pumps and irrigation

outfits, and if interested, we will be pleased to mail a copy on request.

THE DEMING COMPANY, SALEM, OHIO
HENION & HUBBELL, 61-69 N. Jefferson Street, Chicago, III., General Western Agents.

CRANE CO., Portland, Ore., Spokane, Seattle, Tacoma, Wash., San Francisco, Los Angeles, Cal., Salt Lake City, Utah, Pacific Coast Agents.

J. A. WHITING,
CIVIL AND IRRIGATION ENGINEER

Examinations, Estimates, Reports,
Surveys, Plans and Supervision.

SOl First Nat'i Bmk Bidtf. Cheyenne, Wyoming

JOHN CLAY, President
JAS. T. CRAIG, Vice-President W. B. PENFOLD. Cashier
A. H. MARBLE, Vice-President D. J. HULL, Ass't Cashier

BUTTE COUNTY BANK
BELLEFOUKCHE, S. D.

Capital and Surplus, $30,OOO
Personal Interview or Correspondence Solicited

ROBERT McF. DOBLE
:CIVIL AND IRRIGATION ENGINEERS

Surveys, Plans, Estimates, Exam-
inations, Reports and Supervision

Majestic Building DENVER, COLORADO

BEFORE YOU BUY A LEVEL
Write for descriptive circulars of the

BOSTRON IMPROVED FARM
AND BUILDERS' LEVELS

Practical up-to-date instruments
that anyone can use. Recommend-
ed by professional men of repute
and by the most progressire far-

mers of the country tor irrigation,
drainage and building purposes.

128.OOPrice. : SIB.OO and S25.I
including Teleicope, Tripod

and Rod.

BOSTROM-BRADY MFC. CO.
55 W. Alabama St. - ATLANTA, GA.

3000 to 5000
TILE PER DAY

is the amount we guarantee to make on the

SCHENK CEMENT TILE MACHINE
with six men to operate It. Makes all sizes from
4 to 16 .inches. For further Information write

THE CEMENT TILE MACHINERY CO
134 Rath Street. WATERLOO, IOWA
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DOM ALL
in the wonderful Twin Falls country of Southern Idaho. Four years ago a
desert today the home of 25,000 high-class American citizens from every

state. Twin Falls City 4,000 population only four years old. Jerome, Wendell and
Milner just started and will be big towns in two or three years.

Twin Falls
North Side

Tract 180,000

acres, nearly all

sold. 2,000
farms to be irri-

gated in 1909.

Twin Falls

Salmon Tract

80,000 acres
nearly all sold.

1,000 farms to

be irrigated in

1910. Town of

Hollister to be

principal center.

Clover Creek

Valley extension
of the North
Side tract, to

be' opened soon,

embracing 40,-

000 acres of rich

and valuable

lands.

You can make
filings by power
of attorney. You
get full title by
reclaiming one-

eighth of the

land and living
on it 30 days.

Truly the op-

portunity of a

lifetime.

THE
TWIN FALLS COUNTRY

The Twin Falls country is the Most Rapidly developing region in the United States,

therefore the best place to go, while you can still get a farm at the original price and

realize from the rapid advance in values. Ask us to put your name on our mailing list.

Twin Falls North Side Land & Water Company
1224 First National Bank Building, Chicago, Illinois

W. S. KUHN, President

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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'KRIOR

SUPERIOR DRILLS ire Used and Appreciated by Good

Farmers Ihe World Pier

SEND FOR CATALOGUE NOW
GENERAL AGENTS FOR WESTERN TERRITpRY:
Dean & Co.. Minneapolis, Minn
Kingman & Co., .... Peoria, 111

Kinsman St. Louis Implement Co., St. Louis, Mo
Kinsman-Moore Imp. Co., - Kansas City. Mo
Kingman-Moorelmp. Co., Oklahoma, Okla.

Kingman Implement Co., Omaha, Neb,
Harlin & Orendorff Imp. Co.. Portland, Ore
Colorado Moline Plow Co., - Denver, Colo
The T. C. Powers Co., - - Helena, Mont
Consolidated Wag. & Mach. Co , Salt Lake City
Newell Matthews Co., - Lo. Angeles, Cal
The H. C. Shaw Co.,

- Stockton, Cal

Eastern Farmers please write direct to the Manufacturers

SUPERIOR DRILL CO., Springfield. Ohio
Division of the American Seeding Mach. Co., Inc.

GRAIN DRILLS

% SAVED OF
THE EXPENSE
OF IRRIGATION

Send for our booklet, "COST OF IRRIGATION." It will
save you money in irrigating.

We guarantee 2.">
' more water with the same power, or the same

amount ol water with 25J less power than other make of pumping
machinery. We have proved this greater efficiency by huudreds of
tests and we are ready to prove it again.

Bulletin No. 104 illustrates and describes irrigation machinery

THE AMERICAN WELL WORKS
AURORA. ILLINOIS. I . S. A.

Chicago Office. First National Bank Building.
Morse Bros. Machinery & Supply Co., Denver, Colo.
Zimmerman-Wells Brown Company, Portland, Ore.
Cal. Hydraulic, Engineering & Supply Co., San Francisco. Calif.

Machinery and

Irrigating Supplies
AT

HALF PRICE
GASOLINE ENGINES

50 Gasoline Engines, 2 H. P. to 30 H. P. Some
brand new. Nearly every make. Send for list.

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
10 Centrifugal Pumps, sizes 2 in. to 12 in.

Have been thoroughly overhauled and are as

good as new. We can save you from 40 to

60 #> on complete pumping outfits. Write for

estimate.

STANDARD WROUGHT IRON PIPE

with screwed endsCarefully overhauled,
threaded couplings.

1 in., per ft 4c

1% in., per ft 5c

\Y2 in., per ft

2 in., per ft 9c

and

2*/2 in., per ft Uc
3 in., per ft 17c
6 in., per ft 42c
8 in., per ft 75c

Prices on larger sizes on application.
Send for special bargain list No. 803.

WROUGHT IRON LAP-WELDED CASING

Just as good as new. Will stand higher pressure
than standard black pipe and is lighter weight Just
the thing for irrigating purposes. Special prices on
large quantities.

Inside
Diameter.

\Yt inch.

2^4 inch.

3}4 inch.

3J4 inch.

V-A inch.

5$i inch.

6% inch.

6$i inch.

854 inch.

Outside
Diameter.
2 inch.

3 inch.

3% inch.

inch.

inch.

inch.

inch.

inch.

inch.

6

Weight
per foot.

2 Ibs.

3J4 Ibs.

4J4 Ibs.

S 1
/, Ibs.

Ibs.

Ibs.

Ibs.

Ibs.

Ibs.

Price

per foot.

12c
14c

13
15
18

20c
34c
40c
48c
60c

WRITE FOR OUR LOW PRICES ON

Roofing,
Lumber,
Hardware,
Builders' Supplies,
Mill Work,
Water Works Systems,
Furniture,
Carpets,
Rugs,

Linoleum,
Belting,
Electrical Supplies,
Hose,
Tools,
Blacksmith Supplies,
Building Paper,
Plumbing Goods,
Heating Plants.

END FOR OUR BARGAIN CATALOG NO. 803.

This wonderful book is sent free if you mention
this paper. Every shrewd buyer should have a copy.
Vnd tis your name and address plainly. Tell us
just what you are in the market for.

Chicago House Wrecking Co.
35th and Iron Streets, CHICAGO, ILL.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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AMERICAN WIRE ROPE
is made under the most exacting reqirements for strength, flexibility and durability. No other commercial form of metal
is subjected to such a combination of destructive influences heavy and sharp strains, bending, abrasion and corrosion

and yet is trusted with such a burden of human life as well as goods.
Its integrity begins at our mines, continuing through our blast furnaces, where the different specially selected ores are

amalgamated. It is highly accentuated in our melting processes where the character, of the steel is established. Through
our rolling and wire drawing mills its individuality is finally set, when it enters into the finished wire rope and goes to our

department of tests, there to receive the rigid inspection of skilled examiners to be sure that the work is perfect.

Each of these stages represents a distinct science developed by masters, and upon the skill of these masters depends
the worth of the finished rope.

Facilities and organization are therefore of prime importance; and in the manufacture of American wire rope we offer

the product of the greatest mines, steel producing plants and wire mills in the world, all under one ownership and control.

Thus is established and maintained the highest standard of excellence, and the user of American wire rope is assured

of the best that human ingenuity can produce.

Sold direct or through our distributers. Large stocks carried at convenient
points all over the country, ready for quick delivery in either short or long
lengths, on reels or in coils.
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PLAIN DISK DRILL WITH GANG PRESS WHEELS

IN ENDLESS VARIETY

Hoosier Drill Company
Division, The American Seed ing-Machine Co., Incorporated

RICHMOND. IND. U. S.lA.E

GaJve^nized Steel

Irrigation Flumes
AND WATER. TROUGHS

Galvanized steel is rapidly taking the place
of wood for fluming purposes and with The
Maginnis Patent splice fluming is made easy Any
boy can put the Maginnis Steel Flume together or

take it apart. Steel flumes and troughs "Ship
Knock down" Third Class freight. Let me figure
on your flume. All flumes guaranteed.

Write for Testimonials and Pa rticulars to

P. Maginnis, Mfr.
Kimball, Nebraska

THE MARION
STEAM SHOVEL

COMPANY
MARION, - - OHIO

STEAM SHOVELS, both Traction
and Railroad Trucks, Ballast Un-
loaders, Placer Mining Dredges.

RIVER, HARBOR and DITCHING DREDGERS
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE, INFORMATION, Etc.

G. W. BARNHART
Western Manager

718 MONADNOCK BLDC.,
- SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

BOOKS ON

Irrigation and Drainage
The Irrigation Age has established a book

department for the benefit of its readers. Any
of the following named books on Irrigation and

Drainage will be forwarded postpaid on receipt

of price :

Irrigation Institutions, Elwood Mead $1.25

Irrigation in the United States, F. H. Newell 2.00

Irrigation Engineering, Herbert M. Wilson 4.00

Irrigation and Drainage, F. H. King 1.50

Irrigation for Farm and Garden, Stewart 1.00

Irrigating the Farm, Wilcox 2.00

The Primer of Irrigation, cloth, 300 pages 2.00

Practical Farm Drainage, Charles G. Elliott 1.00

Drainage for Profit and Health, Waring 1.00

Farm Drainage, French 1.00

Land Drainage, Miles 1.00

Tile Drainage, Chamberlain 40

Address

THE IRRIGATION AGE CO.

112 Dearborn Street. CHICAGO. ILL.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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THE IRRIGATION AGE
With which is Merged

MODERN IRRIGATION THE DRAINAGE JOURNAL
THE IRRIGATION ERA MID-WEST

ARID AMERICA THE FARM HERALD

IRRIGATION AGE COMPANY,
PUBLISHERS.

112 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO

EnUred as second-class matter October 8, 1897, at the Postoffice at

Chicago, 111., under Act of March 3, 1870.

D. H. ANDERSON, Editor

ANNOUNCEMENT.
"The Primer of Irrigation" is now ready for delivery. Price,

$2.00. If ordered in connection with subscription, the price is $1.50.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
To United States Subscribers, Postage Paid f1.00
To Canada and Mexico, 1.50

All Other Foreign Countries 1.SO
In forwarding remittances please do not send checks on local banks.

Send either postomce or express money order or Chicago or New York
draft.

Official organ Federation of Tree Growing Clubs of

America.

Official organ of the American Irrigation Federation.
Office of the Secretary, 212 Boyce Building, Chicago.

Interesting to Advertisers.
It may interest advertisers to know that The Irrigation Age is the

only publication in the world having an actual paid in advance
circulation among individual irrigators and large irrigation corpo-
rations. It is read regularly by all interested in this subject and has

readers in all parts of the world. The Irrigation Age is 23 yean
old and it the pioneer publication of its class in the world.

Owing to lack of space, it will b.e impos-

Pathfinder. sible to publish the article on the North

Project. Platte or Pathfinder project in western

Nebraska and eastern Wyoming. This

article was prepared for us by Mr. G. L. Shumway of

Scottsbluff, Nebraska. Many good illustrations will be

shown in connection with this article, which will appear

in our issue of October.

Don't fail to attend the National Irriga-

National tion Congress, which is to be held at Al-

Irrigation buquerque, New Mexico, September 28-29,

Congress. October 1 and 2. There is but little time

now before the date of opening and we

would suggest to all who contemplate attending this

congress that they correspond with the local commit-

tees at Albuquerque and secure accommodations. Do

not fail also to give consideration to the subject of

side trips that may be made from Albuquerque into

New Mexico and Arizona. There are many points of

interest to be found in New Mexico which should be

visited by all who are strangers in the territory. This

includes the old town of Santa Fe, the petrified forests

of Arizona, and the Grand Canyon of the Colorado.

All of these are within easy distance of Albuquerque.

There are many attractive points still nearer and we are

informed that the local committee of the congress has

made arrangements for many side trips to different gov-

ernment projects in Arizona. To those who are going

from the east to attend the congress it will be well to

give this matter thought before all arrangements are

definitely settled, so that they may take advantage of

all the opportunities presented.

More

About

Maxwell.

We have received word recently from dif-

ferent associations throughout the United

States concerning an effort which is be-

ing made by our old friend, George H.

Maxwell, George, the erstwhile invincible,

the foster father of all irrigation and conservation

work throughout the west. Our correspondents tell us

that Mr. Maxwell is attempting to induce the different

commercial associations throughout the west, among
which may be mentioned the National Association of

Implement and Vehicle Manufacturers and different as-

sociations of dealers in implements and hardware, to

contribute various sum of money for large lumps of

subscriptions to the almost forgotten magazine, "Max-

well's Talismen." Judging from the reports sent in to

us, Mr. Maxwell has not been very successful in his ef-

forts. The dealers and other associations of manufac-

turers throughout the country have become somewhat

suspicious of people who come to them asking for con-

tributions with the idea that this money is to be used

for western development. It is doubtful if any one

who has followed the matter of western development

closely can learn of any single instance when funds

so collected have been used to develop a sentiment

which would lead to colonization of western areas.

It is true that if the right sort of campaign were
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inaugurated and the money could be gotten and ex-

pended under the supervision of some commission, this

would possibly be a good plan. It is our impression,

moreover, that it will be necessary to exploit such sec-

tions of the country as are being reclaimed by Federal

Irrigation Projects before the public generally will

fully realize what the government has- to offer in the

way of land and the possibility of home building

thereon. It is doubtful, al&o, if the individual who is

the head of what is known as the National Irrigation

Association has a right to go out to commercial bodies

and request contributions for the purpose above out-

lined.

There is being reproduced in this issue

Centraliza- an article which recently appeared in the

tion of Denver Field and Farm under the head-

Power, ing, "Uncle Sam's Advertising Agents"
and credited to Mr. C. T. Johnson.

This article is so closely in line with the conten-

tions regularly made by this journal during the past

eight or ten years that it is thought worth while to re-

produce it at this time and make it particularly promi-

nent so that those who attend the irrigation congress

may have a better understanding of conditions sur-

rounding the publicity department of our Federal Gov-

ernment as associated with Conservation and Eeclama-
to

tion.

We quote herewith a letter recently received from

a gentleman in Idaho and it is deemed best to give the

suggestion as presented to us by Mr. Sabransky. We
herewith quote his letter in full:

TWIN FALLS, IDAHO, August 27, 1908.

THE IRRIGATION AGE, Chicago.
GENTLEMEN : Enclosed please find money order for $2.50,

for which please send me the Primer of Irrigation and also

THE IRRIGATION AGE for one year, starting with the August
number. I like THE IRRIGATION AGE very much, although I

would like to see you take a friendlier stand towards the

National Forests. Sincerely,
F. W. SABRANSKY.

It is refreshing to have so clear and honest an

expression from a gentleman like Mr. Sabransky. THE
IRRIGATION AGE will at all times be very glad indeed,

to give due attention to suggestions of this character.

We cannot, however, fully comprehend his view of the

national forest question without more specific informa-

tion, and request Mr. Sabransky to send xis, in the form

of a letter for publication, his views on the Forestry

Bureau and the work performed by Mr. Pinchot and

his agents.

In this connection, it may not be out of place to

say that while the editor of THE IRRIGATION AGE be-

lieves fully in the honesty and integrity of Mr. Pinchot.

he also feels at liberty to criticise the methods adopted

by that gentleman and his associates in the exploitation

of work carried on by that bureau. The article repro-

duced on another page taken from the Denver Field and

Farm states in a clear manner the sentiment of a gruat

number of people throughout the western country, con-

cerning those who use questionable methods in their

campaign of publicity.

The surprising feature of the whole situation is

that men of the qualifications of Messrs. Pinchot and

Newell, men whose personality is attractive and whose

efforts tend in the main to the upbuilding of the west

should find it necessary to re&ort to this sort of work

in exploiting their respective bureaus and the general

line of work conducted under their personal direction.

Both Messrs. Pichot and Newell are kindly disposed

individuals, but it is the general impression throughout
the west that this very estimable quality in each has

led many well-intentioned censors and others in power
to believe implicitly everything suggested by them,

thereby leaving them free rein without the supervision

or examination of their reports and suggestions, such

as is maintained in other equally important depart-

ments of the government at Washington.

Just why the President of the United States H
so loyal in his support of the Pinchot and Newell

regime is difficult to understand by those who have care-

fully studied conditions throughout the west. It is

known that the President is a man of strong convic-

tions and equally strong friendships, but it is also

known as is illustrated in the case of Maxwell and

others, the Annanias Club for instance, the President

very rapidly drops those who do not agree with his

policy or suggestions, judging moreover from the man-

ner in which he has supported the Reclamation and

Forestry Bureaus one would judge that both Messrs.

Newell and Pinchot are wonderfully clever diplomats.

We would hardly care to say that their subserviency

to the dictation of the President would permit the car-

rying out of so-called reforms.

In answer to our subscriber, Mr. Sabransky, we wilt

again request him to write us his views for publication

concerning the Forestry Bureau and the work con-

ducted under it in his section of Idaho. It is our im-

pression that the forestry work in the southern part of

Idaho will bear a closer investigation perhaps than in

the central and northern sections. It is also possible

that in this section of Idaho the forest rangers have

been more carefully selected or being under closer sur-

veilance by men of various branches of the government
in that section, also northern Utah, are held down to a

cleaner line of work. It is a well-known fact that

the rangers throughout Idaho, or a fair per cent of

them at least, are men of small mental caliber and many
of them are individuals whose ability would not be

recognized in the commercial world. It is possible that

under the new arrangement where larger salaries may
be paid that the personnel of this class- may be mater-

ially improved. After all, it appears to THE IRRIGA.-
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TION AGE that the only clean method of handling both

the Eeclamation and the Forestry Bureau is by a com-

mission composed of strong men who are fully ac-

quainted with the needs of each of these bureaus; men

who may be approached by those who have grievances

and by those who are trying to remedy evils that may
and will perhaps always creep into work of this char-

acter.

At the coming congress which will be held at Al-

buquerque, September 29-30, and October 1 and 2,

it is hoped that many matters which have been ignored

at former congresses will be taken up and acted upon,

among them the grievances of the Inyo County Delega-

tion, who were wholly ignored, in fact ridiculed by gov-

ernment officials at the congress held at Sacramento in

1907. It is true, perhaps, that Inyo County would have

received better consideration had not the gentlemen who

came from that section exploited their plan through

the press before their arrival at Sacramento. One of

the peculiar results of this too early exploitation was

the fact that government officials were put on their

guard. They handled the matter through the daily

papers of Sacramento before the congress convened, and

in a way belittled the delegation so that when their

complaint was brought to the attention of the congress

scant attention was given to them.

A peculiar condition exists in connection with the

work being done throughout the west by the Reclama-

1 iou Bureau and this was never more clearly shown than

at the Sacramento congress.

Wherever government work is contemplated or be-

ing carried on it is reasonable to suppose that all of

the citizens of that district will reap benefits to a greater

or less degree from an expenditure of the vast sum

handled, and the ultimate good results which will fol-

low that expenditure. It is also reasonable to expect

the newspapers of each particular district to support the

government officials in every way possible and it is fair

to suppose that any one criticising the Reclamation

Service in any way would be in turn criticised by the

papers who represent the district which is deriving

good from work of this character.

It was never intended, if our view of the mattur

is correct, that the Reclamation Service or any other

government bureau would use that influence which

naturally results from a condition such as described, to

belittle individuals who have real or fancied grievances

against the methods employed in their locality. It ?s

doubtful if these conditions have ever been clearly

brought to the attention of the President, otherwise, it is

our impression that he would have taken a decided

stand and seen that every one who has a grievance

got a "square deal," that being a condition about which

the President has talked much in times past. Some

day we hope to take up the subject of "the square deal"

and will attempt to illustrate how little along that line

the western people have received.

People who have been pioneers, who have spent

the better part of their lives in developing virgin ter-

ritory, who have endured hardships, who have raised

families under the most trying difficulties; all of these,

so far as our knowledge goes, have changed their mind
on the subject of a square deal by the President. One

of the most peculiar conditions surrounding the whole

affair is that those who know the President and believe

in him, feel that he would not tolerate conditions as de-

picted by us in times past, if all of the facts were

clearly laid before him. The trouble is, so far as we

aie able to judge, the President depends largely on

bureiiu heads, and if an individual in the west com-

plains that he is being imposed upon by an official and

the government official reaches the President first, that

individual receives scant courtesy when he presents his

case at the White House. This is unfortunate, unfair

would perhaps be a better word.

Mr. Thomas Walsh, of Colorado, has informed the

editor of THE IRRIGATION AGE that the President is

inclined to ^'ve every man a fair show. Reports from

various individuals throughout the west who have at-

tempted to present their grievances to the President

would indicate that the contrary is true, and yet we

know that Mr. Walsh is sincere in his statement and

fully believes that the President is sincere in all of

his work and efforts. The general impression in the

west is that he is led by some of the men in whom
he places the greatest confidence and it is safe to say

among these men Messrs. Newell and Pinchot stand

clear before the gaze of the men who have helped de-

velop the western empire. Why will the President not

investigate more closely and give the mass of people a

or ance rather than plae-.i so much confidence in the

heads of bureaus ?

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation

Age one year and

The Primer of Irrigation
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THE SIXTEENTH NATIONAL IRRIGATION CON-
GRESS.

Albuquerque is putting on her holiday dress so

that she may present a good appearance at the time of

the meeting of the Sixteenth National Irrigation Con-

gress which is to be held in that city September 29-30,

October 1 and 2.

Albuquerque is a beautiful city of some 20,000

population. It is the metropolis of New Mexico and

the commercial capital and railroad center of an aroa

some 500 miles square. It is also the most important

city on the main line of the Santa Fe railway between

Topeka, Kansas, and Los Angeles, California. Here
are located the Santa Fe railroad shops and one of

the Santa Fe's splendid Harvey hotels, the Alvarado.

This hotel cost upwards of $200,000 and can accom-

modate a large number of guests, and at this hou-1

FRANK C.60UDY
PRESIDENT

8.A.FOWLE1R
SECRETARY SIXTEENTH

SUTICXAL JRJr.CftTION

of Sixteenth National Irr

rooms have been reserved for officials of the congress.
the diplomatic corps and others of prominence who will

be in attendance.

We are showing in this connection a lot of good

photos of Albuquefrque and vicinity 'which include

some of the reclamation work in the southwest. Per-

haps no better point could have been selected for the

Sixteenth National Irrigation Congress, in view of the

fact that the territory of New Mexico will be greatly
benefited by large irrigation projects which -are now

contemplated or are under way. ,

New Mexico is largely an unknown territory. That
is to say, very few people outside of those who are

residents of the territory are acquainted with its

possibilities and resources. It has within its bound-

aries some of the best pine timber in the United States,

large areas underlaid with coal and immense tracts

of grazing lands as well as large areas in the valleys
of its streams, used now to a limited extent, for agricul-
ture. These stream areas will eventually be all put
under cultivation as soon as plans of private individ-

uals and Federal projects are put into operation.
New Mexico has large reaches rich in minerals and

her valleys are exceedingly productive wherever water

is obtained for them. The lower reaches of the Eio

Grande valley around Las Graces and Mesilla are world-

famed for fruit and alfalfa. New Mexico has occupied
a prominent part in the development of western

America. Within her boundaries lies one of the oldest

towns in the country, Santa Fe. This was a prominent
town when our central and western cities like Chicago,
St. Louis, Detroit and Milwaukee were in their swad-

dling clothes. The old Santa Fe trail which traversed

the country from Weston on the Missouri to the -
-

3-

mote frontier of Mexico derived its name from this

old city. Here is located one of the oldest churches in

America, and there are many other structures in Sania

Fe that are so old as to lend romance to their name,
and no doubt many of those who attend the congress
will make a side trip from Lamy on the main line of

the Santa Fe railway up into the hills to the town of

that name. In fact, it would be folly for those who
have never visited this section to go on to Albuquerque
without contemplating the short side trip of twenty
miles to old Santa Fe. There are many other inter-

esting points within easy distance of Albuquerque. Not
far to the west on the main line of the Santa Fe are

found the petrified forests of Arizona and another

branch of this road reaches down to the Grand Can-

yon of the Colorado, one of the world's greatest won-

ders. From other points along the line side trips niny

be made to Indian reservations which have become his-

torical from the part these Indian tribes have taken iu

the history of the west. Many other interesting points
are easily reached in a day's travel by wagon from al-

most any station of the Santa Fe line west of Albu-

querque. So much has been written and told about

these various points by magazine stories and lecturers

that it would not be worth while for us to 'deal minutely
with them. It would be well, however, for all of those

who contemplate visiting Albuquerque to consider that

they may never again reach a point as near so many
historic localities as is Albuquerque.

Las Vegas on the Santa Fe, which lies only five

or six hours' ride north of Albuquerque is well worth

a visit of a day or two. This is one of the most pro-

gressive towns in the territory. In fact, there has,

been more development along the line of colonization

around Las Vesas than in anv other section of New

Convention Hall, Albuquerque.

Mexico, with the possible exception of the Pecos valley,

which lies to the east of Albuquerque, and Las Vegas
which was explored and colonized manv years ago.

This particular valley has a national reputation and has

passed through the varying changes of colonization by

proxy, and the real thing. In recent years the govern-
ment has taken up some of the projects that were fail-
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iires under private capital and it is estimated by those

who are in touch witli the Hondo and other districts

that much more healthy and substantial development-
will be established within the next few years than in

any preceding years in the history of that section.

Large sums of money have been made in New
Mexico in the last several years by eastern and northern

people who have gone in there and have been kesn

enough to observe the possibilities from a home-making
standpoint. One gentleman, Mr. Richard Morley, is

said to have made something like $300,000 there in

a few years in land transactions alone and a gentleman
and wife from Chicago of the name of Colby went in

there several years ago and cleaned up something like

$150,000 or $200,000 on land deals. Both Mr. Morley
and Mr. and Mrs. Colby were comparative strangers
to New Mexico ten years ago. They visited there and
saw an opportunity to get land at a low price and they
have been fortunate in the accumulation of what we are

all after, money. We name these two instances to illus-

trate the possibilities in a section like New Mexico.

Perhaps the same results might have been obtained by
the same application and effort in other states, but

JAMES S. AND W. S. KUHN.

James S. and William S. Kuhn are two distinguished
men in the business world. They are young in years
but masters of great undertakings-. They were intro-

duced into irrigation circles by H. L. Hollister of

Idaho and Chicago. Mr. Hollister then had in hand
with I. B. Perrine the Twin Falls North Side Tract
of 180,000 acres and the Great Shoshone Falls Power

Company. The Kuhn Brothers saw the possibilities
in these great projects and placed behind them the

strength of their splendid organization. Everyone who
is in touch with irrigation progress knows what an

impetus they have given to development in the Twin
Falls country. Without waiting to complete the North
Side system they took up the Twin Falls Salmon Tract,
which lies south of the original Twin Falls tract. . It

speaks volumes for the public confidence in the Kuhn
Brothers to say that 70,000 of the 80,000 acres of

the, Salmon Tract opened for entry, were bought by
entrymen at the opening on June 1st, and immediately
after, the first payment thus being made two years
before water for irrigation will be available. The

Hotel Alvarado and Santa Fe Station, Albuquerque.

this happened in New Mexico and that is where we are

all going to the congress. Our advice to readers would
be to keep their "eyes peeled" while in that territory

for just such opportunities as were taken advantage of

by the individuals mentioned above.

We would suggest to all our readers who contem-

plate visiting Albuquerque at the time of the congress
to make arrangements as early as possible for hotel

accommodations. The good citizens of that commun-

ity claim to be able to handle crowds, no matter how

large, but it is our impression that there will be such

a large attendance at the congress that it will be just
as well to arrange for space in advance.

A complete report oi the Sixteenth National Irri-

gation congress will appear in our issue of October.

THE IRRIGATION AGE headquarters during the congress
will be in Room 16, Alvarado Hotel, where all our

friends will be welcome.

North Side Tract is well sold out and the new towns

of Jerome, Wendell and Milner are becoming daily

more important as business and social centers. The
Kuhns are constructing a railroad from Gooding on

J. S. Kuhn. W. S. Kuhn.

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation Age
1 year, and The Primer of Irrigation

the Oregon Short Line through the Twin Falls North

Side Tract. They are also building a large power plant
at Lower Salmon Falls. They have established banks

at Milner and Jerome and take a leading part in all
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the work of development. They have delivered water

for irrigation to the first segregation of 30,000 acres

of the North Side Tract and the entire system will bo

complete this year. An extension is now under way to

bring 40,000 acres in Clover Creek Valley, lying north

of the Oregon Short Line, under water. The storage
diim for the Salmon Tract is now under way and for

the next eighteen months 100 to 300 men will be em-

ployed in this construction. Besides their interest in ir-

rigation, the Kuhn Brothers are men of large affairs

elsewhere. Nine floors of the Pittsburgh Bank for

Savings building are occupied by the executive officer

of the Kuhn properties.
James S. Kuhn is president of the Pittsburgh

Bank for Savings, president of the First National

Bank of McKeesport, president of the Municipal and

Corporation Securities Company, and director of the

Colonial Trust Company of Pittsburgh, the Germania

Savings Bank of Pittsburgh, First National Bank of

Pittsburgh, and Trust Company of America, New York.

He is also president of the American Water Works 'and

The Art of Irrigation
CHAPTER FOUR

By T. S. VAN DYKE

The first point to consider in making levees for

checks is whether they are to be permanent, as for al-

falfa, or whether they are to be broken up for culti-

vation after each irrigation, as for some kinds of or-

chard and garden work. If they are to remain year
after year, with the cijpp growing on top of them

just the same as in the bottom of the check, then they
must be made with care and smoothed off along the tops
and sides. They must be broad enough on the base to

allow a gentle slope rounded to top so that mowers and

hay wagons can go over them the same as on the level

ground. I have seen them fifteen feet wide on the bot-

tom and two and a half feet high causing no incon-

Rio Grande Project, New Mexico Leasburg Diverting Dam.

Guarantee Company which has a paid up capital of

$2,000,000 and a surplus of over $2,000,000.
W. S. Kuhn is president of the United Coal Com-

pany, which owns and operates nine important prop-
erties in Pennsylvania and West Virginia; president
of the West Penn Railways System, which supplies
with power, light and transportation some fifty cities

and towns in northwestern Pennsylvania, and president
of the Twin Falls North Side Land and Water Com-

pany, which is spending millions of dollars on irriga-
tion work in Idaho. He is a director of the First

National Bank of Pittsburgh ; First National Bank of

McKeesport, Pa., the Pittsburgh Bank for Savings,
the Commonwealth Trust Company and Commercial
National Bank, all of Pittsburgh. The Kuhns and
associates are the largest private operators in irrigation
and to have them back of any enterprise insures its

success. Their broad and liberal policy has won the

firm confidence of people who are seeking homes upon
irrigated tracts. The cause of irrigation was certainly

given a great lift when J. S. and W. S. Kuhn entered

the field!

venience to machinery and carrying as good a growth
on their tops as there was down in the check. This
is higher than is generally necessary for small checks,
but on account of the danger of breaching from waves
when first made, and before they are settled down and
filled with roots it is best to make them at least twelve

feet on the base and eighteen inches high. This makes
them safe until the growth of the crop stops waves in

the highest wind, the roots bind the soil so that a breach
will be a mere leak instead of tearing away a large part
of the levee. A gopher hole can make .little more than
a leak and that may be stopped by tramping down the

top material of which you have so much that you don't

have to haul in any. I have some much smaller than
this which have lasted six years in good shape, but if you
don't lose too much top soil by scraping up big levees,

big ones are the surest. Scraping off top soil is no ob-

jection for alfalfa, except for the first year, perhaps.
After that, if you have true alfalfa ground, perfect

drainage its fertility makes little difference if you
handle the water properly. Care must be used at first

in letting in the water, watching the wind and search-
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ing out spots in the levee the water may be following,
such as sticks, roots, weeds, clots or something that

makes a bad bank. The breaking of a big levee of

loose, dry earth may compel you to run back to shut

off the water and then wait several days for the ground
to dry enough for repairs amounting sometimes to half

a day's work with man and team for want of a little

care by one man.
Levees of this kind must generally be made with a

good carrying scraper with material taken from all

over the check, so that there is no deep trench left at

the base. Many are made by scraping only a few feet

from the base and leaving such a trench, but it only
wastes water, causes alfalfa to scald on some soils by

having the water on too long, and is apt to jar machin-

ery coming over the levee, or to run a mower knife into

the ground. Levees may, however, be started by a

ridger and built up with a scraper.

Where levees are to be broken up after each irri-

gation they need only hold long enough to wet the soil

deep enough. For wetting new ground to plow for the

first time, two shallow furrows run in opposite direc-

tions so as to throw the dirt to a central ridge will

are to have an inlet for each one or whether some are

to be supplied with water from the checks above.

When water has been in a check long enough it should

be discharged, and the best place to do it is often into

the next one below, provided there is enough left to do

the work there, and if there will not be enough left it

may be better to turn in a little more so as to utilize

the first part instead of throwing it away in a waste

ditch. Where you have land enough you should pro-
vide a place to use up waste water at the lower end
with something like an alfalfa patch for the cow, or

a blackberry patch or some tough thin? that will do

fairly well even under bad irrigation. But your crops

may be too valuable to allow any water to be wasted

or badly used, and if you are flooding the best way to

use it is by discharging one check into another as fast

as the first is wet enough.
This is done by breaking the check at the right

time, and for checks that are not to be permanent this

is the best way. But where they are permanent you
are liable to cut the levees too much unless well pro-
tected by vegetation. If they are so protected it will

be quite a job to cut them quickly enough and also

Central Avenue, West, Albuquerque.

last long enough on most soils. Or if the soil can be

scratched up when dry with a cultivator to get earth

enough, the ridger may be better. For all orchard

or garden work where two -or three hours soaking will

suffice, the ridger is the cheapest way of throwing a

levee if the ground is loose enough. If the water is to

stand six or eight hours some patching of the levee by
hand may be needed. But all earth put into such levees

beyond what is needed is only that much more in the

way of plowing and cultivating.
A ridger is simply a box sled with converging run-

ners. The ordinary size is made of a couple of two by
twelve plank about two feet apart at one end and four

or five at the other, the whole decked over so that a

man can ride on the top, and five or six feet long. It

is best to shoe the runners with iron and make the

whole thing strong. This is dragged by horses with the

widest end foremost, scraping the loose earth from
an area of five feet or so and squeezing it out through
the two foot opening. If this does not gather earth

enough a larger one is generally put ahead of it. A
ridger sways some but that is a matter mainly of

looks. It can be prevented by a long beam stretched

along the top or by a rudder in front, so fixed that it

does not hurt the ridge. The openings left in the

ridges are filled with shovel or hoe.

The next thing to consider is whether these checks

quite a task to repair them so that they will not break

the next time before you are ready. A gate at the

lowest point is therefore the best thing in such a case

and it should be marked with a stick or something ~-j

that the first blockhead that runs a mowing machine

will not smash it and the machine too. Such gates
should have an overflow at a certain height.

Another way of making checks feed each other is

to have the water pass around at the upper end of the

slope on which they lie. It is there so shallow that it

will not cut much and a whole line may be taken care

of in this way. This does not discharge the water

remaining in the check so that there will be waste

unless the whole series of checks is filled very quickly.
If the ground is pretty flat and tight there will be

little waste and it is a good way to use up night
water when you do not want to stay up.

Another good way to use up night water and do

it without danger of breaking checks from getting

too full is to have them strung along a ditch with the

sills of the gates about level with the bottom of the

the check and also near the bottom of the ditch.

When properly set such gates allow the water to pass
in to a certain depth and then flow on. Several

acres may in this way be irrigated over night with

two feet of water. Considerable is wasted, of course,

for it stands in each check while flowing on to the
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next one until the soaking finally takes it all. In a

head of several times that amount it would irrigate
the same area in far less time by day. But under

almost any system you will have night water to waste,
even where you use night water in heads, which you
may have to use when your turn comes, or go with-

out. And if on a canal with many other consumers,

rigid economy at first, even if he has a good bank
account.

But some soils are so mushy under the least

pressure of water against them that some kind of

hard material to control the flow is needed from the-

start, because a break will wash a lot of soil away,
cut a big hole somewhere, and then you will have to>

Rio Grande Project, New Mexico Elephant Butte Dam Site.

as in a prosperous settlement, if you lose your turn

at the water you may have to go without for several

days or even weeks. So when your turn comes you
must be very careful not to lose either water or time

with bad levees or poor gates. You may lose both be-

fore you know it.

Much of your success will depend on the gates

you use to let the water into the checks or keep it out

when not needed. Their size and form as well as

the material and the amount you can afford to in-

vest in them vary so much with the nature of your

soil, the size of the check, the size of your irrigat-

ing head, the length of time you can have such a

head running, the nature and value of the crop, and

the number of times you irrigate, that a whole

chapter could not cover half the points to be consid-

ered. In the first place you may not need any. On
gravelly soils easily handled, wet or dry, with the

shovel and not apt to wash much, you can make and
break the banks with a shovel if you do not have to irri-

gate too often and find material for gates too ex-

pensive. Grapes, for instance, if the ground is

thoroughly wet in winter and spring, will rarely need

water more than once in summer and seldom more
than twice. There is little danger of water enough
from a broken bank or from a washed out opening
hurting them. Therefore the same openings may be

left that were used for the winter irrigation, pro-

vided, you have plenty of water to waste. Corn,

potatoes and many other things that need little water

if the ground is well wet in spring and well culti-

vated afterward, are raised in this war. There is

nothing dreadful about making new dams and

breaking old ones, and garden truck is raised that

way on thousands of places. I have done plenty of

it with my own hands on both a large and small

scale, generally while waiting to find out the best

form and size of gate consistent with reasonable

economy. There is some loss of time and water but

the pioneer, especially on the desert, has to practice

lose a day or two perhaps to get the soil dry enough
to repair damages. One of the cheapest ways of

avoiding this difficulty is using a sheet of iron like

a half moon, to shove in the ground across the stream

when you wish to turn it into an opening. This is

called a "tapoon" in some places and will do well

enough for a short time with a small amount of water.

Its great advantage is that it can be put in place or

taken out and carried to another place very quickly.

Home of Hopi Indian, New Mexico.

For such small streams as are used in small gardens
it is about as good as anything on most soils. But on

many soils water cuts under or around it under very

slight pressure, and on no soil can it be trusted long
iinder much pressure. For this reason it connot be

used to advantage at the openings of checks to keep
them closed when the water is running on to othor

checks.
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The next best of the cheap means is the canvass

dam which is merely a piece of canvass fastened to a

staff like a short flag. Laid across a ditch with the

ends of the staff on the banks a little earth placed on
the edges of the canvass on the bottom and sides of

the ditch and tamped a little with a shovel secures it

for quite a while, and if the canvass reaches far

enough up-stream the downward pressure of the water

holds it in place as long as the wateY does not get
under it. This dam if well placed lasts longer thaa

the iron dam, and can be used to turn a much larger
stream. But it cannot be set so quickly or taken up
so quickly with the water against it, and when taken

up it is heavy and muddy and cannot easily be carried

about like the other. It must also be set when the

ditch is about dry to make a sure job and if much
water is running it cannot be set at all.

Par better than all else is a permanent gate
frame for each check, made of lumber or concrete

where cement is cheap, the gate itself being of wood
or iron and sliding up and down without hinges. The

size, form, and capacity of this will vary so much
with soil, crop, head of water, length of time the

Three feet long is not a bit too much with the gate
resting against slanting cleats on the end inside the
ditch. When properly set this will need no eddy
shields on most soils, nor will it need any apron let

into the ground a foot or so to prevent undercutting
which will be necessarv in almost any other form of

gate frame. But you- may be quite surprised to find
it lifted out of place soon after water running past it

in the ditch brings a good pressure against it when
the gate is closed. This comes from the water getting;
underneath it in a sheet and lifting it by hydrostatic
pressure from the head in the ditch. It may also be
lifted by its own buoyancy when water is flowing
through it. In either case a huge muss is apt to be
the result. This may be prevented by piling enough
earth on it which is easily done because the top should
be covered with plank strong [enough to stand if

stock should tread on it, and a pile of earth will make
it much stronger if heaped in a cone. About the
time you have this all fixed and go off and leave it

for a while you may return to find it all gone again.
It pimply cut out underneath because you did not

the bed for it and have it well packed if the

i Petrified Forest, Arizona.

water runs as well as your finances that it is useless

to give more than a few general hints.

Your first error may be in making gate frames

too short. The eddies cut away the soil at both ends

if much water goes through so that little is left on

the sides to stand pressure from the ditch. If you
put in safe eddy guards, or wings, then they cost just
as much as a longer frame. When this is done you may
find* the openings are too narrow and not only back

up too much of a head of water in the ditch above to

leak out through the sides and endanger weak places
but increase the pressure on the earth around the gate
frame. When you least expect it you may find the

water has found its way through in a small stream

and pretty soon out it goes. It is better to make it

so wide that the height of the water in the ditch is

increased very little, with the sill about level with the

bottom of the check so that the inflow will not cut out

a hole just over the sill by falling. A fall of two

inches on some soils will cut out a sill in a short time.

I find the best form is that of a box. To de-

liver four cubic feet a second it should be at least

three feet wide and ten inches high and had better

be four feet wide to provide against the day when

vegetation in the check makes resistance to the flow.

ground were loose, or it may have cut out the sides

because the dirt was not well rammed with the end

of the shovel handle. Both are easily prevented by-

wrapping the box with old blanket, carpet, quilt, bur-

lap, old tent or horse blanket or rag of any kind that

is big enough. Water makes a wonderful success of

finding a passage between earth and other hard mate-

rial and rag is the hardest thing it can find to strug-

gle against. If you have old gunny sacks in abun-

dance, one about one-third full of earth packed in on

each side will make the sides quite safe. Such
sacks may be used for the whole thing for temporary
work with moderate heads of water as it is almost im-

possible for water to pass behind them when well

tramped and not filled too full. Three of them in a

ditch, one in the bottom and one on each side will

pass half a foot or even more of water in safety if the-

bottom below is not too mushy, and another placed
in the middle makes quite a good dam for some time.

With enough of them you can handle quite a large

head of water. But if you can afford it an apron of

plank a foot wide set in on the bottom and sides is-

the purest. And if the soil is mushy it should go in

at the lower end and the soil put in dry and be well

rammed.
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Supreme Court Decisions

Irrigation Cases

PRIORITIES BETWEEN RIPARIAN PROPKIETORS.

There is no priority between the rights of riparian pro-
prietors to the use of water of a non-navigable stream, but
their rights are equal, regardless of location on the stream, or
the date of acquiring their title. Williams v. Altnow. Su-
preme Court of Oregon. 95 Pacific 200.

ADJUDICATION APPLIES ABOVE DIVERSION.

A judgment and decree adjudicating rights and priorities
to the use of the waters of a stream carries with it and
adjudicates and decrees the rights and priorities to the waters
of the tributaries to such stream above the respective places
and points of diversion. Josslyn v. Daly. Supreme Court of

Idaho. 96 Pacific 568.

quired by D. from a stranger to the action subsequent to the
trial and decree in the action between D. & J. Josslyn v.

Daly. Supreme Court of Idaho. 96 Pacific 568.

IDAHO STATUTE ON MEANS OF DIVERTING WATER.

Rev. St. Idaho 1887, sec. 3184, which provides that owners
of lands adjacent to a stream shall "have the right to place in

the channel of, or on the banks or margin of, the same rams
or other machines for the purpose of raising the waters
thereof to a

lev^l above the banks requisite for the flow
thereof to and upon such adjacent lands," gives a mere
license to use an appropriate method for raising the water,
but the particular method or means adopted does not attach
as an appurtenance to the appropriation of the water as

against other appropriators from the same stream. Schodde
v. Twin Falls Land & Water Co. Circuit Court of Appeals,
Ninth Circuit. 161 Federal 43.

WATER RIGHT TAXABLE AS PERSONAL PROPERTY.

A "water right" is the legal right to the use of any un-

appropriated water of any natural stream, water course, or

An Artesian Well in the Pecos Valley, New Mexico.

PRIORITY OF WATER RIGHTS.

Where the water rights under which plaintiffs claimed
title were located prior to any settlement on the lands by
defendant's grantors, plaintiffs were entitled to priority, both
under Rev. St. Sees. 2339, 2340 (U. S. Comp. St. 1901, p.

1437), securing and preserving such priority of location,
and under the custom in force in the territory. Driskill v.

Rebbe. Supreme Court of South Dakota. 117 Northwest-
ern 135.

IRRIGATION DECREE NOT BINDING ON STRANGER TO ACTION.

A decree in an action between D. and J., adjudicating
the respective rights and priorities of the parties to the
waters of a certain stream for the irrigation of their re-

spective ranches then owned and occupied by them, is not
res adjudicata or binding upon D. as to his right to use
certain of the waters of the same stream upon another tract
of land as appurtenant thereto, which is purchased and ac-

source of supply, and exists only in contemplation of law,
and is for purposes of taxation "personal property," within

Const., art. 12, sec. 17, and Pol. Code, 1895, sees. 16, 3680, de-

fining "property" as including money, franchises, and other

things capable of private ownership, and defining "real estate"
as including the possession or ownership of land, mines,
minerals, and quarries, and "improvements" as including all

buildings, structures, etc., and "personal property" as includ-

ing everything which is the subject of ownership, not included
within the real estate or improvements, so that under section

3716, providing that the personal property and franchises
of water companies must be assessed in the district where
the principal works are located, a water company owning a

water right without the limits of a school district and
conveying water by pipe lines into the district, where it is

distributed to the inhabitants thereof, is properly assessed
in the district; that being the place of business and principal
works of the company. Helena Waterworks Co. V. Settles,
Treasurer. Supreme Court of Montana. 95 Pacific 838.
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TWIN FALLS, IDAHO.

Progress on Two Big Tracts Under the Carey Act Work
on the Salmon Dam.

This has been a busy year in the Twin Falls country
of southern Idaho. A large number of settlers have been
added to the original South Side tract, where some 20,000

people have established their homes in the last four years.
The city of Twin Falls celebrated the fourth anniversary of
its opening on August 29, estimating over 4,000 population.
The town is now equipped with good waterworks, sewers,
electric lights, banks, newspapers, hospital, churches, schools,
and all that a live modern town should have. A second
school building costing $60,000 is in process of construction.

On the North Side tract of 180,000 acres the great canal

system is being completed and will be in use early next

year. The railroad from Gooding, situated on the main line

of the Oregon Short Line, to Wendell and Jerome is almost

ready for the rails r.nd will be in operation before the close

for the use of the superintendent of construction and his aids.
Water will be delivered to the canal system from a tunnel
outlet from the dam. The entire system is to be completed for
the season of 1010. These two projects have behind them
the great financial organization of J. S. and W. S. Kuhn, of

Pittsburgh and New York. The bonds are guaranteed both
as to principal and interest by the American Water Works &
Guarantee Company, which owns some fifty municipal water-
works systems in the cities of the United States and has a

paid up capital of $2,000,000, with a surplus of over $2,000,-
000. This company is largely owned by J. S. and W. S.

Kuhn and J. H. Purdy, the general manager of the Kuhn
properties.

GRADER AND DITCHER.

The 20th Century Grader, manufactured by tlie

Baker Manufacturing Company, 277 Dearborn street,

Chicago, is proving a very popular and profitable

Land Hunger as Demonstrated in Idaho Scene Showing Part of Crowd of Land Buyers at Twin Falls, Salmon River Tract, Twin Fall'

Idaho, June 1, 1908.

of the year. Jerome has several hundred population and

building operations arc going on actively both at Jerome and

Wendell, although not an acre has yet been irrigated in the

second segregation. All the tract will be under water next

year and as some 2,000 water contracts have been signed to

date, it may be inferred that the tract will be one of the most
active spots in the country in 1909.

On the Salmon River tract, where some 70,000 acres were
sold at the opening on June 1, good progress is being made.
The great work here is the construction of the dam in the

canyon of the Salmon Falls river. At the site of the dam a

complete camp has been constructed, including a bunk house
for 200 laborers, a house for engineers, cook house and
pavilion, a storehouse for 10,000 sacks of cement and other

buildings. The electric power line from Twin Falls is com-
pleted, being some 35 miles long and 40 miles from the

source of power at Shoshone Falls. A traction train is

running regularly from Twin Falls to the dam, carrying in

supplies and materials. Automobiles have been provided

machine to irrigation farmers.

While designed primarily as a road grader, it

has been found well adapted to the work of grading
fields and cutting and cleaning ditches.

It is light, weighing only about 600 pounds, yet

being constructed of forged steel it is exceptionally

strong, and its makers guarantee it both as to strength
and efficiency. One man handles it and for a good
share of the work two horses can draw it, at the most

only four are required. One of these valuable machines

will be given away as a trophy at the National Irri-

gation Congress to be held at Albuquerque in Sep-
tember.

The company will be glad to send free of charge to

any irrigation farmer a copy of its handsome booklet.
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Reclamation Service

Afeivs

The Secretary of the Interior has approved the con-
tract executed by the engineer in charge of the Umatilla

irrigation project with Mr. J. K. Shotwell, of Hermiston,
Oregon, for hauling concrete pipe for use in connection
with that project. According to the terms of the contract,
the aggregate expenditures will amount to not less than
$3,250 nor more than $4,062.50, according to the quantity
of pipe actually transferred.

Now that the floods in Montana have somewhat sub-

sided, the engineer on the Sun River irrigation project has
made an estimate of the damage done to that system.
There were 123 breaks in the canal banks, varying from a

few yards to 250, and totaling 6,600 yards, the largest break
occurring on a steep side hill due to seepage from a pri-
vate canal backing up water and overtopping canal banks
on Sun ' River system. Some of the culverts will need
additions and some concrete pipe at the factory was dam-
aged. It is probable that the repair work will not exceed
$6,000 in cost. The manner in which the canals and
laterals handled the excessive amount of water which they
were forced to carry, considering their green condition, the
fact that they had never been primed and oftentimes were
running bank full and carrying twice the amount of water
for which they were planned, was highly satisfactory. The
canals, of course, have as yet no vegetation on the banks
to protect them from erosion, and yet the entire system
suffered less than the old ditches in the immediate vicinity
which were subjected to less serious conditions.

Approximately 85,000 acres of land, which were with-
drawn in connection with the Big Bend irrigation project,

Washington, have been restored to the public domain and
will become subject to settlement and entry on such dates
and after such notice by publication as the Secretary of

the Interior may prescribe. These lands lie in Townships
13 to 33 North, Ranges 26 to 42 East, Willamette Princi-

pal Meridian.

An extension of 75 days has been granted to Messrs.

Bailey & Dupee, of Fort Shaw, Montana, within which to

complete their contract for canal excavation in connection
with the Sun River irrigation project, Montana. The un-
usual rains not only delayed the work of the contractors,
but destroyed a considerable portion of that already ac-

complished, and the date of completion of the contract
has therefore been set forward to August 15th.

The engineer in charge of the Belle Fourche irrigation

project, South Dakota, reports that during July 65,000
cubic yards of material were placed in the big dam, and
that the gap probably will be closed by the first of next

July. Progress on this dam is being watched with a great
deal of interest by engineers throughout the United States.

It will be the largest earth dam in this country and one
of the largest in the world, having a length of more than
a mile and containing about 42,700,000 cubic feet of ma-
terial. When this dam is completed about 100,000 acres
of land will be irrigated. At the present time the entire

normal flow of the river is being served through the canal

system. This consists of about 100 cubic feet of water per
second, and where it has been used intelligently some very
fine crops are the result. Crops on the upland and dry
farms are practically dried up. The services of an ex-

perienced irrigator have been secured to help the farmers

plan their laterals and prepare the land for irrigation.
There are still 16 farm units under the area for which
water is now available that have not been filed upon.

An extension of seven weeks has been granted to Mr.
John A. Nelson, of Sidney, Montana, within which to com-
plete his contract to construct lateral ditches in connection
with the Lower Yellowstone irrigation project, Montana,
North Dakota. Unusually severe storms and the difficulty
in securing laborers during the harvest time in 1907 de-

layed the contractor and the date of completion of his

work has therefore been set forward to September 2, 1908.

An extension of two months has also been granted Mr.
James Munn, of Deadwood, South Dakota, for the con-
struction of structures under the Lower Yellowstone pro-
ject. Mr. Munn was delayed in his work by causes en-
tirely beyond his control, and the date of completion of
his contract has therefore been set forward to September
30, 1908.

The Secretary of the Interior has awarded contracts
for electrical apparatus for use in connection with the
power plant, Minidoka irrigation project, Idaho, to the
following companies: General Electric Company, of
Schenectady, New York, amounting to approximately
$7,660; S. Morgan Smith Company, of York, Pennsylvania,
about $11,500; Westinghouse Electrical & Manufacturing
Company, of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, amounting to ap-
proximately $115,500; The Allis Chalmers Company, of

Milwaukee, Wisconsin, two contracts amounting to about
$101,517 and $39,710, respectively.

Contract has been awarded to the Standard Building
Company, of San Francisco, California, and H. K. Luce,
of Seattle, Washington, for the construction of the Sul-

phur Creek wasteway and structures in connection with the

Sunnyside irrigation project, Washington. The work in-

cludes the dredging of about 7 miles of channel, involving
about 310,000 cubic yards of excavation, and the placing of
about 1,600 cubic yards of concrete masonry, and 2,000
cubic yards of riprap. The contract amounts to $66,960.

Officials of the Reclamation Service who have just
visited the Umatilla irrigation project in northern Oregon,
are most enthusiastic over the prospects of this section.
Mr. C. J. Blanchard, statistican, writes from Hermiston:

"This is the best new town on any propect I have
visited. It is a real town of brick and stone and concrete,
and some mighty pretty homes. It's growing, too. It is

building an $8,000 house, has two banks, two good hotels,
several double two-story brick blocks, etc.

"The ten and twenty-acre farm unit is the popular
scheme here and horticulturists are finding this a most
attractive location. Around the townsite five acre orchards
are being developed. Broad avenues are being laid out
from the town into the country, and trees are being
planted which in this country in five years will create
shaded boulevards. I am impressed with the fact that the

opportunities here for the small orchardist and truck
farmer are unequaled. I believe the time is not far dis-

tant when this will be one of the show places of the West,
as I have never seen a place where the growth of every-
thing is more rapid than here."

The Secretary of the Interior has authorized the con-
struction of the highway extension from the Shoshone
dam site along the north side of Shoshone river to Kelley's
ranch (a distance of about 5 or. 6 miles above the upper
end of the new reservoir), and also the construction of a

bridge across Shoshone river at the latter point. This
road extension is necessary as the Shoshone reservoir will

overflow lands extending up both ,the north and south
forks of the Shoshone river and will inundate the present
public highway from Cody, Wyoming, along the north
fork to the Yellowstone National Park. Secretary Gar-
field has recently been over the site of this proposed work
and has directed that it should be constructed conditional
on the performance of certain work by the county com-
missioners of Big Horn County, Montana. It is estimated
that the work will cost about $60,000. On account of the

urgent necessity for the construction of this road, it has
been decided to build it under force account and thus
avoid the delay incident to advertising, executing con-

tracts, etc.

During July 13,020 cubic yards of material were laid

in the Roosevelt dam. Nearly all of this was placed in

the gap at the north and bringing this part to an eleva-

tion of 30 feet. A flood on the 18th and 19th nearly went
over this part of the dam. The south end of the dam is at

an elevation of 75 feet. More than 7,000 barrels of cement
were ground at the Government mill in July, and 10,197^
barrels were delivered. Well drilling on the Gila Indian
Reservation has been in progress and the towers of the

transmission line have all been erected. Stringing of the

wires is now in progress. During the first part of the

month there was a scarcity of water, the lowest stage of

the river being reached' on the 7th when the flow amounted
to nearly 326 second feet. Crops did not suffer for lack
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of irrigation water, -however, as the river rose gradually
after the 10th until the floods of the 18th and 19th.

The Secretary of the Interior, who has just visited the
Umatilla irrigation project, Oregon, has modified his or-
der of December 27, 1907, which stipulated that the first

payment on account of building and operation should be
payable on or before March 1, 1908, to read as follows:

The first payment on account of the charges for all

irrigable areas shown on the plats, whether or not water
right application is made therefor or water used thereon,
shall be due and payable at the local land office at La
Grande, Oregon, on or before December 1, 1908, the total

payment for building and operation and maintenance being
not less than $7 per acre.

The instalments of the building charge, $6 per acre,
for subsequent years shall be due and payable at the same
place on or before December 1st of each year, and until
further notice the operation and maintenance charge of $1

per acre of irrigable land shall be due and payable at the
same time and place.

No water will be furnished to lands in any irrigation
season unless all parts of instalment for operation and
maintenance for preceding years have been paid. The
terms of Public Notice of December 27, 1907, are to re-

main in full force and effect except as modified by this

order.

A message received at the office of the Reclamation
Service this morning announced that the high pressure gates
in the outlet tunnel of the Shoshone reservoir have been

successfully installed and that water is now flowing through
the tunnel. This marks an important step in the con-
struction of what will be the highest dam in the world,
which the government is erecting in the canyon of the

Shoshone river in northern Wyoming, for the storage of water
to irrigate 150,000 acres of land in the vicinity of Cody.
These gates are placed in the outlet tunnel passing through
the solid granite cliff around the right end of the dam.
The elevation of the inlet of this tunnel is 230 feet below
the top of the dam and the reservoir capacity between the

mouth of the tunnel and the crest of the spillway is $500,000
acre feet. For the purpose of controlling the discharge of

water through this outlet tunnel, the three large cast iron

sluice gates have been installed. The body of each of these

gates is l l
/2 feet long and 4J4 feet wide, closing a water-

way of 7 feet by 3 feet 8 inches in section. The total

weight of each gate is estimated to be nearly 10,000 pounds
and will have brought upon it by the immense head of

water above it a total pressure of about 440,000 pounds, which
with the weight of the gate will require an operating
machine capable of lifting approximately 120,000 pounds.
The gates are set in cast iron frames supported by large

cast iron bed plates and columns embedded in and attached

to the concrete piers and side walls of the gate chamber.

Many of these castings are very large, the heaviest being
the partition columns, each of which weighs 12,800 pounds.

The Shoshone dam blocks a narrow gorge in the river.

It will rise 310 feet above its foundation. It is 108 feet

long on the bottom and only 175 feet long on top. The dam
will create a lake with a superficial area of about 10

square miles and an average depth of something like 70

feet. Twelve miles below the dam, a diversion dam has

been built in the river, turning the stream through a

tunnel 3J4 miles long into a large canal. The system has

now reached a point where water can be delivered to 15,000

acres and settlers principally from the Middle States are

now taking up their homes on this land. Alfalfa, wheat,

oats, barley, the hardier vegetables and fruits can be pro-

duced abundantly when water is applied. The land is trav-

ersed by the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad, and

there is an abundance of fuel in the coal mines in the.

vicinity and lumber in the nearby forests. Probably 10,000

acres for which water is now available are open to entry.

The Secretary of the Interior has approved an increase

of stock in the Umatilla Water Users' Association from

9,000 to 22,000 shares. The association, which is made up
of land owners under the Umatilla irrigation project, Oregon,

was organized with a capital stock of $540,000, divided into

9,000 shares of a par value of $60 each. The project has

since been extended to include a total of 22,000 acres, and

in order that there may be one share of stock for each acre

of land, it has been necessary to increase the stock to $1,320,-

000, divided in 22,000 shares of a par value of $60 each.

THE SANTA MARIA OIL FIELDS CALIFORNIA.

The Santa Maria oil fields, the latest developed, are

already the greatest in the state, and in the line of be-

ing the greatest in the world, especially as more oil

territory is being continually developed. Recent devel-

opments show that there is a large field of fuel oil at

the eastern end of the valley in addition to the immenfte

production of light oils in the main field.

It will supply to a great extent, not only oil for the

state, but for the foreign trade.

The Santa Maria oil wells are situated in the

northern part of Santa Barbara county among gently

sloping hills of from 600 to 1,000 feet elevation, on both
the northerly and southerly side of the Santa Maria

divide, the main field from eight to eleven miles south

and the eastern field from fourteen to eighteen miles

southeasterly of Santa Maria City. The wells are so

situated that the oil gravitates from them in pipe lines

to Port Harford, an average distance of about thirty-
five miles from the main field, and by pumping the flow

of oil is still further increased.

The oil well locations command a beautiful view of

a broad and fertile valley looking westwardly over the

ocean and as far northerly as Port Harford.

The town of Orcutt, named after the Union Oil

Company's successful geologist, lies close to the main
field, where many of the Union Oil Company's large
tank-; are located; close by are also the Standard Oil

Company's tanks.

The city of Santa Maria has the commanding sit-

uation of the valley and is a bustling center of activity

and trade. Aside from its oil fields it is the center of

a large grain, bean, poultry and butter producing sec-

tion. Six miles southwest lies Betteravia, the large

sugar beet plant, beets being grown by the company
upon its irrigated lands in different parts of the valley.

Santa 'Maria is- connected by an eight mile trolley lino

with the town of Guadalupe on the Southern Pacific.

The population of Santa Maria is over 2,500, and

the tributary valley had an additional population, in-

cluding Orcutt, Guadalupe,' and Betteravia of over

4,000.
While the first wells were discovered in 1902 in

the pioneer field (the Western Union at a depth of 1,500

to 1,800 feet;, it was not until late in 1903 that the

Graciosa Oil Company, adjoining, under the manage-
ment of A. Phillips, discovered that the main oil res-

ervoir was at a much greater depth.
The Final Oil Company, in the fall of 1903, had

previously developed some shallow gushers, though

many of these wells have subsequently been deepened.
Since this time the average depths of wells have ranged
from 2,600 to 3,600 feet. The deep wells pass through
from 500 to 1,000 feet of oil shale, or oil-sand forma-

tions. The gas pressure at these depths is very great,

giving rise to flowing wells', frequently to gushers. The

production is often enormous, some of these well*

yielding from 500 to 1000 barrels daily, and being of

remarkable permanency with an occasional well exceed-

even these figures. Anything less than 150 barrels dailv

production in these deep wells is considered a poor one.

the average being much above that. Owing to the depth
of oil sands penetrated the production declines very

slowly, and when the natural flow from the wells does

decline, pumping is then resorted to.

The average gravity of the oil ranges from 23 to 37
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degrees, except in the case of a few shallow wells, where

the gravity is heavier. At the Palmer well in the east-

ern extension an ideal fuel but heavier oil has been dis-

covered. The oil in the Santa Maria field is remarkably

pure, not over an average of \ l
/2 oer cent water and sed-

iment being found. For asphalt base there are no wells

known which are freer from impurities.

The Union Oil Company, the largest producer in.

the field, has two pipe 'lines to Port Harford, a little

over thirty-five miles each, in length. This company
also has its own line of tank steamers at Port Harfonl

and commands shipping facilities to different parts of

the coast as well as abroad.

The Standard Oil Company has no wells of its own
in the field but purchases its oil from some of the op-

THE ORLAND PROJECT, CALIFORNIA.

Soil and Climate.

As mentioned in a former number, Stony Creek

rises in the Coast Range Mountains, and finding its

progress barred by many ranges of hills, it is forced

north some sixty miles, intercepting many mountain

streams, and finally, a veritable river, emerging upon
the plain about ten miles northwest of Orland.

For ages past it has poured out upon the valley
floor at this point the detritus brought down by its

many tributaries-, building a huge fan-shaped mound
about ten miles across at its eastern end, twenty miles

along the radii, and practically one hundred and

Shipping Hay from Mesa, Salt River Valley, Arizona, to the Mining Camps.

erating companies and gravitates or pumps it in an

eight inch pipe line from the field near Orcutt to Poxl;

flaiford into its line of tank steamers. The Standard
has at present a large contract with the Pinal and
Brookshire companies and has recently made a contract

with the Union at prices above previous contracts,

amounting to 1,000.000 barrels annual delivery for

three years.

Pipe lines of fully 1,200 miles convey oil in every

direction; ninety-five per cent of- which finds direct sea-

board outlets, so that this field is practically independ-
ent of railroad transportation, and is therefore not con-

trolled as with other fields by the Standard Oil Com-

pany.
The production of the field has steadily increased

from 100,000 barrels in 1903, 6,000,000 barrels in 1906,
to about 800,000 barrels per month at the present t'ime.

twenty feet high. This building process has been car-

ried to such an extent that the Sacramento River has

been forced from its course, making a wide detour

to the east where it passes Orland.

The soil deposited by this action is classed as

Sacramento Sandy Loam, Sacramento Loam, and
Sacramento Gravelly Loam according to the fineness

of the material deposited. The sandy loam is the

finest, most fertile land known to the valley. The

greatest area of this is found east of the project and
is devoted to raising beets for the Hamilton sugar

factory, though a considerable body lies within the

limits to be irrigated. The gravelly loam lies in nar-

row belts extending from northwest to southeast, evi-

dently being ancient beds of the stream, while be-

tween these are broad belts of Sacramento loam,
which contains some gravel but is principally of loam
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a little coarser than that classed as gravelly loam
with a slight mixture of clay.

To the west and to the north of this "mound"
can be found a different type of soil, which evidently
has not been worked over by the creek. It is of a

reddish color, contains a little gravel, and is classad

as San Joaquin loam.

The Sacramento gravelly loam has always been
held in light esteem for purposes of dry farming, as

owing to its looseness it does not retain sufficient

moisture during periods of drought; but it is very
fertile when supplied with the necessary moisture.

Some of it is now irrigated and is producing the

finest alfalfa, oranges and lemons. Judged by the re-

turns under "dry farming" the San Joaquin loam is

considered a little better than the gravelly loam,

while the Sacramento loam is prized next to the sandy
loam. The climate of California affords the greatest

surprise to her eastern visitor. To find the upper
Sacramento Valley, six hundred miles north of River-

side and Los Angeles, enjoying practically the same

temperature as those much-advertised cities seems

little short of paradoxical, yet it is true that the iso-

thermal lines follow the contour lines; that the effect

UNCLE SAM'S ADVERTISING AGENTS.

Denver Field and Farm.

It is impossible for those who have not experienced
pioneer life or who have never made a study of con-
ditions under which settlement takes place to under-
stand the difficulties which confront a settler or to

formulate laws or regulations relating to the control of
our natural resources which will assist him instead of

being a detriment to his progress and prosperity. A
settler generally depends largely upon public officers

for advice. It is difficult if not impossible for him to

present his cause in such way that he will be under-
stood unless he is given opportunity to do so verbally.
Eules and regulations made at Washington are often
not understood even by the local officer who is charged
with their administration.

The settler seldom sees the local officer and when
he makes an inquiry the rules and regulations are gen-
erally sent him without interpretation. Under these

conditions any policy which will lead to a centralization
of control of all natural resources at Washington will

tend only to increase the hardships of the settler and

Scene in Petrified Forest, Arizona.

of latitude is almost
^inappreciable,

altitude alone

seeming to determine the temperature.
The great valley of the state is four hundred

miles long, walled in on all sides by lofty mountain

ranges making it in effect a great room with one cli-

mate except for minor modifications of slope, expo-

sure, or relative elevation. In general, then, the cli-

mate at Orland is the same as in all parts of the

valley, except for the slight difference caused by its

position on the "mound." For, as is well known, the

colder air being heavier drains down on the lower

levels, and in flowing down the valley it, like the river,

makes a detour around Orland, giving a practical im-

munity from frost that permits the lime that most

tender of citrus- fruits to thrive and bear heavily.
The nights are always cool and pleasant, and

one is sure of a refreshing night of slumber after the

warmest day. The summer afternoons are warm, but

owing to the low humidity the heat is not distressing.

No prostrations ever occur, though men and teams

work in the fields in the warmest weather. In fact

the sensible heat is less here with the thermometer nt

]00 than it is in the Mississippi valley at 85.

render his condition less enviable. In order that we

may clearly understand the present power and influence

of some great bureaus at Washington we must study

their policies and their methods of securing support.

Those who scrutinize the papers and magazines cannot

fail to notice that articles identical in purport and lan-

guage are published on the same day in many widely

separated towns and cities.

The reader who desires to continue his studies will

find that these large bureaus at Washington control

press agencies which are conducted bv men employed .it

the expense of the government. These, press bureaus

are maintained for the sole purpose of advertising the

chiefs of the bureaus, creating public sentiment in favor

of their policies and criticizing and ridiculing all per-

sons and policies which in any way oppose these great

administrative machines. The heads of these press

agencies may be designated in the pay roll as statis-

ticians or by some other title which protects the bureau

and serves to mislead the public. Bv
co-operation

with

staff reporters at Washington despatches indorsing the

policies of the bureaus are sent to the press of the

country.
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These great political bureaus have other opportuni-

ties for exploiting the chiefs and their policies. Certain

periodicals have been established and have received

government support for this purpose. Two prominent
bureau chiefs for several years co-operated with a

molder of public sentiment employed by the railroads

and hundreds of thousands of dollars were spent each

year in advertising these favored men and at the same

time criticizing and condemning those who have unfor-

tunately nothing but ability and a creditable record to

recommend them. Many publications issued by these

bureaus are designed to secure the endorsement of the

people regardless of the truth or of scientific fact. It

would be presumed that the business of these great
bureaus would consume the time and energy of any

single man charged with such a responsibility and that

he would have little opportunity or occasion to appeal
to public sentiment to obtain support for his depart-
ment.

Work well done is generally recognized even under
a republican form of government. Eegardless of this

natural assumption these bureau chiefs spend much of

their time attending conventions and resorting to all

kinds of political expedients to obtain favorable in-

dorsements from meetings called for the purpose of ob-

taining an expression of sentiment from the people.
While we of the west can easily satisfy ourselves regard-

ing the activity of these men in our local affairs, yet

we seldom appreciate the workings of the great bureaus

at the national capitol. I have appeared before com-

mittees of congress where some of these bureaus have

been represented by their chiefs and an army of em-

ployes. I have been able to study their system of lobbv-

ing and fully appreciate the disadvantage resulting to

any department of government or state whose interests

may conflict in any way with one of these great ma-
chines so long as the present practice is allowed to con-

tinue. The history of civilization shows conclusively

that the best use of natural resources is made when the

control of such resources is intrusted to those locally

concerned either in development or in their conserva-

tion. Under all conditions the burden of public control

and maintenance falls on the community where the nat-

ural resource is found and this has been recognized by
the great bureaus at Washington.

How Pneumonia May Be Cured.

Dr. Simian Bishop, one of the oldest

physicians in California, who formerly
lived in Virginia City, Nevada, has had

greater success with pneumonia, prob-

ably, than any physician in the United

States. He treats the disease as fol-

lows:

In the beginning the patient is put

to bed and his breast is covered with a

thick coating of cayenne pepper. Anti-

phlogistine is thickly plastered over this

on the chest, after which a jacket is

put around the body. The cayenne pep-

per is spread thickly, possibly a pound
of the pulverized form, over the back

as well as the chest, and the back is

covered with an old undershirt, or

jacket, which has been first cut open
and which is afterward sewn on
tightly.
The first thing done after this is for

the patient to take lobelia seecl tea. A
teaspoonful of lobelia seed steeped in

water and taken produces a violent vom-
iting, which gives the stomach exactly
what is said to be necessary in the way
of a thorough cleansing.
Following this Thompson's Composi-

tion powder, a teaspoonful to a cup, and
made into a tea, is taken three or four
times a day, like coffee. The dose is

three tablespoonfuls. It is a hot prepa-
ration and produces great perspiration.
The fever is controlled with broken

doses of quinine, and an expectorant
with ammonia therein used to loosen the

cough. For the bowels, five grain doses
of cascara sagrada in tablet form, and if

there are typhoid symptoms, epsom salts

is used. In addition to this the ventila-
tion should be the best procurable.

GPEAT AMERICAN
DESERT /r*

DISAPPEARING

THE
great ranges are fast being

taken up by individual settlers,
and thousands of prosperous

farmers are taking the place of the
few cattle kings that were monarchs
of the ranges a score of years ago.

It is the story of the magic touch
of water upon the dry land.

I. H. C. Gasoline Engines in Irriga-
tion Enterprises.

If you have not kept yourself posted
on irrigating matters, you will be

surprised at the important part I . H . C .

gasoline engines are taking in the
reclamation of these waste lands.
Hundreds of settlers and farmers

have no other means of getting water

upon their lands than these engines.
These settlers and farmers are cul-

tivating all sizes of farms, from gar-
den spots ta "forties" and "eighties"
and quarter sections and even larger
tracts. They are among the most
prosperous farmers in the irrigated
WESTERN GENERAL AGENCIES:

sections. They are raising grains,
alfalfa and other grasses vegetables,
fruits, etc.

They find that with an I. H. C.

engine they can get water in large
quantities upon their land, and that

they can get it dependably and eco-

nomically. They find the I. H. C.
engrine method of pumping more direct, more
profitable and more satisfactory than any
other means heretofore employed.

I. H. C. gasoline engines are simple, de-

pendable and powerful. They pump water
economically, and you will find that they run
with very little attention.

If you have an irrigation problem it will

pay you to investigate and see what an
I. H. C. gasoline engine will do for you.

Vertical engines in 2 and 3-Horse Power.
Horizontal engines (Portable and Station-

ary) in 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15 and 20-Horse Power.
Also, gasoline traction engines, pumping,

sawing and spraying outfits.

Call on the International local agent, or
write the nearest branch house for catalog
and colored hanger.

Denver, Colo.. Portland, Ore., Salt Lake City, Vtah,
Helena, Mont.. Spokane. Wash., San Francisco, Cal.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER. COMPANY OF AMErLICA.CHICAGO, U. S. A.
(Incorporated)

Send $3.50 for The Irrigation
Ag-e, one year, and the Primer of
Irrigation, a 260-page finely illus-
trated work for new beginners Is
irrigation.

MaReYour Unproductive LandProfitable
Don't let a part of your land be Idle because of a lack of water. Irrigate It. If

there's a running stream or spring on any part of your farm the water can be

deliveredJuBtwhereltwilldothemostgood. Simply Installa

NIAGARA HYDRAULIC RAM
and start it going. Better than a gasoline engine or windmill. Write for booklet C,
and guaranteed estimate. We furnish Caldwell Tanks and Towera.

NIAGARA HYDRAULIC ENGINE CO.. 140 Nassau St.. New York. Factory: Chester. Pa.
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150,000 7 Rich Irrigated Land : Eden Valley
Southern Wyoming is now open for entry under the Carey Act.

The greatest opportunity ever offered citizens of the United States by the Federal Government and State of Wyoming to own a
rich irrigated farm.

You may secure a filing on a claim in Eden Valley without leaving your own home.
Of all the larger projects this is the only one on which the company has been able to deliver water to land promptly on time

and without asking for an extension of time.

Headwaters of Big- Sandy River.

Settlers have been coming in rapidly and have already placed a large area under cultivation. These settlers are building permanent ,

homes.
New purchasers are arriving daily.
It has developed that the soil is prolific. This is evidenced by the crop returns from this year's crop. All crops are produced

here in abundance.
Potatoes do well under the Eden project and large profits are derived from them.

Any time within six months after water is turned on you can obtain title to your land.
An 80-acre claim of Eden Valley land is a good sized farm for an ordinary family and will produce a revenue equivalent to

more than a quarter section in "the rain belt. In Eden Valley good soil, water and sunshine are available in correct proportions to

produce plenteous crops, which are always sure, like the payment of Government Bonds, but of far greater income yield. Irriga-
tion is the best crop insurance.

The cost of the irrigation system is assessed against the land at the rate of $30 per acre, payable in ten annual installments,
which, with the payment of 50c per acre to the state for the land, brings the cost per acre to $30.50.

After all payments are completed the entire irrigation system becomes the property of the people who enter the land.

Mr. W. G. De Cello, Vice-President and General Manager of The Eden Irrigation (Si Land Company, will be in
attendance at the Sixteenth National Irrigation Congress at Albuquerque, and those who desire to talk with him
about this protect will find him at Room 16, Alvarado Hotel. For additional information address

EDEN IRRIGATION & LAND COMPANY
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, CHICAGO

Branch Office, Rocic Springs, Wyoming
PARSON, SON & COMPANY, Fiscal Agents, Chicago and New York

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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The Temple Irrigation Equipments the most
Economical and Certain Means of LiftingWater

55 YEARS' EXPERIENCE

Write us for Information and Prices State Requirements

The Temple Water Elevators --The Temple Centrifugal Pumps
Manufacturers of all kinds of Hand and Windmill Pumps

Also Manufacturers Single Cylinder, Double Cylinder and Four Cylinder Gaso-
line or Kerosene Engines

Briefly stated the advantages of our Double Cylinder Engines are as follows:

First They are more economical in the use of fuel. On light loads one cylinder can be used, reserving
both cylinders for heavy loads.

Second Although weighing about one-half the weight of a single cylinder engine of same rated capacity,
vibrations are practically overcome, demonstrating conclusively that in proportion to strain the double cylinder
"Master Workman" is the stronger engine.

Third The heavier weight of a single cylinder engine is due to the fact that it must have heavier fly-
wheels in the horizontal type, and a longer, higher and consequently much heavier base than is required for
the "Master Workman." The heavier the fly-wheels the greater the strain on the crankshaft, so you will realize
that neither heavier fly-wheels or a heavier base contribute one iota to the strength of a single cylinder engine.

Fourth When vibrations are overcome, as in the "Master Workman," the lighter the engine and the less
cumbersome it is, the greater its sphere of usefulness and the cheaper and more convenient it can be handled.

Fifth Lubrication in our engine is absolutely perfect. There is no forced lubrication, lubrication being
by gravity. Certainty of lubrication is of vital importance in the steady running and operation of a gasoline
engine.

Sixth All mechanism is in full view, which will enable you to thoroughly understand the operation of a

gasoline engine. The worst kind of complexity is concealed mechanism.

THE TEMPLE PUMP CO. Factory, 15th St. and 15th Place, near Canal St.

Chicago, III., U. S. A.

A 20th Century Grader Given Free as a PRIZE
WHO WILL GET IT?

A 20th Century Grader is offered as a prize for the best
collective exhibit (at the NATIONAL IRRIGATION
CONGRESS) of vegetables, grain and feed grown by a

single New Mexico farmer upon a single irrigated farm.

See OUT at the National Irrigation Congress
_ , ., . and Exposition, Albuquerque, N.M.,
JiXniDlt September 29th to October 10th.

The Photograph Shows

gated Farm. He's successful. I

money; how to save it; how to invest it.

the fact that his truck-farm at Albuquerque, New
supplies the entire Harvey System of eating houses on

Sante Fe Railroad.

20th Century Grader

making seed - beds on
Herman Blueher's Irri-

He knows how to make
This is proven by

Mexico,
the

SAVES MR. BLUEHER A THIRD

Albuquerque, N. M., Feb. 15, 1906
I wish to say that I have bought and am

using one of the Twentieth Century Graders
and can cheerfully say that for land leveling,
seed-bed making, ditching and for a!l kinds of

irrigating work it has no equal. Since pur-
chasing my Twentieth Century Grader I have
reducedmy force of men until I am only using
one-third as many as before, and the work
done by this machine is far superior than can
possibly be done by hand and has a much
more finished appearance. I have fifty acres
in my truck farm, and can very easily man-
age it with one machine. I am very glad to
recommend it to anyone for same. I also wish
to recommend it to be a first-class machine for

making of good roads.

(Signed) Herman Blueher

K-Uo fin/Jo our 600-lb. Grader easilyDC imaS handled by a team and one
man, and adaptable to field or road work tou
and other irrigation farmers can cut expenses
in the same proportion.
Handsome free Booklet "20th Century High-

ways," tells the full story, showing large cuts
of Grader and its parts. Write today for it.

Hie Baker Mfe, Co,

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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I Will Sell it to You
for $3.00 a Week

Geo. E. Barstow
President

Pecos Valley Land &
Irrigation Co.

OF

BARSTOW
TEXAS

Any one who is familiar with
the results from Texas Irrigated
Land will tell you that the safest,
surest way to wain a large and per-
manent income from a email out-
lay is to u-vr, bold of a few acres of
Texas Irrigated Land.

But, heretofore, it has required
some capital atleastaft-w hund-
red dollars and It has been neces-

sary for the purchas-
er to go and live on
the land and develop

Now,my company
makes It possible for
you to get ten acres
of the finest bind of
Texas Irrigated

Land, aUnndercu!tivatlon,Incomeproperty from the
very beginning, If you can save $3.00 a week.

You can go and live on it absolutely assured of
an independent living from it alone.

Or arrangements will be made to have It culti-
vated for yon for a small share of the crops.

Now I can and will prove all this from the highest authorities
In the land.

All you have to do Is write to me and say, " Prove to me that
ten acres of your Texas Irrigated Land cun be made to produce
an Income of from $1,000.00 to S5,000.(0 a year."

I have the proof, so read what my company will do for you.

New Safe Land Plan
I will deliver at once to the Citizen's State Bank of Barstow,

Texas, a Warranty Deed to ten ucres of the land of the Pecos
Valley Land and Irrigation Company as per the subdivision
of the Company's property made by John Wilson and filed for
record with the County Clerk of ward County, Texas.

1 will deliver at once to you, one of
oor Secured Land Contracts for the War-
ranty Deed at the Bank on the contract
appears a certificate signed by an Officer
of the Bank and certifying that the Bank
has your deed and will deliver it to you
Bocorilngto the terms of your Secured
Land Contract. The Bank acts as an inde-

pendent agent for both of us to guaran-
tee fair play.

You must pay $3.00 a week, or at the
rate of $3.00a week In monthly , quarterly ,

semi-annual or annual payments.
Or you can pay as much faster as

you like.
At the end of each year if you take more than a year to

complete your payments you will be credited with 6 per cent

per annum on the amount yon have paid.
15 down and $3 a week paid regularly, and the Interest

credits, will mature your Contract In a little over two and three*
fourths years.

But you can mature your Contract by paying the Bame total

amount, $483, in a day, a month, six months, a year, or in any less

time than 2^ years, and whenever your regular receipts and

5
our Interest allowance credit receipts total $483, all you have to
o to get your land is to take or send your receipts and your con-

tract to the Citizen's State Bank at Barstow, Texas, together
with twenty-eight vendor lien notes each for $39, payable one
every three months for seven years.

The Bank will thrn give you your Warranty Deed to the

land, which, according to the Conn-act and the Deed, must be

fully Irrigated and all under cultivation.A Remember this la ten acres of land which I must first prove
\V Is capable of producing an income of from $1,000 to $5,000 a year.

Safeguarded
The Bank will deliver your deed
direct to you when your $3.00 a
week and interest credits total $483.00

It Doesn't Take Long

You get this land for 1483, which you can pay In lees than
three years 1!5 down and J3a week and you thenhave only four
$39 notes each year for seven years to pay out of your Income.

Can you Lope In any other way, so safe and sure as this, to
have so large an independent income In so short a time!

I believe the purchase of Texas Irrigated Land to be the best

way for a man of small means to make himself independent.
And I believe I am qualified to pas^ judgment as I have been in-
terested In Irrigation matters locally ami nationally for 16 years.

The results are elm ply astounding to those who are unfamil-
iar with the great subject of Irrigation.

And I believe the happiest man these days is the man with
the llttte ten acre irrigated farm (President Roosevelt says,
"Even 5 acres Is enoucrh to t-upport a family and keep it busy").

The owner of a Ten Acre Irrigated Farm doesn't have to
"knuckle to the boss," nor strain his conscience In the struggle
of the intense commercialism of the day.

Hisincome is practically u ntouched by **financlal depression.
"

His living and peace of mind are not dependent upon the
whim of any man.

He is king in his own little domain.
He can make his little ten acres earn as much as a quarter

section (160 acres) unirrigated, would produce as much as be-
tween twenty and eighty thousand dollars In cash would bring,
loaned out at per cent.

He has his close neighbors, his telephone, good roads, schools
and churches in fact, all the comloits and conveniences of life

that come with the prosperous close-knit community, though
they pass by the great isolated farm.

The land I want you to buy Is all good rich soil, Irrigated
from Canals and Ditches already constructed In the most ap-
proved modern fashion and carrying an abundant supply of
water taken from the ever-flowing Fecos River.

It is within a few miles of Barstow, Texas, and Pecos City,
Texas, (the two towns are only fi.

1 miles apart the land lies be-
tween the towns and a little to the north) and served by the Texas
& Pacific Railway and the Pecos Valley Line of the Santa Fe
System.

With rich soil, a splendid climate and the uncertain quantity
moisture eliminated, agriculture and

horticulture can here be scientificallycar-
ried on to the splendid profit of the land
owner.

The abundant crops of large and In
every other way superior hays, grains,
cotton, vegetables and fruits are equaled
in only a very few favored spots.

The justly celebrated Barstow Grapes
are considered by many to be even better
variety for variety than those raised

In Southern California and we are 1.200
miles nearer the great Eastern market.
But all this Is the merest outline of what
I desire to show you in detail. lam only

attempting to make it clear to you that you can have an assured
Independent living income in less than three years If you can
possibly save $3 a week.

1 have promised to submit the proof. All yon have to do Is
write for It. Will you do that today, even if you can't commence
right away f I want the address of every man or woman who is

willing to save $3 a week if I can prove that the result will be
financial Independence in lees than three short years.

There is nothing philanthropic about this proposition, but I
especially want to bear from the wage-earners. I have worked
for fifteen years to develop this Irrigation System and thla com'
rounlty. It would be gratify ing to me to have those who moat
need it reap the benefits of my labors.

It will be more convenient for you to address me at St. Louis,
and I am equipped there to best answer you.

GEORGE E. BARSTOW. President
Pecos Valley Land and Irrigation Company, of Barstow, Texas,

849 Missouri Trust Bldg.. St. Louis. Mo.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Wyoming
Land and Irrigation

Company

Now constructing canals for the irrigation of

70,000 acres of land in the famous Big Horn
Basin of Wyoming.

15,000 acres of this land will be ready for sale

January I, 1909.

The soil is unusually rich and produces im-

mense crops of Sugar Beets, all kinds of fruits,

Oats, Wheat, Barley, Rye, Potatoes and three

crops of Alfalfa.

The water supply is abundant and is taken from
streams located in the Government Forest Reserve
in the Big Horn Mountains.

For terms and further information address

Wyoming Land and Irrigation

1422 Marquette Bldg. V^OHlJian Chicago, Illinois

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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IRRIGATED FARM LANDS
OPEN TO SETTLEMENT

IN THE

BIG HORN BASIN
OF WYOMING

Thousands of acres of the choicest irrigated lands in America are now
open to settlement, some under Government canals and some under private
canals and all on easy terms of payment.

These irrigation systems when completed will irrigate several hundred
thousand acres of land, comprising one of the most desirable irrigated

districts in the United States, from the standpoint of climate, depth and

fertility of soil, variety, quality and yield of crops, abundance and certainty
of water supply, desirable character of settlers, educational, religious and
town advantages, and good markets and transportation facilities.

Hon. Frank W. Mondell, chairman of the Committee on Public Lands of

the House of Representatives of the United States, says:

"Taken all in all, no region that I know of in the United States has a brighter prospect than the

Big Horn Basin ; so wide is the range of its products and possibilities that it might easily be made self-

supporting and self-sufficient. Fortunate, indeed, are the people who have cast their lot with that region
and who continue to pin their faith to its assured future."

If you are interested in securing a farm in this ideal irrigated region,

write to me for the new Burlington Route Big Horn Basin folder, with large

map, telling all about these lands; also for folder of the Reclamation Service

telling all about the lands under the Government Canals. They're free.

Write for them today. .

Burlington
D. CLEM DEAVER

GEN. AGT. BURLINGTON ROUTE LAND SEEKERS INFORMATION BUREAU

14 "Q" BLDC., OMAHA, NEB.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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6% Bonds at Par
Nine Miles From Denver, Colorado
begins a farming area stretching from Denver half

way to the celebrated Greeley and Longmont region
(the best known irrigation district in the world) which
is the basis of an issue of bonds now owned and of-
fered by us, namely:

6% Land Secured Bonds
due each year from 3 to 11 years. Principal and semi-
annual interest payable at American Trust & Savings
Bank, Chicago. Denominations $100, $500, and $1,000
(orders accepted for single bonds) issued by the

Denver Reservoir Irrigation

Company
which has acquired and merged into one system the

properties of 9 active, operating irrigation companies in

the immediate vicinity of Denver, thus endueing the

Company with some of the earliest water rights in

Colorado, dating back 30 and 40 years.
These water rights give prior use of the direct river

flow and the flood waters of the principal streams of
the eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains, besides tap-
ping the Fraser, the largest river on the western slope.
Water stored in reservoirs for use in the summer after
the streams fail is indispensable to sugar beets and
other late crops. Stored Water is Stored Wealth.

Security Under the Bonds:
Primarily, mortgage liens on the Denver Reservoir

Irrigation Company's system, including water rights,
canals, reservoirs, sites, etc., and all properties now
owned or hereafter to be acquired by the Company,
conservatively estimated worth between

Two Million to Three Million Dollars

Secondly, collateral security in the form of mort-
gage liens upon farm and orchard land to be supplied
with contract water derived from sales of reservoir
stock representing water rights sufficient for the land,
and by the water stock itself, which is not delivered
to purchaser until his payments are completed.

The farmer has ten years to pay for a perpetual water right at

$50 per acre. The deed of trust securing the bonds provides that
these mortgage liens given to secure the payments for water rights,
shall be deposited with the AMERICA* TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK, CHICAGO, TRUSTEE, in the ratio of one and one-
quarter times the amount of the bonds issued, which ratio must be
maintained during the life of the bonds.

Trowbridge & Niver Co.
(INCORPORATED)

Municipal Bonds
First National Bank Building, Chicago

The value of the collateral security therefore may be stated as
follows:

As security for each $1,000 bond in addition to the liability of
the company, the trustee bank holds $1,250 mortgage liens upon land
estimated worth, with water, over $3,000, or THREE TIMES the
amount of the bond.

The Denver-Greeley District

is said to be the richest farm and fruit community in

the world, producing apples, cherries, strawberries, rasp-

berries, melons, sugar beets, peas, onions, potatoes, as-

paragus, tomatoes, cucumbers, etc., which, owing to

their quality and the proximity of Denver, the market

place of over a million people in Colorado and sur-

rounding states, yield an income of $250 to $1,000 per
acre.

These securities are unparalleled in attractiveness

in the history of irrigation in the United States in the

following respects:

FIRST, Location: Namely, immediately adjoining

Denver, the metropolis of the growing West, with a

dozen railroad systems which distribute Denver-Greeley
products to the whole Rocky Mountain region extend-

ing from Montana to Texas, affording a ready market
for all that can be produced in a radius of many miles,

giving a potential value to these lands beyond that, of

any irrigated section east of California.

SECOND, Comparative values: In other irrigated
sections fruit lands command from $300 to $2,000 per

acre; farm lands from $100 to $350 per acre, even in iso-

lated and sparsely settled localities.

The lands adjoining Denver on the west and north command
$200 to $1,500 per acre, but as a basis for estimating the security

tinder these bonds, we have taken $100 per acre as the land value

while our mortgage liens securing the bonds represent only $32

per acre.

Purpose of Bond Issue:

These mortgage liens are pledged to secure
funds for canal extension and construc-
tion of the Standley Reservoir 10th and
largest in the system.

Expert report by Dr.'Elwood Mead
Chief of United States Govern-
ment Irrigation Investigation
Department and an illustrated
booklet will be furnished on
request.

Trowbridge
& Niver Co.,

First National

Bnnk Bldg.,

Chicago, Illinois

Please send copy o' re-

port, illustrated pamphlet
and further particulars re-

garding Denver Reservoir Irri-

gation Company 6 per cent bonds

Name

Street and No

Town . . . . State .

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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UNION MACHINES

WITH PUQ MILLS COMBINED

FIVE SIZES ALL CAPACITIES

Outfits for Drain Tile, Hollow Ware, Building

and Paving Brick and other Clay Products

If interested write us for particulars and estimates.

E. M. FREESE & CO
QALIGN, OHIO

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Clay Working

BUILT RIGHT-
RUN RIGHT"

We build an entire line of

Clay Working Machinery for the
manufacture of Clay products by
all processes, including Sand-Line
Brick. Our yard supplies are the

best. Kiln Irons, Cutting Wire
and all supplies. Send for infor-

mation or catalogue.

The American Clay
Mch. Co...Bucyrus, Ohio

Soft Mud Machines, Hone
and Steam Power

Hone Power Plunger Machine Product* of our Auger Machines

When writing to advertiser* please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Vulcan
Steam Shovels

For Digging Irrigation

Ditches, Canals, etc.

10 Standard Sizes

The Vulcan Steam Shovel Company
130 Vulcan Place

TOLEDO. OHIO

DOUBLE
.POWER

. fe^
$1,000 Reward

anal Wind power
T wo 14 it. wheel!

work on same pinionj aec-
end wheel giTCI more pow-

|
erthannrrt.

A Governor That Coven-.:
I In alt wimh. Develops lf> fun
I b. p. In 20 mile wind. All
I power needed for farm, shop,
irrigating, er-. A'': about our

selfolling.ti'.'s-.- -M.single
wheel pumpftf~1|SO AlBKaw

DOUBLE PGIYE* MILL CO.
ppl.lon, Wlfc. U. S. .

A constant supply for as many purposes
on your place as you desire. No trouble,
no expense when you have installed a

RIFE HYDRAULIC RAM
Pumps water from spring, stream or

pond automatically. Inexpensive,
simple, reliable. Satisfaction
Guaranteed. Raises water 30

feet for every foot of fall.

^^ 7,000 in use.^ Write For Fre. Plan,
and book of valuable
suggestions.

RIFE ENGINE CO.
2166 Trlnitj Bldg.

Hew York

: ROCKFORD ENGINE WORKS ;

O Address Uf pi. 4. Rocklord, III. TO

Q The engine that will please you. A Q
U. Any style engine ^^^ fW JR
^ 3 to 60 horse ^WmTffr aiL "*l

O Write for special WJffi^^mfll^ *>

In Musselshell Valley

Montana-Profits

Where a few years ago settlers in Montana
where engaged principally in stock-raising,
diversified farming is now being successfully
carried on at great profit.

Large yields of wheat, oats, barley, potatoes,
vegetables, alfalfa and timothy hay are being
produced in the fertile Musselshell Valley, in

central Montana, along the Pacific Coast ex-
tension of the

Chicago

Milwaukee & St. Paul
Railway

Thousands of acres of fertile lands have been

opened to settlement in Montana in the past

year through the construction of this new
transcontinental line. Land is still cheap
there and plenty of government homesteads

may still be secured close to the towns on
this new line. These towns are growing
and will provide additional markets for the

crops.

It is well worth your while to make a trip
there to see for yourself the opportunities
now offered.

Maps and descriptive books regarding the

country along this new line are free for the

asking.

F. A. MILLER CEO. B. HAYNES
General Passenger Agent Immigration Agent

CHICAGO 348 MARQUETTE BLDC-, CHICAGO

Don't Buy Any Fence at Any Price
until you getmy "Leader Fence Book" and learn how to secure the cheap-
est and best all-wire field and yard fence made. Pay no royalty to trusts
or factory combinations. I challenge any and all fence makers to equal
the "Leader Fence" in strength, durability and price.

I make the Leader Fence in the most economically run fence factory in

this country, of the very best galvanized steel wire, and sell it direct to

yon at world-beating prices. Or, I will sell you the wire and all materials
at wholesale prices and furnish you the Perfection Fence Machine, with
which you can build the fence right on the posts at home. I am the
All -Round Leader Fence Man. Write today for my FREE fence book.

H. L. FAHRNEY, MANAGER.
LEADER FENCE CO., Dept. 38, ST. CHARLES, ILL.

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation Age
1 year, and the Primer of Irrigation

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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THE PNEUMATIC PIPE DREDGE
The Pneumatic Pipe Dredge is a new, inexpensive device for dredging sand, silt, muck and gravel, or any other

material or soil susceptible to rapid disintegration by the action of water under pressure
Its pipe

From one to four or
even more pipes can be

operated from the same
scow; one pump and air

compressor serving for
all.

or head "jets" itself

deeply into the material to be

handled, breaks it up and forces
it upwards through a discharge
pipe by the use of water and com-
pressed air mixed under high
pressure. It is not a suction or

centrifugal dredge. It is a
hydro-pneumatic ram.

The Bed Rock Pneumatic or Compressed Air-Pipe
>
Dredge.

This shows the pipe lifting the heavy black sand out of one of nature's bed rock riffles. The precious minerals like gold and plati-
num have been trapped in these pockets or riffles for untold ages, but no method to recover these stored up treasures had been devised
before the advent of the pipe dredge. This dredge will enter these pockets and recover the values they contain.

ATTENTION ENGINEERS.
It is not possible to describe this dredge nor tell of its superiority in a few words. However, IF YOU HAVE USE

FOR A DREDGER, it will pay you and save you money to look into the merits of this device. It will also save time. Here
is part of what Mr. M. A. Nurse, for 18 years Chief Engineer of the State of California, says about the Pneumatic Pipe
Dredge.

"Beyond question, the Pneumatic Dredge embraces the cheapest and best application and utilization of mechanical
and natural agencies for excavation and transmission of sand, silt, or any material susceptible of rapid disintegration by
the joint action of air and water under pressure, that I have ever known through an active experience of over thirty years
hi river improvement and reclamation. It is simple in principle, cheap hi construction, efficient in operation and must on
the score of economy and greater adaptability supersede other methods hi the broadest field of river and harbor improve-
ment essential to our State and National development." !

HAVE YOU DREDGING TO DO?
If you require a dredge for reclamation work, for levee building, for recovering sanJ or gravel, for'filling, for channel
>or deepening, for mining or for lifting or moving any class of material excepting boulders, DON'T OVERLOOKor harbor

THE PNEUMATIC PIPE DREDGE.

Pneumatic Pipe Dredge, Operating by Electricity, with Four
Ten-Inch Discharge Pipes. Capacity over 15,000 Cubic

Yards per day.

CHEAPEST AND BEST DREDGER IN THE WORLD.
The Pneumatic Pipe Dredge can be installed anywhere

within a few weeks for a small fraction of the cost of other dredges
and it requires only one-fifth the labor, one-fifth the power and
one-twentieth the cost of maintenance of any other dredge with
similar capacity. It handles from 40% to 60% solid matter all

the time and dredges handling from 25 cubic yards per hour to

20,000 cubic yards per day can be built and installed for from

$3,000 to $26,000. There is nothing to get out of order. Any-
one with common sense can run it. It is "fool-proof." Don't

you think

;jn*ISWORTH' WHILE-INVESTIGATING.
"

' "*
One of these dredges is operating in the heart of the City

of Sacramento, California, on a contract for the city. Twice hi

succession this dredge has been awarded city contracts on com-
petitive bids. Other contractors could not come within a mile
of the price bid for the work. Yet the dredge is makuig'^money.
It is practical results like this that talk. .

'

For full particulars about the dredge and its installation

on a royalty basis, address

HERBERT A. PARKYN, 1611 Marquette Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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MYERS POWER PUMPS
WITHOUT AN EQUAL ON THE GLOBE

m^~ --

OPERATING

WITH

CAS ENGINE

MYERS
BULLDOZER.
POWER.
PUMP

S" Cylinder

FIC 800

FIG. 952

HORIZONTAL BULLDOZERS, 3" TO 6" CYLINDERS

MYERS

BACK GEARED

WORKING

HEAD

TAPPED FDR

3" PIPE

5, 7 - AND 10"

STROKE

FOR BELT,

WIND OR HAND

POWER

F.C. 1079

BULLDOZER

WORKING

HEAD

BULLDOZER PUMP
6" BRASS LINED

CYLINDER

PISTON
COUPLING NUT

I '."BRASS BOD

Write for descriptive Circulars and Prices.

We want you to acknowledge this Ad. so

that we can acquaint you in detail with the

superior features of Myers Power
Pumps. This ia the proper season.
The right time to write is right now.

MYERS BULLDOZER

WORKING HEADS

NO. 359

5". 7K". 10" STROKE

DISCHARGE 2 '," OR 3"

SUCTION 2" TO 4"

NO. 364

12". 16". 20" STROKE

REGULARLY FITTED 4"

DISCHARGE

SUCTION 8" OR LESS

F. E. MYERS & BRO., S^W.:
PROPRIETORS OF

FUMF A1VI> HAY TOOIw

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.

O
I
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From photograph showing amount of ten inch pipe made by 4 men from 10 bbls. of

cement in 9 hours 280 two foot joints, or 560 feet. This pipe was made with the
"K T" moulds. An equal amount can not be made with any other moulds in the same
period of time. Write for irrigation literature and price list. Mention "Irrigation Age".

THE KELLAR-THOMASON MFG. CO., COVINA, CAL.

COLD MEDAL
AT JAMESTOWN

The U. S. Government
paid this Company a big
compliment when it select-

ed the "O FTO" Engine for

use in making the fuel tests

at the Jamestown Exposi-
tion.

The Jury of Awards also

proved its fitness for its

task when it AWARDED the"OTTO" the Gold Medal.

The "OTTO" has won FIRST PRIZE at every large

Exposition held in this country since the Centennial in"76.

THE OTTO GAS ENGINE WORKS
Philadelphia, Pa.

I i i I > M M i M It t I I t I t I I t I I M t I ill i I II I I I I I I II I I I I i I I I I M M I i I I M I I M I M ll

SAMSON TURBINE!
When the PUMP cannot be direct connected to the tur-

bine shaft, the power is usually transmitted by gears,

shafting, etc. On account of the HFCH SPEED of the

SAMSON, for a given power, lighter and consequently
CHEAPER transmission machinery can be used.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.
Write Department K-2 for Catalog.

Illllllllll I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I Ml I II iMI I I II II III I I I I I I I I

The Test- of Time.

Year in and year out the International
Harvester Company of America con-
tinues to do business and is distributing
more McCormick, Champion, Deering,
Milwaukee, Osborne and Piano harvest-

ing machines than ever before.
The International Harvester Company

has the best equipped factories in the
world for the manufacture of harvesting
machines. This enables them to make a

higher quality machine than any of their

various competitors. The money back of
this company makes it possible for them
to install the latest and most up-to-date
money saving machinery which the
smaller manufacturers cannot do.
While the various machines are all

made by one company, or rather by the

respective divisions of the one company,
they are sold by different agents through-

put the country and the line not only
includes harvesters, but mowers, rakes,
corn harvesters, wagons, binder twine,
gasoline engines, and practically every-
thing in the line of agricultural imple-
ments. It is always a part of good judg-
ment to order things before you actually
need them so as to have them ready and
thus avoid delay in getting your order
Slled at the busy season. Be sure to read
the advertisement of the International
Harvester Company of America in this

issue, and if you would like to secure a

catalogue of any one of the machines,
or all of them for that matter, go to the
local International dealer he will supply
you and answer all questions cheerfully.

Economical, Reliable Running Water Service
A constant supply wherever you want it. Automatic in action no expense for power

or repairs* It's easy with a

RIFE HYDRAULIC RAM
Large and small rams for Country Places, Irrigation, Supply Tanks, Town

Plants, etc. For every foot water drops to ram it is raised 30 feet. 7,000 in use.
WRITE FOR FREE PLANS AND ESTIMATES

"JrJLENGINE_CQ._.g166TRjNITY BLDG.. NEW YORKNrf-VWVN^S^N^N^N^N^^^S^WWWW^^S^^^WS^^rf^rf^^wwxyVFW^^^V^^^^V

ill MTCD ^or irrigation or other purposesW A I til can be most cheaply and "effect-
* "

ively supplied with our Economy
Centrifugal Pump. The most water with the
least power. Belt from any kind of power or
direct connected to gasoline engine or electric

motor. Write for free book to-day.

THOMAS & SMITH. Inc.

No. 31 South Carpenter
Street. CHICAGO

TELLS ALL ABOUT THE SUNNY SOUTHLAND

$6O
GOES LIKE SIXTY

SILLS LIKE SIXTY;
SELLS FOR SIXTY

GILSON
GASOLENE

ENGINE
or Pumping. Cream

GILSON MFG. CO.

.chines, etc. IB'SB TEIAL READERS Send for a FREE SAMPLE COPY.
Ask for catalog-all mi* ADVERTISERS Send for RATE CARD and paper.
Port WMhligtal, Wl 6162 NORTH MAIN ST., MEMPHIS, TBNN.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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"The Piano with a Soul"

CKERL

"SOLD when
You're SATISFIED"

That's the way Eckerle Pianos find
homes for themselves.

OUR NEW 60-PflGE ART COLOR CATALOG
will be Bent free and postpaid to you if you ask for it.

Then in the quiet of your own home you can, by means
of these beautiful photographs and complete dexcrip-
tioiis. read and learn just huw Well Eckerle Pianos are
made, why they stay in tune so lone; why they laeta
lifetime; why they always satisfy, and why it is called
the "Piano with a Soul." This book takes you on atrip
through one of the largest and best equipped piano fac-

tories in America, and explains clearly why Eckerle Pia-
nos are better than other moderate price instruments.
There are thirty-four of these important reasons which
you should know about, scattered along the journey from
lumber yard to shipping room. Send for this Art Color

Catalog today. It shows our new 1908 styles in colors,

quotes lowest freight-paid prices, ex plains our 4 different

plans of payment, and tells you in the words of other

buyers just what they have found the Eckerle Piano to be.

Alter yon have read this book
through and talked the matter over with your family,
you can take advantage of our fair and square "Sold
when you're satisfied" offer, and we will deliver to

your own home, freight and delivery charges paid, the

style of Eckerle Piano you prr-fer, and let you give it a

thorough 30 days* trial. Play it yourself; let your chil-

dren try it; invite your musical friends to play on it,

and when the 30 days are up, let us know whether the
Eckerle "The Piano with a Soul" has found a home
with you. Yon take no risk whatever in trying theEckerle
Piano in your own home, and we take but very little risk

in making you this offer if you are really seeking earn-

estly for the best piano at a moderate
'

'Factory to Home' *

price. Write a postal or a letter right now and ask us to

lend you the Art Color Catalog of the Eckerle the piano
that is not considered sold until you are fully satisfied

that it is the piano you Want to place In your home.

ALBAUGH-DOVER Co.
903- 93S Marshall Boulevard

Capital $1,000,000 CHICAGO, ILL.

NEW ALBAUGH-DOVER MODEL 5D-12 SEWING MACHINE
The matt windrrlul offer we or any other hoiue

hx ever made on a rtrictly highest grade ball bearing
drop head Kwhig machine. Do not class this machine
with the ordinary drop head sewing machines which
you cn buy anywhere at $25.00 to I3S.OO. At $35.00
this machine would stand alone as one of the greatest
values ever presented, and now when wo cut the price
In two and aik only $17.95 for this beautiful piano-
polished quartered oak case, with carved front and
round comers, and this high arm automatic head
fitted with best ball bearings and equipped with stitch

regulator, double feed, spring tension, cylinder shuttle
and automatic bobbin winder, also include a full set ol

attachments and accessories, the offer becomes the
sensation of the season In sewing machine values. You
don't need to take our word for it, but trust to your
own judgment after you have tried the machine In

your own home for 90 days. Order this machine on C

days trial; use It alongside of any $60 Agency Machine
made, and If you don't prefer the new Albaugh-Dover
model No. 5D-12 machine, regardless of cost, send it

back and get every cent of your money. You take no
quick shipment. Order today on 90 days trial. PUCE $17 95.

A $60.00

Machine

From

Factory

to Home
for

$17.95

risk whatever. We can mak<

Albaugii-Dover Go,, 905-938 Marshall Blvd., Chicago, III,

ALDOCO STEEL WIND MILLS
Only $37.40 and up for complete steel mii and steel tower.
Aldoco Hills run smoothly, quietly, and easily, and re-

quire but the slightest breeze to set them in motion. They
have solid tool steel wrist pins, and a special Rocker Arm
Device Our steel towers are strongly braced, well pro-
portioned and fitted with ladders. Every mill fully

guaranteed. Write us.

No. 13 D I A-7701-11.

Complete 8-foot wheel and 30-foot tower, total weight
940 pounds. Price $37.40

No. 13 D I A-7701-12.
Complete 8-foot wheel with 40-foot tower, total weight
1130pound. Price $43.85

No. 13 D I A-7702-20.
Complete 10-foot wheel with 40-foot tower, total

weight 1260 pounds. Price $51.05

No. 13 D 1 A-7702-2I.

Complete 10-foot wheel with 50-foot tower, total

weight 1600 poundi. Price $60.08

ALL SHIPMENTS MADE FROM FACTOHT NEAR CHICAGO.

ALBAUGH-DOVER CO.
913 938 Marshall Blvd.. Chicago. 111.

OUR
I PATENTED ALUMINUM COR.
RUGATED SKIMMING DEVICE

MORE MONEY
From Your Cows and

'Much Less Work]
,T^ In Getting It.

you could ^^^i
see the Real ^^^ Ifyon could gee how to make easily

f" DIFFERENCE"^^i $10to$15moreayearoneaehand
between the ^^^^ every cow you keep, and still

NEW BUTTERFLY^^. do It with less work for

CREAM SEPARATOR^^aV- y ur wife and yourself.

f9 and any other made
S> Difference In amount of

.V the cream you get; Differ-

ence in the quality of cream;
...erence in the way the machine runs.
Difference in the number of times a
minute you have to turn the crank;

Difference in the way the milk is

you'd gay : "I'll get a
Cream Separator."

m.k th. K.w Butterfly Cr
dlfl.rent.nd Stlmeia. eiiicicntosany

I other machine. Eterjdrop ofmilk thatenten
the bowl of the New Butterfly Cream Separator

I is actually pat through the skimming process
8 time. Thi. fnarantees complete

jp.r.tion.
and

I you can't fail to pet ALL THE CREAM. I<cw Butter-

fly Cream Separator, are old as they ouiht to be. Not br
aeeota. but direct from ourfactory to your farm Freight

' '

tah.Difference In the
time and tTOUDle

takes to Clean the
skimming device
you would Say,3S

>iiinHrrl<i nfnu
are

.

paid and on 365 day.' trial. Send today for illust'd

for average use, we recom- P in C E
\maul Mo. 4X, capacity 450 delivered at
to XO Ibs. of milk per hour, yourtown

gn f% f\ Qfl^K -CU C

9ftV V ~

8 a y I n g

il get the NEW
BUTTERFLY ,

ALBAUGH-DOVER CO. &*&*mes
925-9.18 Marshall Boulevard, CHICAGO.

A Complaint
from one of the largest buggy manufacturers In America.
In a private letter recently addressed to the Albaugh-

Dover Company he makes tula complaint, and appeals to
us to raise our buggy prices.

"Your prices are too low. We do not believe there
IB any other catalogue in existence (and sorely DO retail

dealer or agent) selling a buggy as well made as your
14D-116. for instance, for less than (60.00. while
your price is $50.00."

We call that a pretty convincing argument, and one
that should mean more to you If you are going to buy a
buggy.than all the extravagant claims made In the most
beautiful colortd catalog ever written. This letter
proves that when it comes to buggies, we are acknowl-
edged privately by other manufacturers themselves to
be leaders In price and quality. Why shouldn't we tell

jou about it i You ought to know it, too.

We Make a Specialty of the Best
Low -Priced Buggies in America
as well as the higher grades. No matter what kind of a
buggy you want to buy, if you haven't gotten our catalog
and price list you haven't struck "rock-bottom" In buggy
buying yet. Our rigs are Ftylish, up-to-date, strong, and built

ALBAUGH-DOVER CO.,



15he RELIABLE LINE
"Dempster" That's The Name

High Class

Gasoline

Engines

2 to 12

Horse Power

For Gasoline

Kerosene ivnd

Alcohol

Four Cycle

Economical

Powerful

Will Run

Anything

Anywhere

Irrigating and Water Works Pumping Plants our Specialty

OUR LINE:
WIND MILLS ALL KINDS OF PUMPS WOOD AND STEEL TANKS

WELL MACHINERY GASOLINE ENGINES CULTIVATORS FEED MILLS
GRAIN DRILLS IRON PIPE AND CASING COCKS AND VALVES

WELL POINTS AND STRAINERS FARM AND RANCH WATER, SUPPLIES

BEST TO BUY BEST TO WORK

Look

Carefully

at the Best

Windmill

Head

Ever Made

See that

Extra

Bearing

on the
Wheel Shaft
and the

Center Lift

Crank

Roller Rim
Gears

and other good
things

DEMPSTER MILL MANUFACTURING CO.
^FACTORY: BEATRICE. NEBRASKA

Branch Houses : Omaha. Neb. Kansas City. Mo. Sioux Falls. S. D.
Mention Department "A" when you write
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It Is Not The First Cost
but the amount of money required to build a

permanent ditch or levee that should be con-

sidered in drainage and irrigation work. Con-

sidered merely as earth excavators the Austin

machines named below will not dig at very much
less cost per cubic yard than some other ma-

chines, but considered as ditch builders and
levee builders these machines have no com-

petitors in economy. No contractor or land

owner who believes that permanency of work is

a profitable investment in drainage and irrigation

work can afford to do work with general excava-

tors a ditching machine or a levee machine will

not only handle the earth as cheap per cubic

yard but will produce a. perfectly-shaped
permanent ditch or levee.

We build for sale or for lease the follow-

ing machines for drainage and irrigation earth

work:

The Austin Drainage Excavator The Austin Side Hill Ditcher

The Austin Levee Builder The Austin Ditcher and Road Builder

The Austin Power Scraper Excavator The Austin Orange Peel Ditcher

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE "S"

The Austin Rolling Platform Traction
The Austin Tile Ditcher .

The Austin Stump Puller and Grubber

F. C. AUSTIN DRAINAGE EXCAVATOR COMPANY
Railway Exchange, Chicago, III.

Morris Machine Works
BALDWINSVILLE, N. Y.

Centrifugal Pumping Machinery, designed for

any irrigating proposition. Send details or

specifications of what is wanted and we will

recommend a pumping outfit to supply the need

New York Office. 39-41 Cortlandt Street

Houston Olfice. Cor. Wood 4 Willow Sis., Texts

Henion C, Hnbbell, Agents. 61 N. Jeflerson St..

Chicago. 111.

Harron, lickard McComb, Agents,
Zl Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.



MAKE YOUR LAND FERTILE
If you have a tract of non-producing ground, why not make it pay you.

If you have a well of any description we can help you turn the useless soil into

fertile land that will bring you in profitable returns, many times the sum

expended for the installation of an outfit.

The outfit in the illustration shows one of our serviceable^triplex pumps
connected to a horsepower outfit, by which medium many ranchmen, agri-

culturists and fruit men are now securing large crops of grain, grass and

other growths from the irrigated ground.

All the irrigation outfits^we manufacture are exceedingly easy in action ai d

are for operation by horsepower, gas or gasoline engines, belt driven, direct

connected to motor, or ANY available power.

They have capacities of from 8 gallons per minute to 3,000 gallons per
minute, and can be adjusted to suit any conditions.

Our engineering department will give their most careful attention to state-

ments of conditions under which the pumps would have to work, and will

submit expert advice on the matter.

Our Catalogue "G" is devoted exclusively to power pumps and irrigation

outfits, and if interested, we will be pleased to mail a copy on request.

THE DEMING COMPANY, SALEM, OHIO
HENION & HUBBELL, 61-69 N. Jefferson Street, Chicago, III., General Western Agents.

CRANE CO., Portland, Ore., Spokane, Seattle, Tacoma, Wash., San Francisco, Los Angeles, Cal., Salt Lake City, Utah, Pacific Coast Agents.

J. A. WHITING,
CIVIL AND IRRIGATION ENGINEER

Examinations, Estimates, Reports,

Surveys, Plans and Supervision.

501 First Mat') Bmk Bid*. Cheyenne, Wyoming

JOHN CLAY. President

JAS. T. CRAIG, Vice- President W. B. PENFOLD. Cashier
A. H. MARBLE. Vice-President D. J. HULL, Ass't Cashier

BUTTE COUNTY BANK
BELLEFOURCHE. S. D.

Capital and Surplus, $30,OOO
Personal Interview or Correspondence Solicited

ROBERT McF. DOBLE
:CIVIL AND IRRIGATION ENGINEER:

Surveys", Plans, Estimates, Exam-
inations, Reports and Supervision

Majestic Building DENVER, COLORADO

BEFORE YOU BUY A LEVEL
Write for descriptive circulars of the

BOSTRON IMPROVED FARM
AND BUILDERS' LEVELS

Practical up-to-date instruments
that anyone can use. Recommend-
ed by professional men of repute
and by the most progressive far-

mers of the country tor irrigation,
drainage and building purposes.
Prices : $ I 5.OO and $25.00

including Telescope, Tripod
and Rod.

BOSTROM-BRADY MFC. CO.
50 W. Alabama St. - - ATLANTA, CA.

3000 to 5000
TILE PER DAY

Is the amount we guarantee to make on the

SCHENK CEMENT FILE MACHINE
with six men to operate it. Makes all sizes from
4 to 16 Inches. For further information write

THE CEMENT TILE MACHINERY CO
134 Rath Street. WATERLOO. IOWA
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Will The Wooden Headgate

Eln
Your Reservoir

Last Another Year
Is it liable to break, leak or wash out when you have

water stored for next season's crops? You know how much
trouble you had with it, and even by expensive repairs you
cannot make it reliable. With water so valuable, you can't
afford to risk losing crops next year. The cost of repairs year
after year on that old wooden gate amount to more than the
cost of a substantial iron headgate. Don't waste your time
and money trying to repair a worn-out wooden gate.

If an ironJiheadgate cost no more than a wooden one,

you wouldn't have a wooden gate. When you put in a head-

gate, price is not the only thing to consider. You need a

gate that is complete in itself and simple in construction, so
as to be easily set up and not get out of order

; a, gate that is

strong enough to stand the pressure ;
a gate that is water-tight;

that can be quickly regulated; and that will last a lifetime.

Farmers who have repaired their old wooden gates by put-
ting in NORTHWESTERN iron headgates say that it was
one of the best investments they ever made. It

t
will pay

you to investigate the advantages of

NORTHWESTERN
IRON HEADGATES
They last a lifetime without repairs, leaks or breaks

and will end your headgate troubles.

rTr
Try a NORTHWESTERN headgate NOW, when' you

have time to put it in. If 30 days' trial doesn't convince you
that it is just what you need and prove that it has all the

advantages claimed, send it

back at my expense, and I _ _ ^ * I < A
will refund the price of the IWI 1 U _ A J.

gate, including the cost of IVlall llllS f\l
putting it in.

Send for Free

Hand Book For Irrigators

It contains valuable information for al 1 irrigating

farmers, shows many kinds of iron headgates and irri-

gating specialties, and gives some practical details. Fill

out this coupon and mail it today if you are interested

in the most economical methods of handling water.

C. D. Butchart, Denver, Colo,

C. D. BUTCHART
Denver, Colorado

Please send me at once your free Hand-

Book for Irrigators, and prices on Iron

Headgates.

Name

Address

State..

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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'ERIOR

SUPERIOR DRILLS are Used and Appreciated by Goad

Farmera Iht World Over

SEND FOR CATALOGUE NOW
GENERAL AGENTS FOR WESTERN TERRITORY:
Dean & Co., Minneapolis, Minn
Kingman & Co., .... Peorla, 111

Kingman St. Louis Implement Co., St. Louis, Mo
Klngmn-Moore Imp. Co., Kansas City, Mo
Kingman-Moore Imp. Co., - Oklahoma, Okla.

Kingman Implement Co., - Omaha, Neb.
Parlin & Orendorff Imp. Co., Portland, Ore
Colorado Moline Plow Co., Denver, Colo
The T. C. Powers Co., - - Helena, Mont
Consolidated Was:. & Mach. Co., Salt Lake City
Newell Matthews Co.,

- Los Angeles, Cal
The H. C. Shaw Cn., Stockton, Cal

Eastern Farmers please write direct to the Manufacturers

SUPERIOR DRILL CO., Springfield. Ohio
Division of the American Seeding Mach. Co., Inc.

GRAIN DRILLS

% SAVED OF
THE EXPENSE
OF IRRIGATION

Send for our booklet, "COST OF IRRIGATION." It will
save you money in irrigating.

We guarantee 25 more water with the'same power, or the same
amount oi water with 25^ less power than other make of pumping
machinery. We have proved this greater efficiency by hundreds of
tests and we are ready to prove it again.

Bulletin No. 104 illustrates and describes irrigation machinery

THE AMERICAN WELL WORKS
AURORA. ILLINOIS. I . S. A.

Chicago Office. First National Bank Building.
Morse Bros. Machinery & Supply Co., Denver, Colo.
Zimmerman-Wells Brown Company, Portland, Ore.
Cal. Hydraulic, Engineering & Supply Co., San Francisco, Calif.

Machinery and

Irrigating Supplies
AT

HALF PRICE
GASOLINE ENGINES

50 Gasoline Engines, 2 H. P. to 30 H. P. Some
brand new. Nearly every make. Send for list.

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
10 Centrifugal Pumps, sizes 2 in. to 12 in.

Have been thoroughly overhauled and are as

good as new. We can save you from 40 to

60 /c on complete pumping outfits. Write for

estimate.

STANDARD WROUGHT IRON PIPE

with screwed endsCarefully overhauled,
threaded couplings.

1 in., per ft 4c

1% in., per ft 5c

\Vi in., per ft

2 in., per ft 9c

and

zy2 in., per ft 14c
3 in., per ft lie
6 in., per ft 42c
8 in., per ft 75c

Prices on larger size? on application.
Send for special bargain list No. 803.

WROUGHT IRON LAP-WELDED CASING

Just as good as new. Will stand higher pressure
than standard black pipe and is lighter weight. Just
the thing for irrigating purposes. Special prices on
large quantities.

Inside
Diameter.

1J4 inch.

234 inch.

3J4 inch.

3J4 inch.

4J4 inch.

5$ inch.

6J4 inch.

65-g inch.

8J4 inch.

Outside
Diameter.
2 inch.

3 inch.

3'/2 inch.
4 inch.

4J4 'inch.

6 inch.

6$4 inch.
7 inch.

8$6 inch.

Weight
per foot.

2 Ibs.

3Y2 Ibs.

4# Ibs.

5J^ Ibs.

ibs.

Ibs.

Ibs.

Ibs.

Ibs.

Price

per foot
6j4c

12c
14c

13
15
18

20c
34c
Me
48c
60c

WRITE FOR OUR LOW PRICES ON

Roofing,
Lumber,
Hardware,
Builders' Supplies,
Mill Work,
Water Works Systems,
Furniture,
Carpets,
Rugs,

Linoleum,
Belting,
Electrical Supplies,
Hose,
Tools,
Blacksmith Supplies,
Building Paper,
Plumbing Goods,
Heating Plants.

END FOR OUR BARGAIN CATALOG NO. 803.

This wonderful book is sent free if you mention
this paper. Every shrewd buyer should have a copy.
Send ns your name and address plainly. Tell us

just what you are in the market for.

Chicago House Wrecking Co.
35th and Iron Streets, CHICAGO, ILL.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Sold direct or through our distributers.

Lar^e stocks carried at convenient points all

over the country, ready for quick delivery in

either short or long lengths, on reels or in coils.

72 Feet

34- in. Crucible Cast Steel

Hoisting Rope

202 Feet

34-in. Monitor Dredge
Rope, 6 x 19

78 Feet
1-in. Plow Steel

Hoisting

American Dredge Rope

IN
the great work of reclamation of the

submerged lands of the Mississippi Val-

ley there is no more active mechanical

factor than our dredge rope. We make this

rope with full knowledge gained from years of

experience in the hard usage to which it is

subjected, than which perhaps no other ser-

vice can show an equal. There is not the

same risk of life that goes with the operation
of an elevator or a mine hoist, but there is

greater wear, necessitating a very close study
of the requisite quality of material and also

experience in manufacture, to produce a flex-

ible, reliable and durable dredge rope.

We offer our rope to dredgemen with assur-

ance of the highest uniform quality and

efficiency, as proven by the many years that

it has now been successfully identified with

this service.

hleago New York

American Steel & Wire Co. Denver san Francisco

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.

Worcester
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SUGAR BEET
AND

POTATO LAND
[ ,WHERE;ALFALFAJGROWS. '

I have 16,000 acres of sugar beets and potato land in the Big
Horn Valley of Wyoming, for sale on easy terms at prices ranging
from $45.00 to $60.00 per acre. The terms are $8.00 per acre cash
and the balance in nine equal annual installments. Raw land pro-
duces an average of .fifteen tons of sugar beets per acre, carrying an
average of eighteen and one-half per cent sugar. It is a desert

country, -thoroughly irrigated by completed ditches, and the. farmer has
absolute control of his moisture. Alfalfa land will produce an average
of twenty-five tons of sugar beets to the acre when properly irrigated.
Worland is the principal town on the Hanover' Canal Company's lands.
Not an acre of this land is over three miles from the railroad, and
every acre of it is within five miles of a side-track or a shipping
point. The sugar factory at Billings, Montana, is paying $4.50 per
ton net for sugar beets delivered at Worland. The sugar company pays
the freight. We are promised a factory when we have 6,000 acres in
beets and the people to tend them. COME OUT AND SEE THE
LAND.

This valley is also a fine potato country and produces big potatoes
that are solid. The average crop is from 300 to 400 bushels per acre.
The biggest crop I have ever seen in this valley was 800 bushels per
acre. I have a pamphlet which I would like to send you. It has been
carefully prepared and describes the country and its products accu-
rately. Send for it and I will mail it to you promptly. Cheap rates
will be made on the 8th and 20th of October, and on the 3d and 17th
of November.

Liggett Bldg. St. Louis, Mo.

Galvanized Steel

Irrigation Flumes
AND WATER. TROUGHS

Galvanized steel is rapidly taking the place
of wood for fluming purposes and with The
Maginnis Patent splice fluming is made easy Any
boy can put the Maginnis Steel Flume together or
take it apart. Steel flumes and troughs "Ship
Knock down" Third Class freight. Let me figure
on your flume. All flumes guaranteed.

Write for Testimonials and Particulars to

P. Maginnis, Mfr.
Kimball. Nebraska

THE MARION
STEAM SHOVEL

COMPANY
MARION, - - OHIO

STEAM SHOVELS, both Traction
and Railroad Trucks, Ballast I n-

loaders, Placer Mining Dredges.

RIVER. HARBOR and DITCHING DREDGERS
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE, INFORMATION, Etc.

G. W. BARNHART
Western Manager

718 MONADNDCK BLDG.,
- SAN FRANCISCO, GAL.

BOOKS ON

| Irrigation and Drainage
I
g The Irrigation Age has established a book

department for the benefit of its readers. Any
X of the following named books on Irrigation and

X Drainage will be forwarded postpaid on receipt

X of price :

I
I

Irrigation Institutions, Elwood Mead $1.25

Irrigation in the United States, F. H. Newell 2.00

Irrigation Engineering, Herbert M. Wilson 4.00

Irrigation and Drainage, F. H. King 1.50

Irrigation for Farm and Garden, Stewart 1.00

Irrigating the Farm, Wilcox 2.00

The Primer of Irrigation, cloth, 300 pages 2.00

Practical Farm Drainage, Charles G. Elliott 1.00

Drainage for Profit and Health, Waring 1.00

Farm Drainage, French 1.00

Land Drainage, Miles LOO

Tile Drainage, Chamberlain 40

Address

THE IRRIGATION AGE CO.

112 Dearborn Street. CHICAGO. ILL.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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THE IRRIGATION AGE
MODERN IRRIGATION

THE IRRIGATION ERA
ARID AMERICA

With which is Merged

THE DRAINAGE JOURNAL
MID-WEST

THE FARM HERALD

IRRIGATION AGE COMPANY,
PUBLISHERS,

112 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO

Entered u Kcond-clmu matter October S, 1897, at the PoatoSce at

Chicago, III., under Act of March 3, 1879.

D. H. ANDERSON, Editor

ANNOUNCEMENT.
"The Primer of Irrigation" is now ready for delivery. Price,

$2.00. If ordered in connection with subscription, the price is $ J .50.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
To United States Subscribers, Postage Paid 11.00
To Canada and Mexico, 1.50
All Other Foreign Countries l.M

In forwarding remittances please do not send checks on local banki.
Send either postomce or express money order or Chicago or New York
draft.

Official organ Federation of Tree Growing Clubs of

America.

Official organ of the American Irrigation Federation.
Office of the Secretary, 212 Boyce Building, Chicago.

Interesting to Advertisers.
It may interest advertisers to know that The Irrigation Age is tht

only publication in the world having an actual paid in advance
circulation among individual irrigators and large irrigation corpo-
rations. It is read regularly by all interested in this subject and has
readers in all parts of the world. The Irrigation Age is 23 yean
old and is the pioneer publication of its class in the world.

Owing to the fact that the editor of THE

Delay in IRRIGATION AGE was detained at the Con-

Date of gress at Albuquerque, until the third of

Issue. October, and could not reach Chicago be-

fore the fifth, after which a report of the

Congress, such as appears in this issue, was prepared,

it was impossible to bring this number of THE IRRIGA-

TION AGE out on the tenth of the month, which is the

usual date of issue. It was thought best to delay the

October number for a few days and give a fair report of

the Congress in that issue. The principal papers de-

livered at this Congress will appear in these columns

from time to time during the coming year.

We are presenting in this issue a paper on

Beaman the National Forests and Forestry Service,

Scores which is taken from a report of the pro-

Pinchot. ceedings of the Sixteenth National Irriga-

tion Congress, said paper having been de-

livered before the Congress by Judge D. C. Beaman, of

Denver. This paper attracted more than ordinary atten-

tion owing to the fact that it was a severe criticism of

the methods of the Forestry Bureau and directly an-

tagonized the views of those who are adherents of the

Pinchot policy of conservation.

Judge Beaman has made a very careful study of

this subject and is by long odds the best posted man in

the ranks of the opposition to the Forestry Bureau. He
has made a study of forestry affairs and hopes to prove

that Mr. Pinchot's policy of reforestation will be of

little service to the present or other generations within

the next one or two hundred years.

He maintains that it would be much better to plan

out work of developing the west so as to allow all lands

susceptible of agriculture to be thrown open, regardless

of whether they are in forest reserves or not.

It is our intention to publish regularly hereafter,

articles from well known opponents of the Forestry

Service, which will exploit the views of the opposition

to that serivce.

The

Irrigation

Congress.

The Sixteenth Natipnal Irrigation Con-

gress has come and gone, and those who

attempt to clearly describe all that trans-

pired in connection with that Congress,

both in open meeting as well as under

cover, will find it a difficult task and perhaps learn that

after a careful description they have made enemies of

the intriguers who under the surface carried out a plan

which had been maturing during the past year under the

able generalship of the director of the Eeclamation

Service and some of his trusted allies outside of the

Service. The gentlemen who have assisted in framing

up a political propaganda in the Congress found it

necessary to call on some of the old crowd for assist-

ance, and one result of the new plan was the bringing

back to the fold of George H. Maxwell, of New York,

Massachusetts, Illinois and California. It is remarkable

that Mr. Maxwell has the audacity allowing that he has

more of that quality than the average individual to en-
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ter again into the work of the National Irrigation Con-

gress from which he withdrew after a resolution had been

passed at the Congress in Portland, stating that no one

was authorized to collect money in the name of the Irri-

gation Congress. It is a well known fact that the indi-

viduals referred to in that resolution were Mr. George H.

Maxwell and the chairman of that particular congress,

Mr. Boothe, of Los Angeles, Cal. Mr. Maxwell had with-

drawn from the congress after he had been roughly han-

dled by some of those who favored cleaner development

along this line, and his last appearance at a congress

prior to the Sixteenth Congress was at El Paso, Tex. As

he was not allowed to dominate the congress at Ogden
and El Paso his well known petulancy overcame his

judgment, and that coupled with the resolutions which

precluded the possibility of future collections by himself

and Mr. Boothe in the name of the irrigation congress

caused his entire withdrawal from the deliberations of

that body.

It is also known that Mr. Maxwell and his publi-

cation, which at that time was largely circulated and

read, stated that the usefulness of the Irrigation Con-

gress had ended. This suggestion in his paper created

considerable amusement among his acquaintances as it

was inferred that the congress would lose its value as a

deliberating body by his withdrawal from it.

It is a well known fact that the congress became

very much stronger after his attempt to kill it by merg-

ing it with the Trans-Mississippi Congress. Each suc-

ceeding congress has shown greater strength with a large

number of delegates and it is presumed that Mr. Max-

well would have been glad to have come back into the

fold prior to this time if he could have done so without

being openly ridiculed.

As stated in previous lines his audacity is remark-

able in view of these facts and his deliberate taking over

of authority in the Sixteenth Congress at Albuquerque
has brought about a feeling of resentment and disgust

among those who have worked steadily for the upbuild-

ing of the congress and the development of the west.

It is the impression of THE IRRIGATION AGE that

Mr. Maxwell was induced to attend this congress by
Messrs. Newell and Pinchot, both of whom failed to put
in an appearance.

It is not our intention to further comment concern-

ing Mr. Maxwell, as an outline of his plans will be found

elsewhere in this issue.

Reclamation Service

flews

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation Age, one year, and

*S* the Primer of Irrigation, a 260-page finely illustrated *l*

*

> work for new beginners in irrigation.

Approximately 10,800 acres of land which were with-

drawn in connection with the Big Bend irrigation project;

Washington, have been restored to the public domain and
will be subject to settlement under the public land laws of

the United States on and after November 14, 1908, but will

not be subject to entry, filing or selection until December 14,

1908.

These lands lie in Townships 13 and 14 North, Ranges
32 to 35 East, Willamette Principal Meridian.

The Secretary of the Interior has authorized the Recla-

mation Service to begin the construction of the Clear Lake

dam, Klamath Project, Oregon, by force account. The total

estimated cost of this work is approximately $165,000. Bids
for the erection of this structure have been rejected on the

grounds of excessive cost, and it is believed that the work
can be carried on effectively and economically with the for^e
in hand.

Contract has been awarded to the Union Portland Cement
Company, of Ogden, Utah, for furnishing 2,000 barrels of

Portland cement for use in constructing the Strawberry Val-

ley irrigation project, Utah. The contract price of the cement
is $1.10 per barrel f. o. b. cars at Devil's Slide, Utah.

The following lands which are required for reservoir

purposes in connection with the North Platte irrigation pro-

ject, have been withdrawn from any form of disposition
whatever under the public land laws :

Nebraska T. 24 N., R. 58 W., w y2 nw y^ and w Vz

sw ys., Sec. 10, and Sees. 14, 15, 21 and 22.

Wyoming T. 24 N., R. 60 W., nw y4 ne %, e ^ ne 1A,
s y2 , Sec. 5 ; all Sees. 7, 8, 9, 10, 15 and 22. T. 24 N., R. 61

W.; all Sees. 1 and 13. T. 25 N., R. 60 W., sw y* se y*,

Sec. 32.

These lands had previously been withdrawn from all

forms of disposition except homestead entry in connection
with this project.

The Secretary of the Interior is asking for proposals for

the purchase and removal of standing timber upon lands

immediately surrounding Lakes Clealum, Kachess and Keeche-
lus. in Kittitas county, and Bumping Lake, in Yakima county,
Washington, involving about 63,000,000 feet B. M. of mer-
chantable timber, 2,000 telephone poles and 20,000 railroad

ties. The bids will be opened at the office of the Supervising
Engineer, United States Reclamation Service, 417 Beck build-

ing, Portland, Oregon, on November 16, 1908.

The Secretary of the Interior has approved the contract
entered into by Mr. Louis C. Hill, Supervising Engineer in

the Reclamation Service on behalf of the United States, and
the Pioneer's Consolidated Transfer & Storage Co., of

Phoenix, Arizona, for furnishing and hauling about 33,000
barrels of fuel oil for use in the cement mill. Salt River
irrigation project. The estimated total amount of the contract
will be $145.200.

Contract has been awarded to W. H. Mason, of Klamath
Falls, Oregon, for the extension of the South Branch Canal
of trip Klamath irrigation project, Oregon-California.

The work consists of the construction of about 7 miles
of canal, involving the excavation and embanking of about
112,000 cubic yards of material. Mr. Mason's bid amounted
to $22.703.90.

About 32,600 acres of- land lying in Townships 13 and
14 N., Ranges 12, 13 and 14 East, Willamette principal me-
ridian, Washington, have been withdrawn from any form of

disposition whatever under the public land laws, in con-
nection with the Tieton irrigation project, Yakima valley,

Washington. .

Contract has been awarded to the Long Lake Lumber
Company, of Klamath Falls, Oregon, for furnishing lumber
for use in connection with the Klamath irrigation project,

Oregon-California. The contract provides for the purchase
of 291.000 feet board measure, of lumber, at the rate of $12
per thousand feet. It is also provided that there shall be
furnished 300,000 feet board measure of dimension lumber
at the rate of $15 per thousand feet, and 185,000 linear

feet of corner stops, splines, etc., at the rate of three-

tenths cents per linear foot, making the total amount of
the contract $8,547.
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Sixteenth National Irrigation Congress Held at

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
The sixteenth National Irrigation Congress, which

assembled at Albuquerque, New Mexico, September 29th,
was attended by nearly 900 accredited delegates and
taken all in all was a successful meeting. The fear en-
tertained by many who attended the Congress that Al-

buquerque would not be able to take care of her guests
during that period was unfounded. So far as has been
learned, ample accommodations were offered.

While many of the speakers billed failed to appear,
there were enough good papers delivered to make the

Congress an exceedingly interesting one, both from a
scientific or general irrigation standpoint.

The head of the Reclamation Service, Mr. Newell,
was unable to attend owing to the fact that he was

looking after some work for the people in the Hawaiian
Islands. Mr. Pinchot, it was stated, was detained in

Washington by work connected with the new bureau

One of the most interesting features of the congress
was a paper read by Judge D. C. Beaman, of Denver,
criticising the Forestry Bureau. This paper created
a great deal of criticism and resulted in bringing out
talks from those opposing his views. The article by
Judge Beaman is printed elsewhere in this issue and
will be found highly interesting.

It is a peculiar fact that criticism of either the

Forestry or Reclamation Bureau in the Congress or else-

where brings out strong protest from the friends of
these bureaus, so strong in fact as to lead the average
individual to believe that antagonism is anticipated and
that the individuals are always on hand to combat any-
thing that may not be to the liking of either one of
these departments.

It was very evident from the beginning that friends
of the Reclamation and Forestry Bureaus had so shaped

View of Convention Hall on Opening Day, Sixteenth National Irrigation Congress, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

established by the President to assist the farmers of the

country. It was the impression of all delegates present
that these two gentlemen should have attended this

congress regardless of any demands upon their time as

matters of more than ordinary importance in connection

with each bureau were brought to the attention of the

Congress, and could have been answered much more sat-

isfactorily by them than by subordinates who were sent

to represent them.

The Reclamation Service 'was ably represented by
Mr. A. P. Davis, Chief Engineer, who is a man of un-

usual attainment in his line of work, and an all-around

"good mixer." The fact that very few of the Reclama-

tion and Forestry people were in attendance, as com-

pared with former years, was particularly noticeable.

Mr. C. J. Blanchard, Chief Statistician of the

Reclamation Bureau, looked after the interests of his

department and George H. Maxwell was in attendance

and very active, and his work all through the Congress
would indicate that he was an indirect, if not a direct

representative of both the Reclamation and Forestry
Bureaus.

things as to control the actions of the Congress and re-

peated efforts were made, some of them successfully, to

develop sentiment in favor of the two bureaus named.
This was particularly noticeable in the Resolutions Com-
mittee where Mr. Maxwell, at one time friend and ad-

visor of the president, attempted to dominate all delib-

erations of that committee. His actions were a source

of much comment by all those who have been acquainted
with his connection with the Congress since the time he
first attended it at Phoenix, and in view of the fact that

the congress at one time passed a resolution repudiating
the National Irrigation Association, of which Mr. Max-
well is the head, his presence and domineering attitude

were all the more remarkable.

It is a question in the minds of many who attended

this Congress what interests -support Mr. Maxwell.

Among those, however, who are acquainted with his past

history, no doubt exists as to who is furnishing him

money, and evidence in the hands of the IRRIGATION
AGE and others will make clear his position in a very
short time. Mr. Maxwell has continuously and per-

sistently advocated the repeal of certain laws, viz : The
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Desert Land Act and the Timber and Stone Act. Reso-

lutions favoring their repeal were put through at the

Congress held at El Paso and had apparently no weight
in Congress. It was expected that at this meeting a

letter would be presented by one of the delegates which
would show conclusively that Maxwell's continual cry
for the repeal of these acts is the result of his connec-
tion with large corporations who have large holdings of

lieu land scrip, the value of which would be greatly en-

hanced by the passage of a law repealing them.

There is no doubt at all but that many abuses exist

under these laws but that may be safely said of any law
in existence.

It is well known, moreover, among those who un-
derstand the inner workings of the propaganda headed

by Maxwell and some of the government officials, that

Maxwell's Homecroft idea and other suggestions along
the line of policy advocated by him are used as a mask
to hide the real line of work on which he is employed.

The audacity of the man at the Sixteenth Congress
was all the more surprising in view of the fact that in

an issue of his publication, "Maxwell's Talisman,"
which came out shortly after the adjournment of the

Congress held at Portland, Oregon, a statement was
made that the Irrigation Congress had lost its useful-

ness and would no longer be recognized as an exponent
of the influences associated with the development of the

arid west. This statement was made by Mr. Maxwell in

his publication after the organization of which he is the

nominal or real head, was repudiated by the Congress at

Portland. When all of this came out, subsequent to an

expose of his methods, which was brought about by an

investigation, of the Committee on Irrigation of the

House of Representatives. How long the delegates to

future Congresses will tolerate this aggressive action

brought about by the fact of Mr. Maxwell having come
back into that body depends entirely upon how clearly
future delegates may be posted as to his real motives
and former conduct.

If a letter which the IRRIGATION AGE hopes to make
public in this or a subsequent issue, had. been read be-

fore the Congress it is doubtful if Mr. Maxwell would
have been permitted to speak before that body. It is

thought best not to go into this matter too thoroughly
at this time, but if the permission of the recipient of the
letter is obtained it will be produced in a prominent
place in a future issue of THE IRRIGATION AGE, and a

copy of that issue will be mailed to all delegates who
attended the Albuquerque Congress.

It will be seen by a perusal of the resolutions

adopted by the Congress that very many desirable sug-
gestions were made and THE IRRIGATION AGE is inclined

to believe that the majority of the resolutions presented
and adopted will make for the general good of the irri-

gated west.

The following officers were elected for the Seven-
teenth National Irrigation Congress:

Geo. E. Barstow, Barstow, Texas, President; Col.

D. H. Loveland, California, First Vice-President 5 R. E.

Twitchell, New Mexico, Second Vice-President; I. D.

O'Donnell, Montana, Third Vice-President; B. P. Fow-
ler, Phoenix, Arizona, Secretary.

The committee on permanent organizations and
order of business included in its report a recommenda-
tion for the formation of a board of governors to consist

of the committee and four others, this board to give
them aid throughout the year and to establish permanent

headquarters so that the work of the Irrigation Congress
may become continuous. It was also recommended that

an assistant secretary be appointed, without compensa-
tion, to have under his charge the important work of

publicity. While there was no general criticism of the
move toward the formation of a board of governors, it

appears after looking into the matter carefully that this

was a direct attempt on the part of the friends of the

Forestry and Reclamation Service to absolutely control

the Congress and all future preliminary and other work
connected with it. This tendency is not new to the older

delegates and if it could have been clearly shown what
would result from an organization of such a board, it i&

doubtful if its formation would have received the sanc-

tion of the permanent organization committee or the

Congress as a whole. It was, no doubt, a well arranged
plan on the part of Messrs. Beard, Secretary Fowler and
some others to absolutely dominate all future work
which may come before the Congress. It is, moreover,

very evident that when this situation dawns upon the
minds of the delegates of the next Congress some action

will be taken to restrict the power of this board. The
general idea in itself is good but it is doubtful if the

gentlemen who proposed it may be classed as the sin-

cerest friends of clean development along irrigation
lines. The tendency of this move is to follow along the

line of centralization of power as indicated by the work
of the Reclamation and Forestry Bureaus. If at some
future Congress active working delegates who have no
axes to grind are properly organized it is the impression
of THE IRRIGATION AGE that a change will be made in

the plan and that their power will be so minimized as

to leave the delegates free in the control of the delibera--

tions of the Congress. No body of two or three or four

men should be permitted to dominate the work of the

Congress or outline its policy in advance, heedless of the

will of those who are appointed delegates.

This matter will be discussed at greater length in

future issues of THE IRRIGATION AGE.

Many able papers were delivered at the Congress,

among which may be mentioned those of the President,
Mr. Gowdy; the address of welcome by Gov.. Curry, of

New Mexico; and particular attention should be given
to the very able paper by ExGovernor L. Bradford

Prince, of New Mexico, on "Yesterday and Today."
The paper by John Barrett, Director of The Interna-

tional Bureau of the American Republics, on "Irriga-
tion's Great Progress through Pan-America," was well

received and favorably commented upon as was also the

address by Mr. Geo. C. Anderson, the eminent engineer
of Colorado, on "Irrigation in Colorado." Thursday's

program included an address by Mr. A. L. Fellows, of

Colorado, on "Reclamation of Arid Lands under the

District Irrigation Law." Among other speakers were

C. M. Mott, of Minnesota, who spoke on "Forestry as

a National and a State Problem." Mr. C. J. Blanchard,
Chief Statistician of the United States Reclamation

Service, delivered a very interesting talk, illustrated

with stereopticon views on "Homemaking by the Gov-

ernment." All of those who heard Mr. Blanchard, speak
in the highest terms of his work and it may not be out

of place to say that he is doing splendid work in con-

nection with the exploitation of the possibilities of home

building under the Reclamation Law. Mr. Blanchard
is a man of wide experience in the newspaper line and
has made innumerable friends through his fine, clean

work.
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An address by Dr. J. W. McGee, secretary of the
Inland Waterways Commission, on the "Natural Move-
ment of Waters in Sub-Arid United States," was an

extremely interesting paper and we hope in some future
issue to publish it in full.

The attendance of representatives of foreign coun-
tries was very gratifying to the delegates and much valu-

able information was obtained through the talks de-

livered by these gentlemen.

Spokane, after a spirited fight with the delegation
from Colorado, who were working for Pueblo as the next

meeting place of the Congress, won the honor of enter-

taining the seventeenth session of the National Irriga-
tion Congress in that delightful city. While very many
of the delegates were inclined to favor Pueblo as the

next meeting place, it was thought better to give the

honor to Spokane so that some of the advantages of the

inter-mountain country in the northwest would thereby
become more generally known. Spokane is one of the

most beautiful cities in the United States and has some
of the best hotels to be found west of Chicago. It is

the general impression that all delegates to- the Seven-

teenth Congress will be royally entertained by the wide-

awake citizens of that metropolis of the inland empire.
The railways centering in Pueblo were represented by
very able men and a strong fight was made by them to

secure the Congress for Pueblo, and while there was some
criticism concerning some of the lines the IRRIGATION
AGE is in position to say that all of the representatives
of the lines centering in Pueblo used every effort to

secure the Congress for that city, in fact many of the

best known railway representatives worked to accom-

plish this end, and the citizens of Pueblo owe a vote

of thanks to these men for the splendid work done on

behalf of their city. It is the hope of the members

generally that Pueblo may have an opportunity some

day to entertain the Congress. It is understood that a

strong fight will be made for Pueblo at the meeting next

year.
The membership of the Permanent Board of Con-

trol of Governors is as follows: George E. Barstow,
Fred J. Kiesel, W. J. McGee, B. A. Fowler and W. A.

Beard. One vacancy remains to be filled on this board

and it is doubtful who may be appointed. There is

plenty of good material and it is strange that the matter

was left open. It is the impression of THE IRRIGATION

AGE that the sixth member of this board of control

should have been selected from some of the railway men
who were in attendance. Mr. Costello, of the Great

Northern; Mr. Mott, of the Northern Pacific; Messrs.

Merritt or Seagraves, of the Santa Fe or Mr. Wantland,
of the Union Pacific; Mr. McAllister, of the Southern

Pacific, and Mr. King, of the Missouri Pacific, are all

available and would add much strength to the combina-

tion, as the advice of a practical railroad man on a

board of this character would be of unquestioned value.

It is believed that some one of the gentlemen named

may be appointed as the sixth member.

In conclusion, it may not be out of place to again
refer to George H. Maxwell, who is criticised in the

early lines of this article. Mr. Maxwell possesses many
fine qualities. He is a good orator, too good, in fact,

and is a great organizer, but it is the impression of

those who know him best that if he had some good man-

ager, such as prize fighters are blessed with, who would

either chloroform or handcuff him at stated inter-

vals, he would go away from public meetings without

leaving the impression that the meetings could have

gotten along equally as well without him. The man
has, as stated above, some good ideas, and if he would

express them and then subside his full strength would
be apparent, without subjecting his hearers to the inevi-

table nauseating effect brought on by conflicting emo-
tions. Mr. Maxwell is like many public and after-

dinner speakers. The desire to become conspicuous in

this line seems to be a mania with him. It is hoped
that as years come and go this may be made clear to

him so that his efforts may be less strenuous and as a
Jesuit more gratifying.

NOTES ON THE CONGRESS.

The Spokane delegation came to the Congress firmly
determined to win the next meeting for their city. They
had as good an equipment of printed matter as has
ever been presented and among other things a hundred or

more boxes of very fine Washington apples were shipped
to Albuquerque and distributed to all the delegates. In

fact, Spokane kept an open house in the publicity room
of the convention hall and made many friends through
the generosity of her delegates.

The delegates from Pueblo crated a very good im-

pression and were earnest in their efforts to secure the

Congress for that city. They were handicapped to some

extent, however, owing to the fact that Pueblo is only
five hundred miles from Albuquerque, and it was
the general impression that the Congress should be held

at a greater distance from Albuquerque. Much good
advertising was secured by the delegates from Pueblo in

their effort to secure the Congress and their work will

result in much good for their section of Colorado.

The Santa Fe Railway system is to be compli-
mented on the able manner in which its representatives
handled their part of the work in connection with the

Congress. This is particularly true in the case of Mr.
R. E. Twitchell, who carried the burden of all publicity
and organizing work with Col. Hopewell, of Albuquer-
que. Mr. Twitchell is responsible for securing the Con-

gress for Alququerque and has devoted almost the en-

tire year to the development of plans for the entertain-

ment of delegates and the exploitation of the resources

of the territory of New Mexico. The advertising se-

cured through his efforts and the Congress can hardly
be estimated. It is safe to say that this Congress and
the advertising incident thereto is worth millions of

dollars to property interests in that territory.

Governor Curry, of New Mexico, created a very

good impression by his good fellowship and energetic
work.

Mr. B. A. Fowler, Secretary, performed his duties

in a very satisfactory manner and the general impres-
sion was that he should be retained for another term.

Mr. George E. Barstow, the newly elected president,
is a man of wide experience along irrigation lines and is

the head of extensive irrigation work in and around

Barstow, Texas, and will make an able president.

The selection of Col. D. H. Loveland, of California,
as first vice-president, gives universal satisfaction, as

does that of R. E. Twitchell, of New Mexico, as second
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vice-president. The election of Mr. I. D. O'Donnell.

of Billings, Montana, as third vice-president, gave sat-

isfaction. He is kncrwn as one of the best irrigation

experts and one of the largest growers of alfalfa in the

United States. Mr. O'Donnell has large land holdings
in and around Billings, Montana, and was formerly

very active in the deliberations of the irrigation Con-

gress. It is very gratifying to his many friends to have

him again become identified with this body so that his

advice and suggestions may be available.

We give below a copy of the resolutions of the

Sixteenth National Irrigation Congress, as adopted by
that body.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON RESOLUTIONS.

The Sixteenth National Irrigation Congress takes note

with great satisfaction of the recent progress in irrigation
and in other uses of waters, and records its high apprecia-
tion of the fact that greater progress has been made in this

direction during the years since the congress has
been an active factor in public affairs than during
all the earlier years of our country's history. Great
as this progress has been, there is need for con-
tinued action on the part of this organization and of

the citizens who have combined to render the successive

congresses successful. In some measure, indeed, it seems
clear that the organization has barely passed the threshold
of its career of usefulness to the people of our great west.

The leading sentiments growing out of this congress are

expressed in the following resolutions:

Resolved, that we signify appreciation and approval of

the work of the federal government largely in accordance with

the recommendations of past congresses; that we particularly
commend and indorse the work of the reclamation service in

extending the usefulness of the waters of the arid region,

thereby increasing our population and production, and multi-

plying homes on the land, together with the work of the forest

service, especially in its relation to the protection of the head-

waters, the prevention of floods and the regulation of streams ;

that we endorse and approve the work of the United States

geological survey, particularly in the hydrographic and topo-

graphic branches, and strongly urge on the Congress a more
liberal support of these branches of the public service; that

we approve and commend the work of the bureau of soils in

its soil surveys, and especially in its demonstration of the

adaptability of soils to particular crops throughout the arid

region, and urge on the Congress the extension of this branch
of the service on a larger scale; that we commend the opera-
tions of the bureau of plant industry in the introduction of

improved crop plants adapted to arid conditions; that we
approve the work of the weather bureau and urge more ex-

tended determinations of rainfall and climate throughout the

western United States; that we endorse and approve the

work performed in the offices of drainage and irrigation in-

vestigation in the department of agriculture; that we com-
mend the plans adopted by the federal government for a more
complete use and co-ordination of our living waters for

irrigation, water supply, power and navigation, to the end
that this great resource may be the greatest good to the great-
est number of our people; and that we favor the movement
toward the wiser use and conservation of all of our natural

resources recently started by the President of the United
States and the governors of the several states at the instance

of the Inland Waterways Commission.

Whereas, an accurate knowledge of soil conditions is

essential to the profitable development of irrigation and agri-

culture in the arid region, and whereas the bureau of soils

of the United States department of agriculture is supplying
this as rapidly as appropriations will permit, therefore.

Be it resolved that the Congress of the United States is

respectfully urged to support the work of the bureau with a
liberal appropriation.

Whereas, the Congress of the United States, at its fifty-

fifth and fifty-sixth sessions, reduced the appropriation for the

topographic and water resources branches of the United States

geological survey from $350,000 to $300,000, and from $200,000
to $100,000. respectively, and whereas the work of these
branches of the public service is especially vital to the devel-

opment of the arid region because of the necessity of accurate

predetermined knowledge of the water supply available for

irrigation, and of the topographic conditions controlling its

use; therefore,
Be it resolved that this congress respectfully and emphat-

ically urges that these appropriations be restored to the
original amounts at the coming session.

That this congress recognizes the growing importance of
the development of electric power, not only for the purposes
of lighting, manufacturing and commerce, but also in aid of
irrigation by pumping from subterranean sources. Develop-
ments already accomplished in this direction warrant the as-

sumption that, in the not far distant future the lands irrigated
by water pumped from such sources will equal, if they do not
exceed, lands irrigated from the natural flow of streams. The
development and use of our streams for the generation of
electric power not only aids and increases irrigation directly,
but is beneficial in many other ways. First, it renders possi-
ble and profitable the construction of reservoirs in the high
mountains, withholding excessive floods, thus aiding reclama-
tion and also conserving this injurious flow which is later
added to the beneficial flow of water available for

irrigation. Second, it is the one great source of supply
immediately available for lighting, heat and power, as a sub-
stitute for other fuels, thus limiting the rapid destruction of
our forests and also conserving and saving our supplies of
coal and other fuels. Third, the use of electricity for pump-
ing renders it possible permanently to reclaim and irrigate
vast sections of our arid lands otherwise impossible of
irrigation or reclamation. Fourth, its extensive development
will cheapen and extend manufacture and commerce, thus

affording an immediate home market for the products of our
irrigated farms and also cheapen transportation to other
markets.

Therefore, be it resolved that the necessary rights of way
and rights for the construction of reservoirs and other uses
of the public lands, for the development of electric power,
should be aided and encouraged in every reasonable way, and
all such rights and uses should be granted and allowed upon
equal terms with similar rights granted for the direct purpose
of irrigation. Such uses being public uses subject to the
control of the state, should continue so long as the right to

the beneficial use of the water and the duty to supply the

power continue under state laws. And no burdensome charges
or discriminations should be exacted or imposed as a result

of which such beneficial developments may be delayed and
the investment of capital therein prevented and the cost in-

creased to the consumer.
That the national government, as a part of the compre-

hensive national policy of internal improvements for river

control and regulation and the construction of inland water-

ways and utilization of water power, and for the enlargement
to the utmost possible extent of the area of the country
available for agriculture and homes on the land, and for the

protection of those homes from either flood or drought, shall

build not only levees and revetments where needed and drain-

age works for the reclamation of swamp and overflowed lands,
but shall also preserve existing forests, reforest denuded areas,

plant new forests and build the reservoirs and engineering
works necessary to safeguard against overflow, and save for

beneficial use the flood waters that now run to waste.
That a census of the standing timber in the United States

should be authorized by Congress and that the states should
be urged to co-operate with the nation for the preservation
and enlargement of our forest resources, by the adoption of
uniform forest laws and systems for forest protection, and
the preservation and right use of the forests, and that forestry,

irrigation, drainage, flood protection, water storage and river

regulation and control for navigation and water power should
be regarded as one great inter-related subject in all legislative
and executive policies.

That power made available by national irrigation works,
when once applied to pumping or other duty connected with

irrigation, should be regarded as appurtenant to the land, and
we urge the enactment of laws to this end.

That in endorsing the work of the United States reclama-

tion service we especially commend the plan of co-operation
between the settlers and the federal government whereby set-

tlers receive credit on their water rights in exchange for labor

and material.

That we heartily commend and strongly urge the con-

tinuation of the work of the United States geological survey
in the investigation of the artesian and other underground
waters of the arid west.

That we approve and urge the continuation of the wise

policy of the states and counties in saving life and preventing
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suffering in the arid region by providing desert wells and
water saving devices, by erecting permanent guide boards and
by providing penalties for their removal or defacement, and
by protecting springs, wells and waterholes from contamina-
tion under severe penalties ; and that we favor the co-operation
of the United States geological survey with the states and
counties in locating and maintaining these wtaer sources and
in disseminating accurate information concerning them,
through maps and reports.

That in commending the reclamation act of 1902, we ex-

press our satisfaction with recent demonstrations of the large
importance of underground waters; and that we favor the
utilization of this great resource for irrigation just as the
surface waters are utilized, using pumps and other water rais-

ing devices as adjuncts and parts of the irrigation works.
That we favor and urge upon Congress the early repeal

of the timber and stone act, to the end that the accumulation
of the public timber lands in the hands of a few great corpora-
tions may be avoided.

That we strongly urge upon Congress the speedy creation
of the Southern Appalachian and White Mountain natural
forests.

That this congress heartily endorses the policy of the

present administration in its efforts to preserve timber lands

throughout the Union, and we earnestly recommend to the
several states their hearty co-operation in the work of pre-
serving the forests in their borders, and recommend in every
state the creation of state and national forest plantations,
sufficient to supply the demand for wood and 'timber of the

people of such state. While appreciating the importance to

the west and the entire country of the protection of our forest

by every adequate means, we favor the highest utilization for

all economic purposes of all our public lands.

We therefore recommend that an adequate appropriation
be made at the next session of Congress for the use of the

hydrographic division of the geological survey to determine

by experiment, measurement and observation the practical
effects of grazing and lumbering on the supply of water for

irrigation, and on the erosion of soil, and silting up of streams
and reservoirs, and we recommend that such investigations
extend over the entire watersheds both in and out of national

forests and that such investigations be prosecuted simultane-

ously throughout all the states and territories in the arid and
serni-arid west.

The importation of free tropical sugar in competition with
our home product would be destructive of the domestic

industry. We therefore urge our representatives and senators

to earnestly oppose the enactment of any legislation that would
allow such competition.

That we favor the adoption of vigorous measures in each
of the Trans-missouri arid and semi-arid states and territories

to secure the creation of immigration bureaus, supported by
liberal appropriations, in order that reliable and official in-

formation may be available for the benefit of homeseekers.

That this congress expresses its appreciation and endorse-

ment of the tree growing movement being promoted by the

Federation of the Tree Growing Clubs of America.

That it is the sense of this congress that such legislation

should be had, in justice to the forest service and claimants

to property rights within national forests, as will provide for a

review at the instance of any party affected, by a competent
tribunal, of controversies relating to homestead entries, or

forest control or regulation, or arising from any action,

regulation, or the ruling of forest officers.

That whenever large tracts of land suitable for agricul-

ture and which are not natural forest, and which are not

intended to be made forest and which are not necessary or

proper for the preservation of the forest or the watershed
or water supplies for the purposes to which they have been

devoted, lie within forest reserve boundaries, such tracts

should be restored to entry as public land.

That we urge the Congress of the United States to

amend the so-called Carey act, so as to make it apply to terri-

tories as well as states.

That it is desirable that this congress shall co-operate so

far as it may be able, with the National Conservation Com-
mission for the promotion, and accomplishment of its pur-,

poses, the president of this congress is authorized and directed

to appoint a committee to be known as the conservation com-

mittee of the National Irrigation Congress, which shall con-

sist of the president of this congress and four other members,
to be appointed by him, to co-operate and aid the National

Conservation Commission in its objects and purposes in so

far as they coincide with the objects and purposes of this

congress.
That in harmony with the report of the special committee

authorized by the Fifteenth Irrigation Congress, we urge the

importance of holding an early session of this congress, at

Washington, D. C, and authorize the president of this

congress to appoint a committee of three, to communicate
with state and territorial legislatures, with a view of securing
appropriations and of taking such other steps as may be
necessary to effectuate the purposes of this resolution, such
committee to report at the seventeenth session of this congress.

Whereas, the members of our National Congress at Wash-
ington should be familiar with the sentiments which find ex-

pression in the resolutions adopted by the National Irrigation
Congress at its annual sessions;

Now, therefore, be it resolved, that the president of the
National Irrigation Congress be empowered to appoint a
committee of five to be designated as the Congressional Com-
mittee, whose duty it shall be to present the resolutions

adopted by this congress to the National Congress at the
session following their passage by this congress and to urge
their importance and the necessity of their recognition by the
National Congress;

Resolved, that the congress extends its sincere thank,s to

the territory of New Mexico, and the city of Albuquerque, its

commercial organizations and citizens for the hearty welcome
and generous hospitality which have been extended to the
members of this congress; also

To Governor Curry, and to the other officials of the terri-

tory and city for their courteous care for the welfare and
comfort of the delegates;

To the governments of France, Brazil, Chile, Canada,
Cape Colony, Germany, Italy and Mexico for the interest and

recognition shown in the appointment of delegates to the con-

gress ;

To the press of the city, territory and county for the

consideration shown in the reports of the proceedings;
To Frank C. Goudy for the frank' and impartial manner

in which he has presided over the deliberations of the con-

gress, and
To B. A. Fowler, the efficient secretary of the congress;
To W. S. Hopewell and R. E. Twitchell, chairman and

secretary of the board of control for their untiring efforts in

perfecting the highly successful arrangements for the congress.
To Miss Caroline Strong, the conductor, to the quartet,

and to the chorus of ladies and gentlemen who furnished the

excellent musical program for the congress ; also

To John J. McClellan, the author and composer of the

Irrigation Ode;
To the Mexican government for the presence of the Regi-

mental band, of the state of Chihuahua;
To the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad Company

for its enterprise and effort looking to the success of the

congress.
That this congress requests that the report of the pro-

ceedings of its sessions be published within thirty days.

THE FARMER AND HIS RESERVOIR.

This is the time of the year when every fanner

should ask himself whether his reservoir and irrgation

ditches are ready for next year's service.

To retain the Fall precipitation, Winter snows and

Spring rains in the reservoir means a guarantee of

plenty of water for next year's crops. When the weak

spots are repaired and the headgates examined and put
in good order the farmer can feel secure about his water.

The rapid increase in the cost of lumber for head-

gates and repairs when they get leaky, is causing many
famers to put in iron headgates, which cost a trifle more

to commence with, but more than pay for themselves by
the saving on the cost of repairs.

The Handbook for irrigators, which is being sent

free to farmers by C. D. Butchart, of Denver, Colo.,

gives full particulars about Northwestern Iron Head-

gates and other irrigation specialties that farmers are

interested in. Every farmer should send for one of

these books, as the information contained in it will give

many little helpful hints to irrigators.
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The Art of Irrigation
Tbe Results of Bad Flooding Cultivation, Etc.

By T. S. VAN DYKB

CHAPTER FIVE

After you have let the water out of a check when

all is ready you may be grieved to see the bottom that

lately looked so smooth all full of depressions and

ridges. Such is quite certain to be the case if you have

plowed it deeply. Even without plowing it may be

caused by the honeycombing of the soil by gophers and

squirrels. And where desert soil has never been thor-

oughly wet for lack of rain it may settle some. But
when smoothed off again there will be no more trouble

of that sort and flooding will stop the gopher's fun.

Finally you have everything in shape and a crop
comes up smiling. Suddenly it looks pale and weary
and you feel something like the sagging of your heart

toward your boots. Where are the wonders of irriga-

tion you have heard so much about ? Day after day goes

on with faint growths in spots, fainter yet in others, fair

in others, absolute standstill in others. It is not poverty
of the soil, cold weather, bad planting, or bad seed

;
the

certainty of which makes more sinking of the spirits.

Nothing alarming. Perhaps you put on water too

deep and packed the ground too hard. If you are under

a new ditch, with few consumers as yet, the water com-

pany will probably let you use all the water you please
without regard to the amount you have bought, and
will not hold you down to the limit until the number of

new consumers compels it. In such case you are quite

apt to think you are getting ahead of somebody and

hasten to take advantage of it. The number of places
that have at first been injured in this way, and good en-

terprises that have been more or less "hoodooed" by the

sorry muss the prospective buyer saw on every hand,
are quite incredible to one who has not traveled about

such places in their early settlement. One of the largest
and best enterprises in California had to be withdrawn
from the market for that reason. With the best of land

and surest of water rights the owners could not sell it

for half the cost of the water alone and have been farm-

ing tens of thousands of acres of it themselves ever

since. Another farther east and perhaps the largest in

the west was held up for years the same way. The
same thing has spoiled many a ranch where the owner

wanted to hold the right to all the water in a stream and

had to use it on his land in order to hold it, and is com-
mon in cases where one has a good water supply where

the delivery costs nothing; such as an artesian well

which generally costs nothing after the boring.

But perhaps you did not do this, but only allowed

a small depth of water to stand too long. Perhaps you
did neither and the trouble is only a natural result of

any irrigation that covers the whole ground with a

sheet of water long enough to wet it properly. The fol-

lowing rules will help you, but remember they are only

general and subject to many exceptions dependent upon
soil, climate and the peculiarities of the vegetation.

First. Nearly everything- is more or less injured

by flooding when very young. And some things may be

locked up by the layer and fine mud thus formed, so

that much of the seed is lost.

Second. The deeper the water and the longer it

stands the worse it is, especially if the water be muddy.
Third. The hotter the weather, the higher the sun,

and the sooner it strikes the ground after the water is

off the worse it is.

Fourth. In a time of high winds, drying down
after flooding may injure much more than in still

weather.
,

Fifth. Nearly everything endures flooding better

as it grows older, but many things never do as well

under it as under the furrow system with good cultiva-

tion where the water is never allowed to come within

two or three feet of the plant. The best illustration of

this is the orange and lemon, but it is much the same
with other trees and with many garden vegetables.

Sixth. Some things become so tough that they 'do

about as well under flooding as they would under a rain-

fall of equal amount, such as alfalfa two years old on
loose open soil.

Seventh., The injury from flooding is much less in

damp air than in dry air, such as is found on the des-

erts, but in cold weather the injury is not so great.
The only remedy the tyro knows is to pour on

more water as soon as the top of the ground begins to

look dry. And the more you pour it on the more things

may not improve, especially if the soil is fine and tight
and the weather hot and windy. You are sealing out

the air which the roots must have for good work. It

is not so easy to say why standing water injures almost

anything more or less by simply touching the stalk, but

there is little room to doubt the fact.

The true remedy, if you must flood, is to hav6 the

ground so wet and so thoroughly cultivated at the Ane
of planting that the seed will come up and grow a mag
time without needing more .water. By that time it may
endure it. In midsummer this would be difficult to do
with many crops, but in early spring if the wind is

not too great it is quite easy. In autumn, where it is

not too cold, such treatment is almost a certainty for

grain, turnips, potatoes, peas, and all stuff that grows
best in cool weather, as well as for new alfalfa, though
alfalfa makes its best yield in the heat of summer. It

is hard ta make a novice believe that ground thoroughly
wet and loosened up by good cultivation will ca'rry a

crop for many weeks without more water, but in some
sections where grain cannot be raised at all without

irrigation immense crops are carried in this way to very
near the point of heading. This needs a rich soil and

perfect weather conditions, but even on poor soil with

weather most too warm it can be carried *to six or eight
inches high, after which on many soils flooding will

hurt it very little. And even where it does injure it

some the damage is generally overbalanced by the

greater thickness of the stand that can be matured by
control of the water. The straw may not be so great,
but the yield of grain will be increased. It is the same
where it is cut for hay in the dry regions. If the size

of the stalk is reduced the quality is improved so that

stock eat it clean instead of leaving half the stalk.

The same principle applies to many other things. One
of the advantages of irrigation is the greater stand of

vegetation that can be crowded on an acre. If the soil

is rich enough considerable increase of the yield is cer-

tain.
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This is made more possible by the greater amount
of sunshine of the irrigating sections, so that on very
rich land over one hundred bushels of corn can be raised
on an acre by closer planting. I have seen one hundred
and fifteen taken from an acre, but this was from ex-

traordinary soil and irrigated with great skill, though
not cultivated because it was too closely planted. The
season is here so long that all weeds can be killed be-

fore planting, so that cultivation for that purpose is

needless. The ground remains wet and loose until the
corn is high enough to sap the moisture, at which time

flooding will not hurt it on loose vegetable mold such
as this was.

Eemember that on some soils the injury to any-
thing from flooding is very light, while some things
like onions and blackberries are but slightly affected,
even when young. Alfalfa, beets, carrots and lots of

garden stuff are but slightly hurt, even when young, if

the weather is cool. Hence one of the first things you
should do, which you can do on a small scale, should
be to study out the effect of flooding on different things
on your particular soil and in your climate. You may
find them pay heavily in spite of the fact that they
look sickly for a while. On my ranch flooding injures
about everything at first and grain will stand still long
enough to make me very tired of watching it, but after

awhile it begins to move and finally makes a good crop
of the finest hay where the 'ground is rich enough. If

allowed to head it makes largest heads and the plump-
est berry I ever saw, but hay pays so much better; I

raise nothing for grain. The size of the grain is due
to the cool weather in heading time and I mention it

only to show that flooding does not in that case affect

final resulte. For reasons hereafter given you may
have to irrigate by flooding, so the sooner you find its

effects on your place the better. It is also very con-

venient in many cases where you do not have to do it.

Where checks are too broken up after being once

once used cultivation cannot be begun too soon after

the ground has dried to the right point. And it cannot

be continued too steadily until the loss of moisture

taken by the roots of the crop makes it necessary to

irrigate again. If trees are young this time will be

much greater than you imagine if you keep up con-

stant stirring of about four or five inches of the top
soil. Four things seem now beyond question:

First. That the soil needs air.

Second. That keeping the top soil loose makes a

mulch that retains moisture.

Third. That from the moment you stop the cul-

tivator the top soil begins to settle and lose its power
of retaining moisture.

Fourth. That weeds or grass, instead of benefiting

by shading the ground from the sun, so that it won't

dry out so fast, only dry it the faster..

It used to be thought that loosening the top soil

made it dry faster. So it does for an inch or two. But

below that it retains moisture far better. It is not

uncommon in California to see well cultivated ground
where you can pack the soil into a ball in your hand

less than a foot below the surface in September, though
it has had not a drop of moisture since spring from

any source. Of course, it won't do this with anything

growing in it, but the moisture will vanish in a few

weeks with a heavy stand of grain, corn or old trees.

The value of something to shade the ground is a

common delusion of the tyro in irrigation. For a few

days it does keep its moisture at the immediate surface.

Grain, alfalfa and many other things will sprout and

grow well in the. shade of thin grass or weeds where the
sun after flooding would greatly injure them. But the
after effect is to rob them of moisture in a way that

may overbalance any early advantage. While control
cf the water makes it better than where you have to

depend on the rainfall the difference between ground
well cultivated and that full of weeds has been too long
observed in the irrigating sections to be questioned
now. When I came to Southern California in 1875
the oranges were dry, sour, pithy and thick skinned
and would be absolutely unsalable today. In less than

twenty years they became exactly the reverse, with a

percentage of first grade sometimes running as high as

ninety. Before that no fruit buyer would touch them
and all had to be picked and packed by the grower him-
self and almost always at a loss. By 1890 almost any
one could sell his whole crop on the trees for cash, the

buyer taking all the risk. One glance at the uniformity
of the fruit on the heavily laden trees told the experi-
enced buyer exactly what he was getting. By the grow-
ers themselves the difference is universally attributed

to the continuous use of plow and cultivator. During
the long summer the cultivator rarely rests, although
the last weed and spear of grass has long been gone.
In some places planting on better drained ground and

irrigating with furrows instead of flooding has had
considerable to do with the results, but cultivation is

plainly the main thing and its office in aerating the

ground seems as valuable as its retention of moisture.

The same effect is plain with most all kinds of fruit.

Another result has been to reduce the amount of water
once deemed indispensable for irrigation. The best

oranges and lemons are now raised on less than half

the water they once received, while deciduous fruits in

many places need less than a third of the old supply.
The difference with grapes where well cultivated is

still more ridiculous. The country is at least four

times richer in water and a dozen times richer in the

quality of the fruit. It has no trouble now in selling

every particle of first grade fruit at the best price, when
before it could hardly sell anything except at a loss, and
a loss for which no one could blame the buyer or con-

sumer. We never had water enough to make it un-

healthy, but in many other sections swamps, mosquitoes
and malaria made many a settler think irrigation the

greatest of humbugs and sent many a one back to the

land of rain, broken in spirit, health and pocket.

WHAT THE GROUND CONTAINS.

Is a question which many of the farmers have never tried to

answer. Its trea?ures of minerals and of pure water should

be revealed by the use of the "American" Drilling Machinery.

Every neighborhood should organize a company and by work-

ing together and sharing the profits and advantages, wherever

found, great additions to the wealth of the community as

well as the individuals would result. Any who are inter-

ested in this question should write for the new illustrated

drilling catalog of the American Well Works, Aurora, 111.

This office is in receipt of catalogue No. 71 describing

Dean Bros. Power Pumps. Those who are interested in this

class of machinery may procure a copy of the catalogue by

addressing Dean Bros. Steam Pump Works, Indianapolis.
Indiana.
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Western IrrigationJ^eveler and Ditcher.
A New and Valuable Machine for Leveling Land and Building Field Laterals.

A new machine has recently been put -on the market by
the Western Wheeled Scraper Company of Aurora, 111., for

leveling land in irrigation work, making field laterals, vege-
table borders and drainage ditches. This machine is also

suitable for grading roads and is the result of many years'

study on the part of Mr. R. J. Hand, the inventor, of San
Antonio, Texas. The company manufacturing the machine

day and is best operated by one man and four horses. It can,
however, be operated but would do less work, with two horses.

The work is done by setting the blade at an angle of 45

degrees to the line of draft and adjusting the depth of cut by
hand wheels, which automatically lock in position. Just
enough soil is cut from the elevation to fill the depressions
and any excess soil is worked along the blade to the rear end

Irrigation Leveler and Ditcher.

had it on exhibition on the grounds of the Territorial Fair
at Albuquerque during the time of the Irrigation Congress
in that city.

We are reproducing herewith several cuts which illus-

trate the workings of the machine and its general design.
The principles involved in this machine are new in their

application to this class of work. The use of the long wheel

and picked up by the front end on the next turn of the
machine and this process is repeated, the machine being
driven continuously around the field in the same manner as a

mowing machine.
The driver has nothing to do but keep his horses on the

line and handle the adjustment wheel. Because of the curve
of the blade and the angle at which it works the land is

Irrigation Leveler Making Borders.

base which places the reversible cutting blade sufficiently
far from either end of the frame to allow the soil cut from
the elevation to be dropped in exactly the right amounts and
in the proper places, thereby filling the depressions and per-
fectly spreading the soil so as to produce a perfect plane over
the entire field. This work is done automatically and forms
a very even surface from rough fields, hog wallows and
what is known as bumpy ground.

This machine is said to be able to handle five acres per

pulverized while being leveled, the result being, so the in-

ventor claims, the same as that obtained by a disc harrow,
and it makes the surface so smooth that much less water is

needed in irrigation, and a more perfect distribution of the

water handled increases the production of the soil. It is

claimed by Mr. Hand that this fine pulverizing of the soil

produces vegetables and fruits of a more uniform size, which
is an important consideration so far as shipping or storing
them is concerned
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It is said that a field which is worked 'by this machine is

so uniform in its grade that there is no excess of water on any
part of it. As will be seen by the illustration the wide tires
on the machine reduces the draft to a minimum and at the
same time leaves no depressions and provides means to con-
stantly control the depth of cut of blade.

The Western Leveler is equipped with adjustable axles,
both front and rear, which allows the operator to place the
frame in any desired position while building laterals 01
ditches.

The blade can be set at a vertical angle of 45 to 60 degrees
and will build laterals and borders at a great saving of time,
finishing them ready for water without the use of a shovel.

Alfalfa borders may be constructed of any width and
height and the water furrows refilled so that mowers, rakes

erable body of water flowing a short distance below the
surface of the ground. The Garden City project con-
sists of a power plant and two or three separate elec-

trically driven pumping stations, located along the line

of flow of the underground water, to make this water

Generating room, showing 225-K. W. direct connected, 6,600-volt, 60-cycle, 3-ph
steam turbine driven revolting field alternators, each unit having a direct connec
exeitei.

available for irrigation purposes by pumping it to the

surface in times of drought.
The area affected is a strip of land approximately

10,000 acres, extending from the Arkansas River

The Western Irrigation Leveler Building Ditches.

and wagons will pass over them without severe jarring or

jolting usually encountered in fields so constructed. It is

said that the borders made with this machine will produce
alfalfa equal to any other part of the field.

This machine is especially recommended to truck growers
for making vegetable borders, and it will do this work with
one operation without the use of plowing.

The Western Irrigation Leveler and Ditcher has given
excellent satisfaction where used by sugar planters in making
cane beds.

Another excellent feature of the machine is that it may
be used very advantageously in the construction of roads.

For further information concerning this machine, we
refer our readers to the Western Wheeled Scraper Company,
Aurora, 111.

PUMPING UNDERFLOW WATER IN THE GARDEN
CITY IRRIGATION PROJECT.

Among the various projects under construction

by the United States Reclamation Service is one in

the vicinity of Garden City, Kan., known as- the Gar-

den City project. The Arkansas River, which flows

through this section of the country, is in the wet

season a large body of water, while in the dry season

its bed is practically dry. There is, however, a consid-

Electric arxilliaries and connections, showing oil switches, transformers and <

nections located in the basement beneath the switchboards. Switches are all ren
controlled interlocking oil type, feeding a double set of bushbars. Multiplex lighti
arresters are on each incoming line.

northeast for about 20 miles. During the wet season the

water for irrigation purposes is taken from a canal

fed by the Arkansas River, known as the Farmer's

Ditch. At the junction of the Arkansas River and
this ditch are a set of flood gates, arranged so when the

water in the river is at a sufficiently high level it

flows into the ditch, feeding desired tributaries. When
the water in the river falls below the requisite level

to feed the ditch the supply is pumped from the under-

ground flow into the canal by equipment in the various

stations; the flood gates are meanwhile closed.
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A single power-house develops the electrical energy
for running all of the pumping stations. It contains

two 200-hp. boilers, set singly, for generating steam at

160 lb., each boiler being supplied with a superheater
which superheats the steam to 120 degrees Fahr.

Leading from the coal supply house outside the power-
house there is a small steel track, on which two i/2-ton
fuel cars carry the coal into the boiler room. The steel

btack is 150 ft. high.
The turbine generators are of 225-kw. each, 6,600

Condenser floor, showing condensers and vacuum pumps, a separate
surface condenser and vacuum pump for each steam tu'rbine. Circulat-

ing water ii supplied by the electrically driven centrifugal pump.

volts, 60-cycle, 3-phase, with exciter direct connected
to the shaft of each of the generators. The turbines

are designed to operate at their best efficiency with
150 lb. steam at the throttle, 100 degrees superheat,

condensing into 28 in. of vacuum. The turbines are

fitted with an automatic system for filtering and sup-

plying the machines with oil. Two surface condensers

manufactured by the Wheeler Condenser & Engineering
Co. are installed, each condenser being fitted with

Edward's vacuum pump. Each condenser has a capac-

ity for taking care of 5,200 lb. per hour, maintaining
a vacuum of 1J4 in. absolute with cooling water at

65 degrees Fahr.

The switchboard consists of five panels, two for

the generators, one for the exciters and two for line

service. On the generator and line panels are the

switches which control the oil switches, located in the

basement below the switchboard.
The installation was in charge of Mr. Charles F.

Slichter, supervising engineer, and Mr. 0. H. Ensign,
electrical engineer, of the U. S. Reclamation Service.

The contractor for the plant was the D'Olier Engineer-
ing Co., Philadelphia.

Send $2.50 for, The Irrigation Age, one year, and

the Primer of Irrigation, a 260-page finely illustrated

work for new beginners in irrigation.

Supreme Court Decisions

Irrigation Cases

RESERVATION OF WATER BY UNITED STATES.

The general government has power to reserve the waters
on the public domain and exempt them from appropriation
under state laws. Conrad Inv. Co. v. United States. Circuit

Court of Appeals. 161 Federal 829.

GRANTS OF ARTESIAN WATER RIGHTS.

Where there are several grants to different persons of

rights to take specific amounts of water from an artesian

well, the ordinary rules as to grants apply, and each grantee,

taking with notice of the estates held by the prior grantees,
holds subject to such estates. CJiaron v. Clark. Supreme
Court of Washington. 96 Pacific 1040.

DIVERSION IN ANOTHER STATE.

The jurisdiction of the courts of Idaho to ascertain and
determine water appropriations within this state is not ousted
or defeated by the fact that a defendant sets up in his

answer that he has an appropriation of the waters of the

stream in controversy and that he diverts the waters from
such stream in the state of Wyoming for use and application
in irrigating lands situated within that state. Taylor v.

Huleit. Supreme Court of Idaho. 97 Pacific 37.

GRA-NTS OF WATER RIGHTS AND SALE OF ARTESIAN WELL.
Where the owner of an artesian well granted plaintiffs

a perpetual flow of a certain amount of water therefrom
delivered on their land, and then, when plaintiffs were in

possession and enjoyment of such flow of water, granted de-

fendant the land embracing the well, subject to all existing

rights to take water therefrom, defendant cannot be prg-
tected, in his interference with the flow, under the prin-

ciples applying, in the absence of contract, to diversion of

percolating subterranean waters. Charon v. Clark. Supreme
Court of Washington. 96 Pacific 1040.

RESERVATION OF RIGHT OF WAY FOR DITCHES.

Act Cong. Aug. 30, 1890, c. 837, 26 Stat. 391 (U. S.

Comp. St. 1901, p. 1553), provides that all patents for lands

thereafter taken up under any of the land laws of the United
States on entries or claims validated by the act, west of the

one hundredth meridian, should reserve a right of way for

ditches or canals, "constructed" by authority of the United
States. Held, that the word "constructed," as so used, did

not limit the reservation to a right of way for ditches

already constructed, but extended as well to those "to be
constructed" by the government in furtherance of its irriga-
tion scheme for the reformation of arid lands. Green v.

Wilhite.
.
Circuit Court, Idaho. 160 Federal 755.

PRIOR RIGHT OF INDIANS.

Where the Indians on the Blackfeet reservation had a

prior right to the use of the waters of Birch creek for irri-

gation to that of defendant, which had acquired 'by appro-
priation and purchase large quantities of land adjacent to

the creek, which it had proceeded to irrigate by mearis of

canals and a dam in the creek, a decree restraining defend-
ant from obstructing the waters of the creek to the extent
of 1,666^5 inches from flowing down the channel to points
of diversion for the benefit of the Indians on the reservation,
and providing that the amount pf water in excess of that

specified in the decree should be subject to the subsequent
order of the court, was proper. Conrad Inv. Co. v. United
States. Circuit Court of Appeals. 161 Federal 829.

EXTENT OF APPROPRIATION.

Section 1 of the desert land act (Act March 3, 1877,

c. 107, 19 Stat. 377 [U. S. Comp. St. 1901, p. 1548] 6 Fed.
St. Ann. 393) provides that a claimant's right to water for

irrigation and reclamation must depend upon a bona fide

prior appropriation, but does not require that the appropria-
tion should be from one stream or source of supply, or deny
to a settler the right to use on his claim water to which he
has a bona fide right by prior appropriation from any
source. An owner of land consisting of two tracts, one of
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which was his brother's pre-emption, which had been trans-

ferred to him, and the other a claim taken by him under the

desert land act, made an appropriation prior to appropria-
tion by any other person of certain water of a stream, the

head of which was on his brother's pre-emption. Held, that

the appropriation entitled the appropriator to a sufficient

amount of water to irrigate the land to which the appropria-
tion was intended to be applied at the time of the appro-

priation, whether it was on the desert land claim or the pre-

emption, and hence it was error to confine his rights by the

appropriation to the pre-emption. Williams v. Altnova. Su-

preme Court of Oregon. 95 Pacific 200.

FENCING IRRIGATION CANAL.
Plaintiff irrigation company condemned a strip 150 feet

wide and l
/2 a mile in length through defendant's farm, and

constructed a canal about 60 feet wide within the strip, with

paths on each side for the use of its canal riders' and other

employes. Defendant's land on each side of the canal was
farming land, and adjoining his land on the south, was

farming land, and on the north a public road. The entire

tract was inclosed by fences ; the fence on the north boundary
having been erected before, and that on the' south about the

time of, the condemnation of the strip, both maintained up
to the water of the canal, but with a gate in each across the

canal path, so as to obviate the necessity of constructing a
fence along the canal path, through the whole length of his

farm in order to protect it, and the gates being about 12

feet wide and easily opened and closed. Plaintiff objected to

the erection of the gates as an interference with the use of
the path by its employes in driving horses along it in dredging
the canal, which was necessary several times a year. Held,
that the facts did not show an interference with the reason-
able enjoyment of! plaintiff's easement so as to preclude a

contrary finding. Utah-Idaho Sugar Co. v. Stevenson. Su-

preme Court of Utah. 97 Pacific 26.

EDEN VALLEY, WYOMING.

OBLIGATION TO FURNISH WATER.

The obligation of a corporation organized to sell and
distribute water to furnish water is created by Const., art. 14,

sec. 1, declaring that the use of water appropriated for sale

or distribution shall be a public use and subject to regulation
in the manner prescribed by law, and does not arise under
St. 1885, p. 95, c. 115, requiring a corporation appropriating
water for sale or distribution to furnish water to the ex-
tent of the actual supply, and providing that any corpora-
tion neglecting so to do shall be liable in damages to the

extent of the actual injury sustained; and a water company
guilty of fraud, oppression, or malice in failing to furnish

water is liable to exemplary damages within Civ. Code, sec.

3294, providing that in an action for the breach of an obliga-
tion not arising from contract exemplary damages may be

recovered, where defendant has been guilty of oppression,

fraud, or malice. Lowe v. Yolo County Consol. Water Co.

California Court of Appeal. 96 Pacific 379.

A Rapidly Developing Irrigation Project.

BY WARREN EDWARDS.

Among the recent irrigation projects in Wyoming
that are being rapidly developed and settled up is

that of Eden Valley. This district is situated in

Sweetwater county along the Big and Little Sandy
rivers and lies about fifty miles north of Hock Springs,

Wyoming, a city with a population of 6,500, the near-

est railroad point on the main line of the Union Pa-
cific railroad.

No. 1. Diversion dam on the Big Sandy River, showing head gate
for main cana] at left and spillway for Big Sandy at right, Eden
Valley project, Wyoming.

The Eden Valley tract was first thrown open to

settlement in the fall of 1907, and water was first

delivered this summer. There have been about 40,000
acres of land sold to settlers, some of whom have built

homes and are now cultivating it. The land is all

being settled under the Carey act, being a part of the

allotment by the government to the state of Wyoming
under act of the national congress. The price at which
the land and perpetual water rights are being disposed
of to the settlers is $30.50 per acre. The size of the

A Sugar-Beet Farm in the Arkansas Valley, Colorado. This field

yielded 22 tons to the acre.

No. 2. A view of main canal between diversion dam and reservoir

No. 1, Eden Valley Project, Wyoming.

farms being bought by the settlers is mostly eighty and

one hundred and sixty acre tracts.

The company developing the Eden Valley project
is the Eden Irrigation and Land Company and is

backed by Chicago capital, Farson, Son & Co., bank-

ers, having taken the issue of bonds, amounting to

$700,000.
The Eden Valley project is not an entirely new
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one as the company to develop this land has been

organized several years, the originators of the project

having been Jesse Knight, now of Salt Lake City; ex-

Governor Chatterton of Wyoming and other Wyoming
pioneers, who acquired the irrigation rights and organ-
ized the company some years ago, but the work of de-

veloping the system and completing it was not actually

begun until Farson, Son & Co. took over the bond issue.

The construction work and active management of the

enterprise is being superintended by W. G. De Celle,

vice-president and general manager of the land com-

pany.
The original plans for the system contemplate the

irrigation of about 150,000 acres of land, lying along

No. 3. A rock cut on main canal above reservoir No. 1, Eden Valley
Project.

the Big and Little Sandy rivers. When the system is

completed there will be this much or more land under

ditch. There is now completed about forty miles of main
canal which has been built by the company and is ready
for the delivery of water. The company this year com-

pleted reservoir No. 1, which is situated on the tract

and is shown on the accompanying map. Water is now

being taken from this reservoir for use on land which
has been brought in this year. This reservoir contains

about 1,400 acres and is filled direct from the Big

No. 4. View on main canal between diversion dam and reservoir No. 1,

Eden Valley Project.

Sandy river by a canal leading from the diversion dam,
as shown in the accompanying illustration. The plans

provide for about thirty feet average depth of water in

this reservoir.

The original plans for the system provide for a

large reservoir some forty miles north of the irrigated

land at the foot of the Wind Eiver mountains, at a

place called Leckie Basin. This basin is a great natural

reservoir site on the Big Sandy river. By a comparatively
small expense this can be turned into a reservoir which
will hold 100,000 acre feet of water. This is to be used
as storage water and will be turned into the bed of the

Big Sandy, brought on down to the diversion dam and
there diverted into the main canals of the system. At
such times the Big Sandy is often low. The Leckie
reservoir is also to be fed with water from the Little

Sandy river by diverting this stream into the basin

LANDS NOW OPEN TO PUBLIC ENTRY UNDER GARY ACT

EDEM VALLEY
SWE-E-TWATFR . Co

through a canal about one and a half miles long and

by other streams tributary to the Big Sandy river.

The first part of the system built was the canal

leading from the diversion dam on the Big Sandy, a

point about fifteen miles north of the irrigated tract,
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to reservoir No. 1. This ditch is twenty-two feet wide
on the bottom, thirty-five feet at high water and carries

water five feet in depth. It is about twelve miles long.
It has a drop of about eighteen inches to the mile. All

of the irrigated land lies south of this ditch. A concrete

dam is now being constructed on the Big Sandy at the

point where the water is being taken out, equipped with

gates through which the supply for reservoir No. 1 is

taken. The water for irrigation is taken from reservoir

No. 1, through a tunnel at the south end, where it flows

into the main canal in district No. 1.

The irrigated tract is divided into four districts

as may be seen by reference to the map. District No. 1

contains all of the land lying between the Big and
Little Sandy rivers; district No. 2 contains the land

lying south and east of the Little Sandy river and north

of the section line running east and west, and crossing
the junction of the Big and Little Sandy rivers ; district

No. 3 comprises all of the land lying south of this line

and east of the Big Sandy ; district No. 4 is all of the

land lying west of the Big Sandy river.

It is expected that all of the land will be irrigateu
and brought under ditch as fast as possible, except tne

land in district No. 4, concerning which the company
has not yet announced its plans. This land cannot be

irrigated until the Leckie reservoir or some other sys-

tem of storage has been completed.

The company is now completing the canals that lie

east and south of the Little Sandy river and expects to

finish this work late this fall, in plenty of time to deliver

water to the land next spring. All of the ditch work to

be done by the company in district No. 1 has been com-

pleted and laterals for irrigating the land are now being
built by the owners of the land.

The canal which waters the district south of the

Little Sandy river will be carried across that stream by
means of a flume, the ditch being brought close to the

banks of the stream and the flume supported by con-

crete abutments.

Eden Valley is a high table land or plateau, lying be-

tween the Wind Eiver mountains on the north and the

Union Pacific railroad on the south, about midway be-

tween the two. To the east of the valley is a low range,
called the Jackamore Hills, and on the west is the high

rolling prairie, similar to the Eden Valley tract and

extending to the Green river, which is about fifty miles

away.
For many years Eden Valley has been the summer

range for vast herds of sheep. Excellent grass is found

here all summer. The land generally is covered with

a thick growth of sage brush of several varieties, the

black sage predominating. This brush, however, is only
twelve to eighteen inches high, having been browsed off

by the sheep. The method of breaking the ground i?

to plow it with a sulky plow, harrow, rake and burn

the sage brush, when it is ready for seeding. This is

comparatively inexpensive as the ground plows easily, a

three horse team breaking from two and a half to three

acres per day. The cost of clearing and breaking, where

it is contracted for, ranges from $5 to $7 per acre.

Farming on a large scale has not yet been accom-

plished in Eden Valley. The settlers who moved into

the valley this summer planted crops and have had good
success where the ground was properly prepared and

water was secured at the right time. One field of oats,

owned by the Wright Brothers and about eighty acres

in extent, made a good yield. The grain was of good
quality and very heavy. Potatoes planted late in June
made an excellent crop and farmers who sowed alfalfa

secured a good stand. The season in all respects was
a very backward one and farmers were late in getting in

their crops. Field or Canadian peas made a good growth
when sown early and well cared for.

The season in this part of Wyoming is a short but
intense one and grain should be sown early, even as

early as April and May to do well. Through July and

August the days are hot and dry and excellent weather
for grain, potatoes and sugar beets, the latter crop prom-
ising to be one of the leading crops of this section.

The nights even in midsummer are cool, but the

temperature sometimes rises to one hundred degrees

during the day. The heat is not oppressive on account
of the altitude, which is slightly over 6,000 feet.

The soil in Eden Valley is of a reddish tinge and

very fertile. The surface soil is a sandy loam, varying
from a few inches to several feet in thickness, is more

sandy in some places than others, a condition which does

not seem to affect its productive qualities, however,
wherever water is supplied. Below the red soil or sandy
loam there is a subsoil of gravel and sand from eighteen
inches to two feet deep. Eock is found at from thirty
to fifty feet. At this depth good water for domestic

purposes has been secured, the deepest well that has been
sunk in the valley being sixty-one feet. One well fifty
feet deep has twenty-six feet of water.

The majority of the settlers who are coming into

Edan Valley are from the central states which border

along the Mississippi and Missouri rivers, although a

number from the irrigation districts of Colorado have

bought land here. They are a very intelligent class of

farmers and will undoubtedly develop this part of Wyo-
ming as rapidly as conditions will allow. At the present
time the nearest railroad is at Eock Springs, but the

surveys of both the Chicago & Northwestern and the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy railroads cross this tract,
and it is believed that one or both of these roads will

build through within the next few years.
The Union Pacific railroad has surveyed and will

build this fall or next spring a branch road from Eock

Springs north to within about twenty miles of the valley.

This railroad has located coal mines on the branch.

These mines have been opened up and are now ready to

mine the coal.

Eden 'Valley is believed to be underlaid with coal

and while no veins have been opened on the irrigated

tract, cheap coal can be had at Eock Springs and will

be much nearer when the railroad has been opened.
Native lumber can be secured in the mountains to the

north, the nearest point being about thirty miles from
the north end of the tract.

The irrigation company owns and operates a hotel

located at the junction of the Big and Little Sandy
rivers near the center of the tract. The town of Eden
has been located here. There is a postoffice at the hotel.

The townsite which is owned by Mr. F. P. Knott of

Denver and which has been set aside will be thrown

open for settlement in the spring. A number of pros-

pective merchants have signified their
1

intentions of open-

ing stores. There will undoubtedly be a town at this

point, as it is the most central location on the tract,

and that within the next year. A quarter section of land

has been set aside for the town of Eden.
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The National Forests and the Forest Service.

By Judge D. C. Beaman, Denver, Colo.

Nothing is further from my desire or purpose than
to disparage in any degree the benefits arising from the

establishment of forest reserves in forest areas of the

Rocky Moimtains.
Forest preservation, water supply and kindred sub-

jects have long been of interest to me as a citizen de-

sirous of promoting them in so far as consistent with

justice to and peace and contentment among those who
are more directly and pecuniarily interested.

I go even further in the protection of forests than

the Forest Service has ever gone, and contend that no
sound and thrifty tree should ever be cut, except to

supply the localities near to, or necessarily dependent,
for their proper development, on the respective forests.

This, these localities are justly entitled to, and this

no one should have the power to deny them.

Notwithstanding the benefits which have accrued

from the forests, and are likely still to accrue therefrom,
it is nevertheless true that from a narrow and mistaken

policy in some directions pursued by the Forest Service,

there is nothing else in recent times that has alienated

so many people from a cordial support of these govern-
mental operations.

I want to say at the outset that I absolve Secretary
Wilson from direct responsibility for these unwise and

oppressive acts. I have known him for nearly a genera-
tion. I went to Iowa when it was a territory, and there

was neither a railroad, a telegraph nor a bathtub west

of the Mississippi river. He came soon after. I honor
and respect him as a great and good man.

< It seems also proper for me to say that, having lived

on the frontier for nearly sixty years, I believe I am
pretty well acquainted with frontier people and condi-

tions generally; that business and recreation have, for

the last twenty-five years, taken me through the tim-

bered regions of the mountains of Colorado, more gen-

erally and frequently than most men, and given me more
than ordinary familiarity with the people and conditions

peculiar to them, and I believe qualify me to discuss the

questions that I propose to present to you.

Time forbids any presentation whatever of the ob-

structive measures which have practically stopped all

mineral prospecting in forest reserves, or any. individual

cases of grievances of cattlemen or homesteaders, which
are numbered by hundreds, except so far as may be

necessary to illustrate the manner in which the Forest

Service is trying to deceive the people and restrict the

development of the forest states, notwithstanding its

loud professions to the contrary.

We are now in a progressive, as well as a sensa-

tional period, and it is well to separate these ideas and
eliminate so far as possible from serious consideration

the latter.

Mr. Pinchot, as the head of the Forest Service, has

treated us to theories of both kinds.

Mr. Pinchot says that heretofore, and even now, we
are wasting our resources; that they will soon be ex-

hausted, whereas they should be preserved for posterity.
This he especially applies to coal, iron and timber, and

figures out the number of years that these resources will

last.

At the time he made his figures, however, some

recent discoveries of enormous bodies of coal in Alaska,
and iron in Pennsylvania, had not been made.

He puts the coal and the iron ore upon the same
basis for exhaustion, ignoring the fact that while we

absolutely consume our coal, we do not consume our
iron ore ; that its form is simply changed, and that prac-

tically all the iron ore ever mined is still in existence in

some form, and that when the days of extensive railroad

building in this country shall be over, and the air ship
in successful operation, there may be a surplus of scrap
iron instead of a scarcity of iron ore.

How are we wasting our resources today? It is

easy to make this charge, but has Mr. Pinchot ever in-

formed us just what we are to do to prevent this so-

called waste ? Shall we stop mining coal, shut down our
steel works, gas and electric plants, and go back to the

blacksmith shop and the tallow candle?

It is nothing new to have hobgoblins of future dis-

aster placed on dress parade to frighten the credulous.

Eminent professors of science years ago, on the basis of

statistics carefully worked out, showed that the world
was nearing the end of its gold resources ;

that starvation

would confront us in a few years; that the sun is fast

drawing near, the recent heat being only a part of the

process by means of which the extremes of temperatures
will change places; that what is now the torrid south

will become the frozen north, and vice versa, so that be-

fore many years palm trees will grow in Alaska, cane

sugar and cotton will be the harvests of Maine and Colo-

rado, and the mountains of the west be no longer cov-

ered with snow and coniferous forests.

Another, with equally convincing argument, pre-
dicts that the atmosphere will desert us, and waterless

rocks and sand only remain in a sunless and starless

universe.

Mr. Pinchot has recently seized upon the starvation

idea as a good thing to play on, as, in his article in your
souvenir of this Congress, he says that by 1950 our

population will be at least 150 millions, and "That will

call for twice as much food as in 1900. If our children

are not to go hungry, we must either grow more on our

present farms, or make new farms by reclaiming the

desert and the swamp. But at the best, reclamation can

supply but a small part of the increasing needs of the

coming generation."

So we will be right up against it in forty-one years.
You will, however, observe that he says nothing about

reclaiming those parts of the forest reserves which are

treeless, and suitable for agriculture, of which there are

thousands of acres. The reason for this omission will

be shown presently.

Mark Twain, I believe it was, in referring to this

character of science, said that is was "very fascinating;
one gets such wholesale returns of conjecture from such
a trifling investment of fact."

Not only has Mr. Pinchot advised us long ago just
how much timber we have, but just how long it would

last, had not forestry scientifically solved the question
of its preservation and utilization, and we had supposed
that these questions were forever settled, at least in

Washington. Notwithstanding this, he recently issued

two circulars to consumers of and dealers in timber.
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In the first, to consumers, dated August 1st of this

year, it is said :

''We know fairly well the extent of the wood con-

sumption of the nation, except for fuel and domestic

purposes. No satisfactory data upon these items are in

existence, and it is extremely difficult to estimate them."

He then asks for figures on the consumption by the

persons addressed.

In the second one, to dealers, dated September 8th,

a month later, it is said :

"The Forest Service has been asked to secure data

for a report to the Commission upon the extent of our

forest resources, the rate at which they are being con-

sumed and the measures necessary in order that they

may be perpetuated and utilized to the best advantage."
There was appended to this thirty-four questions,

to which answers were requested.
This is most remarkable, as the last circular con-

tradicts the first as to knowledge of. the rate of general

consumption, and the two read in connection with each

other, show that the Bureau does not know either of the

things which its chief has long been putting before the

public as unquestioned facts.

Is it possible that bureau wires have got crossed,

'and truths are sparking off?

We have also been accused by Mr. Pinchot of wast-

ing our water power, and no doubt will soon be accused

of wasting the air and the sunshine, although we are

using all we need and they return to us by natural laws

in apparently undiminished quantity.

Nothing more pertinent on conservation for poster-

ity has been said than the remarks made in Congress

recently by Hon. M. A. Smith of Arizona, as follows :

"I am afraid that we are going a little fast in the

hysterical ardor to conserve our resources for the benefit

of posterity. If we save our coal, iron and lumber for

the use of posterity, then posterity, actuated by the lofty

example of their fathers, must likewise preserve these

resources for their posterity, and time will at last show
a nation of fools sitting among the unused resources

essential to its growth and happiness still preserving

things for posterity still 'conserving their resources/
"

A recent writer on the subject has also hit the

mark by saying:
"The cry raised by Mr. Pinchot has been par-

rotted by the newspapers and magazines until the man
bold enough to suggest that these predictions of-

alarmists have never in past history been verified, is

regarded as almost a blasphemer.*
* * A large and

worthy portion of the people accept the Forester's dic-

tum implicity as any text of Holy Writ; but when his

time limit shall have expired, some other scare will be

worrying the hysterical, and his predictions, if remem-
bered at all, will be relegated to the ridiculous, along
with the others."

"These pet bugaboos of the self-appointed guardians
of posterity are really as baseless and insubstantial as

the ghosts that peopled dark stairways and closets in

the days of our early chfldhood."

At the Public Lands Convention at Denver last

year, there were presented, by myself and others, some
instances of flagrant abuses by the Forest Service, and

Mr. Pinchot, who was present, was called on to answer

or defend them, and he promised the chairman in the

presence of the Convention to do so when he got the

floor.

Instead of doing so, however, he merely waived

them aside by saying that "all those which were abuses
have since been corrected, and we will therefore wipe
them off the slate."

He then said he wanted only to hear from the
man himself who had the complaint, and not from those
not using the forests.

In the first place it was not true that any of the
abuses mentioned had been corrected. Most of them
were of a nature which could not be corrected, as the

injury done was irreparable, and our complaint was that
his rules made it possible for such incurable outrages
to be perpetrated on poor men who were trying to make
homes.

He also knew that few of them were able to travel

several hundred miles, pay hotel bills and take their

chances of getting his ear, and that we were fully
authorized to present their cases.

Such evasion and trifling as this is unworthy of a

representative of a great government.
In McClure's Magazine for July 1st, an article

appeared entitled "Gifford Pinchot, Forester," written

by one Will C. Barnes, and embellished by a portrait
of Mr. Pinchot, and one or more pictures of the ruin
which he says was wrought by the early settlers of the

West. Some of these pictures had before done duty in

illustrating other magazine articles, boosting the Forest

Service, and evidently were furnished by Mr. Pinchot.

The writer of the article in question, in order to

impress the reader and give extra weight to his praise
of the Forest Service, prefaced it by the following state-

ment :

"That the writer, then a range cattle raiser in

Arizona, was one of the first to feel the effects of the

new forest policy, gives him all the more right to speak
as he does of these things; that he joins with loud

tongue and bitter pen in the general denunciation of the

'Pinchot policies' makes it all the more a pleasure to

him now to defend and explain them in so far as he
can."

He does not, however, state or intimate that his

former denunciation of these policies was wrong or in

any way mistaken, nor does he give any reason why he
has changed his mind, which ordinarily would be ex-

pected, in order to add weight to his fulsome praise of

what he once condemned.
On reading the article it seemed obvious that the

writer was under cover, and if his trail could be found,

something would develop. On looking into the report
of the Secretary of Agriculture made in response to a
resolution of Congress requesting the names, etc., of

forest employes who had been accused by members of

Congress of "pernicious activity" in attending various

conventions and public meetings where the forest service

was to be discussed, I found on page 58 the following:
"Will C. Barnes, inspector of grazing. Place of

employment, Washington, D. C. In attendance at meet-

ing of Trans-Mississippi Congress Nov. 19 to 22, 1907,
at Muskogee, Okla., by direction of Forester, and as

delegate from New Mexico. Expense, $14.50."

This sufficiently explains Willie's change of heart,
but it also leaves his article utterly barren of merit.

How thrifty the Forest Service is to get one of its em-

ployes in Washington appointed a delegate from New
Mexico to .attend at government expense.

But a worse phase of it is that the writer has put
before the people what he would have us believe is a

real conversion of a man once an honest and "loud-
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tongued" opponent of the policies which he now stands

for, yet deliberately conceals the real cause of his change
of opinion, if indeed he has changed it in fact, which is

doubtful.

To say that Mr. Pinchot did not approve the article

is to offend common sense. There is no room for doubt
that he not only approved it, but that he prompted it

and furnished the pictures and data as to his birth,

history and exploits with which the article is filled.

The cause is weak that requires such actions, and
it is an insult to the American people that any public
officer should resort to such means to create public senti-

ment in his favor in order to obscure the methods he
has adopted to annoy the settler and miner who happens
to be in or near a forest reserve.

The report of the Secretary referred to consists of

fifty-seven pages, and shows some 1,400 appearances of
forest supervisors, inspectors, etc., at numerous meetings
throughout the United States, some to discuss "forest

business," but principally to address the public, or to

attend meetings of stock growers, and boost Mr. Pinchot
and misrepresent the real issues between his policy and
those who are interested in forest reserves.

The expense to the Forest Service for this exploita-
tion is given as $19,424.00.

Mr. Pinchot has been advertised in various maga-
zine articles as the "Man who saved the nation" and
credited with being the author of forest preservation,

etc., when the fact is that forest protection was first

agitated by western men years before Mr. Pinchot got
into the limelight, or made up his mind to save his

country, or had opportunity to do so. In proof of this

it is only necessary to refer to the fact that the first act

authorizing the setting apart of forest reserves was

passed March 3, 1891, and that President Roosevelt in

his letter of July 14, 1908, to Mrs. Cleveland, announc-

ing that he had changed the name of the San Jacinto

forest to Cleveland forest, in honor of her deceased

husband, said :

"President Cleveland was one of the first to recog-
nize the need of forest preservation."

To Mr. Pinchot, however, does belong the honor of

boosting his Bureau of Forestry through lecturers,
whose expenses are paid out of public money, and' by
adopting such oppressive rules of administration as to

cause opposition to him personally from those who are

and always have been in favor of reasonable forest

preservation.
The whole controversy between the Forest Service

and the people of the West is over a few indefensible

and unnecessary regulations, all of which could be
eliminated if Mr. Pinchot would for one day take up
with those having personal and practical knowledge of

forest conditions in the West, and act fairly and rea-

sonably in view of the facts and the needs of the people
concerned.

Why does he not do this instead of having his

employes, through the magazines, give him credit for

"making two blades of grass grow where one grew be-

fore" is incomprehensible to those who would like to

see men and farms grow, as well as grass and trees

both in sensible harmony and with injustice to neither.

If he would do this, his employes could give more
attention to their duties and less to "educating" the

people of the West (the most of whom do not require
it), at government expense.

(To be continued.)

LOMPOC VALLEY, CALIFORNIA.

BY A. L. TAYLOE.

In no place in the United States are the successful

results of intensified fanning so forcibly demonstrated
as in Lompoc Valley in the western part of Santa Bar-
bara County, California.

The opportunities here awaiting the scientific small
farmer are perhaps without parallel in any other part
of the West. The startling statements which follow
were obtained by the writer from a score or more farm-
ers in the valley, but to give the account of each one

respectively would require a volumn. Lack of space
demands brevity, so the facts will be applied to the

valley in general, and the names of the individuals
fiom whom they were obtained and who stand sponsor
for their truthfulness will hereafter be given as refer-

ences to our readers.

The various soils of the valley are adobe, black

loam, sandy and sediment. The heavy soils are best

adapted to mustard, barley, onions and beans, although
barley, beans and potatoes do remarkably well on the

sandy soils. The sediment and lighter soils are better

suited to fruit culture.

In 1907 a tract of ten acres yielded two hundred
and sixty-two sacks of yellow danver onions per acre.

They were contracted for at planting time at one cent

per pound and immediately after harvest were sold for

two cents per pound. There are several other instances
where as high as two hundred sacks per acre were pro-
duced. There are one hundred pounds to the sack and
the average yield is about one hundred and fifty sacks
to the acre. The market price of onions varies from
50c to $2 per hundred weight. Of course, there are
sometimes crop failures which are invariably due to

planting in soil not adapted to the product or a bad

season, the latter being very rare.

Whether success or failure attends the effort, onions
are the most expensive crop raised, save for the cost
of sacks and handling. The average cost of production
is about $35 per acre.

Lompoc Valley is the only place in the United
States where mustard is produced in merchantable

quantities and from whence it is shipped to the Euro-

pean markets. A sack of mustard weights 90 pounds
and last year the largest yield was thirty-eight sacks

to the acre. The average yield was about sixteen sacks,
which was larger than the average yield for several years
past. It is one of the cheapest crops to produce, but
it so impoverishes the soil that it should not be raised

more than one year in three. The cost of production
per acre is about $15.

Barley is one of the heavy yielding products of the

valley. Upon the ranch of Mr. James Cantlay as high
as ninety-four bushels of barley per acre have been har-
vested. This is the largest yiehi known. Forty bushels

per acre, however, is not looked upon as an exception-
ally large yield. When the yield is not twenty bushels
or better it is usually cut for hay. Hay brings from
$5 to $10 per ton and produces from a half to four
tons to the acre.

Beans are an enormously profitable crop. Last year
twenty-one tons of the variety "Kentucky Wonder"
were taken from eighteen and one-half acres. More
small white beans are raised than any other commer-
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cial variety. Of this "variety thirty sacks to the acre

were produced in 1907. There are 90 pounds to the

sack and the average is from twelve to fifteen sacks

to the acre. The varieties of beans produced in Lom-
poc Valley are too numerous to mention.

Potatoes are a most profitable crop and the Lom-
poc Burbanks are known throughout the state as a

potato of superior quality. Many of the farmers state

that their net profits from this product have been as

high as $50 and $60 per acre.

Fruit raising, although a comparatively young in-

dustry in the valley, and one which has been attended
with many discouraging setbacks, has thus far pro-
duced handsome profits and the outlook this year is

brighter than ever before. There is a growing foreign
demand and the producers now have a strong organiza-
tion for their protection and the profitable handling of

their product, all of which will no doubt result in great
financial benefit to the industry.

The cool and moist climatic conditions of Lompoc
Valley are especially favorable to the production of

apples. Lompoc apples were awarded medals by both

the New Orleans and the Chicago Expositions. They
are eagerly sought for in the markets of France, Aus-

tralia, South America and the Islands of Hawaii.

Strange as it may seem, the elements of the Lom-

poc climate, so conducive to the growth and excellence

of the apple, carry an attendant ill known as powdery
mildew, which until the last two years has proved a

serious menace and has very materially retarded the

growth of the industry. Through the untiring efforts

of Mr. I. M. Clark, a successful horticulturist, a rem-

edy in the form of a lime and sulphur spray has been

discovered which has effectually checked its ravages and

given new impetus to the enterprise.

Mr. W. H. Schuyler, commissioner of horticulture

for the Lompoc district, has also been an untiring cham-

pion of the industry, and it is largely due to the inter-

est which he has manifested in safeguarding the horti-

cultural products, that their superiority and excellence

have been attained. He has forty acres in cherries,

apples and pears. The superiority of flavor and qual-

ity of the cherries from his orchard are known through-
out the state and in the markets of the East, and in

competition with other cherries coming into market at

the same period, they always bring from three to four

cents more per pound.
Mr. Schuyler has made a close study of the horti-

cultural conditions of Lompoc Valley and he says:

English walnuts, peanuts, tobacco and sweet potatoes
will undoubtedly be profitably cultivated here in the

near future.

Agriculture, dairying, stock and poultry raising

are to be reckoned among the important and large divi-

dend-yielding industries of Lompoc Valley. There is

no place where the conditions are more favorable for

their success.

The mountains surrounding the valley are teem-

ing with mineral wealth which are lying fallow for the

lack of money and enterprise to develop them. Con-

siderable development work, however, is being done at

the present time in the oil fields, about four miles east

of Lompoc. Upon this property there is a well now

producing six hundred barrels per day of thirty-two

gravity oil. This is the highest gravity of any well in

the state. This oil brings $2.50 per barrel.

Great deposits of lime rock, said to be the finest in

quality of any found in the state of almost inexhausti-

ble quantities, immense deposits of diatomaceous earth,

bituminious rock, gypsum and glass sand are all found
within a few miles of the city.

While irrigation in the valley has only been adopted
in a small way, its success so far has been more than

gratifying and it is prophesied that the entire valley
will in the near future have an adequate and efficient

irrigation system.
To the lovers of the rod and gun, Santa Ynez

River and Lompoc Valley offer days of alluring sport
with the wary trout and that most fascinating and

wingy bird the California quail which abound in

thousands along the low foothills that surround the

valley.
Mr. Walter R. Smith, proprietor of Smith's Hard-

ware and Sporting Goods Store of Lompoc, said: It is

not generally known by the lovers of field sport that

this is one of the finest quail sections in the state.

There are a few, however, who are acquainted with the

fact, mostly traveling salesmen for sporting goods. It

has been my pleasure to have accompanied several of

these gentlemen on shooting trips and fishing excursions

and always with pleasurable satisfaction and good re-

sults.

Mr. Smith carries a complete line of sporting goods
and those who contemplate either a fishing or shooting

trip in the Lompoc Valley can be accommodated with

every requisite for such an outing and should they so

desire he will accompany them to the places where the

best shooting and fishing can be obtained.

The city of Lompoc has a population of upwards
of fifteen hundred. It is nine miles from the seacoast

on a branch line of the Southern Pacific Railway, which
connects with the main line at Surf.

It has two splendid banking institutions, the Lom-

poc Valley Bank and the Bank of Lompoc. Both oc-

cupy architectural structures which are ornaments to

the town. It is said to the credit of their financial

strength that the late financial panic would have been
unknown to them had they not read of it in the news-

papers.
The Lompoc school system is one of which her

citizens are justly proud. The school buildings are

architecturally handsome and imposing.
Land values range from $10 to $150 per acre, ac-

cording to the location and character of the soil.

Following are the names of the farmers from whom
the data for this article was obtained. They are all

men of brains, with the energy and ability to use them,
who have made small farming a science, most of whom
have acquired a competency by their efforts and have

been identified with the problem of agriculture in the

Lompoc Valley for more than a quarter of a century:
W. H. Schuyler, commissioner of horticulture; I. M.

Clark, horticulturist; H. E. McCabe, J. D. McCabe,
L. F. Shanklin, F. 0. Harris, Chas. A. Davis, J. A.

Stambaw, James Cantley, J. S. Henning, J. G. Biss-

inger, H. Poland, W. A. Lewis, I. F. Lewis, J. W. De
Wolfe, Guy Hibbits, 0. Hoover, J. Kolding, and R. D.

Rennie.

Lompoc has an active Chamber of Commerce, of

which Mr. A. G. Balaam is the secretary. He is pre-

pared to furnish detailed information upon application
to those desiring it.
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IRRIGATION IN THE BLUEWATER VALLEY OF
NEW MEXICO.

One of the most attractive side trips to be taken from

Albuquerque, both for the practical irrigator and the in-

vestor and homeseeker, was that to the plant of the Blue-
water Development Company, about one hundred miles west
and immediately upon the Santa Fe Railroad in Valencia

County.
We left at eight thirty on Friday night and were in the

comfortable ranch house of the company shortly after mid-

night. Parentheti-

cally, it may be said

that one of the

buildings now in use

by the Bluewater

Company was a sta-

tion on the old trail

to California. In-

deed, traces of the
trail may be seen
from time to time
in going through
the country, and
this, perhaps, as

well as any other

thing emphasizes the
wonderful develop-
ment which is con-

veying the great
Southwest forward
at a speed realized

by few who are un-
familiar with it.

The next morn-
ing we drove to the

Bluewater (New

dam which impounds as pretty a sheet of water as one would
care to see, surrounded by hills which form a natural reser-

voir, capable of impounding when fully developed 92,000 acre
feet of water.

We were very favorably impressed by the stability of the

construction of the dam, formed as it is of rock taken from
the walls of the canon in which it is located, and having an
earth apron affording an absolute seal for the whole.

Another feature of the construction which impressed us
was the control tunnel driven through the solid rock and
entirely separate from the dam itself. It is hard to believe
that this body of water offers the only opportunity for a
citizen of New Mexico living, west of Albuquerque to take
a boat ride.

Returning to the valley we drove over some of the

twenty-five thousand
acres embraced in

the project, although
perhaps a better

idea of this was ob-
tained later from
the train as we ran
for nearly half an
hour through a val-

ley supplied by the

water from the res-

ervoir.

We saw oats
which will produce
sixty to seventy-five
bushels to the acre,
and which are now
selling at alxmt one
dollar per bushel,
and other crops in

proportion, and later

learned that beets

grown in the valley

proved to be the

best in conformation
and size of any exhibited at Albuquerque. Our favorable im-

pression gathered from what was necessarily a cursory ex-

amination was confirmed by the fact that the lands are be-

ing purchased by experienced irrigators from the irrigated
districts of California and Colorado, but that they are buying

The Temple Irrigation Equipments the most
Economicaland Certain Means of LiftingWater
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"Master Workman" is the stronger engine.

Third The heavier weight of a single cylinder engine is due to the fact that it must have heavier fly-

wheels in the horizontal type, and a longer, higher and consequently much heavier base than is required for

the "Master Workman." The heavier the fly-wheels the greater the strain on the crankshaft, so you will realize
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Fifth Lubrication in our engine is absolutely perfect. There is no forced lubrication, lubrication being

by gravity. Certainty of lubrication is of vital importance in the steady running and operation of a gasoline

engine.
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Factory, 15th St. and 16th Place, near Canal St.

Chicago, III.. U. S. A.THE TEMPLE PUMP CO.
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is not difficult to understand when one realizes that at Blue-
water is found the only spot on the railroad for a hundred
miles where anything is, or, for that matter, can be grown.

When asked as to the markets, the manager, Mr. E. Z.

Ross, located at Albuquerque, New Mexico, laughed and said

that they had to fence against their market, but when one
realizes that this land is situated in the midst of one of the

few remaining sheep districts and that perhaps a quarter of
a million sheep range within one hundred miles of it, with

practically no other feed being grown in that vast territory
outside of the excellent range, one can well understand the

remark. Then, too, the camps of the American Lumber
Company within twenty miles, Fort Wingate a little farther

off, where hay is shipped in by the government from Cali-

fornia, the thriving coal town of Gallup just beyond Win-
gate and Albuquerque, where they have to ship in hay, etc., from

Kansas, prompt the query whether New Mexico will ever be

able to raise enough to supply its own needs and reduce the

exorbitantly high prices now obtained for products of the

sale to a level approximating the prices for which similar

products can be obtained in other parts of the country.

RECLAMATION SERVICE NOTE.

The installation of the high pressure gates in the outlet

tunnel of the Pathfinder Reservoir has been practically com-

pleted. The electrical operating machinery for use in con-

nection with the gates has not yet been installed as the power
house is in process of construction. The gates have, how-

ever, been operated with oil pressure from a hand pump
against 'a small head and have been found to work very satis-

factorily. The dam has been built to an elevation of 81 feet

above the foundation, bringing it therefore to a distance of

129 feet from the level of the road bed passing over the crest

of the dam. The engineer in charge of the construction esti-

mates that it will require about nine months to complete the

structure. The work is now entirely out of the reach of high

water, and can, therefore, be pushed as rapidly as the plant

and force employed will permit.
Water will be furnished from the Williston irrigation

project, North Dakota, under the provisions of the Reclama-

tion Act, in the irrigation season of 1908, for the irrigable

land shown upon farm unit plats of Township 154 North,

Ranges 100 and 101 West, and Township 155 North, Range
100 West, approved April 24, 1908, and on file in the local

land office at Williston, North Dakota. Homestead entries,

accompanied by applications for water rights and the first

installment of the building and operation and maintenance

charges, may be made under the provisions of said act for the

farm units shown on said plats. Water right applications may

also be made for lands heretofore entered and for lands in

private ownership, and the time when payments become due
.therefor is hereinafter stated. The limit of area per entry,
representing the acreage which, in the opinion of the Secretary
of the Interior, may be reasonably required for the support of
a family on the lands entered subject to the provisions of the
Reclamation Act, is fixed at the amounts shown upon the plats
for the several farm units. , The limit of area for which water
right application may be made for lands in private ownership
shall be 160 acres of irrigable land for each land owner.
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I Will Sell it to You
for $3.00 a Week

Geo. E. Barstow
President

Pecos Valley Land &
Irrigation Co.

OF

BARSTOW
TEXAS

Any one who is familiar with
the results from Texas Irrigated
Land will tell you that the safest,
surest way to wain a large and per-
manent Income from a email oat-
lay Is to get hold of a few acres of
Texns Irrigated Land.

But, heretofore, it has required
some capital at least a few hund-
red dollars and It has been neces-

sary for the purchas-
er to go and live on
tlii- land and develop
It.

Now,my company
makes it possible for
you to get ten acres
of the finest kind of
Texas Irrigated

Land, all under cultivation, income property from the
very beginning, If you can save $3.00 a week.

You can go and live on it absolutely assured of
an independent living from it alone.

Or arrangements will be made to have It culti-
vated for yon for a small share of the crops.

Now I can and will prove all this from the highest authorities
In the land.

All you have to do Is write to me and say,
" Prove to me that

ten acres of your Texas Irrigated Land can be made to produce
an Income of from $1,000.00 to $5.000.(>0 a year."

I have the proof, so read what my company will do for you.

New Safe Land Plan
I will deliver at once to the Citizen's State Bank of Barstow,

Texas,a Warranty Deed to ten acres of the land of the Pecos
r the subdivision
ilson and Hied for

~

Valley Land and Irrigation Company as per the subdivision
of the Company's properly made by John Wilson and f
record with the County Clerk of Ward County, Tex

I will deliver at once to you, one of
onr Secured Land Contracts for the War-
ranty Deed at the Bank on the contract
appears a certificate signed by an Officer
of the Bank and certifying thnt the Bank
has your deed and will deliver it to YOU
flecorlingto the terms of your Secured
Land Contract. The Bank acts as an inde-
pendent agent for both of us to guaran-
tee fair play.

You must pay 83.00 a week, or at the
rate of $3.OOa week in monthly, quarterly,
semi annual or annual payments.

Or you can pay as much faster as
you like.

At the end of each year If you take more than a year to

complete your payments you will be. credited with 5 per cent
per annum on the amount you have paid.

$15 down and $3 a week paid regularly, and the interest

credits, will mature your Contract in a little over two and tnree-
fourths years.

But you can mature your Contract by paying the same total

amount, $483, in a day, a month, six months, a year, or in any less

time than 2% years, and whenever your regular receipts and
your interest allowance credit receipts total $483, all you have to
do to get your land is to take or send your receipts and your con-
tract to the Citizen's State Bank at Barstow, Texas, together
with twenty-eight vendor lien notes each for $39, payable one
every three months for seven years.

The Bank will then give you your Warranty Peed to the
land, which, according to the Contract and the Peed, must be
fully Irrigated and all under cultivation.

e
Remember this is ten acres of land which I most first prove

is capable of producing an income of from $1,000 to $5,000 a year.

Safeguarded
The Bank will deliver your deed
direct to you when your $3.00 a
week and interest credits total $483.00

It Doesn't Take Long

Ton get this land for $483, which yon can pay In less than
three years tI5down and $3aweek and you then nave only four
$39 notes each year for seven years to pay out of your income.

Can you Lope In any other way, so safe and sure as this, to
have so large an Independent income In so short a time t

1 believe the purchase of Texas Irrigated Land to be the best
way for a man of small means to make himself Independent.
And I believe I am qualified to pass judgment as I have been In-
terested in Irrigation matters locally and nationally for 15 years.

The results are simply astounding to those who are unfamil-
iar with the great su bject of Irrigation.

And I believe the happiest man these days Is /he man with
the little ten acre irrigated farm (President Rousevelt says,
"Even & acres Is enough to support a family and keep It busy").

The owner of a Ten Acre Irrigated Farm doesn't have to
"knuckle to the boss," nor strain bis conscience In the struggle
of the Intense commercialism of the day.

HisIncome is practically untouched by "financial depression."
His living and peace of mind are not dependent upon the

whim of any man.
He is king in his own little domain.
He can make his little ten acres earn as much as a quarter

section (160 acres) unirrlgnted, would produce as much as be-
tween twenty and eighty thousand dollars in cash would bring,
loaned out at 6 per cent.

He has hlsciofce neighbors, his telephone, good roads, schools
and churches In fact, all the coml'ojts and conveniences of life

that come with the prosperous close-knit community, though
they pass by the great isolated farm.

The land 1 want you to buy is all good rich soil, irrigated
from Canals and Pitches already constructed In the most ap-
proved modern fashion and carrying an abundant supply of
water taken from the ever-flowing Pecos River.

It is within a few miles of Barstow, Texas, and Pecos City,
Texas, (the two towns are only <v

.; miles apart the land lies be-
tween the towns and a little to the north) and served by the Texas
& Pacific Railway and the Pecos Valley Line of the Santa Pe
System.

With rich soil, a splendid climate and the uncertain quantity
moisture eliminated, agriculture and

hortlculturecan here be scientificallycar-
ried on to the splendid profit of the iand
owner.

The abundant crops of large and in
every other way superior hays, grains,
cotton, vegetables and fruits are equaled
In only a very few favored spots.

The justly celebrated Barstow Grapes
are considered by many to be even better
variety for variety than those raised

in Southern California and we are 1,900
miles nearer the great Eastern market.
But all this Is the merest outline of what
I desire to show you In detail. I am only

attempting to make it clear to you that you can have an assured
Independent living income In less than three years if you can
possibly save $3 a week.

I have promised to submit tbe proof. All you have to do is
write for It. Will you do that today, even If you can't commence
right away I want the address of every man or woman who is

willing to save $3 a week if I can prove that the result will be
financial independence In less tlisn three short years.

There is nothing philanthropic about this proposition, but I

especially want to hear from the wage-earners. I have worked
for fifteen years to develop this Irrigation System and thiscom-
munlty. It would be gratifying to me to have those who most
need it reap the benefits of my labors.

It will be more convenient for you to nddress me at St. Louis,
and I am equipped there to best answer you.

GEORGE E. BARSTOW, President
Pecos Valley Land and Irrigation Company, of Barstow, Tcx*.

849 Missouri Trust Bids.. St. Louis. Mo.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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UNION MACHINES
WITH PUG MILLS COMBINED

FIVE SIZES ALL CAPACITIES

Outfits for Drain Tile, Hollow Ware, Building

and Paving Brick and other Clay Products

If interested write us for particulars and estimates.

E. M. FREESE & CO.
GALION, OHIO

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Clay Working

BUILT RIGHT-
RUN RIGHT"

We build an entire line of

Clay Working Machinery for the
manufacture of Clay products by
all processes, including Sand-Line
Brick. Our yard supplies are the

best. Kiln Irons, Cutting Wire
and all supplies. Send for Infor-

mation or catalogue.

The American Clay
Mch. Co...Bucyrus, Ohio

Soft Mud Machine!, Hone
nd Steam Power

Hone Power Plunger Machine Products of our Auger Machines

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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Vulcan
Steam Shovels

For Digging Irrigation

Ditches, Canals, etc.

10 Standard Sizes

The Vnlcan Steal Shovel Company
130 Vulcan Place

TOLEDO. OHIO

^

ertnan

A Governor That Gavcrt:
In all winds. Derdopl 10 fan
h. p. In SO mile wind. All

power needed far tern, shop,
irrigating
selffillng
wheel |

Huslter.

IUIYIPS WATER
Day and Night Automatically

Low In first cost, easy to Install, no expense
^^^_to operate, any capacity desired for Country

Homes, Farms, Dairies, Gardens, Irrigation,
Town Plants, Railroad Tanks, etc.

Rife Hydraulic Rams
Raise water 80 feet for every foot of
fall. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Over
7,000 In use. If there Isastream, spring
or pond within a mile

Write For Free Plans and Book.
Get our Free Trial Offer.

Rife Engine Co.
2166 Trinity Blrfg.

NEW YORK

ENGINE WORKS ;

Rocklord, 111. X

X

; ROCKFORD
O Address Depl. 4.

Q The engine that will please you.

U, Any style engine

O Write for special

HIRED

FREQUENTLY
jobs around the

farm which require the labor of

two men can be done by one I.

H. C. engine in half the time at one-fifth the cost.

I. H. C. gasoline engines are dependable, reliable

and efficient they never quit unexpectedly they cost

nothing to keep when not working they never shirk

nor complain. Progressive farmers all over the land
are finding in the ownership of an I. H. C. engine the

solution of their labor troubles. Why not you?
An I. H. C. engine will operate the churn, grind-

stone, fanning mill, separator, bone cutter, wood saw,

pump, sheller, grinder, fodder cutter, etc.

No extra help is required. You, or your boy, can
run the engine and operate the machine at the same time.

Weather does not affect the I. H. C. engine. It is

a faithful servant that is always absolutely under your
control in the matter of power, expense and efficiency.

There is an engine adapted to every purpose
Note the complete line.

Vertical Engines made in 2, 3 and 25-Horse Power.
Horizontal Engines (Portable and Stationary) made
6, 8, 10, 12, 15 and 20-Horse Power.
Air Cooled Engines, 1 and 2-Horse Power.
Traction Engines, 10, 12, 15 and 20-Horse Power.
Also sawing, spraying and pumping outfits.

Call on the International local agent for catalogs, and inspect
these engines. Write for colored hanger and booklet on

"Development of Power."

International Harvester Company of America. Chicago, U. S. A.
(Incorporated)

in 4,

Get This Rife Hydraulic Ram
If there is a stream, spring or pond near by and have running water wherever

you want it.

n.. M .~ Uf~IJ.M Uf!iL 111**A works continuously without at-

rUmpS naier WITH Ifaier, tendon. No expense for power.
nothing to get out of order. Raises water 30 feet for each foot of fall.

For Home, Farm. Irrigation, and all purposes. Over 7,000 in use.

Free Plans and Estimates furnished. Write Today.
RIFE ENGINE-CO. 2166 TRINITY BLJ>G. NEW YORK

Don't Buy Any Fence at Any Price
until you get my "Leader Fence Book" and learn how to secure the cheap-
est and best all-wire field and yard fence made. Pay no royalty to trusts
or factory combinations. I challenge any and all fence makers to equal
the "Leader Fence" in strength, durability and price.

I make the Leader Fence in the most economically run fence factory In
this country, of the very best galvanized steel wire, and sell it direct to
you at world-beating prices. Or, I will sell you the wire and all materials
at wholesale prices and furnish you the Perfection Fence Machine, with
which you can build the fence right on the posts at home. I am the
All-Round Leader Fence Man. Write today for my FREE fence book.

H. L. FAHRNEY. MANAGER.
LEADER FENCE CO., Pept. 36, ST. CHARLES, ILL.

V*<i*8xt><i>&f<iXI*ve><tt><t>+<*

Send $2.50 for The Irrigation Age
1 year, and the Primer of Irrigation

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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THE PNEUMATIC PIPE DREDGE
The Pneumatic Pipe Dredge is a new, inexpensive device for dredging sand, silt, muck and gravel, or any other

material or soil susceptible to rapid disintegration by the action of water under pressure
Its pipe or head "jets"! itself

deeply into the material to be

handled, breaks it up and forces
it .upwards through a discharge
pipe by the use of water and com-
pressed air mixed under high
pressure. It is not a suction or

centrifugal dredge. It is a

hydro-pneumatic ram.

From one to four or
even more pipes can be

operated from the same
scow; one pump and air

compressor serving for

all.

The Bed Rock Pneumatic or Compressed Air-Pipe Dredge.
This shows the pipe lifting the heavy black sand out of one of nature's bed rock riffles. The precious minerals like gold and plati-

num have been trapped in these pockets or riffles for untold ages, but no method to recover these stored up treasures bad been devised
before the advent of the pipe dredge. This dredge will enter these pockets and recover the values they contain.

ATTENTION ENGINEERS.
It is not possible to describe this dredge nor tell of its superiority in a few words. However, IF YOU HAVE USE

FOR A DREDGER, it will pay you and save you money to look into the merits of this device. It will also save time. Here
is part of what Mr. M. A. Nurse, for 18 years Chief Engineer of the State of California, says about the Pneumatic Pipe
Dredge.

"Beyond question, the Pneumatic Dredge embraces the cheapest and best application and utilization of mechanical
and natural agencies for excavation and transmission of sand, silt, or any material susceptible of rapid disintegration by
the joint action of air and water under pressure, that I have ever known through an active experience of over thirty years
in river improvement and reclamation. It is simple in principle, cheap in construction, efficient in operation and must on
the score of economy and greater adaptability supersede other methods in the broadest field of river^and harbor improve-
ment essential to our State and National development."

HAVE YOU DREDGING TO DO?
If you require a dredge for reclamation work, for levee building, for recovering sanu or gravel, for'filling, for channel

or harbor deepening, for mining or for lifting or moving any class of material excepting boulders, DON'T OVERLOOK
THE PNEUMATIC PIPE DREDGE.

CHEAPEST AND BEST DREDGER IH THE WORLD.
The Pneumatic Pipe Dredge can be installed anywhere

within a few weeks for a small fraction of the cost of other dredges
and it requires only one-fifth the labor, one-fifth the power and
one-twentieth the cost of maintenance of any other dredge with
similar capacity. It handles from 40% to 60% solid matter all

the time and dredges handling from 25 cubic yards per hour to

20,000 cubic yards per day can be built and installed for from

$3,000 to $26,000. There is nothing to get out of order. Any-
one with common sense can run it. It is "fool-proof." Don't

you think

ITflSTWORTH WHILE INVESTIGATING.

One of these dredges is operating in the heart of the City
of Sacramento, California, on a contract for the city. Twice in

succession this dredge has been awarded city contracts on com-
petitive bids. Other contractors could not come within a mile
of the price bid for the work. Yet the dredge is making money.
It is practical results like this that talk.

For full particulars about the^dredge and its installation

on a royalty basis, addressPneumatic Pipe Dredge, Operating by Electricity, with Four
Ten-Inch Discharge Pipes. Capacity over 15,000 Cubic

Yards per day.

HERBERT A. PARKYN, 1511 Marquette Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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MYERS POWER PUMPS
WITHOUT AN EQUAL ON THE GLOBE

OPERATING

WITH

CAS ENGINE

MYERS
BULLDOZER.
POWER-
PUMP

5" Cylinder

FIC.80I

FIC. 962

HORIZONTAL BULLDOZERS, 3" TO 6" CYLINDERS

MYERS

BACK GEARED

WORKING

HEAD

TAPPED FOR

3" PIPE

5, 7 , A N D 10"

STROKE

FOR BELT,

WIND OR HAND

POWER

FIG. 1079

BULLDOZER

WORKING

HEAD

BULLDOZER PUMP
6" BRASS LINED

CYLINDER

I i BRASS ROD
1

Write for descriptive Circulars and Prices.

We want you to acknowledge this Ad. so

that we can acquaint you in detail with the

superior features of Myers Power
Pumps. This is the proper season.
The right time to write is right now.

MYERS BULLDOZER

WORKING HEADS

NO, 359

5". 7K". 10" STROKE

DISCHARGE 2'.'" OR 3"

SUCTION 2" TO 4"

NO. 364

12". 16". 20" STROKE

REGULARLY FITTED 4"

DISCHARGE

SUCTION 8" OR LESS

T. E. MYERS & BRO.,

ivA
PROPRIETORS OF

Aivr> H

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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THE MONEY-SAVING FENCE
IB the one which, bought at the right price, gives yt>u the- best 8ewrice, lasts the long-

est, causes you no trouble.

NATIONAL FIELD AND
HOG FENCE

le Just that kind. Made of
heavy, slnRle wire, an In-

comparable lock.close mesh,
as strong as a stone wall.
Don't buy a fence untl! "!
have written us about this

I and ourltangerBarb Wire
a heavy, single wire with

I RADR U/tDF rotary barb. Tell us what
IDAKD-fTwC. you require and we will

name you delivered, price.

DeKALB FENCE CO. DeKalb. III. Kansas City. Ho.

RANGER

COLD MEDAL
AT JAMESTOWN

The U. S. Government
paid this Company a big
compliment when it select-

ed the "OTTO" Engine for

use in making the fuel tests
at the Jamestown Exposi-
tion.

The fury of Awards also

proved its fitness for its

task when it AWARDED the "OTTO" the Gold Medal.

The "OTTO" has won FIRST PRIZE at every large

Exposition held in this country since the Centennial in'76.

THE OTTO GAS ENGINE WORKS
Philadelphia, Pa.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 M 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 n 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 n 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 H

SAMSON TURBINE
When the PUMP cannot be direct connected to the tur-

bine shaft, the power is usually transmitted by gears,

shafting, etc. On account of the HIGH SPEED of the

SAMSON, for a given power, lighter and consequently
CHEAPER transmission machinery can be used.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.
Write Department K-2 for Catalog.

I I I I I I I I I I I I III I Mil I I I I I I I I I M I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I III I I I

Oxford Hotel
DENVER, COLORADO

At the OXFORD HOTEL, Denver, Colorado, you will
find all the leading men interested in irrigation and
all of its branches.
Denver is the logical irrigation center of the United
States. You will find nearly everyone engaged in or
interested in irrigation projects stopping at the Oxford
Located half a block from the Union Depot: Fire
Proof, Modern. European Plan and Popular
Prices

THE
HAMILTON-BROOKS CO.

PROPRIETORS

It Makes You Save a Coin
a Day or the Clock Stops

FLITCRAFT

Savings
Bank Clock
This is a novel combination of an

alarm clock and savings bank, provid-
ed with a coin chute, also automatic
locking and unlocking mechanism.
The clock in its normal condition is

locked, and cannot be wound until a
coin is deposited into the slot. Within
a brief period after it is wound, the
clock is automatically locked again

PAT. NO. 775058 and cannot be wound until another
coin is deposited. It takes nickels, dimes and pennies, and holds
over eighty dollars in dimes-

Start Now saving your dimes, nickels and pennies and have
ready money for your vacation, Christmas presents, clothing, life

insurance, etc.

Banks This bank clock is now being used successfully by
hundreds of banks as a savings account stimulator and business
getter its compulsory savings feature and general usefulness
make it much more valuable than the ordinary metal bank.
As a Trade, Newspaper Subscription, Insurance and

Bank Premium it is without equal. If you own a store or are a
circulation manager or an insurance solicitor or a bank cashier,
we can show you plans of proven successfor using the KL1T-
CRAFT BANK CLOCK in securing new business.

GENERAL AGENTS. As a sales proposition to banks,
stores, newspapers, dealers in irrigation lands and all premium
users, it offers exceptional opportunities to high-grade salesmen
as general agents. Many excellent territories open to salesmen
of ability.

PRICE $2.5O eachpostage stamps accepted a substantial
reduction in price in quantities. WRITE TODAY.

Flitcraft Savings Bank Clock Co.
1309 Marquette Building Chicago, III.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Irrigation Age.
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The Piano with a Soul"

KERL

"SOLD when
You're SATISFIED"

That's the way Eckerle Piano* find
hornet for themselves.

ODR NEW 60-PAGE ART COLOR CATALOG
will be tent free and postpaid to you if you ask for it.

Then in the quiet of jour own borne you can, by means
of these beautiful photographs an<t complete descrip-
tions, read and learn just how Well Eckerle Pianos are
made, why they stay in tune so long; why they lasta

lifetime; why they always satisfy, and why it is called
the "Piano with a Soul." This book takes you on atrip
through on* of the largest and best equipped piano fac-
tories in America, and explains clearly why Eckerle Pia-
no* are better than other mode.-ste price instruments.
There are thirty-four of these important reasons which
you should know about, scattered along the journey from
lumber yard to shipping room. Send for this Art Color

Catalog today. Itihows our new 1908 styles fn colors,

quote* lowest freight-paid prices, explains our 4 different

plant of payment, and tells you in the words of other

buyers just what they have found the Eckerle Piano to be.

Alter you have read this book
through and talked the matter over with your family,
you can take advantage of our fair and square "Sold
When you're atlfled" offer, and we will deliver to

your own home, freight and delivery charges paid, the

style of Eckerle Piano you prefer, and let yon trire U a
thorough 30 days* trial. Play it yourself; let your chil-

dren try it; invite your musical friends to play on it,

and when the 80 days are up. let DB know whether the
Eckerle "The Piano with a Soul" has found a home
with yon. Yon take no risk whatever In trying the Eckerle
Piano in your own home, and we take but very little risk

in making you this offer if yon are really seeking earn-

estly for the beat piano at a moderate
'

'Factory to Home' '

price. Write a postal or a letter right now and ask us to

send you the Art Color Catalog of the Eckerle the piano
that i's not considered mold until you are fully satisfied

that It is th* piano you Want to place In your home.

ALBAUGH-DOVER CO.
903- 93S Marshall Boulevard

Capital $l,bOO.OOO CHICAGO, ILL.

NEW ALBAUGH-DOVER MODEL 5D-12 SEWING MACHINE
90 Days Trial

A $60.00

Machine

From

Factory

to Home
for

$17.95

risk whatemr. We can make

The most wtnderful offer we or any other houie
has ever made on a strictly highest grade ball bearing
drop head sewing machine. Do not class this machine
with the ordinary drop head sewing machines which
you can buy anywhere at $25.00 to $35.00. At $35.00
this machine would stand alone as one of the greatest
values ever presented, and now when wo cut the price
In two and ask

only $17.95 for this beautiful piano-
polished quartered oak case, with carved front and
round comers, and this high arm automatic head
fitted with best ball bearings and equipped with stitch

regulator, double feed, spring tension, cylinder shuttle
and automatic bobbin winder. also Include a full set of
attachments and accessories, the offer becomes the
sensation of the season In sewing machine values. You
don't need to take our word for It, but trust to your
own judgment after you have tried the machine In

your own home for 90 days. Order this machine on
days trial; use It alongside of any $60 Agency Machine
made, and If you don t prefer the new Albaugh-Dover
model No. 5D-12 machine, regardless of cost, send It

back and get every cent of your money. You take no
quick shipment. Order today on 90 days trial. PIICE $17.95.

Albaugh-Dover Go,, 905-938 Marshall Blvd., Chicago, III,

ALDOCO STEEL WIND MILLS
Only $37.40 and up for complete stae! miu and steel tower.

Aldoco Mills run smoothly, quietly, and easily, and re-

quire but the slightest breese to set them tn motion. They
have solid tool steel wrist pins, and a special Rocker Ann
Device Our steel towers are strongly braced* well pro-

portioned and fitted with ladders. Every mill fully

guaranteed. Write us.

No. 13 D I A-7701-11.

Complete 8-foot wheel and 30-foot tower, total weight
940 pounds. Prioe $37.40

No. 13 D I A-7701-12.
Complete 8-foot wheel with 40-foot tower, total weight
1130 poundi. Price $43.85

No. 13 D I A-7 702-20.

Complete 10-foot wheel with 40-foot tower, total

weight 1260 poundi. Price $51.05

No. 13 I A-7 702-21.
Complete 10-foot wheel with 60-foot tower, total

weight 1600 poundi. Price 160.05

ALL SHIPMENTS KADI FROM FACTORT NUB CHICAGO

ALBAUGH-DOVER CO.
913 938 Marshall Blvd., Chicago, III.

MOREMONEY
From Your Cows and

'Much Less Work
In Getting It.

Cream Separator."

you could .^i
see the Real ^s^k. U you could see how to make easily

' DIFFERENCE '"^s^k. $10to JlSmorea yearoneachand
between the ^>^^ every cow you keep, and still

NEW B UTTERFLY^Wd * with less work for

SCREAM SEPARATOR^. y ur

19 and any other i

f Difference in amount of
.

the cream you get; Differ-

ence in the quality of cream;
^Difference in the way the machine runs.

OUR ^(^^ Difference In the number of times a
I PATENTED ALUMINUM COR-^Bw minute you have to turn the crank;

RUGATED SKIMMING DEVIC

I different and 8 times as efflcie

I other machine. Every drop of milk .*.. *..> ^^a,
I the bowl of the New Butterfly Cream Separator^^^^tlik CS tO 1 6 S U tnO
I is actually put through the skimming process ^^^^skinillling'deVlCC""*
I 8 times. This groarantoea complete separation, and ^i^^ vou would SaV.aS
you can't fail to>et ALL Trie CREAM. New Butter-^^* ?,Vndrd of
fly Cream Separators are sold as they oupht to be. Notby^^*11

I aients, but direct from oar factory to your farm Freight^^W ot '** are
I paid and on 305 days' trial. Send today for illust'd catalog.

I Far average ttse, we rccom- PR I C
I mend Mo* 4%, capacity 450 delivered
I to 500 ids. of milk per hour, yoortown

.

f -1 O T O|l
at JK *Mn- tjjV V ~

8 a y 1 n S
toda5'

Set the NEW
B U TT E RFUY ,

ALBAUGH-DOVER CO.
925-9J8 Marshall Boulevard, CHICAGO.

A Complaint
from one of the largest buggy manufacturers In America. *

In a private letter recently addressed to the Albaugh-
Dover Company he makes tills complaint, and appeals to
us to raise our buggy prices.

"Your prices are too low. We do not believe there
Is any other catalogue in existence (and surely no retail
dealer or airenO selling a buggy as well made as your
Hit -in;, for instance, for less than (60.00, while
your price Is $50.00."

We call that a pretty convincing argument, and one
thai should mean more to you If you are going to buy a
buggy, than all the extravagant claims made In the most
beautiful colon d catalog ever written. This letter
proves that when It comes to buprgirs, we are acknowl-
edged privately by other manufacturers themselves to
be leaders In price and quality. Why shouldn't we tell

>ou about It t You ought to know it, too.

We Make a Specialty of the Best
Low -Priced Buggies in America
as well as the higher grades. No matter what kind of a\
buggy you want to buy , if yon haven't gotten our catalog ",

ana price list you haven't struck "rock-bottom" In buggy
buyingyet. Onrrigsareotyllsh, up-to-date, strong,and built

right from top to tire. Above all, the price in every Instance Is as low as the quality of the job and
our small profit will penult. Send today for our catalog and see for yourself why other manu-
facturers are complaining about our low ''Faotory-to-User" price?. Runabouts $21.50 to 992.00.
Top butr&rles $28.90 to $110. Surreys $58. SO to $110. We have 35 styles of Top Buggies priced
from $40 to $60. Amon_- these you are sure to tlml just the ritr you want at a price mucti lees than
>ou have expected to pay. Every buggy Is covered by our "Iron-Clad Guarantee." Write for catalog.

ALBAUGH- DOVER CO., CHICAGO, ILL



15he RELIABLE LINE
"Dempster* That's The Name

High Class

Gasoline

Engines

2 to 12

Horse Power

For Gasoline

Kerosene a.nd

Alcohol
T

Four Cycle

Economical

Powerful

Will Run

Anything

Anywhere

Irrigating and Water Works Pumping Plants our Specialty

OUR LINE:
WIND MILLS ALL KINDS OF PUMPS WOOD AND STEEL TANKS

WELL MACHINERY GASOLINE ENGINES CULTIVATORS FEED MILLS
GRAIN DRILLS IRON PIPE AND CASING COCKS AND VALVES

WELL POINTS AND STRAINERS FARM AND RANCH WATER, SUPPLIES

BEST TO BUY BEST TO WORK

Look

Carefully

at the Best

Windmill

Head

Ever Made

See that

Extra

Bearing

on the
Wheel Shaft
and the

Center Lift

Crank

Roller Rim
Gears

and other good
things

DEMPSTER MILL MANUFACTURING CO.
FACTORY: BEATRICE. NEBRASKA

Branch Houses : Omaha. Neb. Kansas City, Mo. Sioux Falls. S. D.
Mention Department "A" when you write










